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Introduction: Iceland and Wegener

Iceland is a unique phenomenon, land raised high where ocean
should be. Neither Wegener’s concept of continental drift nor
its modern version of sea-floor spreading and plate tectonics leave
space for a large land mass in the middle of the North Atlantic.
This problem and the promise it offers to the study of the earth
presented themselves to Wegener (1915, 1920, 1922, 1929) when
he attempted t0 reconstruct the pre-drift positions of the conti-
nents, but then his thinking on Iceland was already influenced
by the vexing problem of the drift mechanism. Earlier, when he
first (1912a and b) published the arguments for drift, he did not
mention Iceland, but it seems worthwhile to remember some of
his early thinking which, indeed, sounds very modern.

Although Wegener considered the evidence for drift more im—
portant than an understanding of the mechanism, which would
come with time, he nevertheless allowed himself some speculation
on that subject. We cannot resist the temptation to quote a whole
paragraph from Wegener’s 1912a paper (pp. 305, 306):

‘Weiter scheint mir aber jetzt eine Möglichkeit vorzuliegen,
die Unterschiede der Meerestiefen zu erklären. Da wir für größere
Gebiete doch auch am Boden der Tiefsee isostatische Kompensa—
tion annehmen müssen, so besagt der Unterschied, daß die nach
unserer Auffassung alten Tiefseeböden spezifisch schwerer sind
als die jungen. Nun ist der Gedanke wohl nicht von der Hand
zu weisen, daß frisch entblößte Simaflächen, wie der Atlantik
oder westliche Teil des Indik, noch lange Zeit hindurch nicht
nur eine geringere Riegheit, sondern auch eine höhere Temperatur
(vielleicht um 100° im Mittel der obersten 100 km) bewahren als
die alten, schon stark ausgekühlten Meeresböden. Und eine solche
Temperaturdifferenz würde, wenn sie auch, wie früher erwähnt,
zur Erklärung der Gewichtsdifferenz zwischen kontinentalem und
ozeanischem Material bei weitem nicht ausreicht, doch wahr-
scheinlich genügen, um die relativ geringfügigen Niveaudifferenzen
der großen ozeanischen Becken untereinander zu erklären. Diese
scheinen es auch nahezulegen, die mittelatlantische Bodenschwelle
als diejenige Zone zu betrachten, in welcher bei der noch immer
fortschreitenden Erweiterung des Atlantischen Ozeans der Boden
desselben fortwährend aufreißt und frischem, relativ flüssigem und
hoch temperiertem Sima aus der Tiefe Platz macht.’

(Freely translated: Further, I now believe I can explain the
differences in ocean depth. Since we must assume isostatic compen-
sation for the ocean floors, it follows that old (in our view) sea
floor is denser than that which is younger. lt is likely that recently
uncovered sima, as the Atlantic and the western Indic, long pre-

serves lower rigidity and higher temperatures (perhaps 100° C on
the average for the uppermost 100 km) than old, considerably
cooled sea floor. Although not sufficient to explain the density
difference between continental and oceanic material, such tempera-
ture differences could adequately explain the minor differences
in depth between the great ocean basins. These differences also
seem to indicate that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is that zone in which
the floor of the Atlantic in its progressive spreading is rifting
open and making space for fresh, relatively fluid, high—temperature
sima rising from depth.)

Of course, a large body of new data on bathymetry, magnetics,
and heat flow of the oceans was needed to substantiate such
speculations (Vine and Matthews, 1963, Sclater and Franche-
teau, 1970). To be sure, Wegener never quite gave them up (e.g.,
1922, p. 96; 1929, p. 211), but he could not see their significance
for lack of data and perhaps because he was distracted by the
‘new’ model of the continents sailing in the sima like icebergs
in the sea. His fascination with rheology may have played a role
here; consider that the model involved strong (possessing
strength), though fragile continents floating in viscous, though
hard sima, like cork floating up in cold tar; and remember that
Wegener was in need of a convincing model in View of the mount-
ing Opposition to continental drift. In contrast to some of his
opponents, however, Wegener was never dogmatic about the
mechanism.

Returning now to the subject of this volume, we conjecture
that Wegener’s thinking on mechanisms might have taken a differ-
ent course, had he known Iceland better. Actually, in 1912 he
did travel by pony from Akureyri in the north to, and across,
Vatnajökull in the southeast (Koch, 1912), but he probably did
not see conspicuous fissures and may have been preoccupied by
the preparations for the Greenland expedition (Schwarz-
bach, 1979). Otherwise his ideas on rifting and spreading might
have been strengthened since they are so obviously demonstrated
in Iceland as a part of the Mid—Atlantic Ridge. Instead, the ridge
more and more became a continental relic from the original split-
ting (1922, p. 42) and Iceland came to have originated between
a double rift (p. 41) or to be held up by molten sial rising beneath
it from under the receding continents (p. 40). In this at least there
is a surprising affinity with those who contest continental drift
altogether and wish Iceland to have a stable continental basement
(Belousov, 1970; Belousov and Milanovsky, 1976).

Wegener died in Greenland during the winter 1930/1931, but
his ideas remained alive and were heatedly discussed. The majority
of earth scientists rejected them, and we must admit today that
there were many open questions. The picture of Iceland in particu-
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lar was confusing, indeed; this has, however, not impeded geody-
namic research there, and may have rather stimulated it. Probably
the first to 1ink the tectonic and volcanic style of Iceland to
Wegener’s drift hypothesis was the Danish geomorphologist and
geologist N. Nielsen (1930, 1933), and S. Thorarinsson (1937) con-
Cluded his study of the 1934 Dalvik earthquake in North Iceland
by suggesting that also seismotectonics supports the hypothesis.

In this Situation several German geodesists, geophysicists, and
geologists felt that it was most important to prove or disprove
continental drift by direct geodetic observation in Iceland.
Wegener (1912, pp. 307—309; 1922, pp. 77—82; 1929, pp. 22—34)
himself had often stressed the importance of geodetic proof (but
he had thought that the drift between Greenland and Europe
is fast enough to be observable, and in fact was successfully mea—
sured, by longitude determinations). The Choice of Iceland suggests
that Wegener’s early ideas as quoted above were seriously consid-
ered a possibility. The neovolcanie zone in North Iceland was
chosen under geologic advice, probably for its simple shape and
its conspicuous fissures. The working group consisted of O. Niem-
Czyk, E. Ansel, F. Bernauer, E. Emschermann, and A. Schleusener.
An account of their 1938 expedition to Iceland was given by
Niemczyk (1943) who argued (p. l) that even if the inner young
volcanic zone ‘fiows’ apart, the behaviour of the rigid Tertiary
basalt massifs on both sides must give evidence for or against
the expected horizontal drift, and that this evidence could be
obtained by setting up a network for repeated measurements of
distance, elevation, and gravity. Fortunately, the network could
be largely recovered after the war; in 1964/1965 it was remeasured
for the first time and extended by K. Gerke (1967,1974), H.
Spickernagel (1966), and A. Schleusener and W Torge (1971)
with assistance from E. Tryggvason. Surprisingly, the 1965-1938
comparison demonstrated no significant extension across the rift
zone. This might have been taken as evidence against Wegener’s
hypothesis, but at the time these results became known, sea-floor
spreading had already been convincingly inferred from the marine
magnetic anomalies (Vine and Matthews, 1963) and the concept
of plate tectonics was just being formulated to explain seismolog-
ical data (MCKenzie and Parker, 1967; Morgan, 1968, IsaCks
et al., 1968). Thus the geodetic observations in North Iceland were
most puzzling, raising more questions than they answered.

Work Reported

The choice of North Iceland for measuring drift, after all, has
turned out to be an extremely fortunate one. It was in this zone
that an episode of rifting started in 1975 (Björnsson et al.,
1977, 1979) which continues to the day of writing. The 1938 and
1965 measurements eross this zone and now serve as the necessary
reference for the horizontal and vertical motions as well as the
gravity changes along an E-W 1ine more than 100 km long. Several
papers in this volume (Möller and Ritter, Pelzer and Gerstenecker,
Tryggvason, Spickernagel, Sigurdsson, Torge and Kanngieser,
Johnsen et a1.) are devoted to this subject. The rifting event may
be the first one to be observed and eertainly is the best doc-
umented. lt is thus extremely important to our understanding
of the process. The observation of magma movement through
a dyke by its related seismicity (Einarsson and Brandsdottir) dur—
ing this event is therefore particularly valuable. Two of the geodetio
studies (Tryggvason, Johnsen et a1.) focus on the vicinity of the
Krafla magma Chamber, continuously inflated from below, but
occasionally deflated rapidly by outflow into dykes; three (Möller
and Ritter, Spickernagel, Torge and Kanngieser) present accurate

measurements of the regional deformation; two (Sigurdsson, Pel-
zer and Gerstenecker) look at the effects of the rifting on the
fissure swarm some 50 km north of Krafla where seismicity has
also been studied (Einarsson and Brandsdöttir).

Although less spectacular than in N-Iceland, activity in the
southwest is obvious and manifests itself in earthquakes (Foulger
and Einarsson). Their relation with the state of stress is, however,
complicated (Voight et a1.). For the region of current rifting in
N—Iceland, strain and stress measurements are not yet available,
but such measurements are in progress. The comparison with
large-scale deformation (Möller and Ritter, Spickernagel, Torge
and Kanngieser) would shed light on the driving forces (long-
distance tension versus push from dyke intrusions).

Another important question is that of the history of tec-
tonicsm and magmaticsm activity in Iceland. The very differ-
ent appearance of the Tertiary flood basalt regions (Fig. 1) and
that of the neovoloanic zones (Fig. 2) made many people believe
that there had been a hiatus between Tertiary and Pleistocene
volcanic activity. Statistics offers no evidence for any variation
during historical time (Gudmundsson and Saemundsson) and the—
oretical modelling of crustal generation (Palmason) suggests that
the different character of old and young regions is not in conflict
with a continuing, more or less steady process. This is supported
by work on paleomagnetism (Kristjansson et al., Schweitzer and
Soffel) and magnetic anomalies (Becker); a side-line is the clarifica-
tion of the history of glaciations. Even more directly revealing
the tectonic history are the marine magnetic anomalies from the
regions south (Voppel and Rudloft) and north of Iceland (Vogt
et a1.); these studies continue a well known tradition in the region
(Vine and Matthews, 1963; Heirtzler et al., 1966) and pose new
questions as to the interaction of ‘normal’ sea-floor spreading
and the action of a deep ‘Iceland plume’ In discussing models
of such an interaction it is helpful to compare Iceland with related
geotectonic phenomena such as Hawaii (Wyss).

There is no doubt that Iceland is part of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge and that it is an anomalous part. Iceland cannot be under—
stood without looking at the surrounding sea floor (Johnson and
Palmason, Jacoby, Bram), but we can also learn much about
the oceans by studying Iceland, which is a much more convenient
plaoe for many kinds of observations than the sea fioor. We must,
however, use caution before making any generalization one way
or the other. Detailed data on sea-floor morphology (Vogt et al.,
Jacoby) and heat flow (Bram) north and south of Iceland will
be important information on the transition from the Iceland anom—
aly to normal ocean. Some of the differences between Iceland
and the surrounding sea floor, to be sure, are simply the expression
of the different environments (submarine versus subaerial volcan-
ism). The Icelandie plateau basalts and ash layers smear out the
magnetic anomaly strips so typical for the ocean, where dyke
injection dominates the magmatic processes. For the same reasons
the bulk mechanical properties of Iceland and ocean crust ma)
be different, Iceland being more ductile; the lack of olear transforn
faults, expeeted from the spreading geometry, may be explained
this way, but also simply by frequent burial under flood basalts
and ash layers. Thus, it is not easy to distinguish direct and second
ary effects of the anticipated cause in the deep mantle.

The question what Iceland really is, has been controversia‚
and is still in the very centre of current geodynamic research
it is that of vertical versus horizontal (plate) tectonics and also
that of deep-mantle plumes. The question, of course, cannot be
answered without some more direct information on the structure,
state, and composition of the crust and upper mantle beneath
Iceland and the North Atlantic. Seismic methods using earth-
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quakes and/er explosions yield the most detailed and least am-
bigueus informatiün an strueture, but less cm temperature and
eompositiün; with magneto-tellurics the opposite is true, thus com-
plementing the fürmer; gravity is useful in giving a broad picture
erf the effeets of the dynamie proeesses cm mass balanee and isos—
tasy.

Censiderable efferts have been made in all these fields, and
Dne Df the purposes of the present volume is t0 assemble many

of the results. Earlier Grustal refraetion prefiles of Pälmasen (l9?l)
have been re-interpreted with the eid ef synthetie seismegrams
(Flövenz), with the result [hat the leelandie erust now looks müre
like oceanie erust (Buneh, Geldflam et 31.). Twe extensive wide-
angle refleetion surveys have been earried out reeently in the aetive
rift zones and the adjaeent plateau basalts of Ieeland (2 pspers
by Zverev et a1.) resulting in the most detailed pieture of the
erust so far obtained in such zones; Pälmason’s müde] predietiüns
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are confirmed in their essential points, but as one would expect
the structure is much more complex; of particular importance
is the seismic evidence for magma chambers in the lower crust
under the active fissure swarms.

The depth of penetration in the above short-range seismic
experiments was too limited to permit an answer to the question
of crustal thickness. Palmason’s (1971) data and long-range refrac—
tion, without intermediate control in Iceland had been interpreted
as to either indicate a thin ‘Iceland—type’ crust of oceanic affinity
above an anomalous upper mantle (Palmason, 1971, Bott, 1974)
or a more than 50-km—thiek crust of continental affinity (Zverev
et a1., 1976). The controversy cannot be resolved without a refrac-
tion experiment having the longest range and tightest intermediate
control possible. Such an experiment was carried out by an interna-
tional group in 1977; it involved a multiple refraction profile
of 800 km length along the southeast flank of Reykjanes Ridge
and across Iceland (RRISP Working Group; Gebrande et a1.,
Goldflam et al.). There seems to be a sharp transition from typical
oceanic crust and upper mantle of 10 Ma old lithosphere at Reyk-
janes Ridge, to Iceland where P velocities range from 7 to less
than 8 km/s between about 10 and at least 60 km depth, which
is atypical for both eontinental and oceanic upper mantle; it
may be termed ‘lceland-type upper mantle’ which according to
magneto-telluric observations (Beblo and Björnsson) is hot and
probably partially molten.

If Iceland is generated by a ‘hot’ or ‘melting spot’ at or
near the spreading axis of the Mid—Atlantic Ridge, then the Thu—
lean basalt province from Baffln Island and Greenland to Iceland,
the Faeroes, and Seotland is an expression of its activity and
the connecting aseismic ridges are its traces on the diverging plates;
the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge can thus be regarded as the submerged
part of Iceland (Nilsen, 1978), as it subsides with the surrounding
sea floor and cooling lithosphere. The North Atlantic Seismic
Project in 1972 had been aimed at studying the crust of this
ridge, but the interpretations had been controversial, supporting
either sea-floor spreading (Bott, 1974) or a more fixist View (Zverev
et al., 1976). A new more detailed interpretation (Bott and Gun—
narsson) leads to the conclusion that the crust is of the ‘Iceland
type’, but thicker than in Iceland, while the Faeroe block has
a distinctly different crust of continental affinity.

The contrast between Iceland and the adjacent ocean is an
important question in studying the crust and upper mantle. The
Reykjanes Ridge may serve as the background for Iceland, but
this ridge is unusual in having a conspicuous erestal block and
shallow water depth, probably related to Iceland. The crust and
its evolution is best studied with explosion seismology (Goldflam
et al., Bunch); information on the deeper lithosphere is meager
partly because of propagation problems of seismic energy (RRISP
Working Group). Surface waves generated by earthquakes on
Reykjanes Ridge and Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone give more in-
formation on average seismic velocities at greater depth than on
detailed vertical structure (Keen et al., Jacoby and Girardin). Nev-
ertheless, a rather detailed picture of lithospheric evolution has
come forth from the above studies: very thin lithosphere near
the crest (Keen et al.) traps rising melt below 20 km depth after
a few million years of existence; this is evident in an upper low-
velocity layer, before the lithosphere—asthenosphere transition at
60 km depth is clearly established at 10 Ma age, or so (Jacoby
and Girardin). By this time the crust is fully developed (Bunch,
Goldflam et al.).

Finally, there is the question why slow spreading ridges gener-
ally have a crestal rift while Reykjanes Ridge, similar to the fast
spreading East Pacific Rise, has a positive erestal block which

is itself rifted, at least near 62o N (Jacoby). A model study of
the viscous response of the asthenosphere to the receding plates
(Collette et a1.) explains this and the accompanying gravity field
quite convincingly with different asthenospherie viscosities and
probably temperatures.

We have arranged the papers in this volume under three head—
ings: (1) Tectonic Framework, Evolution (studied by observations
of magnetic anomalies, morphology, and heat flow and by theoret-
ical modelling); (2) Deformation, Stress, Seismicity, i.e., aetive
tectonics (studied by geodetic, gravity, and seismological
methods); (3) Crustal and Upper Mantle Structure (studied by
seismic or seismological, magneto-telluric, and gravity methods).
Not all papers have found an entirely satisfactory place in this
scheme. This introductory paper is meant to serve as a guide
to the contents of the volume. Finally, the most recent reviews
of geophysical work on Iceland include: Björnsson (1967), Krist-
jansson (1974), Pälmason and Saemundsson (1974), Jacoby (1979).

Conclusions: Problems and Open Questions

When the idea was formed to publish an Iceland Volume, it was
intended as a common platform for new results from the large
amount of work done in and around Iceland in recent years.
This was motivated by the central place Iceland occupies in geody-
namics and thus in the International Geodynamics Project. Many
scientists from many eountries had participated in the work and
much money has been spent by funding organizations; it thus
appeared most appropriate to demonstrate the usefulness of all
these efforts by publishing the results together. Last but not least,
it is the intention to honour, in the year of his lOOth birthday
on November l, 1980, Alfred Wegener, who died in the middle
of his work nearly 50 years ago. We venture to say that, if Wegener
had had the opportunity to see all the new data from the oceans,
from seismology, and from structural geology collected in the
second half of this century, he most probably would have been
one of the first to understand the New Global Tectonics and
to throw overboard his old idea of the sailing continents.

Most importantly, this volume is to bring together results from
different parts of the region and obtained by different methods
with the various, partly conflicting ideas and models. We do not
attempt a synthesis here, but we hope that the volume itself will
advance our understanding of geodynamics by opening our eyes
to aspects and relationships hitherto unnoticed, and by identifying
problems and questions to be attacked with new observations
and analyses. Some questions come to mind by just reading the
papers, others are expressed by the authors taking oonflicting
views of the same subject. A few of the problems are named
below.

1. How does the current rifting episode fit into long-term
spreading? A synthesis of the various geodetic and other observa-
tions, both local and regional is called for with information on
inter-episode deformation. It is also most important to continue
the local and regional observation of deformation through the
whole rifting event and beyond to study how the deformation
spreads through the lithosphere.

2. What is the driving mechanism of the rifting event? Is
magma squeezed in gravitationally (buoyantly) pushing the sides
into compression or is regional tension from plate divergence re-
leased in fissures tearing open and making space for the magma?
The regional deformation of the area (Möller and Ritter) can
be interpreted either way. Strain/stress measurements by overcor-
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ing or hydrofracturing in North Iceland could discriminate be-
tween the two models by means of the ‘absolute’ stress.

3. How does the suspected Iceland plume interact with sea-floor
spreading? Two somewhat conflicting Views are expressed, one
concerning the regional stress field in and around Iceland (Wyss),
the other concerning the obliquely spreading Reykjanes Ridge
subject to both regional (plate) tectonic and thermal stresses (Ja-
coby)

4. Several seismic models of the crust and upper mantle of
Reykjanes Ridge are presented (Bunch, RRISP Working Group,
Goldam et al., Keen et al., Jacoby and Girardin) which are not
in perfect agreement with each other. The lithospheric 10w—velocity
layer is clearly evident only in one surface wave study (Jacoby
and Girardin). Is it real? If so, is it a special feature of Reykjanes
Ridge close to Iceland or a property of all spreading ridges?
In the first case, does it record a transient influence of the ‘ Iceland
plume ’ or a steady-state process of lithosphere evolution? A prom-
ising exercise for the immediate future is to synthesize all the
new and old data to establish a consistent model of Reykjanes
Ridge.

5. For Iceland and the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge a special ‘Iceland-
type’ crust has been demonstrated (RRISP Working Group, Bott
and Gunnarsson), but at the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge it is distinctly
thicker. Why is this so? Is it the result of aging or of temporal
variation in crustal generation?

6. Will the controversy about the nature of the Iceland crust
and upper mantle be finally settled or shall we continue to dis-
agree?

7. Several different seismic anisotropy models are discussed
in this volume (e.g., RRISP Working Group, Goldflam et al.,
Keen et a1.). Each is connected to different dynamic processes
under Reykjanes Ridge. A discrimination between the models
therefore has interesting consequences. Which model is correct?

These are only some of the questions which will be asked.
At this point we wish to thank all those whose work and

efforts have brought about this volume: the authors, the referees,
the Journal editor, the publisher, and Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft. Several referees reviewed more than one manuscript.
R.I. Walcott, C. Kisslinger, H. Illies, and J. Untiedt gave their ad-
Vice on such editorial questions as to how to formulate the title
of the volume and many others. B. Geidel patiently put up with
author’s special requests and the inadequacies of the coordinating
editor of this volume. G. Jung-Jacoby supported him in this work
actively. Professor H. Illies first proposed to the National Com-
mittee of the International Geodynamics Commission and to the
editor of the Journal of Geophysics that an Iceland Volume should
be put together.

This is also the proper place to remind the reader that the
original work reported here was made possible by many funding
organizations and by the cooperation and efforts of many scien-
tists, technicians, ships’ crews, administrators and others, not
named anywhere in the volume. One organisation, however,
should be named here: the National Research Council of Iceland,
representing the Iceland science community, that has given permis-
sion and support to the work in Icelandic Territory. Last but
not least, a large unnamed group often forgotten are the scientists’
companions who put up with them going to the field and writing
papers till late at night.

M. Schwarzbach, D. Voppel, and K. Gerke supplied important
information on Alfred Wegener and the early studies; H. Illies,
J. Untiedt, B. Higgs, G. Ranalli, and J.G. Dennis assisted in

clarifying the contents and the English style of this article. We
thank a11 of them.
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A Continuum Model of Crustal Generation in Iceland;
Kinematic Aspects

G. Palmason

Orkustofnun, Grensasvegi 9, Reykjavik, Iceland

Abstract. A steady-state plate—tectonic kinematic model of crust—
a1 accretion in Iceland is presented. It describes quantitatively
the overall time-averaged movements of solid crustal elements
during the accretion process, and correlates accretion parame-
ters in the axial zone (width of lava deposition zone, total lava
production rate, width of horizontal strain zone, spreading
velocity, normal faulting) with struetural properties in the Ter—
tiary lava pile (lava dips, lava deposition rate, dyke fraction).
The model is used, firstly, to predict the accretion parameters of
the Tertiary volcanic zone on the basis of observed structural
properties in the Tertiary lava pile; secondly, t0 predict possible
structures of the lower crust in terms of a lava/intrusion ratio;
thirdly, the model may be used t0 calculate the crustal tempera-
ture field caused by intrusions, but this application is outside the
scope of the present paper. The model is essentially a further
development of a previous one presented earlier by the author.
The analysis, in terms of the model, of various published struc-
tural observations indicates that the width of lava deposition
and the spreading rate in the Tertiary volcanic zone were
consistent with the corresponding properties in the present-day
volcanic zone. This may suggest a certain uniformity in the
volcanic processes during the last 10—15 Ma. The Visible Tertiary
lava pile was, aecording to the model, deposited outside the
innermost 50—km—wide central part of the volcanic zone, whieh
may explain the differenee in appearance between the two main
volcanic regions of Iceland, i.e., the active volcanic zone and the
Tertiary flood basalts. Furthermore, an analysis of possible
structures of the lower crust, consistent with various surface
observations, indicates a gradual rather than a sharp transition
from an upper lava-dominated crust to a lower intrusion-domi-
nated crust.

Key words: Iceland — Mid-ocean ridges — Crustal accretion
model — Lava dip — Dykes — Normal faults.

Introduction

In recent years a considerable amount of radiometric age data
from the Icelandic basalt pile has been published (e.g.
McDougall et al., 1977; Watkins and Walker, 1977). They show a
remarkably constant rate of deposition of lavas which may be
taken to indicate a certain uniformity in the intensity of the
voleanic processes during the time interval since Iceland began
t0 be formed. Other kinds of data on the regional structure of

the Tertiary lava pile, such as dips of lavas and dyke volume
fraction, also testify to the processes that originally formed the
lava pile. The lavas generally dip gently towards the zone of
rifting and volcanism, with the dip increasing with depth in the
lava pile. The dyke fraction generally increases downwards in
the crust, but laterally there are large variations in the dyke
fraction. The first systematic study of these relationships was
made by Walker (1959, 1960) in eastern Iceland. He interpreted
his observations in terms of a sagging process associated with
lava deposition in an active volcanic zone. This process was
further elaborated by Bodvarsson and Walker (1964).

The present day volcanic zone of Iceland differs in appear-
ance from the Tertiary flood basalt areas. In part this difference
is due to the wet environment of the Pleistocene volcanism, but
apart from that, the sheer number of Visible volcanic vents and
faults and fissures is much greater in the axial zone than can be
observed in the Tertiary flood basalt pile. The inference is not
unnatural that the present day volcanic zone represents a sepa—
rate episode of volcanism, distinct from that which formed the
Tertiary lava pile.

T0 Clarify the relationships between the present day volcanic
and tectonic processes in the axial zone and the structure of the
Tertiary lava pile, a model is needed which describes the vol—
Canic and tectonic processes taking place. In the present paper
such a model will be discussed. It is based on plate tectonics
concepts‚ and is in agreement with the processes envisaged by
Bodvarsson and Walker (1964). It is essentially a further de—
velopment of a model previously presented by the author (Pal-
mason, 1973). The main modification is that the processes of
lava deposition and strain by dyke injection are assumed t0
have a normal distribution across the voleanic zone instead of a
truneated one.

As is well known the active volcanic zone forms a rather
complicated pattern through Iceland, with parallel branches and
a possible shifting of the zone between two or more locations.
Under these circumstances a simple steady-state model can at
best only be a rough approximation. When only regional prop-
erties are considered, such a model may still be of help in
Clarifying relationships between various observable properties.

In this paper only the kinematic aspects of the model will be
considered, while the thermal aspects will be considered in
another paper. It should be noted that the model is intended t0
describe only the solid or semi-solid crust, but not the underly-
ing two phase flow at temperatures in the melting range. The
lower boundary of the model will thus be outlined by isotherms,
deduced by caleulations of the thermal state of the crust.

0340-062X/80/0047/0007/502.40
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The Model

The assumptions involved in the model were discussed in a
previous paper (Pälmason, 1973) and will not be repeated here
in detail. The model is essentially a kinematic one, describing
the overall time—averaged movement of solid crustal elements
during the accretion process. A flow field is constructed in such
a way that it fits certain boundary conditions. It is oharacterized
by several parameters that may be varied to fit observations of
various structural properties of the lava pile in Iceland. The
divergence of the flow velocity field is equal to the intensity of
the emplacement of magma in the crust. Specifying the flow field
thus makes possible calculation of the thermal state of the crust.

In the model the discontinuous processes of lava extrusion,
dyke intrusion and tectonic movements are treated as con—
tinuous processes representing the average behaviour over a
long time. A disadvantage of this point of view is that the details
of the volcanie and teetonic processes, such as individual central
volcanic complexes, dykes, and faults, are lostin the model. An
advantage is, on the other hand, that analytical descriptions of
the regional movement of crustal material are easily made, as
well as calculations of the thermal state of the crust. Another
approach to the modeling where the volcanic and tectonic
processes were treated statistically, was made by Daignieres et
al. (1975).

The Flow Field

The model is a two-dimensional one. The boundary conditions for
the flow field are the following:

(a) At the surface of the crust lava is deposited at a certain
average rate which varies with the distance from the axis. For a
steady-state process the downward movement of the solid crustal
elements must be equal to the deposition rate.

(b) At the axis the horizontal component of the flow must be
zero for reasons of symmetry.

(c) The distant lithosphere moves horizontally as a ‘rigid’ body
with a constant velocity. The movement is assumed to be
perpendicular to the axis.

A flow field satisfying these boundary conditions can be set up
in many ways, but perhaps the simplest way is to assume that both
velocity components are independent of depth, but vary with the
horizontal coordinate only. If furthermore the horizontal strain
rate associated with the increase in horizontal velocity from zero at
the axis to a final value Vd in the distant lithosphere, is assumed to
have a normal distribution with standard deviation 01, and the
lava deposition rate is also assumed to have a normal distribution
with a standard deviation 02, the two velocity components may be
written, assuming the density to be constant:ß " < x2)_. ——d

flfil geXp 20%
x

) (1a)

’I‘dvx d VL7 z ——_.. :x
O dx

x d

s-erf(
x

fl'01

q ( ”2)U : -exp ——2
2

Z
fi'az 0

where q is the rate of lava deposition per unit length of the axial
zone, but integrated across the width of the zone. The four

parameters V0„ q, 01, and 02 characterize the simple model.
Later on, when discussing the effects of normal faulting, two
additional parameters will be introduced. In that case the ve—
locity components do not depend only on the horizontal coor-
dinate, but on the depth as well.

The flow field described by these velocities does not oon-
serve material:

( x2) <2>ex —— .p 20::—
15%
fl' 01

This is the horizontal strain rate associated with the spreading
process and gives the volume rate of emplacement of magma
intrusions per unit volume in the crust which in this case
depends only on the horizontal ooordinate. It is assumed that
the magma is emplaced instantaneously from the underlying
source zone of partial melting, which is equivalent to saying that
the time taken for the movement of the magma to its destination
in the crust is short on the time scale of movements of the crust.
Some of the magma reaches the surface where itsolidifies as lava.

In the flow field above the axial topography is assumed to
be a plane surface. This is not a eritical assumption, and an
irregular but steady-state topography, e.g.‚ a rift valley, would do
just as well, but would make the calculations more cumbersome.

For a given flow field it is possible to compute various
properties of interest in the solid crust by methods that were
described in the previous paper (Pälmason, 1973). Trajectories
and isochrons of lava elements, regional dip of lavas, and the
lava fraction in the crust ean all be computed. In this paper the
lava fraction L will be used as much as the dyke fraction D
which was used in the previous paper (Lzl—D). The thermal
state of the crust can also be computed‚ but this is outside the
scope of the present paper.

The isochrons are the loci of lavas of constant age in the
crust. As long as the lavas deform by bending in the axial zone
during the accretion process, the dip of the isochrons is the same
as the regional dip of the lavas. This will probably be the case
for the uppermost part of the frozen crust. At greater depth the
lavas will be more broken by faults and dyke intrusions. In that
case the dip of the isochrons will not necessarily be the same as
the dips of the lavas. .

It is convenient when discussing the flow field to use dimen-
sionless variables for the horizontal and vertical coordinates and
the time (age of lavas). They will be defined as follows:

div 17:

The trajectories of lava elements from their origin of deposition
at the surface in the axial zone may in the present case be
written as follows (Pälmason, 1973):

2 4 ex —52 ds
’7:“—'l p(0

)
(3)

V; “0) erf (i3)
01

where 5(0) is the horizontal coordinate of the point of origin at
the surfaee, and s is a variable of integration. The ratio 01/02
erustal strain/lava deposition standard deviations can be expect-
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ed to lie in the interval 0—1. The two limiting values give the
following trajectories:

I. 01/02=0 nzerf(€)——erf[f(0)]
(4)H _1 _1 erf(6). 01/02“ n“Il[ää?EZÖS]

The difference between the trajectories in the two limiting cases
is small at shallow depths in the crust, but increases with
inereasing depth.

The time parameter, or age of the lavas from the time of
their deposition at the surface, may be calculated from the
following formulas (Palmason, 1973):

C

r: 5 —ds— (5)af(_21)
01

where the integral is along a trajectory originating at the surface
position 5(0).

The lava fraction L may be calculated from the equation of
continuity for lavas within the crust.

öL
E+div(L.5).—.o. (6)

This may also be written:

äz—dlvv.ds=—lU-dx
L v x

or
x d' _

1nL=—j wvdx (7)
x(O) Ux

where the integral is along a trajectory originating at the surfaee
position x(0).

In the speeial ease where Ü depends only on the horizontal
eoordinate, the expression for the lava fraction reduces to:

sx<x<0)>_ (8)

In general the isochrons and the lava fraction may be calculated
numerieally from the above equations. In the limiting case (71/02
=0 (zero width of crustal strain zone) the trajectory n=erf(6)
forms the sharp boundary between 100% lavas (above) and
100% intrusions (below). The isochrons in the lava pile ean in
this case be expressed as follows:

n=erf(€)-erf(i-T)- (9)
Although this expression applies strictly only for 01/0220, it
can still be considered a good approximation to the isochrons in
the uppermost part of the erust, for other values of 01/02. This is
because the strueture of the uppermost ernst, where the dyke
fraetion is small, is largely independent of 01/02. Thus the above
relationship can be expected to be a good approximation to the
isochrons in the Visible Tertiary lava pile of Iceland. The lava
trajeetories and isochrons for this case are shown in Fig. 1.

The case 01/02 =0 was discussed by Cann (1974) using
graphical methods. As shown by Kidd (1977) this is the only
case whieh with the present assumptions can approximate the
relatively sharp transition between pillow lavas and sheeted
dyke eornplexes, whieh is observed in ophiolite complexes, e.g.,
in the Troodos Massif in Cyprus. Later in this paper other
possibilities will be discussed which can also lead to a relatively
sharp transition between lavas and intrusions.

For the other limiting case 01/02 :l (crustal strain and lava
deposition standard deviations equal) the trajectories and iso-
chrons are shown in Fig. 2. The lava fraction L in the crust is here
dependent only on the 17 coordinate‚ and is given by

L23"1 (or D:1—e—"). (10)

The Standard Deviations al of Crustal Strain Rate and 02
of Lava Deposition Rate

It is of some importance for the usefulness of the model that the
standard deviations 01 and 02, and in particular their ratio, ean
be estimated from field data.

If the distribution of lava deposition rate from a single linear
vent is normal with a standard deviation o3, and the distribu-

INTRUSIONS
(DYKES)

F
V5358<

Fig. l. Dimensionless lava isochrons
(solid lines) and trajectories (dashed)
in the model crust for 01/02 :0
(crustal strain/lava deposition
standard deviations)
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Fig. 2. Dimensionless lava isochrons (solid
lines) and trajectories (dashed) in the
model crust for 01/02 =1 (erustal
strain/lava deposition standard deviations)

X

€:\r2—O'2

tion of the linear vents around the axis is also normal with a
standard deviation 01, it may be shown that

(11)
provided the two distributions are independent of each other.

For the mid-oeean ridges, estimates based on the magnetic
anomaly pattern indicate strain zone values of a few km for 01
(Matthews and Bath, 1967; Harrison, 1968), while no estimates
seem to exist for 02 of deposition. From the above relation it
seems natural to assume that 02 is greater than 01. The ridge
crest topography may, however, play a decisive role in controll-
ing the ratio 01/02.

For the Iceland segment of the Mid-Atlantie Ridge the
volcanic aotivity oecurs over a eonsiderably wider zone than
usually postulated for the mid-ocean ridges. On the basis of the
areal distribution of lavas erupted in Iceland during the last
10,000 years, a rough estimate may be obtained for the present-
day value of 02. An effective width Wg, that is comparable to the
width of the zone of Postglacial lavas, will be defined in such a
way that at its edge the deposition rate is 1 lava in 10,000 years.
The width We is then related to 02 by Eq.(1b).

2__ 2 202—01+03

For two values of vz, corresponding to lava thicknesses of 2 and
5 m, the following relationships are obtained between We and 02
(with q—-—4/3 x10‘4km2/a.):

Tablel

v: 22 ><10‘ 7 km/a 5 ><10‘ 7 km/a
02 km Wekm 14k

5 28.2 24.7
10 51.2 43.5
15 71.9 59.4
20 91.0 73.1
25 108.7 85.1
30 125.3 95.5

The width of the zone of Postglacial lavas is quite variable but
mostly in the range 50—100 km. From the table we may then infer
that the corresponding 02 values are likely to be in the range 10—
30km. It should be noted that the lava thicknesses (or vz) Chosen
have a relatively small effect on the relationship between 02 and
W8. There is a second set of 02 values consistent with Eq. (1b) for
given values of v: and W6, but this gives a mueh wider distribution
of lavas with 02 > We, and is not likely to be consistent with the
conditions in the volcanic zone of Iceland.

A eonsiderably lower value is indicated for the strain value, 01,
probably in the range of 5—15 km. The standard deviations
probably reach maximum values near central Iceland, where
aceording to Jakobsson (1972) the lava deposition rate is highest,
and decrease towards the north and southwest along the ridge.

In the following, a few estimates will be made of 02 for lava
deposition from the Tertiary lava pile, and compared with the
above estimate from the present day voleanic zone.

Model Parameters and the Structure
of the Tertiary Lava Pile in Iceland

The Tertiary basalt areas on both sides of the axial zone in Iceland
provide an opportunity for a comparison with the model. The
deeply incised basalt pile in eastern, northern and western Iceland
gives in some areas structural information to a depth of 1—1.5 km
from the original top of the pile.

The structural properties which are of particular importance
for comparison with the model are (a) the relative dyke volume
fraction, (b) the regional dip ofthe lavas, and (c) the deposition rate
of lavas. All these properties vary with depth, and it is therefore
necessary to have a method of estimating the depth of obser-
vation from the original surface of the lava pile, since the
uppermost part of the pile has been eroded away. Walker (1960)
used the zeolite zoning of the uppermost crust together with the
dyke fraction and its vertical variation. Following Walker we will
assume that the top of the analcite zone lies at a depth of 600m
from the original top ofthe lava pile in other parts of Iceland. This
assumption implies that the maximum surfaee thermal gradient in
the crust, whioh controls the level of the zeolite zones, was the
same in other parts of Iceland as in eastern Iceland.

Before going into a detailed comparison ofthe model with field
observations from the Tertiary basalt pile in Iceland, the model
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Fig. 3. Lava fraction vs. dimensionless depth in the distant
model erust, for various values of the ratio 01/02 (crustal
strain/lava deposition standard deviations). The normal fault pa-
rameters 8 and I70 are discussed in a later seetion. The black dot
denotes the average conditions at sea-level in the eastern Iceland
lava pile (with q 24/3 >< 10‘4 k/a and 14,:1 cm/a)

relationships needed for this purpose will be derived. The three
structural properties mentioned above, i.e.‚ the dip of the lavas, the
deposition rate and the dyke fraction, can all be expressed as
functions of depth in the erust, and of the parameters of the model,
i.e.‚ V2„ q, 01 and 02. It turns out that fnr a Ponstant depth the
structural properties depend more .ome of the model
parameters than on others. The sensitivity of the structural
properties to variations in the model parameters will be discussed
in some detail. This sensitivity is important when an attempt is
made to put constraints on the model parameters from obser-
vations of the structural properties in the lava pile.

For the purpose of eomparison with the Tertiary lava pile in
Iceland we will look only at the structure of th model crust well
outside the aecretion zone, i.e.‚ for 5>> l.

The structural properties can be expressed as functions of the
parameter 6(0), i.e.‚ the horizontal coordinate of the point of origin
of a lava trajeetory which reaches a depth r] in the frozen-in crust.
The relationship between r] and 6(0) is given by Eq. (3) with ä> l.
This equation gives 77 :n(€(0), 01/02) and thus contains the ratio
01/02 as a parameter, i.e., the crustal strain/lava deposition
standard deviations ratio.

The lava fraction in the crust is expressed by Eq. (7). When the
velocities vx and vz depend only on x this equation reduces to:

_ vx(x(0)) _erf I:— 6(0))
1

This formula, together with Eq. (3), thus gives L=L(I7‚O'1/O'2). A
family of curves for this relationship is given in Fig. 3. This diagram
gives, for an observed value ofL at a certain depth z, a relationship
between possible values of Vd/q (spreading velocity/total lava
deposition rate) and 01/02.

The regional dip of the lavas (isoehrons) in the upper crust is
given by the following formula [Palmason‚ 1973; p. 458 Eq. (7 a)],
assuming that both velocity components depend only on x:

(d2) _ v.(x(0»— v.<x>
dx ‚— vx(x) '

In the distant crust well away from the accretion zone (i > l) this
may be written as follows, using the dimensionless variables and
the expressions for vz and l‘x.

zerf (2 (0)). (8a)
01

(12)

(‘33) =—i-exp(—:(0>2>. (13)dir 1/5
As before, 5(0) is related to 7’] by Eq. (3). This expression thus gives
(dm/(15)t as a function of 11 and 01/02 (the ratio of standard
deviations of crustal strain and lava deposition). In Fig.4 this
relationship is shown for the two limiting cases 0'1/0'2 = 0 and 1. It is
evident that the dip depends little on 01/02 in the upper part of the
crust. The diagram in Fig.4 gives, for an observed value of the
dip(dz/dx)t at a certain depth z, a relationship between possible
values of Vd/q and 02. This relationship depends slightly but not
significantly on the ratio 01/02.
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The last structural property, the lava deposition rate (dz/dt)x,
may be deduced from equations given by Palmason (1973). A
simple way to find this is to use the mathematical relationship

d d d<1)=—<—") (i)dr 5 d5 r dr ‚7

Noting that by the definitions off and 7::

d5 _ dx

(II—6)„
z 1, smce (E), : Vä, (ä > 1)

it follows that

d d 2(i7) = — (i7) = +—-eXP(—€(0)2). (15)d1 5 d6 I V;

Thus the same relationship is found between (du/d1); and 17 as
was previously found between —(dr//df)t and 17, and both are
shown by the curves in Fig. 4. In the case of the deposition rate,
however, the diagram gives, for an observed value of the deposition
rate (dz/dt)x at a certain depth z, a relationship between possible
values of Vd/q and az/I/d.

The curves in Fig.4 allow constraints to be plaeed on the
model parameters on the basis of observed values of regional dip
and deposition rate at certain depths in the lava pile. In this
conneetion it is important to realize that the curves constrain some
of the parameters more than others. This is perhaps best seen by
imagining that the functions in Fig. 4 were straight lines instead of
being slightly eurved. Then an observation of the dip at a certain
depth in the lava pile would give a unique determination of 02,
independently of both spreading velocity, Vd, and lava deposition
rate per unit length, q. In the same way an observation of the
deposition rate at a certain depth would give a unique de-
termination of oz/I/d, independently of q. The relatively slight
curvature of the funetions in Fig. 4 means that they constrain the
parameters 02 and az/I/d much more than they do the parameter q.
The significance of this is that it is possible to make more
meaningful statements about possible values of 02 and aZ/Vd on the
basis of observations of the dip and deposition rate respectively,
than one can make about possible values of q. The parameter q ean
vary within wide limits with only a small effect on the dip and
deposition rate as measured at a certain depth in the lava pile.

It is worth noting finally that the two observable quantities, the
regional dip of lavas and the rate of deposition, are closely related
to each other. One of them ean be deduced from the other if the
spreading rate for the partieular section of the lava pile is known.
Alternatively, the spreading rate can be dedueed if these two
quantities are both known. This follows from the mathematical
relationship mentioned earlier [Eq. (14)]:

—<3:)/<2:)=<:—:)
The model relationships derived above and shown in Figs. 3 and 4
will in the following be used to put some constraints on the model
parameters on the basis of structural observations in the Tertiary
lava pile of Iceland.

(16)

An Estimate of 01/02 From the Tertiary Lava Pile
in Eastern Iceland

According to the studies of Walker (1959, 1960, 1974) in eastern
Iceland of the dyke fraction at various levels in the Tertiary lava
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pile the average value ofD at sea level is about 0.06. The sea level
corresponds to a depth of about 1.3 km from the original top of the
lava pile aceording to studies of secondary mineral zones and the
upwards decrease of dyke fraction in the pile (Walker, 1960). The
diagram in Fig. 3 then gives a relationship between possible values
ofq/ Vd (lava deposition rate per unit length/spreading veloeity) and
of 01/02 (crustal strain/lava deposition standard deviations). If we
assume the parameter q/Vd to have had the same value during the
formation of the eastern Iceland lava pile, as is indicated at the
present time,

q 2%x10‘ 4 kmz/a, Vd 210— 5 km/a,

the diagram gives a value of about 0.69 for 01/02. The main
uncertainty in this estimate with the present model assumptions is
in the value of the lava produetion rate q, since for Vd a relatively
steady spreading rate for the Iceland area during the last 47.5 Ma
may be deduced from the magnetic anomaly pattern on the
Reykjanes Ridge (Herron and Talwani, 1972). A greater lava
produetion rate would give a higher estimate for 01/02 and Vice
versa.

Later on, where a more elaborate version of the model will be
discussed, it will be shown that the dyke observations in eastern
Iceland eannot constrain the ratio 01/02 more than Within the
range 0.69—1.0.

Three Estimates of the Standard Deviation
of Lava Deposition Rate, 02, From the Tertiary Lava Pile
in Eastem and Western Iceland

The relationships deduced earlier (Fig. 4) between the structural
properties and the model parameters will now be used to plaee
constraints on the model parameters on the basis of observations
ofdip and deposition rate. We will use (a) Walker’s observations on
the regional dip at sea level in the eastern Iceland Tertiary lava pile,
(b) the results of McDougall et al. (1977) on the deposition rate in
the Tertiary lavas of central western Iceland, and (c) the results of
Watkins and Walker (1977) on the deposition rate in Tertiary lavas
in eastern Iceland.

(a) According to Walker (1959, 1960, 1974) the regional dip at
sea level of the Tertiary lavas in eastern Iceland is in the range 6—80.
The sea level is at a depth of about 1.3 km from the original top of
the lava pile (Walker, 1960). From Fig.4 we may then deduce a
relationship between possible values of 02 and q/Vd, according to
the model. If we assume that the ratio q/VL, had the same value at
the time of formation of the eastern Iceland lavas as it has today, a
value of 0.195 is obtained for 17. The curves in Fig.4 then give
(dn/d€)r:0.47, assuming 01/02205. From the definitions of the
dimensionless variables 6 and n we find:

Z 13-2)
WC?) "0'2—

from which we obtain:

02:21,1 km for a dip of 6o
02: 15.8 km for a dip of 8°

It may be seen from the above expression for 02 that a variation of
the other model parameters Vd and q has a relatively small effect on
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the value obtained for 02. This is because the ratio (6177/615), M
Changes slowly when 17 is varied by changing the value of q/Vd.
Multiplying the value of q/Vd by 2 gives 02 =18.8—25.l km instead
of 15.8—2l.l km. Dividing it by 2 gives 02:12.3—165 km. Thus
multiplying or dividing q/Vd by 2 gives a variation in 02 of about

—I_— 20 %.
(b) In the second example we will estimate 02, or rather the

ratio 02/14„ from the lava deposition rate (d z/d t)x‚ as dedueed from
a study of MeDougall et al. (1977) of a lava succession 2—7 Ma old
from Borgarfjördur in western Iceland, which has been mapped in
detail by Johannesson (1975). The samples for K-Ar datings were
taken from a 32-km-long profile, at levels ranging mostly i200 m
around the boundary between the chabazite-thomsonite zone and
the analcite zone of secondary mineralization. In order to estimate
the depth range ofthe samples from the original top of the lava pile,
it will be assumed that the top of the analcite zone is at a depth of
about 600 m, i.e.‚ the same depth as was dedueed by Walker (1960)
for the lava pile in eastern Iceland. The samples thus are mainly
from the depth range 400—800 m. The average rate of lava
deposition given by MeDougall et al. (1977) was 730 m/Ma, and we
will assume for the purpose of calculation that this applies for a
depth of 600 m.

With the above values for the lava deposition rate and depth
we may use Fig. 4 to deduce a relationship between possible values
of az/I/d and q/Vd. If we assume that the ratio q/Vd had the same
value at the time of formation of the Borgarfjördur lavas as it has
today, a value of 0.09 is obtained for n. The curves in Fig. 4 then
give (dn/dr): : 0.261, assuming 0'1/0'2 2 0.5. From the definitions of
the dimensionless variables ä and 77 we find:

(5.—0.V. w-<:—:> „
and with inserted values:

2- Z

02—: 1.69 Ma.
„S!

With Vd=l cm/a this gives for the standard deviation:

02 : 16.9 km.

As before, the value of az/Vd is rather insensitive to moderate
variations in q/Vd. Varying q by a factor of 2, leads to az/Vd
values in the range l.43—l.94 Ma or a variation of about i 15 %.
Varying Vd on the other hand leads to an approximately pro-
portionate variation in 02. Thus, observations of the deposition
rate of lavas constrain primarily the ratio 02/14„ while q can
vary within much wider limits and still be consistent with the
observations.

The infiuence of a possible error in the depth value of 600m
can easily be estimated. For a ilOOm variation in the depth,
i.e.‚ 500—700m, a range of l4.7—19.lkm is obtained for the
standard deviation 02, assuming Vd: lcm/a.

(C) In the third example we will estimate 02, or az/I/d, from
the results of Watkins and Walker (1977) on the deposition rate
of lavas in eastern Iceland. The authors dedueed an average lava
deposition rate of 620 m/Ma at the top of the analcite zone
(assumed to be at a depth of 600m from the original top of the
pile) for a lava sequence 2.0—13.6 Ma old. Corrections were made
to take into aceount that the samples for radiometric dating

originated from various depths in the range of about 200—
1600m in the lava pile. The data used included those of
McDougall et al. (1976a and b). Some variation in the deposition
rate was dedueed from the data but this was greatly reduced
when the corrections for depth were applied.

Applying the diagram in Fig.4 to the deposition rate in the
same manner as before gives the following:

02/14,:198 Ma
or, with dlcm/a, 02219.8 km. Allowing for a variation by
a factor of 2 in q gives 02 values in the range 16.9—22.8 km.

In the three examples discussed above, similar values of 02
are obtained, based on data from different localities and crustal
sections of partly different age. The values of 14—25 km for 02
predicted by the model for the Tertiary lava pile in eastern and
western Iceland is in rather good agreement with the Situation in
the present day zone of rifting and volcanism of Iceland, where
postglacial lavas are distributed over a zone some 50—100 km
wide. These results may indicate a rather uniform intensity of
volcanism in the Icelandic zone for the past 10—15 Ma. It should
be emphasized, however, that the deposition rate and the re—
gional dip at a certain depth in the Tertiary lava pile depend
only very weakly on q, the total lava production rate per unit
length of the axial zone. This is perhaps somewhat unexpected
but may easily be ascertained from the curves in Fig. 4. On the
other hand, both quantities are rather strongly dependent on the
standard deviation 02, and in addition the deposition rate is also
strongly dependent on the spreading velocity IQ. The conclusion
that may be drawn is that it is not possible to infer from
measurements of deposition rate and dip about past variations
in q. Measurements of dip give primarily information on 02, and
measurements of deposition rate give primarily information on
Uz/Vd-

Determination of the Spreading Rate From Observations
of Regional Dip and Lava Deposition Rate

We will now use Eq. (16) to estimate the spreading velocity from
two areas in Iceland where measurements of dip and deposition
rate have been made at the same level in the Tertiary lava pile.

As the first example we will take the western Iceland
(Borgarfjördur) section of McDougall et al. (1977) discussed
earlier. According to the authors the regional dips in the section
are in the range 2°—8° towards southeast. Taking the average 5°
as a representative value, and the deposition rate 730 m/Ma, we
obtain for the spreading velocity

0.073
dZW=0.84

cm/a.

In the second example we will take the data on dip and
deposition rate given by Watkins and Walker (1977) for a
section in eastern Iceland. A mean dip at the top of the analcite
zone is 3.9O while the mean deposition rate is 620 m/Ma. This
gives for the spreading velocity:

0.062V -_—_—=0.91 .d 0.068 cm/a

Direct measurement of the spreading velocity on the same
profile with the 40Ar/39Ar method gives aceording to Ross and
Mussett (1976) a value of ‘not less than 0.8 cm/a’.

13
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The above estimates of spreading velocities from the Ter-
tiary lava pile on both sides of the axial zone in Iceland are in
reasonably good agreement with the spreading rates deduced
from magnetic anomalies on the Reykjanes Ridge (Herron and
Talwani, 1972).

The Origin of the Visible Tertiary Basalt Pile
in Iceland Relative t0 the Axis of the Accretion Zone

The trajectories of lava elements erupted at the surface in the
axial zone give the average paths of such elements from their
place of origin at the surface to a final depth in the distant erust.
The volcanie products erupted near the axis are buried deep into
the crust while those erupted farther from the axis remain closer
to the surface (Cf. Figs.l and 2). The model permits a simple
evaluation of the origin with respect to the axis of lavas reaching
a certain depth in the crust, provided the model parameters are
known.

At the relatively shallow depth in the crust, which we are
concerned with here, there is little difference between the trajec—
tories calculated for 01/02 20 and 01/02 :1 as discussed earlier.
In Eq.(4) we may put f>1 for the distant crust, and obtain for
the trajeetories:

I. 01/02 20; €rf(€(0)) 1-77
(4a)II. 01/0221, (—erf(«f(0)) = GXP n)-

From these formulas we will estimate the distance from the axis
corresponding to the origin of the deepest (sea-level) Visible
parts of the lava pile in eastern Iceland, assuming the same
values of q and Vd as before. The sea level corresponds to a
depth of about 1.3 km, which gives 17:0.195. This gives for x(0):

I. 6(0):0.916;
II. 5(0):0.970;

x(0)=1.30xc72

x(0):1.37x02.

The standard deviation 02 has earlier been estimated to be in
the range 14—25 km. Taking 20km as a representative value
gives x(0) in the range 26—27 km. This means, according to the
model, that the Visible eastern Iceland basalt pile was originally
deposited outside an axial zone some 50—55 km wide. The lavas
deposited within this zone have been buried to depths in the
crust which are below sea level and are thus not aceessible to
direct observation in the fjords of eastern Iceland.

This result is of considerable interest when comparing the
Visible structure and surface topography of the Tertiary flood
basalt areas with the present-day active volcanic zone. It is well
known that there is a conspicuous difference in appearance
between the two areas. In the active zone volcanic vents of
various forms abound. While some of the topography of the
axial zone is no doubt due to the controlling influence of an ice
cover during the last glacial period on the behaviour of magma
erupted at the surface, it is nevertheless likely that the sheer
number and distribution of vents is a more permanent feature of
the zone and largely independent of an ice cover. The Tertiary
flood basalt areas on the other hand are characterized by a
relatively smooth horizontal surface at its highest levels, under-
lain by horizontal lava flows. Deeper down in the basalt pile
signs of eruptive vents become more frequent, dyke swarms and
extinct central volcanic complexes begin to appear. At the same
time the regional dip of the lava sections increases.

The differenee in the appearance of the two main volcanic
regions of Iceland is easily understood in terms of the model,
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and no major change in the behaviour of the volcanic processes
in Iceland is required to account for this difference. Assuming
that the density of volcanic vents is distributed normally across
the accretion zone with the same standard deviation 01 as the
horizontal strain rate one may easily calculate what fraction of
volcanic vents, produced in the axial zone, will be Visible in the
uppermost 1,300m of the crust, e.g.‚ in the eroded fjords of
eastern Iceland. With 01/02=0.7 this is found to be 5.4 %, and
with 01/02 = 1.0 the fraction is 17.7 %. The first value is likely to
be more realistic since 01/0221 is a limiting case not likely to
correspond to the real Situation. In any case, the fraction of the
volcanic vents produced in the aceretion zone, which would be
Visible in the uppermost 1,300m of the erust is small, probably
well within 10% of the total produced in the aXial zone. The
remaining 90% disappear below sea level. This explains the
relative scarcity of such vents in the Tertiary flood basalts, not
only in eastern Iceland but in other parts of Iceland as well.

Further Modification of the Model.
The Effect of Normal Faults

So far only the simplest assumptions have been made regarding
the flow field of lava elements in the model. Both the horizontal
strain rate dvx/dx and the vertical velocity vz have been assumed
to be independent of the depth coordinate. This may prove to be
an oversimplification, if the intrusive activity associated with the
horizontal strain varies with depth. In particular normal faults
may take up some of the horizontal strain in the upper part of
the orust.

Although normal faults are of relatively minor importance
in the structure of the Visible Tertiary basalt pile of Iceland
(Bodvarsson and Walker, 1964), this should not be taken as an
indication that they were uncommon in the axial zone of those
times. For the same reason as diseussed before for the volcanic
vents, most traces of normal faults in the axial zone would have
been buried to depths below sea level and thus not be accessible
to observation. Normal faults are quite conspicuous in some parts
of the present day axial zone in Iceland, in particular in the Thing-
vellir area in southwest Iceland, and at Tjörnes along the western
margin of the active zone in northeast Iceland. The observation
of Saemundsson (1967) that the vertical displacements along some
of these faults is greater where they cut through older rocks than
where they cross younger rocks shows that these faults have been
active over a long time, perhaps moving episodically during rifting
events such as is taking place in northern Iceland at present
(Björnsson et al., 1977). The relative exposure of the normal faults
along the axial zone may be related to short term variations in
the rate of deposition of lavas along the zone.

In the axial zones of the mid-ocean ridges normal faults
appear to be quite oommon, at least where an axial rift valley is
well developed. The normal faults then show up in the topog-
raphy across the valley (Atwater and Mudie, 1973; Needham
and Francheteau, 1974; Tapponnier and Francheteau, 1978;
Atwater, 1979).

An attempt will be made to incorporate the normal faults
into the model by treating them as a continuous process of
horizontal strain and an associated subsidence. It will be as—
sumed that the horizontal strain rate associated with the normal
faults is highest at the surface and decreases with increasing
depth where dykes and other intrusions take up a larger fraction
of the horizontal strain. It is neeessary to introduce two new
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parameters to desoribe this proeess. One of them is the fraotion 8
of the total horizontal strain rate at the surface that is taken up
by normal faults. The other, 20, describes how this part of the
strain rate deereases with depth, as will be diseussed below.

The volume strain rate associated with the emplacement of
intrusions in the crust is given by the divergence of the velocity
vector 17 of lava elements. Using the parameters described above
this will be assumed to be of the form.

m" ( "ZH ( Z
-exp ———5 - 1—8-exp ——)).

fl-O'l 201 Zo

The funotion in the seoond parenthesis takes into effect the
influence of the normal faults. Its form is Chosen mainly for
reasons of convenienoe. The parameter 8 is the fraction of the
total horizontal strain rate at the surfaoe that is taken up by the
normal faults, while the parameter 20 represents the decrease
with depth of the influenoe of the normal faults. For 8:0 the
expression reduees to that given earlier [Eq. (2)].

It will furthermore be assumed that the total horizontal
strain rate dvx/dx has the same form as before and depends only
on x:

{12-15%
dx 1/;0—1

div Ü: (2a)

(18)( x2) V f( x leXp ——— ; Ux= ‚er .
20i d

1501

ö - ‚ Ö x . . . . .Then Ö—div17——52, from Wth 1t IS found by integrationz x
that

fi-Vdü
fl'ai

0.

-exp<—;;>-<I—exp<—g>>-
The vertical velocity component at the surface is assumed to
have the same form as before:

Uz(x7 Z) : Uz(xa 0) —

(17)

l’z(x‚ 0) = (l b)H ( x2)—————-exp ———.
271.02 20%

Using the dimensionless variables and introducing the dimen-
sionless velocities

Ux= vx/Vd and Uz=2fl'02- vz/q

the flow field oomponents may be written:

02
Ux=erf (F6) (18a)

Uz=%'exp(—‚62)—%%.

.8770 exp (—€2- (%)2).(1—exp(—n/n0)). (18b)

This flow field is consistent with the boundary conditions at the
surface, at the axis, and in the distant crust. The introduction of
the two new parameters 8 and 110 gives the flow field new
properties whieh were not present in the previously diseussed
case, where 8:0. In partioular the vertical velocity, which is a
function of both C and r], can now beoome zero for eertain

values of {j and negative at greater depth. The physical expla—
nation for this is that the lava supply from the surface whieh
makes up the crust has been exhausted at a certain depth, and
material from below is brought up to form the lower crust.

The properties of this flow field are perhaps most Clearly
shown by considering the special ease 8:1 and n0 —+ oo. This is
an extreme case where all the horizontal strain rate in the upper
erust is taken up by normal faults. In this case the vertical
velooity oomponent is:

U =i-exp(—€2)—i-3-n-exp (—62 (—)) (18c)21/; W01
At the axis Uz=0 for ’7:%- The trajectory leading from this

2
point on the axis into the erust approaohes asymptotically a
depth of 11:1 in the distant crust. This trajeetory forms in this
special case a sharp boundary between 100% lavas and material
brought up from below (intrusions). This is thus another case, in
addition to the one mentioned earlier, 01/0220, that gives a
sharp boundary between lavas and intrusive rocks.

In the less extreme cases where 8 and n0 have lower values,
the boundary between predominantly lavas and predominantly
intrusions becomes blurred. Lava trajectories, lava isochrons and
lava fraction may be calculated numerically as was done for the
simpler cases discussed earlier. As an example, the isochrons in
the distant crust (6>>1) for the case 01/02 :l and 170 —> oo may be
caleulated from the following equations deduced from Eqs.(S),
(l8), and (A7) in the Appendix:

r, 2%(1 — erf(6(0))8) Trajectories

d" __2_. _ 2. __(31?)r—1/’72 exp< 5(0))(1 an)
The form of the lava isochrons in the distant crust for this case,
with 8:1, is shown in Fig. 5.

The variation of the lava fraction L with depth and its
dependence on the parameters 8, I10, and 01/02 is of particular
interest for eomparison with observations in the Tertiary lava
pile of Iceland. The three sets of curves in Figs. 3 and 6 are
calculated for the distant crust (€>1) from formulas derived
from Eqs. (7) and (l8). The black dots inserted show average
conditions in the eastern Ieeland lava pile according to Walker
(1960) (with q:%x10“4km2/a‚ Vd: l cm/a).

On the basis of the model curves in Figs. 3 and 6 it is
possible to put some constraints on possible model parameters
that are compatible with Walker’s observations of the dyke
fraction in eastern Iceland. Assuming q=4/3 x10‘4km2/a and
Vd=1 em/a, the following constraints are obtained:

Isoohrons.

(i) 0.69<01/02 <1. This is valid regardless of the values of 8
and n0. The lower limit 01/02:O.69 is obtained for 8:nO:0.

(ii) for 01/02 -—-l the following limits are found for 8 and 170:
0.74<8<1 and 0.35<n0< oo. The value 8:0.74 corresponds to
170200, and 17020.35 corresponds to 8:1. For each value of
01/02 there is a minimum value of 8 eorresponding to 110: oo,
and a minimum value of n0 corresponding to 8: 1.

From Figs. 3 and 6 it may be seen that the normal fault
parameters 8 and 170 together with the ratio 01/02, have a very
pronounoed effeet on the dyke fraction in the upper part of the

15
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Fig. 5. Lava isochrons in the distant model
crust for the extreme case 01/02 : 1, 8:1,
110: oo. A sharp boundary is obtained between
the upper lava layer and the underlying
intrusive layer. (8: relative influence of

lNTRUSIONS normal faulting on total erustal strain rate at
I 1 4 1 L I I 1 L surface; 170=depth constant of this infiuenee)
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Fig. 6a and b. Lava fraction vs. dimensionless depth in the distant model crust, for various values of the normal fault parameters
(a) 8 and (b) n0. The black dots denote the average conditions at sea-level in the eastern Iceland lava pile (with q—-—4/3>< 10’4
kmz/a and dl cm/a). (e, 170 see caption of Fig. 5)

model erust. Therefore, only rather broad conclusions regarding
the values of individual parameters can be drawn from Obser-
vations of the dyke fraction in the Tertiary lava pile of Iceland.

Finally, one may ask how the normal fault parameters 8 and
110 will affect the earlier eonclusion, that the dip and deposition
rate at a certain depth in the upper part of the distant crust
(corresponding to the Tertiary lava pile in Iceland) depend
mainly on the parameters 02 and 02/14„ and only weakly on q.
Referring to Fig. 4, the lowest eurve (dot-dashed) is obtained for
the extreme ease 8:1, 170: oo and 01/02 21. Between this curve
and the one labeled 01/0220 is the possible range of variation.
Considering that the probable range of variation is much smal-
ler, it is evident that the above conclusion regarding the dip and
deposition rate remains largely valid. It also follows that the
earlier derivations of the parameters 02 and oz/I/d from the dips
and deposition rate measured in various parts of Iceland would
not be affected significantly by taking into account the probable
range of values for the normal fault parameters 8 and 110.
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The normal fault parameters have a major effect on the
thermal state of the model crust. This is because extension by
dykes implies a strong heat source, while extension by normal
faults does not. The detailed discussion of the thermal state of
the model crust is, however, outside the scope of this paper.

Discussion

In Iceland regional structural data from two distinct geologieal
environments, the active zone of rifting and volcanism, and the
Tertiary flood basalt areas on both sides, can be brought to bear
on the process of crustal accretion. A major objective of the
present paper has been to analyse such data from both areas in
terms of a common model of crustal accretion, to investigate
whether they can be fitted to a single kinematie model with a
common set of parameters, which would indicate that the ac—
Cretion process had been going on more or less continuously in
the same way it is today, since Iceland began to be formed.
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The observational data include regional dips, lava depo-
sition rate, and dyke fraction in the Tertiary areas, width, total
lava production rate, and faulting in the active volcanic zone.
The analysis in terms of the model shows that from the regional
dips (isoohrons) of lavas and the local deposition rate of lavas
one can obtain estimates of the width of the Tertiary volcanic
zone (in terms of the standard deviation 02) and the spreading
rate. The standard deviation 02 is estimated to be in the range
14—25 km, compared to an estimated 10—30 km for its present
day value. There is thus no indication _that the width of the
volcanic zone has ehanged in a significant way during the last
10—15 Ma. Another result of the analysis is that from measure-
ments of the local deposition rate in the Tertiary lava pile, no
conclusions can be drawn about the total lava production rate
per unit length of the volcanic zone. This can vary within wide
limits without being detected in the uppermost crust. Evidence
of volcanic and tectonic proeesses in the central part of the
active zone disappears gradually into the deeper part of the
distant crust, where it can not be observed directly. An estimate
based on the model indicates that the eastern Iceland Visible
Tertiary lava pile, some 1,300 m thick, was formed outside a 50—
55-km-wide central part of the Tertiary volcanic zone.

An analysis of the factors influencing the dyke fraction in
the upper crust, and its variation with depth, indicates that this
is influenced both by the ratio 01/02 and by the relative impor-
tance of dyke injection and normal faulting in the extensional
process of the axial zone. Therefore, only rather wide constraints
can be put individually on the three parameters describing these
prooesses, from observations of the dyke fraetion in the eastern
Iceland lava pile.

The same parameters which govern the dyke fraction in the
upper crust, also eontrol the transition from an upper lava-
dominated layer to a lower intrusion-dominated layer. This
transition ean be a sharp one, e.g., for 01/02 20, as discussed by
Kidd (1977). But it is also possible to produce a sharp boundary
between lavas and intrusions by a wider extensional zone
(a1 >0), where normal faults take up the horizontal strain in-
stead of dykes. Both these possibilities should be considered in
discussing the relatively sharp boundary observed in some
ophiolite sequences. In the Iceland case, likely model parameters
would give a gradual transition from the lava layer to the
intrusion layer (Cf. Fig. 6).

Although the kinematic model appears to correlate fairly
well with some regional properties in the active volcanic zone
and in the Tertiary flood basalts, care should be taken not to
carry the model analogy too far. The simple geometry of the
model contrasts rather strongly with the complicated pattern of
the present volcanic zones, parts of which have shifted or
jumped from one loeation to another during the geological
history of the Iceland area. Struotural complications resulting
from such jumps are of course not incorporated into the model
in its present form. It appears that a volcanic accretion zone has
to be active for several million years in the same location to
develop the steady-state properties described by the model.

Appendix

A general expression fortheisochrons in the model crust may be
derived in the following way. A trajeetory of lava elements
originating at the surfaee position 5(0) can be written

17:46,50») (A1)

and the time variable (age of lavas) along the trajectory

T=T(€‚C(O))- (A2)

Taking the differentials

d"=(3—Z)„dä+(%lß))gdf<0> M
d’C : (Z—E>ä(0) dcf + (56%)6dfl0). (A4)

ÖI

From (A4): (ägll: —Eä)—g—(9)—. (A 5)

(5603)):

From (A3) and (A 5):

(Öl) 0
€21: (%)w)_ (5270))?

86 5‘ ) (A6)

(5:50));

This is the general differential equation for the isochrons in the
model crust. In the distant crust, i.e., €> 1, we have

Ö Ö(.2) :1 and (1) 20,
5€ 6(0) 5€ 5(0)

and (A6) reduces to:

d'? _ (ä):
(dä)r——( Ör

)'

(A7)
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Hawaiian Rifts and Recent Icelandic Volcanism:
Expressions of Plume Generated Radial Stress Fields
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Abstract. Hawaiian volcanoes have two to three major rift zones
which radiate in three preferred azimuths of 82°, 201°, and 322°
These three principal rift arms form angles of about 120° with
each other and one of them is oriented approximately parallel
to the youngest part of the Hawaiian Island chain. I propose
that these three rift systems are plume generated, and after they
are removed from the hotspot they could be considered triple
junctions of aulacogens. In Iceland the idea of sea floor spreading
is apparently contradicted by the distribution of recent volcanism.
The Snaefellsnes volcanic zone for instance strikes EW in contrast
to all other volcanic zones in the Atlantic and it terminates
abruptly without being transformed by a fault into a plate bound-
ary. The eastern volcanic zone of Iceland strikes approximately
NS and also terminates without a transform fault at its southern
end which is represented by Surtsey. Interpreting the Icelandic
recent volcanic zones (with the exception of the Reykjanes zone)
as representing the three rift arms of a hotspot removes all contra-
diction with the sea floor spreading hypothesis in the area.

Key words: Iceland — Hawaii — Stress — Rift — Triple junction
— Plume.

Introduction

Triple—arm tear patterns (Mercedes star-like) are often observed
radiating from geological features. The dimensions of these range
from meters (lava and salt domes) to 100 km (mantle plumes).
Usually the angle between the three tear arms is close to 120°
Most often this phenomenon is interpreted as caused by radially
symmetrical updoming of a brittle layer, due to the upwelling
of a cylindrical or plume-like mass from below. The radial symme—
try of the triple-arm pattern indicates that the stress field causing
the tears is radially compressive and tangentially extensive in the
horizontal plane around the center of the pattern. In addition
to doming, this type of pattern could be caused by gravitational
forces in a cone or thermal stresses caused by radial cooling.

Burke and Dewey (1973) proposed that plumes generate triple
junctions. The conjecture is that plumes pushing through the litho-
sphere from below will cause a concentric uplift of the surface.
Tangential stresses will then tear the crust and perhaps the litho-
sphere in three radial rifts which will be oriented symetrically
at approximately 120° to each other. Three rifts are usually
observed presumably because three rifts allow for the largest open-
ing with the minimum rupture area, i.e., the minimum work re-
quired. Dewey and Burke (1974) further proposed that continental

break-ups are initiated by chains of hotspots, the rifts of which
connect to each other and thus ereate the jagged outlines of the
resulting continental boundaries. In this scheme two rifts of each
hotspot connect to the next plumes along the chain and become
active spreading axes, whereas the third one becomes a failed
arm or aulacogen. Hoffman et a1. (1974) illustrated this point
by an extinct and a currently active hotspot-generated triple junc-
tion. The Afar hotspot represents their concept of the typical
case of a current plume-generated triple junction. The Red Sea
and the Gulf of Aden are the active rifts with the Ethiopian
rift Showing minor activity, which invites the suggestion that it
will cease spreading in the future and become a failed arm. One
of the best documented paleo-aulacogens is the Niger delta depres-
sion. As shown by Hoffman et al. (1974) the plumegenerated triple
junction that produced this failed arm also produced the sharp
eastern point of South America that, with its fit into Africa’s
Bay of Guinea, suggested to Wegener (1924) that these continents
were once joined. The Characteristics of failed arms are that the
initial stage of graben type normal faulting and volcanism occurred
synchronously with the beginning of rifting along the suocessful
arms and that tectonic activity will be terminated and followed
by stability once the location has drifted away from the plume.

Hawaii

One of the best known hotSpots is Hawaii. Wilson (1963) proposed
that the Pacific plate moves rapidly to the NW over a relatively
stationary mantle plume (a concept further developed by Morgan,
1971, 1972) and that therefore the Hawaiian volcanic islands are
continuously removed from the plume location. Thus, a long island
and seamount chain deposited on the moving lithosphere is created
in the wake of the hotspot. The most active volcano is located
at the southeastern-most island above the plume. Today this is
Kilauea, on the island of Hawaii. Figure l shows the rift zones
of the 5 major volcanoes on Hawaii. Macdonald (1956) recognized
that these rifts and those on other Hawaiian islands (Fig. 2) form
radial patterns with respect to the volcanoe summits. Fiske and
Jackson (1972) combined the major rifts of the Hawaiian islands
(Fig. 2) in a rose diagram of rifts radiating from the hot spot
(Fig. 3). The rose diagram shows a clear pattern with three
preferred directions being mapped by the longest rifts and by
the largest number of rifts. Clockwise from N these directions
are approximately 82°, 201°, and 322° The angles between these
major rifting directions are close to 120° The clearest single exam-
ple of the typical symetrical three arm system is shown by the
rifts of Haleakala on Maui (Fig. 2).
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HAWAII
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Fig. l. Topographie rnap of the island of Hawaii and Vieinity.
Stippled pattern marks the rift zones of voleanoes. (After Fiske
and Jaekson, 1972)

Ü 100 km
5

Fig. 2. Topographie rnap of the southeastern part of the Islands
of Hawaii, Rift zones of major voleanoes frorn Fiske and Jaekson
(1972) are heavy lines. The dashed line is an approxirnation of
the aziniuthal trend of the islands shown. The shematie plume-
generateel triple rift zone SE of Hawaii represents the expeeted
teetonie strueture of the next island that will be generated by
this hotspot

The opening and maintaining of the rift zones may be under-
stood as huge hydrofraeture experiments. The injeetions of rnagrna
originate frorn the shallow summit ehamber. While the summit
deflates, magrna is propagating laterally at a few kilometers depth
below the rift, opening eraeks against the least eompressive hori-
zontal stress, with the eraek (rift) propagating in the direetion
of the greatest prineipal horizontal stress. The orientation of the
greatest ancl least prineipal horizontal stresses in the ernst have
been Inapped on the basis of the strike of dike and rift systems.
For instanee, Nakamnra et a1. (1977) used the major dikes of
Aleutian voleanoes to map the direetion of the greatest prineipal
stress in the horizontal plane, whieh was found to be oriented
parallel to the loeal slip veetor of the Paeifie relative to Ameriean
plate.
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\ N

Fig. 3. Rose diagram Showing 33 Hawaiian rift segments radiating
frorn a single imaginary hotspot eenter (from Fiske and Jaekson,
1972). The dashed line is the strike of that segrnent of the Hawaiian
Island ehain shown in Fig. 2, whieh is the segment where the
rifts are loeated

From the orientation of Hawaiian rifts (Figs. l-u3), I eonelude
that the stress field in the Hawaiian erust is eharaeterized by
eompression pointing radially away from Hawaiian VÜICHHÜÜ sum-
mits, with extension oriented tangentially to eireles around these
summits. Endo and Rogers (1980) showed that earthquakes at
approxirnately 40—krn depth below the island of Hawaii also exhibit
the same pattern of radially oriented P-axies. It is elear, therefore,
that the stress field in the erust and lithosphere below the Hawaiian
islands does not lind its origin in dynamie forees aeting on the
whole Paeifie plate as proposed by Jaekson and Shaw (1975).
Rather the radial stress fielel around eaeh voleanie eenter must
have been generated by forees at the hot spot. In a wide sense
the stress field is plume-generated. As more high quality foeal
mechanisms beeome available for ernstal earthquakes it is expeeted
that the radial Hawaiian stress field will be mapped in more detail.

In addition to the radial nature of the stress field, Fig. 3 shows
that Hawaiian rifts exhibit a triple-arm pattern, whieh remained
eonstant in its orientation over the last few rnillion years (the
age of the island in Fig. 2). This triple-arm pattern is not eom—
rnonly found in the andesitie voleanoes of subduetion zones (e.g.,
Nakamura et al., 1977), but it is typieal for the triple junetions
deseribed by Burke and Dewey (1973).

In the part of the island ehain from whieh the data were
taken the azimuth of the ehain is 315° in the average, and 326°
for the best data on the youngest islands (Fig. 2). The. overall
strike (294°) of the island-searnount ehain, ineluding the portion
not represented by the rift data, was inappropriately used by Fiske
and Jaekson (1972) for eornparison. Sinee the reeent island ehain
direetion is within a few degrees the same as one of the preferred
major rift azimuths (322°), I eonelude that the island ehain eontrols
the direetions of the three arrns by a rneehanism whieh is demon-
strated by the newly emerging voleano Loihi southeast of Hawaii
(Moore et al., 1979).

From the submarine topography I eonelude that Loihi is lo-
eated at the eenter of a eraek whieh built up a rift in the direetion
NNW-SSE (Fig. l). This direetion elosely parallels the radial eom-
pressive stress field due to the aetive voleanoes Kilauea and Mauna
Loa. Sinee the rifts of these voleanoes extend to distanees away
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Fig. 4. Map of Ieeland and mid-Atlantie rift system and lOOO-m
depth eontour (After Sigurdsson, 1970). Shaded areas represent
the neo-voleanie zones with foeal mechanism from Einarsson et al.
(19??) The approximate loeation of the plume eenter and its
eonjeeturecl three rift arms are sketohed in. It is postulated that
the aetnal trend of two of the arms (dashad) is due to the domi-
nanee of the extensional stress field perpendieular to the mid—
Atlantis spreading axis

from the summits beyond the loeation of Loihi (Fig. l) I eonelude
that at Loihi magma was injeeted into a orust whieh is loeated
within the radial stress fields of Kilauea and Mauna-Loa. If each
new voleano originates in the stress field of the last ones but
is loeated to the southeast, in aeeordanee with the Paeifie plate
motion, one would expeet that the initial rift will develop in the
island ehain direetion approximately. After a new voleano like
Loihi grows to be the major foons of the hot spot, it will oreate
its own radial stress lield. Then it will ehange from a one—erack
voleano to one with the triple-arm pattern. In this way new islands
with rift systems as shown sohematioally in Fig. 2 will be ereated
in the distant future.

This model of the origin of Hawaiian rifts and their orientation
differs from that of Fiske and Jaekson (1972), who proposed
that the rift orientations are eontrolled by loeal topography. I
eontend that on the eontrary as rifts develop they orient themselves
aeeording to the loeal stress fielcl and subsequently build up, by
repeated fissure eruptions, the ridge topography found along them.
This proeess is demonstrated by the Loihi rift which develoPed
on the lowest part and beyond the gently sloping edifiee of Hawaii
(i.e., at oeeanie depths exeeeding 4,500 n1). I suggest that when
Loihi originally developed there was no loeal ridge to diotate
the orientation of its rift, as required by the meehanisrn proposed
by Fiske and J aekson (1972). Instead, the rift oriented itself aeeord-
ing to the radial stress field of Kilanea, and then gradually a
ridge was built up by eruptions along the rift.

The Hawaiian rifts show eurvature and direetions cleviating
loeally from the direetions expeeted from an ideal three-arm system
generated by a plume. These deviations refleet loeal perturbations
of the ernsta] stress field. The major souree for suoh deviations
are probably the proximity and buttressing of older voloanoes
whieh existed at the time newer ones started to develop. For
instanee, the simultaneous aetivity of Mauna Loa will influenee
the stress field around the newer voleano Kilauea (Fiske and
Jaekson, 19712).

Iceland

Ieeland is a major hotspot loeated on an aetively spreading ridge
in eontrast to the Hawaiian hot spot. The shallow banks eonneet-
ing Ioeland to Greenland and Enrope are taken to be the traees
left by the hot spot on the respeetive plates. The distribution
of reeent voleanism in Ieeland has been the subjeet of l'zontrosrers}r
(Palmason and Saemundsson, l9?4). The Reykjanes Ridge eon-
tinues on land in Southwest Ieeland in the form of the “western
voleanie zone’ (Fig. 4). However, half way through leeland this
zone terminates, or turns into a neouvoleanio Zone with an easterly
trend to meet the ‘ eastern voleanie zone ’. The latter erosses Ioeland
from Surtsey in the south to Tjörnes in the north, were a transform
fault eonneets it to the Kolbeinsey Ridge (Saemundsson, 193'4;
1978). In addition, the eentral EW voloanie zone is eontinued
to the west in the Snaefellsnes voleanie zone. Opponents of the
sea floor spreading idea have taken this distribution of neowolea-
nie zones to indioate that spreading is not taking plaee in Ieeland.
The major faets unexplained by sea floor spreading are the trans-
verse volcanic zone in eentral loeland and Snaefellsnes, as well
as the laek of a transform eonneetion to the Atlantie spreading
axis at the southern termination of the eastern voleanie Zone at
Surtsey. The transform fault proposed by Ward (19711) is loeated
north of Surtsey and Heimaey along the southern eoast of the
main island.

If the eenter of the Ieeland hot spot is assurned to be loeated
as indieated in Fig. 4, one finds that the east-west voleanie zone
and the northern half of the eastern voleanie zone almost perfeetly
fit the expeeted relative direetions of two rift arms. The southern
part of the eastern voleanie zone (terminating at Surtsey) may
be the third arm. I-Iowever, its direotion does not matoh the
expected direotion. Instead of indieating a radially symetrieal stress
field of tangential tensional stress surrounding the eenter of the
hot spot, the rifts that should run in azimuths of NNE and SE
orient themselves N and SW instead. We note that these latter
direetions are those of the elosest parts of the Atlantis Spreading
ridge to the N and S of Ioeland, respeetively. Drastie deviations
of dike orientation from radial ean be explained by superposition
of a regional teetonie stress field and the radial stress field of
a volcanie center (Muller and Pollard, 19??) In analogy, I postu-
late that the extensional stress field perpendieular to the spreading
Reykjanes Ridge oaused the arm that should have trended SE
to turn into a southwestern direetion so that intrusive dikes opened
against the regional least oompressive stress. The rift-arm orienta-
tion suggests that the regional teetonie stress field due to the
mid-Atlantie ridge dominated over the plume indueed stress fielcl.
This interpretation implies that the extensional stress field of
oeeanie ridges is still strongly extensional in the plates at distanees
of 200 km from the sea floor spreading eenters.

The northern part of the Reykjanes Ridge deviates to the
east from the trend in the southern part of the ridge, and the
mid-Atlantie spreading direetion is not perpendieular to the north-
ern Reykjanes Ridge. This peeuliarityr ean be explained by speeu-
lating that the Ieeland plume-generated radial stress field is per+
turbing the mid-Atlantie spreading stress field enough to ehange
the direetion of the eraek whieh ean open easiest against the
least compressive stress.

The same explanation oan be offered for the deviating trend
of the southern Kolbeinsey ridge. While the northern part of
this ridge strikes NNE, its southern part swings around to a N-S
direetion pointing more towards the plume eenter.

Several authors have interpretecl the Snaefellsnes and the eenn
tral valoanio zone as a right-lateral fraeture zone and transform
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fault (e.g., Sigurdsson, 1970; Schäfer, 1972). However, Einarsson
et a1. (1977) found focal mechanisms in the Borgarfjordur area
which indicated NS extension (Fig. 4). This observation strongly
supports the idea that the Snaefellsnes volcanic zone is the third
plume-generated rift arm. Einarsson et a1. (1977) and Einarsson
(1979) offered the hypothesis of a plume-related origin of the
Snaefellsnes volcanic zone as one of the two most likely explana-
tions. Based on the fact that the center of the plume identified
here is almost identical with that suggested by geochemical data
(Sigvaldason et a1., 1974), and that there is a close resemblance
between Iceland and Hawaiian rift systems, I believe that the
distribution of Icelandic volcanism represents the three rift arms
of the Icelandic hot spot.

Conclusions

The geometrical similarity of the three-rift-arm pattern between
Iceland and Hawaii is striking (Figs. 2 and 4). However, there
are also some differences: In Iceland at least one rift arm is
strongly deflected in its direction by the regional stress field which
evidently is extensional perpendicular to the Reykjanes ridge. Also
the Iceland hotspot is much 1arger than the Hawaiian one. Within
the three Icelandic rift arms there are volcanoes of the size of
Kilauea which seem to have their own feeder systems and which
cause their own rifting episodes (e.g., Björnsson et a1., 1977). To
what extent a volcano like Krafla can be compared with craters
within, say, Kilauea’s rifts is beyond the scope of this paper.
While the dominating forces creating the stress fields may be
different at plate boundaries from those at intra-plate hot spots,
it seems of interest to point out that the over—all patterns of rifting
in Iceland and Hawaii are similar to each other and closely resemble
the three-rift—arm pattern commonly associated with plumes.
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Observations of the Morphology and Structure
of the Sea Floor South and West of Iceland

G.L. Johnsonl and G. Palmasonz
1 Offiee of Naval Researeh, Arlington, Virginia 22212, USA
2 National Energy Authority, Reykjavik, Ieeland

Ahstraet. Two submarine eanyons with well developed levees are
present on the insular margin of southern Ieeland. In response
to the Coriolis foroe the western levee predominates, exeept near
the souroe region. Aotive redistribution of bottom sediment is
apparent in the Denmark Strait, and also along the flanks of
the Reykjanes Ridge. Data from a multi-ohannel seismio refleetion
Eine may be interpreted to indioate roeks of reeent voleanie origin
present on the shelf west of Snaefellsnes peninsula. An anomalous
flat refleetor on the eastern flanks of the Reykjanes Ridge may
represent extrusive basaltie layers.

Key words: Ieeland — Insular margin — Seafloor morphology —
Submarine oanyons — Sediment ridges — Shelf strueture.

Introduetion

Ieeland is geographieally part of the mid-oeean ridge; however.
it is anomalous in that it is subaerial, although it may be no
more atypieal than other segments of the ridge. Voloanio and
teetonie aotivity on Ieeland distributed over a broad oomplex zone
does, however, depart from the simplioity of the typioal Mid-
Ooeanio Ridge. This has led to speeulation that Ieeland sits astride
a hot spot in the Earth’s asthenosphere. As a olassio example
of the geodynamie proeesses, a plethora of seientifie artioles have
appeared about various aspeots of the geology/geophysios of lee-
land and environs in the last deeade. Rather than oite a long
list of notable articles, the reader is referred to Kristjansson (1924)
and Palmason and Saemundsson (1924).
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The purpose of this paper is to examine the insular margin
of Iceland (with emphasis on its southern margin) and its evolution
and relationship to the adjacent island and sea floor. Figurel
shows some ship tracks in the area. In addition, a survey of
the shelf to a distance of about 100 km from the coast was made
in 1972—1973 with a line spacing of about 10 km.

Morphology

Shelf and Slope

Iceland is surrounded by a shelf of shallow depth, mostly
100—300 m, with an area larger than that of Iceland itself. The
shelf is in some places relatively narrow, especially in the south
where its width is 15 km. The bathymetry is more eomplicated
where the crest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge enters the shelf and
a series of en echelon elongate topographic highs are present.
In some parts of the shelf shallow, wide valleys are found with
a relief of 100—150 m, many of them located in front of the main
present-day rivers on the shore (Fig. 2). The insular slope is steep
on the southeast margin averaging 1 ' 15. This may be a reflection
of swift bottom currents scouring the sea bed. The slope to the
West is more gentle averaging 1 120 which is gentler than defined
continental slopes (Profiles 1—3, Fig. 3), (Heezen et a1. 1959). An
extensive study of the continental shelf and environs based on
seismic reflection data is found in Egloff and Johnson (1979).

The southeastern insular slope and rise are disseeted by an
extensive submarine canyon system which is of interest.

Submarine Canyons

The Maury Channel is the major sea floor canyon system in
the Northeast Atlantic (Ruddiman et a1. 1972). The northern conti-
nuation of Maury Channel is a broad trough (with two deep
axes) which contains Maury Fan. One axis points northeast toward
the Faeroe Bank Channel. The second deep axis turns north-
northwest toward large youthful canyons cut into the southeast
slope of Iceland.

This study reinforces the suggestion by Davies and Laughton
(1972) that probably the major headwater canyon is presently
incised into the insular slope and rise of southern Iceland. This
canyon (MS/rdalsjökull) has a subsidary yazoo canyon (Reynisd-
jüp) along the base of its western levee (Figs. 4—6). Numerous
smaller canyons are also present on the insular rise (Fig. 3), all
of which eontribute turbidite debris to the Maury Fan. These
are the tributaries of the Maury Channel system which disperses
Icelandic sediment, introduced mainly by subaerial and subglacial
eruptions (jökulhlaups) as far as the Iberian Basin. Ruddiman
et a1. (1972) have suggested that the total volume of Maury Chan-
nel and Fan sediments is over 30,000 km3, excluding sediment
which has been carried south to the Biscay Abyssal Plain.

The major canyon is named Myrdalsjökull Canyon, after an
ice cap on the shore which oovers the central volcano Katla.
Katla has probably erupted about twenty times since the settlement
of Iceland, the last eruption in 1918 causing discharges of water
estimated to have reached a maximum of 100,000—200‚000 m3/s
(Einarsson, 1978). Such enormous discharges are believed to be
the prime source of this major submarine canyon.
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The levees (Katla Ridges) of Myrdalsjökull Canyon, exeept
within 40 km of the shelf, are higher on the western side
(Figs. 4—6). Sinee a bottom eurrent flowing down the eanyon
should tilt upward from left to right (looking downstream in the
northern hemisphere) and thus deposit sediment preferentially on
its western levee, the differential bank heights ean be explained
as an effeet of the rotation of the Earth (Coriolis foree). This
effeot is well doeumented in the Northwest Atlantie Mid-Oeean
Canyon (Heezen et a1. 1969). As ean be seen in Fig. 6 along the
base of the eanyon, aetive erosion or at least non—deposition has
formed a small western searp whereas to the east the eanyon
floor/wall is more gentle. This is presumably eaused by the eore
of the turbidity eurrent being held against the western bank by
the Coriolis foree. Neither eanyon appears to have buried axes
at depth suggesting they are of Plio-Pleistoeene origin. Some
westward migration of Reynisdjüp Canyon is apparent in Fig. 6;
this is presumably a response to the upbuilding of the western
levee of Myrdalsjökull Canyon as well as the Coriolis foree. Myr-
dalsjökull Canyon apparently has not migrated although deeper
sedimentary layers of the eastern levee show some evidenee of
western migration (Fig. 5). Mjlrdalsjökull Canyon is eventually
foreed to flow eastward along the axis of maximum depth where
it is assumed to join the Maury Channel system and eventually
deboueh in the Biseay Abyssal Plain (Fig. 4).

Reykjanes Ridge

Dietrich (1959) and Ulrich (1960) first defined the morphologyr
of the Reykjanes Ridge. Talwani et al. (1971) extended the know-
ledge base and related the morphology to other geophysieal para-
meters. In the area of this study the orustal zone is bounded
by steep searps giving a horst-like profile (Fig. 7). As noted by
Johnson et al. (1976), this morphologie shape is eharaeteristie of
the Mid—Ocean Ridge near hot spots suoh as Galapagos and Bou-
vet. North of 63°25’ the horst type topography gives way to an
echelon linear ridges and oeeasional voleanie eones (Jakobsson
and Johnson, in preparation).

The ridge flanks have generally subdued relief with redistribu-
tion by bottom eurrents the dominant dynamie foree (Egloff and
Johnson, 1979). This tends to mask prominent ernstal searps
(Fig. 7) whioh oecur on both sides of the ridge axis. The more
distant scarps, abont 135 km equidistant from the axis, are loeated
on magnetie anomaly 6 (21 Ma) (I-Ierron and Talwani, 1922)
(Fig. 2). The faults bounding the eentral horst are eoinoident with
anomaly 2 (3 Ma). Prominent searps, too, are present on the we-
stern insular margin of Ieeland (Fig. 3, Profiles 2 and 3). These
searps appear to be regional rather than loeal and oeeur in sedi-
ment eovered, shoaling, rough basement forming the Ieeland Pla-
teau (Fig. 2). In Profile 3 (Fig. 3) the fault bloek is an exeellent
example of antithetie faulting.

Sediment Cover

Shelf und Slope

The seismie refleetion data on the shelf and slope of Ieeland is
limited primarily to data obtained with single ehannel equipment

Fig. 7. Seismie refleetion line aeross the erest of the Reykjanes
Ridge and UFOR provinee. Line eourtesy of J . Egloff. One seeond
of travel time equals about l km. Profile length 248 km. See Fig. 2
for index
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which has only limited penetration. It is possible, however, to
determine that at least west of 25° W the shelf consists of seaward
dipping truncated strata overlain by approximately 100—200 m of
horizontal layers (Fig. 3, Profiles 2 and 3). The erosion of the
deeper layers is most probably caused by scraping by the Pleisto—
cene insular ice sheet and subsequent wave erosion as sea levels
rose with retreat of the glaciers. A similar geologic sequence is
present on the Jan Mayen Ridge although in that case, the over-
lying horizontal layers consist of 100—300m of Pleistocene to
middle Late Oligocene sediment (Johnson, 1975).

Total-intensity magnetic anomalies reported by Kristjansson
(1976) reflect a change in the strueture of the southern Iceland
shelf at 20° W, which was also noted by Palmason (1974). The
western part has subdued magnetic relief indicating basement (ba-
salt) depth of at least 400 m. On the eastern part of the shelf
there occur pronounced edge anomalies, apparently due to a base-
ment step of at least l km mean thickness and of mean width
3—4 km (Fig. 2).

Supporting evidence of the nature of the southern Iceland
shelf comes frorn a 1565 m-deep hole, drilled in 1964 in Heimaey
(Palmason et al., 1965; Tömasson, 1967). The uppermost 180 m
are volcanies forming the base of the Westman Islands. This is
followed by about 600 m of mostly sediments, containing foramini-
fera shells, and thus deposited in a marine environment (Einars-
son, 1978). The lowest 500 m or so in the hole are basalt lavas,
eonsidered to be of Tertiary age.

The available data as summarized by Palmason (1974) indicate
that the shelf is built Chiefly of basalts and that sediments from
land have been deposited mainly in front of the shelf margin.
Volcanic activity and glacial action has then later modified the
edge of the shelf (Egloff and Johnson, 1979). The shallow, more
or less eonstant depth shelf would have been the eombination
of the above with shore erosion and isostatic readjustments. Fi-
gure 5 shows that the base of the insular slope of southern Iceland
contains in excess of one kilometer of sediments. The stratifieation
probably represents pulses of glacial erosion. The transparent
layers reflect periods when pelagic or hemipelagic sedimentation
dominated.

A single multi-channel seismic refiection line across the western
shelf (S in Fig. 1) gives information on subbottom velocities at
shallow depth (Fig. 8). By eomparison with seismic velocities on
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land (Pälmason, 1971) some inferenees may be drawn about likely
rock types along the line. At Midnessjor, near the southeastern
end of the line, velocities are 3.5—3.8 km/s which is slightly lower
than for surface basalts outside the active volcanic zone on land,
and might point to a relatively large amount of hyaloclastites
or sediments in the basalt series. Farther northwest, in Jökuldjüp,
Jökulbanki and Kolluall, velocities of 2.7—3.2 km/s are found.
This is typical of volcanic rocks of interglacial age on land, basalts
and hyaloelastites. At J ökulbanki this is overlain by a few hundred
meters of low velocity (2.2—2.4 km/s) material, which could be
either sediments or volcanic rocks of recent origin, similar to
the rock types found at the surface within the active volcanic
zone on land. At Latragrunn higher velocities (3.5—4.5 km/s) are
again found, typical of older surface basalts on land. A few hun-
dred meters of low velocity material (2.1—3.0 km/s) overlies this
near the shelf edge on Latragrunn. Profile] in Fig. 3 indicates
that this material is sediments overlying the basaltic roeks of the
shelf. The seismic velocities along line S may well be interpreted
to indicate roeks of recent volcanic origin on the shelf southwest
of the Snaefellsnes peninsula, on the basis of similar velocities
in roeks of the active volcanic zones on land.

Reykjanes Ridge and Basin Floor

The erestal zone of the Reykjanes Ridge is nearly devoid of sedi-
ments. On Fig. 7, sediment thickness to the east of the central
horst is variable. Up to 400 m are present adjacent to the east
of the eentral Block. Proceeding eastward, the average thickness
is about 200 m until the prominent basement scarp whereupon
the thickness increases to 700 m and near the eastern end of Fig. 7
to over 1 km. This thick wedge of sediments probably represents
the northern most part of Gardar Drift, a great sedimentary drift
in the Eastern Atlantic (Johnson and Schneider, 1969). Figure 2
delineates two separate regions where sedimentary drifts have ac-
cumulated. As documented by Lonsdale and Hollister (1976), the
insular rise of South Iceland is swept by high velocity (> 20 em/s)
thermohaline currents of Norwegian Sea overflow water, which
have construeted large outer ridges (drifts) of hemipelagic sedi-
ment, and is erossed by downslope turbidity eurrents, which have
eroded deep valleys.
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The pelagic sedimentary cover of the Reykjanes Ridge and
adjacent sea floor (Figs. 3 and 7) is not uniformly draped over
the basement, but forms an undulating relief which is not directly
related to the underlying basement. Ruddiman (1972) noted this
on the eastern flanks of the Reykjanes Ridge and ascribed it
to reworking of sediments by bottom currents. Talwani et a1.
(1971) noted the same effect in this region and deduced from
sediment distribution patterns that bottom flow is strong enough
to inhibit sedimentation in some areas, and preferentially deposit
in other areas. From these studies, the authors suggested the exi-
stence of a relatively strong bottom current flowing southwestward
along the eastern flank of Reykjanes Ridge and northeastward
along the western flank.

Figure 3, Profilel across the axis of Denmark Strait shows
a highly reflective channel flanked on the eastern side by a 60 km
stretch of disturbed sediments. The undulations of the sea floor
are believed to be caused by bottom currents creating sea-floor
dunes (Johnson and Schneider, 1969) and active sculpturing of
the sea floor by the southward flowing bottom currents (Shor
and Poore, 1978).

Ultra-Flat Opaque Reflectors ( UFORS)

As is apparent on Fig. 7, a peculiar seismic reflector, anomalously
flat and opaque, hereafter referred to as a UFOR (Ultra—flat opa-
que reflector) is present. The difference between UFOR and nor-
mal basement is rather striking. The areal extent of these reflectors
within our study is charted on Fig. 2. The UFORs seem to be
arranged in slightly tilted terraces, separated by scarps, valleys,
or stretches of normal basement. Within each such terrace, base-
ment dips do not exceed 1.500. The traversed portions of the
UFORs lie 2.1—2.5 km below sea level, and are buried by 0.3
to 0.5 km poorly stratified sediment, evidently reworked by strong
bottom currents. These values assume an average velocity of
2.0 km/s in the sedimentary column. Water depth varies from
1,200 to 1,600 m, and crustal age is 3 to 4 Ma (Vogt and Johnson,
1973). Possible explanations for the UFORsinclude: 1 The reflector
represents a highly consolidated sediment layer or a sill intruded
more or less horizontally into a preexisting sediment layer; howe—
Ver, this is considered unlikely (Fridleifsson, 1977). 2. The reflector
is volcanic ash, either directly deposited (pelagically draped) or
redeposited, in nearly horizontal sheets, by by turbidity flow.

There is no mirror image of UFORs on the western side of
the ridge axis, and therefore they cannot have been formed at
the axis. Windows through which basement can be seen have
been reported (J. Egloff, 1979, personal communication and there—
fore the volcanic ash hypothesis suggested by Vogt and Johnson
(1973) may be valid. Therefore, until the reflector is drilled,
the best estimate of its nature is that of extrusive basalt, but
with an atypically low initial Viscosity, or extruded at a higher
than average rate and total quantity, such that the effects of rapid
cooling and lithification in the submarine environment were over—
come.

A much more detailed discussion of the various hypotheses
of UFOR origin is contained in Vogt and Johnson (1973). They
note that low inherent Viscosity as well as rapid, voluminous dis—
charge are characteristic of plateau basalts extruded on Iceland
in middle to late Neogene times and, 60 to 55 Ma ago in the
Faeroes, west and east Greenland, and Baffin Island. Similar flood
basalts have occurred at various places during geological time,
presumably all as the surface manifestation of mantle convection

plumes or hot spots. There is every reason to expect similar flood
basalts adjacent to oceanic hot spots such as Iceland. Other UFOR
occurrences are in the North and central Atlantic and are found
on anomalous crust created during proposed (on independent
grounds) peaks in hot spot activity-around 80-60 and 140—110 Ma
ago. This makes sense if the UFORs are submarine flood basalts
(Vogt, 1972).

Conclusions

Dynamic geologic processes have been active in the area of this
study. Sediment redistribution by bottom currents is the rule,
with dune and drift structures being formed in the regions of
maximum activity. Submarine canyons with well developed levees
attest to the Vigorous erosion of the insular platform.

Fault scarps parallel to the Reykjanes Ridge spreading center
are conspicuous, as are areas of anomalous flat basement. The
latter, found on the eastern flank of the Reykjanes Ridge, may
represent extrusive basaltic layers.
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Abstract. Detailed geological and magnetic mapping in an area
of Pliocene and Plio-Pleistocene volcanic rocks in Southwestern
Iceland has enabled us to correlate a 2,100-m-thiek lava succession
with similar dated sequences in Iceland and with the ocean-floor
geomagnetic polarity time scale. This correlation, supported by
additional K-Ar dating, implies (1) that the succession is between
4.2 and 1.8 Ma in age, (2) that at least l3 glaciations occurred
in Western and Southwestern Iceland between 3.1 and 1.8 Ma
ago, and (3) that at least two geomagnetic events are present in
the Lower Matuyama epoch.

Paleomagnetic results from 353 igneous units, mostly basalt
lavas, are tabulated. Analysis of directions from 258 of these shows
them to possess some serial correlation; their mean is very Close
to a central axial dipole field value‚ but explanations are proposed
for observed systematie departures from this field in other Icelan-
dic paleomagnetic survey results.

Key words: Paleomagnetism — Basalt lavas — Stratigraphy — Glacia-
tions — Geomagnetic time scale — Iceland.

l. Introduction

The area around Hvalfjördur, (Fig. 1) is mostly built up of basalt
lavas, and belongs to the uppermost part of the ‘plateau basalt’
succession of Western Iceland. Regional stratigraphic mapping
in the area was initiated by Einarsson (1957) who successfully
employed field measurements of remanence polarity in lavas to
distinguish and correlate age groups. Further stratigraphic work
in the Hvalfjördur area, as well as in the rest of Iceland, has
continued to depend heavily on magnetio polarity mapping, and
laboratory studies (Sigurgeirsson, 1957; Wilson et al.‚ 1972) have
confirmed Einarsson’s polarity results in the area.

A few early K—Ar dates from the south shore of the fjord
have been reviewed by Palmason and Szemundsson (1974); their
reliability is low due to the high atmospheric argon content. Piper
(197l) first suggested how Einarsson’s local polarity groups might
be correlated with the geomagnetie polarity time scale then avail-
able from dated formations (Cox, 1969). His interpretation in-
cluded Einarsson’s reversed groups R2 and R3 being equivalent
to the lower Matuyama epoch. Fridleifsson (1973) and Fridleifsson
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and Kristjansson (1972) subsequently assumod the thin group N3
in tho Esja aroa to belong to the Olduvai ovont and N2, ocourring
at the top of tho Esja voloanios, to belong to the Gilsa evont.

In tho oourse of detailod geological mapping of the Esja area
(Fridloifsson, 1973) it appoarod that a third ovont of normal mag-
netization might be prosent in oontinuously exposed cliff soctions
in tho aroa. Sampling for laboratory measurements in Esja was
thereforo initiated by us in 1973 (Seot. SA, SB, SC), to help clarify
tho muoh disputod problom of the time intervals oovered respoc-
tively by tho Gilsa, Olduvai and Rounion ovonts. AF treatment
of samples showed, howavor, that tho normal polarity romanonce
of tho lowest evenl (lavas SB 1—5) was of secondary origin.

After those results wore obtainod it was dooided to extond
sampling to obtain a completo profilo down to the oldost lavas
oxposed on tho south shoro of I-Ivalfjördur, interproted as reaohing
into tho middlo Gauss opooh. Seotions SD, EP, EM, EY, and
E2 woro thoroforo oored in 1974—1976, as woll as' seotion EN
to roplace badly altered lavas of seotion SA. Soctions FA and
FB on the northern side of the fjord woro addod in 1977.

2. Geology

2.7. Geologicm' Sening

Tho rosoaroh aroa (Fig. 1) lios 10—40 km wost of the aotive Reyk-
janos-Langjökull voloanio zone. Tho rocks dip 5—8° southeast—
wards. Geological mapping suggests continuous volcanic aotivity
within this sogment of tho zono since about 7 Ma to the presont
(Fridloifsson, 1973; Franzson, 1978; McDougall ot al., 1977). Tho
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rate of voloanism was, howovor, not uniform as four oontral vol-
oanoes were aotivo in the vicinity of our cross section during
the growth of tho strata dosoribod hore, and thaso aro oharaotorisod
by a vory high oxtrusion rate. Our aroa lios 15—20 km S and
SW of the Hafnarfjall-Skardshoidi and Hvalfjördur oontral vol-
oanoes, and about 1—10 km north of tho Kjalarnos and Stardalur
oontral voloanoes (Fig. 1).

Tho aroa is bisoctod by a major fjord, Hvalfjördur, and tho
oorrelation across it is by no moans oortain. Tho goologioal map-
ping north of tho fjord (Sect. FA, FB) was originally oonduotod
by Franzson (1978) but our work south of the fjord is based
on mapping of Eyrarfjall by students at tho University of Iooland
under tho supervision of Dr. K. Saemundsson (Jonasson et al.,
1973; Sects. EZ, EY, EM, EN) and on mapping of Esja by Frid-
leifsson (1973; Seots. SA, EP, SB, SC, SD).

All tho sections woro, howovor, selooted and desoribod spooially
as a part of tho prosont study (Fig. 2). Thoy aro mostly in stoop
slopes with nearly comploto outorops. Farther oast along the fjord,
considerablo mapping and sampling work has beon oarriod out
by Einarsson (1957), Pipor (1971), Wilson ot al. (1972) and by
students; the latter work is not yot oompletod (K. Saomundsson,
1979, personal oommunication) and will not bo disoussed horo.

2.2 Pliocene Strom

The profilo starts in the mountain of Akrafjall, where Franzson
(1978) interpretod tho short normal polarity ovont of lavas FA 4—7
as bolonging to the Nunivak event, and this view is maintainod
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here. Franzson found the Cochiti event missing both in Akrafjall
and in the Hafnarfjall—Skardsheidi region farther north. McDou-
gall et a1. (1977) suggested that these two events were recorded
as one in their Borgarfjördur profile.

The profile up to FA 51 is a typical Tertiary lava sequence
with basaltic lavas (tholeiites, oliVine tholeiites, and plagioclase-
phyrie tholeiites) separated by thin red partings. Two thick olivine
tholeiite compound lavas occur. There are several thin sedimentary
layers and one thick fluviatile eonglomerate horizon (7—34 m,
FA 15—16); it thickens eastwards and may represent a river bed.

Section FA begins in the sequence belonging to the last volcanic
phase of the Hafnarfjall-Skardsheidi central volcano (Heidarhorn
phase of Franzson, 1978). Section FA ends in, and FB is within,
lavas that correspond to the onset of the Hvalfjördur central vol—
cano (Heidarhorn tholeiite series of Franzson, 1978).

2.3 Plio-Pleistocene Strala

After the onset of glaciations, the character of the volcanic pile
changed markedly. Instead of the relatively uniform lava sequence
in the Pliocene part of the lava pile, the glaciations left their
marks in the lava sequences in the form of widespread coarse
conglomerate horizons (tillites) and more spectacularly by thick
hyaloclasitite sequences which form by volcanic eruptions under
ice sheets. After a glaciation, hyaloclastite ridges (with a pillow
lava core enveloped by pillow breccias and tuffaceous hyaloclas-
tites) with steep slopes are the dominant features of the topo—
graphy. In subsequent volcanic eruptions, lava flows bank up
against the hyaloclastites or flow down their slopes depending
on the eruptive site. The lava may fill the valleys between the
hyaloclastites and eventually bury them. Due to the rugged topo-
graphy after a glaciation, valleys, a short distance apart, may
be physically isolated from one another. Thus, an absence of
volcanism in one valley may allow the development of aprons
of sediment spreading out over the lava plains at the feet of
the easily eroded hyaloclastite mountains, while simultaneous ac—
tive volcanism in an adjacent valley may give rise to a pile of
lavas with no sedimentary interealations (Fridleifsson, 1973). One
has therefore to be even more careful than in Pliocene strata in
connecting profiles far apart. For this reason it was deemed neces-
sary to let the paleomagnetic profiles overlap considerably with
one another.

Glacial Horizon 1 The first major conglomerate horizon (5—22 rn)
is found between lavas FA 51—52 and FB 0—1. In western Akrafjall
the lowest part of the horizon is a grey, ill sorted conglomerate
with boulders up to 1.5 m i. d. (Franzson, 1978). It is found both
in Akrafjall and Skardsheidi and occurs one to three lava flows
above the lower boundary of what are interpreted as Mammoth
event lavas (Franzson, 1978). This horizon has also been found
in upper Borgarfjördur where glacial striations are found on the
underlying basalt flow (Saemundsson and N011, 1974). This is
thought to be the lowest tillite horizon in western Iceland and
has been dated at about 3.1 Ma (McDougall et al., 1977). A similar
age was found for the lowermost tillite in NE Iceland (McDougall
and Wensink, 1966), but there is evidence for even earlier cool-
climate deposits in other parts of the country (McDougall et al.,
1976; Johannesson, 1975; Albertsson, 1976).

Glacial Horizon 2. Coarse conglomerate, fluviatile sediment and
siltstone, 10 m thick, oceur between lavas EY 1—3. Striations are
seen on the boulders (J onasson et al., 1973). In the lava sequence

between glacial horizons 2 and 3 there are two sediment horizons
(2 m each) both of which have small pebbles of basalt and rhyolite
(above EY 14 and EY 20).

Glacial Horizon 3. Coarse conglomerate with pebbles and boulders
up to 30 cm set in a grey matrix, 5 m thick with 5 In of finer
grained sediment above, lying between lavas EY 28—29.

Glacial Horizon 4. Fluviatile sediment with a conglomerate horizon
(15—20 m) overlain by a hyaloclastite sequence (tuffaceous hyalo-
clastite, pillow breccia and pillow lava) 40—200m thick, which
thickens towards the Kjalarnes central volcano. It lies between
lavas EY 50—51. The underlying tholeiite lavas are thought to
represent the first volcanic phase of the Kjalarnes central volcano
(Esja unit 3, Fridleifsson 1973).

Glacial Horizon 5. Tuffaceous hyaloclastite, pillow breccia and
pillow lava, 10—200m thick, between lavas EM 11—EN 1. It
thickens towards the Kjalarnes central volcano. (Esja unit 7).

Glacial Horizon 6. Tuffaceous hyaloclastite, pillow lava and pillow
breocia, 25—200 m thick, with a thin sedimentary base, lying be-
tween EN 25—26, right above SA 27, right under EP 1. (Esja unit
10).

Glacial Horizon 7. Tuffaceous hyaloclastite, pillow breocia and
pillow lava, 20—300 m thick, underlain by conglomerate in SE-Esja,
and occuring between EP 10—11, right under SB l. (Esja unit 12,
considered uppermost hyaloclastite belonging to the Kjalarnes cen-
tral volcano).

Glacial Horizon 8. Tuffaceous hyaloclastite, pillow breceia and
pillow lava, 10—200 rn thick, succeeded by a 10 rn grey, ill sorted
eonglomerate in N-Esja. (Esja unit 15). It occurs between EP 40—41
and SB 12—14.

Glacial Horizon 9. Tuffaceous hyaloclastite, pillow breccia and pil—
low lava in E-Esja, brown and grey, ill sorted conglomerates with
pebbles up to 20 cm in W-Esja. Thickness ranges from 5—300 m.
(Esja unit l8; forms the base of the Stardalur central volcano).

Glacial Horizon 10. Grey ill sorted conglomerate blanket with boul-
ders commonly 20—30 cm and sometimes over 100 cm, about 20 m
in W-Esja and over 100m in E-Esja where it interfingers with
up to 240 m-thiek hyaloclastite sequence of basalt and basaltic
andesite compositions with a minor rhyolite. This unit was formed
after the collapse of the Stardalur caldera. (Esja unit 23). It lies
between lavas SB 40411, and right under SD 1. This major glacial
horizon was noted by Pjeturss (1910), and Rutten (1958) referred
to it as the morainic horizon at the base of the ‘Graue Stufe’,
and drew the Tertiary-Pleistoeene boundary at the base of the
conglomerates.

The conglomerate horizon between lavas SB 3&37 could pos-
sibly represent a separate glaciation. Above Glacial horizon 10
there are similarly three major sediment/oonglomerate horizons
in profile SB, all of which are characterized by coarse conglomerate
(with pebbles up to 20 cm and more rarely 50 cm) at the base,
overlain by gravel and finer sediment. These are between SB 4&47
(15 m), SB 48—49 (10 m), and SB 61—62 (5 m). The thickness varies
eonsiderably along strike. In Sect. SD there are also three horizons
with the same characteristics between lavas SD 3—4 (15 m),
SD 27—28 (1.5 In), and SD 38—39 (3 m). The most likely cor-
relation of the conglomerates between the two sections is
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Table l. K-Ar ages of two rhyolite . 4o _ 40
samples (from I. McDougall) Lab. n0. Fleld n0. K (wt.%)

Rat—d1.2
Ar 100 Rad. Ar calc. age

10 mol/g Total 40Ar Mai 2S.D.

73-1483 SC 10A 2.369, 2.362 7.96 11.5 1.89i0.08
73—1484 SC 10B 2.350, 2.372 7.49 20.1 1.78i0.04

7.76 5.6 l.85i0.18

SB 46472SD 34, SB 612SD 27—28, which indicates the
presence of four conglomerate horizons between what is termed
here Glacial horizons 10—11 But as n0 volcanic hyaloclastites
were found associated with the conglomerate horizons in spite
of the high volcanicity, the horizons are considered t0 be of a
local nature rather than representing major glaciations. More
detailed work on these might alter that view.

Glacial Horizon 11 Basaltic and rhyolitic hyaloclastites at the
top of the present profile, with thickness over 100 m. SC 7 and
SC 8 are feeder plugs within the basaltic hyaloclastite, but SC 10
is the feeder dyke of the rhyolite hyaloclastite. The rhyolite was
erupted on an arched sheet just 0utside the Stardalur caldera
fault during the final volcanic phase of the Stardalur central V01-
cano (Esja units 25 and 26).

2.4. Potassium-Argon Dates, Correlation of Glaciations

Dr. I. McDougall of the Australian National University in 1973
collected samples from sections SA, SB, SC t0 investigate their
suitability for K—Ar dating. N0 useful basalt samples were found,
but Dr. McDougall has obtained, and kindly allowed us t0 quote,
the results from two samples of the rhyolite unit SC 10 (Table 1).
Both samples are composed mainly of spherulitie cryptocrystalline
feldspathic material rather than glass, with minor dark altered
areas.

The decay constants are the same as those used by McDougall
et al. (1977). If the recently recommended decay constants for
40K (Steiger and Jäger, 1977) are used, these (and 0ther ages
mentioned in the present paper) will increase by 2.67%.

In the profile presented here there are signs of a least 11
and possibly 16 glaciations. The lower part of the sequence over-
laps in time with the Husafell area 60 km further NE which is
set in the same configuration with respect t0 the Reykjanes-Langjö-
kull volcanic zone. There, Saemundsson and N011 have mapped
8 glacial horizons in strata dating from the Mammoth event t0
just above the transition Gauss/Matuyama (Saemundsson and
Noll, 1974, McDougall et a1., 1977). The first two glaeial horizons
of Saemundsson and Noll (1974) are represented in the present
profiles, but 0ut of their five glacial horizons, 3 t0 7, in the
uppermost part of the Gauss epoch only three are present here
(3 t0 5). There may thus be signs of 13 and possibly 18 glaciations
in the volcanic strata of western Iceland dating from the Mammoth
event (N 3.1 Ma) t0 the uppermost glacial unit in Esja, the rhyolite
SC 10. According t0 the new K-Ar dates just tabulated, this nor-
mally magnetized unit is more likely t0 belong t0 the Olduvai
than t0 the Gilsa geomagnetic event.

2.5 Rock Alteralion

Secondary alteration in the study area has been found (Fridleifs—
son, 1973; Franzson, 1978) t0 follow generally the zonal pattern
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demonstrated by Walker (1960) for the Tertiary basalts of eastern
Iceland. The profile FA in Akrafjall starts near the top of the
mesolite—scolecite zone; the tops of sections FA and FB are zeolite-
free. In Esja and Eyrarfjall the profiles also start in the mesolite-sco—
lecite zone which extends up t0 about 300 m elevation. Above
700 m zeolites are rare except in Sect. SC, which is just 0utside
the thermal aureole associated with the Stardalur central volcano.

3. Paleomagnetic Sampling and Measurement

A total of 353 units were sampled in 11 sections. All were lava
flows except SC 7—11 (intrusions), and SB l3, SA 28—30 (hyaloclas-
tites). In case of multiple pahoehoe ‘flow units’ or composite
flows, only one flow unit was sampled, and some very thin or
poorly preserved flows were left 0ut, e.g., in EZ and SA. Flows
having an A or B suffix were located after the original mapping
and numbering took place. In all sections, numbering begins at
the bottom.

Three or more 2.5-cm cores were drilled from each unit and
orientated in place by geographic sightings. One specimen of 2.2-
cm length was cut from each core for remanence measure—
ments, which were made at the University of Rhode Island using
Spinner magnetometers, and at the Universities in Munich and
Reykjavik using mostly Institut Dr. Förster statie fluxgate magne-
tometers. Remanence intensity and direction was measured both
at the total N.R.M. level and after treatment in 100 and 200 Oe
peak alternating fields (l Oe:10’4 T). In the poorly stable flows
EN 1—15, 150 Oe treatment was also applied, flows EP 36,
SD 42—44 have been affected by lightning, and some samples from
these were demagnetized t0 300 Oe.

Direction data obtained at Rhode Island were averaged within
each unit using the minimum-scatter criterion used by Watkins
et al. (1977); in 0ther units, the more internally consistent of the
results after 100 0r 200 Oe was selected for use in subsequent
analysis. The difference between these techniques is generally small
here.

Random errors in the orientation and marking of a core may
be of the order of 3°, and random errors in magnetic direction
measurement on a stable specimen may amount t0 2° Table 2
ShOWS the mean field direction obtained from each unit after tecto—
nic tilt correction. It also gives the within-unit 95% confidence
angle for the field direction, a virtual geomagnetic pole position
and an arithmetic mean remanence intensity in volume units after
100 Oe demagnetization.

When ocgs exceeds 60° (Vincenz and Bruckshaw, 1960), we
consider the computed average field direction t0 be meaningless
and it is not given in Table 2; however, this is often due t0 anoma-
lous behaviour in one sample, and the polarity of the 0ther two
then agrees with that of adjacent units. Units marked with a
small a in Table 2 have ags-values exceeding 23.5° (i.e., a vector
sum R less than 2.93 if N23), and these have been excluded
from computation of mean magnetic properties in the collection.
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Table 2

N0. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol No. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol

FA Akrafjall FB 05 3 239 -—78 214 —66 3 3.8 R
FB 06 3 233 —74 234 —65 5 4.2 R

FA01 3 108 —68 83 —52 28 2.2 Ra F307 3 220 -69 260 -67 2 4,7 R
FA02 3 164 —52 4 —57 7 1.1 R FB08 3 122 ——57 58 —47 1 17 R
FA03 3 161 —45 5 —51 18 0.9 R 121310 3 151 -60 27 _62 7 2,8 R
FA04 4 348 +86 333 +72 20 3.3 N FBll 3 149 —60 30 —60 5 3.3 R
FA05 3 12 +76 71 +85 10 0.7 N FB12 3 181 —72 334 —82 2 3.4 R
FA06 4 340 +68 208 +73 6 1.0 N FB13 3 209 —81 197 —77 4 4.5 R
FA07 3 48 +77 44 +70 6 0.7 N
FA 08 3 191 —64 314 —71 3 2.2 R E2 HvalfjardareyriFA 09 3 204 —70 277 —74 11 1.0 R
FA10 3 197 —85 170 —74 13 0.7 R E203 3 141 _72 66 -70 6 1,5 R
FA12 3 140 —53 36 ——51 5 4.2 R E205 3 186 —76 276 —87 5 2.3 R
FA14 3 190 —65 316 —72 4 1.7 R E208 3 191 —6l 318 —67 14 1.8 R
FA15 3 206 —79 212 —79 2 0.8 R E212 3 186 —68 322 —77 4 5.4 R
FA16 3 152 —61 27 —63 5 1.1 R E214 3 190 —74 285 —84 6 1.3 R
FA17 3 102 —34 66 —22 3 0.6 RT E215 3 5 +59 149 +66 3 1.9 N
FA18 3 346 —81 164 —48 6 2.0 R E216 3 11 +75 89 +85 5 9.2 N
FA19 3 148 —78 93 —77 3 7.6 R E217 3 354 +69 177 +77 4 2.7 N
FA2O 3 184 —71 323 —8l 5 5.4 R E218 3 0 +71 157 +81 4 8.9 N
FA21 3 205 —67 282 —7l 8 3.8 R E219 3 336 +69 217 +74 9 2.9 N
FA22 3 172 —75 43 —86 5 8.9 R E220 3 356 +67 167 +75 3 6.8 N
FA 23 3 202 —71 276 —76 7 7.4 R
FA24 3 210 ——79 218 —78 4 8.1 R
FA 25 3 164 —57 5 —62 11 0.9 R EY Fossardalur
FA 26 4 209 *70 263 -73 14 0-7 R EY 01 4 340 +59 193 +63 26 0.2 NaFA27 3 235 —78 217 —68 6 1.0 R EY02 4 67 +79 30 +64 2 32 N
FA29 3 108 +78 15 +51 15 1.0 N EY03 3 328 +74 248 +75 3 1_5 NFA30 3 354 +75 213 +87 1 6.3 N EYO4 3 27 +72 85 +75 5 13 NFA31 3 347 +64 186 +70 10 3.8 N EY05 4 50 +69 69 +62 34 0.5 Na
FA32 4 359 +78 333 +87 4 2.7 N EYOÖ 3 310 +70 250 +64 4 1.2 NFA33 3 76 +74 38 +57 5 1.1 N EY07 5 170 _53 355 _58 4 0.5 R
FA34 3 47 +79 34 +71 5 9-9 N EYO8 3 177 —47 342 —54 12 1.4 R
FA35 3 101 +71 29 +44 19 3.5 N EY08A 4 170 —-58 356 —63 3 1_5 RFA36 3 83 +66 48 +45 6 8.2 N EY03B 3 163 _56 7 _61 5 37 R
FA37 3 37 +68 42 +46 7 7-6 N EYO9 3 137 +88 345 +61 12 1.4 N
FA38 3 85 +71 33 +50 3 3.3 N EY 10 3 169 +84 342 +51 4 4.5 NFA39 3 310 +70 251 +64 5 2.9 N EYll 3 4 +77 47 +88 6 22 N
FA40 3 30 +48 115 +50 2 6-1 N EY 12 3 345 +71 205 +78 3 17.2 N
FA41 3 346 +76 246 +83 4 5.2 N EY13 4 16 +71 110 +77 12 33 N

FA42 3 11 +73 110 +82 6 1.9 N EY 14 3 10 +70 128 +78 4 12.2 N
FA43 3 20 +77 54 +31 4 6.9 N EYIS 3 351 +72 192 +81 2 2.8 N
FA44 3 6 +66 143 +74 5 1-5 N EY16 3 307 +66 243 +57 4 1.7 N
FA45 3 13 -51 147 - 7 12 0.5 E EY17 3 308 +67 245 +59 2 6.5 N
FA46 3 32 —59 133 -17 6 0-6 RT EY 18 3 296 +65 253 +52 3 2.6 N
FA47 3 36 —57 129 -15 5 0-6 RT EY19 3 303 +65 247 +55 2 3.3 N
FA48 3 26 -50 135 - 7 9 0-5 E EY20 3 314 +76 267 +70 5 0.6 NFA49 3 199 —63 300 —68 2 5.8 R EY21 4 58 +76 44 +65 8 08 NFA50 3 196 —62 307 —67 5 6.9 R EY22 3 3 +71 131 +80 8 0.5 N
FA51 4 179 -83 156 *79 3 5.6 R EY23 3 11 +66 132 +73 3 2.5 N
FA52 3 287 *73 202 *44 9 31 R EY24 3 15 +71 111 +79 5 3.3 N

EY25 3 13 +72 112 +80 4 7.7 N
FB Kuludalur EY 26 3 23 +74 78 +79 3 8.1 N

EY27 3 7 +74 120 +85 6 8.7 N
FB00 3 20 +16 135 +32 20 2.1 NT EY28 3 18 +76 64 +82 3 2.5 N
FB01 3 200 —55 305 —6O 3 2.1 R EY29 3 44 +78 41 +72 6 3.3 N
FB02 3 128 +60 18 +23 8 1.0 NT EY3O 3 50 +81 24 +71 2 1.5 N
F1303 3 221 —57 276 +54 4 3.9 R EY31 4 26 +81 16 +78 3 2.7 N
FB04 3 234 —69 245 —60 5 3.5 R EY32A 3 58 +81 22 +68 4 5.5 N
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Table 2 (Continued)

N0. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol N0. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol

EY Fossardalur EN 22 3 173 —74 21 —85 8 3.9 R
EN 23 4 177 —72 349 —83 8 1.2 R

EY 32B 3 52 + 81 25 + 70 7 3.6 N EN 24 3 175 - 69 353 — 78 6 2.2 R
EY 33 3 209 +82 326 +50 5 3.1 N EN 25 3 173 —58 350 —64 21 0.9 R
EY 34 3 207 + 75 322 + 37 2 3.0 NT EN 26 3 80 — 72 108 — 46 18 0.7 R
EY 35 3 201 +77 327 +40 4 2.2 N EN 27 3 97 —71 96 —51 9 1.9 R
EY 36 3 212 +75 320 +38 3 3.7 NT
EY 37 3 52 +81 24 +70 6 2.8 N SA Kerlingargil
EY 38 3 333 +84 319 +74 3 2.9 N
EY 39 3 6 +64 144 +72 1 6.0 N SA 01 3 46 +69 74 +63 9 2.6 N
EY 40 3 343 +79 293 +82 4 6.1 N SA 02 3 229 —47 274 —42 20 2.5 R
EY 41 4 4 +79 354 +85 2 5.7 N SA 05 3 181 —72 332 ——82 32 1.2 Ra
EY 42 4 354 +80 318 + 84 5 3.0 N SA 06 3 227 — 10 286 — 22 41 0.4 RT‘El
EY 43 4 25 + 77 49 + 79 7 2.5 N SA 07 3 232 — 36 275 — 34 29 0.6 RTa
EY 44 3 294 + 77 281 + 63 4 3.1 N SA 08 3 217 — 65 271 — 64 23 0.4 R
EY 45 3 65 + 57 70 +44 8 0.5 N SA 09 3 232 —45 271 —40 30 0.3 RTa
EY 46 3 103 —41 67 —27 12 2.2 RT SA 10 3 267 +20 255 + 8 27 0.3 Ea
EY 47 3 105 — 39 65 —26 13 2.2 RT SA 12 3 63 +47 80 +37 8 1.1 NT
EY 48 3 109 — 32 59 — 24 10 5.2 RT SA 13 3 89 + 36 60 +19 5 1.5 NT
EY 49 3 94 + 1 65 — 1 53 0.5 Ea SA 14 3 266 —61 230 —39 28 0.3 RTa
EY 50 3 102 —38 67 —24 13 1.2 RT SA 15 3 211 —46 295 ——48 50 0.7 Ra
EY 51 3 346 + 71 204 + 79 8 6.7 N SA 16 3 198 —40 314 —47 36 0.5 Ra
EY 52 3 15 + 75 85 + 82 5 7.8 N SA 20 3 110 —— 75 97 — 60 3 0.9 R
EY 53 3 113 +80 8 +53 9 2.9 N SA 21 3 28 —87 152 —58 20 1.4 R

SA 22 3 140 —82 123 —73 24 4.0 Ral
EM Morastadir SA 23 3 180 — 71 338 — 82 12 3.5 R

SA 24 3 180 —-75 343 —87 11 2.2 R
EM 01 3 27 + 72 84 + 76 7 7.6 N SA 25 3 220 — 62 272 — 59 25 1.6 Ra
EM 02 3 37 + 74 64 + 72 1 9.3 N SA 26 3 157 — 63 22 — 67 23 2.3 R
EM 03 3 54 + 70 63 + 62 13 2.0 N SA 27 3 192 — 76 250 — 85 9 5.0 R
EM 04 4 19 +61 123 +65 8 4.7 N SA 28 3 177 ——51 344 —57 5 14.0 R
EM 05 4 31 +71 85 +72 8 2.9 N SA 30 4 249 —86 179 — 66 5 5.2 R
EM 06 3 354 +68 174 + 76 3 3.0 N
EM 07 3 353 +83 330 + 78 7 1.1 N EP ThornyjartindurEM 08 3 4 +79 2 +86 5 1.6 N
EM 09 3 8 +70 136 +78 5 3.8 N EP 01 3 171 —61 355 —67 5 6.4 R
EM 10 4 8 +72 126 +81 6 8.2 N EP 02 3 162 _55 7 _59 6 2.7 R
EM 11 3 81 ——35 85 —13 6 0.7 RT EP 03 3 158 _59 16 —63 5 3.8 R

EP 04 3 161 —56 10 —60 2 2.0 R
EN Middalur EP 05 3 164 — 53 4 — 58 10 1.7 R

EP 06 3 146 —74 68 —74 3 3.3 R
EN 02 3 34 + 66 92 + 66 3 0.9 N EP 07 3 120 — 74 88 — 63 4 3.0 R
EN 03 3 21 +68 109 +73 9 1.3 N EP 09 3 175 —78 126 —86 13 5.9 R
EN 04 3 39 + 83 9 + 73 9 2.4 N EP 10 3 180 — 76 341 — 89 5 3.8 R
EN 05 3 112 +85 355 +60 6 1.9 N EP 11 3 196 —68 298 —74 8 8.8 R
EN 06 3 136 —57 43 —53 6 0.4 R EP 12 3 190 —78 205 —85 9 4.8 R
EN 08 3 232 +17 286 — 7 7 0.6 E EP 13 3 199 —74 266 —80 4 7.1 R
EN 10 3 86 + 4 71 + 3 10 0.5 E EP 14 3 171 —81 139 —82 9 5.2 R
EN 11 3 92 +13 64 + 5 31 0.4 Ea EP 15 3 249 —71 231 —56 8 5.0 R
EN 12 3 80 + 38 68 +23 7 1.2 NT EP 16 3 238 —67 246 — 57 3 9.6 R
EN 13 3 143 —63 43 —61 11 0.9 R EP 17 3 242 —73 230 —61 5 7.8 R
EN14 3 212 +16 305 —14 45 0.5 RTa EP 18 3 218 —73 248 —71 8 6.3 R
EN 15 3 75 — 69 108 —40 16 0.3 R EP 19 3 240 — 70 239 — 59 5 7.6 R
EN 16 3 96 — 75 103 — 54 13 0.6 R EP 20 3 236 — 74 231 — 64 2 6.3 R
EN 17 3 178 —75 5 —88 8 1.7 R EP 21 3 239 —72 235 —61 7 6.0 R
EN 18 3 172 — 52 352 — 58 6 2.9 R EP 22 3 218 — 77 230 — 74 10 6.0 R
EN 19 3 181 —— 66 335 — 74 7 2.4 R EP 23 3 225 — 75 234 — 70 5 5.4 R
EN 20 3 181 —76 273 —89 12 5.6 R EP 24 3 193 —82 176 —79 2 7.8 R
EN 21 2 170 —68 5 —76 11 2.1 R EP 25 3 138 —88 152 —67 5 7.9 R
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Table 2 (Continued)

2N0. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol N0. D I Lon Lat alf J po

EP Thornyjartindur SB 34 3 64 + 73 50 + 60 2 3.0 N
SB 35 3 70 +73 46 +57 11 1.2 N

EP 26 3 158 —84 140 —75 5 7.5 R SB 38 3 163 —44 3 —50 7 4.3 R
EP 27 3 157 — 82 132 — 77 1 6.7 R SB 39 3 172 —49 351 — 55 4 3.9 R
EP 28 3 177 —78 139 —87 6 4.2 R SB 40 3 152 —57 24 —58 12 3.2 R
EP 29 4 186 ——76 270 —87 5 7.6 R SB 41 3 186 —65 326 —73 4 3.4 R
EP 30 3 206 — 70 276 —— 73 6 5.6 R SB 42 3 208 — 67 279 — 69 9 4.2 R
EP 31 3 177 — 74 357 — 85 6 6.4 R SB 43 3 209 — 73 260 — 75 2 4.9 R
EP 32 3 160 —69 29 —74 10 3.7 R SB 44 3 166 — 75 50 —83 4 7.9 R
EP 33 3 181 — 75 326 —88 7 7.9 R SB 45 3 157 —71 41 —75 7 6.7 R
EP 34 3 172 —- 74 22 — 84 10 7.1 R SB 46 3 172 — 70 3 — 79 3 5.0 R
EP 35 4 154 ——56 20 ——58 5 3.7 R SB 47 3 204 —71 274 —75 8 3.0 R
EP 36 3 166 — 66 9 — 72 8 (2.3) R SB 48 3 185 — 66 326 — 73 14 7.6 R
EP 37 3 168 ——75 42 —84 10 1.3 R SB 49 3 146 —65 42 —65 18 1.4 R
EP 38 3 169 —69 9 —77 12 1.0 R SB 50 3 208 —55 294 —57 6 1.9 R
EP 39 3 161 —76 70 ——82 5 3.7 R SB 51 3 182 —71 330 —82 4 4.1 R
EP 40 3 198 ——76 243 —82 10 4.8 R SB 52 3 151 ——62 30 —63 4 6.3 R
EP 41 3 132 ——86 139 —69 1 11.0 R SB 54 3 156 —61 22 —64 5 3.8 R
EP 42 3 194 —62 311 —67 8 7.3 R SB 55 3 211 —81 199 —76 l4 2.6 R
EP 43 3 219 — 75 240 — 72 5 3.8 R SB 56 3 204 — 69 282 — 73 9 6.1 R
EP 43A 3 187 —63 325 —69 l3 4.8 R SB 57 3 142 —79 103 —74 3 3.3 R
EP 44 3 274 — 63 222 — 37 13 2.5 RT SB 58 3 155 — 74 58 — 77 l3 3.3 R
EP 45 3 349 + 68 188 + 76 4 1.5 N SB 60 3 197 — 72 282 — 79 7 3.3 R

SB 61 3 182 —69 332 —79 6 1.4 R
SB Kistufell

SD Grafardalur-Hatindur
SB 01 3 144 —57 34 —55 3 0.8 R
SB 02 3 163 — 53 5 — 57 4 2.1 R SD 01 3 189 — 76 250 — 86 7 4.3 R
SB 03 3 153 ——53 19 —55 6 3.0 R SD O3 3 196 —79 207 —82 2 1.5 R
SB 04 3 159 —59 16 —63 5 0.9 R SD 04 3 237 —73 235 —63 2 1.4 R
SB 05 3 216 —77 231 —75 12 1.6 R SD 05 3 228 —74 236 —68 5 5.7 R
SB 06 3 153 —55 21 —56 12 1.4 R SD 06 3 214 —73 252 —73 4 7.9 R
SB 07 3 159 — 57 13 — 61 9 2.2 R SD 07 3 223 — 82 198 — 73 4 4.3 R
SB 08 3 155 —— 56 18 — 58 5 1.8 R SD O8 3 233 — 82 198 — 70 12 4.6 R
SB 09 3 126 — 52 51 ——44 19 0.5 R SD 09 3 282 —83 184 — 59 2 1.7 R
SB 10 3 148 —54 26 ——54 14 2.7 R SD 10 3 163 —79 112 —82 7 3.1 R
SB 11 3 165 — 58 5 —63 9 0.3 R SD 11 3 178 —75 2 —88 5 2.2 R
SB 12 3 167 —72 26 —81 2 3.4 R SD 12 3 155 —73 52 —77 3 2.0 R
SB 13 4 162 —71 26 —76 11 1.3 R SD13 3 70 —76 121 —48 4 2.4 R
SB 14 6 147 —74 64 —74 12 0.5 R SD 14 3 78 —74 112 —47 5 3.3 R
SB 15 3 194 —68 302 —75 12 1.8 R SD 15 3 102 ——77 105 — 58 6 2.5 R
SB 16 3 190 —78 204 —85 5 3.5 R SD 16 3 111 —73 92 —58 7 2.3 R
SB 17 3 243 —76 222 —63 5 4.2 R SD 17 3 182 —85 160 —75 6 2.8 R
SB 18 3 214 —77 230 —76 5 5.1 R SD 18 3 276 —83 188 —59 3 3.8 R
SB 19 3 224 — 79 215 —73 2 4.2 R SD 19 3 176 —82 153 — 79 6 2.5 R
SB 20 3 234 —81 203 ——69 5 3.9 R SD 20 3 279 —80 195 — 56 6 8.7 R
SB 21 3 223 —-76 229 —72 8 1.9 R SD 21 3 28 —87 153 —59 4 5.7 R
SB 22 3 228 —76 229 —69 2 4.9 R SD 22 3 187 —71 313 —81 4 4.1 R
SB 23 3 276 —71 212 —45 5 1.2 R SD 23 3 178 —74 354 —86 5 4.2 R
SB 24 3 18 +68 116 +73 8 0.7 N SD 24 3 181 —84 159 —76 2 10.0 R
SB 25 3 359 +75 161 +87 12 0.3 N SD 25 3 193 —65 310 —7l 5 5.4 R
SB 26 3 20 + 70 106 + 75 2 0.7 N SD 26 3 183 — 68 330 — 76 5 4.1 R
SB 27 3 8 +67 139 +74 7 1.2 N SD 27 3 201 —63 298 —67 8 11.0 R
SB 28 3 6 +72 130 +82 7 1.0 N SD 28 3 179 —77 135 —89 12 3.0 R
SB 29 3 50 +72 60 +65 30 0.3 Na SD 29 3 175 —76 39 —87 5 5.2 R
SB 30 3 332 +61 208 +63 29 0.9 Na SD 30 3 184 —74 311 —86 8 4.5 R
SB 31 3 357 +61 165 +68 21 1.4 N SD 31 3 171 —79 118 —85 5 2.2 R
SB 32 3 49 +68 72 +62 2 5.9 N SD 32 3 137 —73 74 —69 35 2.2 R"°l
SB 33 3 57 +71 59 +61 5 5.8 N SD 34 3 197 —81 189 —80 18 2.6 R
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Table 2 (Continued)

N0. N D I Lon Lat alf J pol

SD Grafardalur-Hatindur

SD 37 3 307 —88 165 — 62 6 8.3 R
SD 38 3 35 —85 149 —56 8 2.5 R
SD 39 4 134 ——85 139 —70 5 2.6 R
SD 40 3 82 —73 108 —47 16 3.1 R
SD 41 3 177 —74 5 —86 12 3.1 R
SD 42 4 191 —75 267 —85 6 (3.8) R
SD 43 3 194 — 77 226 — 84 3 (3.4) R
SD 44 4 202 — 76 239 — 81 6 (3.5) R

SC SVinaskard

SC 01 2 271 ——71 216 —47 (9) 3.3 R
SC 02 3 274 — 73 211 —49 11 1.3 R
SC 03 3 96 —85 133 —63 27 3.0 .Ra
SC 04 3 166 —71 22 —78 10 0.4 R
SC 05 3 138 — 16 26 — 27 27 0.3 RTal
SC 07 4 177 + 78 340 +42 6 2.8 N
SC O8 5 91 + 84 4 + 62 5 4.7 N
SC 09 7 25 + 78 39 + 80 20 1.4 N
SC 10 4 128 +61 18 +24 18 1.4 NT
SC 11 4 62 + 84 9 + 68 4 5.3 N

Mean direction not significant (a1f> 60)

FA 28 3 Poor stability 0.1 (?)
EZ 01 3 Scattered-near dyke 2.5 (?)
EN 01 5 Scattered-near dyke 0.8 (?)
EN 07 5 Poor stability 0.5 (R?)
EN 09 5 Poor stability 1.2 (?)
SA 03 3 Two N, one unstable 2.7 (N?)
SA 11 3 Scattered 0.6 (?)
SA 17 3 Scattered R/RT 1.1 (RT?)
SB 36 3 Scattered N/NT 1.8 (N?)
SB 37 3 Two R, one NT 1.5 (R?)
SB 53 3 Two R, one E 4.4 (R?)
SB 59 3 Two R, one NT 3.8 (R?)
SD 02 3 Two R, one N 3.0 (R?)
SD 36 3 Two R, one N 3.3 (R?)

List of all units sampled for magnetic measurements
NzNumber of samples per flow
D, I: Declination and inclination of best mean field after tectonic
tilt correction
L0n, LatzCoordinates of Virtual geomagnetic pole
alf: ocgs of mean field
JzMean remanence intensity after 100 Oe, in amperes/m
polagnetic polarity of unit

a If a1f>23.5°, Tif |Lat|<40°, Eif |Lat|<10°

From geological correlations, 77 sampled units are considered
t0 overlap in time with sampled units in other sections of the
composite profile, although they are very unlikely t0 be identically
the same as any of those. The overlaps are as follows: FB 0—2
overlap with the top flows of FA; FB 8—13 overlap with EZ;
EY 51—53 overlap with the bottom flows of EM; SA 1—30 overlap
with EN; EP 41—45 overlap with SB above SB 13; SB 1—13 and
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Fig. 3. Plot of Virtual geomagnetic pole latitude versus stratigraphic
thickness for a composite profile through area of Fig. 1. Some
lavas numbered t0 aid comparison with Fig. 2 and Table 2. Open
Circles are lavas where field direction has 0(95 exceeding 23.5°.
Broken lines indicate minor gaps, uncertain correlations, or hyalo-
clastites (see text). Double arrows in right hana’ column show
amount of partial overlap between sections. Simplified polarity
structure on far right; black is normal magnetization

47—61 overlap with EP and SD, respectively; SD 1—3 overlap with
SB below SB 47; SC 9 and 11. Omitting these and all units with
0:95 > 60°, we are left with 268 in our main composite profile shown
in Fig. 3, where computed geomagnetic pole latitudes are plotted
against stratigraphic height. In this figure, each major hyaloclastite
sequence has been reduced t0 one tenth of its maximum recorded
thickness, t0 allow for the fact that it would have taken on very
different dimensions in a subaerial environment.

4. Magnetic Stratigraphy and Correlation; Discussion

For lack of dated material in the present sections, their interpreta-
tion must be limited for the time being t0 a straightforward correla—
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LABRECQUE COMPOSITE EINARSSON WILSON
ET AL PROFILE SW-ICELAND ET AL
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Fig. 4. Polarity column from Fig. 3, Showing proposed correlations
with the ocean-anomaly geomagnetie time seale of Labreeque et a1.
(1977) and with the stratigraphic thickness of Einarsson’s (1957)
polarity groups. Approximate position of some sections sampled
by Wilson et a1. (1972) shown on the right

tion with one reeently proposed global magnetie time scale (Fig. 4)
and remarks of mostly local interest.

The Gilbert—Gauss Boundary is represented at most by one flow
here (FA 28, unstable), but by several flows in section C of Wilson
et a1. (1972). The Gauss-Mammoth boundary here includes four
transitional fiows (FA 45—48) but at most one flow in C or in Bor-
garfjördur (NT2, not sampled). In general, it appears unlikely
that transitional directions will be of use in stratigraphie correla-
tion of lavas in Iceland.

Mammoth and Kaena Events (Einarsson’s R4). The Mammoth
event, beginning at FA 45, is here mueh thicker than the Kaena,
which may be due to inclusion of a series of rapidly erupted
flows from the Hvalfjördur volcano. Flows younger than Mam-
moth are not found in Akrafjall (Franzson, 1978). The Kaena
eomprises only four flows, plus possibly two obscured by soil
cover. In section NT of McDougall et a1. (1977) a series of 8
thin flows at the presumed upper boundary of the Kaena event
have yielded normal poles near 25° N, 100° E; but corresponding
transitional directions have not been found south of Hvalfjördur.
A suggestion by Kristjansson et a1. (1975) that a ‘rebound’
oecurred in this transition, has later turned out to be inapplicable
because lavas NT 31—36 are, in fact, repeated by a fault as
NT 37—43.

Upper Gauss Epoch, ‘Fossc'z evenl’ The Upper Gauss, termed
N 4 by Einarsson, is represented by most of our EY and EM

sections. It ineludes five flows of similar, shallow reverse magnetic
directions (EY 4&50), noted by Jonasson et al. (1973) and called
by them the Fossa event. However, in the absence of any high-
latitude poles in this group of flows, we hesitate to designate
it to a separate polarity event. The same argument applies to
the low-latitude reverse flow EM ll and to flow FB 2. The paleo-
magnetic Sect. J of Wilson et al. (1972) similarly belongs to the
Upper Gauss epoch, but in their Fig. l they have erroneously
designated a reversely magnetized sill (J 22) as a separate polarity
interval.

Gauss-Matuyama Boundary. In the lower parts of sections EN
and SA (EN 2—14; SA 2—16)which are stratigraphically equivalent,
we see a similar pattern of rapid polarity fluctuations and transi-
tional directions (Table 2). Although these flows are magnetically
the least stable of the present colleetion, we believe that these
fluetuations are real and indicate details of a complex Gauss—
Matuyama transition. Sueh oomplexities have also been found
in sedimentary rocks (Gurariy, 1977). Other details of the Gauss-
Matuyama transition may be recorded by Sigurgeirsson (1957),
by Wilson et a1. (1972) in Sect. K as 12 mostly thin flows with
pole positions near the equator at 80° E, and in flows NT 93—97
of McDougall et a1. (1977).

Reunion (or Olduvai) Evenl. At SB 24 there begins a series of
13 normally magnetized flows, belonging to the thin N 3 series
of Einarsson (1957). At its lower boundary, Sigurgeirsson (1957)
observed a remarkable series of transitional flows, at various local-
ities in the area, later investigated in more detail by Shaw (1975).
Only one transitional flow oceurs at this reversal in our Sect.
SB and EP.

The dating at 1.8 Ma of a normally magnetized series stra-
tigraphically higher than this event, present in our View convincing
evidence that at least two separate events occurred in the Lower
Matuyama epoch. Therefore, if the Olduvai was the major event
in the Matuyama (Labreeque et a1., 1977) the N 3 must be
identified for the time being with the Reunion event. We do not,
however, consider the problem of Matuyama events to be settled,
and further sites for the dating of these are being looked for
in Iceland.

Brunhes Age Flows. The younges voleanic rocks in the Esja area
are the so-called Reykjavik grey or ‘dolerite’ lavas. These have
not been radiometrically dated or mapped in detail by us, but
they are generally believed to be of late Brunhes age. Laboratory
results by us from samples of 33 ‘flow units’ at 11 sites around
Reykjavik confirm the conclusion of Wilson et a1. (1972) based
on data from one site, that the magnetie directions in these lava
flows are quite tightly grouped and henee that most of them
may have been emplaced within a short period compared to the
time scales of secular variation. Our results, using 4 samples per
flow unit, yield a mean field having D28.3°, 1:70.6° (663: 10°,
with N233).

5. Mean Paleomagnetic Field and Secular Variation

5.1 Rates of Eruption

In the interpretation of Fig. 4, the present composite profile eon—
tains some 300 lavas covering 2.4 Ma in time. Due to uncertainty
in translating thicknesses of hyaloolastite sequences into equivalent
lava thickness, it is difficult to compare the mean rate of build-up
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in this pile to data from other studies in Iceland. However, the
rate is relatively high, due to the nearness of central voleanoes,
and according to Fig. 4, it may inerease by a factor of three
or more between the bottom (Gilbert) part and the top (Ma-
tuyama) part of the profile.

5 .2 Serial Correlation

On elose inspeetion of Table 2, a grouping of paleomagnetic direc—
tions is commonly seen in 3 to 7 suecessive lavas. Examples include
FA 45—48, EY 16—19, EP 1—5, SB 32—35 and SD 13—16; possibly
a third of all lava flows in the Table may belong to sueh groups.
lt is mostly likely that these groupings are due to tight grouping
of the respective eruptions in time, rather than to Chance or to
secular variation peculiarities. The observed extent of the serial
eorrelation obviously depends much on circumstances such as
the completeness of exposures and the mappers’ criteria for dis—
tinguishing separate lava flows. However, it is instructive to test
whether a serial correlation of this sort might affeet statistical
properties of the overall data set.

Watson and Beran (1967) suggested a testing method analogous
to the autocorrelation function of sealar time series. A simplified
statement of this test for a unipolar Fisher’s (1953) distribution
of N unit vectors X, is that the mean produet

N u

8(11): 2 X‚X
1:1

1+u/(N—u)

at lag u=l= 0 should be signifieantly 1arger than the value of(1—l/K)2
in ease of serial correlation between the vectors. 1—1 /K is also
the value of cos 063 or R/N, if N is large and K>5. We have
applied this test to three comparable populations of paleomagnetie
vectors from long stratigraphic sequenees of Icelandie flows; the
results are presented in Table 3.

The data from W-Ieeland are those of Watkins et a1. (1977),
with later minor eorrections, while those from the north are from
a study by Saemundsson et a1. (1980). Eaeh includes only non-
overlapping units having ocgs less than 23.5°, with reverse field
vectors inverted before computation. lt is seen that definite serial
correlation exists in all these collections at lags of one and two
flows, and it is relatively strongest in Esja.

The above results support the view (Kristjansson, 1968) that
it is inadvisable to draw conclusions regarding the geomagnetic
or teetonic eauses of differences between populations of leelandic
lava flows if N is less than 50 or 100. However, averaging lava
directions in smaller groups, e.g., with N: 20, may help to eluci-
date some aspects of geomagnetic field behaviour (Watkins et a1.,
1977; Saemundsson et a1., 1980).

5.3 Mean Fields and Systematic Errors

Even in eolleetions of hundreds of magnetieally stable flows span-
ning several geomagnetie reversals, sueh as the three profiles just

referred to, it is not certain that we have obtained a precise and
meaningful average geomagnetic field for each area and time inter-
val. Besides the observation that R/N values vary considerably
between the three entries above, several systematic sources of er-
rors in the data may not average to zero and it is necessary
to estimate their sizes. Among these we shall mention three.

Magnetic anomalies of crustal origin are common over Ieeland
(Haines et a1., 1970), some extending tens of kilometers and
amounting to more than 1° in direetion at 3 km altitude, especially
near the volcanic zones. In the past. sueh regional anomalies may
have eaused the geomagnetic field at ground level to deViate sys-
tematieally by 2° or more from the eore-generated field during
large parts of geomagnetic epochs.

Tectonic tilt eorrections are often uneertain in work on Ieelandic
lava sequences, especially in gentle stream or hill sections and
where the surfaces of lava flows are uneven. Tilts eommonly de-
crease with altitude in the sections sampled, but only an average
tilt value is used for correction. This error source may well reach
2° in means of say 50 lava flow directions.

Systematic errors of orientation and measurement include map
errors (especially in work in narrow valleys), errors in the measure-
ment of drill core inclination due to loose fitting of the orienting
tool, unconscious ‘handedness’ in marking eores and aligning
them for remanence measurement, and so on. The latter types
of error will be minimized by coring equally often towards all
directions, but in praetice the choice of eoring direction will be
much restricted by the landseape. Thus, in two cases of large
paleomagnetic eolleetions in Iceland we have found, from field
work notebooks, that about 80% of the eores of each were drilled
towards one half of the horizon, mostly at low positive inclina-
tions. Errors from these sources may amount to 2—3°

The above estimates indicate that it should not be surprising
to find mean paleomagnetic field directions from different parts
of the country deviating from one another by up to 6° of are,
even in large colleetions of roughly contemporaneous strata.

As an example, it was noted by Watkins et a1. (1977) that
mean field directions from lavas of similar age in Borgarfjördur
and in Eastern Ieeland have inclinations that are, respectively,
a few degrees lower and a few degrees higher than a central axial
dipole field value. On the other hand the mean field from the
present collection of 258 lavas all having an internal oc95 value
of 23.5° or less, is D23.4°, 1:76.8°‚ whieh is within one degree
of the expected dipole field values D:0°, [276.5O (963:18.8°,
0:95 : 21°). We thus see that allowing for the presenee of systematic
errors in mean paleomagnetic field direetions may explain minor
observed differenees between them, so that reeourse to physically
improbable tectonic or geomagnetic seenarios, as discussed by
Watkins et a1. (1977), is avoided.

Further statistical analysis of the present eollection of paleo—
magnetie data is being published elsewhere (Saemundsson et a1.,
1980) along with results from Northern Iceland lava flows.

Table 3. Qualitative test
for serial eorrelation in three Area N S (u) (R/N)2
populations of Ieelandic
paleomagnetic vectors 14:0 1 2 3 4*9 (av.)

W-Ieeland 325 1.0 0.887 0.877 0.874 0.868 0.867
N—Iceland 292 1.0 0.846 0.809 0.794 0.794 0.789
Esja etc. 258 1.0 0.944 0.918 0.905 0.898 0.896
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6. Conclusions

Reeent detailed geologieal studies in the area of the Esja, Eyrarf-
jall, and Akrafjall mountains by the authors and others have eon-
firmed the loeal magnetie polarity stratigraphy of Einarsson
(1957) and its eorrelation with geomagnetie time seale by Piper
(1971). Some new detail has been added, sueh as the demonstration
of two separate magnetie events in Gauss epoeh lavas in Eyrarfjall,
and it now appears that the two normal Lower Matuyama series
in Esja may belong to the Reunion and Olduvai events rather
than to the Olduvai and Gilsa.

As remarked by Piper (1973), there is fairly good eorrespon-
denee between the magnetie polarity of outeropping basalt se-
quenees in the Hvalfjördur area and the polarity of low-altitude
aeromagnetie anomalies (Sigurgeirsson, 1970) in the area. The ano-
maly trend is also similar to the general geologieal strike direetion,
although the linearity of these magnetie anomalies is not as persis—
tent as it is over mid—oeean ridges near Iceland. For instanee,
a prominent positive anomaly eorrelated with the Gauss age roeks
of Eyrarfjall may peter out towards southwest (Kristjansson,
1978)

Hyaloelastites and eonglomerate horizons of glaeial origin are
eommon in the area and are first observed in strata of Lower
Mammoth age. Their presenee eomplieates stratigraphie consider-
ations, but also enables eorrelations to be made with dated se-
quenees of lavas elsewhere. By eorrelating with other dated se—
quenees in western Iceland (Saemundsson and Noll, 1974;
MeDougall et a1., 1977) we eonelude that at least 13 glaeiations
oeeurred in Western and Southwestern Iceland between 3.1 and
1.8 Ma ago.

A mean paleomagnetie direetion, eomputed from 258 lava
flows with good internal eonsisteney in non-overlapping parts of
11 seetions in the lava pile, is very elose to the local value of
the eentral axial dipole field. Possible sourees of systematic diree—
tion errors in 1arge paleomagnetie eolleetions of Ieelandie lava
flows are diseussed, and it is eoneluded that minor differenees
between means of these need not be signifieant. Due to serial
eorrelation between adjacent lavas and to unpredietable features
of the paleomagnetie field, it is also inereasingly evident that differ-
enees in statistical properties of the field are not eliminated be-
tween groups of 20—30 or even of 200—300 flows, when all valid
data ineluding low—latitude poles are included. This eonelusion
reduees the eonfidenee with whieh teetonie and geomagnetie infer-
enees ean be drawn from paleomagnetie data in other regions.
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Magnetic Anomalies (A Z) in NE-Iceland and Their Interpretation
Based on Rock-Magnetic Investigations
H. Becker
Institut für Allgemeine und Angewandte Geophysik, Theresienstr. 41, D-8000 München 2, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract. A magnetic survey (A Z) was carried out on long profiles
with 50 m spacing in northern and eastern Iceland combined with
sampling for rock-magnetic investigations in 1967, 1970, and 1973
by the Institut für Allgemeine und Angewandte Geophysik,
Universität München. Some of the profiles cross the neovolcanic
zone from the western to the eastern Tertiary flood—basalts. Local
and regional geomagnetic anomalies were separated by two-dimen-
sional wavelength filtering and upward field continuation. Anom—
alies with shorter wavelengths (< 5 km) could be interpreted
by geological features such as dikes, groups of dikes, lavas, lava-
piles, decreased magnetization at silicic centres caused by intensive
hydrothermal activity, and terrain effects. The regional geomag-
netic anomalies can be correlated along the strike of the neovolca-
nic zone. They strongly resemble rift anomalies and are interpreted
with dike-swarms with mainly the same magnetic polarization
over long distances. A magnetic survey in the Reydarfjördur-
Thingmuli area crossing several well known dike—swarms could
not prove this interpretation. The rock-magnetic investigation of
more than 1,000 samples from the main geological formations
show differences in the magnetic properties of lavas and dikes
mainly in a higher magnetization and lower Curie temperature
of the dikes. But investigations of later remagnetization at the
dike contacts, as well as the primary magnetic properties of fresh

dikes and of hydrothermally altered ones did not support the
interpretation of the regional anomalies by dike-swarms.

Key words: Northern Iceland — Magnetic survey (A Z)—Magnetic
properties of lavas and dikes — Interpretation of regional magnetic
anomalies.

1 . Introduction

Iceland should be considered a major anomaly of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge: the axial rift zone crosses Iceland in a complex way divided
by fracture zones (Ward, 1971). Even in northern Iceland where
at first sight the main structures appear clear and symmetric,
one can demonstrate this complexity (Saemundsson, 1974). There
are reasons to suggest that Iceland is not a suitable land laboratory
for the study of geodynamic processes of mid-oceanic ridges. How-
ever, the most significant structures of Iceland are controlled by
spreading and can in some way be described by its terminology.
The complex structure of Iceland is also revealed by the geomag—
netic anomalies which are a major feature in the concept of sea-
floor spreading and plate tectonics. This is well illustrated by

Table 1. Magnetic surveys (A Z) 1967, 1970, and 1973 with 50 m point spacing

Year Name of profile Length Measured by Reference
in km

1967
E 2; 5:111?

132} 245 G. + W. Schönharting Schönharting (1969)
1970 A 70 Süd 70

C 70 Hlldarfjall 70 H. Becker Becker and Mohr (1971)D 70 Krafla 100 i 325 P Mohr Angenheister et a1 (1972)F 70 Reykjaheidi 20 ' '

G 70 Gardur 65 i
1973 L 73 Ljosavatnsskard 18l

P 73 Peistareykjabunga 80
F 73 Reykjaheidi 45
G 73 Gardur 25 H. Becker .
s 73 Süd 30 364 c. Schweitzer ggcglfähäläfg)“ al' (1977)
Tj 73 Tjörnes—NS 40 H. Soffel
Jo 73 Jökulsa-NS 42
RN 73 Reydarfjördur—N 40
RS 73 Reydarfjördur-S 44,

O340-062X/80/OO47/0043/502.80
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the aeromagnetic survey of Serson et a1. (1968) with its symmetrioal
and linear anomalies over Reykjanes Ridge and its completely
different characteristics over lceland. Although the main geomag-
netic anomalies follow roughly the branches of the neovolcanic
zone, a detailed analysis of the two-dimensionality and spectrum
ofthe anomalies (Rotten 1915) shows that there are no ridge-type
anomalies over Iceland. This paper describes a ground magnetic
survey in northern ancl eastern lceland combined with rock-mag—
netic investigations in the same areas. This should assist the inter—
pretation, especially when combined with thorough studies of
geological and tectonic features (e.g., Walker, 1959; Saemunds-
son, 19'114).

2. Magnetic Survey (A Z) in Northern
and Eastern lceland

ln 19611, 19110, and 1973 l'ield magnetic measurements were carried
out on long profiles (total about 1,000 km) with 50 m point-dis-
tance by the Institut für Allgemeine und Angewandte Geophysik,
Universität München (Table 1 and Fig. l; see also Becker, 1978).
In northern Iceland these profiles run from Eyjafjördur to Vop-
nafjördur crossing the neovolcanic zone; both profiles in the Rey-

44

darfjördur region in eastern Iceland are situated in Tertiary basalts.
For all measurements torsion balances (Askania s) were used;
the data for all profiles were processed in the same way using
the following programmes on a TR 440 computer:

(a) graduation, levelling, local, and regional correction;
(b) wavelength filtering (two-dimensional) (Fig. 3);
(c) field continuation upward (filtering in the frequency band;
two-dimensional) (Fig. 4);
(c1) graphical display;
(e) model computation (two-dimensional).

The reference field of A Z was calcnlated by averaging the values
of the western and eastern half of the 150 km long profile B 6?,
which revealed an EW-gradient of 2 nT/km in agreement with
the regional field derived frorn aeromagnetic (Serson et a1., 1968;
Sigurgeirsson, 1970). The N-S gradient of the aeromagnetic re-
gional field was also considered; again there was good agreernent
with the gradient calculated by averaging A Z even for the distant
profiles in eastern Iceland (for details and absolute value of re-
gional field refer to Becker, 1978).

Figure 2 shows the geomagnetic data (A Z) from northern Ice-
land. The main characteristics are a wide range in amplitude (up
to 17000 nT) and wavelength which make the aforementioned
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filtering prooedures neoessary for elear separation of loeal and
regional anomalies. The various filtering effeets are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The upward oontinuation not only shows the filter-
ing effeot, but also renders possible a eomparison with the aero-
magnetie survey (e.g., for 1,000m altitude Sigurgeirsson, 1970;
4,000 m altitude Serson et a1., 1968; see Fig. 5).

There vvas no problem regarding the interpretation of anom-
alies of less than 5 km wavelength by means of observed near—
surfaee geologioal features. The anomalies are mainly eaused by
the following (examples are given by Becker, 1978):

horizontal or slightlyr dipping plates whieh represent
lavas or groups of lavas;
vertieal dikes or dike swarms;
large intrusions (gabbro);
regions of lovv magnetization (silioie eentres);
terrain effeets.

The regional anomalies are revealed by upward continuation;
a eomparison with the aeromagnetie profiles whieh eross NE-
leeland (Serson et a1., 1968), shows satisfaotory eorrelation in the

eentral positive anomaly. It is flanked by a negative anomaly
(in the west) and by a positive one at the border of the neovoleanio
zone (Fig. 5). The eorrelation ends at the western border of the
neovoloanio zone near Bardardalur. East of the oentral positive
anomaly there is a very broad negative anomaly whieh is inter-
rupted by positive anomalies over postglaoial fissure eruptions
(dike-swarms of Kraeduborgir, Rauduborgir, Sveinagja, Sveinar,
Fjallagja and other fissure eruptions east of Jökulsa a Fjöllum).
Other interesting features are negative anomalies of more than
1 km width whieh were measured in the very eentre of the zone
of postglaoial voleanism and of the oentral positive anomaly.

These negative anomalies were found over the high-tempera-
ture areas of Namaskard and Peistareykir (Fig. 6) and oan be
explained by the destruetion of magnetization by hydrothermal
alteration.

The regional anomalies of more than 5 km wavelength, eannot
be explained by geologieal surfaee features apart from th-e eentral
positive anomaly whieh eorrelates roughly with the zone of post-
glaeial voloanism; other regional anomalies shovv to some extent
the opposite polarity t0 that of the magnetio stratigraphy of lavas
in northern Ieeland desoribed by Piper (1973).

The sources for these regional anomalies must be large and
highly magnetized bodies whose surfaee should not be below 500 m
as indieated by the steep gradients. They are interpreted by dike-
swarms and described in terms of sea—floor spreading along the
ideas of Bödvarsson and Walker (1964) and Sehönharting (1969)
(Fig. 7). This dike-swarm model requires at least the following
assumptions:

(a) mainly one polarity of magnetization;
(b) higher magnetization of dikes;
(e) high Curie temperatures of dikes for Curie depths of more
than 2—4 km; '

(d) oonsiderable pereentage of dikes or substantial remagnetiza-
tion at eontacts.

In order to test this hypothesis, a magnetie survey erossing
several exposed dike-swarms was earried out in eastern Ieeland
(Figs. 8 and 9); in addition roek-magnetie investigations should
prove the difference between the magnetie properties of lavas and
dikes and the effeot of remagnetization and hydrothermal alter-
ation.

The southern profile (A Z) RS 73 in the Reydarfjördur region
stretehes from the eastern border of the Thingmuli dike-svvarm
to the southern part of the Bardsnes dike-swarm passing through
the Breiddalur dike-swarm follovving the shore of Reydarfiördur
and then erossing the Reydarfjördur eentral voleano (Figs. 8
and 9).

K-Ar age determinations give roughly 1 Ma for the formation
of sueh a dike-swarm whioh results in the distribution of polarity
of the magnetization of the dikes as given in Table 2. A more
reeent palaeomagnetie investigation of the Revdarfiördur dike-
swarm revealecl a majority of reversed dikes, though without
distinct polarity grouping (Piper et al., 1977). The magnetio pro-
files (A Z) in this area show a similar pattern with high-amplitnde
but short wavelength anomalies produeed by single dikes or dike-
groups (Fig. 9). Only the Breiddalur dike-swarm eauses a broacl
negative anomaly with 3.5 km wavelength, whioh still is short
in eomparison with the ridge-type anomalies observed in the neo—
voleanie zone. The low amplitude of the anomalies over the oentre
of the Reydarfjördur dike-swarm illustrates the high hydrothermal
alteration in the eentral voleanoes.

Most of the regional anomalies in the Revdarfjördur shovv
the opposite sign of polarity to the lava-piles (Fig. 10); these anom-
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Tahle 2. Age and polarity of magnetizatiün Üf the dike-swarms in the Thingmuli-Reydarfiördur
region according t0 K-Ar determinations by Gala et a1. (1966), Moorbath et al. (1968) and McDon-
gall et al. (1936) and epoches 01” geomagnetic time scale from Heirtzler et al. (1968)

Central volcanü Thingmuli Breiddalur Raydarfjördur Bardsnes

Age Ma 9.5 8.9 (10.5) 11.5 12.5
EpüCh of geomagnetic time scale 9 8 (10) 12 l3
Main geümagnetic polarity N R (R) R N

The age in brackets of the Breiddalur central volcano is based 011 the hypothesis of a continuous
development of central volcanoes related t0 the axial rift-zone
N=Nürmal polarity, R: Reverse polarity

Table 3. Mean values (arithmetic) üf natura] remanent magnetization J„„„‚ SUSCEptibility K, and
Q-ratiü

n n J„„„ 10‘5 G 1‘1’10‘5 G/Oe Q
Sites Samples

Postglacial lavas 35 610 1520 78 45
Postglacial dikes 8 121 2250 120 40
Plaistocene lavas 30 177 545 114 13
Tertiary lavas 55 500 340 180 3.2
Tertiary dikes 3? 460 500 310 3.2
Tertiary dikes+c0ntacts 620 360 4
Gabbm 1 1850 1080 3.4
Hyalüclaatite 4 1 1 4

After Kristjansson (1970)

Miücene dikea 10 126 420 140 6
Pliücene dikes 10 20 750
Gabbrü 10 21 650 500 2.6

After Piper (1973)

Dika-swarms in 500 500 320 3.1
E- and W-Iceland
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alies are obviously eaused by the terrain effeot of the steep slopes
of the Üord as modelled in Fig. 10o.

3. Rook-Magnetie Investigation:
Primary Magnetie Properties, Remagnetization
and Hydrothermal Alteration of Lavas and Dikes

More than 1,000 roek samples from 170 sites (mostly tholeiitio
basalts) were drilled eoveriug the main geological formations (for
sample list and localities refer to Becker; 1978). The investigation
ooneeutrated on properties whieh are important for the interpreta-
tion of the geomagnetio anomalies; sueh as natura] remanence
J„„„‚ suseeptibility K and Curie temperature Tc.

Verifyiug the dike-swarm model; one has to prove the differ-
enees of these parameters between dike and lava. As far as possible
the samples were taken at various seetioris of the dikes; lavas;
and their eontaets in order to study the variation of the magnetie
parameters in a single strueture and the effeet of remagnetization.

Table 4. Internal dissolution of titanomagnetite. Chauges in the
grade of deuteric oxidation (HTO Class) with inereasing width
of dikes

Number Width HTO elass
of dikes in m

I I/II II 11/111 III

l 0.15 s:
l 0.5 s:
2 1.0 aus
1 1.5 s:
2 2.0 s: s:
l 2.5 s:
4 3.0 *————*** 7*

2 4.0 s: s:
3 5.0 ::= es: s:
2 6.0 vs s:
l 7.0 s:
l 9.0 s:
l 12.0 s:
l 15.0 s:
l 20.0 s: .1: s
l 150.0 s:

The comparison of the bulk magnetie properties gives some
systematie differenees between lavas and dikes of various geolog-
ical ages whieh in this oase represent also differeut stages of hydro-
thermal alteration (Table 3). Most of the Tertiary samples are
hydrothermally altered on a regional seale; whereas the Pleistoeene
and postglacial ones are not altered but loeally. The magnetization
of dikes is elearly higher than that of lavas, espeeially if one
takes into aooount the remagnetized eontaet zones.

About 300 polished sections (at least one for every site) were
examined and Classified iuto stages of high temperature oxidation
(Wilsoo and I-Iaggerty, 1966) aud hydrothermal alteration (Ade-
Hall et a1..‚ 1971). In addition thermomagnetie measurements were
taken. The type of the thermomagnetio ourve (JET-eurve) eorre-
sponds to the stage of deuterie oxidation and hydrothermal alter-
ation (Fig. ll; see also Ade Hall et al.; 1971). Again there are
distinct differences between lavas and dikes from the same forma:
tions mainly in the higher Curie temperature range aud higher
grade of deuterie oxidation aud hydrothermal alteration of the
lavas (Fig. l2). This is important for the interpretation of geomag-
netic anomalies as the Curie temperature determines the maximum
depth (Curie depth) of a body for modelling.

Assuming an average temperature gradient of 85° C/km (Pal-
mason, 1973) in an aetive rift zone; the oarrier of remauence must
be magnetite for a Curie depth of about 5 km. Models with dike
swarms require the taoit assumption of a high Curie temperature
ofdikes. The question is now at what dike width primary magnetite
develops due to internal deeompositiou (Petersen, 1976). As most
of the Ioelandic dikes have been altered in some way; the JET-eurve
does not give the primary oomposition of titanomaguetites. A
better indieator of their primary state is the grade of deuterie
oxidation whioh is normally identifiable by microseope examina-
tion even after hydrothermal alteration.

By plotting dike width agaiust grade of deuterio oxidation;
one obtains elass III for a 10 m dike which suggests the existenee
of internally deeomposed magnetite (Table 4). Walker (1959) de-
scribes dike-swarms in the Reydarfjördur area and finds the aver-
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Fig. l3. Remagnetization at lava contacts. The upper four flow-units of the Peistareykjabunga are shown. The uppermost lava
(still original surface) is not remagnetized but partially oxidized by atmospheric oxygen. All the other contacts are remagnetized
as seen in increased Jnrm’ Tc, and type of JST-curve (arrows). Jnm zspecific natural remanence (10'5 cgs/g); Kz susceptibility (10‘5
Gauss/Oe); TczCurie temperature (° C); Typeztype of the JST-curve (see also Fig. 11a)
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Fig. l4. a Primary magnetic properties of postglacial tholeiitic
lava DF l—37 (partially oxidized by air); b Feeder dike DG 3—5
for this lava and remagnetized contact zone of Pleistocene lava
DG 1—2 (big feldspar basalt). Measurement of specific natural
remanence J„„„, susceptibility K, Curie temperature TC, type of
JST-curve and high temperature oxidation class HTO (not detect-
able in surface part of lava)

age width t0 be roughly 3.5 m which means that the primary
Fe-Ti-oxides are homogeneous or only partly decomposed titano-
magnetite. The low primary Curie temperature of dikes therefore
restricts the Curie depth — a fact which does not support the
interpretation of the regional anomalies by dike-swarms.

On the other hand, remagnetization of the dike contact zones
would support a dike-swarm model for the interpretation of the
regional geomagnetic anomalies. One can show that remagnetiza-
tion fundamentally changes the initial magnetic properties
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(Figs. 13—16; Table 5) by increasing the intensity of the magnetiza-
tion and the Curie temperature. On the basis of the model calcula-
tions one would expect a highly remagnetized contact zone of
about 20% of the width of a lava or dike which actually should
be more when taking into account multiple activity of feeder dikes
and convection of heated groundwater (Jaeger, 1957; Mundry,
1968; for more details see Becker, 1978): The observed remagne-
tization of lava and dike contacts was also found to be in the
range of 20% (Table 5), which again is rather unsatisfactory con—
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600 m altitude (stage D of
hydrothermal alteration :
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Ade-Hall et al.‚ 197l ‚ see Figs. l3
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Fig. 16. Remagnetization at a dike
contact (see Fig. l4 for legend). A
4.5—m—thick normally magnetized
dike has remagnetized a reversely
magnetized lava; dike and lava are
hydrothermally altered (stage
Fzlaumontite zone after Ade-Hall
et al.‚ 197l).
Dike. deuteric oxidation class II,
JsT-Curve type: hump, TC 2470,
(550)° C.
Lava. deuteric oxidation Class II/III;
JST-Curve type: kink, Tc:565° C.
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Table 5. Remagnetization (Jre) of the natural remanent magnetization (Jnmozundisturbed remanence) at contacts of dikes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Site number Width of dike Remagnetized in % Jre total Jnrmo Jre

in m contact zone with in m in 10‘ 5G in 10‘56
Jre=2 >< Jnrmo
in m

RF45—79 1.0 0.2—0.7 50 (1.8) 40 3000
Ba1—18 3.0? 0.6 20 0.8 210 2500
(263—280) 3.0? 0.6? 1.5 300 20
(181—194) (Fig. 16) 4.5 0.5? 600? 1350
RF32—44 5.0 0.8 16 1.0 150 1000
DGl—5 (Fig. 14) 6.0 150 1300
RN21—35 7.0 1.2 17 1.5 40 1000
VH1—21 (Fig. 15) 12.0 1.0 8 2.0 80 2000
RF1—31 7(1) 1.5 21 1.6 25 1000
RF94—128 9(1) — 1 — 80

Mean. 20%

1 Site number referring to sample list (Becker, 1978); see also
Figs. 13—16

2: Width of dike in m
: Width of remagnetized contaot zone with Jre:2 x J„‚„„‚

4: Same in % of dike width
L»)

sidering the large bodies which must have been magnetized in
the same polarity in order to cause the regional anomalies de-
scribed.

Regarding the differences of primary magnetio properties be-
tween dike and 1ava, only the natural remanence gives evidence
for the dike-swarm model. In thin tholeiitic dikes and lavas one
expects homogeneous titanomagnetite with Curie temperature be-
low 200° C (Petersen, 1976) which was also observed (Figs. 12
and 14b). Very often lavas are partially oxidized during effusion
by the influence of air (Fig. 12; top lava in Fig. 13; Fig. 14).
Only in thiek lavas or thick dikes an internal decomposition takes
places which results in the development of magnetite as a high
Curie temperature phase (Petersen, 1976). For dikes a minimum
width of about 10 m was observed for high primary Curie tempera-
ture (Table 4). This is rather rare; dikes are normally about 3 m
in width (Walker, 1959; Piper et al.‚ 1977).

Reheating of the basalt by further intrusion or effusion causes
the titanomagnetite to oxidize into magnetite (Figs. 13—16). It was
found that the remagnetized contact zone with a considerable
increase of natural remanence and Curie temperature is only about
20% of the width of the dike or thiCkness of lava (Table 5). In
view of the observed intensity of dike—swarms with less than 10%
strain (Walker, 1959, 1974), this pereentage is not suffieient to
remagnetize the required large bodies of one polarity and high
Curie temperature.

Apart from these processes at high temperature the magnetic
minerals are altered at relatively low temperature. One should
distinguish between normal weathering at temperatures less than
50° C, which produoe maghemite, and hydrothermal alteration
which is caused by active solutions at temperatures of 50°—300° C.
Therefore one should consider that for model calculations the
original magnetic properties are not correct — especially not for
older rocks or rocks at depth. A good indicator for all of the
above mentioned prooesses at high and low temperature is the
type of the JS T-curve which shows the alteration of the thermomag-
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5: Total width of remagnetized zone with observable increase
of magnetization

6: Intensity of natural remanence not remagnetized; Jnmo in 10’ 5
Gauss

7: Maximum intensity of remanence due to remagnetization J‚e
in 10’5 Gauss

netic properties and in the case of hydrothermal alteration the
charaoteristie hump and kink type (Fig. 17; see also Ade—Hall
et a1., 1971).

In eastern Iceland the hydrothermal alteration can be studied
at 1.5 km depth of burial at maximum temperatures of 200° C
using the zeolitization as an indioator for the paleo-temperature
(Walker, 1960; Ade—Hall et a1.‚ 1971). The magnetie properties
of the basalts are strongly affected by hydrothermal alteration
(Table 3; Figs. 12 and 17). The intensity of natural remanence
decreases while the Curie temperature and susceptibility increase
(for a quantitative graph of the decrease of magnetization versus
stage of hydrothermal alteration see Watkins and Walker, 1977).
It seems that the Curie temperatures of dikes are less affected
than those of lavas at the same stage of regional metamorphism
(Fig. 12). This could be explained by the greater water content
of the porous lava. But the trend in the hydrothermal alteration
due to burial leads to the suggestion, that at a depth of about
2 km the magnetic properties of lavas and dikes will be equalized.
The simple dike-swarm model therefore should be modified to
one in which gabbros are connected at depth with the dike-
swarms.

4. Conclusions

The regional geomagnetic anomalies of more than 5 km wave-
length and strong resemblance to ocean—ridge anomalies, can only
be interpreted by highly magnetized bodies several kilometres
thick. Lava piles can therefore be exoluded because of their change
of polarity every 100 m on average (e.g.‚ Dagley et a1.‚ 1967; Wat-
kins and Walker, 1977). The magnetic survey which crossed several
dike-swarms in the Reydarfjördur-Thingmuli region, as well as
rock magnetic investigations of dikes and the remagnetization
of their contacts do not support the interpretation of the elongated
anomalies by dike-swarms either. Nevertheless, at least some of
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the regional anomalies may be caused by dike-swarms such as
the Breiddalur dike-swarm. Another possible explanation for the
regional geomagnetic anomalies observed is given by gabbros at
depth which should be studied more closely.
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Palaeointensity Measurements on Postglacial Lavas From Iceland
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Abstract. Palaeeintensities were determinecl mainly with the Thel-
lier methed (in scme cases additionally with the Wilscn and the
Van Zijl methcd) en l7 pestglacial lava flows frem Iceland with
ages between 196 and 10,500 years B.P. The mean pcle position
cf all lava flews, at 257. 3° E, 89.1° N, agrees well with the actual
pele cf rctaticn. Within the limits cf errcr, the palaecintensities
ccnfirm alse für Iceland the general trend observed für Europe
and Japan cf a decreasing palaecfield intensity since the maximum
at abcut 2,000—3,000 years B.P. The field minimum at about 6,000
years B.P. cculcl net be testecl as n0 flows cf about that age
span have been available. Another maximum at about 9,000 years
B.P. and earlier minimum a1; about 11,000 years B.P. fit also
in the palaecintensity secular variaticn curve determined by Bucha
(1967) für Czechcslcvakia.

Key wertls: Iceland — Postglacial lavas — Palaeomagnetism v Pa-
laecintensities — Secular variaticn.

l. lntroductien

The palaeeintensity cf the geemagnetic field can be determined
1mm lavas, baked recks and scils by cemparing the properties
cf natural remanence acquired in the unkncwn palaeofield with
an artifical remanence cbtained by heating and ceoling in a field
cf kncwn intensity. Varieus methods have been developed (Thel-
lier and Thellier, 1959; Wilscn, 1961; Van Zijl et a1., 1962), which
have been tested bcth thenreticallyr and experimentally by various
anthcrs in recent years (Coe and Grcrnme, 1973; Schweitzer, 1975;
Dunlep and Waddingtcn, 1975; Kenc and Uenc, 1977). Details
and advantages cf the different methods cannct be discussed here.

This paper repcrts cn palaecintensity rneasurernents made on
pcstglacial lavas frcm Iceland with the view cf contributing t0
the kncwledge cf the secular variation in Iceland in the last 10,000
years.

2. Sampling

Sarnpling was carried out in 1973 in cennection with a ground
magnetic survey in NE Iceland by Becker (1978). Figure l shows
the l7 sites at which a minimum cf B oriented cores were drilled.
Accurate descriptiens cf the sampling sites are given by Schweitzer
(1975). Abcut ene half cf the sarnples were oriented by means
cf a sun cempass, 0therwise a magnetic compass was nsed (see
Table l). Whenever pessible, samples were taken from various
peints acrcss a prefile frcm the tep te the bottom cf the lava
flcws. Hewever, systematic studies cf the variation cf palaeointen-
sity acress a lava flcw have nct been made. The ages of the

lavas flows (see Table 1) are either kncwn directly as an historical
event (H) er have been determined by means cf C 14 rnethcd
on baked peat (C) er by tephrechrenelcgy (T) (Brynjclfsscn, 1957;
Thorarinsson, 1967; Thorarinsson et a1., 1973).

3. Palaeomagnetic Measurements

Test specimens frcm all l7 sites were subjected t0 AF and thermal
demagnetizatien (1,200 0e, 550° C). In all cases enly a miner
compcnent of a secondary Viscons remanence was fcund, which
could be erased with AF fields cf abeut 100 0e er by thermal
cleaning at 100° C. Table 1 shcws the analysis 01° the directinns
of stable rernanence. The cerrespnnding pele pnsitiens are plettecl
in Fig. 2 tcgether with the ages. The mean pele pesitien at
257.3° E, 89.1° N (N: l7, R: 16.58, 76:37,9, a95=5.8°) is in gced
agreement with the actual pcle cf retaticn. The dashecl line shews
the migratien cf the virtual gecmagnetic pele determined by Bryn—
jolfsscn (1957) frcm lavas cf the last thcusand years indicating
a very rapid secular Variation. Our data are tee sparse für the
evaluation cf a similar curve für earlier pericds.

4. Rock Magnetic Investigatinns

All past experiments on palaeeintensity determinaticn have shcwn
that the nature and preperties cf the ferrimagnetic carriers cf
remanence strongly influence the applicability cf the varieus
methods t0 a given set cf samples. A vital requirement is that
the ore fractien is essentially free frem hydrcthermal er lcw tem-
perature cxidatinn which tends t0 alter the primary fresh titanen
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Fig. l. Sketch map cf Iceland Showing the sampling sites
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Table l. Palaeomagnetic data of postglacial lavas from Iceland

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Locality Age Method Orientation N H(Oe) D I 0:95 k °N °E

AS I 10,500 T mc 31 100 349.4 72.5 1.45 302 80.4 232.5
AS II 10,500 T mc 16 100 7.9 70.2 2.76 161 77.6 174.5
BF 2,000 T mc 11 100 31.3 77.4 3.25 169 77.3 91.1
DF 6,000 T mc 11 100 42.0 76.6 2.06 419 72.6 92.4
EL 4,630 C mc 12 100 332.9 72.5 2.48 266 75.5 278.1
GAI 10,500 T mc 7 100 33.9 77.5 5.15 106 76.4 90.7
GA II 10,500 T mc 6 100 353.7 68.8 4.40 169 75.8 212.6
GO 8,000 T mc 16 100 339.0 71.0 1.37 653 75.6 252.3
HH I 1,500—2,000 T mc 15 100 0.9 78.2 1.82 396 86.7 27.3
HH II 1,000 T sc 13 100 14.4 74.1 3.74 108 82.4 133.4
LA 196 H sc 12 100 311.1 73.5 2.70 219 66.9 300.2
LG 3,800 T sc 8 100 334.4 72.6 3.71 183 75.8 266.4
LW 2,000 T sc 16 100 346.5 79.8 2.39 214 83.3 334.5
LX 2,000 T sc 16 100 356.7 78.7 2.78 159 87.1 352.3
ME 2,000 T sc/mc 15 100 348.0 76.8 6.50 32 84.6 307.4
PJ 8,100 C sc/mc 9 100 20.5 75.2 2.36 391 80.6 112.0
TH 9,100 C sc 12 100 30.2 84.8 3.19 138 72.4 38.4

Mean pole position 17 5.80 38 89.1 257.3

1 Locality, 2: Age in years, 3: Age determination method (T: tephrochronology, C: C 14 method, H: historic event); 4: Orientation
method (mc: magnetic compass, sc: sun compass). 5: Number of specimens, 6: AF demagnetizing field, 7' Declination, 8: Inclination,
9: Radius of cone of 95% confidence, 10: Precision parameter, 11 Pole position
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Fig. 4a and b. Lava from Asbyrgi (age: 10,500 years). a JS/ T-curve
Showing a single Curie temperature at 560° C. Crosses. heating
curve; circles cooling curve. b Palaeointensity determination with
the Thellier method. For explanation see text

magnetites into cation deficient titanomaghemites with other
physical parameters.

Ore microscopic studies showed that all lavas possess a primary
titanomagnetite phase coexisting with hemoilmenite, both in the
form of unexsolved skeletal crystals. They can in general be attrib-
uted to classes II and III of high temperature oxidation according
to Ade-Hall et a1. (1968). Only slight indications of low tempera-
ture oxidation could be detected microscopically. In a few cases
the ore grains were too small to allow a detailed optical investiga-
tion.

Most thermomagnetic (Js/ T) curves are more or less irreversible
after heating to temperatures higher than about 400° C and show
two Curie temperatures (Fig. 3a). Only the lavas of the shield
volcano Theistareikjabunga (As, GAzTC:560° C) and from Bur-
fellsrhaun (BF:TC:550° C) show a single Curie temperature and
more or less reversible Js/ T-curves (Fig. 4a).

5. Palaeointensity Measurements and Results

Details of the equipment used and of the various methods are
given by Schweitzer (1975) where it was shown that for those
rocks with two Curie temperatures reliable palaeointensity data
could be obtained with the Thellier method. An example is shown
in Fig. 3b. The decay of partial natural remanence during thermal
demagnetization in a zero magnetic field is plotted versus the
increase of an artificial partial thermoremanent magnetization in
a field of known intensity. The slope, m: —F/H of the best fitting

GA
0.5 -'

Time (yeors before present)
0 2000 1.000 6000 8000 10 000

Fig. 5. Normalized secular variation of palaeointensity during the
last 10,000 years for France (1), USSR (‘), Japan (3), Czechoslova-
kia (4) and India (5). For references see text. Normalized palaeoin—
tensities of postglacial lavas from Iceland. Vertical and horizontal
bars indicate inaccuracies with respect to intensity and age

line in a temperature interval with no viscous remanence, repre—
sents the ratio between the intensities of the palaeofield F and
the laboratory field H. The dashed lines represent the greatest
and smallest slope of best fitting lines on the 95% confidence
level based on a Student test. This means that the true slope
corresponding to the true palaeointensity should be between the
dashed lines with 95% probability. The error of the measured
palaeointensity is defined accordingly (see Table 2).

Lavas with only one Curie temperature around 550° C and
more or less reversible JS/ T-curves produced similar palaeointensity
values for different methods (Schweitzer, 1975). An example of
a palaeointensity determination with the Thellier method on a
lava from Asbyrgi is shown in Fig. 4b.

In Table 2 all palaeoinsity data are listed. Information is also
given on the ages and some rock magnetic properties. For details
see legend of Table 2.

A plot of the palaeointensities versus age is shown in Fig. 5
together with other intensity variations obtained for France (1),
USSR (2), Japan (3), Czechoslovakia (4), and India (5) compliled
by Bucha (1967), Kinoshita (1970), Kitazawa (1970). The data
from Iceland are in general agreement with the results obtained
for Europe and Japan for the last 4,000 years. For the presumed
intensity minimum between 4,000 and 8,000 years B.P. no addi-
tional data could be provided. Icelandic rocks with ages between
8,000 and 10,000 years seem to confirm the maximum obtained
by Bucha (1967) for Czechoslovakia. The older lavas (AS, GA)
indicate another intensity minimum following the maximum at
about 9,000 years B.P.
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Table 2. Palaeointensity data of postglacial lavas from Iceland

Number Age TC(°C) Tc(°C) AJS Class Method H(Oe) A T, AH F(Oe) AF(Oe) F(Oe) F/Fo

AS4 10,500 560 — 5 MWI 0.42 100— 560° C 0.36 0.33 0.65
AS 5 MTH 0.42 100— 530° C 0.35
AS 6 —100 550 — 3 III/IV MVZ 0.50 200—1,200 Oe 0.32
AS 9 — 20 550 0 III/IV MVZ 0.50 100—1,200 Oe 0.34
BF 8 2,000 550 + 1 III MTH 0.50 20— 440° C 0.74 0.09 0.72 1.41
BF 5 MTH 0.50 5(F 440° C 0.70 0.08
DF 35 8,000— 200 520 +12 II MTH 0.50 20— 380° C 0.81 0.18 0.76 1.49
DF 37 10,000 MTH 0.50 20— 390° C 0.70 0.14
EL 1 4,630 170 510 +12 II MTH 0.50 2(L 440° C 0.72 0.66 1.29
EL 3 MTH 0.50 20— 345° C 0.60 0.08
GA 8 10,500 555 — 6 III/IV MTH 0.50 20— 520° C 0.31 0.06 0.32 0.63
GA 21 560 — 9 MTH 0.50 20— 550° C 0.33
GO 2 8,000 200 490 +25 —— MTH 0.50 20— 340° C 0.54 0.15 0.56 1.10
GO 15 MTH 0.50 50— 390° C 0.58 0.19
HH 2 1,500— 200 540 III MTH 0.50 20— 390° C 0.63 0.12 0.63 1.24
HH 7 2,000 MTH 0.50 20— 440° C 0.62 0.14
HH 20 1,000 180 515 +15 II/III MTH 0.50 50— 440° C 0.61 0.09 0.61 1.20
LA 4 196 170 510 +25 II MTH 0.50 50— 440° C 0.49 0.02 0.49 0.96
LG 3 3,800 100 560 +35 — MTH 0.50 50— 440° C 0.54 0.09 0.52 1.02
LG 6 MTH 0.50 50— 440° C 0.49 0.10
LW 7 2,000 200 560 — l II MTH 0.50 20— 440° C 0.81 0.20 0.82 1.61
LX 7 MTH 0.50 20— 440° C 0.83 0.13
ME 2 2,000 300 + 8 I/II MTH 0.50 20— 380° C 0.61 0.06 0.61 1.20
PJl 8,100 200 410 + 9 II/III MTH 0.50 20— 440°C 0.75 0.20 0.69 1.35
PJ 3 MTH 0.50 20— 390° C 0.62 0.12
TH l 9,100 200 560 +33 III MTH 0.50 20— 440° C 0.56 0.10 0.56 1.10

1 : Locality; 2: Age in years; 3: Lower Curie temperature; 4: Upper Curie temperature; 5: Relative change of saturation magnetization
at 20° C before and after heating to 600° C in percent; 6: Class of high temperature oxidation after Ade-Hall et a1. (1968); 7'
Palaeointensity method (MWI ' Wilson; MTH ' Thellier; MVZ : Van Zijl); 8: Field intensity for the generation of artificial partial
thermoremanent magnetization; 9: Best temperature or AF-field interval respectively for palaeointensity determination; 10: Palaeointen-
sity, 11 . Standard deviation, 12: Mean palaeointensity; 13: Mean normalized palaeointensity with respect to the present field intensity
in Iceland
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On the Evolution of the Reykjanes Ridge South of 60° N
Between 40 and 12 Million Years Before Present

D. Voppel and R. Rudlcff
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, Postfach 220, D-2000 Hamburg 4, Federal Republic cf Germany

Abstract. A geophysical reconnaissance survey cf the western flank
cf the Reykjanes Ridge between 56° and 60° N resulted in locating
a system cf fracture zones in the area of crustal ages between
40 and l2 Ma. This system corresponds to a similar one discovered
by Vogt and Avery on the eastern flank cf the ridge. Rotating
ancmaly l3 frcm the east to the west using a pole cf rotation
cf 684° N, 133,8°E and an opening angle of 7.78°, a satisfactcry
coincidence cf anomalies l3 cf both surveys could be attained.
Accordingly the formation cf this system during the seafloor
spreading process seems to be proved.

Key words: Magnetic anomalies — Gravity ancmalies — Seaflcor
spreading — Plate tectcnics — Reykjanes ridge.

Introduction

Several authors, e.g., Heirtzler et al. (1968), Godby et al. (1963),
Talwani et al. (197l), I-Ierron and Talwani (1972), Fleischer et al.
(1973), Meyer et al. (1972), Bett (1974), Fleischer et al. (1924),

Fig. l. Location of surveyed areas
and tracks of magnetic and gravityr
measurements cf Deutsches
Hydrographisches Institut with
general bathymetry

Ireland
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Fig. 2. Plots of profiles of magnetic anomalies. Positive anomalies black. Lineations of anomalies Nos. 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 21, and
22 indicated. A and B are tracks where reflection seismic data are existing, too

Vogt and Avery (1974), Talwani and Eldholm (1977), contributed
to the reconstruction of the Inain features of the evolution of
the North Atlantic Ocean in the area of the Reykjanes Ridge
and the Norwegian Sea. The first opening occurred about 60 Ma
ago according to the time scale of Heirtzler et a1. (1968)
which is usecl in this paper. A revised time scale indicates
56 Ma (LaBrecque et al., 1977). The first positive anomaly devel-
oped was anomaly 24. Recently Srivastava (1978) assurned that
opening had already started with anomaly 32 at a very slow Spread-
ing rate. Greenland was then a plate moving independently from
the North American plate from which it was separated by the
active ridge in the Labrador Sea (Ran Ridge). When the activity
at the Ran Ridge ceased at about 40 Ma (Srivastava, 1978) the
Greenland plate became fixed to the North American plate. The
development of the Reykjanes Ridge was then characterized by
more or less continuous and steady sea-floor spreading. In the
Norwegian Sea the sea-floor spreading process terminated at the
now extinct ridge axis at anomaly 7 time (28 Ma). The axis jumped
to the west and separated the Jan Mayen Ridge frorn Greenland.
A second jump to the Greenland shelf before anomaly 5 time
(Talwani and Eldholm, 1977) initiated the development of the
now active Iceland—Jan Mayen or Kolbeinsey Ridge (but see Vogt
et al., 1979, this volume).

There are some rernarkable differences between the Reykjanes
Ridge and the southern part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The depth
of the ridge crest extends frorn the sea level near Iceland to 1,500 m

62

at the southern tip north of the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone;
whereas south of 57° N a rift valley exists like at the more southern
parts o1" the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, a rift valley is missing at the
northern part of the Reykjanes Ridge; but here the lineations
of the magnetic anomalies are more clearly developed on both
sides of the axis than to the south (Fleischer, 1974).

Some features of the Reykjanes Ridge are not yet completely
understood in detail, e.g., the splitting cf the ridge centre on
the northusouth striking part of the ridge near 56° N (Fleischer
et al., 1973), the initial opening stage (Srivastava, 1978), the jump
of the axis at anomaly 23 time (Featherstone et al., 1977; Voppel
et al., 1979), the change of magnetic pattern with approach to
Iceland (Serson et al., 1968; Meyer et al., 1972) and a system of
fracture zones at the eastern flank south of 60° N between ano-
malies 13 and 5 (38 and 10 Ma) discovered by Vogt and Avery
(1974) magnetically and by Ruddiman (1972) using reflexion seis-
mies.

The last mentioned problem will be taken up in this paper
by evaluating the magnetic, gravimetric, bathyrnetric and reflexion
seismic rneasurements of METEOR cruiseNo. 48 (May 5 — Junc 18,
1978). Some tracks of METEOR cruise No. 43, 1976, which was
conducted by the late Dr. U. Fleischer, are included in the evalua-
tion. METEOR cruises Nos. 43 and 48 are part of a program
of Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, ‘Geophysical investiga-
tion of the North Atlantic Ocean around Iceland’. Figure 1 shows
the survey areas.
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Messurements

The main 0bjeetive 0f METEOR eruise N0. 48 was t0 gain a
ree0nnaissanee survey 0f the western flank 01" the Reykjanes Ridge
area between 60° N and 57" N. This area lies west 0f a regi0n
investigated by Vogt and Avery (l974), s0uth 0f a region surveyed
by USS BARTLETT 1975 and METEOR 1977. T0 the s0uth
there are s0me lines 0f METEOR N0. 43 (1976) and N0. 4 (1966).

The survey lines run E 10° S 0r W 10° N aeeording t0 the
spreading direeti0n sinee 40 Ma. These lines are separated l7 naut.
miles 0n the average.

A preliminary rough evaluation 0f the magnetie lineations dur-
ing the eruise gave evidenee f0r 0ffsets 0f anomalies 13 and 6.
Aee0rdingly tw0 additi0nal lines A and B (Fig. 2) running perpen-
dieular t0 the main traeks were measured. The single ehannel
refleeti0n seismie measurements, earried 0ut with a 1.2l airgun,
were expeeted here t0 indieate pessible fraeture z0nes at the 0ffsets
0f the magnetie e0rre1ati0n lines. P0siti0ning was performed by
an integrated system 0f satellite and LORAN C navigation.

Magneties

A pr0t0n gradi0meter (Geemetries GSÜIG) was used f0r recording
the t0tal intensity 01° the magnetie field. In prineiple the gradi0me—
ter e0nsists 01° tw0 pr0t0n magnet0meters the sensors 0f whieh
are t0wed 0n 0ne eable behind the ship, the ‘master’ sens0r at
a distanee 0f ab0ut 380 m, and the ‘slave’ sens0r at 230 m.

The magnetie measurements are affeeted by time variati0ns,
espeeially in the vieinity 0F the aur0ral z0ne. The effeet eaused
by the sun’s partiele radiati0n ean be eharaeterized by the equiva-
lent planetary amplitude Ap derived fr0m the three-h0ur1y plane-
tary index Kp. F0r the time 0f the sunrey (May IÜ—May 22,
1978) Ap was 12 00 the average. That means the three-h0urly
range was 26 nT f0r mederate latitudes. The str0ngest disturbanees
oecurred 00 ll and 21 May with maximum Kp indiees 0F 6 and
Ap 0f 30 and 26, respeetively. Compared with the mean Ap 0f
25 f0r the entire month 0f May 1978 the average disturbanee during
the time 0f measurements was ab0ut a half. Single severe events
like sse’s (st0rm sudden eommeneements) e0uld be ruled 0111; by
eomparing the gradi0meter (differenee ‘master’ minus ‘s1ave’)
with the magnet0meter (‘master’ sens0r) ree0rdings, sinee time
variations d0 not influenee the gradiemeter.

In erder t0 0btain the 100a] magnetie an0malies the IGRF
(International Ge0magnetie Referenee Field) 1965 (Fabian0 and
Peddie, 1969) updated with the seeular variati0n 0f the Leirv0gur
(Reykjavik) and St. Johns (Newfoundland) 0bservat0ries has been
subtraeted from the measured values. The an0malies are pl0tted
a10ng the traek lines in Fig. 2.

Gravity

Askania gravimeters Gss 3 N0. l (Pr0t0type) and N0. 55 m0unted
t0 a platferm eontr0lled by an eleetrie gyr0 (Ansehütz), were
used f0r gravity measurements. The instrumental drift has been
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eomputed by eomparing the gravity ties in Hamburg and Reyk-
javik. The differenee was less than lmGal for the average of
both gravimeters. No sudden displacements were deteeted during
the eruise. Sinee this type of gravimeter is free of eross eoupling
effeets only the Eötvös effeet must be correeted for. The free-air
grauitjpr anomalies with respeet to the normal field represented
by the International Potsdam Gravity System are presented in
Fig. 3.

Bathymetr}r

The bathymetrie measurements of the Elae 30 kHz narrow beam
preeision depth reeorder have been eorreeted using the Matthews’
tables. A bathymetrie map is not published here. Only two profiles
A and B whose loeations are indieated in Fig. 2, have been plotted
in Fig. 4, together with the basement depth and free-air gravity
anomalies. A preliminary eomparison of a bathymetrie map eon-
taining only soundings of METEOR eruise No. 48, and parts
of the GEBCO Plotting Sheet No. l4 is shown in a publieation
of Deutsches Hydrographisehes Institut (Anonymous, 1979). It
reveals eonsiderable differenees whieh are mostly due to poorer
navigation aids available in previous eruises as eompared to the
satellite and Loran C navigation used during the new METEOR
erulse.

Results and Diseussion

The results of the observations are presented in Fig. 2 (profiles
of the magnetie anomalies), Fig. 3 (eontours of the free-air gravity
anomalies), and Fig. 4 (profiles A and B with bottom and base-
ment topography as well as free-air gravity anomalies).

The magnetie anomalies (Fig. 2) refleet the pattern expeeted
from the knowledge of the Reykjanes Ridge as a whole (Herron
and Talwani, 1972; Godby et a1., 1968): typieally well developed
lineations of, e.g., anomalies 20, 5, and the axial anomaly. Ano-
malies between 5 and about l8 are poorly developed, and their
lineations reveal many offsets, the identifieation of whieh is at
some plaoes diffieult and only tentative sinee the spaee between
profiles is for some cases too large. But anomalies 13 and partly
6 eould be identified with suffieient reliability, taking into aeoount
their average distanees to anomalies 5 and 20 and their parallelity
with adjoining anomalies.

The pattern of the gravity anomalies (Fig. 3) is regular only
for the northern erest provinees and eomparable with the results
of Talwani et a1. (1971) who investigatecl the northern part of
the ridge erest. The irregular pattern with large anomalies at the
southern part of the ridge erest in our survey area is oonneeted
with the bend of the ridge and the so-called bight fraeture zone
(Vogt and Avery, 1974) whieh is not diseussed here. As eompared
with the 1°>< 1° average free-air gravity anomalies published by
Coehran and Talwani (1978), the loeal anomalies over the flank
provinees observed with METEOR do not show the parallelity
to the strike of the ridge as a whole. Some east-west striking
minima and ehains of minima or maxima partly correlated with
the bottom topography refleet the fraeture zones expeeted from
the magnetie anomalies. This ean be reeognized by eomparing
the magnetie and gravity maps in Figs. 2 and 3.

The system of fraoture zones and the offsets of anomaly 13
(38 Ma) is now eonsiderecl in detail. The following three observa-
tions led to the assumption that the ernst aged between 40 and
12 Ma is highly fraetured:
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1.Three short magnetie anomaly strips at 58° 10" N and be—
tween 37° and 38° W (Fig. 2) indieate a strike angle of N 5° E.
This strike for 30 Ma old erust deviates eonsiderably from the
N45° E and N 38° E strikes of anomalies generated at 50 Ma
(anomaly 20) and since 10 Ma, respeetively.

2. The distanoe between anomaly 13 and anomaly 5 (10 Ma)
in the direetion of spreading (N 95° E) varies from 204 to 233 km.
Similar evidenee is found for anomaly 6 (20 Ma) as far as it
could be identified.

3. The basement on eaoh profile A and B (Fig. 4) running
perpendieular to the spreading direetion, shows deep valleys pos-
sibly striking about eastuwest and are interpreted as fraeture zones.
The free-air gravity anomalies reveal minima over the topographie
valleys. They are larger than expeeted from the water depth alone.

These observations are supported by a visual eomparison with
the erust of same age east of the Reykjanes Ridge where from
seismic measurements a system of fraeture zones has been loeated
by Ruddiman (1972). Vogt and Avery (1974) found the magnetie
pattern to be irregular with many offsets of anomalies 13 and
younger. The strike of these anomalies is nearly N 10° E. The
prominent fracture zones (F.Z.) are denoted by Vogt and Avery
(1974) by names from the King Arthur legends. These names are
inseribed in Fig. 5. lt is therefore very probable that this system
of F.Z. has been formed within the proeess of seafloor spreacling.
It seems justified to assume the strike of anomaly 13 to be nearly
N 5° E west of the ridge. Consequently anomaly 13 generally has
this strike. This is partly supported by anomalies measured on
adjoining traeks, and should be eonsidered tentative.

Each F.Z. at the eastern side must haue its eounterpart at
the western side. In order to examine the relations between ano—
malies 13 east and west of the ridge axis four steps are taken:
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At the eastern flank after

eastern to the western flank using a pole of rotation at 68.4° N, l33.8° E, with total opening angle of 7.78° Note the different
coordinates for the eastern and western flank. For explanation of P, P’, P’T and P’S see text

(a) Selection of a pair of points at the eastern and western flank
where the anomalies l3 can Visually be associated.
(b) Rotating the point at the eastern flank to the west applying
the formulae for plate rotation on a spherical earth with the pole
of rotation at 68.0° N, 129,9° E (Talwani and Eldholm, ,1977)
with a total opening angle of 7.78o and with the pole at 63.1o N,
l42.1° E (Sclater et al., 1977) with an opening angle of 7.24°
(c) Calculation of a refined pole of rotation using the positions
observed at both sides.
(d) Rotation of all offsets of anomaly l3 from the eastern to
the western side.

For the first step the position of anomaly l3 at the northern
edge of the fracture zone named ‘Percivale’ was selected since
the associated position at the western side is strongly supported
by the observed magnetic anomaly pattern and the fracture zone
found by gravity and seismic measurements on profiles A and
B (Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 these positions are denoted by the letters
P at the eastern side and P’ at the western side.

Secondly the positions P has been rotated to the west using
Talwani’s and Solater’s poles of rotation and opening angles. The
resulting positions are denoted with P’T and P’S, respectively.
P’T lies 24 km north of position P’ observed, P’S lies 32 km south
(to the east) of P’

Thirdly a new pole of rotation was calculated using the corre-
sponding positions P and P’ observed at the eastern and western
flanks of the ridge. For this the opening angle of 7.78O of Talwani
was taken as a basis because P’T and P’ both lie on anomaly
l3. This yielded a pole position of 68.4° N, l33.8° C.

Finally, after this adjustment at one position on anomaly l3
the entire isochron of this anomaly between 56° and 60° N on
the east flank of the ridge has been rotated to the west applying
the new pole of rotation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.

Deviations between the rotated and observed anomaly lines
and fraoture zones could be due to different interpretations of
anomalies. Generally the anomalies between 13 and 5 have only
small amplitudes which reduoes the certainty of identification.
lt is to be noted that the course of the fracture zones rotated
from the east to the west are caloulated only for the fractures
between the offsets of anomalies l3. The inner and outer parts
are estimated in order to facilitate their identification. This is
indicated by interrupting the markings in Fig. 5.

The coincidence, however, between the anomalies rotated from
the eastern to the western side and the anomalies observed or
at least tentatively assumed from METEOR measurements is very
good in general. The refined position of the pole of rotation (valid
for the total opening of anomaly l3) seems to be supported.
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The development of these fracture zones during the process
of seafloor spreading has been proved by pointing out a mutual
fitting system of fracture zones east and west of the Reykjanes
Ridge axis. Whether this system extends to the north of 60° N
or not, has yet to be determined. Voppel et a1. (1979) mentioned
that anomaly 13 on the east side of the ridge north of 60° N
is missing on four profiles. But an offset could not be detected
without doubt. So this phenomenon is assumed to be limited
to the area between 56° N and 60°N immediately north of the
bend of the ridge axis and the triple junction. Vogt and Avery
(1974) argued that this system is a consequence of the ceasing
of seafloor spreading in the Labrador Sea at about 40 Ma which
was accompanied by a change of the spreading direction in the
Reykjanes Ridge area. Why the anomaly strike reoriented to
N 38° E at about l2 Ma has not yet been explained.

Conclusions

The result of geophysical measurements carried out with the Ger-
man research vessel METEOR in 1978 is presented by maps show-
ing magnetic anomaly profiles and free-air contours of gravity as
well as by two profiles Showing bottom and basement depths.
The survey area covered a region on the western flank of the
Reykjanes Ridge between 56°N and 60°N where the crust is
highly fractured between ages of 40 and 12 Ma.

The fracture zones have been formed by the process of seafloor
spreading. This interpretation is based on the comparison with
a similar system located at the eastern flank by other authors.
A satisfactory fit of both systems could be obtained by rotating
the isochron of anomaly 13 from the eastern to the western side
around a new pole of rotation located at 68.4° N, l33.8° E with
an opening angle of 7.78°.

Future measurements on narrower-spaced magnetic, gravity
and bathymetric tracks as well as reflection seismic profiles per-
pendicular to them could improve the positioning of fracture zones
and lead to corrections of isochrons on both sides of the ridge
axis. A better understanding of the geophysical process which
induced the formation of these fracture zones and the changes of
orientation of the ridge axis may then be derived.
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Abstract. Detailed low-level aeromagnetic data between Iceland
and 70° N are combined with published bathymetric, seismic re-
flection, and other data to yield a new tectonic synthesis of this
region of anomalously shallow sea floor. On Kolbeinsey Ridge
short transform faults have repeatedly formed and disappeared
over the last 7—8 Ma. Spreading from Kolbeinsey Ridge began
about anomaly 6C time (24 Ma); total opening rates increased
from 1.5 cm/a to 2 cm/a about 12—13 Ma ago. The Intermediate—
Iceland-Plateau extinot axis thus does not exist, and oceanic crust
must underlie much of the Greenland margin, perhaps up to the
coast itself. This in turn implies locally over 100 km prograding,
much of which probably occurred during Plio—Pleistocene glacial
periods. The Iceland shelf has been prograded locally 25 km or
more. The plate acoeleration a 12—13 Ma ago correlates with time-
transgressive basement ridges or escarpments previously found
on Reykjanes Ridge and here identified north of Iceland as well.
The features are proposed to reflect an abrupt mid—Miocene in-
crease in discharge from the Iceland plume. Other time-transgres-
sive basement structures are found on younger Kolbeinsey Ridge
crust. Lower Tertiary anomalies 13 to at least 22 are identified
in the Denmark Straits, ruling out the hypothesis that the Iceland
platform resulted from a westward jump of the spreading center
at anomaly 7 time. The magnetic smooth zones being formed
where the Kolbeinsey and Reykjanes Ridges enter Iceland have
a multiple origin: degassing at depths less than 500 m, coupled
with crustal reheating as a result of burial by sediment may be
the most important processes.

Key words: Rock magnetism — Magnetic smooth zones — Magnetio
anomalies — Sea—floor spreading — Plate tectonics — Iceland — Ice-
land platform — Iceland plateau — Fracture zones — Hot spots
— Aeromagnetics.

Introduction

The region between the Greenland-Iceland—Faeroe aseismic ridge
and the Jan Mayen fracture zone exhibits unusual complexities
suoh as jumps in the spreading axis (Johnson and Heezen, 1967;
Vogt et al., l970a; Talwani and Eldholm, 1977) and depth ano—
malies ranging from near zero in the Norway Basin to over 2 km
on the Kolbeinsey Ridge (Vogt and Johnson, 1975; Cochran and
Talwani, 1978). These complexities have been attributed to the

Iceland hot spot, whose effeots extend from the Charlie Gibbs
Fracture Zone (52.5o N) northward at least to Mohns Ridge
1,000 km northeast of Iceland (Vogt, 1974). Whether the Iceland
hot spot consists of a narrow plume under Iceland, feeding mantle
materials north and south under the Mid—Oceanic Ridge (Vogt,
1974; 1976; Vogt and Johnson, 1975), or Whether it is a broad
hot spot in the upper mantle (Talwani and Eldholm, 1977; Coch-
ran and Talwani, 1978), it is clear that the phenomenon is of
regional dimensions and involves a variety of geophysical and
geochemioal parameters.

In this paper we examine the morphology and magnetic ano—
malies of the southern Iceland Plateau, a region of relatively shal-
low sea-floor extending from the Jan Mayen Ridge in the east
to Greenland in the west, and from the coast of Iceland north
to about 70° N (Fig. l). The present spreading axis, Kolbeinsey
Ridge, lies in part within the area of interest. (The entire ‘Iceland
Plateau’ is defined as the relatively shallow area bounded by the
shelf edges of Greenland and northern Iceland, by the Jan Mayen
Ridge in the east, and the Jan Mayen F.Z. in the north).

Central to the present paper is an aeromagnetio survey program
between the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office and Iceland. The
western part of the survey was published by Johnson et a1. (1975).
The Project MAGNET survey (Fig. 2) consisted of three parts,
each flown at 500 ft (160 m) elevation at line spacings of 3 nautical
miles (5.5 km) except on the southeastern Iceland Plateau (east
of 15°W and south of 68.5o N) where the tracks were spaced
11 km apart. Navigational accuracy is i2 km or better. Analysis
of these data is still in progress and the interpretations presented
here should be considered preliminary.

Considered together with the new magnetic data are east-west
bathymetric profiles across Kolbeinsey Ridge (Meyer et al., 1972;
Figs. 7 and 8), a new bathymetric contour Chart (Perry et al.,
1977; Fig. l), a sediment isopach Chart (Gronlie and Talwani,
1978; Fig. 6) and some deep structural features dicovered under
the Greenland margin by Hinz and Schlüter (1978).

Spreading on Kolbeinsey Ridge Since Anomaly-Five Time

Anomalies 5 and younger are well-developed on both flanks of
the Kolbeinsey Ridge itself, north of the 1,000 m isobath bounding
the Iceland platform (Fig. 2). However, numerous minor fracture
zones and bends have formed at varying times subsequent to
anomaly—5 time. The magnetic data show that fractures of small
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Fig. l. Bathymetrio chart (hundreds of meters) of Icoland aroa (adapted from Perry et 211., 1977). Stippied areas Show glaoially inoised
troughs and assooiated Sholf—edgo doltas (Vogt and Perry, 1978). Arrmvs indioate direotion of ico stream movomont. Diaohronous
basomont ridgos/osoarpmonts (A, A’, E, E’) from Vogt (1971, 1974) and this papor (EK’). M is torminal moraine (Olafsdottir, 1975).
‘B.S.’ denotes basomont stop (southeast loeland; Kristjansson, 197621) or paloo-sholf edge (southwest Icoland, Egloff and Johnson,
1979). SK=Skagi; Tsörnos; S =Sooresby Suncl; Kangordlugssuaq

offsot tond to bo ophomeral foaturos: Thoy may form und disappear
within a few million yoars or lass. Whothor the fractures formod
by assymotrioal Sproading or by small jurnps of tho spreading
axis i5 a question that awaits detailed analysis of these data (work
in proparation) and will not be addressed hore. The oharaoteristio
spaoing bo‘tweon fractures i5 30 to 50 km.
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Most of tho fraotures formod subsequent to anomaly 4A timo
(7.7 Ma) 3nd lie north of 68° N. Why did fraoturos bogin to do-
volop at that time, in an aroa whoro few or no auch foaturos
had existed for tho proooding 15 Ma‘? (In the noxt sootion (Figs. 3,
4) wo arguo that the: Kolboinsoy axis aotually datos from anomaly
6C time, or 24 Ma). Vogt 3nd Johnson (1975) suggostod that trans-
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fnrm faults disappeared alnng the Reykjanes Ridge around
20—30 Ma ago an account of increased asthenosphere flnw from
the Ieeland plume. If their arguments are valid, the formation
nf fracture znnes alnng Kolbeinsey Ridge north of 68° N after
annrnaly 4A tirne would mean a weakening of northward flow.
Such an inference i5 independently suggested by morphologic fea—
tures Üf Knlbeinsey Ridge, t0 be diseusaed in a later section.

The fracture znne nf largest Offset (30 km) is the Spar F.Z.
at 69° N (Johnson et a1., 1972; Meyer et al., 1972, Talwani and
Eldhnlm, 1927). The Offset terminations of the (zentral anomaly
appear t0 ‘nvershnot’ the trace Df relative plate motion, i.e., the
thenretieal transfnrm trend (w 105° T). Sueh an echelon spreading
rnight account für the relatively smooth, eonfnsed magnetie signa-
ture in the vicinity Üf the Spar F.Z. (Fig. 2). Although the fracture
znne eame intü existenee by an eastward shift of the axis about
3Ma agn (Meyer et al., 1972), anornaly bends or small offsets
cantinue nutward In Annmaly-S (Fig. 2). Thus, a majer transform
fault may develop at a site ‘preconditioned’ in some way be the
existence nf earlier structural complexities.

Snuth nf the Spar F.Z., in the area 682° t0 685° N, there
exists a pattern 01° amall offsets displaced progressively further
nnrthward with decreasing age (Fig. 2). The overall pattern nf
the fractures is that 01‘ an open V pointing northward. We think
this might be a ‘pseudn-transform’ fault of the type propnsed
by Hey and Vogt (19??) nn the basis of magnetic data in the
area of the Galapagos hot spot.

In areas nf unambigunus annmaly identifieation we measured
separatinns between the same lineatinns on opposite flanks, in
a 105° T directinn üf assumed plate separation. Figure 5 Shows
these distances platted against time cm the La Brecque et al. (1977)
seale. A straight line (2 cm/a, er lem/a half-rate) fits the data
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Fig. 3. Residual profiles eaat nf Kolbeinsey Ridge, staeked cm
annmalies 4A and 5 at left. Models computed at lcrn/a (after
5B) and 0.75 em/a (5B t0 7). Layer thieknesa: 0.5 km; magnetiza-
tion, i0.0037 emulcm° (Inwer) and i0.0075 emulcm° (tap).
Transition width: 2 km
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Fig. 4. Residnal profiles and seleeted annrnaly identifieations west of Kolbeinsey Ridge, staeked nn annmalies 4A and 5 (at right).
Nerth—nnrtheast trending magnetie lineations labeled ‘I.E. ’ (Iceland Esearpment; see Hinz and Sehlüter 1978) are prnbably nf struetural
nrigin. High-frequeney anemalies in the snuth and along Greenland margin (Larsen, 1978) prebably refleet aggregatinns nf dikes
and perhaps (near Ieeland) narrnw fissure eruptinns. Model profile is reverse nf Fig. 3 model. ‘F.Z.’ denntes fraeture znnes inferred
frnrn magnetie data nnly

Gut t0 annmaly 5A er 5B. (We diseuss prejanoinaly 5 spreading
in the next seetinn.) There is a suggestion of slightly faster spread-
ing frnm 3.2 t0 5.2 Ma and slightly slower spreading 1.7 t0 3.2 Ma
(Fig. 5).

Effeetive spreading half-rates have been locally much mnre
Tvariable nn aeeeunt 01° small axis jumps and pessibly asymmetrie
spreading. The ‘average’ rate sinee anomaly 5 time is only 0.65 em/
a nn the east flank just nnrth nf the Spar F.Z.‚ and 1.35 ein/a
nn the west flank. These valnes inelude the effects nf axis jumps.
At 70° N there has alsn been mnre ernst added on the Greenland
flank nf Kolbeinsey Ridge. (Johnson et a1., 1972, had suggested
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a higher enstward rate between 69° and 71° N. This ennelusien
was subsequently Challenged on statistieal grnunds by Palmasen.
1973). Between 67.5“ and 69° N it is the eastern flank that has
aequirecl more ernst. Between 67.5“ N and Ieeland the eentral
anornaly lies roughly midway between the twe anernaly 5’s, a1-
though the latter anomaly is loeally hard t0 identify nn the east
flank (Fig. 2). Snuth nf 67.3“ N the eentral anomaly beenmes pre—
gressively more subdued; the plate bnundary is enmplex in this
‘Tjörnes Fraeture Zone’ region, apparently eompesed nf three
an schalen rift znnes whieh have develnped in genlngieally reeent
time (MeMaster et al.‚ 1977).
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Fig. 5. Distances between corresponding lineations west and east
of present spreading axis, plotted against age on the La Brecque
et a1. (1977) time scale. Bars show range of values. Anomalies
with dots below them are based only on east-flank measurements,
multiplied by two t0 give estimated total opening rate. Dotted
line (2 cm/a fits data out t0 about 12414 Ma age. Histogram of
pre-lO Ma radiometric ages on Iceland (from Palmason and Sae-
mundsson, 1974) suggests first formation of present day Iceland
somehow relates t0 plate acceleration (from 1.5 t0 2.0 em/a total
opening rate) about 12—14 Ma ago. This assumes that coastal
erosion has not exceeded a few tens of kilometers except in fjords

Sea—Floor Spreading From the Kolbeinsey Ridge Axis
Prior to Anomaly-5:
Intermediate Iceland Plateau Axis Does Not Exist

As first postulated by Johnson and Heezen (1967) and later elabo-
rated by other authors (e.g. Vogt et al., 1970a; Talwani and Eld-
holm, 1977; Grgnlie et al., 1979), sea-floor spreading between Ice-
land and the Jan Mayen F.Z. has not been restricted t0 a single
axis — as it has for example along the Reykjanes and Mohns
ridges. A prominent extinct axis (Aegir Ridge) lies in the Norway
Basin. The plate boundary jumped westward from Aegir Ridge
to the Greenland margin, Splitting off a eomplex segment of conti-
nental crust which includes the Jan Mayen Ridge (Gairaud et al.,
1978). According t0 Talwani and Eldholm ( 1977) the jump
occurred at anomaly 7 time, at 25.5 Ma on the La Brecque et a1.
(1977) time scale.

Vogt et a1. (1970a) first noticed that Kolbeinsey Ridge lies
Closer to the Greenland shelf break than t0 the postulated Jan
Mayen Ridge ‘microcontinent’. They postulated an additional
region of spreading on the Iceland Plateau. The idea of such
an Iceland Plateau Extinct Axis was pursued by Johnson et a1.
(1972) who tentatively identified a prominent negative anomaly,
50 km east—southeast of anomaly-5, as the axis of symmetry. Tal—
wani and Eldholm (1977) and Gronlie et a1. (1979) identified a
positive anomaly about 85 km south—southeast of anomaly-5 as
the axis of symmetry, which they proposed is anomaly 5D. The
Intermediate Iceland Plateau Axis was proposed t0 have been
active from 22.7 Ma to 17.3 Ma (anomaly 5D), whereas spreading
on Kolbeinsey Ridge began just prior to anomaly-5. Talwani and

Eldholm attribute the unaccounted for gaps in their model (25.5
t0 22.7 and 17.3 t0 10 Ma) t0 ‘phenomena such as stretching
of the crust prior t0 opening of each shifted center of spreading.’
(The dates given here are those given by Gronlie et al., 1979,
and are based on the reversal chronology of La Brecque et al.,
1977).

According t0 our interpretation of the detailed Project MAG-
NET data (Figs. 2—4) all these previous speculations about an
extinct intermediate spreading axis on the Iceland Plateau (from
Vogt et al., 1970a t0 Gronlie et al., 1979) are wrong. We find
that the Kolbeinsey Ridge lineation pattern simply continues east-
ward past anomaly-5. Anomalies 5A through 5D, 6, 6A, 6B, and
6C can be readily identified, at least from 68° N t0 69.5o N (Fig. 3).
This accounts for the gaps in the Talwani-Eldholm model, but
is still consistent with a westward jump after anomaly—7 time
as they have postulated. The non—existence of a spreading axis
also explains the absence of a bathymetric or gravity signature
over the supposed extinct axis (Gronlie et al., 1979). The main
difference between the early and late (post-anomaly 5A—5B)
spreading on Kolbeinsey Ridge is the relatively slower early half-
rate (0.75 cm/a). The supposed symmetry axis of Talwani and
Eldholm (1977) is actually anomaly 5E. Anomaly ‘R’ of Gronlie
et a1. (1979) is actually 5A. Anomaly 6B-6C is associated with
an east-dipping basement and bathymetric escarpment (Fig. 6, see
also Belousov and Udintsev 1977). We suggest this is the 1ine
of initial spreading from Kolbeinsey Ridge. Earlier spreading axes,
if any, must lie between the 6D-6C step and the Jan Mayen Ridge.

Anomaly amplitudes are very low east of 6B-6C and a further
eastward continuation of the sequence (e.g. t0 Anomaly-7) is con-
jectural (Figs. 2 and 3). However, what lineations there are tend
t0 parallel those t0 the west and may represent some of the spread-
ing between anomaly-20 and-7 time required t0 account for the
fan-shaped lineation pattern in the Norway Basin (Talwani and
Eldholm, 1977). In other words, a hypothetical extinct center east
of the 6B-6C escarpment may have been active at the same time
as Aegir Ridge after Anomaly-20 time. In order t0 explain the
fan-shaped anomaly pattern in the Norway Basin, a complemen—
tary spreading axis on the eastern Iceland Plateau would also
have had t0 produce a fan-shaped anomaly pattern, but with
a northward convergence. No such pattern is apparent in the
data (Fig. 2).

Many authors have overlooked the fact that even young, shal-
low oceanic crust may be associated with a magnetic smooth
zone. Note that the southern Kolbeinsey Ridge has been generat-
ing such a smooth zone (Fig. 2). We analyze this problem in
a later section. Whatever process or processes are responsible,
they may also have operated east of anomaly 6C, and the lack
of pronouneed anomalies in that region (Fig. 2) is a very weak
argument for the existence of continental crust. (Seismic reflection
and refraction data are more eonvincing; Talwani and Eldholm,
1977)

The existence of anomalies 5A t0 6C east of Kolbeinsey Ridge
(Figs. 2 and 3) requires a similar set of lineations t0 the west.
Indeed, we believe‘these anomalies d0 exist between Kolbeinsey
Ridge and Greenland (Fig. 4). The anomalies are however reduced
in amplitude relative t0 their eastern counterparts. This relative
reduction begins on lineations as young as 4A and 5. We attribute
the suppressed amplitudes of these lineations t0 (1) deep subsi-
dence, caused by 1 t0 perhaps over 3 km terrestrial sediment
(Gronlie and Talwani, 1978; Hinz and Schlüter, 1978) derived
from Greenland and (2) erasure of primary magnetization caused
by crustal heating made possible by relatively high heat flow and
thick insulating sediments (Vogt et al., 1970b). The amplitudes
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Fig.6. Base ehart: bathyrnetry in rneters (Perry et al., 1977) with areas shallower than 1,000rn stippled en Kelbeinsey and Jan
Mayen ridges. Small Stars indieate earthquake epieenters. Heavy contours Show sedirnent thiekness in seennds nf twe way refleetien
time (Grenlie and Talwani, 1978). Spot values of sedirnent thiekness based ÜI‘I sonobuoy statinns (Grenlie and Talwani, 1978).
Doubfe Iriangkr, DSDP drill Sites en Leg 38 (Talwani et a1., 1976). Thin das/22d linea, prineipal magnetie lineatinns (frem Fig. 2).
Twn grabens and hnmeeline (EK’) under Greenland margin frem Hinz and Sehlüter (1978). EK’, time-transgressive bathyrnetrie
and basernent lineament en leeland Plateau (See also Fig. 7). Heauy mothed line, line of greatest seuthward deerease in annmaly
amplitude. Icefand (after Pälmasnn, 1974): Vertieal ruiing: ynunger than 0.7 Ma; solid: 0.7 te 3 Ma; sqaares, older radiometrie
age determinatiens. Gremium! (Anonymous, 1970): NE-SW hatched area, Tertiary igneous previnee with leeal Cretaeeons te Lewer
Tertiary sediment onterops (S); NW-SE hatehing, Jurassie platforrn seclirnents; Stippled. Pre-Carnbrian

are most attenuated — even completely erased „. under the thiek
sedirnents seaward of the meuth ef Seeresby Sund. The eon-
Spieunus areuate salient nf the Greenland margin (Fig. 1) in this
area is best explained a5 a deltaie sediment aecumulation dating
largely frem the Plio—Pleisteeene glaeial ages (Vogt and Perry,
1978). We believe it is ineorreet — partieularly aleng glaciated
shelves seaward ef fjerds er straths — t0 use the 500-frn bathymetrie
eentnur at the base ef the enntinental slepe t0 estimate the line
ef initial rifting, a5 Talwani and Eldholm (1977) have done. In-
stead, the eeean-eentinent erustal boundary must lie well landward
ef the shelf-break, perhaps even elose t0 the Greenland eoast
hetween 69° and 70° N. In faet, nur magnetie anomaly identifica-
tinns aus: nf Kelbeinsey Ridge require eeeanie ernst t0 eontinue
under the Senresby Sund salient. Neither the sonobuny stations
(Fig. 6; Grenlie and Talwani, 1978) ner the multi-ehannel profiles
(Hinz and Sehlüter, 1978) preelude auch an interpretation. Further—
rnore, Hinz ancl Sehlüter independently enneluded that the thiek
sedirnent aeeumulations in the Seoresby Sund area post-date the
(25 Ma?) separatinn nf Jan Mayen Ridge frern Greenland. This
is in keeping with the propnsal of Vogt and Perry (1978) that
the areuate shelf outbuilding neeurred primarily during the P110-
Pleisteeene glaeial ages.
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Oceanic Crust Older Than Anemaly 6C

We eonsider now the pessibility ef üeean erust predating ane-rnaly
6C. In the Jan Mayen Ridge area the anernalies east nf 6C are
generally 10W in amplitude and tencl te be lineated in a NE te
NNE direetinn. Sinee similar low-amplitude areaa ef eeeanie ernst
are found where Kolbeinsey Ridge enters Ieeland and aleng the
Greenland margin, we eannot adduee magnetie data a5 neeessarily
indieating eontinental ernst in the Jan Mayen Ridge area. We
suppose most Df the area between anomaly 6C and 7.5“ W (Fig. 2)
is underlain by neeanie erust of anemaly 13 te 7 age. Centinental
fragments (Talwani and Eldhelm, 1977) eannet be exeluded. hew—
ever.

What abeut anomaly-7 or nlder eeean ernst aleng the Green—
land margin? There i5 little er n0 reorn fnr auch nlder ernst
in the Senresby Sund area. Seuthwestwards tewards the Denmark
Straits there is pregressively mere reem. The graben strueture
discovered by Hinz ancl Schlüter (1978) under the Greenland mar-
gin about 68° N may enntain oeeanie ernst ef anemaly 7 t0 22
age even thnugh the graben is assneiated with a magnetie srneeth
zone (Figs. 2 and 6).
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Further south, we believe to have identified the sequence 13
to 22 in the Denmark Straits area (Figs. 4 and 6). These early
to mid-Tertiary lineations appear to end at a major fracture zone,
perhaps equivalent to the right lateral offset of the Faeroes block
from the Faeroes—Shetland Escarpment (Talwani and Eldholm,
1977). Alternatively, this fracture formed when the spreading axis
jumped westward from Aegir Ridge. Our identification of ano-
malies 13 to 22 in the Greenland-Iceland gap is contrary to the
conclusions of Talwani and Eldholm (1977) who postulate spread—
ing from an extinct Iceland—Faeroe Ridge axis until anomaly 13
time. Our interpretation does not confliot with Voppel et a1. (1979),
who suggest abandonment of an Iceland-Faeroe Ridge oenter at
anomaly 22 time. However, we cannot rule out the existence of
anomaly 22 to 24 age crust under the wide Greenland shelf between
66° and 68° N. In fact, Larsen (1978) suggests that orustal exten-
sion during anomaly 24 time oocurred solely by dike injection
along the present Greenland coast from 63.5° N to 70° N. If this
is true, we do not need to look for this lineation at sea.

The existence of anomaly 13 to 22 age crust — and possibly
older — in the Denmark Straits means that the northwestern and
southeastern edges of the Iceland Platform do not neoessarily
mark jumps in the spreading axis as postulated by Talwani and
Eldholm (1977). We prefer to interpret these basement steps as
reflecting abrupt increases in mantle-plume disoharge and basalt
magmatism (Vogt, 1974). The first such increase ooeurred ca.
25 Ma ago and the second — marked by Iceland’s oldest rocks
— about 13—17 Ma ago. The 25 Ma increase may also be marked
by the initiation of voloanism at what is now the eastern and
western extremities of the Iceland insular basement margin. The
age of the second increase correlates with the oldest rocks of
eastern and western Iceland, but this may also be a fortuitious
effect of coastal erosion removing older rocks (e.g., Nilsen, 1978),
and furthermore may be meaningless if the rocks at depth below
eastern and western Iceland are more than 1 or 2 Ma older than
the oldest surface exposures. The existenoe of old anomalies west
of Iceland may remove the need to postulate oceanio crust under
the Faeroe Islands. Finally, the identification of anomalies 20—22
and perhaps older in areas of present Greenland shelf implies
the existenoe of oceanio crust at depth. This important oonclusion
should be testable by seismio refraction methods. Again, the area
in question lies seaward of the Kangerdlugsuaq fjord system and
probably experienced rapid outbuilding as a result of ioe streams
delivering oontinental detritus in great quantity to the edge of
the oontinental shelf (Vogt and Perry, 1978).

Diachronous (‘V-shaped’) Structures North of Iceland:
Implications for the Iceland Mantle Plume Hypothesis

Using the seismic refieotion profiles published by Talwani et a1.
(1971), Vogt (1971) disoovered ‘V-shaped’ (diachronous or time-
transgressive) basement ridges and escarpments on the Reykjanes
Ridge southwest of Iceland (Fig. 1). From the angle between these
struotures and the orustal isochrons — , i.e., magnetio lineations
— Vogt oalculated a southwestward propagation rate of the order
of 10 to 20 em/a. He proposed further that the V—shaped basement
struotures are generated at the spreading axis by wave—like mag-
matio irregularities traveling southwest in a conduit of low Visoos-
ity below the Reykjanes Ridge (Vogt, 1974; 1976; Vogt and John-
son, 1975). The source of this flow and of the irregularities en-
trained in it was proposed to be a plume of upwelling mantle
(Morgan, 1972) looated under south-eastern to central Iceland.
The two most prominent V—shaped features on the Reykjanes
Ridge are the A-A’ and E-E’ escarpments, proposed to reflect

abrupt increases in discharge from the Iceland plume (Fig. 1).
These escarpments dip towards older crust; upon approaching
Iceland they increase in steepness and relief, tending toward asym-
metrical ridges in cross-section. Extrapolation suggested the ‘A’
and ‘E’ events would have first influenced Iceland itself around
6—7 Ma and 13—17 Ma respectively. Watkins and Walker (1977)
discovered a short-lived 7.3 Ma to 6.4 Ma pulse of inoreased lava
production in eastern Iceland. They suggested this might be a
manifestation of the ‘A’ event on Iceland. However, the increase
in lava production may well be a local phenomenon or an artifact
of miscorrelation; reoent work by Harrison et a1. (1979) does not
confirm the 7 Ma ago event. Both Watkins and Walker (1977)
and Vogt (1974) pointed out that the 17-13 Ma age corresponds
to the oldest rocks on Iceland (Fig. 3) and may therefore represent
the plume ‘event’ leading to construction of present—day Iceland.
This correlation may be a fortuitous result of coastal erosion,
as mentioned previously.

If the mantle-plume interpretation of Reykjanes Ridge base-
ment struotures (Vogt. 1971; 1974) has any merit, features similar
to the AA’ and EE’ escarpments should exist on the Kolbeinsey
Ridge north of Iceland. The ‘V’-s should point northward, more-
over, in the direction plume materials would be expected to travel
under the Kolbeinsey Ridge, i.e., away from Iceland.

Comparing our magnetic isochrons (Fig. 2) with the bathymet-
ric profiles of Meyer et a1. (1972), we see both isoehronous and
‘V’-shaped trends north of Iceland (Fig. 7). The ‘V’-shaped struo—
tures ‘point’ northward as predicted by the mantle plume hypo-
thesis (Vogt, 1971 , 1974). If interpreted as a measure of northward
flow from the Iceland plume, the diachronous bathymetric trends
younger than anomaly-5 would imply mantle flow of the order
1 to 5 cm/a, distinctly less than the southwestward flow under
the Reykjanes Ridge (Vogt, 1971, 1974). The slower northward
flow might reflect (1) competition with a separate Jan Mayen
plume, (2) damming at fracture zones such as the Tjörnes or
Spar (Vogt and Johnson, 1975), (3) northward motion of the
plates over the Iceland plume (Minster et al., 1974) or (4) the
northward deorease in spreading rate, henoe pipe cross—seotion
(Vogt, 1976). On the other hand, the tectonic complexities of
the present plate boundary in the Tjörnes fracture zone area
(McMaster et a1., 1977) and the repeated formation and disappear-
ance of transform faults on the Kolbeinsey Ridge (Fig. 2) by
mechanisms not yet understood oould have produced some of
the trends in Fig. 7. Although we are not wholly convinoed that
the diachronous struotures north of Iceland do reflect northward
flow, the plume model (Morgan, 1972; Vogt, 1971) does explain
their existence, at least qualitatively.

Furthermore, the ‘E’ esoarpments, which previously were not
thought to exist on Kolbeinsey Ridge (Vogt, 1974), do show up
clearly on the east flank (EK’ in Fig. 7). The EK’ struoture outs
lineations between 5A and 5B between 68° N and 69° N and on
the bathymetric Chart (Figs. 1 and 6) can be followed southward
as a broad, low ridge which merges with Iceland’s northeastern
insular margin. The orest of the EK’ ridge has an age of 12.8 Ma
at 69° N. Between 68° N and 69° N the implied propagation rate,
along the orustal isochrons, is about 10 cm/a, of the same order
as on the Reykjanes Ridge (Vogt, 1971, 1974). Crust of corre-
sponding age west ofKolbeinsey Ridge is buried by 600 to 2,000 m
sediment (Fig. 6); thus, no western equivalent to EK’ would be
expected on bathymetric profiles. However, the reflection profiles
of Hinz and Schlüter ( 1978) reveal a west-dipping basement escarp-
ment (‘homocline’) 25 to 45 km WNW of anomaly 5 at 69.4° N
and 40—50 km WNW at 688° N. We propose that this homooline
is in fact EK, the western equivalent to the EK’ struoture on
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Fig. 7. Bathymetrie profiles of Meyer et a1. (1972) Showing lineation trends whieh are mainly diaehronous with respeet to erustal
isoehrons (dashed, anomalies 2A, 5, and 5C). Topography shown blaek above a smooth eurve drawn through eaeh profile

the Ioeland Plateau and the E-E’ esearpments on the Reykjanes
Ridge.

We oonoluded earlier (Fig. 5) that Spreading half-rates in-
ereased rather abruptly from 0.75 to 1.0 em/a about 12.5 Ma ago
(limits: 11 to 14 Ma). Although it has long been known that
average spreading rates were lower during the interval anomaly
6 to 5 than subsequently (e.g., Vogt and Avery, 1974; Talwani
and Eldholm, 1977), the time of the aeeeleration i5 here for the
first time Shown to be 12.511 Ma ago, whieh is within dating
uneertaimies identieal to the age range of the ‘E-EK’ event on
the Kolbeinsey and Reykjanes ridges. Although this implied oorre-
lation of a ‘plume’-generated feature with aeeeleration in plate
motion does not prove plumes oontribute to driving the p1ate5,
auch an inferenoe oertainly beeomes more attractive, partieularly
Sinee the earliest appearance of the E-EK basement esearpments
along the Kolbeinseyr and Reykjanes Ridges nearest to Iceland
aetually oeourred around 13—17 Ma ago, slightly prior to the plate
aoeeleration. In other words, we suppose that an inerease in plume
diseharge took a few million years to affeot a volume of litho-
sphere/asthenoSphere large enough to alter the parameters of plate
motion.

?4

Finally, we eall attention to the eorrelation of the ‘E’ event
in the Ieeland area with the Gardner Pinnaeles episode of inereased
basalt diseharge by the Hawaii plume. Both events are part of
an apparently global middle Mioeene magmatie episode (Vogt,
1978)

Dike Swarms and Central Volcanoes

The magnetie field at 500 ft (166 m) altitude near the ooasts of
Greenland and Ieeland is rieh in short wavelength anomalies (1
to 5 km), typieally 100 to several hundred n7" in amplitude (Fig. 2).
The short wavelength areas refleet shallow magnetie souroes, ae-
eording to a statistieal treatment by Kristjansson (1976e) of ship-
borne measurements west of Ieeland, but we have not eompleted
depth to source proeessing of the present results.

On the Greenland margin, the observed magnetie anomalies
probably refleet dikes or swarms of dikes a5 suggested by Vogt
(1970) and Larsen (1977); this may aid offshore mapping of the
East Greenland early Tertiary igneous provinee (see Noe-Nygaard.
1976; Deer, 1976). In low-level surveys over Ieeland and the shelf,



the major sourees of magnetie anomalies so far reeognized include
thiek series of lava flows of alternating polarity (see Piper, 1973),
eentral 1..a"ol+z'.:ana:ies (see Kristjansson, 1976b and e) and areuate
struetural anomalies assoeiated with the edges of the Ieeland plat-
form (Figs. l and. 2). None of the numerous elongated dike swarms
in Ieeland has 1o date been observed to eoincide with elongated
magnetie anomalies where data are available. This observation
makes it doubtful whether the short—wavelength linear anomalies
north of Ieeland (Fig. 2) represent dike swarms.

Reeent developrnents at the Krafla aetive eentral voleano in
NE-Ieelancl (Björnsson et al., 1977; 1979) are of eonsiderable inter-
est in understanding the proeesses of spreading and anomaly gener-
ation. It appears that over intervals of hundreds of thousands
of years, rifting on any 100nkm ridge segment is aeeompanied
by repeated suhhorizontal injeetion of magma into a fissure system
from shallow magma eharnbers below a eentral voleano. Material
in the voleano, situated at the eenter of that fissure system, is
periodieally replenished from below until the voleano is diseon-
neeted from its Inantle souree and transported out of the aetive
zone, even as new eenters appear nearby. Sirnilar proeesses, per—
haps on a different seale, may well eharaeterize the mid-oeeanic
ridge system in general; ehanges in the relative width and ampli»
tude of small linear magnetie anomalies over the oeean floor
(Figs. 2 and 3) would then refleet ehanges in the aetivity of individ-
ual intrusive eenters or groups of these.

In this eontext it is noteworthy that magnetie anomalies over
eentral voleanoes in SW- and W-Ieeland (Sigurgeirsson, 1970;
1979) as well as on the shelf (Kristjansson, 1976€) are generally
equidimensional and eoineident with ealdera structures and hypa-
byssal intrusions. Central-voleano anomalies are numerous on the
shelf east and west of Ieeland (Kristjansson et al.‚ 1977) but rare
or non-existent south of Ieeland. They are also uneommon north
of Ieeland; only a few sueh features eould be identified in our
data (‘ev’ in Fig. 2). The areal density and degree of development
of sueh voleanoes on any part of the ridge is likely to be strongly

related to distanee from the Center of the mantle plurne, through
variables sueh as magma produetion and ehemistry, melt pereent-
age, heat flow. erustal and lithosphere thiekness. or other effeets.
It does not appear that the traee of the Ieelancl mantle plume,
as inferred by Kristjansson (1976 b), passes anywhere through the
region covered by the present survey.

Erosion and Sedimentation

Iceland represents a large area of anomalous oeean ernst up to
16 Ma in age, exposed to erosion by water. and in the last 3 Ma
also to ice. During glaeial periods lowered eustatie sea level and
grounded iee sheets probably exposed the entire Ieeland platforrn
above present 200—300 m depth to erosion. Although a mean denn-
dation of 400 m has been estimated for Ieeland itself (Einarson,
1963) the erosion was highly seleetive, coneentrated wherever iee
strearns drained the insular iee shield. Mueh more speetaeular
ice streams earved out the east Greenland Üord topography. Garry-
ing large quantities of eoarse sedirnent to the depoeenters along
shelf edges (Sommerhoff. 1973; Vogt and Perry. 1978).

In this section we consider the eonneetion between the magnetie
anornaly data (Fig. 2) and present morphology in terms of erosion
and deposition.

Mueh of the present Ieeland platform near the eoast eonsists
of an outeropping or thinly sedimented basaltie erosion surfaee
(Johnson and Palmason. 1980). Sediment was evidently earried
aeross this region by the iee, but how far did the iee extend?

West of 1eeland, a 20—30 rn high, 100 km long moraine (‘M’
in Fig. 1) lies at present depths of 200—250 m (Olafsdottir, 1975).
near the shelf break. The moraine may represent the maximum
advanee of the Weichselian (Wiseonsin) iee—sheet in this area and
suggests the Ieeland iee cap extended outward to a ealving iee
shelf looated near the shelf edge. In Greenland (Weidiek. 1976)
as in most other areas, the Weichsel iee did not advanee as far
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as during earlier glaciations. Thus, the moraine reported by Olafs-
döttir (1975) represents a minimum position for the seaward limit
of grounded ice.

The Iceland platform is indented by numerous shallow U-
shaped valleys, many of whieh appear to be submarine extensions
of fjords and other embayments of the Iceland coastline (Perry
et a1., 1977; Fig. 1). lt is most reasonable to explain these subma-
rine valleys as the work of glaeial erosion by grounded ice streams
flowing radially outward from an ice dome culminating in central
Iceland. The bathymetric chart shows recognizable arcuate salients
of the shelf edge located at the mouths of the submarine valleys
(Fig. 1). These salients most likely represent ice-front deltas com-
posed of debris transported to the shelf edge by grounded ice
streams. In most cases the 400 m isobath is defleeted seaward
where the 200 m isobath shows an embayment. This suggests the
ice streams were grounded to depths between 200 and 400 m.

On the southwest and northeast Iceland shelf, even the 400 m
isobath is indented 1andward, suggesting ice streams possibly were
grounded below 400 m there. However, both areas are near the
aetive spreading axis, and tectonic effects cannot be discounted.
The bathymetry alone suggests extra shelf—building of the order
1 to 10 km seaward of the valleys (Vogt and Perry, 1978). These
are minimum values for total shelf progradation, since sediment
was also deposited along platform margins between the glacial
valleys. Kristjansson (1976 b) has used magnetic anomaly source
depths to identify a buried basement step under the outer shelf
off southeastern Iceland. The present shelf break has prograded
by amounts ranging from 5 km (at 19° W) to 15 km (at 14o W)
seaward from the step. The shelf itself is narrow, and prominent
submarine canyons ineise the insular slope (Johnson and Palma-
son, 1980). The prograded sediment wedge is estimated to be
about 2 km thick (Kristjansson, 1976 b). Single-Channel refleotion
profiles show at least 1km sediment (Johnson and Palmason,
1980). Based on seismic reflection profiles, Egloff and Johnson
(1979) conelude that the shelf edge has prograded 10 to 35 km
off southwest Iceland.

In the area north of Iceland examined in the present study,
seismic refleetion data (Gronlie and Talwani, 1978) show sediment
thicknesses of at least 0.5 km on the insular slope north of Tjörnes
peninsula, over 1 km east of northern Iceland, and an extensive
lens at least 1.8 km thick lies west of the southern Kolbeinsey
Ridge, north of the Skagi peninsula (Fig. 6). Clearly, greater sedi-
mentation in the west explains why the 400 to 1,000 m isobaths
extend farther northwards west of the present accretion axis, which
has acted as an effective barrier to eastwest sediment transport.
Based on these data (Fig. 6), we roughly estimate that the shelf
break north of Iceland has prograded of the order of 50 km in
the area north of Skagi, 10 km north of Tjörnes, and 0 to 30 km
east of northern Iceland. Although we have not completed process-
ing the magnetic data for depth to basement, the pattern of short-
wavelength magnetic anomalies qualitatively confirms the conclu-
sions from seismic profiling. Shallow magnetic sources extend out-
wards towards the shelf edge north of eastern and western Iceland
(Fig. 2). Thus the northward projections of the Iceland platform
in these two areas are basement arches, not the results of sedi-
mentation. However, depressions in magnetie basement occur be—
tween the present spreading axis and the outer arches, and these
depressions are occupied by sediments, at least near the shelf
break. Possibly thick sediments continue southward towards the
Iceland coast, but are seismically too reflective to be Charted by
single-Channel techniques. The existence of low-density sediments
is also suggested by relatively negative free—air gravity anomalies
(Palmason, 1974). Whereas the platform off the Skagi and Tjörnes
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peninsulas and the Kolbeinsey Ridge north of 66.5o exhibit ano—
malies of about +50 to +60 mgal, the region of possible sediment
accumulation is typically +35 to +45 mgal. A more local free-air
negative dips to below 0 mgal near the coast due south of the
Kolbeinsey Ridge. This WNW trending anomaly parallels the Hu-
savik faults and may be a deep, sediment-filled trough associated
with the Tjörnes F.Z. (Saemundsson, 1974; Johnson, 1974).

Off the Greenland margin, locally extensive shelf prograding
is directly implied by our magnetic anomaly identifications
(Figs. 2—4 and 6). At 660—67o N (Denmark Straits), the present
shelf break at N 400 m lies well over 100 km southeast of anomalies
20—21 (Figs. 1, 2 and 6). We envision most of the prograding
to have occurred in the last 3 Ma as a result of several coalescing
ice streams emanating from the Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord complex.
Another such ‘ice-delta’ forms a conspieuous arouate salient sea—
ward of Scoresby Sund. Prograding of as much of 100km is
suggested by the morphology and indeed required by our magnetie
anomaly interpretations (Figs. 241). Sonobuoy stations (Gronlie
and Talwani, 1978) and multi-channel profiling (Hinz and
Sehlüter, 1978) suggest sediment thicknesses of the order 2 to
4 km under these deltas. The data published by those authors
are not inconsistent with our thesis that oceanic crust forms the
basement in these two areas.

As noted by Vogt and Perry (1978), relatively rapid shelf pro-
grading around Iceland (locally 20 km or more) and Greenland
(locally 100km or more) has been facilitated by (a) the young
age and large positive depth anomalies, i.e., shallow crust, and
(b) the efficient transport of coarse sediment to the shelf edges
by ice streams.

Magnetic Smooth Zones Near Iceland

Magnetic smooth zones (or quiet zones) are oceanic areas charac-
terized by magnetic anomalies of relatively low amplitude, gener-
ally less than +50 to 100 nT (e.g. Vogt et al., 1970b; Poehls
et al., 1973). Various processes could account for smooth zones,
for example, high spreading rate compared to reversal frequency
— resulting in broad strips of ocean crust magnetized with eonstant
magnetie polarity. A magnetie smooth zone would then be gener-
ated provided that the lateral contrasts in induced and viseous
magnetization are small. An aecretion axis orthogonal to the equa-
tor also generates a magnetic smooth zone, for example the equato-
rial Mid-Atlantic and East-Pacific ridges. Inspection of Fig. 2
shows that a magnetic smooth zone is being generated where
the Kolbeinsey Ridge approaches and crosses the Iceland platform
(see also Figs. 4, 9, and 10; Meyer et al., 1972, Vogt and Johnson,
1973, 1974). The data published by Talwani et a1. (1971) and Ser—
son et a1. (1968) reveal a similar effect where the Reykjanes Ridge
enters Iceland (Fig. 10). Magnetic smooth zones are also found
in the Jan Mayen Ridge area east of 6C and along the Greenland
margin west of anomaly—5 and north of the Greenland-Iceland
Ridge (Figs. 2 and 4). The processes responsible for these older
smooth zones may resemble those at work at the Reykjanes Ridge-
Iceland and Kolbeinsey Ridge-Iceland junctions.

What are those processes? Constant polarity and equatorial
polarity can be immediately ruled out, but a number of possibilities
remain to be examined. Relevant parameters and model profiles
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

1. A large fraction of the magnetized layer has been removed
by glacial, wave, or/and fluvial erosion. This process may have
been significant on the shelf near Iceland, but would require the
paleo-coastline to have lain 100 to 200 km north of northern Ice—
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land and subsided to depths of 1,500 to over 2,000 m. Further-
more, recent work suggests the magnetic layer is at least 1,000 m
thick (Huestis and Parker, 1977); drilling in the FAMOUS area
(Joint Oceanographio Institutions Deep Earth Sample, 1975) indi-
cates only rninor hydrothermal alteration and little effeot on re-
manence at 582 m depth. In Iceland, Kristjansson and Watkins
(1977) have suggested that some of the primary remanenee in
basalt lava flows will survive burial to 3 km (i.e., 200° C); the
magnetic mineral in these flows will certainly survive 4 km burial
(Palmason et al., 1979).

2. The magnetization was aoquired at shallow confining pres-
sures, leading to degassing, high vesicularity, higher oxidation
state, and therefore, perhaps reduced magnetization (Vogt and
Johnson, 1974). As a related process the higher vesicularity would
facilitate brecciation and subsequent low-temperature alteration,
causing a loss of magnetization (Palmason et al., 1979). In support
of this prooess we note that the decline of magnetic amplitudes
along the present spreading axis begins at about 400—600 m depth,
where vesicularity begins its sharp increase and sulfur content
(a measure of gas retention) its deorease (Moore and Schilling,
1973; Fig. 10). The 1ine of magnetic amplitude Change (Figs. 6
and 9) would then be a fossil N500 m isobath. Difficulties for
this explanation are that the magnetic anomalies are not simply
attentuated but also smoothed as Iceland is approached. This might
be explained in terms of Blakely’s (1976) two-layer model. The
upper, pillow layer is less magnetized, leaving the lower layer
with its more diffuse polarity boundaries (transition widths) to
dominate the Signal. A more serious problem is the strongly asym—
metrical attenuation (Fig. 2; profiles km 126 to 193 in Fig. 9):
How could the east and west flank basement be formed at two
different depths?

3. Subsidence of the crust after it was formed would cause
both attenuation and smoothing. However, the depths required,
3 to 5 km according to model profiles in lower right of Fig. 2,
are unreasonably great. Reflection profiling suggests basement
depths of 0 to 2 km (Fig. 6; Gronlie and Talwani, 1978). Gravity
data hint at additional sediment in the Tjörnes F.Z. area, hidden
by acoustically opaque materials on the platform (Saemundsson,
1974). More serious objections to the subsidence hypothesis is
the 1arge amount of it, greatly exceeding sinking of normal ocean
crust of eomparable age. Finally, subsidence does not acoount
for the decline in central anomaly amplitude (Fig. 10) because
the axis is not buried by sediments.

4. Since the extrusion zone is substantially wider on Iceland
than along the normal mid-oceanic ridge, it would be reasonable
to expect the magnetic transition width to increase as Iceland
is approached. Inoreasing transition width from 2 to 3.5 km does
result in a strongly attenuated, smoothed signature (model profiles
in Fig. 9). However, it is hard to understand how dikes injeoted
east of the axis are less spread than those on the west flank,
as would be required to explain the unequal amplitudes. Further-
more, anomalies between XX’ and YY’ (Fig. 9) are simply atten—
uated, not smoothed.

5. Thick sediments rapidly deposited on very young crust (high
heat flow) would insulate the magnetic layer and cause tempera—
tures to rise, tending to destroy the magnetization. This mechanism
is attractive because thick sediments occur predominately on the
west flank of southern Kolbeinsey Ridge and correlate with the
amplitude asymmetry (Fig. 9). Similarly the relatively low ampli-
tudes of anomalies 4A to 6C on the Greenland margin (Figs. 2—
4) correlate with thick sediment cover (Fig. 6). However, the
mechanism fails to explain why even the axial anomaly declines
dramatically toward Iceland. Furthermore, unless substantial
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thicknesses of sediments can be demonstrated on the Iceland shelf
by seismic methods, low amplitudes in that region cannot be attrib-
uted to sedimentation.

6. The connection between the Iceland rift zones and Kol-
beinsey Ridge may have consisted of oomplex, time-varying en
echelon rift zones (MCMaster et al., 1977). For example, the
Quaternary volcanic zone crosses previous lineations on a north-
west strike (Fig. 9). Such oomplexities would smooth and attenuate
the lineations. However, such a process could not account for
the simple amplitude reduction observed between YY’ and XX’
(Fig. 9).

At present, none of the six mechanisms by themselves explain
all the observations. Nor can any of them be wholly discounted.
We therefore infer that several processes are responsible: Near
Iceland (south of YY’ in Fig. 9), 1, 2, 4, and 6 are likely to
be most important. Farther north, 2 may be most important at
the axis, and 5 for crust more than 1 Ma old.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented new data which, if we have cor-
rectly interpreted them, call for some major revisions regarding
the origin of the Iceland Plateau and the position of the continent-
ooean crustal boundary.

Our most important conclusions was the ‘disproof’ of an ex-
tinct spreading axis on the Iceland Plateau. The magnetic ano-
malies previously attributed to the extinct axis aotually form the
east flank of Kolbeinsey Ridge. An important consequence is
that the west flank anomalies, strongly attenuated in amplitude,
and for this reason not previously recognized, occur over the
Greenland margin. Even parts of the shelf up to 100 km inland
from the shelf break must be underlain by Miocene oceanic orust.
We are forced to oonclude that the present continental slope (e.g.,
the 500 fm contour) is a poor guide to the oceanic-continental
crustal transition. Our interpretation may explain many of the
overlaps that occur when continents are reconstrueted. However,
conditions have been especially favorable to shelf prograding in
the Greenland-Iceland area. Grounded ice streams deposited large
sediment volumes at the shelf edge, which could prograde rapidly
in the relatively shallow ocean in the Iceland area. Our interpreta-
tions may be tested by seismic reflection and refraction. Limited
available data (Hinz and Schlüter, 1978; Gronlie and Talwani,
1978) are not inconsistent with oceanic crust underlying at least
the outer Greenland shelves. Deep drilling is the only sure test,
of eourse, but drilling in search for hydro—carbons certainly has
minimal promise.

The Iceland Plateau has the best ‘recording’ of anomalies
5A to 6C that we have seen in the Atlantic. This record allowed
us to pinpoint the late Tertiary plate aeceleration 12—14 Ma ago.
A11 that could be concluded previously was a relatively lower
rate between anomaly 6 and 5 time compared to post—anomaly
5 (9.5 Ma). We find the 12—14 Ma time especially interesting be-
cause it correlates with the development of the ‘E’ escarpments
around Iceland, perhaps a magmatic ‘pulse’ of global proportions
(Vogt, 1978). The case for a causal conneotion between hot spot
aotivity and plate dynamies is thus strengthened. Although we
cannot disprove the alternative hypothesis, that the plate acceler-
ation at 12—14 Ma caused the ‘E’ esearpments, we prefer to see
both plate aoceleration and the escarpments as manifestations of
increased plume flow.

A magnetic smooth zone is being formed where the Reykjanes
and Kolbeinsey ridges enter the Iceland platform. We could ex-
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clude some mechanisms postulated to produce smooth zones, but
a lengthy list remains. At this time we prefer (a) degassing at
low confining pressures at extrusion depths of 400—600 m and
less, followed by (b) sediment loading of the young hot crust,
causing reheating and loss of magnetization. Both these mecha—
nisms can be tested — the first by measuring magnetic properties
on a large dredge sample collection from the present axis, and
the second by deep drilling through the 500—2,000 m thick sedi-
ment cover to determine the magnetic properties of the underlying
crust.
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Morphology of the Reykjanes Ridge Crest Near 62°N
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Abstract. During the RRISP 1977 experiment FS METEOR
conducted a detailed bathymetric survery of a 45 >< 50 km2 quadran-
gle of the Reykjanes Ridge crest near 62° N with a narrow-beam
echosounder. On the basis of the profiles and a contour chart
we recognize a central zone of oblique en echelon volcanic ridges
filling a <30—km-wide rift valley nearly to the brim. Thus, at
least in the survey area, Reykjanes Ridge does not differ from
other slow spreading ridges in having no median rift at all, but
only in the valley fill. The orientation of the volcanic fissures
tends to be normal to the spreading direction, while the main
rift faults rather follow the general ridge morphology. At 61°55’ N
the sea floor features are disrupted and depressed and the phys-
iographic character changes from north to south; this suggests
a fracture zone though not a clear—cut transform fault. The
preferred model is one in which the axial tensile stress leading
to fissuring and volcanism is normal to the direction of plate
separation (N 095°); the stress field off the axis leading to normal
faulting and rift valley formation, on the other hand, is governed
by the thermal boundary conditions and is thus rotated into that
of the average ridge orientation.

Key words: Bathymetry — Median valley — Mid-Atlantic Ridge
— Oceanic volcanism — Rifting — Transform fault.

Introduction

A detailed narrow-beam echosounder survey of the crestal region
of Reykjanes Ridge near 62° N was conducted by FS METEOR
with the aim to see whether features as volcanic ridges and a
median valley could be resolved. Reykjanes Ridge is unusual:
oblique spreading and slow spreading but with no apparent rift
valley; instead, its known crestal morphology north of 61° N is
rather that of a block, about 45 to 55 km wide and standing
nearly 1 km above the neighbouring sea floor near Iceland (Die-
trich, 1959; Ulrich 1966; Talwani et a1., 1971, Vogt, 1974). The
block structure is superimposed on the regional subsidence with
age (e. g. Sclater and Francheteau, 1970). Between 61° N and 58° N
the block gradually disappears and gives way to a well defined
rift valley (Laughton et al., 1979). Between Iceland and about
57° N Reykjanes Ridge is remarkably straight, striking N 036°,
i.e., about 30° oblique to the direction normal to spreading
(N 005°) whose rate is about 2 cm/a (e.g. Vogt and Avery, 1974).
A summary of these and other geophysical data on Reykjanes
Ridge is given by Fleischer (1974).

Some of the questions we ask are: What is the style of rifting
in the crestal block of Reykjanes Ridge? Is there any indication
of a rift valley or major normal faults? Can we distinguish volcanic
features and faults? The oblique spreading may provide a Chance
to separate effects of volcanism and faulting or of plate kinematics
and cooling.

Data

As part of the Reykjanes Ridge Iceland Seismic Project (RRISP
1977), FS METEOR during cruise No. 45 collected 660 km of
echosounder track in 4.5 km spaced profiles perpendicular to the
morphological axis of Reykjanes Ridge within a 45 x 50 km2 quad-
rangle centered at 62°N. 26°30’W (Fig. 1). The survey area is
just north of the region studied by Shih et al. (1978) with a deep—
tow instrument package. The ELAC echosounder has a half-power
beam width of 2.8° and uses signal frequencies of 15 and 30 kHz.
Navigation was by the integrated INDAS IV system (PRAKLA-
SEISMOS 1972) using LORAN (chains SL7W—SL7X) and up-
dated automatically by satellite fixes. The relative position accu-
racy during the survey is estimated to be only a few hundred
meters at most.

In Fig. 1 the original echosounder recordings are reproduced
for the first four crest crossings. The direction of Profiles l and
3 has been reversed to permit easier Visual comparison of to-
pographic features. For reference to age of the seafloor, a gener-
alized magnetic anomaly profile (after Talwani et al., 1971) has
been superimposed on the top bathymetric record. Figure 2 ShOWS
the locations of the ship’s tracks discussed, it is also a composite
of simplified bathymetric profiles, corrected for ship speed to give
true distance. Simplification was done by picking only the promi-
nent high and low points and conspicuous changes in slope (I
owe the readings to captain H. Feldmann who did them aboard
the ship during the cruise). A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 demon—
strates the amount of Simplification, features of 0.5 km extent
or less are generally neglected.

A few attempts to contour the depths shown in Fig. 2 by
several expedition members lead to rather similar results. Figure 3
presents as an example the contour chart of the area combining
the various efforts; it is preliminary. The correlation of small
features from profile to profile is, of course, ambiguous if not
impossible in some cases. It is also influenced by the plausible
though unproven hypothesis that the topographic features are
elongated grossly parallel to the ridge axis. Some confidence in
the results can be gained from the fact that several independent
contouring attempts yielded similar maps. Our interpretation is
also supported by observations further southwest on Reykjanes
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Fig. l. ELAC narrow-boam oohosounder rooordings during the
four northoasternmost ridgo orossings. Profiles 2 ond 4 a5 reoorded,
1 und 3 rovorsed for bottor visual oorrelation of foatures (arrows
indioato ship’s hoading). Unoorrected deprhs; horizontal scole: timo
along ship’s track (rhin oortioo! Eines in 10 min intervals); approxi-
mato longth soale (in km) on top; vortioally oxaggerated slopos
in loft lowor oorner. Goneralized magnetio anomaly (arbitrary
soalo, Profile 2 of Talwani et al.‚ 197l) and approximato orustal
ago in Ma Shown on top bathymetric profile

Ridgo orost by Shih et a1. (19?8)‚ Laughton et a1. (1979), and Langh-
ton and Searle (1979) who usod sidoüscanning sonar. Sinoe it ‘sees’
parts of tho morphology in oontinuity, the olongated ridgos and
soarps are unquostionably rooognizod. Their results and ours are
vory similar, indood.

Disoussion and Interpretation of Data

With tho unoortaintios in mind, wo shall now discuss somo of
tho foaturos of Figs. 1—3. Wo can tentativoly distinguish threo
morphologioal provinoos orudely symmetrioal about the ridgo axis.
(l) A oontral provinoe, about 15 km wide (in the NE), with many
narrow obliquo on eoholon ridgos ofton many hundrods of meters
high, is boundod by (2') a series of depressions on oithor side;
thoir outor borders aro about 27 km apart in the NE and about
20 km in tho SW whero, however, the depressions are poorly do—
finod. (3) A sorios of outor rises follows; generally thoy have steep
inward faoing soarps toward Province 2 (Figs. l and 2). The drop
in topography at tho margins of the survey aroa marks the Sidos
of tho orostal blook. Tho throo morphological provincos are tenta-
tivoly marked on Fig. 2; thoir boundaries aro indioatod by thin
dashod linos.
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Fig. 2. Simplifiod oohosoundor profilos aoross Roykjanos Ridgo
crest. Vertioal exaggeration about 9; vortioal soalo in uppor right
o0rnor. Ship’s tracks along 800 m dopth lines. Bofd räoks indioato
stoop slopos suggostive of normal faults (longths qualitativoly sym-
bolizo throw). Morphologioal provinoos ‘Contor’, ‘Doprossion’,
‘Flank’ soparatod by {hin doshed Eines. Approximato looation of
proposod minor fracturo zono noar 61°55’ N shown by 3t dosh-
dotted Iino. Approximate orustal agos indioatod at top and bottom
frame

I interpret these features to roprosont a rift valloy of normal
width betwoen the inward facing fault scarps; tho valloy floor
iS, howovor, abnormal in that it risos in tho oontral rogion abovo
the elevation of tho rift shouldors. Tho on ooholon ridgos in this
oontral region are interprotod to be of voloanio origin. Voloanism
thus appoars to bo muoh moro Vigorous than in moro normal
median valleys. It i5 not oloar whethor this rooords tomporal varia-
tions of voloanioity during tho past 2 Ma or whothor it roprosonts
a quasi-stoady stato proooss of orustal gonoration. Tho modian
valloy i5 about half a5 wide a5 tho so-oalled orestal blook or horst
of Roykjanos Ridgo and Splits it about symmetrically. Tho orostal
blook doos thus not simply roplaoo tho orostal rift of moro normal
ridgos.

The rift valloy i5 porhaps tho most oonspiouous foaturo of
the northeastorn part of tho survey aroa, but it oould havo baon
ovorlookod with lass data density and rosolution, partioularly in
the southwest. Vory stoep slopos mark the sidos of tho rift on
all profiles and somotimes thoy aro noar vortioal; thoy havo boon
indioated by vortioal tioks at the profilos of Fig2 (thrrmr and
steepnoss are symbolizod by length of the tioks). At plaoos tho
faults appoar to bo ropoated at short distanoo on a profilo, suggost-
ing stairoaso or on oohelon structuros. Small looal grabens of a
fow hundrod motors to a kilometor width and with olovatod shoul»
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Fig. 3. Tentative depth eontours of Reykjanes Ridge erestal region.
on the baaia of the profiles of Fig.2. Deptha in meter

ders appear to aeeompany aome of the faults at their foot (e.g..
at NW side of Profile 1. Fig. 1). This reminds us of similar features
in Ieeland. auch a5 at Thingvellir.

The eentral region i5 mostly eharacterized by very rough. shortn
wavelength topography with amplitudea of tens of meters and
more. Wavelengths are often less than 100m perpendieular to
the ridge (Fig. l). This supports the interpretation that the region
i5 of young aetive voleanie nature. The widths of the topographic
features shown in the simplified profiles (Fig. 2) vary from a few
hundred meters to several kilometers; note. however. that short
wavelengths have been suppreased by the simplifieation. Figure 4
presenta normalized frequeney distributions of distanees between
neighbouring topographie maxima and minima (‘half-wave-
lengths’) irrespeetive of amplitude along all profiles in 0.2 mile
or 0.36 km intervals. The left diagram covers the whole area.

3C]-

the others are for eaeh morphologieal provinee aeparately; for
depressions and flanks three diagrams are auperimposed (NW.
SE side. and both sides together). The dominant half-wavelength
is less than 0.7 km; valuea between l and 1.5 km are half a5
frequent. The histograms do not differ very mueh from provinee
t0 provinee. but a trend to more frequent short half-wavelengtha
and to very long ones can be reeognized. This suggests break-up
of volcanie forma by progressive fraeturing and burrial of low
ridges by sediments.

The en eehelon ridges in the eentral zone typieally trend be-
tween N010° and N030“ and are often sub-parallel to the diree-
tion normal to spreading (N0050) but oblique to the general ridge
morphology (N036°). In eontrast. the searps whieh are interpreted
to be flanking the rift valley mostly trend N020° to N040“. sub-
parallel to the ridge at large. There i5 diatinet asymmetry in the
ridge morphology. The depressions and the outer risea are more
clearly developed on the NW flank than on the SE one. In the
NW the inward faeing esearpment of the outer rise ean be followed
through the whole survey area. but in the SE it i5 split up and
irregular. There is generally a trend of topography rising toward
SE; this i5 related to two prominent oulminations on the SE aide.
one near 62°N. 25°55’W. the other near 61°50’N. 26°20’W. with
approximate dimensions of 8x20 km3. On'the NW aide there
i5 a smaller (3 >< 10 km2) topographie eulmination near 61°55’ N.
26°48’ W. In size and ahape these features are rerniniaeent of the
voleanie eentres of Ieeland.

There are marked changes along the ridge axis. too. Mean
water depth increaaes toward SW from c: 800 rn to 3-800 rn. NE
of about 61°55’ N. 26°30’ W the eentral provinoe i5 eomposed
of a fairly regular series of voleanie ridges; to the SW its topo-
graphy i5 more irregular with one dominant eentral high ridge.
The ehange is rather abrupt and i5 marked by a hole about 1.100 m
deep; near latitude 61055” N there i5. in faet. a rather elear dividing
1ine along whieh the topography i5 generalr depressed indieated
in Figs. 2 and 3. The presumed rift valley seems to HHTI'OW at
thia 1ine abruptly (F ig. 2) and the morphologieal eharaeter
ehanges. I interpret the dividing 1ine to represent a poorly devel-
oped fracture zone along whieh some features seem to be offset
by up to 15 km right-laterally. while other features a5 the eentral
volcanie zone ehange more gradually. This i5 not unexpeoted for
small fraeture zones or transform faults (Courtillot et al.. 1974;
Macdonald, 1977; Macdonald and Luyendyk. 1977).

Support for the transform may eome from the magnetie anom-
aly map of Heirtzler et a1. (1966) whieh at its NE border eontaina
our survey area. The anomalies are somewhat diaturbed along
61°55’ N to the west from the axis out to anomaly 5. i.e.. to
about 10 Ma age. Other similar disturbanees on l-Ieirtzler’s map
aeem to eome and go on a somewhat ahorter time seale and
quite irregularly. The map does not resolve details a5 10 km trans-
forms (and oorreapondin g normal spreading segments. some 20 km

a TEE
BÜTH

5155.91

29— ALL CENTRE - DEF’RESSION Fig. 4.Frequeney distributions of horizontal distanees
between neighbouring topographie maxima and
minima of all profiles of Fig. 2. for whole region and
for the three morphologieal provinees (Fig. 2).
separately; for ‘Depreasion’ and ‘Flank‘ histograms
for either aide and both sides oombined.
superimposed with different aymbols. The histograms
are normalized to same area. ‘Half—wavelengtha' in
0.2 mile or 0.36 km intervals
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long), but there is an indieation of similar disturbanees of the
straight-axis oblique spreading (Shih et a1., 1978).

For a diseussion of the teetonies of the area it would be interest-
ing to relate seisrnieit};r to morphology by plotting the epieenters
of earthquakes on Figs. 2 or 3. Unfortunately the published data
are not suffieiently aeeurate for a meaningful eomparison with fea-
tures of a few kilometers extent. A study with an arrayr of oeean
bottom seismometers would be most useful.

Mode-l of Reykjanes Ridge

The most important results are summarized as follows. (l) As
other slow-spreading ridges, Reykjanes Ridge, at least near 62° N,
has a median rift of normal width. (2) The rift valley is about
half as wide as the erestal bloek or horst of Reykjanes Ridge
at 62° N. (3) The valley is largely filled with a great quantity
of voleanies, the floor thus rising near the eenter above the rift
shoulders. (4) As on the Reykjanes Peninsula of Ieeland, the volea-
nie ridges in the rift valley and the feeder dykes are arranged
en eehelon and have the tendeney of striking normal to the spread-
ing direetion or at least at direetions intermediate between the
spreading normal and the morphologieal Reykjanes Ridge axis.
(S) In eontrast, the normal faults bounding the rift valley have
the tendeney (or at least a stronger tendeney) of striking sub-
parallel to the ridge axis. (6) A small fraeture zone has been
reeognized near 61°55’N. (7) As in Ieeland voloanie eenters may
oeeur on Reykjanes Ridge.

We ean take advantage of the oblique Spreading and try to
separate the sourees of stress oausing the fissuring and the normal
faulting and rifting. An intuitive model is suggested by Fig. 5.
If the stress field in the voleanie zone is tensile normal to plate
separation, We should expeet here a relatively broad region of
very thin lithosphere above a magma ehamber or a series of
magma ohambers. In this zone the stress field would essentially
be in reaetion to plate kinematies; prineipally this agrees with
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Tapponnier and Franeheteau’s (1978) neeking model. The least
prineipal stress would be aetually direeted outward in the direetion
of plate divergenee. As we go outward we get to a region where
eooling beeomes the dominant proeess with rapid thiekening of
the lithosphere. Sinee eooling is governed by the boundary eondi-
tions, i.e., the geometry of the 0° C isotherm at the sea floor
and the axial inflow of hot magma, it is plausible that the prineipal
stresses are rotated from the spreading direetion into that of the
broad ridge morphology. Still near the eulmination of topography,
the minimum prineipal stress is direeted normal to the ridge axis,
but it need not be negative, i.e., truly tensile; over the depth
range of faulting the maximum prineipal stress is vertieal. As
a result normal faults form, striking parallel to the ridge axis.
Normal faulting with the axial side Clown is furthered by the
voloanies loaded onto that side (Palmason, 1973; 1980; Cann,
1974). Farther from the axis, down-hill eompression in the lithoh
Sphere will build up with the topographie gradient, but that is
outside the seope of this paper.

Figure 5 addresses itself also to the question why Reykjanes
Ridge ehanges along its axis. In a gross sense this will be related
to the balanee of teetonic (with sourees outside), gravitational,
and viseous forees aeting on the lithosphere and asthenosphere
of the ridge (Sleep, 1969; Laehenbrueh, 1973; 1976; Collette et al.,
1980). Higher asthenospherio temperatures and melt eontents or
smaller viseosity would allow the asthenosphere to rise with less
restrietion than large viseosity would. The ehange in viseosity
and temperature along Reykjanes Ridge may be related to the
eloseness to Ieeland and to horizontal flow (e.g., Vogt, 1974).
Vigorous voleanism corresponds to high temperatures and melt
Gentents; at the same time it leads to fast loading of the ernst
and to subsidenee of the rift valley floor (Palmason, 1973; 1980;
Cann, 1974). Detailed studies of slow spreading ridges with less
vigorous voleanism and henee a more pronouneed rift valley
(mainly in the FAMOUS area of the Mid-Atlantie Ridge at 37°N:
Ballarcl and van Andel, 1977; Ramberg and van Andel, 1977;
Ramberg et al., 1977; Luyendyk and Macdonald, 1977) support
the present model.

Fig. 5. Cartoon of Reykjanes Ridge
model (approximate length seale at
‘front eorner’): solidified
lithosphere, fissures, voleanio ridges,
normal faults, isotherms, magma
ehamber or volume of erystal mush,
flow (round arrows) partly upward,
partlf)r southwestward awa},r from
Ieeland, oblique spreading direetion
(N095°, flat arrows); horizontal
temperature gradient, 17„T: shown in
wind rose, nearly perpendieular to
ridge axis. Righthand bloek depiets
Situation near 62° N; lefthand bloek
further south (eg. south of 58° N).
For diseussion see text
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The crestal horst of Reykjanes Ridge has sometimes been
looked upon as replacing the crestal rift usually found on slow—
spreading ridges. From our data this appears to be wrong. The
existence of a normally wide rift on top of the wider horst block
suggests that they are two fundamentally different things, not
only different in shape and mutually exclusive. As pointed out
by Vogt (1971, 1974) the block is in plan View V-shaped and
diachronous or time-transgressive. It is thus believed not to be
steady—state (although it might be, if conditions change along the
ridge), but rather to record time-varying discharge from the Iceland
plume. We shall not discuss Vogt’s hypothesis which we cannot
prove or disprove, but we note the difficulty of interpreting fea-
tures as the ones presented if we do not know their history.

Conclusions

The narrow-beam echosounder has proven very useful in studying
the morphology and tectonics of the Reykjanes Ridge. It must
be noted, however, that we have used only a small part of the
information available from the echosounder records. More of the
information should be used in the future and a more detailed
and thorough interpretation is postponed till then. The combina-
tion with other data will also be helpful.

The 4.5 km spacing of the profiles has turned out to be not
sufficient to achieve an unambiguous mapping of the topography
of the ridge. Future work has to take this into account. In spite
of the shortcomings, however, the present preliminary interpreta-
tion seems safe enough to present it to the critical reader.
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New Heat Flow Observations on the Reykjanes Ridge
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Abstract. During METEOR cruise 45 in August 1977 14 heat
flow measurements were obtained along a profile east of the Reyk-
janes ridge and perpendicular to the ridge axis covering a distance
range from 30 to 240 km. Closely Spaced measurements were
grouped together. The mean heat flow of all groups amounts
t0 1091—20 mW m’z. The values do not reveal a distinct inerease
with decreasing distance from the ridge axis as may be expected
from the theoretical heat flow distribution based upon a cooling
plate model. Including earlier measurements a high and very uni-
form heat flow in the distance range from 170 to 340 km was
observed with a mean value of about 100 m‘z. In order
to explain this high heat flow a temperature of 930° C is required
at the lower boundary of the lithosphere at a depth of 50km,
assuming a purely conduetive heat transport. Compared with the
results obtained from previous measurements west of the Reyk-
janes ridge, the data reveal an asymmetric thermal behaviour of
the ridge area. The average heat fiow east of the ridge amounts
to 93 mW m’2 being nearly twice the heat flow of the region
west of the ridge.

Key words: Geothermics — Heat flow — Reykjanes Ridge.

Introduction

The mid—Atlantic ridge and Iceland which forms part, and repre-
sents a remarkable anomaly of, this ridge are regarded to be
the result of geodynamic processes in the interior of the earth.
To get a better understanding of those processes, knowledge not
only of the structure of the earth’s erust is necessary but also
of the terrestrial heat fiow which reflects the thermal behaviour
of the earth’s interior.

A compilation of all heat flow values obtained until 1970 in
the region of the Reykjanes ridge was given by Talwani et a1.
(1971). The mean heat flow of the stations, most of which lie
west of the ridge, amounts t0 53 mW m—2 which is still below
the average heat flow of the Atlantic ocean. This result does
not correlate with the theoretically expected heat flow distribution
at an active sea-floor spreading center without additional assump-
tions about convective heat transport (e.g., Elder, 1965; Palmason,
1967; Williams et al., 1974). Later measurements in the same re-
gion are reported by Langseth and Zielinski (1974), yielding a
somewhat higher value of 67 mW m‘z.

Within the sc0pe of geophysieal investigations of the deeper
crustal structure of oceanic ridges, geothermal investigations were
carried out during leg 2 of the RV METEOR cruise 45 in August
1977. The aim was to inerease the number of heat flow data
in the region of the Reykjanes ridge and to study the thermal
state of the lithosphere.

O340-062X/80/0047/0086/801.00

Geothermal Stations

The Reykjanes ridge extends with a nearly constant strike of
N 35° E from lattitude 56° N to the Reykjanes peninsula of Ice-
land. Geothermal investigations were performed along an observa-
tion 1ine perpendicular to the ridge axis at the eastern part of
the ridge (Fig. 1). This profile was selected aecording to known
ocean bottom topography and sedimentary cover obtained from
a high resolution sparker profile during leg l (Fig. 2). Topography
and the approximate thiekness of the sediments are shown in
Fig. 3 together with the total intensity of the earth’s magnetic
field recorded along the profile.

The topography in the area of stations 316 through 318, situ-
ated outside the range covered by the sparker profile, was obtained
from an ELAC narrow-beam echosounder. The positions of the
stations were determined by satellite and Loran C navigation with
an aeeuracy better than 1,000 m. The station next to the ridge
axis lies just at the beginning of the eastern flank whereas the
easternmost stations are situated on the fiat und obviously un-
disturbed deep sea bottom. The age of the ocean bottom covered
by the geothermal profile ranges from about 2.5 Ma to about
25 Ma. The magnetic anomaly 5 eorresponding to an age of 9 Ma
is clearly indicated at a distance of 90 km from the ridge axis
(Fig. 3).

The Measurements

The measurements were carried out with a modified deep sea
probe (Haenel, 1972). Five outriggers equally spaeed and fixed
on a piston eore barrel measure the temperature of the sediment
and the thermal conductivity in situ with the needle probe method
(Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959). A pressure vessel contains the
electronie recording equipment. The length of the eore barrels
used was 3.5 and 5.0 m respectively.

According to the length of the eore barrels the maximum depth
penetration up to the base of the pressure vessel was 4 and 5.5 m,
respectively. In addition to the in situ measurements the thermal
eonductivity of the sediments recovered in the eore barrels was
also measured by the needle probe method. Measurements were
made every 0.2 m down the eore sample. In general, the eores
were about 1.5 m shorter in length than the depth of penetration.
In order to correlate the conductivity values of the core with
the positions of the measured temperature, a loss of the upper
1.5 m of sediments was assumed. The reason is probably that
the piston may not have started to suck before the eore barrel
has penetrated to this depth.

The temperature of the sediments and their thermal eonductiv-
ities are presented in Fig. 4. The temperatures are related to the
bottom water temperature measured at the different stations. A
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large positive temperature gradient is observed in the uppermost
sediments. The gradient deereases rapidly to about half the value
above a depth of 2 to 2.5 m and remains more or less constant
below that depth at the stations 300 through 315. For the stations
316 through 318 the temperature gradient becomes nearly linear
below a depth of about 3.5 m. Both the conductivity values mean
sured in situ and from the core samples scatter considerably, but
neither a significant difference nor an obvious depth dependence
can be seen. Therefore it is very likely that the temperature distri-
bution in the uppermost sediments is caused by variable bottom
water temperatures.

lt was shown, e.g., by Worthington and Volkmann (1965), Jones
et al. (1970), Vogt and Johnson (1973) that the Norwegian Sea
water crossing the Iceland—Faeroe ridge flows southwestward along
the eastern flank of the Reykjanes ridge at a depth greater than
1,500 m. The temperature disturbances up to a depth of only 2.5 m,
observed at the stations 300 through 312, may be explained, there-
fore, by a short-period emerging of eold water above the 1,500 m
1evel. The mean bottom water temperature measured in the depth
interval of 1,380 to 1,560 was 3.6o C. Extrapolating the linear
segment of the temperature eurve up to the sediment-water bound-
ary, an average temperature variation of i0.3o C results. Based
upon this value and assuming a temperature diffusivity of
0.003 cm2 s 1, the minimum temperature was probably reached
during May or June. A similar result was obtained by Selater
and Crowe (1979), (John G. Sclater, personal communication)
from the interpretation of geothermal measurements, carried out
in J uly 1977 along the magnetie anomaly 13 east of the Reykjanes
ridge.

Discussion of Heat Flow Data

The heat flow values were calculated by multiplying the mean
of the temperature differences between eaCh pair of thermistors
from the nearly linear segment of the temperature curve and the
mean thermal conductivity. In the error range given for each
gradient an error of 0.01° C is taken into aceount for the tempera-
ture measurements. In general, the instrumental error does not
exceed 10% of the actual value. No corrections of the temperature
gradient were applied with respect to the influence of topography
and sedimentation. The estimated sedimentation rate is about
0.05 cm/a which would reduce the heat flow at least by 5% (Kap-
pelmeyer and Haenel, 1974). In Table l the computed heat flow
values are listed together with the station positions, bottom water
temperature, conductivity, temperature gradient, and the deviation
from vertical of the probe in the sediments. An estimation of
the local environment aeeording to the Classification given by
Sclater et al. (1976) is shown in the last column of Table 1.

The heat flow values vary between 27.9 and 167.2 mW m‘
This large scatter is not very surprising in the Vicinity of active
sea floor spreading centers. Today it is generally aceepted that
the variation of heat flow in those regions is due to hydrothermal
circulation within a porous basement and/or through fissures and
faults as was shown by investigations of, e.g., Palmason (1967),
Lister (1972), Williams et al. (1974). There is a high probability
that the extremely low heat flow of 27.9 mW m’2 at station 305
is strongly affected by thin sedimentary cover and nearby outcrop-
ping basement. Obviously, a similar Situation cannot account for
the relatively low values at stations 306 and 310. It is likely that
the small gradients result from downward migrating water into
the sediments, but a reliable answer to this question is diffieult
to obtain in the absence of a temperature log down to at least
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Fig. 4. Sediment temperatures and thermal conductivities obtained
from in situ measurements (crosses) and from eore samples (dots)

several tenths of meter, Showing a Clear deviation from linearity.
It is worth noting that the values at stations 314 through 318
are very uniform (110i7 mW m‘z). Two heat flow values,
reported from Langseth and Zielinski (1974) for the same distance
range and Close to the profile (s. Fig. 1), support this result. This
may be explained by the rapidly inereasing thickness of the sedi-
ments beyond the distance of 105 km (Fig. 3). Lister (1972) and
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Table l. Heat flow data from Reykjanes Ridge

Station Latitude Longitude Depth Bottom Water Mean Cond. Mean Mean Incl. Station
No. (N) (W) (m) (Temperature °C) (Wm IK‘ 1) Temp. Grad. Heat Flow evaluation

(Km l) (mW m 2)

M45—300 62° 3.5’ 25° 15.2’ 1,418 3.63 0.88i0.12 0.11 i003 96.8:374 4° C
302 62° 6.2’ 25°21.0’ 1,544 3.63 0.881008 0.14i0.04 123.2i47.0 3° C
303 62° 7.1’ 25° 23.1’ 1,392 3.63 0.88i0.07 0.19i0.05 167.2i21 5° C
305 61°43.2’ 24° 32.5’ 1,557 (3.0) 0.93i0.06 0.03i0.01 27.9i 12.8 6° C
306 61°49.4’ 24° 46.5’ 1,438 3.43 0.87i0.07 0.07i0.01 63.6i 18.4 7° B
308 61° 51.0’ 24° 49.2’ 1,468 3.43 0.89:0.07 0.18i0.01 160.2i24.9 5° B
309 61° 55.2’ 24° 59.0’ 1,498 3.50 0.78i0.06 0.20i0.06 157.1 i417 4° B
310 61° 56.2’ 25° 0.9’ 1,495 3.50 0.81 i006 0.05:0.03 60.7i40.2 4° B
312 6l°45.0’ 24° 36.1’ 1,379 3.65 0.91 i009 0.14i0.03 127.4:400 3° C
314 61° 36.2’ 24°16.8’ 1,660 (2.7) 0.90i0.04 0.13i0.05 116-4i49.4 3° B
315 61°35.3’ 24°13.8’ 1,615 (2.7) 0.86i0.05 0.12-_1-0.02 103.8i12.4 4° A
316 60° 55.6’ 22° 46.4’ 1,934 2.30 0.79:0.03 0.13i0.01 105.3i 7.5 3° A
317 60° 55.2’ 22° 45.5’ 1,943 2.28 0.83i0.03 0.14i0.01 118.6i 4.6 5° A
318 60° 54.3’ 22° 43.4’ 1,949 2.33 0.84i0.04 0.13-_1:0.08 104.2i67 3° A

REYKJANES RIDGE 11q1m‘21
Heat Flow vs. Distance 250_ O

200 —

150 r
Fig. 5. Heat flow distribution versus distance.

100— .
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Sclater et a1. (1974) suggested that a thick and impermeable sedi-
mentary cover seals the basement decreasing the influence of hy—
drothermal circulation.

A more representative heat flow for a small area is given
if the values of closely spaced stations are averaged. Up to three
stations, only 1.5 to 3 km apart (s. Fig. 1), are grouped together
and their mean heat flow value is plotted versus distance of the
ridge axis in Fig. 5 (heavy dots). Within the variation of 77 to
145 mW m‘2 the values are in agreement with previously pub-
lished results (Talwani et a1., 1971 , Langseth and Zielinski, 1974)
in the same region. Considerably higher heat flow values from
stations Closer to Iceland (s. Fig. 1) are reported by Scheljagin
et a1. (1973). A mean heat flow of about 83 m‘2 is given
by Sclater and Crowe (1979), (John G. Sclater, personal communi-
cation) along magnetic anomaly 13.

Parker and Oldenburg (1973) presented a thermal model of
ocean ridges which overcame the problem of infinite heat flow
at the ridge crest as inherent in the cooling plate model proposed
by McKenzie (1967). Yet the predicted heat flow does not differ
markedly from that of McKenzie’s model except very near the
ridge crest. Therefore, and with regard to the scatter of the
presented heat flow values, these data are compared with a caleu-
lated heat flow distribution from the simple cooling plate model.

The thickness of the lithosphere inereases as the square root
of crustal age (e.g., Parker and Oldenburg, 1973; Parsons and
Sclater, 1977). Using the expression given by Parker and Olden-
burg (1973) a value of 47 km results for the thickness of the

DISTANCE FROM RIDGE AXIS IN KM

lithosphere at a distance of 240 km (about 25 Ma) from the ridge
crest. From a half-width of 60 km of the geothermal anomaly
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Lee and Uyeda, 1965), McKenzie
(1967) deduced a lithosphere thickness of about 60 km. Therefore,
the value of 50 km may be taken as an approximate thickness
of the lithosphere in the observed range of distances. The average
heat flow of the Atlantic ocean amounts to about 60 mW m—2
(Von Herzen and Lee, 1969). Based upon this value and on assum—
ing a thermal conductivity of 4.19 Wm‘l K‘l a temperature
of 715° C results for the depth of 50 km. The boundary condition
both at the lower side and the side where new material is accreted
was taken to be of a constant temperature of 715° C. The spreading
rate was taken to be lcm/a (Vine, 1966; Fleischer, 1974). The
computed heat flow distribution as a function of distance from
the ridge axis is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5. The tendency
of the few data to inerease with decreasing distanee from the
ridge axis, as suggested by the theoretical heat flow curve, should
be considered very carefully. The uniform values beyond the dis-
tance of 170 km, except those reported by Scheljagin et a1. (1973),
are approximately 30% above the computed heat flow. As dis-
cussed above, it is not likely that the observed gradients are too
low (beeause of the relatively low depth of penetration) and, there-
fore, smaller heat flow values can be excluded. If the transport
of heat is governed by pure conductivity only, a high heat flow
had to be explained by a less thick lithosphere and/or high temper-
ature at the lower boundary of the lithosphere, neglecting any
radioactive heat sources within the lithosphere.
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More reliable temperatures at the lower boundary of the litho-
sphere are obtained if the observations of heat flow are made
at distances several times greater than the halfwidth of the geother-
mal anomaly (McKenzie, 1967), since it is in this region that
the heat flow depends strongly on the lower boundary condition.
The length of 240 km of the profile hardly satisfies this condition.
But taking into account two previously reported values of 92
and 95 mW m‘2 (Langseth and Zielinski, 1974) the profile is
extended to a length of 340 km, thus permitting a reasonable
estimate of the temperature at the lower plate boundary. If the
average heat flow is increased by 30% to 78 mW m‘2 and the
thermal conductivity is that given above, a temperature of 930o C
is required at a depth of 50 km. This temperature is somewhat
lower than the temperature of 1,000° to 1,100° C deduced from
a low-resistivity layer in a depth range of 12 to 22 km beneath
Iceland (Beblo and Björnsson, 1978). According to the results
of geochemical investigations along the Reykjanes ridge, Schilling
(1973) proposed a hot mantle plume mixing model in the Iceland-
Reykjanes ridge region. In the model temperatures vary between
1,200o C and l,300° C at a depth range of 50 to 60 km, above
which partial melting rapidly increases. Therefore, the value of
930° C may be regarded as the minimum temperature at a depth
of 50 km in the region east of the Reykjanes ridge.

Mid-oceanic ridges show in several ways a more or less sym—
metric structure. A comparison of the heat flow values of the
regions east and west to the ridge indicates an asymmetric thermal
behaviour (Fig. 5). An average heat flow of 93 mW m“2 results
for the region east of the ridge being nearly twice the heat flow
of the western region. The values given by Scheljagin et al. (1973)
are not included.

Vogt (1971) suggested a southwestward asthenosphere fiow
away from the hot spot Iceland. This suggestion received some
support from the hot mantle plume mixing model, proposed by
Schilling (1973). Although such a flow would plausibly explain
high temperatures in the upper mantle south of Iceland, the avail-
able heat flow observations cannot resolve any details or even
uniquely determine the sources.
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Abstract. The average median valley of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
between 12° and 18° N is described as a smooth depression flanked
on both sides by a high. This applies both to the bathymetry and
to the gravity anomalies. This picture of the median valley and its
walls was obtained by staeking profiles across the valley in 50—
to 70-km-wide bands. The reduced median valley can then be
interpreted as the result of the parting of the lithosphere and the
response of the asthenosphere as a Viscous layer to repeated
unloading. Fluid dynamic equations show that the response is in
general broader than the original load disturbanee. We describe
this as a Viscous lag of the shorter wavelength components. A
steady-state solution was reached by numerical methods, show—
ing a depression accompanied by a high on both sides. For the
asthenosphere under the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at these latitudes a
value followed for the kinematic Viscosity of 1.5 ><1019 stokes.
The model ean be extended to other parts of the mid-oeean
ridge system by adapting the time-dependent eonstants (Vis-
cosity and spreading rate). If the Viscosity is a factor 5 lower, no
median valley results. Rising to isostatic equilibrium of a light
body under the floor of the median valley then accounts for the
existence of a median ridge like found at Reykjanes Ridge and
at the East Paeific Rise. The eoeffieient of Viseosity under the
East Pacifio Rise would be about 0.4 >< 1018 stokes. The ooncept
of a Viseous lag of the short—wavelength eomponents replaees
Sleep’s (1969) original notion of a ‘loss of head’. The secondary
valleys and ridges found in the median valley and on the flanks
of the Mid-Atlantie Ridge crest cannot be explained by the
model. They represent essentially a non-continuum process, in
which presumably an episodie jumping of the inner valley plays
an important role. Additional faulting occurs at the hinge 1ine
between the floor and the walls of the median valley.

Key words: Gravity — Median valley — Asthenosphere —
Rheology — Mid—Atlantie Ridge.

Introduction

In a few consecutive surveys in the years 1975 to 1978 the Mid-
Atlantie Ridge erest was surveyed between latitudes 12° and
18°N (Fig.1). In total 55 E-W and 5 NE-SW seetions were
made. For the reeonstruetion of the 15020’ N or Fifteen--Twenty
fraeture zone additional use was made of older data (Collette
et al., 1974a and b; Peter et al., 1973). The measurements con-
sisted of eontinuous seismie profiling, total magnetic field and

gravity measurements. The traeks were eontroled by satellite
navigation.

The present paper deals with the gravity field over the
median valley and its walls. From our data it follows that the
median valley is below its isostatic equilibrium position and that
the walls are upheaved. This information is used for developing
a model of the median valley based on fluid dynamics. The
asthenosphere is treated as a Viseous Newtonian fluid which
reacts on the parting of the overlying lithosphere. The negative
load ereated by this parting gives rise to a steady-state wave
pattern in the underlying Viscous layer. This wave aceounts for
the primary topography of the ridge crest. By lowering the
coeffieient of Viscosity of the asthenosphere the mechanism can
be made to yield a mid-ocean ridge crest without a median
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Fig. l. Traek ehart. Solid lines are tracks of MV Aegeon Express,
MV Tyro, MV Merourius, MV Ares, and MV Marathon. Dashes
are other tracks of the KROONVLAG—projeot
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Fig. 2. Plastieine model ef the Ridge Crest. Due t0 the light
falling in frem the SW, the 12°10’ f2 shows less Clearly

48° 45°W 44°W 43°w
180N - - . . '_18°N

WÜN Bathymetric conteur map 170N

16°N} 16°N
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14°N ;14°N

13°N 130N

12°N- . -. . . . L . . . . .. ‚ . _ „ „ '120N
480W müw 46°W 45°w 44°w 43°w

Fig. 3. Bathymetrie Centour rnap. Filter setting für the northern
seetien 6dB/10.5 nrn, für the seuthern part 6dB/7.5 nm. N—S
anisetrepy factor für bnth areas 1.5. The eastern part ef the
Fifteen-Twenty fz has been eonteured by hand
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valley, like en Reykjanes Ridge and the East Paeifie Rise. A
lower viseosity ean be related t0 a higher malten fraetien in the
asthenosphere. The relatien between a different thermal regime
and the absenee of a median valley was alse preposed by
Coehran (1979).

The seeondary topography, viz. the ridges and valleys paral-
lel t0 the spreading axis, cannet be aeeeunted für by the
propesed mechanism. This is essentially a nenseentinuum pre-
cess in whieh we reeognize twe aspeets: an episedie jumping ef
the inner valley (Collette et a1... 1979) and relaxatien fanlting er"
the aeereting lithosphere at the hinge line of the fleer ef the
median valley t0 the walls, as deseribed by Laughten and Searle
(in press). The flexure in the lithesphere as sueh is eaused by the
steady-state wave pattern in the asthenesphere deseribed in this
paper. Our data d0 not centribute t0 the discussiün whether
hnrst and graben formation oeeurs at the flanks ef the mid-
oeean ridges, i.e., nutside the median valley, as proposed by
Luyendyk and Macdonald (1977).

The outeome ef nur study is compared with several ether
papers approaching the preblem of the median valley and its
walls from a meehanieal point of view. Sleep (1969) eriginally
introdueed the effeet of viseous ferees in the astheneslahere using
the terrn "loss ef head’. Sleep and Rosendahl (1979) published a
study 01 numerieal fluid dynamie müdels für mid-eeean ridge
axes. Without explicitly saying so, these authers alse arrive at
the eonelusion that the walls ef the median valley, the lithe-
spheric lid. are elevated above their equilibrium positien by the
fluid dynamie respense ef the asthenesphere. Lachenbrueh
(1976) speaks ef an upward traetien ef the rising mantle en the
adjeining lithosphere. Sueh an effeet may be present under
speeifie geometric eonditions in additien t0 the vertieal ferees
exerted on the lithosphere by the flewing asthenosphere, the
steady-state wave deseribed in this paper. Tappennier and Fran-
cheteau (1978) relate the gravity anenialies t0 the effeet ef
‘neeking’ of the spreading lithosphere whieh nevertheless would
retain suffieient strength t0 reaet as an elastie plate. Frern the
present data, we cannet exelude that this proeess alse plays a
role in the formatien ef the median valley.

The Tepography

The topography is presented in the ferm ef a plastieine medel
(F ig. 2) and a eontour map (Fig. 3). The eenteur Inap is a hybrid
composition nf three detail maps. The northern and the seuth-
ern part were produeed by a computer pregram designed by
Slootweg (1978). This method implies the use ef a filter aeeeunt-
ing for the finite spaeing of the traek lines. T0 allew für the
obvieus overall N—S linearity of the area, an anisetrepy faeter
of 1.5 was introdueed, thus giving mere weight t0 this direetien.
The eastern part of the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone was
eontoured by hand 011 the basis of elder data (Collette et al..
1974a; Peter et al.‚ 1973). Beth the plastieine medel ancl the
eontour Inap show that impertant deviatinns ef the N—S lin-
earity oeeur, i.e., apart freni the three majer fraeture zenes that
ean be reeognized. The plastieine medel brings eut the linw
eations in mere detail and shows alining ever distanees ef
several tens Df kilometres. This alining also beeemes evident
frem eomparing adjoining seetiens. Für Showing Ihese lineatiens
by computer a mere sephistieated prügram is needed whieh
would be able t0 reengnize slepes freni the eerrelatien between
individual sectiens. FDI‘ the time being. we still have t0 werk
with the plastieine model as an artist’s impressien.
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The Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone (fz) with an offset of
165 km divides the area into two parts. To the south we further
find the 12°40’ N fz and the 12010’ N fz with offsets of 80 km and
45 km, respectively. The pattern is Clearly orthogonal with local
deviations of the general N—S direction of about 10 degrees. The
Fifteen—Twenty fz measures 93° i 2° with respect to the direction
of the median valley, the 12°40’Nfz and the 12°10’Nfz both
measure 90.0°i0.5°. From this we conclude that the present
spreading direction is 90°. At the boundaries of the surveyed
area indications can be found for the earlier sea-floor spreading
direction with an azimuth of 105°. This especially applies to the
non-active sections of the Fifteen-Twenty fz to the east and of
the 12°40’ N fz to the west.

In addition to the large offset orthogonal fraoture zones,
several twists can be seen in the median valley. The most
obvious ones occur at 17°40’ N, 16°40’ N, and 13045’ N. A minor
feature is found at 12° 55’ N. The magnetics (W. Twigt, internal
report) indicate that also at 14°45’N the N—S linearity is dis-
turbed, though here the median valley seems not affected. The
effective offset of the median valley by the ‘twists’ is never more
than about 20 km. In a previous paper (Collette et al., 1979) we
suggested that the twists are oblique transform faults or zones.
We also might call them leaky transforms or narrow zones of
oblique spreading. All these descriptive terms are applicable.
Until reoently this type of transform was not recognized as such
(Cf. Searle and Laughton, 1977; Rea, 1978). Searle and Laughton
relate the anomalous character of these short-offset fracture
zones to the circumstance that the adjoining ends of the spread-
ing axes are physically so near that no cold zone can develop in
between. We support this interpretation. The asthenospheric con-
duit in terms of temperature and magma supply, is evidently not
interrupted by offsets which are of the same order of magnitude
as that of the width of the median valley. However, the strength
of the growing lithosphere is large enough to imprint its pre-
ferred faulting direction on the topography, thus influencing the
course of the asthenospheric conduit. The preferred faulting
direction is porpendicular to the maximum tension or the
spreading direction. Oblique transforms are probably not stable.
The offset would disappear by a small jumping of the spreading
axis. We have the impression that such jumps indeed ocour,
forming one of the mechanisms that are responsible for the
origin of the second-order topography. We oome back to this
later.

The resolution of our data is not large enough to define the
exact oharacter of the oblique fraoture zones. En echelon spread-
ing centers seem to occur at several places, of the same type as
described by Ramberg et al. (1977) for the FAMOUS area, e.g.
in Fracture Zone C which too has only a minor Offset. Small
E—W faults of the type found in FAMOUS area Fracture Zones A
and B would escape our attention. In this context we refer to the
Clay experiments of Courtillot et al. (1974), which help to
understand the type of yielding in oblique transform zones.

The question arises how oblique transform zones originate.
One might think of them as the product of a primary instability
of the median valley as such, caused by a haphazard jumping of
sections of the spreading center, the inner valley(s). We prefer,
however, the interpretation that they are caused by changes in
the sea floor spreading direotion. The Offset of a fraoture zone
can be reduced oonsiderably by a Change in spreading direction
to the effeot that the two spreading oenters (the points of in—
tersection of the median valley segments with the fracture zone)
come so Close that they merge. The cold zone in between is no
longer wide enough for an orthogonal fracture zone to subsist
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Fig. 4. A Stacked bathymetry for the profiles between 15040’ and
16025’ N. B Individual bathymetric profile at 16010’ N. C Re-
sidual for the same profile. D Stacked free-air anomalies for the
profiles of (A). E Free—air anomalies for the profile of (B). F
Residual free-air anomalies for the same profile. G The staoked
bathymetry symmetrized. H The free-air anomalies symme-
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Fig. 5. A Stacked bathymetry for the profiles between 14°10’ and
14°40’ N. B Individual bathymetric profile at 14030’ N. C Re-
sidual for the same profile. D Stacked free-air anomalies for the
profiles of (A). E Free-air anomalies for the profile of (B). F
Residual free-air anomalies for the same profile. G The stacked
bathymetry symmetrized. H The free air anomalies symmetrized.
I Bouguer anomalies of the symmetrized profile

and it passes into an oblique transform zone. This may explicitly
be true for the oblique transform zones at 17°40’ N, at 14°45’ N
(where we have only magnetic indications of a disturbance) and
at 13045’ N. An earlier reconstruction of the area (Collette et al.,
1974b) postulated the existence of fraoture zones at or near these
latitudes. Also, the adjustment of the median valley to a new
spreading direction may involve the origin of new transforms
with small offsets (cf. Menard and Atwater, 1968, Fig. 5). We
suppose that these new transforms are of the oblique type. In the
course of time the median valley segments could straighten
again by annihilation of the offsets of the oblique transforms
effected by a jumping of one or both of the spreading centers
involved. This jumping would not be haphazard but on the
average be directed towards the warmer mid-line, thus reducing
the twist in the asthenospheric conduit.

We needed this digression on oblique transform zones to
account for our selection of median valley segments to be used
for developing a standard model of the median valley. This
standard model must define which part of the topography is
‘primary’, i.e., essential for the phenomenon of the median valley
as such, and which part is ‘secondary’, varying from one place to
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the other. We ohose for this two areas well away from the
orthogonal fraeture zones and from the oblique transform zones.
The first area is between ISO-40’ and 16°25'N, Comprising 6
profiles, the seeond between 14010’ and I4°40’ N with 5 profiles.
We staeked the topography along a N-S direotion and obtained
the eurves of Figs. 4A and 5A. The staeking proeedure appears to
reduee the median valley to an about 20-km-wide depression
with a high to both sides. This generalized form of the median
valley oan also be read from the filtered eontour map (Fig. 3). In
the residuals we oan no longer reoognize a eentral valley (Figs.
5 B and C and 6b and c). Aotually, the spreading eenter could be
any of the ‘secondary’ valleys. The problem of the origin of the
ridge orest topography therefore falls apart into two questions:

(a) to aoeount for the smooth eurve of Figs. 4A and 5A, the
reduoed median valley, as a steady-state phenomenon with
respeet to the eentral axis;

(b) to explain the pseudo-linear ridges and valleys whieh
form the seeondary topography of the rift flanks and of the
oeean floor in general, and whieh are Saperirnposed on this
smooth eurve.

The Gravity Field

Fignre 6 Shows the eontonred free air anomalies. We did not
ineorporate the few existing data over the eastern part of the
Filteen—Twenty Fraeture Zone. Sinee the gravity lield is mueh
smoother than the topography, the effeot of filtering (same
proeedure as for the topography but with isotropic filtering) is
far less. The eontours are reasonably parallel in the two areas
ehosen for the model. Figures 4D and 5D give the staeked
anomaly ourves for these areas, using the same profiles as for the
topography. Figures 4E and 5E give two individual gravity
profiles. Figs. 4F and 5F the residuals for these seetions. i.e., the
anomalies after subtraotion of the staoked curves.

The staeked eurves of Figs. 4 and 5 still Show the effeet of
some large valleys that are found to the west and east of the
median valley, in Fig. 4 at a distanoe of 55 km and in Fig. 5 at
70 km. We oonsider these valleys as ineidental features oecurring
in these speeial seotions of the ridge and not speoifio for the
history of sea-lloor spreading in the area as a whole. However,
since sueh hazards still may influenee our starting point. we
oannot attach too mueh value to the way the positive anomalies
fall baok to zero on the flanks. In addition, we have to bear in
mind that the zero level needs further definition. Cochran and
Talwani (1977} demonstrated that in general a regional positive
free-air anomaly of the order of 30 mGal exists over mid-oeean
ridges. In view of the eireumstanee that the mean anomaly is
+ l4mGal in the nothern part and +6mGal in the southern
part, the area as a whole must be regarded as negative (Cf.
Cooliran and Talwani, 1928). We will not dwell on this aspect
here.

In Figs. 4G and H and SG and H we symmetrized the staoked
topography and the staeked free-air an0malies by averaging
both sides. Next we oomputed the Bouguer anomalies for these
profiles with densities ranging from 2.5 to 2.9 g em“ 3. The smooth-
est eurves were obtained with densities 2.5 and 2.6 g em‘3.
Figures 41 and 51give the results with 2.5 g em‘3. The eurves
differ sinne the southern survey eovers a broader area. Figure 51
therefore shows more of the regional effect of the isostatie com-
pensation of the ridge. Talwani et al. (1965; cf. Talwani, 1970,
Fig. I6) showed that the isostatio oompensation is situated in the
upper mantle, i.e.‚ in the asthenoSphere. Sinoe the asthenosphere
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eannot statioally bear the involved Stress, this eonfiguration does
not represent a real equilibrium and ean onlyr be explained in
terms of sea—floor spreading. The asthenosphere is less dense
under the ridge than farther away whieh may be attributed to a
larger molten fraotion.

Sinee in this study we are only interested in the short
wavelength eomponents of the gravity Held, we have to subtraet
the ‘regional’ from the Bouguer anomaly eurves. This regional is
ill-defined. Nevertheless, we ean isolate a negative anomaly
under the median valley whioh can only be eaused by a shallow
body. The anornaly can be modelled by a two-dimensional body
of reetangular oross-seotion immediately beneath the surfaee.
with a density eontrast of —0.15g+om‘3 and whieh is 12km
wide and 14km deep, on both sides aooompanied by a body
with a density eontrast of +0.]5 g cm"3. with its top at 3" km
and its bottom at 9km depth beneath sea-level and between l2
and 24 km from the axis. As always with gravity anomalies.
other solutions are possible but they all have in oommon that
the walls of the median valley are not oompensated loeally. The
geometry of the light body oausing the oentral negative anomaly
is oorroborated by seismio results obtained in the Famous area
(Fowler, 1976).

Model of the Median Valley

From Figs. 4G and I and SG and I wo derived a total vertical
load ourve by adding the anomalous subsurfaee masses to the masses
of the averaged bathymetrio staeks. The resulting ourve is given
as Fig. 7a. This ourve is taken to represent the loacl on an
otherwise free surfaoe of a viseous fluid layer of thiekness h. This
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load can be considered to consist of a negative part, due to the
separation of the lithosphere which oreates a gap, and the
positive and more regional response of the asthenosphere to this.
The oonfiguration is much like the idea of regional isostatic
compensation with an elastic lithosphere. However, now it is not
a static elastic problem, but a dynamic viseous one.

The hydrodynamie equations for dealing with this can be
found in Burgers and Collette (1958). They arrived at the follow-
ing expression for the decay of a two-dimensional sinusoidal
wave of small amplitude 20 and wavelength 2n/a at the surface
of a viscous fiuid

z = 20 exp ( —kt) eos (ax) (1)

in which k is a decay constant, equalling

gk ==--—-— 22212va ( )

for an infinite halfspace (g being the acceleration of gravity and
v the eoefficient of viscosity) and

kzg.cosh(ah2)-51nh(ah):ah (2b)2va cosh (ah)+(ah)

for a layer with thickness h.
If we next express the surfaee load disturbance p(x‚ 0)

= p gz(x, 0) (p being the density) as a Fourier series with

N

z(x‚0):C0+ Z Cnocosn?‚ (3a)
n=:1

the deformation of the surface as a function of t becomes
N k’t n xz(x‚t):Co+ Z Cn-exp (—7).cosi— (3b)

n= 1

In these expressions 2L is the interval at which the surface
load disturbanoe repeats itself. This interval was Chosen at
2,000 km in our computations. The decay oonstant k’ becomes

Lk‚:g_ (4a)27W

for an infinite halfspace, and

k‚=g.cosh(n7rh/L)osinh(n7rh/L)—n7rh/L (4b)27W coshz(rz7rh/L)+(nnh/L)2

for a layer with thiekness h.
From here we proeeeded as follows. Different forms for the

surface load p(x, 0) were taken, ranging from a narrow gap via a
rectangular form to a smooth identation for which we took a
Gauss function. Then the form of the surfaoe after a time dt was
computed with Eq. (3 b). In principle this form consists of a broad
positive bulge superimposed on the initial disturbance. Next a
new load of the same initial form was added and the resulting
form of the surface after a time 2dt was computed, and so on.
The results best resembling Fig. 7a were obtained with the
Gauss function

x2z(x‚0):zo-exp (——2—>. (5a)
a0

The halfwidth of this function is

d:( —ln 0.5)ä a0:0.83 a0. (5b)
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The solution could be made steady state in a fairly rapid way
by Choosing the right value of v (see Fig. 7b). The convergence
of the method can be proved for an infinite halfspace. For a
layer with finite thickness h the convergenee cannot be proven
rigorously, but follows indirectly since the effect of h is only
important for a finite number of terms, the long wavelength
components. This implies that for reasonable values of h the
method remains valid.

The amplitude of the resulting curve, the steady state so-
lution, depends on v and on the ratio ZO/dt. This ratio forms
together with a0 a measure for the bulk of the flow involved. The
value of h appeared not to be eritical. The largest effeets of
varying h occur in the outward flank of the positive bulge, a part
of the experimental curve which is ill-defined as mentioned
before. For h a value of 100km was taken.

Discussion of the Model

At this point the spreading veloeity enters the diseussion. For
this we have to quantify the renewal of the initial indentation. If
the lithosphere is moved apart over a distance of 2dx, we have
to consider three aspects:

1. the creation of a gap along the central axis,
2. the viscous drag of the lithosphere on the asthenosphere

while moving, and
3. the accretion of the lithosphere over a much broader area.
This accretion equals the difference between two cooling

curves for the oceanographie lithosphere, which are mutually
shifted over a distance dx. This differenee consists only of very
long wavelengths.

The short-wavelength gravity data describe only the first two
aspects, the parting of the lithosphere along the eentral axis and
the drag of the lithosphere on the asthenosphere. If we take the
thickness of the lithosphere at the ridge erest at 10km, the first
effect is 106 xbcmz/a‚ if b is the spreading velocity (halfrate).
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The flow needed to balance the drag of the lithosphere on the
asthenosphere is half the thickness of the asthenosphere h times
the spreading rate. Again putting h at 100 km, this flow equals
5 ><106 x b cmz/a.

We now make the following assumptions:
(a) a non-Viscous process which might be ealled ‘necking’

after Tapponnier and Franeheteau (1978) transforms the gap at
the ridge crest into a shallow indentation;

(b) the horizontal drag exerted by the lithosphere on the
asthenosphere creates also a depression near the axis (a very
crude description, but sufficient for the present purpose); and

(C) the sum of both effects can be desoribed by a Gauss
function with halfwidth d:0.83 a0.

With these assumptions the relation between the spreading
veloeity b and the bulk of the flow expressed in zo/dt and a0
becomes

oo 2

6 106 bomZ/azäj exp (—:T) dx cmZ/a. (7)
O o

The value of the integral of(7) is 10.6 x 1010 if we take d at 10km.
This gives

ä =5.66 ><10‘5 x b.
dt

This value was used to estimate v. b was taken at lem/a, 20 at
0.1 km and dt at 2,000 a. Different values of v were tried. With v
=1.5 ><1019 stokes the steady state curve has an amplitude of
975 m. This is considered a fair approaoh of the experimental
curve of the median valley. The steady state solution was
reached in 50 steps (Change in peak-to—peak amplitude of the
last step well within 0.5 0/O)_

Reykjanes Ridge and East Pacific Rise

The model can be extended to explain the different physio-
graphy of other parts of the mid—ocean ridge system like Reyk-
janes Ridge and the East Pacific Rise by adjusting the time
dependant parameters, Viscosity v and spreading rate b. If the
effeetive viscosity is diminished by a factor 5, no appreciable
median valley results. This might apply to the conflguration of
Reykjanes Ridge where the median valley gradually disappears
going north to change into a positive topographic feature (Tal-
wani et al.‚ 1971; Laughton et al.‚ 1979). The positive topo—
graphy can be explained by a rise to isostatic equilibrium of the
light material which, according to Figs. 4 and 5, is found in a
narrow zone under the median valley, or more eorrectly, the
spreading axis. If the spreading rate is increased by a factor 5, we
again obtain the configuration of Fig. 7b. This means that in
order to explain the positive topography of the East Pacifie Rise
we have to lower the effeotive viscosity again by the appropriate
factor. The Viscosity there would then be about 0.4 x 1018 stokes.

The oorrelation of a low viscosity with a larger molten
fraction of the asthenosphere is readily made in both cases. The
observations on profuse volcanism (R.D. Ballard, personal com—
munication) on the East Pacific Rise are direct evidenoe for this
as well as the abundant volcanism on lceland. A larger molten
fraction does not mean that the temperature would necessarily
be higher. Instead the heat content (or the Helmholtz free energy)
would be higher under the East Pacific Rise and under Reyk-
janes Ridge than under the Mid—Atlantic Ridge.
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Origin of the Secondary Topography

The gravity data thus yield a olue to the mechanism that is
responsible for the presence or absence of the median valley. For
the explanation of the secondary ridges and valleys that are
found at the ridge crest, the residuals of Figs. 4C and 5C, we turn
our attention to the plasticine model of Fig. 2. lt appears that
the seeondary topography in the median valley (which is defined
by the curve of Fig. 7a) and on the flanks is essentially the same,
i.e.‚ on this scale and with this resolution. It therefore seems
reasonable to conclude that the secondary topography orig-
inates in the median valley as originally prOposed by Needham
and Francheteau (1974). This could be effectuated by an episodic
jumping of the actual spreading axis, the inner valley. Consider-
ing the en echelon Character of the inner valley at places, which
as such cannot be a steady state configuration, a jumping of the
inner valley seems plausible. The mean mutual distance between
the seeondary valleys (about 6km) against a spreading rate of
1 cm/a then tells us that such a jumping takes place every 6. 105a
on the average (Collette et al.‚ 1979).

The secondary topography is furthermore affected by the
faulting which takes place at the hinge line of the median valley
floor and the walls. Laughton and Searle (in press; see also
Searle and Laughton, 1977) describe this faulting for four dif-
ferent sections of the Mid—Atlantio Ridge. The faults have a
typical spacing of 2 to 2.5 km, equivalent to initiation of a new
fault about every 2 x 105 a. According to their data, reduction of
the effective vertical throw of the faults is realized by a rotation
of the blocks between the eonsecutive faults once they have been
transported over the crest of the wall of the median valley. This
is contrary to the interpretation of Luyendyk and Macdonald
(1977) who suppose that the reduction is realized by another
faulting process with faults facing outward from the spreading
axis. This would result in a horst/graben formation at the flanks.
The resolution of our data is not such that they can contribute
to the diseussion. All we can say is that in our concept there is no
aetual need for additional horst/graben formation on the flanks.

General Discussion

Sleep and Rosendahl (1979) recently presented a study of
numerical fluid dynamic models of mid-ocean ridge axes. These
authors take also the temperature dependance of the coeffieient
of viscosity into acoount (see also Sleep, 1975). Furthermore they
introduoe the effect of a magma Chamber‚ a small one for slow
spreading ridges and a large one for fast spreading ridges. The
introduction of this effect makes it possible to model also such
details as asymmetrie spreading. However, we doubt whether
this is realistic in View of the oecurrence of non-continuum
processes. This puts restriotions to the applicability of any
steady state model inoluding ours. Apart from that, their result
is very similar to ours. The outcome of our computations then
proves that the origin of the median valley with its elevated
walls is not dependant on the existence of a ‘conduit’ or a
magma Chamber‚ but follows direotly from the rheology of the
asthenosphere as a horizontal viscous layer. The original, rather
loosely defined concept of a ‘loss of head’ by Sleep (1969; see
also Sleep and Biehler, 1970) may now be written more precisely
as a ‘viscous lag’ of the short wavelength eomponents of a
(continuously renewing) disturbance.

In the approach by Lachenbruch (1973, 1976) the concept of
a conduit plays an overall important role. Lachenbruch arrived
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at an upward traction of the upwelling Viscous mantle on the
solid(ifying) walls of the conduit, the lithosphere. If the conduit
walls are steep, a bottleneck effect may indeed become impor-
tant. Further computations are necessary to estimate the effect
of different shapes of the upper surface of the Viscous layer on the
response function to a load disturbance.

An entirely different mechanical approach to the problem of
the median valley and its walls is given by Tapponnier and
Francheteau (1978), to which paper we referred earlier when
discussing the mechanism by which the hypothetioal ‘gap’ in the
lithosphere is transformed into a smoother load disturbance at
the boundary between lithosphere and asthenosphere. We sup-
posed that this was realized by a non-Viscous thinning of the
lithosphere, called ‘necking’ by Tapponnier and Francheteau.
However, the authors go further and describe the effeot of the
thinning of the lithosphere as a negative loading on an elastic
plate which reacts with a regional upwarping according to the
theory developed by Vening Meinesz (Heiskanen and Vening
Meinesz, 1958). Essentially, the authors thus treat the problem
as pseudo-static, in contrast to a fluid dynamic approach. The
following comment can be made. Since both the static elastic
solution and the fluid dynamic approach lead to a same result, it
is not possible to distinguish between them in an empirical way.
Also on theoretical grounds, it is difficult to make an exclusive
choice. The accreting lithosphere, however weak, will have some
elasticity and the assumptions of Tapponnier and Francheteau
with regard to Young’s modulus and to the thickness of the
viscoelastic lithosphere, are not excessive. For the time being, we
therefore cannot decide how the two processes interrelate and
whether elastic upwarping indeed contributes in a material way
to the phenomenon of a depressed median valley accompanied
by elevated walls.

Finally, we mention a study by Cochran (1979) who
made an analysis of the gravity field over the mid-ocean
ridge crest on a worldwide basis. This author describes the
relation between gravity and bathymetry in the form of a filter
obtained by cross-spectral techniques. The interpretation of
the filter is entirely statio in terms of the response of a thin
elastic plate overlying a weak fluid. The best fitting elastic
thickness to explain gravity and bathymetry then is 7 to 13km
for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and 2 to 6km for the East Paoific
Rise and for Reykjanes Ridge. Cochran relates this difference
to different temperature structures under these ridges. Essen-
tially, Cochran’s approach is thus the same as the one by
Tapponnier and Francheteau and the same comment can be
made. With regard to the filter method as such, we want to
point out that the interpretation may disguise certain features like
the presence of low density bodies under the spreading axis. The
extreme low surface density of 2.3 gcm"3, which followed from
the interpretation of the East Pacific Rise filter, may result from
this.

Conclusions

The outcome of the study of the gravity field over the Mid—
Atlantic Ridge crest between l2o and 18°N can be summarized
as follows.

1. The median valley is characterized by a negative free-air
anomaly. This anomaly finds its source partly in the topography
and, for another part, in a light body under the floor of the
median valley. The walls of the median valley are accompanied
by positive anomalies which can be explained partly by the

direct topographic effect and, for a smaller part, by the
upheaved position of the walls. In terms of gravity, the median
valley can thus be described as a depressed zone, acoompanied
on both sides by elevated zones.

2. Alternatively‚ one can describe this configuration as a
negative anomaly superimposed on a broader positive anomaly.
The broad positive anomaly then can be considered as the
response of the asthenosphere (upwarping) to a continuously
renewing negative load. This renewed loading is the effect from
the parting of the lithosphere in the oceanfloor spreading pro-
cess.

3. The upwarping can be reproduced in a steady-state model
by using the fluid dynamic equations for a Viscous layer. The
regional upwarping results from the Circumstance that the decay
time of a sinusoidal wave is inversely proportional to its wave—
length. Hence short wavelength components of a disturbanoe
have a longer decay-time than long wavelengths. This leads to a
systematic Viscous lag of the short wavelengths components.

4. The coefficient of viscosity v of the asthenosphere under
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is 1.5x1019 stokes with an assumed
thickness of the asthenosphere of 100 km.

5. The model can be extrapolated to Reykjanes Ridge and
the East Pacifio Rise by lowering the viscosity. If the viscosity is
reduced by a factor 5, the depression or median valley disap—
‘pears. The light body under the fioor of the median valley will
also try to reach its equilibrium position, which gives positive
topography or a median ridge. If the spreading rate becomes
larger, this effect is undone. The foregoing means that the
effeotive viscosity of the asthenosphere under Reykjanes Ridge
must be about 5 times lower and under the East Paeific Rise
about 40 times lower than under the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

6. The secondary topography, i.e.‚ the ridges and valleys
parallel to the median valley on the ridge flanks and, in general,
in the ocean fioor, can best be explained as resulting from an
episodic jumping of the inner valley. The data suggest that such
a jumping takes place about every 6x105a. In addition, the
young lithosphere is faulted along the hinge line between floor
and wall of the median valley when transported uphill (every
2km or 2 >< 105 a, as ooncluded by Searle and Laughton, 1977).

7. The results are in agreement with model studies by Sleep
and Rosendahl (1979). Our concept of a “Viscous lag’ of the
short wavelength oomponents of a disturbance replaces Sleep’s
original notion (1969) of a ‘loss of head’. A bottleneck effect may
be present and add to the upwarping (Lachenbruch, 1976). Also
elastic upwarping of the lithosphere in response to a local
thinning in and near the median valley, or ‘necking’ as described
by Tapponnier and Francheteau (1978), may form part of the
mechanism.
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Abstract. Records of all known eruptions and damaging earth-
quakes in Iceland since 1550 were produced containing 82 and
44 events, respectively. Neither record exhibits a significant trend.
Analysis of the second order properties of the records reveals
no indication of Clustering or periodicity in either record. There
is a significant relationship between the two kinds of events. Some
of this may be due t0 triggering effects, but there is also a more
long term relationship with eruptions leading the earthquakes.
This relationship was examined further by classification of the
events geographically and by types of the eruptions. The relation—
ship seems t0 embody the whole area rather than local effects.

Key words: Iceland — Earthquake statistics — Volcanism — Seismic-
ity — Poisson process.

Introduction

The idea that volcanic activity in Iceland is episodic or even period-
ic has been discussed from time to time. This was first suggested
by Thoroddsen (1925). In recent years the idea has come up again,
especially in View of the active period from 1961 onwards com-
pared t0 the two or so decades before. Thorarinsson (1966) pointed
out that this might apply to the entire Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Later
expressions of this View include Björnsson et a1. (1977) who suggest
that rifting episodes occur in northern Iceland at 100—150 years
intervals, Saemundsson (1978) who observed a simultaneity in
the occurrence of eruptions and major earthquakes for the last
few centuries and Tömasson (personal communication), who sug-
gests that 25 years of volcanic quiescence alternate with 25 years
of volcanic and tectonic unrest.

Earthquake sequences where one earthquake triggers off an—
other in a neighbouring area or even a series within a short span
of time is characteristic of the South Iceland seismic zone
(Björnsson and Einarsson, 1974). A triggering effect between a
volcanic eruption and an earthquake was suggested at the outset
of the Krafla rifting episode in 1975/1976 (Björnsson et al., 1977).
This has also been mentioned in case of the Laki eruption of
1783 followed by the large South Iceland earthquake sequence
of 1784 which in turn was followed by rifting of the Hengill
swarm still farther west in 1789.

There has been a great deal of research into the history of
eruptions and earthquakes. We shall provide a resume of this
in the next section and a record of 82 eruptions and 44 major
earthquakes since 1550.

An analysis has been presented so far only for eruptions of
the central volcanoes Hekla and Katla in southern Iceland from
1100 up t0 the present time (Thorlaksson, 1967). The distribution
of the intervals between eruptions differed from a purely random
process in such a way that very short and very long intervals
were less likely. There have also been studies of earthquakes in
single seismic zones, e.g., in New Zealand by Vere-Jones (1970).
These studies cover shorter time intervals than our records, but
include much smaller earthquakes. There is highly significant Clus-
tering of the earthquakes within each zone, connected with fore-
and aftershocks of the larger earthquakes.

The main purpose of the present work is t0 examine statistically
possible relationships between eruptions and earthquakes in Ice-
land and regularity in the pattern of events. It is not difficult
to find at least a qualitative explanation of a variety of hypothetical
relationships within each record or between them. Apart from
the triggered earthquake sequences we are, however, not aware
that strong evidence exists for any such regularities except for
what may be divined from the records themselves. lt is then a
useful precaution to start by testing the hypothesis that there
is n0 relationship at all before using the data for a quantitative
examination of such relationships as we think may exist. Failure
to reject the hypothesis does not necessarily imply that the original
idea was wrong. But it Shows at least that the data contain little
useful information about the relationship except that it cannot
be very strong.

Records of Eruptions and Damaging Earthquakes

Written sources mention natural hazards from the earliest settle-
ment of Iceland, but the records are very occasional up t0 the
16th century. From about 1550 the records seem t0 be sufficiently
complete for our purpose. Eruptions and earthquakes occurring
in this period are briefly mentioned in numerous annals and chro-
nicles (Sigurdsson, 1868; Ann. Isl. 1400—1800, publ. 1922—1961).
Letters and reports describing such events become more numerous
in the 18th century. Magazines and newspapers bring such reports
since the middle of the 19th century. Thorarinsson (1967, 1973,
1974, 1975) has evaluated the existing sources with respect t0
their reliability. Our listing of 82 eruptions (Table 1) is based
mainly on his work. We have added a few more eruptions that
are not quite definite (1661, 1896), or have been detected since
(1697, 1706, 1720, 1739, 1768, 1854). The last six are from Stein-
thorsson (1978) who recorded representative tephra layers in an
ice core from Vatnajökull. A few eruptions have been left out
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because they seem unlikely in View of later research. Thus an tion ofLeirhafnarskörd (allotted withaquestion markinThorarins-
eruption in Vatnajökull in 1897 is refuted beeause the sourees son, 1974) on the basis of a recent description (Eliasson, 1977).
mention only a water flood but not definitely an eruption, also Further we have moved the starting year of the Askja eruptive
a representative tephra layer is not recorded in the iee core (Stein- period of the nineteen-twenties back to 1919 (Steinthorsson, 1978).
thorsson, 1978), although easterly winds were prevailing at the Regarding other eruptions lasting more than a year only the start-
time of the presumed eruption. We have also refuted a 1823 erup- ing year is ineluded in the table.

Table 1. List of voleanic eruptions since 1550

Date/year Location North Vatna- South Reykja- Rift Central
Iceland jökull Iceland nes type type

Spring 1554 SE of Hekla x x
August 11, 1580 Katla >< x

1583 Eldeyjar >< ><
January 3, 1597 Hekla >< ><
November 7, 1598 Grimsvötn >< x
October 31, 1603 Vatnajökull ><
October 21, 1612 Katla >< x
July 29, 1619 Grimsvötn >< ><
September 2, 1625 Katla >< x

1629 Grimsvötn >< x
May 8, 1636 Hekla x ><
February 1638 Grimsvötn >< ><
Spring 1655 Kverkfjöll x ><

1659 Grimsvötn >< ><
November 3, 1660 Katla >< ><
Deeember 1661 Grindavik x ><
April 10, 1681 Grimsvötn >< ><
November 1684 NW-Vatnajökull ><
December 1684 Grimsvötn x ><
February 13, 1693 Hekla >< ><

1697 Vatnajökull? ><
Winter 1702 Vatnajökull ><
Autumn 1706 Grimsvötn >< ><

1706 Vatnajökull ><
Winter 171 1 Kverkfjöll x ><
October 6, 1716 Grimsvötn >< ><
August 1717 Kverkfjöll >< ><

1720 Vatnajökull ><
May 11, 1721 Katla >< ><
May 17, 1724 Krafla >< ><
February 1725 Grimsvötn >< x
April 2, 1725 S of Hekla >< ><

1726 NW-Vatnajökull ><
August 8, 1727 Örzefajökull >< ><

1729 Kverkfjöll >< ><
1739 Vatnajökull ><

July 10, 1746 Krafla >< ><
Autumn 1753 SW-Vatnajökull ><
October 17, 1755 Katla x ><
April 5, 1766 Hekla >< ><
July 1766 Grimsvötn >< ><

1768 Vatnajökull ><
February 1774 NW-Vatnajökull >< x
May 1, 1783 Eldeyjar >< ><
June 8, 1783 Laki/Grimsvötn >< x
Summer 1794 W-Vatnajökull ><

1797 N-Vatnajökull ><
1807 N-Vatnajökull x

Deeember 19, 1821 Eyjafjallajökull >< ><
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Table l (Continued)

Date/year Location North Vatna- South Reykja- Rift Central
Ieeland jökull Ieeland nes type type

February 1823 SW—Vatnajökull ><
1823 Katla x x

Mareh l3, 1830 Eldeyjar >< ><
18 38 Grimsvötn x ><

September 2, 1845 Hekla >< x
1854 Grimsvötn >< ><

May 8, 1860 Katla >< ><
June 30, 1862 Tröllahraun >< ><
December 1867 Manareyjar x ><
August 29, 1867 Grimsvötn x x
January 8, 1873 Grimsvötn >< ><
December 1874 Askja/Sveinagja >< ><
February 27, 1878 NE-Hekla >< x
May 30, 1879 Eldeyjar >< ><
January 15, 1883 Grimsvötn >< ><
August 1887 SW-Vatnajökull ><
March 1892 Grimsvötn >< ><
September 1896 Vestmannaeyjar >< ><
May 28, 1903 SW-Vatnajökull x ><
June l8, 1910 W-Vatnajökull ><
April 25, 1913 NE-Hekla >< ><
October 12, 1918 Katla x ><

1919 Askja >< ><
September 1922 Grimsvötn x ><
June 1926 Eldeyjar >< ><

1933 NW-Vatnajökull >< ><
March 30, 1934 Grimsvötn >< ><
March 29, 1947 Hekla x ><
October 26, 1961 Askja >< ><
November 14, 1963 Vestmannaeyjar >< ><
May 5, 1970 N + S—Hekla >< ><
January 23, 1973 Vestmannaeyjar >< ><
December 20, 1975 Krafla >< ><

Tryggvason et al. (1959) have evaluated the earthquake records
and presented a list of all earthquakes or earthquake sequences
that were strong enough to cause the collapse of houses. We
have used this list in our analysis with two minor corrections
only: A reference to an earthquake in South Iceland in 1828
stands actually for an earthquake in the year after (Björnsson,
S., personal communication). An earthquake in 1876 is misspelled
in Tryggvason et a1. (1959). lt should read 1879 (see Thoroddsen,
1925). We have added also an earthquake in North lceland in
1624 with reference to Larusson (1951). The analyzed earthquake
record is thus by necessity seleetive because for most of this period
no earthquakes were mentioned except such that caused damage.
In the twentieth century information about earthquake magnitude
became available (Tryggvason 1973), at the same time as construc-
tions became more rigid. For this period we have chosen to include
most earthquakes reported by Tryggvason (1973) as magnitude
6 or larger. From earthquakes that have oecurred in the seismic
zone north of Iceland we have omitted the smallest one of magni-
tude 6; it would eertainly not have been included in the annals.
The high proportion of earthquakes on the eastern Reykjanes

Peninsula during the 20th century raises doubts about the
completeness of the records for this area also. Incompleteness
eould be due to the faet that the interior of the Reykjanes Peninsula
is unpopulated. But also chronieles relating to this area are rather
meagre.

From triggered earthquake sequences we have chosen to in-
elude in our analysis only the first shock if the earthquakes are
clustered within a short spell of time (weeks or months). The two
most dramatic examples of such sequences are the 1784 and 1896
earthquakes of the South Iceland seismic zone with earthquakes
of magnitude 6—8 propagating generally from east to west aeross
lt.

No information is available about earthquake magnitudes for
the period 1550—1700. But for earthquakes after 1700 Tryggvason
(1973) has given an estimate for all ‘major destructive earthquakes’
whieh he found to be of magnitude 6—61/2 and larger. From a
eomparison with Tryggvason (1973) we expect that the magnitudes
of earthquakes dealt with here are on the order of 51/2—6 up
to 71/2—8. A graphieal representation of all events included in
our analysis is given in Fig. l.
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Table 2. List of damaging earthquakes since 1550 Table 2. (Continued)

Date/year North South Borgarfjördur Date/year North South Borgarfjördur
Iceland Iceland seismic zone Iceland Iceland seismic zone
seismic zone seismic zone seismic zone seismic zone

May 30, 1581 >< September 9, 1766 ><
1584 >< August 14, 1784 ><

Spring 1597 x June 10, 1789 >< (R)
1614 >< February 1829 x

Autumn 1618 >< June 11, 1838 x
November 1624 x Deeember 30, 1867 x

1624 x April 17, 1872 x
February 21, 1630 >< Late May 1879 >< (R)
Early 1633 x January 25, 1885 ><
Mareh 16, 1657 >< April 19, 1889 >< (R)

1663 >< (R)a August 26, 1896 ><
Summer 1671 x January 22, 1910 ><
January 28, 1706 x May 6, 1912 ><
August 1724 x (R) August 23, 1921 ><
April 1, 1725 >< July 23, 1929 >< (R)
Summer 1726 >< June 10, 1933 >< (R)
September 7, 1732 x June 2, 1934 ><
March 21, 1734 >< October 9, 1935 >< (R)

1749 >< March 28, 1963 x
' 1752 >< December 5, 1968 >< (R)

September 11, 1755 >< June l2, 1974 ><
1757 x January l3, 1976 ><

a (R) :Reykjanes Peninsula

Regional Distribution of Eruptions and Earthquakes

Figure 2 shows the neovolcanic zones of Iceland and the zones
of seismic hazard. The activity is far from evenly distributed with
time. Since 1550 no volcanic activity has been recorded in the
Snaefellsnes volcanic zone nor within the Langjökull and Hofsjö-
kull volcanie complexes. Even the Reykjanes Peninsula has been
quiescent apart from its submarine continuation, the Eldeyjar area,
and one doubtful eruption (1661) on land. A rifting episode
occurred on the Hengill swarm farther east (1789) which is likely
to have been associated with magmatic movement similar to the
present rifting episode of Krafla (Björnsson et a1., 1977). Most
of the volcanie aetivity has been confined to the eastern volcanic
zone in this period of time.

We have divided the volcanie eruptions into four groups with
regard to location. Two groups are obvious from tectonic implica-
tions. i.e., the Reykjanes and South Iceland volcanic zones. The
latter includes stratovolcanoes that erupt alkalic to transitional
rocks and rift structures are poorly developed (Saemundsson,
1978). The division between a Vatnajökull zone and a North Ice-
land zone is somewhat arbitrary being based primarily on a possi-
b1e transverse structure connecting the volcanoes under the ice
sheets of Central Iceland.

Among the eruptions we make a distinction in Table 1 between
eruptions associated with rifting of the erust similar in nature
to the recently described Krafla rifting episode (Björnsson et al.,
1977) and eruptions of central volcanoes aceompanied by no or
minor rifting. Many of the latter appear to be triggered by
processes within magma Chambers beneath the volcanoes them-
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selves rather than release of tensional stress accumulated as a
result of spreading. For consistency we have grouped a11 eruptions
occurring on the fissure swarms that pass through the volcanoes
with the rift type, but a11 eruptions that were confined to the
aetual central volcano were Classified as central type. Thus the
eruptions of Hekla proper are classified as central type. This may
be inappropriate in View of the pronounced rift that opens up
along the volcanic axis of this volcano during eruptions. Indeed
Thoroddsen (1925) and Tryggvason et a1. (1959) have pointed out
that damaging earthquakes have more than once occurred in the
Ölfus district of South Iceland following shortly upon a Hekla
eruption. For the period considered here this has happened twiee.
In this context we must also mention that two rifting episodes
that were not accompanied by a volcanic eruption appear in Ta-
ble 2 among the earthquakes (1618, 1789). In a separate examina-
tion we have, however, also added them to the rift type eruptions.

The seismic zones are clearly defined as transverse shear zones
in the case of North and South Iceland. We have grouped earth-
quakes occurring in the eastern part of Reykjanes with the South
Iceland earthquakes, although in the case of Reykjanes we are
obviously dealing with an oblique rift zone and not a zone domi-
nated by shear. The Borgarijördur seismic zone bridges the gap
between Langjökull and the Snaefellsnes volcanic zone. Only one
earthquake (1974) from this zone is included here (Einarsson et a1.,
1977). The last earthquakes before that were reported in 1928
(Vedrattan, 1928). One of them was moderately strong but proba-
bly did not reaeh magnitude 6, so we have left it out. Apparently
earthquakes in this zone are rare and they do not reach the same
magnitude as in the other two areas.
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Analysis of the Total Records

Our records can be regarded as observations of stochastic point
processes. There is a large mathematical literature on this subject,
but less experience with the analysis of actual data than in the
related field of time series analysis. We have analysed our data
partly by a slightly modified version of a procedure described
by Ripley (1976, 1977) and partly by turning them into time series.

A basic model in studies of this kind is the Poisson process
with constant intensity (expected number of events/length of the
record). In a Poisson process with intensity ‚1, the probability
of an event in the interval from t to t+At approaches ‚1A! when
At—>0‚ independent of the position of other events. A Poisson
process is thus totally devoid of memory between events or any
resemblance to periodicity.

An important Characteristic of the Poisson process is that the
duration of the intervals between events is exponentially distrib—
uted with the average value of ‚1’1. According to this distribution
the shortest intervals are always most likely, but the probability
of obtaining relatively large intervals, say> 3 standard deviations
above the mean value which is 0.0014 for the normal distribution
is about 0.018 for the exponential distribution. Even in small
samples we can therefore expect the appearance of some intervals
mueh longer than the mean or median value.

For many events only the year when they took place is known
and we shall also only use this part of the information about
all events. Much of the analysis will consist of comparing these
data with hypothetical records of the number of events from a
Poisson process in each year. We shall retain the name Poisson
process for such records.

Considering the uncertainties in the recording of the events
it would hardly be surprising to find that the intensity of events
was not equal throughout the time interval. This applies in particu-
lar to the earthquakes. The possibilities of large earthquakes being
unreeorded are probably greater in the earlier years, but systematic
misjudging of the size of earthquakes might equally produce a
negative as a positive trend.

A simple method for testing the hypothesis that an observed
process is free of trend is deseribed by Cox and Lewis (1966,
p. 47). When the observations come from a Poisson process with
a constant intensity the value of the test statistic is distributed
as a normal random variable with zero mean and unit variance.
The hypothesis is thus rejected with 95% confidence if the result
lies outsidei1.96. Our results were 1.1 for both the eruptions
and for the earthquakes. Although these results provide no ground
for assuming that the records are realizations from trend-free
processes they suggest that eventual trends can be ignored, as
the data are too few to distinguish them from such processes.

This test is only useful for detecting a monotonous change
in the intensity. Deviations from the Poisson process resulting
from various departures from the assumption of independent
events would not be detected at all. A fairly general method of
investigating interconnection between events is to count the
number of events that take place in the same year as another
event, one year after another event, 2 years etc. Let us call the
number of events taking place less than or equal to n years after
another event on the record cb(n). Observations of d)(n) contain
all information in the records about the second order properties
of the process, which is equivalent to the variances and correlation
coefficient of two random variables.

Comparison of the two records is earried out by counting
the number of eruptions preceding an earthquake by Sn years
which we call 6(n). The number of earthquakes preceding an
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eruption by gn years is then 6(—n). The expected value of
6(n) is only equal to 6(—n) if the two events are independent
or related without any time lag.

It is easy to calculate the expected value of d)(n) or 6(n)
when a given number of eruptions or earthquakes are distributed
purely at random on 429 years. In an aetual experiment we cannot
expect to obtain exactly the theoretical values, but large discrep-
ancies between observed and expected values would indicate that
the events are not independent. How large the discrepancy needs
to be for rejeeting with confidence the hypothesis of a Poisson
process depends upon the distribution of d>(n) or 0(11) which
is rather complicated. But for low values of n the variance is
approximately equal to the expected value.

The number of observations on our records is very small for
the analysis of stochastic processes. Methods of analysis which
use less ofthe information ofthe records than estimation of d>(n) and
6(n) are therefore not likely to produce worthwhile results.
But because of the small number of observations we can, at moder-
ate costs, investigate the relevant statistical properties of d)(n)
and 6(11) empirieally by Simulation on a computer.

500

300

200

IOO

1 I
n

25 30yeors

Fig. 3. Estimates of q>(n) from the records of all eruptions and
all earthquakes. Also the extreme values of 20 simulations of Pois-
son processes corresponding to each record. Symbols are explained
on Fig. 4
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We estimated d>(n) and 6(n) for 20 pairs of independent Pois-
son processes with 82 and 44 events respectively, distributed at
random on 429 years. The results are presented in Figs. 3 and
4. Figure 5 gives the result of the estimations of 6(n)a nd
9(—n) from the 5 first simulations. We d0 not distinguish between
the estimates of 9(n) and 9(—n) in the simulated values as
their distribution is identical for independent processes. The largest
and smallest values of <1)(n) and 9(11) obtained in the simulations
at each value of n are shown in Figs. 3—5. Lines two square roots
above and below the expected values of d) and 9 are shown on
Figs. 3—8. We notice that the relative positions of these lines and
the extreme values are very similar for all functions. (The extreme
values of 6(72) were obtained from 40 estimates whereas the ex—
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Fig. 4. Estimates of 9(11) from the records of all eruptions and
all earthquakes. Also the extreme values of 6(12) from 20 pairs
Of independent Poisson processes

treme values of <1)(n) were only based on 20. It is therefore t0
be expected that the extreme values of 6 lie relatively farther
away from the expected value than those of d) although there
is of course n0 certainty of observing this in a single experiment).

Turning now t0 our records we see that the estimates of
(1)01) from the total records of eruptions and earthquakes presented
in Fig. 3 d0 not differ much from the expected values for Poisson
processes. Many of the simulated records produce larger deviations
from the theoretical values. Interconnections of periodic or almost
periodic kind may not produce very large differences from the
expected values of d) (n) for Poisson processes if they only account
for a small proportion of the total variation. The power spectrum
contains the same information as (1)01), but is better suited for
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Fig. 5. Estimates of 6(n) from pairs of simulated independent
Poisson proeesses. Also the extreme values of 20 simulations. Sym-
bols are explained on Fig. 4
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detecting periodicities. The statistical properties are not fully
known here and the estimation of the power spectrum is a less
straight-forward matter than the calculation of d)(n). We shall
not enter the details here beyond mentioning that spectral analysis
was carried out and produced no indication whatsoever of periodic
effects.

The main result of the analysis described above is that neither
record differs significantly from a Poisson process. This is different
from results concerning single eentral volcanoes or seismic zones.
But if the occurrence of eruptions in each volcano is independent
of other volcanoes, the records are too short for detecting the
small regularities assoeiated with the events from one central vol—
cano when it is included in the record of all eruptions. As only
the largest earthquakes are included, Clustering effects due to after-
shocks (or triggered earthquake sequences) will not appear in
these records. The Clusters due to triggered earthquake sequences
are eliminated from the reeord by regarding them as single events.

These conclusions differ from the common View that volcanic
and seismic activity is periodic or episodic. One explanation of
this may be that perfectly normal features of a purely random
process have been misinterpreted as evidence for episodic Charac-
teristics. Thus although the average interval between eruptions
is 5.2 years, neither the oeeurrence of 9 eruptions within a spell
of 20 years nor of a period of that length without a single eruption
is in any way remarkable in a record of this length.

Tomasson’s suggestion (op. cit) of a periodicity with a 50 years
eycle is based on slightly different data. On our records the evi-
dence for this hypothesis, starting from the year 1579, would
be that there are 54 eruptions in years ending on 10—34 and 60—84,
and 27 in the remaining years. By moving the intervals 2 years
forwards the corresponding numbers for earthquakes are 32 and
l2. Even granted that these numbers were obtained by data-min-
ing, the difference is high, 3 standard deviations from the mean
in a binomial distribution with equal probabilities. It would be
expected that a periodie effect with l cycle/50 years entails large
correlations at short lags and at about 50 years lag, low eorrela-
tions at 25 lags and a peak in the power spectrum at this frequency.
The correlations would produce a maximum at c1)(l2) and a
minimum at 6(37). In fact none of our estimates of these effeets
approaehes any respectable level of significance. It thus appears
that the mechanism controlling this phenomenon keeps aceount
of the calender‚ but not of the past history of the events themselves.
Considering the diffieulties in producing a physical explanation
of this kind of periodie effects, lacking the normal associated
second order properties, little weight can be attaehed to the possi-
bility of a 50-years period. But the records are not final, new
evidence may appear, or, against the odds, a meaningful explanation
of all the present results. There is, therefore, no reason to forget
altogether about the curious numbers obtained by eounting events
in 25-years intervals.

Figure4 shows the results of the calculation of 6(11) from
the records of all eruptions and all earthquakes. The value of
0(0), which is the number of eruptions and earthquakes taking
plaee during the same year, is large, and the values of (9(n) when
eruptions are leading earthquakes is consistently larger than the
simulated values for independent random processes. The difference
between the observed value of 6(n) and the expected value in-
ereases with n. The values of 0 where earthquakes lead eruptions
are not different from what can be expected from random
processes.

The relationship between two processes can also be studied
by means of the eross-spectrum. A separate measure of the strength
of the relationship, the coherence, is then obtained for eaeh fre-
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quency band and an estimate of the phase difference or time
lag. With a bandwidth of 0.045 cycle/year the average coherence
in this frequency range is 0.28 and the phase difference lies between
16° and 37O The coherences are not high, but they are larger
than in any of the Simulation examples. The relationship seems
to be mainly confined to frequencies below 0.1 cycle/year which
is in accordance with the observation that the covariances seem
to be positive up to long time-lags. As a result of the low eoher-
enees, estimates of the phase differenee are very inaccurate, but
the average time lag seems to be of the order of 3 years. Notice
that this does not imply that it is most likely to observe an earth-
quake 3 years after an eruption. The relationship could rather
be described so that following an eruption the probability of an
earthquake is a little higher than normal for a fairly long time.

As the eruptions are leading the earthquakes we might be
observing a causal relationship. A different explanation would
be that both events are influenced by a eommon factor affecting
the volcanic activity before the seismic activity.

The most obvious causal explanation of a relationship between
those two kinds of activities is the triggering of latent events.
This would produce an abnormally large number of short intervals,
compensated by a reduction of longer intervals. But our records
ShOW no sign of such reduction. Triggering effect is therefore
not a satisfactory single explanation of the results.

For many of the events more accurate timing is known than
the year when they happened. Our analysis does not make use
of this information. In principle there are no difficulties in design—
ing methods of analysis which also take into account the known
dates, e.g., by a modification of the method of Charnock (1977).
But this would entail a substantial inerease in the program writing
and computing. Obviously it would make no difference to the
geophysical interpretation if the number of eruptions leading an
earthquake by 6 years was increased somewhat and the numbers
corresponding to 5 and 7 years decreased aceordingly. But consid-
ering the large number of earthquakes and eruptions in the same
year, and 13 earthquakes leading an eruption by one year, a rela-
tionship where earthquakes trigger offeruptions must be considered
a possibility, alongside the relationship where eruptions lead the
earthquakes. But our analysis provides rather inaccurate informa—
tion about this; an eruption in January and an earthquake in De—
cember the same year would be regarded as simultaneous whereas
an earthquake in December and an eruption in January the follow-
ing year appear as events with an interval of one year. In order to
investigate this further we looked for all intervals shorter than
one year between the two kinds of events. We found ll cases
where eruptions lead an earthquake by an interval of less than
a year and l2 cases with the earthquakes leading. The expected
value, taking into account the number of dated events, is about 5.

Another possible explanation of a causal relationship would
be that the volcanic activity contributes directly to the strain that
is subsequently released in the earthquakes. An eruption would
then, presumably, be more likely to precede an earthquake in
a neighbouring seismic zone than a more distant one. We eould
expect such effects to be most pronouneed in South Iceland where
both activities are confined within the same area.

We estimated separately the funetions c1) (n) for the 24 eruptions
and 30 earthquakes in the Southern area. The results are given
in Figs. 6 and 7. There is in fact no indication of a relationship
between the two activities in these results. The distribution of
the earthquakes is similar to the Poisson process, but d>(n) is
rather low for the eruptions. This eould be due to the fact that
a large proportion of the eruptions is confined to the two central
volcanoes where Thorlaksson’s (1967) investigations showed that
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Fig. 6. Estimates of (1)07) from eruptions and earthquakes in South
Iceland. Symbols are explained on Fig. 4

short intervals were less frequent than would be expected in a
Poisson process.

The ratio between the released energies in the largest and small-
est earthquakes on our records is about lO3 The ratio between
the largest and smallest masses of erupted material may be about
lO2 Little is, however, known about the size of many eruptions,
especially those taking place under glaciers. Analysis of the dates
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Fig. 7. Estimates of 6(n) from eruptions and earthquakes in South
Iceland. Symbols are explained on Fig. 4

of the events alone is therefore an inadequate method of investigat-
ing possible causal relationships between these aotivities.

Having failed to establish any causal link between eruptions
and large earthquakes the possibility remains that the timing of
both kinds of events is affected by a common factor. Plate move—
ment is the obvious choice. Construotive plate boundaries consist
of rift zones Offset by transform faults. Plate acoretion and volcan-
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ism are confined to the rift zones and large earthquakes to the
transverse fault zones. The present activity at Krafia has clearly
demonstrated a connection between volcanism and rift movements
(Björnsson et a1.‚ 1977). The difference in the respective structures
of rift- and fault zones, with frequent small earthquakes on rift
zones as compared to the concentration around a few large earth—
quakes along the transverse fault zone, indicate 1arger friction
in the fault zones than the rift zones. The average time-lag between
movements on the two types of plate boundaries would therefore
be with the rift movement leading. But the kind of relationship
envisaged here does not exclude the possibility that an earthquake,
related to an eruption through plate movement, could occasionally
precede it. The 1arge number of oceurrences of both events within
one year could therefore all be the consequence of the eonnection
with plate movements without any separate triggering effect.

It might be expected that eruptions associated with rifting
of the erust would be more closely associated with earthquakes
on the transverse fault zones than the eruptions of central vol-
canoes. We have therefore compared the two kinds of eruptions
separately with all earthquakes, including the rifting episodes
in 1618 and 1789 with the rift-type eruptions. The estimates of
6(11) are given in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Estimates of 6(11) from the record of all earthquakes and
records of rift type— and central eruptions respectively. The 1arger
values belong to the central eruptions. Symbols are explained
on Fig. 4
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For the rift type eruptions 6(11) is highly significant at the
lower values of 11, but returns to normal values for independent
Poisson processes at 11>20. The values of 6(11) calculated from
the central type eruptions lie oonsistently about two square roots
above the expected value. This behaviour, which is also present
in 6(11) from the record of all eruptions, implies that correlations
remain positive up to very 1arge values of 11. It is more difficult
to find a plausible explanation for this than for zero or even
negative correlations after positive eorrelations at short lags as
with the rift type eruptions. (Negative correlations could originate
from repose periods following strain release). It should be kept
in mind that persistent non-zero correlation at long lags can easily
arise from systematic time-dependent errors in the records. These
results provide no occasion for rejecting the idea that the relation-
ship between eruptions and earthquakes, apart from possible trig—
gering effects, is confined to the rift type eruptions. But they
do not provide strong support for it either.

Conclusions

Rather against our expeetation the analysis of second order prop-
erties revealed no indication of Clustering or other regularities
within the records of eruptions or earthquakes, respectively. This
should not be regarded as evidenee for the total absenoe of sueh
phenomena. Regarding the earthquakes we are in fact fairly sure
that the result is merely a consequence of leaving out all but
the 1argest events and the treatment of triggered sequences. But
it shows that the data provide an inadequate basis for any quanta—
tive conclusion about relationships within respective records. In
prediction the only relevant information on each record about
its own future is the intensity of events. Thus the best prediction
of the number of events during the next 11 years is the product
of n and the intensity. And the best prediction of the interval
until the next eruption takes place is the inverse value of the
intensity. Knowledge of the dates of past events is irrelevant.
(This does not of course apply to individual central volcanoes
or seismic zones.)

A rather weak, but apparently significant, relationship exists
between eruptions and earthquakes with the eruptions leading.
Triggering may be present too, but it is not the main factor in
the relationship which embodies the whole area rather than local
effects. We prefer to explain this by plate movement affecting
both kinds of events rather than any causal 1ink from eruptions
to large earthquakes. This relationship is too weak to contribute
much to the prediction of earthquakes.
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Geodetic Measurements and Horizontal Crustal Movements
in the Rift Zone of NE-Iceland

D. Müller and B. Ritter

Institut für Vermessungskunde, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Pockelsstraße 4, D-3300 Braunschweig,
Federai Republic cf Germany

Abstract. Based cn the special gecdetic netwcrk set up by Niemczyk
and Emschermann in 1938 in erder tc determine herizental meven
ments cf the earth’s crust in the fissure area cf the neo-volcanic
znne cf NE—Iceland, a number cf repeated measurements were
carried cut frcm 1965 tc 1977. In this article, modern geodetic
measuring techniques and the (ccnstantly improving) positional
accuracy achieved are described; this is fcllowed by an evaluaticn
shnwing significant crustal mevements in the riftzcne. In the
pericd cf 1965 t0 1971, mevements in the total area cf apprnxi-
mately 110 km frcm east tc west were restricted t0 cempressicns,
whereas afterwards, and in particular since 1975, expansicns of up
te 2 m/km have cccurred in the central rift area. At present, this
expansinn is largely cempensated by ccmpressicn in the peripheral
areas cf up tc 0.05 m/km, sc that between 1971 and 1977 a total
eastnwest expansicn cf the necvclcanic zcne cf only about 0.4m
has resulted cver a distance cf abcut 90 km.

Key wurde: Icelandic rift zene - Recent crusta] movements ‚_
Gendetic measurements.

1. Intretlucticn

Niemczyk (1943) was the first tc reccgnize the possibility cf deter-
mining relative hcrizcntal mcvernents cf the earth’s crust in Ice-
1and by repeated measurements cf gendetic planimetric netwcrks,
and in 1938 he paved the way für putting this idea intc practice
by setting up, and measuring, a special gecdetic netwcrk crcssing
the nec-vnlcanic zcne cf NE-Ice1and.

The Institut für Vermessungskunde, Technische Universität
Braunschweig, under the directicn cf Gerke since 1964 and Möller
since 1975, has taken up this wcrk again, ccntinued it, and
extended it tc further areas, including SWHIceland (Gerke et al.,
1978).

This paper is cnncerned with the wcrk and the results achieved
in the main netwnrk in NE-Iceland (in the pericd cf 1965 tc
1977), in the Gjastikki defcrmaticn figure (1975—1977), and in
the Kelduhverfi prcfile (1977—1978); see Fig. 1.

2. The Measuring Techniques

2. 7. The Mensuring Teeam'ques Used
in {Ire Main NEIN"ÜI"R NIE-Ireland

2. 7. 7. Obseremien Perind qf 7964/1965. The special network
set up in 1938 (Niemczyk, 1943) was reccnstructed in 1964/1965

0340w062X/80/0047/0110/50200

with ccnsiderable imprcvements in its ccnfiguratinn (Gerke, 1967;
Heumann, 1972). In the process, it was pcssible, fcr the first
time, t0 abandcn the principle cf pure triangulaticn with cne base
extension 1ine cnly t0 determine the scale. This was achieved with
the use of the new micrcwave distance-measuring equipment (Tell-
urcmeter MRA 3) fcr the measurement cf 30 distances well
distributed cver the whcle netwcrk resulting in a decisive imprcve-
ment in accuracy and reliability cf scale (Fig. 2).

In general, the directions were eccentrically cbserved in
ccmplete sets by means cf Wild T3 precise thecdnlites and directed
t0 flagsignals. Fcr the first time, zenith distances were HECESSEII'y
t0 achieve the geometrical reducticn cf the electrcmagnetically
measured slope distances. The trigcncmetrical vertical ccntrcl
survey netwcrk was ccnnected at 13 bench marks tc the precise
levelling 1ine from Akureyri tc Jökulsa a Fjöllum which was alsc
measured in 1965 (Spickernagel, 1966).

The accuracies achieved für the nbservaticn pericd cf
1964/1965 — and fcr all subsequent measurements — are given

Tertinry flocd bnsnlts clder thun 3rny.

Flood basnlts erupted from 3 t0 0.7 my. e

Flned bnsnlts ycunger thnn 0.7my.

Trinngulation Netwcrk

* Geologicnl Zone: ndupted from Suemundmn. 15'”.

Fig. l. Location cf study areas in NEuIceland
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in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 6 indicates the size and orientation of
the standard ellipses. The positive influenee of the electronically
measured distanees can also be seen in the error ellipses: these
are not only markedly smaller in eomparison to the 1938 results,
but also more eonvenient in their forms, since in the Niemczyk
network the large axes of the appreciably flattened ellipses ran
mainly in an E-W direetion and were thus expecially unsuitable
for determining the crustal movements in this direction.

2. 1. 2. Observation Period 1971. The principal features of the
1971 measurements were the extension of microwave distanee-
measuring in the whole network, using two different types of
instruments (Tellurometer MRA 3 and MRA 4), and at the same
time, an inerease of direetion measurements with the aid of a
refined measuring technique (complete sets of direetions in individ-
ual sectors) using a Wild T3. A trigonometrieal vertical eontrol
survey network was also observed again in order t0 meet the
aceuracy requirements for distance reduction.

All measurements were made at eecentrie stations; the target
points used for the directions and zenith distances were triangula-
tion Signals with cylinders. Two longer distances were measured
with Geodimeter 8. In 1971 for the first time an adjustment was
possible for a pure trilateration network over 21 points by the
method of variation of coordinates (Fig. 3). The planimetrie aecu-
racy of the points could again be improved.

2. 1. 3. Observation Period 1975. A further inerease in aecuracy
and reliability in the central part of the network was aimed at
in 1975 (Fig. 4), since aceording to the previous analyses detection
of erustal movements was more likely in this part than in the
hitherto ‘quiet’ peripheral areas of the network.

For this reason“
centric observations were carried out only at the marked stations
in the network, with Kern-centering for all instruments;
the horizontal angles were observed with Wild T3 and Kern
DKM 2A, using fixed light Signals from opposite stations;
an increased number of distances in the network was measured
electronically ;
most distanees were measured with microwave and light-wave
instruments (MRA 4 and Geodimeter 8) in order to increase
the level of distance-measuring accuracy and to make the net-
work scale as reliable as possible.

The great advantage of mierowave over light-wave measure—
ment is that measurements can be made even when Visual contact
is only theoretically possible (e. g. when there is fog or culminating
points are obscured by Cloud). However, it must not be forgotten
that the influence of absolute humidity on the microwave phase
velocity is about 100 times greater than that on light wave velocity.

For this reason, the determination of scale by methods using
light is, as a rule, more precise. If both measurements are carried
out simultaneously or almost simultaneously, the differences in
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Table l. Extent and accuracy of geodetic
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measurements in the triangulation network, NE-Iceland 1964/65—1977

Observation Direction measurements Distance measurements
period

Microwave Lightwave

Number of stations Number of measured distances Number of measured distances

Standard deviation of Standard deviation s Standard deviation s
adjusted directions

1964/1965 31 30 (MRA 3) —
i1.8” i(3 crn+4-10’6-d)3l —

197l 31 34 (MRA 3)
il.4” i(3 cm+4-10‘6—d) 2(Geod. 8)

50 (MRA 4) i(1 cm+2-10’60d)
i(1 cm+3'10’6-d)

1975 12 24 (MRA 4) 37 (Geod. 8)
im" i(lcm+3-10’6-d) i(1cm+2‘10—6-d)

1977 24 41 (MRA 4) 131 (Geod. 8)
i1.5” i(1 cm+3 10‘6-d) i(0.5 cm+1-10’6-d)

a
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Table 2. Accuracy of adjusted point positions, NE-Iceland 1964/65—1977

Observation Triangulation net Trilateration net Combined triangulation
period and trilateration net

Number of stations Number of stations Number of stations

Average internal Average internal Average internal
error of position error of position error of position

1964/1965 31 — 31
i 0.17 m — i 0.08 m

1971 21 21 31
i0.11m i0.06m i0.05m

1975 12 12 12
i 0.06 m i 0.02 m —1_— 0.02 m

1977 24 24 24
i012 m i002 m i002 m

distance between the light-wave and microwave measurements in-
dicate possible systematic distance errors which are caused by
inadequate observation of the meteorological data (resulting from
measurements at the endpoints only, Kuntz and Möller, 1971).
The calculated average scale difference of 3.5 ppm in Iceland is
plausible, but must on no account be neglected when different
instruments are used. For all comparisons in the main network,
the microwave seale (with shorter reduced distances than in the
case of light—wave measurements) was retained.

2. 1. 4. Observation Period 1977. After the beginning of the rift-
phase (Björnsson et a1., 1977) which started with a fissure eruption
near Leirhnjukur a few kilometers west of Point 18 in December
1975, the program for 1977 was drawn up:
— repetition of the 1975 measurements,
— densification of the central part of the network by means of
five points which had last been measured in 1971,

— extension of the main network to the east by three points which
had also last been measured in 1971.

To confirm the difference in scale between microwave and light-
wave distances, almost simultaneous measurements were made
with both instruments in 1977 (Fig. 5), to the same extent as
in 1975 (Fig. 4). The time consuming method of individual angle
measurements was dropped in favour of direction measurements
aimed at rotating halogen lamps at the particular stations in use.
Using Kern-centering these lamps were olipped onto tripodheads,
so that all stations served simultaneously as measuring stations
and target points. This construction made also possible simulta-
neous reciprocal zenith distance measurements which contributed
to a peroeptible increase in aceuracy of the height measurements.
The height connection to Spickernagel’s (1977) precision levelling
was carried out Via 4 benoh marks (Fig. 8). However, the most
important part of the survey in the network was definitely the
distance measurements carried out with 2 Geodimeter 8” Not
only was it possible to increase the accuracy of these measurements
perceptibly again (Table 1), but also to inelude four additional
points at the periphery of the network, although this had not
originally been planned; the error of position for the network
which now covered twice the original area was kept down to
i002 m; this corresponds to an accuracy of i001 m for the
central part of the network (Table 2).

The mean microwave/light-wave scale difference arrived at in
the 1977 measurements was 4.6 ppm — a good confirmation of

the 1975 value. Under Icelandic working conditions, the limit
of accuracy, at present, attainable has probably been achieved.

This high accuracy is indispensable to permit reliable conclu-
sions on variations in any case, particularly if the current rifting
episode ends and only small deformations are expected, and to
significantly contribute to crustal deformation models.

2. 2. The Measuring Techniques Used
in Selected Minor Deformation Figures

2. 2. 1. Gjastikki — Observation Periods of 1975 and 1977. With
an area of N3 km>< 1 km the regional Gjastikki network covers
a pronounced fissure area which was selected for initial special
measurements as early as 1938 (Niemczyk, 1943). The deformation
figure consists of a Virtually rectilinear profile 3 km in length,
with three main and seven supplementary points. In 1967, two
quadrilaterals were formed from the profile by setting up three
additional main points (Gerke, 1974). The connection with the
main network is achieved by distance and direction measurements
Via Point 28 (Fig. 9).

For the determination of the figure and connection with the
main network, 37 distances were measured from August 6 to
9, 1975, using the precise electronic distance-measuring instrument
Kern ME 3000 (Mekometer) in the range of 70 mgdg 3,300 m
with a standard deviation of s:i(0.1 cm+2-10‘60d). Almost
simultaneously all distances were measured with the Tellurometer
MA 100 [5: _+_(0.25 cm +2-10’6'a’)]. The directions and zenith
distances in the quadrilaterals, the conneetion with Point 28 and
the alignments in the profile from the terminal points 300 and
200 were established by means of the Kern DKM 2A theodolite.
A11 measurements were made using Kern—centering. The standard
deviation of the direction observations can be estimated to be i 1.0”
For 1975, this means an average internal error of position
for the special network of i 0.005 m (without taking into account
the aceuracy of position of the main network).

During the measurements from August 8 to 11, 1977, a Hewlett
Packard 3 800 B was used as third measuring instrument particu-
larly suitable for distances of >2,500 m (s: i 0.5 cm+3-10’6'a').
The number of distances measured with ME 3 000 and MA 100
corresponded to the 1975 value. Alignments were also carried
out from Point 100 to the east and west. It was prinoipally on
account of this last procedure that the average internal error of
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position could be reduced to i0.003 m providing adequate mea-
surement accuracy.

2. 2. 2. Kelduhverfi Deformation Profile, Observalion Periods of
1977 and 1978. After considerable fissure-expansions in the period
of 1975—1977, a deformation profile, approximately perpendicular
to the main fissures and consisting of only four points, was set
up in the Kelduhverfi area about 25 km north of Gjastikki (Fig. l)
on August 11/12, 1977, and was observed by means of the measur-
ing techniques that had proved their value in Gjastikki. In a
local system, average internal errors of position of i 0.002 m were
achieved for the adjusted coordinates. In June 1978, the profile
was measured again by Icelandic scientists. The results of these
measurements (not yet published) were kindly made available by
A. Björnsson and G. Thorbergsson for comparison. The average
internal error of position computed on the basis of these measure-
ments is i001] m.

3. Results of the Deformation Analyses
for the Individual Periods

3. 1 ‚ Fundamentals

The deformation analyses carried out here are based on the test
procedure given by Pelzer (1971; 1974). The area investigated
is covered by a number of points; possible changes in position
of these points are assumed to be valid for the area surrounding
the points as well. After repeated measurements and the separate
adjustment by the method of variation of coordinates in both
observation periods, the first question to be asked is whether
it is actually possible to prove statistioally the occurrence of defor-
mations for the period between the observations. The parameters
in this global test are:

8:]
/fo Sä+fl Si

fo+f1

estimated value for the theoretical standard error o of both
measurements in the geodetie network, the unit of weight being
eonstant (measurement i: standard error sl, number of degrees of
freedom fi)

d’Pd
h

Q:

a further estimate for the theoretieal standard error, eomputed
on the basis of the difference in coordinates d between the two
networks, the matrix of weights P as a generalized inverse of the
Singular cofactor matrix Q, and the number h of linearly inde-
pendent components of the veetor d

Fl—a,h,f: oonfidence limit of the F—distribution with h degrees
of freedom in the numerator and fzfO +f1 degrees of
freedom in the denominator for a previously de-
termined significance level oc.

The global test is prepared by oomputing the vectors of the
coordinate unknowns x0 and x1 of the two networks and the
relevant Singular cofaotor matrioes Q0 and Q1, the vector of
differences dl —x0 and the corresponding cofaetor matrix Q
:Q0+Q1-

The null hypothesis H0, i.e., that no deformations have
occurred, is valid as long as the difference between the two
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estimates s and (9 is random. The following probability relation
exists:

H0} : oc.

If the quotient 02/52 in an experiment is greater than the rele-
vant confidence limit, then H0 can be rejected at the selected
significance level (usually oc=5%). In this case, the attempt is
made to localize the deformations indicated by the global test.
An important indicator of the points which are deformed in com-
parison with neighbouring points is the proportion of the individ—
ual points in 62 In addition to delimiting stable zones this analysis
makes it possible to localize disturbed zones.

Deformation vectors which were calculated by using the
method of deformation analysis as deseribed here are not invariant
either in their direotion or their size, but are highly dependent
on the number of points and their distribution in the area under
investigation — i.e., it is not possible to calculate absolute shift
vectors. The vector of differences d calculated here is charaoterized
by the sum of the individual elements resulting to zero in the
axes of coordinates. Nevertheless, this procedure certainly is suit-
able for initial interpretations, if the vectors are clearly visible
on a diagram and the accuracy of the point determinations (e.g.,
by means of standard ellipses) is clear from initial and repeated
measurements.

Beside this deformation analysis there is the possibility to
proceed from different hypotheses, e.g., that definite points or
areas are unchanged in their position, see Fig. 7b. Without the
Chance to carry out absolute positioning with an accuracy oompar-
able to relative methods, a suitable model for the movement of
the earth’s crust in the rift zone of Iceland could only be developed
in cooperation with geophysicists and geologists.

2

P152 >F1_a.h,f

3. 2. Main Network

3. 2. 1. Changes in Position From 1965 t0 1971. The analysis
of the main NE-Iceland network for this period (31 points) reveals
a disturbed zone running roughly from north to south (Fig. 6a).
This zone is situated between two extensive blocks, each of which,
when considered individually, exhibits no deformations in a defor-
mation analysis where 0c: 5%.

The east block covers an area of 35 km >< 30 km and contains
13 points. The maximum changes of two peripheral points with
shift veotors of approximately 10cm are not significant. The
west block contains 10 points and measures approximately
60 km><20 km. Although in an isolated analysis of this blook,
shift vectors of approximately 10cm are not significant. The
west block contains 10 points and measures approximately
part, these ‘changes’ also prove to be compatible with the null
hypothesis. Eight points are situated in the disturbed zone between
the two blocks. Signifioant changes in position beyond the
disturbed zone result in significant contractions of up to 50 cm
at the southern periphery of the network — an unexpected result
for many geophysicists. A marked shifting towards the north is
located inside the disturbed zone. The possibility cannot altogether
be excluded that a portion of this northward drift may be caused
by inevitable distortions in the middle of the narrow network.
When Figs. 6 and 7 are examined, it should be noted that all
scales have been kept unchanged to permit straightforward com—
parisons. In the interest of clarity, the ellipse axes were enlarged
2.5 times in comparison to the vectors.
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3. 2. 2. Changes in Position From 1971 to 1975. A deformation
analysis was carried out for the central part of the network on
either side of the zone which had exhibited disturbances from
1965 t0 1971, using a total of 12 points; it showed Changes for
the period of1971—1975 at a singificance level of (121% (Fig. 6b).
A division of the network into two peripheral zones and one
disturbed zone showed deformations in the eastern (five points)
and western (five points) peripheral zones with oc=5%. H0wever,
if the significanee level was redueed t0 1%, acceptanee of the
null hypothesis was possible. The analysis of the total network
produced a quotient F: 82/52 of 9.1 with a relevant limit F(oc= 5%)
of 1.6. In the peripheral zones, the corresponding values were
15:2] and F221 On the basis of these results, the following
model was developed for this period: the location of the central
disturbed zone in the period of 1965—1971 is confirmed, but with
the directions of movement reversed. Two points in the middle
of the disturbed zone (15 and 16) have a definite motion com-
ponent towards south. In the far more stable east and west blocks,
extensions of 0.3 m at the southern periphery of the network and
of 0.1 m at the northern periphery can now be detected — in

contrast t0 the compression phase in the period of 1965—1971.
This drift is significant and although the last measurements were
made 4months before the first eruption, it may be interpreted
as an indication of the beginning rift phase.

3. 2. 3. Changes in Position From 1971—1975—1977. In the period
of 1975—1977 the main activity in the area under investigation
shifted to the north (Fig. 60), where an east-west expansion of
approximately 2.5 m show between Points 161 and 28. The expan-
sions in the southern part of the network are distinetly smaller;
on the other hand, the location of the points in relation t0 the
rift zone could also be significant. A strong northward movement
(15, 16) can now be seen in the expansion zone. Surprisingly,
considerable compressions can be demonstrated in the transitional
zones bordering the rift zone. The strongest compression on the
basis of the main network is approximately 1 m/2O km (161—1457),
i.e., 50 mm/km. The compressions towards the west decrease rap-
idly t0 the limits of accuracy (2—3 mm/km); in the east the com-
pressions d0 not completely disappear at the edge of the research
area, possibly 5—10 mm/km beyond the periphery. (Fig. 7a). This
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asymmetry can also be interpreted geologically, sinee radiometric
dating (Saemundsson, 1974) shows that the present rift phase is
taking place in the western seetion of the neo-volcanic zone.

A further deformation analysis for the period of 1971—1977
is carried out assuming that part of the network in the extreme
west is stable (Fig. 7b). Unlike all previous analyses, the observa-
tions of both periods of measurement are here adjusted together:
this method postulates unchanged positions for the five points
1 457 — 13 — 32 — 157’— l 580 and the possibility of change for
all other points. The following results can be given: five points
in the rift zone itself or in its immediate Vicinity (15, 16, l7,
18, l9)a cannot be fitted into the general deformation model which
runs at an azimuth of approximately 100°E. The direction of
the expansion is perpendicular to the main direetion of the fissure
system. While the four points 15, 16, l7, l9 have northward com-
ponents, Point 18 has a southward component. At the eastern
periphery, the 1971—1977 expansion is about 0.4 In (Fig. 7b), but
the direction of these peripheral vectors is less certain because
of the large distance from the block assumed to be stable.

3. 2. 4. Height Changes During the Perioa’ of 1971—1977. The
height changes of the triangulation points in the main network
were also calculated for the period of l97l to 1977 (Fig. 8). This

a 15 Hlidarfjall, 16 Hverfjall, 17 Namafjall, l8 Krafla, 19 Sand-
fell
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was a byproduct of the trigonometrical height measurements that
were necessary in each case for the reduction of the electronically
measured distances. These height changes can be summarized as
follows:
— pronounced subsidence occurs only in the rift zone (Points 100

and 16),
— the uplifts in the compression zones are not homogenous but

rather irregular,
— the large uplifts near the eastern height connection are surprising

(Points 2099 and 24),
— the unusual ‘changes’ at the eastern and western periphery

of the network (+0.5 m) cannot be interpreted as significant
on account of the rather large standard errors in both measure-
ments in these areas.

3. 3. Deformation Figures

3. 3. 1. Gjästikki Deformation Figure — Changes in Position From
1975—1977. The Gjastikki deformation figure was investigated
from 1965 onwards for changes in position in the periods of
1965—1967, 1967—1971, and 1971—1975. Apart from an expansion
of the profile of 0.04 rn in the period of 1965—1967 and some local
movements of individual points, no regional deformations could
be discovered. For the period 1975—1977, exceptionally large ex-
pansion of approximately 2.8 m between the main points 300 and
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600, i.e., along a distance of 3 km (Fig. 9a), can be demonstrated.
These deformations are not uniform. For some sections of the
profile, the mean rate of expansion remains below 500 mm/km
(304—100, 302—301, 301—300). For the section from 300 to 28 there
is, in fact, a small compression. On the other hand, average expan-
sion rates of over 2,000 mm/km (200—306, 100—303) can also be
demonstrated. A southward drift of the points in the centre is
clearly recognizable.

In a second deformation analysis, the data for the main net-
work were evaluated, this time in conjunction with the Gjastikki
deformation figure (Fig. 9b). In addition to the increased error
ellipses of the overall analysis, the azimuth of the main direction
of the deformation vectors has changed from 110°E to 95°E.
This direction of movement, derived from an analysis of a large
25 points network, is perpendicular to the mean direction of the
main fissures and consistent with the conception derived from
the main network analyses. In Figs. 9 and 10 the enlargement
of the ellipse axes to the shifting vectors is in the ratio of 10:1.

3. 3. 2. Kelduhverfi Deformation Profile — Changes in Position
From 1977—1978. The deformation analysis of the Kelduhverfi
profile which is, at present, not connected to the main network,
shows that the present rift-phase had not yet come to a halt
in August 1977 (Fig. 10). The expansion of N20 m over the ap-
proximately 3-km-long profile during a period of only 10 months
is in the same order of magnitude as the expansion in the Gjastikki
region in the previous 2 years.

4. Conclusions

The results of the deformation analyses in the neo-volcanic zone
of NE—Iceland which were conducted on the basis of extensive
geodetic measurements carried out at intervals of a few years
from 1964/1965 onwards can briefly be summarized as follows:
— in the period 1965—1971 compression occurred, for the first

time, it was possible to fix the approximate limits of the
disturbed zone; the centre of the movement was the south of
the study area,
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— from 1971—1975 evidence was found of the first significant expan-
sions between points situated on either side of the previously
located and confirmed disturbed zone,
from 1975 to 1977 unusual expansions of up to 1,000 mm/km — a
were resolved; the expansion zone can be clearly delineated
in the Gjastikki area, a clear definition of the zone is not
possible in the south of the study area owing to the greater
distances between points here. The direction of the expansion
is perpendicular to the rift axis. In areas bordering the rift
zone, considerable compression (25 mm/km a) was found
which decreases rapidly to the west but only gradually to the
east. The maximum expansion detected in the fissure swarm
was 2.8 m; the peripheries of the network expanded by only
0.4m between 1971 and 1977,

— the movements of points inside and at the peripheries of the
rift zone exhibit considerable components in the direction of
the fissure, but are not continuous or uniform,

— the crustal movements which had increased after 1975 continued
beyond 1977.
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Results of Height Measurements in Northern Iceland 1965/1977

H. Spickernagel
Institut für Markseheide— und Bergschadenkunde, Montan-Universität Leoben, Franz-Josef—Straße l8, A-8700 Leoben, Austria

Abstract. Results of repeated height measurements in NE Iceland
are reported. In 1965 a 142 km levelling line was set up from
Akureyri towards east to Jökulsa a Fjöllum. It erosses the entire
young volcanic zone of Northern Ieeland in WE direction. The
observed changes in height should answer the question of the
width of the zone of vertieal movements related to the volcanic and
rifting activity. The results show this width t0 be 35 km W-E.
It is, however, possible that the zone is wider, because the levelling
line was too short in the east.

Key words: Ieeland rift zone — Changes of height — Precise levelling.

l. Introduction

Niemczyk (1943) and Emschermann made the first geodetic mea-
surements in Northern Ieeland in 1938. When in 1965 the measure-
ments eould be repeated, and simultaneously expanded, the Insti-
tut für Markseheide- und Bergschadenkunde, Montan-Universität,
Leoben, Austria, carried out the height measurements. The pro—
gram for 1965 ineluded also a new 142—km—long-levelling line ex-
tending from the port of Akureyri along Eyjafiördur across Vadla-
heidi, Masvatn, M51vatn, and Namaskard toward the east to
Jökulsä ä Fjöllum. The line consisted of more than 150 beneh
marks. In 1977 the line was remeasured by precision levellings.

2. Conditions and Methods of Measurements

The height measurements involved considerable problems partly
from climatie, partly from morphological factors (H. Spickernagel,
1966). The measurements were performed with automatie levelling
instruments (Ni 2, Ni 002, KONI 007) equipped with optieal mi-
crometers and invar rods with 0.5—Cm intervals. The coast stations
were stabilized by heavy 7-kg-levelling supports. With the excep—
tion of the Ni 002 whieh was first used in 1977, the same instru-
ments and measuring equipment were employed in all field sea-
sons. The rods had been Cheeked by the Austrian Federal Office
of Measures and Weights. The correction for the rod pair between
1965 and 1977 was only i0.005 mm/m, a negligible value.

Reading the rods, we followed the reeommended Change of
reading and levelling the instruments when using levels with auto-
matie setting of the sight line. For each instrument the readings
were done in the sequence R F F R or F R R F (R:Rear
rod reading, F: Forward rod reading). In diffieult conditions the
sequence of measurements was oceasionally disregarded. To coun—

0340-062X/80/0047/0120/501.00

teraet this possible source of error, all height measurements were
carried out with two instruments resulting in eight values mea-
sured per station. The simultaneous use of two instruments repre-
sents a safeguard against possible mistakes in reading or writing.
Both instruments were positioned symmetrically between the two
rods with an aceuraey of about 450.1 m. The distance between
rod positions was, depending on surface conditions, kept at 40
to 60 m. This resulted in sight line distanees of 20 to 30 m. How-
ever, when erossing ridges or cliffs this had to be reduced t0
3 or 6 m oceasionally.

3. Evaluation of the Results

The height measurements were evaluated as follows: first, the
height differences measured by the two instruments in both direc-
tions were compared. Then the mean error per kilometer was ealcu—
lated in eonventional manner, in spite of the disadvantage for
instruments with automatic levelling of the sight line. Invariably
there are remaining errors whieh beeome manifest as systematic
errors.

The mean kilometer-errors ealculated for the above Observa-
tional proeedure amounted to i078 mm/km and for the KONI
007 to i079 mm/km. The height differences and the mean kilo—
meter errors ealculated for l4 levelling sections of about lO-km
length and for each instrument show no expeetional values (Ta-
ble l).

The observed height differenees between all bench marks are
given in the Annex. The mean values of the two—way measurements
of the sum of the height differences along the line Akureyri to
Jökulsa a Fjöllum amount to

Ni 2/Ni 002 = + 364.499 m
KONI 007 : +364.489 m.

The differenees over the total distance of 142 km is only 10 mm.
Height measurements conducted in 1965 had also shown good
agreement of the height differenees obtained by both instruments
(only 5 mm difference). The mean kilometer-errors in 1965,
0.8 mm/km and 0.7 mm/km, also agree well with those in 1977.
Differences between forward and baekward levelling of 10 mm
(1977) and 5 mm (1965) correspond to 0.84 mm V—R and 0.4 mm
1/R where R is the simple levelling distanee in km. The differences
are therefore very satisfactory in View of the demands on this
kind of precise levelling.

The results of the height measurements in 1977 are compared
with those of 1965. Apart of the influence of the eurrent tectonic
activity the following points are important:



Table I. Subsections 01° levelling line: height differences and mean kilometer-errors

Sub Pt.-Pt. Length Height differences Mean kilometer errors
sec Ni 2/Ni 002 KONI 007 Mean
tiüns Ni 2/Ni 002 KONI 007

(km) (m) (m) (m) (‚mm/km) (mm/km)
I Adalstr. Nr. 5—5 9.6 +149.934 +149.932 +149.933 0.63 0.73
II 5—22 10.1 +383.646 +383.644 +383.645 0.43 0.46
III 22—N2097 9.3 — 397.952 — 397.951 — 397.952 0.96 0.84
IV N2097—61 12.9 — 3.089 — 3.088 — 3.088 0.42 0.42
V 61—73 11.3 — 9.888 — 9.888 — 9.888 0.60 0.50
VI 73—311 9.4 — 84.222 — 84.218 — 84.220 0.91 1.12
VII 311—95 10.0 +136.178 +136.178 +136.178 1.12 1.37
VIII 95—105 10.3 +151.220 +151.218 —151.2l9 1.09 1.13
IX 105—114 10.2 — 51.206 — 51.208 — 51.207 0.6l 0.51
X 114—124 10.6 + 0.865 + 0.866 + 0.866 0.73 0.92
XI 124—304 11.7 + 80.330 + 80.329 + 80.329 0.37 0.32
XII 304—136 9.4 + 36.856 + 36.849 + 36.852 0.18 0.53
XIII 136—143 10.2 — 38.254 — 38.250 — 38.252 1.08 0.86
XIV 143—151 11.7 + 10.120 + 10.118 + 10.119 0.93 0.39

n=14
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Fig. l. The levelling line Akureyri—Jökulsä ä Fjöllum; location

— The height change between Akureyri and the bench mark
142 km 10 the east in the bridge over Jökulsä ä Fjöllum is
103 mm.

- Far t0 the west of the young volcanic Zone, the Vadlaheidi
area has been uplifted by as much as 65 mm, depending on

and height profile

the interpretation. This cannot be explained by measummem
errors.

The levelling line Akureyri — Jökulsä ä Fjöllum had been plan-
ned in 1965 with the intention t0 crüss the yüung vülcanic ZÜHE,
and t0 make certain that the end pnints Cüuld be assumed can-
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Fig. 2. Levelling line Akureyri-Jökulsa a Fjöllum; uplifts and subsidenees between 1965 and 1977

staut; the statiens were not te be affeeted by the reeent events
in the yeung voleanie zene. Even in 1965 it had been doubted
that the beneh marks in the large eenerete bridge aeross Jökulsa
a Fjöllum were realy stable. The large eanyon through which
the river llows represents a major tectenie structure. AI the time,
however, we were nüt able t0 eentinue eur measurements further
east beeause ef the early advent of Winter.

We then theught that the fix point at Akureyri was suffieiently
west ef the young volcanic zone t0 be eonsidered constant. This
assumptien may require eorreetien: the Vadlaheidi area is not
stable in height. Measurements in 1977 revealed uplift of up t0
60 mm compared with those of 1965. Onlyr at Bench Mark 2 in
a great belder easI ef Eyjafjördur and at beneh marks 0D the
west side eIf Eyjafjördur n0 ehanges ef altitude were Observed.
This is. ef eeurse, true enly with respeet t0 the referenee station,
i.e.. beneh mark at Adalstraeti N0. 5 and must be kept in mind
in the geeteetenie diseussiün of nürthwest Ieeland.

The height ehange between the endpoints of the levelling line
by 103 mm is remarkable. Therefere the pessibility of systematie
errers, has In be investigated. First of all it has to be stated,
that the measurements ef 1965 and 1977 have been performed
under cemparable eenditions by using the same methods and
the same equipment (with the exeeptien ef the Ni 002 whieh has
been used enly in 1977). Even 011e of the [wo ebservers had
been the same. Thus. the systematic errors were probably compar-
able.

If the heights were referred t0 the bench marks in the bridge
ever Jökulsa a Fjöllum a subsidenee of 103 mm at the western
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end of the line would be the result. II is pessible that the Akureyri
distriet has ehangecl its vertical position since 1965; buI sueh
changes sheuld not be as large as 103 mm. The Akureyri distriet
is assumed t0 be mueh mere stable than the distriet ef Jökulsa
a Fjöllum; therefere the height measurements have been referred
t0 the beneh marks in Akureyri.

The levelling prefile passes the ivatn — Namaskard regien
(Fig. l), whieh was affected by the rifting aetivity eenterecl at
Krafla t0 the nerth. Figure 2 shews the influenee ef the VÜICHHIC
ancl rifting aetivity. II. is best seen in the stations frem l-IP 87
t0 HP142. The maximum amount ef 420 mm uplift may net
be the final maximum. Movements still 100k plaee in September
1977 after our measurements (E. Tryggvasen, personal eümmuni-
eation). It must also be mentiened, that 6 beneh marks had been
destroyed between 1965 and 1977 between HP 127 and HP 130a.

The current vertical movements raise the questien, whether
the uplift of 103 mm in the east may be. explained by metien
during the progress of measurements. A previsiünal evaluatien
was carried out in order t0 eliminate sueh pessible errors. Hew-
ever, from observations made by the Nordie Voleanelügieal Insti-
tute of the University of Ieeland, it ean be seen that during the
time of our height measurements n0 notieeable 1IIeIItieal müvements
occurred near the levelling line (E. Tryggvasen, personal eemmuni-
eation).

Further, the elevatien ehanges deduced früm geümetrieal
height measurements were compared with the gravity ehanges
Observed by A. Sehleusener and W. Terge. Terge and Drewes
(1977) confirm that in the Vadlaheidi distriet gravity deereases
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between 1965 and 1975, and between 1975 and 1977. The corre-
sponding elevation factor is about 0.15 mgal/m. In addition, we
have noted new cracks of 1 to 3 cm width in the area around
Peturskirkja in 1977. In spite of the considerable scatter of gravity
values in general the gravity measurements concur with the geo-
metric height measurements.

After all these Checks, we can offer no other explanation for
the 103 mm uplift at the east end of the profile than that it is
real.

4. Conclusions

The evaluation of the height measurements performed in 1965
and 1977 between Akureyri and Jökulsa a Fjöllum has had the
following results:
1. Uplift has occurred in the Vadlaheidi district, far to the west
of the young volcanic zone of Northern Iceland. This is interpreted
to be of tectonic nature.
2. The volcanic and rifting episode since 1975 (until August 1977)
has influenced the profile Akureyri — Jökulsa a Fjöllum. This

Annex

Akureyri to Jökulsa a Fjöllum: mean of the height differences 1977

influence was particularly pronounced in the profile section be-
tween bench mark HP 100 and HP 140. The length of the section
is 54 km, projected onto the east-west direction, 35 km.
3. Because of the loss of six bench marks in the Namaskard
district the maximum uplift until the end of August 1977 could
probably not be observed, for the same reason, subsidence in
the central zone (e.g., Torge and Kanngieser, 1979) has not been
seen. The location of the maximum uplift may not have been
determined. Maximum uplifts amount to more than 420 mm. The
direct distance to the Krafla volcano is about 7 km.
4. East of HP 143 an almost constant uplift of 103 mm has taken
place with respect to Akureyri. This extends across about 10 km
to Jökulsa a Fjöllum. A comparison with graVity observations
appears to confirm the uplift.
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Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007
Ni 002 Ni 002 Ni 002 Ni 002
m m m m m m m m

Adalstr.
Nr. 5 HP 61 HP 100 HP 139

— 3.954 — 3.954 — 25.127 — 25.127 — 7.302 — 7.301 + 3.117 + 3.116

Adalstr.
Nr. 21 HP 62 HP 101 FM 320

+ 0.435 + 0.432 + 6.288 + 6.288 —— 0.349 — 0.348 + 5.183 + 5.183
HP 1 HP 63 HP 102 HP 140

+ 0.916 + 0.916 — 0.165 — 0.166 +39.858 +39.858 —19.051 —19.053
HP 2 HP 64 HP 103 FM 107

+ 90.402 + 90.403 + 4.637 + 4.638 +14.950 +14.948 — 0.502 — 0.503
HP 4 HP 66 HP 104 HP 141

+ 62.136 + 62.135 —21.910 —21.910 — 0.995 — 0.995 — 0.310 — 0.307
HP 5 HP 67 HP 105 HP 142

+ 68.080 + 68.080 + 0.920 + 0.920 —38.257 —38.255 —— 8.634 — 8.634
HP 6 HP 68 HP 107 HP 143

+ 6.377 + 6.377 + 8.053 + 8.053 —33.856 —33.856 — 1.730 — 1.728
HP 7 HP 69 FM 2 HP 144

+ 15.764 + 15.763 + 3.103 + 3.104 + 1.368 + 1.368 + 5.008 + 5.006
HP 8 HP 70 HP 108 HP 145

+ 10.815 + 10.815 — 3.728 — 3.726 + 5.681 + 5.681 +11.131 +11.129
HP 9 HP 71 HP 109 HP 146

+ 50.580 + 50.579 —— 0.018 — 0.018 +10.770 +10.769 —11.446 —11.449
HPll HP 72 FM 6415 HP147

+ 31.868 + 31.869 +17.759 +17.759 + 8.913 + 8.913 + 5.853 + 5.854
HP 13 HP 73A HP 110 HP 148

+100.311 +100.312 + 0.262 + 0.262 — 1.704 — 1704 +11.403 +ll.403
HP15 HP 73 HP111 HP149

+ 1.890 + 1.890 +52.396 +52.396 — 4.741 — 4.741 + 5.819 + 5.818
HP16 HP 74 HP 112 HP150

+ 39.232 + 39.232 +63.982 +63.984 + 7.721 + 7.720 ——15.917 *15918
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Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/ KONI 007 Pt. Ni 2/
Ni 002 Ni 002 Ni 002 Ni 002
m m m m m m In

HP19 HP 75 HP113 HP151
+ 20.566 + 20.567 + 8.130 + 8.130 — 7.103 — 7.102

HP 20 HP 76 HP 114
+ 38.162 + 38.162 +26.142 +26.142 — 0.243 — 0.242

HP 22 HP 77 HP 115
— 3.705 —— 3.705 +24.679 +24.679 + 0.922 + 0.922

HP 23 HP 78 HP 116
— 12.558 — 12.558 — 7.144 — 7.144 — 1.570 — 1.571

HP 24 HP 79 HP 117
—— 7.604 — 7.604 —90.380 —90.379 + 0.678 + 0.679

HP 25 HP 80 HP 118
— 6.654 — 6.654 —83.842 —83.841 + 2.100 + 2.100

HP 26 HP 81 HP 120
+ 1.477 + 1.477 —26.092 —26.092 + 8.384 + 8.384

HP 27 HP 82 HP 121
— 20.483 — 20.483 —32.222 —32.223 —— 6.167 — 6.165

HP 28 HP 84 HP 122
— 22.299 — 22.298 +40.686 +40.685 — 3.240 — 3.241

HP 29 HP 86 HP 124
— 10.103 — 10.103 +30.601 +30.600 + 4.754 + 4.754

HP 30 HP 87 HP 125
— 28.004 — 28.003 + 9.561 + 9.561 — 6.580 — 6.579

HP 31 HP 88 Kongsp.
— 22.934 — 22.934 — 3.079 — 3.079 +15.686 +15.686

HP 32 HP 89 FM 5604
— 21.987 — 21.987 + 0.544 + 0.544 +26.445 +26.446

HP 33 HP 89A HP 127
—— 55.713 — 55.714 —10.483 —10.484 —— 0.016 — 0.017

HP 36 HP 91 FM 6412
— 24.113 — 24.113 —2l.635 —21.634 +37.799 +37.795

HP 37 HP 92 FM 115
— 16.240 — 16.239 +40.348 +40.348 + 7.074 + 7.072

HP 38 HP 93 HP 130A
— 32.276 — 32.275 + 9.839 + 9.839 — 0.556 — 0.561

HP 40 HP 94 HP 133
—— 58.697 — 58.697 +19.924 +19.924 +18.093 +18.092

HP 42 HP 95 HP 135
— 40.995 — 40.995 +65.542 +65.543 +14.487 +14.488

HP 44 HP 97 HP 136
— 21.010 — 21.008 +23.748 +23.748 —24.140 —24.138

HP 312 HP 98 HP137
— 8.632 — 8.632 + 7.508 + 7.508 + 2.794 + 2.797

HP 59 M 6 HP 138
+ 11.657 + 11.656 + 0.071 +0071 — 0.002 — 0.002

HP 60 HP 99 FM 109
— 0.170 — 0.170 + 8.189 + 8.187 + 3.290 + 3.292

HP 61 HP 100 HP 139
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Gravity and Height Variations During the Present Rifting Episode
in Northem Iceland
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Institut für Theoretische Geodäsie, Universität Hannover, Nienburger Str. 6, D-3000 Hannover 1, Federal Republie of Germany

Abstraet. In 1975, a rifting episode started in the neovoleanie
zone of northern Ieeland, eonsisting of a sueeession of slow infla-
tion periods and rapid subsidenee events, whieh is still going on.
The oenter of aetivity is situated below the Krafla ealdera, and
the rifting proeess is affeeting the 80-km-long fissure swarrn asso-
eiated with this eentral voleano. Gravity and height variations
assoeiated with this proeess have been investigated by re-observing
profiles earlier established in the Namafjall and in the Gjastikki
area, situated nearly 10 krn south and north of Krafla respeetively,
as well as by the re-observation of a number of gravity stations
in the northern part of the fissure zone, in 1976, 1977, and 1978.
By repeated observations with 2 or 3 LaCoste—Romberg gravity
meters, the aeeuraey obtained in eaeh gravity survey is of the
order of 110x 10’8 Ins—2. In the profiles erossing the fissure
zones, a rate of gravity inerease of more than 100 x 10‘8 ms‘Z/a
has been found in the eentral part, while gravity at the flanks
deereases at the same order. These variations are eorrelated with
subsidenee and elevation rates of the order of 0.5 m/a.

Key words: IeeIandie rift Zone — Reeent gravity and height varia-
tions — Preeise gravity measurements.

l. Introduetion

Repeated gravity measurements in areas of earthquake and volea-
nie aetivity are an information souree about the rnass displace-
ments oeeurring espeeially in the vertiea] direotion. Among other
regions, northern Ieeland is an outstanding area of investigation
into this problem, espeeially sinee 1975, when a rifting episode
started there. Continuing former gravity surveys in this region,
the Institut für Theoretische Geodäsie, Universität Hannover,
earried out gravity and height measurements along three profiles
in the area of eurrent aetivity, in the years 1976—1978. After a
short deseription of the present rifting episode, the gravity and
height measurements are presented and the resulting variations
diseussed.

The neovoleanie zone in Ieeland represents a suprarnarine part
of the axial rift zone of the Mid-Atlantie Ridge and thus the
plate bonndarv between the Ameriean and the Enrasian teetonie
plates (for a detailed deseription, see e.g., Palmason and Sae-
mundsson, 1974). In northern leeland, this zone has a north-south
direetion and a width of 50 to 80 km. In the east and west it
is bordered hy Pleistoeene basalts followed by Tertiary plateau
basalt, whieh forrn the larger part of Ieeland. Voleanie and earth-
quake aetivity of the neovoleanie Zone is restrieted to a few north-

south striking fissure swarms of several kilometers width; one
of them is the Kraflauswarrn, whieh passes through the eaidera
of the Krafla voleano (Fig. l, Björnsson et al., 1977). Sinee the
extensive volcanie and teetonie events in the Krafla-Namafjall
area between 1724 und 1729, this fissure swarm has heen inaetive
until 1975. On Deeember 20, 1975, a basaltie eruption oeeurred
at Leirhnjükur in the Krafla ealdera, assoeiated with an intense
earthquake swarm and signifieant ground movements. This opened
the eurrent period of aetivity, whieh forms a rifting episode within
the kinematie proeesses at a eonstruetive plate boundary
(Björnsson, 1976). The aetivity eenter is below the Krafla ealdera,
where the ground undergoes slow uplift movements (maxi-
mumw7 mm/d in the eenter) over sorne months, interrupted by
short subsidence (maximumMZ n1) pulses of a few days duration.
The latter are aeeompanied by earthquake and thermal aetivitv,
fissure formation and vertieal ground movements along the Krafla
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fissure zone at different locations during the single pulses. This
rifting process is very carefully monitored by the Icelandic scien-
tists, employing a broad spectrum of different Observation
methods, which include levelling, tilt and gravity measurements
(Björnsson, 1976; Björnsson et a1., 1977; 1978).

In the region in question, high precision gravity measurements
have been carried out since more than 10 years by the Institut
für Theoretische Geodäsie, Technische Universität Hannover.
They form the basis for the comparison with the more recent
observations.

2. Gravity Measurements in the Rift Zone

Gravity measurements in the neovolcanic zone of northern Iceland
started in 1938, when Schleusener (1943) established 40 gravity
stations, in order to investigate the regional gravity field and by
later repetition measurements, its variation with time. Re-observa—
tions had been taken up in 1964 and were continued in 1965,
1967, 1970, 1971, and 1975, now employing LaCoste-Romberg
(LCR) gravity meters. As the result we now have
— a monumented high-precision (i 10 >< 10’8 ms‘2)1 gravity pro-

file crossing the neovolcanic zone in west—east—direction
(<1)N65°40’) and covering about 50 km of the adjoining Pleis-
tocene and Tertiary basalt zones (profile length w 150 km, aver—
age station spacing l km). This profile has been observed in
1965, 1970/1971, and 1975. The comparison of the results re—
vealed for this epoch a gravity increase in the neovolcanic zone
relative to the basalt zones, reaching +7 .8><10“8ms_2/a.
The maximum gradient of variation occurred in the Myvatn—
Namafjall part of the profile, which is part of the Krafla fissure
swarm (see Fig. l); Schleusener and Torge (1971), Torge and
Drewes (1977a);

— a regional gravity control of about 1000 stations
(i20...30 >< 10’8ms 2) covering the neovolcanic zone and the
adjoining older basalt zones between 65°30—66010’ N and
18°10’—15o W, observed between 1964 and 1970; Schleusener
et a1. (1976);

— gravity profiles (i20 30 >< 10"8 ms 2) across local geological
structures, including the monumented profile crossing the Gjäs-
tikki fissure zone (observed 1965), about 10 km north of the
Krafla caldera, Schleusener (1974).
In order to investigate the gravity influence of mass displace—

ments connected with the present rifting process, repeated gravity
and, partly, also height measurements have been carried out at
different locations of the Krafla fissure swarm, in 1976, 1977,
and 1978.

The surveys were concentrated on three profiles, see Fig. 1
— the Namafjall-profile (lengthw8 km), part of the west-east pro-

file situated nearly 10 km south of the Krafla caldera,
— the Gjastikki profile (lengthm3 km),
4 the Gjastikki—Kelduhverfi profile (lengthm30 km).

The Namafjall- and the Gjastikki-profiles cross the Krafla fis-
sure zone, while the Gjastikki—Kelduhverfi profile follows this
zone. Details are given in Table 1 From the adjustments of the
different epochs r.m.s. errors of one observed gravity difference
have been derived and are given in Table 2. Linear drift factors,
obtained from the adjustments, do not exceed 1 2 >< 10‘ 8 ms’ 2/h
and are hardly significant.

The gravity darum in the single epochs is given by the gravity
value at the base station Akureyri 60932 (western edge of the

1 21><10’8 ms‘zzl ngal, 1x10’5ms‘ :1mga1
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Table 1. Statistics of gravity observations

Namafjall—profile

Epoch Observation Number LCR Observations
period of gravity per station

stations meters

1975 23. 7.—28. 7. 9 G79, G85 4
G87, D14

1976 6.8.— 7.8. 14 G79, G85 2
1977 8.8.—16.8. l8 G298, D14 4
1978 24.7.—28.7. 19 G79, D14 6

Gjastikki-profile

1976 10.8. 10 D14 1
1977 9.8.—15.8. 16 G298, D14 2---3
1978 30.7.— 1.8. 14 G79, D14 4

Gjastikki—Kelduhverfi—profile

1976
1978

4.8.—6.8. 12
26. 7.—2.8. 12

D14 1
G79, D14 2

Table 2. R.m.s. errors of single observed gravity differences

Observed gravity difference: r.m.s. error (10’8 ms’z)
Epoch G79 G85 G298 D14

1976 “_1'14 i14 — i31
1977 — — +16 i 13
1978 i15 — —- i 12

west—east profile) to which the gravity profiles have been connected
via intermediate base stations. This value (g :
982,34839 >< 10’5 ms‘z, Potsdam gravity system with g:
981,277.30><10'5ms_2 Hannover 21629 A) has been kept fixed
since 1965, as the frequent control to the station Hannover (via
Reykjavik) did not reveal a significant gravity change there. The
results of the gravity measurements between Hannover and Iceland,
in 1976, 1977, and 1978, are given in Annex 1 Linear calibration
faclors for the instruments have been derived in the scale of the Inter—
national Gravity Standardization Net 1971 (IGSN71) by a gravity
survey along a special calibration line established 1975 in Norway,
at the Iceland gravity range. The calibration factor for LCR G 298
has been determined from the gravity difference Hannover-Aku-
reyri, measured 1975 simultaneously with LCR 79, 85, 87, and
298 (Torge and Drewes, 1977 a). Due to the installation of a new
long lever with welded pivot in LCR G 79 (November 1976) the
calibration changed. The value for 1978 was derived from the
D14 measurements carried out simultaneously. The calibration
factors are given in Table 3.

Tidal reductions have been calculated using the Cartwright—
Tayler—Edden development and regional tidal parameters for the
main waves, which were determined 1975 at the temporary gravi—
metric earth tide station Laugaskoli, near the west-east profile
(Torge and Wenzel, 1976).

From the adjustments, r.m.s. errors of the final gravity values
at the single epochs, referring to the base station Akureyri, are
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Table 3. Calibration factors of gravimeters used

G 79 (1976) 1.00055 i 0.00007
G 79 (1978) 1.00069 i 0.00005
G 85 0.999881-000010
G298 1.00098 i 0.00002
D 14 1.00031 i0.00009

Table 4. R.m.s. errors of final gravity values in single epochs

Adjusted gravity: r.m.s. error (10—8 ms—z)
Profile 1976 1977 1978

Namafiall i3---16 i 6.-‘10 i8m12
Gjastikki izo ilomlö i8 - 15
Gjast.-Keld. 4120 — i9-"17

obtained (Table 4). We may conclude that in each profile a relative
accuracy, with respect to the other profile stations, of
i 10 >< 10—8 rns‘2 has been achieved.

As in the previous epochs, the heights of the gravity stations
in the Nämafjall—profile have been determined by geometric level-
ling in 1976. . - 1978, simultaneously with the gravity measurements.
A Zeiss Ni2 automatic level has been used, and the readings
were controlled by double turning points (1976) or by forth and
back levelling. From the misclosures obtained in 1977 and 1978,
the r.m.s. error of the heights, referring to the height datum of
the corresponding epoch, is estimated to be i001 to 0.02 m.

The heighl darum is
1976: profile station no. 110, about 20 km west of the starting
point of the Namafiall profil, connected to it by geometric
levelling. The height of this station, which according to the

1976 survey is not affected by the present activity, is given
in the height system introduced by Spickernagel (1966),
1977‘ the heights of the bench marks of the precise levelling
1976 along the profile Akureyri-Grimsstadir, carried out by
Prof. Spickernagel, Leoben, Austria, and kindly made available
to us before final publication,
1978: the height of the bench mark HP 302 in the eastern part
of the profile which according to the 1978 gravity survey should
not have significantly changed between 1977 and 1978.

Height determination in the dstikki profile has been carried
out in 1978, by geometric levelling and (at one steep slope) by
trigonometric levelling, simultaneously with the gravity measure-
ments. The relative accuracy within the profile is estimated to
be i001 to 0.02 In.

The height datum was derived from the 1977 height of station
no. 82544, situated at the northwestern end of the profile. The
station heights 1977 have been determined by the Institut für
Vermessungskunde, Technische Universität Braunschweig (Profes-
sor Möller), between August 8 and 11, 1977, and kindly put at
our disposal before publication.

The results of the gravity and height measurements are given
in Annexes 241.

3. Comparison of the Gravity
and Height Observations 1976—1978

The gravity and height variations with time observed along the
Nämafjallprofile are given in Fig. 2 (A g and 21H). Reference epoch
for all observations is 1965, when gravity and height measurements
started.

The straight lines connecting the observed point differences
have been drawn for clarity only and have no physical meaning
(this is valid also for Figs. 3—5). The changes at the additional
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stations, established in the periods following the reference epoch,
have been fitted to the previous variation curves by adding them
the to corresponding straight lines (this is valid also for Fig. 3).

The comparison 1975—1965 indicates a small gravity increase
(+20 to 30x 10‘8 ms’z) west of Namafjall, correlated with a
few centimeters ground subsidence. The rifting process which
started in December 1975 affected the profile stations more
strongly. For 1976—1975 we find that gravity decreased slightly
at the western (lake Myvatn) and the eastern border of the profile
(w—lO x 10‘ 8 ms‘ 2). It increased at the western edge of Nämafjall
(maximum +40 to 50 >< 10’8 ms’z) in connection with a subsid-
ence of —0.3 m. For 1977—1976 the continuing activity in the
Krafla area led to a considerable gravity decrease in the western
part of the profile (—70 to 100><10’8 ms‘z), correlated with a
rise of +0.3 to 0.5 m. The same is true for the eastern part of
the profile (—30 to 100><10’8 ms’z, +0.3 to 0.4 m). Since 1977
fissure formation and thermal activity occurred at the western
edge of Namafjall, giving a maximum gravity increase of +110
to 130><10‘8 rns’2 and a corresponding subsidence of 0.5 to
0.8 m. Between 1978 and 1977 these tendencies continued, although
with smaller magnitude. Gravity decrease in the western part of
the profile amounted to 30 to 60 >< 10‘8 ms‘z, and in the eastern

part to 10 to 50 >< 10‘8 ms’z, the corresponding uplifts were 0.1
to 0.3 m and 0.2 to 0.3 m, respectively. The gravity increase west
of Namafjall reduced to 70><10’8 ms‘z, and the subsidence to
0.3 m. H. Spickernagel (1980) could not detect these local height
variations, as his stations were destroyed in this region.

In the comparison 1978—1977, the height datum 1978 has been
changed no longer assuming that station no. HP 302 did not
vary between 1977 and 1978. For station no. 5276, at the
western edge of the profile, the gravity change of — 35 >< 10‘ 8 rns‘ 2
has been converted into a height change of +0.18 m with the
gravity/height factor ——0.2>< 10"5 ms’z/m. By this transforma-
tion, an average conversion factor of —0.2><10’5 ms‘Z/m has
been obtained for the profile. This Bouguer—type relation (density
2.6 g/cm3) has been found also from the comparison 1977—1976.

Figure 3 gives the gravity variations along the Gjästikki profile,
referred to the first observation epoch 1965. The gravity decrease
at the flanks is even more pronounced than in the Namafjall
profile with a similar magnitude in different comparisons (NW: 60
to 100><10’8 ms‘Z/a, SE: 100 to 170x 1078 ms’Z/a). A small
zone of the central part, with new fissures and thermal activity
since 1977/1978, shows a gravity increase of 50 to
110><10’8 ms‘Z/a. Transforming these values into height varia-
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tions with the factor of —0.2><10_5ms’2/m, we obtain for
1978—1977 a maximum subsidence relative to the flanks of 0.80 In
(NW) and 0.97 m (SE), respectively. This is in good agreement
with the height variation directly observed (Fig. 4) of —0.83 m
and —0.93 m, respectively.

The height datum 1978 has been corrected, since according
to the gravity variations all profile stations had changed, between
1977 and 1978. For station no. 544 (NW edge of the profile)
the gravity variation of —77><10‘8 rns’2 was transformed into
a height change of +0.39 m

The gravity variations along the Gjästikki-Kelduhverfi profile
are given in Fig. 5. They refer to the inactive epoch 1965/1970,
when the regional gravity stations in north Iceland had been estab-
lished. There is a significant gravity variation of different sign
along the profile, of magnitudes i200><10’8 ms’z/a and more
with three areas of gravity decrease and two of gravity increase
(corresponding to uplift and subsidence). Dimensions are 5 to
10 km.

4. Conclusions

From gravity and height measurements in the Krafla fissure
swarm, carried out during the current rifting episode, and from
the comparison with previous observations we conclude that
— a slight gravity increase south of the Krafla caldera occurred

before the beginning of the present episode, possibly a precursor
of the later activity;

— activated areas south and north of Krafla are characterized
by gravity decrease and uplift at the flanks, and by gravity
increase and subsidence in narrow central zones;

— the magnitude of the observed variations in gravity and height
reaches the order of i 100 x 10‘8 ms” 2/a and —I_—O.5 m/a, respec-
tively;

— the gravity/height relationship corresponds approximately to a
Bouguer-type factor, although with some scattering;

— with a stable gravity datum an uncontrolled height datum can
be corrected ,

— activated areas along the fissure swarm show gravity variations
of i200 ><10‘8 ms‘Z/a and more;

— individual regions of the fissure swarm have generally changed
height and gravity without change in sense during the whole
observation period from 1975 to 1978 revealing some kind of
continuity;

— according to the 1978 survey, the period of activity is still in
progress.

These results, and hopefully also future observations, will
contribute to the understanding of the mass movements in time
and space which are related to the present rifting episode.
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Annex l. Gravity connection Hannover — Reykjavik — Akureyri 1976—1978a

No. In- Observer Station No. Date Time Reading Manufacturer’sTidal Corrected
strument (UT) scale correction mgal-value

l G 79 Drewes Hannover 21629A 31.7.76 5.02 4555.648 4723.165 —0.037 4723.128
2 G 79 Drewes Reykjavik 21941L 31.7.76 17.47 5519.455 5723.621 —0.058 5723.563
3 G 79 Drewes Akureyri 60932 31.7. 76 20.46 5586.979 5793.701 —0.095 5793.606
4 G 85 Lehrke Hannover 21629A 31.7.76 5.02 4661.090 4826.626 ——0.037 4826.589
5 G 85 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 31.7. 76 17.28 5626.248 5827.665 —0.054 5827.611
6 G 85 Lehrke Akureyri 60932 31.7.76 20.32 5693.856 5897.765 —0.093 5897.672
7 G 79 Drewes Akureyri 60932 18.8.76 13.35 5586.964 5793.686 —0.042 5793.644
8 G 79 Drewes Reykjavik 21941L 18.8.76 16.28 5519.478 5723.645 —0.065 5723.590
9 G 85 Lehrke Akureyri 60932 18.8.76 13.22 5693.915 5897.826 —0.040 5897.786

10 G 85 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 18.8.76 16.14 5626.332 5827.752 —0.062 5827.690
11 G 79 Drewes Reykjavik 21941L 21.8.76 4.14 5519.522 5723.691 —0.067 5723.624
12 G 79 Drewes Keflavik 21941K 21.8.76 6.39 5515.731 5719.756 —0.030 5719.726
13 G 79 Drewes Hannover 21629A 21.8.76 17.22 4555.787 4723.310 —0.086 4723.224
14 G 85 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 21.8.76 4.07 5626.390 5827.812 —0.067 5827.745
15 G 85 Lehrke Keflavik 21941K 21.8.76 6.28 5622.559 5823.840 ——0.033 5823.807
16 G 85 Lehrke Hannover 21629A 21.8.76 17.22 4661.263 4826.805 —0.086 4826.719
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Annex l (Continued)

No. In- Observer Station No. Date Time Reading Manufacturer’sTidal Corrected
strument (UT) scale correetion mgal-value

17 G298 Kanngieser Hannover 21629A 6. 8. 77 5.33 4731.240 5005.818 + 0.015 5005.833
18 G298 Kanngieser Keflavik 21941 K 6. 8. 77 14.34 5672.207 6002.048 —0.051 6001.997
19 G298 Kanngieser Reykjavik 21941 L 6. 8. 77 20.01 5675.921 6005.978 —0.072 6005.906
20 G298 Kanngieser Akureyri 60932 6. 8. 77 22.21 5742.114 6076.034 — 0.085 6075.949
21 D 14 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 6. 8. 77 20.06 25.033 27.887 —0.072 27.815
22 D 14 Lehrke Akureyri 60932 6.8.77 22.37 87.958 97.985 —0.085 97.900
23 G298 Kanngieser Keflavik 21941 K 20. 8. 77 5.52 5672.436 6002.290 —0.019 6002.271
24 G298 Kanngieser Hannover 21629A 20. 8. 77 15.30 4731.580 5006.178 — 0.023 5006.155

25 G 79 Lehrke Hannover 21629A 22.7.78 5.26 4621.897 4791.935 —0.095 4791.840
26 G 79 Lehrke Keflavik 21941K 23.7.78 8.05 5582.121 5788.659 —0.084 5788.575
27 G 79 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 23.7. 78 10.44 5585.855 5792.535 —0.068 5792.467
28 G 79 Lehrke Akureyri 60932 23.7.78 13.02 5653.311 5862.541 —0.034 5862.507
29 D 14 Kanngieser Reykjavik 21941L 23.7.78 10.48 43.372 48.316 —0.067 48.249
30 D 14 Kanngieser Akureyri 60932 23.7. 78 12.47 106.226 118.336 —0.038 118.298
31 G 79 Lehrke Akureyri 60932 5.8.78 7.57 5653.735 5862.981 —0.073 5862.908
32 G 79 Lehrke Reykjavik 21941L 5.8.78 11.10 5586.181 5792.873 —0.024 5792.849
33 G 79 Lehrke Keflavik 21941K 5.8.78 14.05 5582.385 5788.933 +0010 5788.943
34 G 79 Lehrke Hannover 21629A 5.8.78 22.33 4622.300 4792.354 —0.045 4792.309
35 D 14 Kanngieser Akureyri 60932 5.8.78 7.37 106.726 118.893 —0.075 118.818
36 D 14 Kanngieser Reykjavik 21941L 5.8. 78 10.56 43.781 48.772 —0.028 48.744

d The results of the gravity measurements in 1975 are given in Torge and Drewes (1977 a)

Annex 2. Gravity and height values 1976, 1977, and 1978 along the Namafjall profileal

Station d) ‚1 g (1976) g (1977) g (1978) H (1976) H (1977) H (1978)
no. (0) west (°) (10’5 ms‘z) (10‘5 ms’z) (10‘5 ms’z) (m) (m) (In)

982--- 982--- 982--
60932 65.676 18.098 348.390 348.390 348.390

93 65.720 17.365 353.560 353.565 353.547
143 65.569 17.045 285.583 285.555 285.551 287.52 287.62
170 65.679 16.927 292.447 292.373 292.334 295.66 296.06 295.98

5276 65.706 16.923 297.109 297.040 297.005 284.16 284.53 284.49
169 65.701 16.920 298.128 298.060 298.012 279.03 279.41 279.37

5604 65.699 16.904 294.568 294.483 294.434 294.66 295.09 295.10
171 65.698 16.886 289.260 289.158 289.096 321.02 321.54 321.64

5603 65.694 16.869 289.169 289.300 289.286 320.23 319.40 319.24
307b 65.694 16.863 287.718 287.640 325.76 325.56
180 65.700 16.846 279.977 280.089 280.157 363.94 363.43 362.98
306 65.704 16.841 274.782 274.729 389.44 389.54
188 65.695 16.840 282.574 282.538 282.504 349.33 349.58 349.69
182 65.709 16.819 274.046 273.993 349.00 394.12
181 65.706 16.812 282.121 282.028 282.005 358.96 359.38 359.45
115 65.706 16.812 282.134 282.013 358.89 359.31 359.38
183 65.708 16.803 281.623 281.586 361.93 361.98
303 65.709 16.781 282.001 281.992 358.60 358.62
190 65.715 16.778 281 723 281.631 281.616 359.00 359.35 359.37
199 65.713 16.776 281.450 281.365 281.356 359.26 359.61 359.62
193 65.717 16.752 282.294 282.229 282.214 358.60 358.90 358.90
302 65.716 16.748 282.078 282.077 359.22 359.22
234 65.640 16.371 276.833 276.801 276.817
263 65.644 16.118 276.109 276.098

The gravity and height values before 1976 are given in Torge and Drewes (1977 a)
The thermal aetivity around this station ehanged strongly between 1977 and 1978, resulting in an extremely anomalous gravity/height
eoefficient

b
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Annex 3. Gravity and height values along the Gjastikki profile

Station <1) Ä g (1965/70) g (1976) g (1977) g (1978) H (1978)
no. (°) west (°) (10‘5 ms’z) (10‘5ms’2) (10‘5 ms’z) (10’5 ms 2) (m)

982m 982-- 982" 982m
82061 65.830 16.731 281.811 281.716 430.45
82561 65.830 16.731 281.95 281.85 281.764
82591 65.831 16.735 285.73 285.65 285.548
82592 65.831 16.735 285.277 285.170 421.98
82558 65.832 16.741 286.64 286.47 286.315 286.194 416.90
82556 65.834 16.750 290.18 290.18 290.148 290.036 401.46
82554 65.834 16.754 290.78 290.76 290.877 290.790 398.59
82553 65.835 16.756 292.89 292.95 293.059 293.126 388.73
82552 65.836 16.760 293.067 293.139 389.11
82550 65.838 16.764 293.319 293.229 392.32
82549 65.839 16.769 293.785 293.689 391.14
82548 65.840 16.780 293.36 293.41 293.389 293.324 394.07
82545 65.842 16.788 290.33 290.25 290.172 290.094 406.59
82544 65.842 16.790 283.82 283.75 283.643 283.566 434.50
82539 65.842 16.791 284.282 284.200 434.47
82538 65.842 16.793 283.540 283.470 438.13

Annex 4. Gravity values along the Gjastikki-Kelduhverfi profile

Station q) ‚1 g (1965/70) g (1976) g (1977) g (1978)
no. (°) west (°) (10‘5ms'2) (10“5ms‘2) (10‘5ms’2) (10‘5ms‘2)

982m 982--- 982-- 982.--
82284 65.868 16.700 291.41 291.40 291.363 291.301
82285 65.885 16.674 298.48 298.37 298.289
82286 65.904 16.678 307.44 307.35 307.235
82289 65.948 16.662 335.39 335.44 335.663
82290 65.971 16.660 345.83 345.79 346.027
82291 65.992 16.655 360.33 360.32 360.414
82293 66.022 16.637 382.10 382.14 382.446
82294 66.040 16.627 389.07 389.19 389.407
82295 66.056 16.643 389.20 389.41 389.569
81296 66.074 16.689 397.76 397.70 397.603
81297 66.076 16.716 397.37 397.33 397.202
81298 66.099 16.689 398.90 398.81 398.726
81299 66.123 16.730 404.54 404.44 404.394
81300 66.123 16.730 404.300
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Gravity and Elevation Changes Caused by Magma Movement
Beneath the Krafla Caldera, Northeast Iceland

(1V. Jehnsen, A. Björnsson, and S. Sigurdssen*
National Energy Autherity, Grensasvegi 9, Reykjavik, Iceland

Abstraet. Prier te the present aetivity of the Krafla volcano, whieh
started in 1975, levelling and gravity surveys had been carried
eut in the area. The netwerk has sinee been extended, and measure-
ments are earried eut about every seeend month. The measurew
ments reveal a quasi-periodie behavieur ef the teetonie activity,
eharaeterized by slow inflation of the ealdera für several weeks
er menths at a rate Uf 6—10 mmId, interrupted by sudden subsidenee
events lasting für one er a few days. Elevatien ehanges‘within
the ealdera are deseribed by a deflation-inflation swelling with
its apex near the eenter ef the ealdera. Caleulations, using a model
ef a spherieal ehamber with varying pressure at 3 km depth, show
geed agreement with the measured elevation values. Comparison
el‘ gravity and Ievelling data, using a Beuguer type relationship,
suggests that inflatien and deflalinn ef the floor of the caldera
is eaused entirely by in- and üutflew of magma. Same discrepancies
between the levelling and gravity data immediately after subsidence
events ean be explained by additional mass flew of greundwater.

Key werds: Gravity — Elevatien ehanges — Magma flow — Iceland
— Current rifting episede.

Intreduetien

In nerth Ieeland the strueture ef the neevelcanie Zone is eharacter—
ized by several nerthsouth eriented fissure swarms running
threugh eentral veleano complexes. Voleanic and tectenie aetivity
in this regiün is episodie rather than eontinueus and each time
is eenfined te ene eentral voleano complex and it’s assoeiated
fissure swarm (Saemundssen, 1974, 1978; Björnsson et a1., 1977).
The Krafla fissure swarm, whieh beeame aetive in 1975, extends
frem Axarljördur in the nerth t0 the mountainous area southeast
ef Myvatn in the south, seme 100 km in length. It’s average width
is estirnated at 5 t0 10 km. During the last interglaeial period
the Krafla eentral vuleane develeped a ealdera whieh has been
filled In a 1a rge extent with eruptive material during the last glaeial
and pestglaeial peried, see Fig. 1. In postglaeial time volcanie
aetivity has remained high in the Krafla fissure swarm. About
35 pestglaeial eruptive fissures are known along the fissure swarm
{Björnssen et a1., 1977). A high-temperature geothermal field with
temperatures exeeeding 340°C at 2 km depth exists within the
Krafla ealdera. This geethermal field is now being harnessed in
a geethermal pewer plant, see Fig. 2.

* Präsent address: Seienee Institute, University of Ieeland,
Reykjavik, leeland
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During the summer ef 1975 it beeame apparent that the Krafla
ealdera was in a peried ef increased seismie aetivity. Seismie aetiv-
ity kept building up during the summer and fall. On the 20th
of Deeember 1975 a major veleane-teetenie event began within
the KrafIa ealdera and part of the assoeiated fissure swarm beeame
aetive (Sigurdsson, 1976; Björnssen, 1977). A small vnlcanie erup-
tion took plaee near the eenter nf the ealdera. During the next
days and weeks, land subsided seme 2.5 m inside the ealdera and
teetonie movements toek plaee in the nerthern part ef the fissure
swarm some 60 km north of the Krafla ealdera. Sinee then the
Krafla caldera and the asseeiated fissure swarm haue been at
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Fig. 1. The Krafla eentral VÜICEII'IÜ and it’s surreundings in NE-
Iceland. The ealdera and the eenter part nf the aetive fissure
swarm are shown. Oper: rirrles shuw gravity and levelling beneh-
marks outside the ealdera
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base stations

unrest. The aetivity i5 eharaeterized by slow inflation of the
ealdera, at a rate of 6—10 mm/d at the eenter, lasting for several
weeks or months, interrupted by sudden subsidenee events lasting
from one to a few days. The inflation has been interpreted
a5 being eaueed by inflow of magma frorn below, at a rate of
5 m3/5, into a magma ehamber at shallow depth. The subsidenee
of the Krafla ealdera is eaused by horizontal flow of magma
out of the magma eharnber along a dike into the fissure swarm
towards north or south. This i3 assoeiated with horizontal and
vertieal ground rnovernent and seismie aetivity within a confined
part of the fissure swarrn outside the caldera (Björnsson et a1.,
1979; Brandsdottir and Einarsson, 1979). The existenee of a
magma ehamber beneath the Krafla ealdera has further been
supported by the observation of a S-wave attenuating zone at
a 3 to 7 km depth (Einarsson, 1978).

Great effort has been put into studying the present volcanou
teetonie episode in the Krafla fissure swarrn. The measurements
inelucle regular levelling and gravity surveying of the area, tilt
meaeurernents, monitoring movement of fissures, distanee mea—
eurements, monitoring ground temperature and ground water lev-
el. A dense seismie network is in operation in the area. Tempera-
ture, pressure, and ehemieal eomposition of borehole diseharge
i5 monitored and gases emitted frorn furnaroles are analysed. In
this paper, however, only the 1evelling and gravity data from the
Krafla ealdera and its surroundings will be presented Sup-
plemented with tilt meaeurements from one site inside the ealdera.

The land elevation in and around the Krafla ealdera has proved
to be a most important pararneter for understanding the nature
of the present voleano-teetonie aetivity of the Krafla area. It has
been possible to delineate the most aetive area and determine
quantitatively the elevation variations, whieh i5 the base for further
theoretical work. Elevation and seismie aetivity ineide the oaldera
have been the most important indieators for surveillanee of the
voleano for the eivil defenee.

Geodetie and gravimetrie measurements were started by
Niemczyk (1943) in 1938 in order to observe teetonie movements
in NE-Ieeland. A high precision gravity profile aeross the neovol-
eanie zone in NE-Ieeland, established in 1938 and revhobserved
in 1965, 1970, and 1975 for the investigation of seeular gravitj)r
variations, indieates an inereaee of gravity by 005—01 tun/e2 per
year in the neovoleanie zone eompared with the older plateau
basalts to the west (Spickernagel, 1966; Sehleusener and Torge,
197l; Torge and Drewes, 1977a; Torge and Kanngieser, 1979).
Further measurernents by Torge and Drewes (19771)) in 1975 and
1976 and by Björnsson et a1. (1979) from 1975 to 1978 Showed
major ehanges in gravity and elevation near the ealdera and along
the aetive part of the fissure swarm. Repeated geodetie distanee
measurements of the Krafla-Mjwatn area, indieate that slight eonn
traction took plaee between 1965 and 1971, but signifieant expan-
sion took plaee between 1971 and 1975 (Gerke, 1974, 1977; Gerke
et a1., 1978; Müller and Ritter, 1979).

The Observational Teehniques

Levelling was originally carried out in the Krafla area in 1974
along the road frorn Myvatn to Krafla. Additionally eeveral beneh-
marks were measured trigonometrieally in the area for mapping
purposes. The levelling network has gradually been extended and
presently it ineludes some 70 benehmarks (see Figs. 1 and 2). The
levelling has been earried out using a Zeiss N12 level and wooden
measuring rods, whieh are periodieally eompared with Wild Invar
rods. The Standard error i5 approximately 1.5 V: mm, where L i5
the length of the forward and baekward measured levelling profile
in kilometers. All profiles are measured in this manner exoept
a profile around the hi11 Leirhnjukur, where one way levelling
Starts and ends at the same benehmark. Regular levelling of the
Krafla area, started in early Mareh 1976. Sinee then large parts
of the network have frequently been levelled, usually at intervals
of one to two months and the remainder at longer intervals. The
main profiles east of Myvatn have a nurnber of times been eon-
neeted to benehmark FM-l southwest of the lake by using the
surfaee of the lake a5 a referenee level in very ealm weather.
This benehmark serves a3 a base Station for the levelling surveys.
The levelling i5 performed by a team of three rnen. Under favour-
able weather conditions levelling of all benohmarks takes about
a week.

A water tube tiltmeter is operated in the Krafla power house
whieh is situated about 1,300 In south of the apex of maximum
elevation ehanges (see Fig. 2 for loeation). The reading aeeuraey
is about l urad in the north-south eomponent and readings are
made at least onee a day. An exeellent eorrelation has been found
between the tilt variations at this Site and elevation ohanges of
the ealdera. Henee it is possible to monitor daily elevation ehanges
during inflation and deflation by using the tilt variations for inter-
polation between levelling surveys. Further in this way it i5 possible
to estimate the value of maximum subsidenee during eaeh subsi-
denee event (Björnseon et a1., 1979).
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A gravity survey was first carried out in the Krafla area in
August 1975. The purpose was t0 monitor gravity variations that
might accompany the utilization of fluid from drillholes in the
Krafla high temperature geothermal field. The network included
some 30 benehmarks and was measured with a LaCoste-Romberg
gravity meter, G-lO. In March and June 1976 this network was
remeasured using an 01d Worden gravity meter, W-68. Since Sep-
tember 1976 gravity surveys have been carried out with a LaCoste-
Romberg gravity meter, G-445. Gravimeter readings are corrected
for tidal effects using the method of Longman (1959). Correction
is made for instrumental drift by using a looping technique. The
accuracy ofthe gravity values is about i0.2 um/s2 for the G—grav-
ity meters. Gravity changes are always measured with respect
t0 stations within the Icelandic gravity base station network (Pal-
mason et al., 1973). Base station FM-5276 at the Church of Reyk-
jahlid was used for this purpose. After the subsidence event in
April 1977 ehange was noted at this station in relation t0 the
general network and the base station was transferred to FM-5224
at Husavik airport, some 40 km away from the Krafla caldera.
Since June 1976 the gravity network has gradually been extended
and presently includes some 150 gravity benehmarks (see Figs. l
and 2). Most gravity surveys are carried out at the same time
as levelling. The whole gravity network may under favourable
eonditions be covered by one man in about one week’s time.

Characteristics of the Elevation and Gravity Changes

A levelling survey carried out in early MarCh 1976 showed that
up t0 2 m subsidence had occurred within the Krafla ealdera,
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aceompanying the voleano-tectonic activity, whieh started on De-
cember 20, 1975. Further levelling surveys, carried out in the
summer of 1976, showed that the floor of the Krafia caldera
was rising. The rate of infiation had an average value of 6.5 mm/d
at benehmark FM-5596 near the power house. In a similar manner
a gravity survey, carried out in June 1976, showed considerable
increase in gravity near the center of the caldera compared with
measurements from 1975. Decrease in gravity was observed from
June t0 September 1976 in correlation with the increasing eleva—
tion. In late September 1976 another volcano-tectonic event
occurred within the Krafia fissure swarm. After a period of contin-
uous infiation, lasting for eight months, land subsided within and
around the Krafla caldera, and tectonic rifting took place in the
fissure swarm, in Gjastykki. Since then eight other subsidence
events have occurred in the area.

Figure 3 shows the elevation variations at several benchmarks
on a 9 km long north-south profile stretching from Namafjall
into the Krafla ealdera (for location see Fig. 2). Tilt measurements
have been used t0 interpolate between the levelling data. It is
evident from Fig. 3 that the maximum elevation variations are
taking place at the benchmarks FM-5596 and FM-5595 near the
center of the ealdera. At benehmark FM-115 near Nämafjall,
about 8 km south of the center of the caldera, the elevation varia—
tions are an order of magnitude smaller. The first subsidence
event in December 1975 is accompanied by the greatest subsidence,
while the event in November 1977 was too small t0 be shown
on this scale. The subsidence events in April and September 1977
are the only ones associated with aetivity in the fissure swarm
south of the caldera and hence having the greatest effect on eleva-
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Fig. 4. Measured elevation changes in cm (left) and gravity changes in um/s2 (right) during the subsidence event in January 1978.
Filled Circles show the benchmarks occupied at the time
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Fig. 5. Measured elevation Changes in cm (left) and gravity changes in pm/s2 (right) during the inflation period from January
t0 June 1978. Fillea’ circles show the benchmarks occupied at the time
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tion at the southernmost benchmarks. The inflation periods range
from less than one to more than seven months. Elevation varia—
tions from other benchmarks in the measuring network give similar
results as shown in Fig. 3.

In order to better demonstrate the elevation and gravity
ehanges of the Krafla area we have chosen four sets of survey
data covering two subsidence events and one inflation period.
Figure 4 illustrates the subsidence event in January 1978, Fig. 5
the following, 6 months long inflation period, and Fig. 6 the subsi-
dence event in July 1978. These figures are typical for the elevation
and gravity Changes in the Krafla area. A common feature of
all three figures is a deflation-inflation bowl, the center of which
is a somewhat elongated northwest-southeast oriented plateau,
where maximum elevation changes occur. This plateau is situated
between the hill Leirhnjukur and the southern slopes of the moun-
tain Krafla. This area coincides with the Krafla high temperature
geothermal field. The rate of elevation changes on this plateau
during periods of inflation is 6—10 mm/d and the size of the area
is approximately 4km2 Elevation changes diminish rapidly as
one leaves the plateau and has dropped to about 40% of its
maximum value at the southern rim of the caldera and to less
than 5% at a distance of 10 km from the apex of uplift. Gravity
surveys usually eover a greater area than levelling. Maximum
gravity changes usually occur in the same area as maximum eleva-
tion changes, sometimes distorted, though, in a north-south direc-
tion along the fissure swarm.

As indicated in Fig. 3, measured elevation changes during the
volcano-tectonic events in April and September of 1977 were some—
what different compared with other events. This is due to the
fact that these events activated the southern branch of the fissure
swarm within and just south of the ealdera and henoe influenoed
the elevation and gravity changes inside the caldera much more
than activity further away during other subsidence events. Figure 7
illustrates the elevation and gravity changes during the subsidence
event in April 1977. The subsidence bowl inside the caldera can
still be seen, but major movement within the fissure swarm just
south of the caldera are superimposed on the circular subsidence
bowl. From gravity, levelling and distance measurements both
south and north of the Krafla caldera it is known, that the activity
in the fissure swarm is characterized by subsidence of the central
part of the fissure swarm, while the flanks on each side are uplifted.
This is accompanied by expansion over the most active part of
the fissure swarm, up to 2 m each time resulting in the formation
of new fissures and new geothermal areas, while a much larger
area outside the fissure zone is contracted (Björnsson et al., 1979;
Gerke et al., 1978). This tectonic rifting of the fissure swarm is
usually also accompanied by an earthquake swarm (Brandsdottir
and Einarsson, 1979). Elevation changes of this sort were first
detected gravimetrically in Gjastykki in January 1977.

Discussion

Elevation Variations — The Mogi Mode!

Björnsson et a1. (1979) have shown that model calculations, using
Mogi’s (1958) model of a spherical chamber (magma ehamber)
with varying pressure within a homogeneous elastic half-space shows
good agreement between calculated and observed elevation varia-
tions from the Krafla area. Thereby the elevation changes, Ah,
at the distance x from the apex of a circular bowl is given by

AhzhO-a’3-(d2+x2)‘3/2 (l)

Table l. Elevation and volume Changes, direction of magma flow
during subsidence events

Dates of Maximum Estimated Main
Subsidence events elevation total direction

changes at volume of flow
the apex change

December 20, 1975 to —230 cm 130- 106 m3 N (eruption)
January, 1976 +140 cm 80 m3

September 29 to — 17 cm 9 m3 N
October 4, 1976 + l8 cm 10 m3

October 30 to — 51 cm 29 m3 N
November l, 1976 + 56 cm 32 m3

January 20—21, 1977 — 32 cm l8 m3 N
+ 59 cm 33 m3

April 27—28, 1977 — 81 cm 46 m3 S (eruption)
+ 95 cm 54 m3

September 8—9, 1977 — 24 cm 14 m3 S (eruption)
+ 48 cm 27 m3

November 2, 1977 — 3 cm 2 m3 ?
+ 27 cm 15 m3

January 6—25, 1978 — 119 cm 67 m3 N
+108 cm 61 m3

July 10—12, 1978 — 64 cm 36 m3 N
+ 76 cm 43 m3

November 10—15, 1978 — 72 cm 41 m3 N

where h0 is the elevation variation at the center of the inflation/de-
flation bowl and d is the depth to the center of the spherieal
chamber. Best agreement was found for d:3 km. By integrating
over the inflation/deflation bowl the volume increase or decrease
can be estimated. For the inflation periods a mean value of 5 m3/s
was found for the volume increase. Assuming no compression
of the magma or the crustal rock, i.e., that the volume increase
of the magma ehamber is identical to the volume Change at the
surfaee, this corresponds to about 125.104 kg/s mass flow from
below into the magma chamber, if a density of 2.5.103 kg/m3
is used. Similarly mass fiow out of the magma chamber during
subsidence events can be estimated. Tablel gives a summary
of the elevation variations at the apex of the inflation/deflation
bowl. Tilt variations in the power house which is about 1,300 m
south of the apex have been used to extrapolate the maximum
values at the apex, from the measured values at benchmark FM-
5596, whieh is about 800 m south of the apex. Further, the table
gives an estimate of the total volume change during inflation
and deflation and the direction of the magma flow into the fissure
swarm during subsidence events.

Mass Movement Beneath the Krafla Caldera Inferred
From the Gravity Data

During the early stages of the present volcano—teetonic episode
in the Krafla area some debate took place on the causes of the
observed elevation Changes. One model explained the inflation
of the ealdera by inflow of magma from below into a magma
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chamber at shallow depth and the deflation events by fiow of
magma from the magma chamber into the fissure swarm t0 the
north or south. In another model the inflation and deflation were
interpreted as being caused by generation and eondensation of
steam in the geothermal water system. It is possible t0 test these
models by converting measured elevation Changes, 21h, into gravity
values, A g, using some assumption on mass distribution, and plot
them along with measured gravity values as a function of time.
As the Changes in mass distribution aecompanying level and grav-
ity changes are not known we have used two simple models:

(l) A free air model described by the equation 21g:
—3.086 A11, where 21g is measured in (im/s2 and 21h in m. A Change
in gravity of 0.1 (im/s2 will thus be obtained by an elevation Change
of approximately 3 cm.

(2) A Bouguer model described by the equation 21g:
—3.086 Ah+0.0004l9l p A12 where the density‚p‚ is measured in
kg/m3 Using the value ‚022.5 103 kg/m3 leads t0 21g:
—2.038 Ah. A Change in gravity of 0.1 nm/s2 will thus be obtained
by an elevation Change of approximately 5 cm.

If the elevation ehanges are entirely aceompanied by complete
mass (magma) compensation inflow or outflow the Bouguer model
is Clearly the more appropriate one. The relevance of the free-air
model may, on the other hand, be judged from the simple ease
where we assume that the elevation change is caused by a uniform
expansion or contraetion within a vertical cylinder of radius R,
which is situated direetly under the point of observation, the depth
t0 the top of the cylinder being D1 and the depth t0 the bottom
being D2 before the expansion (contraction) and D2+Ah after
the expansion (contraetion) (see Fig. 8). In this ease the gravity
Change 21g due t0 the Change 21h in elevation is approximately
given by

Ag::&086 Ah+410myn91 p Ah c (2)

where

(D + D 2)/R

WR)W+Vfl+—2 (3)
(Dz/R):(V1+

This can be seen from the fact that the gravitational attraction
at P in Fig. 8 is

g1227eD2

before expansion and

g2 227IG(p(D2 +2111)—

arm—(R2(D2+Ah—D 44D2+Ahfi»
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Fig. 8. Model of gravity Change due t0 an
expanding vertical cylinder. A. before expansion.
B: after expansion. P' point of observation

after expansion with 21,0:21hp/(D2 —D1). After some arithmetic
and neglect of small terms:

Ag2g2—g122nGpAh C with

=<V1+( —V1+<1/R> /[D—D)/R]
which is identical t0 (3) as ean be verified easily.

If C20 as beeomes the ease when Dz/R—>0 we get the free air
model, whereas if C21 as becomes the ease when DZ/R—mo we
get a Bouguer model. Typieal intermediate eases are, for exam-
ple:

R22km‚ D12Okm‚ D222km,

i.e.‚ Dl/R2O‚ DZ/R2l giving C20.41

R22km‚ D120km‚ D224km,

i.e.‚ Dl/R20‚ DZ/R22 giving €20.62

(DU/R2

R22km‚ D122km‚ D224km‚
i.e.‚ Dl/R2l‚ Dz/R22 giving €20.82.

It is further Clear that if infiation is caused both by magma
inflow and rock expansion, and deflation by magma outflow and
rock compression and p represents both the density of the magma
and the rock, then the relationship (2) will still remain valid with
a value of C less than l If, on the other hand, magma inflow
is accompanied by rock eompression and magma outflow by rock
expanison (2) remains valid with a value of c larger than l. We
refer below t0 the factor c as the correction factor.

Figure 9 ShOWS the result of the free air model and the Bouguer
model with ‚022.5 103 kg/m3 at benehmark FM-5597 (for loca-
tion see Fig. l). The comparison indicates that the Bouguer model
is the more appropriate if we observe:

(a) the increase in gravity that occurs during deflation
(b) the rate of decrease of gravity during inflation apart from

a relatively short period immediately after the deflation event.
In fact, the closest agreement between gravity and elevation

changes is in general found by using a value for p-c that lies
in the range from approximately 3‘ 103 km/m3 t0 over 4- 103 km/
m3 The regional value of density of basalts within the neovolcanic
zone in NE-Iceland, based on seismie refraction work (Palmason,
197l) and on rock weighing and Nettleton profiles (Schleusener
et al., 1976) is considered t0 be 23. lO3 kg/m3 On the other hand,
Ito and Kennedy (197l) have discussed a relation between the
density of molten basaltie magma and pressure, indieating that
for molten basalts, density values of around 3.0-103 kg/m3 may
be quite realistic. In any ease, there is Clearly little justifieation
for assuming that the correction factor, c, should take on a value
any lower than one. This supports the theory that the inflation
and deflation of the Krafla caldera is caused by in— and outflow
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gravity and gravity calculated from levelling using a free air model

of magma into a chamber. We observe, however, also that imme-
diately after the deflation there usually occurs a rapid decrease
in gravity with the gap between observed and calculated gravity
persisting during inflation and thus, after each deflation event,
increasing with time. The rate of gravity decrease is such that
it cannot even be explained by a correction factor of 0. Thus, al-
though some expansion of crustal rocks due to, e.g., steam gener-
ation or intrusion of magmatic gases, may take place after defla-
tion this cannot be the sole explanation. Another plausible expla-
nation is a rapid sinking of the groundwater level after eaeh defia-
tion event. Such sinking could be eaused by the rifting and opening
of new fissures in the area and hence the flow of groundwater
from the Krafla central volcano. In order t0 explain the difference
between measured and calculated gravity values in 1979 the accu—
mulated sinking of groundwater level must amount to some 20 m
assuming a porosity of 15%. If less were observed some permanent
rock expansion would be indicated. Unfortunately there are n0
groundwater data available t0 test this.

Gravity observations at other benehmarks are much less
detailed than those at benehmark FM-5597. In general we only
have one Observation in the short period after the deflation event
when the rapid decrease in gravity has been Observed at beneh-
mark FM-5597 and this observation most often takes place to-

Reduced gravity values in um/sz, for the time periods shown in Figs. 4—6. Reduced gravity is the difference between measured

wards the end of that period. Observations at other benehmarks
thus d0 not shed any additional light on the nature of the rapid
decrease in gravity. They d0 however indicate that it is not con-
fined t0 benchmark FM-5597 in that

(a) estimates of the density of the compensating mass based
on the Bouguer model and observations over a deflation event
in general give a higher value than those based on observations
during an inflation period,

(b) a comparison of two gravity observations, many deflation
events apart, that correspond t0 approximately the same elevation
value reveals, in general, a decrease in the gravity value.

Hunt (1976) has outlined a simple method t0 estimate total
mass variation by comparing measured elevation and gravity
changes. The procedure used is as follows: First the measured
elevation Changes are converted into gravity changes using the nor-
mal free air gravity reduction (Ag: —3.086'Ah). Then the free
air gravity value is subtracted from the measured value of gravity,
obtaining a reduced gravity value, Agc. Finally applying Gauss’
potential theorem in the form M: (Z AgC-AS)/27cG where M
is the mass not recovered, AS is the area eorresponding t0 the
redueed graVity Change and G is the gravitational constant, an
estimate of total ehange of mass can be found. This can be applied
both t0 periods of inflation, t0 determine the rate of inflow into
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Table 2. Mass and volume changes and estimated density of mass
flow between November 27, 1977 and July 21, 1978

Dates of Changes in Changes in Estimated
observations total mass total volume density by

from gravity from the full mass
measurements Mogi model compensa-

tion

November 27, 1977
—2.43- 1011 kg —56- 106 m3 4.3'103 kg/m3

February 5, 1978
+1.69-1011 kg +56-106 m3 3.0-103 kg/m3

June 22, 1978
—1.64-10“ kg —30‘106m3 5.5-103 kg/m3

July 21, 1978

the caldera, and also to subsidence events for estimating the related
total change in mass. The results, at least theoretically, are not
affected by possible mass redistribution due to, e. g., rock expan-
sion or compression.

Figure 10 ShOWS gravity values for the three periods of time
shown in Figs. 4—6, i.e., for the two deflation events in January
and July 1978 and the inflation period between these events. Level-
ling and gravity surveys are not always carried out at the same
time, but the 1evelling data can be interpolated to the same date
as the gravity data using the daily tilt observations. The Mogi
model can subsequently be used to calculate volume change corre-
sponding to the mass changes obtained from the gravity measure—
ments. The results are presented in Table 2.

Estimates of density are based on the assumption that both
inflation and deflation are entirely caused by mass inflow and
outfiow. Keeping in mind an earlier remark about the lack of
detail in gravity observations after the deflation events, this is
in good agreement with the inference made from the observations
at benchmark FM-5597, i.e., that one is justified in assuming
that inflation and deflation are accompanied by mass (magma)
infiow and outflow provided one can further assume that some
additional mass (groundwater) outflow takes place immediately
after deflation.
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Subsidence Events
in the Krafla Area, North Iceland, 1975—1979
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Journal of
Geophysics

Nordic Volcanologioal Institute, University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland

Abstract. In the inflation-deflation sequence of the Krafla magma
ohamber since its beginning in 1975, 12 defiation or subsidence
events have been identified until May, 1979. The tilt and distance
measurements relating to these subsidence events are discussed
in some detail. A11 of these subsidenee events are associated with
horizontal magma flow along the N-S trending fissure zone, which
goes through the oentral part of the Krafla caldera, to form a
dike 3 to 5 m wide, 80 km long, and 1.0 to 2.5 km high from
the bottom to the top. The total volume of magma, which flowed
out of the Krafla magma chamber during these 12 events, is esti—
mated as 481 >< 106 m3, whereof 407 x 106 m3 are estimated to have
flowed northwards, 72 >< 106 m3 southwards and about 2 >< 106 m3
came to the surface as basaltic lava.

Key words: Krafla voloano Iceland — Ground deformation —
Magma flow.

Introduction

The voleano-tectonio sequence, which started in 1975 in the Krafla-
Myvatn area, North Ioeland, is characterized by repeated uplift
and subsidence of an area centered near Leirhnjukur in the eentral
part of the Krafla caldera (Björnsson et a1.‚ 1977). The inflation
progresses at a relatively constant rate over periods of several
months, to be interrupted by rather sudden subsidence events.

The first very notieeable event in this volcano-teotonic sequence
was the subsidence, which started on December 20, 1975
(Björnsson et a1.‚ 1977; Björnsson, 1976; Sigurdsson, 1976), when
the area around Leirhnjukur subsided more than 2 m over a period
of 1 or 2 months.

There are some indications that tectonio unrest had been in—
creasing in the Krafla region for some years before 1975. During
a microearthquake survey in Iceland in 1967, the Krafla area
was found to be very aotive, with higher frequency of microearth-
quakes than any other surveyed region in Iceland (Ward et a1.‚
1969). However, this high frequency of microearthquakes had sub—
sided by a factor of nearly 100 in 1968 (Ward and Björnsson,
1971). Repeated geodetic measurements of high preoision indieate
a slight horizontal contraotion of the Krafla—Myvatn area between
1965 and 1971, but significant horizontal expansion oeeurred be-
tween 1971 and 1975 (Gerke, 1977; Gerke et a1.‚ 1978). Seismic
activity inoreased markedly in the Krafla area in the spring of
1975, and the high activity continued until the beginning of the
first subsidence event (Björnsson et a1.‚ 1977). These observations
indicate, that some signs of the coming voloano-tectonie sequence

may have been observed several years before it became obvious
on Deeember 20, 1975.

Many individuals from several research institutions have par-
ticipated in the research of the tectonio unrest in the Krafla area.
The first three subsidence events were described in some detail
by Björnsson et al. (1977), and these and the subsequent events
have been discussed by Björnsson et a1. (1979). The first event,
which started on December 20, 1975, oaused considerable ground
movements in Kelduhverfi (Tryggvason, 1976) and elsewhere on
the Krafla fissure swarm (Björnsson et a1.‚ 1977), and small basal-
tic lava eruptions occurred (Sigurdsson, 1976). Subsequent subsi-
dence events have been associated with volcanic tremors, earth-
quake swarms and widening of portions of the fissure swarm,
and small volcanic eruptions occurred during two of them, on
April 27 and September 8, 1977 (Björnsson et a1.‚ 1979). The seis-
mio activity associated with the event of September 8 to 9, 1977,
has been described in details by Brandsdottir and Einarsson (1979).
The distance and tilt measurements of the Nordic Volcanological
Institute and the University Science Institute in 1976 and 1977
were reported by Tryggvason (1978a and b).

Observations

This report is primarily based on tilt and distance observations
of the Nordic Volcanological Institute and the University Science
Institute.

The tilt measurements are of three types. A water tube tiltmeter
of two components was installed in the Krafla power house on
August 19, 1976, and has been observed daily since then with
few exceptions. During times of very rapid subsidenoe of the Kra-
fla area, additional readings were made. One arm of this tiltmeter
is 68.95 m in direction N13 °E and the other arm is 19.50 m long
in direction E13 °S.

Two electronic continuously reoording tiltmeters (Sindrason
and Ölafsson, 1978) were installed in the Krafla-Myvatn area
in 1977, one in the Krafla power house, another in Reynihlid
by Myvatn. A third tiltmeter of the same construction was installed
about 1 km north of the explosion crater Viti in 1978.

Twelve spirit level tilt stations were constructed in the Krafla-
Myvatn area in 1976 and 1977 (Fig. 1). Observations at these
stations have been made approximately once eaoh month during
summer, but at longer intervals in the winter (Tryggvason, 1978 a).
Most of these spirit level tilt stations consist of five bolts in solid
bedrock, placed on the ciroumference of a circle of 25—m radius.
When observations are made, an optical level is placed in the
center of this circle and invar leveling rod is carried from one

0340-062X/80/0047/0141/80260
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bolt to another around the circle. Under favourable conditions
the leveling accurancy is approximately 0.1 mm. Minor movements
of the bolts together with observational errors make the probable
error of tilt roughly 51,1 rad.

A program of repeated geodimeter measurements in the Krafla-
Myvatn area was initiated in early 1977 (Tryggvason, 1978b).
The present stations in the northern part of the area are shown
on Fig. 2. This network has been measured several times, both
distances between the markers, and also the vertical angles by
theodolite. Thus a erude observation of vertical displaeements
is obtained at the same time as the horizontal displacements.

Other observations, which improve the overall understanding
of the subsidence events, are seismic observations by the Science
Institute of the University of Iceland, precision leveling and gravity
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measurements by the National Energy Authority, and a variety
of other observations by the large number of seientists working
in the Krafla—Myvatn area.

The Model

The geological model, which has been developed during the present
sequence of events in the Krafla region, is as follows.

Below the central part of the Krafla area, near Leirhnjükur,
lies a magma chamber. A continuous flow of molten magma enters
this chamber from below, and the rate of this flow can be estimated
from the rate of uplift during inflation periods. Oceasionally, a
relatively sudden outflow of magma from this chamber occurs
along the fissure swarm, which goes through the Krafla area in
direction N10 °E to N15 °E. Minor lava eruptions occurred three
times in 1975 and 1977 (Björnsson et al.‚ 1977; Björnsson, 1976;
Björnsson et al.‚ 1979; Tryggvason, 1978a; Einarsson, 1978).

The depth of the Krafla magma Chamber has been estimated
frorn tilt and level observations using the equations developed
by Mogi (1958). The depth estimates, which best agree with the
observations are close to 3.0 km to the center of a spherical
chamber (Tryggvason, 1978a, Björnsson et al.‚ 1979). The assump-
tion of a spherical magma Chamber is certainly not oorrect, but
observations of tilt and variations in ground elevation fit such
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Fig. 3. The narth eampanent af tilt measured by the water tube
tiltmeter in the Krafla pawer hause (uppar trace). Uplift ta the
narth is up an the graph. The {awer Imces shaw the rate af
tilt aanverted inta rate af valume inerease (z‘nflaw) af the Krafla
magma ehamber. This rate is filtered with a law pass filter ta
elarify the general trend. In January 1978 the inflaw rate is uneer-
tain due ta pralanged subsidenee event

a madel rather well. Observatians af S-wave shadaws (Einarssan,
1978) indiaate that the tap af the magma ehamber lies at a depth
a1 appraximately 3 km and the battam at ar abave 7-km depth.

The abservatians suggest anather magma ehamber af great
but unknawn depth belaw the Krafla regian. This lawer ehamber
is sa 1arge, that na limits have as yet been seen far its capacity
ta supply magma ta the shallawer ehamber.

The magma that flaws aut af the Krafla magma ehamber
during subsidenee periads is depasited as a dike in the Krafla
fissure zane (Björnssan, 1976; Björnssan et a1., 1979). The velacity
with whieh the frant af the farming dike maves forward, ean
be abtained fram the mavement af earthquake epieenters (Brandsw
dattir and Einarssan, 1979) and fram the time af farmatian af
new fissures ar apening af ald anes (Björnssan et al., 1979). This
velaeity is appraximately 0.5 m/s in the eases studied.

The partian af the dike that is farmed during eaeh subsidenee
event ean be laeated with seismie epicenters (Brandsdöttir and
Einarssan, 1979) and new ar reapened graund fissures and new
ar intensified steam vents (Björnssan et al., 1979). The depth ta
the dike ean be estimated fram the width af the zane af new
ar reapened fissures, and the thiekness af the dike fram the widen—
ing af the fissure zane. Hawever, the widening af the fissure zane
as measured an the surfaee may be greater than the thiekness
af the new dike due ta ahange in the stress release pattern with
depth in the earth’s arust. This effeet has nat been estimated
as yet.

In estimating the valume af magma, whieh flaws inta ancl
aut af the Krafla magma ahamber, tilt abservatians in the Krafla
pawer hause are af greatest use. It is assumed that the lacatian
af the magma ahamber daes nat ehange with time. A study af
the inflatian periad between the subsidenee events af April 27—28,
1977, and September 8—9, 1977, whieh is primarily based an. tilt
abservatians at 7 statians, inaluding the Krafla pawer hause, gave
the fallawing results (Tryggvasan, 1978 a).

(a) Depth ta the aenter af a spherieal magma ehamber, whieh
best fitted the abservatians, was 2.9 km.

(b) The tatal valume af uplift, assumed ta be equal ta valume
af magma influx, was 59.5 x 105 m3 during this inflatian periad.

(e) The ealeulated uplift af the graund at the paint af greatest
uplift was 110 am.

(d) The tatal narth eampanent af tilt a1 the Krafla pawer
hause was 312 u rad.

Thus one u rad tilt at the Krafla pawer hause earrespands
ta 0.19 x 10‘5 m3 af magma influx. In the light af the inaeeuraaies
in this determinatian, espeaially in depth af the magma ehamber,
the raunded value af 0.2:><106 m3 is aeeepted in this paper as
carrespanding ta ane mieraradian af N-S tilt at the Krafla pawer
hause. As the average tilt at the pawer hause is 2.0 ta 2.1 u
rad per day during inflatian periads, the average influx af magma
inta the Krafla magma ehamber is abaut 0.4x 10‘5 m3/d ar abaut
5 m3/s. It is assumed that the influx eantinues during subsidenee
periads, so the magma autflaw is slightly greater than that ealeu-
lated frarn tilt during the subsidenee periads.

The rate af tilt at the Krafla pawer hause is eanverted inta
rate af magma flaw in Fig. 3. There seem ta be eansiderable
fluetuatians in this rate. It is very natieeable that the influx rate
appears ta be high first after a subsidence event, and law befare
sueh an event.

The Subsidenee Event af Deeember 1975 ta January 1976

The first subsidenee event af the present valeana-[eetania sequenee
in the Krafla area started an Deeember 20, 1975, simultaneausly
with abserved seismie tremar. Repeated leveling af the base af
the Krafla pawer hause shawed tilt af appraximately 750 u rad
dawn ta the narth between November 20, 1975, and February
10, 1976. Several measurements between January l8 and February
10, 1976, shawed slight narthward tilt ta aanlinue, but measure-
ment an Mareh 1, 1976, shawed that uplift tawards narth had
eammeneed at the pawer hause. Leveling in early Mareh 1979
alang a 1ine fram lake Mjwatn shawed subsidenee exeeeding 2 m
in the Krafla area sinee 1974 (Björnssan et a1., 1977). It may
be assumed that this subsidenee aeeurred an Deeember 20, 1975,
and the days that fallawed.

Opening af fissures and faulting was abserved in the Krafla
fissure swarm, primarily in the Kelduhverfi area 30 ta 60 km
narth af Krafla, but ta a lesser extent in ather parts af the fissure
zane, as far sauth as lake Mfwatn (Tryggvasan, 1976; Björnssan,
1976). -

The tilt at the Krafla pawer hause and the subsidenae indieate
that raughly 150 x 106 m3 af magma was remaved fram a magma
ehamber belaw the Krafla area. If magma entered the ahamber
fram belaw during this subsidenee event at a rate simiiar ta that
abserved during the fallawing years, the valume af magma enter-
ing the fissure swarm during this event may have been as mueh
as 180x106 m3. Mast af this magma flawed narthwards ta be
depasited in the narthernmast 30 km af the fissure zane, whieh
suppasedly terminates at 66° 20" narth. Rifting in the Mjrvatn
area indieates that a minar fraetian af the magma flawed sauth-
wards.

Subsidenee Events af September 29 ta Oetaber 4, 1976 (Fig. 4)

Observatians af the water tube tiltmeter in the Krafla pawer hause
shaw tilt tawards narth fram September 29 ta Oetaber 4, 1976.
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Fig. 4. North component of tilt
at the Krafla power house and
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The beginning of this event is poorely recorded as no readings
were taken between September 25, 10h and September 29, 10h
This tilt event seems to be a double event or rather two separate
subsidence events (Fig. 4).

Two spirit level tilt stations provide information on these subsi-
dence events, Hlidardalur (0000) and Leirhnjükur (0010). Observa-
tions were made at both stations on September 18, October 2,
and October 23, 1976. The good correlation between the tilt at
these stations and the N-S component of tilt at the Krafla power
house allows us to estimate the tilt during each of these subsidence
events.

In estimating the tilt during subsidence events, the observations
are redueed to the time of the event. This reduction is based
on the average ratio between tilt components at each station and
the daily observations of the north component of tilt at the Krafla
power house.

The first of these two events, lasting from September 29 (or
earlier) to September 30, 21h appears to have caused a tilt of
11 p rad towards N80 °E at Hlidardalur and 26 p rad towards
S63 °E at Leirhnjükur, while the north component of tilt at the
Krafla power house was 1411 rad. The tilt directions indicate
that this event was associated with uplift of the Krafla fissure
swarm south of Leirhnjükur but not as far south as Hlidardalur.

The second subsidence event lasted from October 1 to 4, 1976.
It caused a tilt of 22 p rad towards N22 °W at Hlidardalur and
45 p rad towards west at Leirhnjükur, while the north component
of tilt at the Krafla power house was 40 p rad. This tilt is roughly
in opposite direction to that of normal inflation periods, indicating
that subsidence in the Krafla caldera is responsible for the
observed tilt, but uplift outside the caldera is not noticeable. This
can best be explained by magma flow towards north.

The volume of the magma flowing out of the Krafla magma
chamber during the subsidence events of September 29 to October
4, 1976, can best be estimated from tilt observations at the Krafla
power house. If the N—S component of tilt at the power house
is solely due to volume changes in the magma chamber, the first
phase of the subsicence event (September 29—30, 1976) is due
to removal of approximately 3 >< 106 m3 of magma. Certain frac-
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tion of the observed tilt may have been due to uplift south of
the power house and thus less magma is required. The easterly
tilt at Hlidardalur requires a minimum of 2 x 106 m3 to have been
injected at 3-km depth. Thus it can be assumed that 2 to 3 >< 106 m3
of magma was injected towards the south from the Krafla magma
chamber during this first subsidence event.

Tilt during the second subsidence event is apparently related
to subsidence above the magma chamber. If this subsidence was
distributed in the same way as uplift during inflation periods,
the volume of magma which was emitted from October 1 to 4,
1976, was roughly 8 >< 106 m3

The estimated rate of outflow of magma (Fig. 4), reached about
40 m3/s during the first event, on October 30, and nearly 50 m3/s
during the second event in the afternoon or night of October
2, 1976.

The Subsidence Event of October 30 t0 November l, 1976 (Fig. 5)

The tilt measurements Showing this subsidence event are the north
and east components at the Krafla power house twice a day and
five times in addition on October 31 and November 1, 1976,
and measurements at the spirit level tilt stations Hlidardalur and
Leirhnjükur on October 23 and November 1, 1976.

If the last measurement before the subsidence event is extrapo-
lated to November 1, we get the tilt during the event as follows:
at the Krafla power house 162 |1 rad towards N10 °E‚ at Hlidarda—
lur 71 u rad towards N7 °W and at Leirhnjükur 160 p rad towards
S35 °W The tilt at these stations is nearly in the opposite direction
to that observed during inflation periods. This shows that the
subsidence is caused by northward flow of magma, as southward
flow would have effected the direction of tilt at Hlidardalur. Open—
ing of fissures and earthquake swarm north of the Krafla area
support this view (Björnsson et al., 1977). The total volume of
outflow as calculated from tilt at the power house is 32 x 106 m3
and the rate of outflow probably exceeded 800 m3/s between 4h
and 6h in the morning of October 31 (Fig. 5).
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The beginning of the subsidence event is Clearly after the tilt
observation on Oetober 30, 22“22min and before October 31,
21‘15min Seismic tremor was observed on seismometers at Hüsavik
and Reynihlid on October 31, 2h0min or few minutes later. This
represents the first sign of the subsidence. The subsidence ended
before the tilt observation on November 1, 21h45m‘“, but after
the observation on November l, 18h10min Thus the subsidence
lasted roughly 42 h, from October 31, 02h to November 1, 20h.

The Subsidence Event of January 20, 1977 (Fig. 6)

The only tilt observations Showing this event are those of the
water tube tiltmeter in the Krafla power house. All spirit level
stations in the area were convered by snow. Readings were taken

at the power house tiltmeter two to four times a day before the
subsidence event and the last observation on January 19, at
23h00mi“ did not show any sign of the coming event.

Seismometers in Reynihlid showed oontinuous tremor, which
started about 23h50mi" on January 19 and the tiltmeter reading
taken at 001‘30min on January 20 showed Clearly that subsidence
had started in the Krafla area. It is assumed, that the beginning
of the continuous seismic tremor coincided with the beginning
of the subsidence. Hourly tiltmeter readings show clearly the pro-
gress of the subsidence until it almost ceased at 22h January 20,
but minor additional subsidence was observed between 8h and
16h on January 21 (Fig. 6).

The frequent tiltmeter observations during this subsidence
event show that the rate of subsidence fluctuated considerably.
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The maximum rate of subsidence was reached about one hour
after the subsidence started. The subsidence rate corresponds to
a rate of magma outfiow of approximately 700 m3/s. The east
component of tilt was very small compared to the north com-
ponent, indicating that the center of subsidence was towards
N13 °E from the power house.

The total tilt at the power house from the beginning of the
subsidence event on January 19 at 231‘50min to its end on January
21 at 16h was about 105 u rad, corresponding to 21.0><106 rn3
of magma flowing out of the magma chamber, providing the
tilt was only due to removal of magma from the same region
as is inflated during inflation periods. There are no known indica-
tions of magma flowing towards south, so it is assumed that
the magma movement during this event was towards north only.
Opening of fissures and an earthquake swarm north of the Krafla
area also show that magma flowed towards north (Björnsson et al.,
1977; Sigurdsson, 1977).

The Subsidence Event of April 27—28, 1977 (Figs. 7—9)

The tilt and distance observations relating to this subsidence event,
are:

(1) Observations of the water tube tiltmeter in the Krafla power
house three times a day and additional readings during the event.

(2) Tilt observations at six spirit level tilt stations in the Krafla-
Myvatn area on May 16—20, 1977, but previous measurements
at these stations had been made in the fall of 1976.

(3) Geodimeter and vertical angle theodolite measurements
on l4 lines in the Krafla-Gjastykki area in late February and
again in July 1977.

The first sign of the beginning of this subsidence event was
continuous seismic tremor on the local seismometers, which com-
menced at 13*‘17min on April 27 (Sigurdsson, 1977). The tiltmeter
reading in the Krafla power house at 8h30min the same morning
did not show any sign of the subsidence, but at 141‘10min the
subsidence had started and it continued at a rapid rate during
the following hours (Fig. 7). The rate of subsidence slowed down
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Fig. 8. Tilt vectors related to the subsidence event of April 27
to 28, 1977. Numbers give the estimated tilt in microradians

towards the evening of April 27, but it did not come to a complete
stop until at about 20h on April 28, some 31 h after the subsidence
started. The tilt at the power house during these 31 h was some
290 p rad towards north. The tilt at the spirit level tilt stations
during this subsidence event, is estimated with a low degree of
accuracy because of few observations prior to the event (Fig. 8).

Distance measurements with a geodimeter in the Krafla-Gjas—
tykki area on Fabruary 26—March 3, 1977, and again on July
19—21, 1977, (Tryggvason, 1978b), show distance changes on 14
lines, which are believed to have occurred during the subsidence
event of April 27—28, 1977. East-west widening of the fissure zone
63 to 93 cm was observed (Fig. 9). The zone that has widened
is only about l km wide. Outside the zone of east-west extension,
contraction of some 2 to 10 cm/km was observed. In the Myvatn
area near Reykjahlid other measurements showed 2.0 m widening
of the fissure zone and 1.0 m shortening of a 7.2 km line outside
the active fissure zone (Björnsson et al., 1979).
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Elevation of the geodimeter points in the Gjastykki network
were observed with a theodolite. These show about 60 cm subsi—
dence of the active part of the fissure zone, relative t0 the surround-
ing area (Fig. 9). Similar vertical movements were observed on
a leveling line from Reykjahlid towards east across Namaskard,
where the flanks of the fissure zone were uplifted about 40 cm,
while the fissure zone subsided some 80 cm (Björnsson et al., 1979).

All these observations are interpreted as due t0 magma fiow
out of the magma chamber beneath the Krafla area into a fissure
or fissures. The major part of this magma flowed southwards
as indicated by the large tilts and widening of the fissure zone
in the Myvatn area. Evidence of some northward flows in the
small lava eruption on April 27, at the northern edge of the
Krafla caldera (Björnsson et al., 1979; Sigurdsson, 1977).

The volume of magma, which was removed from the magma
chamber can be crudely estimated from the 290 p rad tilt at the
Krafla power house. If this tilt is solely due t0 subsidence above
the magma chamber, the volume of the subsidence bowl is about
58><106 m3 However, in this case the majority of the magrna
moved southward causing uplift of the area south of the Krafla
power house, increasing the tilt by an unknown amount. lf we
assume, that the tilt effect of the uplift is similar at the power
house as the tilt near Myvatn (spirit level tilt stations A, 0020
and 0030, Fig. 8), which is 50 t0 70 n rad, the tilt at the power
house related t0 subsidence t0 the north is estimated as 220 to
240 p rad, corresponding to the removal of 44 t0 48x106 m3
of magma.

The rate of outflow of magma as shown on Fig. 7 is based
on the assumption that the tilt is solely due to subsidence north

of the power house. This shows a maximum rate of magma flow
of some 2500 m3/s, about 2 h after the beginning of the subsidence
event. As a fraction of the tilt is due t0 uplift t0 the south of
the power house, the actual flow rate is lower. Thus the maximum
rate of outfiow during this event was probably about 2000 m3/s.

The Subsidence Event of September 8—9, 1977 (Figs. 10—12)

The tilt and distance observations, which provide information
on this subsidence event, are:

l. Readings of the water tube tiltmeter in the Krafla power
house once a day, with eight additional readings on September
8—10. Only the north component was observed.

2. Continuous recording of an electronic tiltmeter at the Krafla
power house (Sindrason and Ölafsson, 1978). This tiltmeter is
oriented parallel t0 the water tube tiltmeter,

3. Tilt observations at 11 spirit level tilt stations once a month.
4. Distance measurement with a geodimeter and vertical angle

measurements with a theodolite on several lines inside the Krafla
caldera and in the Myvatn area t0 the south of the caldera.

The water tube tiltmeter in the Krafla power house showed
tilt towards north of 190 p rad between the readings of September
8, 081‘50min and September 10, 16h40min The new electronic tiltme—
ter with the sensor in a concrete cellar a few meters west of
the power house, showed the beginning of the subsidence t0 be
on September 8, 15h40min or possibly some five minutes earlier.
The rate of subsidence increased rapidly until 17h10mi“, when it
reached about 35 |4 rad/h, whereafter the subsidence rate decreased
even more rapidly t0 become zero at 18h00mi“. Then the tiltmeter
indicated uplift t0 the north of the power house for 20 min, where-
after the subsidence started again and increased rapidly t0 reach
maximum of about 50 u rad/h at 18h50min Following this maxi-
mum the subsidence rate decreased gradually t0 zero on September
9, 15h, whereafter slight inflation commenced. The total tilt accord-
ing t0 the electronic tiltmeter was 198 n rad towards N3 °W
(Fig. 10).

Observations of the spirit level tilt stations were made on Au-
gust 15—17, some 25 days before, and on September 10—12, 1977,
immediately after the subsidence event. The tilt vectors at these
stations (Fig. ll) clearly indicate subsidence in the western part
of the Kraftla caldera and uplift around the active fissure swarm
south of the caldera.

Distance measurements with a geodimeter made in July and
August before the subsidence event and again in September and
October, after the event, show considerable lengthening of lines
crossing the Krafla fissure swarm. Within the Krafla caldera the
widening is 70—100 cm (Fig. l2) and the zone that widened is
roughly 1 km wide. South of the Krafla caldera only two measur—
ing lines crossed the fissure swarm, one from Reykjahlid t0 Nämaf—
jall, which increased in length by 104.9 cm, and another some
6 km farther south, which increased in length by only 7.4 cm,
indicating that this line is at the southern end of the strip, which
widened. An east-west line, 7250 rn long, wholly outside the active
part of the fissure zone from Reykjahlid t0 Vindbelgur, was short-
ened by 25.4 cm, or about 3.5 cm per km. Short lines east of
the active fissure zone within the Krafla caldera showed n0 system—
atic length changes during the event, but these lines regularily
expand and contract as the magma chamber is inflated and de—
flated, so their length depends on the inflation stage at the time
of measurements.
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The total volume of magma, whiCh flowed out of the magma
Chamber during the event, can be estimated roughly from the
observed tilt. The N component of tilt at the Krafla power house
was about 194 p rad. Part of this tilt is due t0 uplift south of
the power house. If this part is equal t0 the maximum tilt near
the south end of the injected zone (about 90 p rad) the remaining
part, about 100 |4 rad, is due to subsidence of the Krafla ealdera.
This means that about 20 >< 106 m3 of magma moved out of the
Krafla magma ehamber. This number may be in error by some
20% due t0 the uncertainity of the effect of the uplift south of
the power house.

The rate of outflow as calculated from the tilt Change at the
power house alone, is about 2700 m3/s at its maximum (Fig. 10).
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This estimate is certainly too high, due t0 the effect of land rise
t0 the south Of the power house. If the calculated rate of flow
is reduced by the same factor as the tilt in the discussion above,
the maximum rate of magma outflow was about 1400 m3/s.

It is obvious from the ti1t and distance measurements, that
the majority of the magma moved southwards. However, the
widening of the fissure zone within the northern part of the Krafla
caldera and the eruption of some 2><106 m3 of lava near the
northern edge of the caldera (Sigurdsson, 1977), ShOWS that some
magma flowed towards north. A rough estimate, based on widen-
ing of the fissure swarm, indicates that 80% of the magma flowed
southwards, 10% flowed northward into subsurface fissures and
10% came t0 the surface as lava.
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The Subsidence Event of November 2, 1977 (Fig. l3)

This event was small and the only Clear observations of it were
the recordings of the electronic tiltmeter at the Krafla power house,
and the local seismometers. The subsidence started at about
6h00mi", and the rate of tilt reached a maximum of about 10 u
rad/h at 6h20mi"‚ whereafter it decreased and the subsidence ceased
altogether between 8*‘00min and 81‘30min The total tilt at the Krafla
power house was about 11 Lt rad towards N6 °W. This represents
a removal of 2><106 rn3 of magma from the Krafla magma
Chamber and the maximum rate of flow was about 500 m3/s
(Fig. 13). The direction of the magma flow is not known with
certainty‚ but the ratio of north and east components of tilt at
the Krafla power house is very similar to that of the inflation
periods, which indicates flow towards north.

The Subsidence Event of January, 1978 (Figs. 14—16)

The following tilt and distance observations were made:
1. the water tube tiltmeter at the Krafla power house once

a day;
2. Continuous recordings of the electronic tiltmeters at the

Krafla power house and at Reynihlid,
3. 11 spirit level tilt stations in the Krafla—Myvatn area before,

during, and after the subsidence event;
4. distance with geodimeter in the Krafla-Gjastykki area before

and after the event, and
5. tilt at two spirit level tilt stations in Kelduhverfi before

and after the event.
The water tube tiltrneter at the Krafla power house showed tilt
down to the north to commence before the observation on January
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7, 07h, but after the observation on January 6, 09h. The tilt contin-
ued until January 25, and had then reached 317 11 rad. The east
component of the water tube tiltmeter did not operate.

The electronie tiltmeter at the Krafla power house showed
slight subsidence to commence on January 6, at 15h approximately,
but this was very slow the first 16 h, when the tilt had reached
only 411 rad. On January 7, at about 07h, the subsidence rate
started to inerease dramatically, and the maximum rate of N—tilt
of 8.9 11 rad/h was reached between 12h and 15h on January 7,
or 5—8 h after the rapid increase in tilt rate. The subsidence contin-
ued, although its rate fluctuated greatly, unit about January 22,
when the observed tilt had reached 370 1,1 rad towards N7 °W
(Fig. 14). Both N and E components of this tiltmeter showed
great fluetuations in rate during this event and for several weeks
after, indieating that some prooesses associated with the event
continued for a month or more after the subsidence of the Krafia
region ceased on January 22—25, 1978. The direction of tilt during
the first hours showed continuous variation from N10 °E at the
very beginning of the rapid subsidence to about N12 °W a day
later (Fig. 15).

The eleetronic tiltmeter at Reynihlid showed great irregularities
during this subsidence event, so the tilt cannot be determined
with accurancy.

The spirit level tilt stations 0000, 0010, 0080, and 0090 show
the event clearly, although observations were not made after the
event until mid May, 1978. The other spirit level tilt stations
in the Krafla-Myvatn area showed no definite tilt due to this
subsidence event, probably because no observations were made
after the event until mid May 1978 (Fig. 16).

Distance measurements with the geodimeter on 24 lines in
the Krafia—Gjästykki area in October and November 1977, and
again in March 1978, show irregular length Changes, usually less
than 5 cm on each line, although shortenings of 6 to 17 cm were
observed on 6 lines near the eenter of subsidence. These length
Changes are largely or wholly the result of vertieal ground displaee—
ments and associated bending of the elastic crust. They do not
indicate any widening of the fissure zone, as was observed during
the subsidence events of April and September 1977.
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Tilt observations at two spirit level tilt stations in Kelduhverfi
were made on July 15, 1977, before the subsidence event, and
on May 21, 1978, after the event. At the station H611 (66°02’.8 N,
16°38’.0 W) a tilt of 210 11 rad towards south (azimuth 180.0°)
was observed, while at the station Lon (66°06’.0 N, 16°54’.2 W)
the observed tilt was about 1411 rad towards WNW (azimuth
284.20).

The near zero ground deformation in the Myvatn area together
with large scale ground deformation and a major earthquake
swarm in Kelduhverfi some 40 km north of Krafla, ShOWS that
the magma flowed northward from the Krafla magma chamber.
Some of it reached the tilt station H611, 39 km north of the center
of subsidence.

As no magma was deposited in the southern part of the fissure
system north of Kraf1a, the tilt at the Krafla power house is
a rather reliable indicator of the volume of the magma, which
left the chamber. However, the subsidence event lasted for approxi-
mately 3 weeks, so it may be assumed that a considerable amount
of magma flowed into the Chamber from below at the same time.
Under these assumptions, the total volume of the magma, which
flowed out during the subsidence event, is estimated 70 to
75><106 m3 The rate of fiow reached a maximum of approxi-
mately 500 m3/s near noon on January 7 (Fig. 14), and decreased
irregularly towards the end of January 1978. There were several
noticeable increases in the outflux rate, especially on January
14—15 and on January 19, when it reached 60 to 70 m3/s and
on January 30 and February 2, when it reached approximately
40 m3/s.

The Subsidence Event of July 10—12, 1978 (Figs. 17—21)

The tilt and distance observations Showing this event are:
1. daily readings of the water tube tiltmeter in the Krafia

power house;
2. continuous recording of electronie tiltmeters in the Krafia

power house and in Reynihlid,
3. observation of 11 spirit 1evel tilt stations in the Krafla-

Myvatn area about once each month, and
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4. distance measurements with a geodimeter on about 100 JULY 1978
8|9|10L11|12|13|14lines in the Krafla—Gjästykki area and similtaneous theodolite ob-

servations of elevation differences.
The water tube tiltmeter in the power house shows a total

tilt of 177 u rad towards north between July 10, 9h and July
13, 131‘40min The east component of the water tube tiltmeter
showed n0 significant tilt.

The continuously recording electronic tiltmeter at the power
house showed that the tilt started on July 10 at about 11h, although
it was very slow until about 15h (Fig. 17). The rate of tilt increased
rapidly until it reached its maximum between 20h and 21h, about
11.1 H rad/h. Thereafter the rate of tilt decreased gradually until
July 12, 20h when a new inflation period started. The total tilt
according t0 the electronic tiltmeter, was 188 H rad towards
N8 °W.

The direction of tilt, according t0 the electronic tiltmeter, was
approximately N3 °E at the beginning of the subsidence event,

Fig. l9. Redrawn traces of the electronic tiltmeter in Reynihlid
during the July 10 t0 12, 1978 subsidence event

and changed gradually t0 N17 °W in the afternoon of July 11
(Fig. 18).

The electronic tiltmeter at Reynihlid (Fig. 19) showed definite
tilt t0 start at about 19h on July 10, or several hours later than
at the Krafla power house. The tilt was about 8 1,1 rad towards
north and a slightly smaller east component. The north component
reached a maximum in the evening of July 12, as at the Krafla
power house, while the east component showed progressive tilt
for several days. This can be interpreted as Change in direction
of tilt at Reynihlid from some 20° east of north at the beginning
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of the subsidence event towards east and even slightly south of
east on July 13.

The spirit level tilt stations were occupied on June 24—29,
1978, before the event and in late July or early August after
the event. The tilt at these stations related to the subsidence event
are shown on Fig. 20. The tilt in the Myvatn area is so small
that observational errors and minor tilt at times other than during
the subsidence event may affect the results significantly. However,
the very close correlation between observed tilt on the electronic
tiltmeter at Reynihlid and that at nearby spirit level stations (0020
and 0070) supports the opinion that the tilt shown on Fig. 20
is primarily related to this subsidence event.

Distance measurements in the Krafla-Gjastykki area in March
1978, and again in August 1978 (Fig. 21), show no noticeable
permenent horizontal deformation within the Krafla caldera, but
a widening of the fissure zone of approximately 1 m is observed
in the northernmost part of the area of measurements. This widen-
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ing is accompanied by subsidence of 50—70 cm of the central part
of the fissure zone, relative to its flanks, and an east-west shorten-
ing of lines immediately outside the fissure swarm. The lengthening
of 26 cm across the central part of the Krafla caldera is explained
by the different stages of inflation during the two measurements.

The tilt measurements do not indicate any magma flow towards
south, while the distance measurements strongly indicate deposi-
tion of magma below the southern part of Gjastykki, where the
fissure zone was widened by 1 m. The present measurements do
not show how far north the magma flow reached.

The total volume of magma, which flowed out of the Krafia
magma chamber during the subsidence event, can be estimated
from the north component of tilt at the Krafla power house to
be about 37 >< 106 m3

The Subsidence Events of November 10—15, 1978, and
May 13—18, 1979

These two events were very similar to that of July 10—12, 1978,
although slightly larger. A preliminary analysis of the observa-
tional data indicates, that 44 to 45><106 m3 of magma flowed
out of the Krafla magma chamber during each event. Geodimeter
measurements in April 1978 and May 1979 indicated 3.5 m widen-
ing of the fissure swarm, 18 km north of Krafla. This widening
occurred during three subsidence events, July and November 1978
and May 1979, which all affected the same section of the fissure
swarm.

Concluding Remarks

The present interpretation accounts for 12 subsidence events in
the Krafla area from December 1975 to May 1979. The number
of subsidence events is somewhat questionable. The two events
at the end of September and beginning of October 1976 are some—
times considered as only one event (Björnsson et al., 1977). The
event on November 2, 1977, is very small and of short duration,
so it may be of limited significance in the sequence of events.
Still smaller subsidence events may have occurred, without being
noticed, espicially before the water tube tiltmeter was installed
in the Krafla power house on August 20, 1976.

Of the twelve events, three have been assoeiated with magma
flowing primarily towards south and nine with magma flowing
mainly or wholly towards north (Table 1). The total amount of
magma flowing out of the Krafla magma chamber during these
twelve events is estimated as 4.8l >< 108 m3 (0.481 km3) of which
4.07><108m3 has been deposited in dikes to the north, and
0.72><108 m3 to the south of the center of the Krafla caldera.
About 2.4 >< 106 m3 has erupted.

It is assumed that magma, which flowed into the fissure swarm,
formed a dike of width about equal to the widening of the fissure
swarm. The subsidence of the central zone of the fissure swarm
is supposedly caused by slumping into the void above the dike.
Thus the depth to the dike can be estimated from the widening
of the fissure swarm and the eross-sectional area of the subsidence.
The depth to the dike appears to be 500—1,000 m within the Krafla
caldera (Figs. 9 and l2), while a depth of 1,000—1,500 m is indi—
cated in the Mvvatn area aecording to data given by Björnsson
et a1. (1979). This depth is probably controlled by the cooling
affect of groundwater in highly permeable formations. The new
and intensified steam fields along the fissure swarm clearly show
interaction between magma and the groundwater system.
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Table l. Estimated volume of magma flow in the Krafla subsidence
events in 106 m3

Event Volume Volume Volume Total
of flow of flow of lava volume
towards towards of flow
north south

December 20, 1975 140 10 0.4 150
September 29, 1976 2 2
October 1, 1976 8 8
October 31, 1976 32 32
January 20, 1977 21 21
April 27, 1977 2 44 0.01 46
September 8, 1977 2 16 2 20
November 2, 1977 2 2
January 7, 1978 74 74
July 10, 1978 37 37
November 10, 1978 45 45
May 13, 1979 44 44

Total 407 72 2.4 481

The accumulated widening of the Krafia fissure swarm during
the sequence of events which started in 1975 can only be estimated.
The only precise distance measurements across the fissure swarm
before 1975 were made by German scientists and remeasurements
during the summer of 1977 showed lengthening of up to 1.8 m
of lines which exceeded 10 km in length (Gerke et al., 1978). If
the contraction of the flanks of the fissure swarm and the effect
of line direction is added to the line lengthening, a widening of
2 to 3 m of the fissure swarm is estimated. A further widening
of about 1m occurred in the same area in September 1977 to
July 1978 (this paper). A widening of 3.2 m in the Myvatn area
was measured in two subsidence events (Björnsson et al., 1979;
this paper) and some additional widening occurred in December
1975. In Kelduhverfi, 40 km north of Krafla, a widening of 1.5 m
was indicated by opening of fissures in December, 1975 (Björnsson,
1976), and similar widening occurred at the same place in January
1978. Thus the widening of the Krafla fissure swarm probably
equals or exceeds 3 m throughout its whole length from Myvatn
to Axarfiördur. In places it exceeds 4 m.

The contraction of the flanks of the fissure swarm has been
measured as 1m on 20 km line or 5><10‘5 between 1975 and
1977 (Gerke et al., 1978), 1.25m on 7.2 km line or l.7><10’4
in April and September, 1977 (Björnsson et al., 1979; this paper)
and 0.49 m on 2.7 km line or 1.8 >< 10’4 in July, 1978 (this paper).
Thus the maximum relative east-west shortening of the flanks
of the fissure zone is about 2 >< 10‘4

The average cross-sectional area of the new dike is found to
be about 6,000 m2 by dividing the dike volume of 4.8 x108 m3
by the total length of the active fissure swarm of about 80 km.
An average width of 3 m gives 2 km average height of the dike.
With l km depth to the top of the dike, its bottom is apparently
at only 3 km depth. If the dike narrows downwards, it extends
deeper.
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Surface Deformation of the Krafla Fissure Swarm in Two Rifting Events

O. Sigurdsson
National Energy Authority, Grensäsvegur 9, 108 Reykjavik, Iceland

Abstract. The Krafla rifting episode in North Iceland has had 11
main tectonic events during the period December 1975 to May
1979. Each event has lasted from a few hours t0 several weeks.
The first and eighth events affected to some extent the same part
of the Krafla fissure swarm. These two tectonic events in the
fissure swarm were charaeterized by down-faulting of a eentral
area of the fissure swarm about 5-km-wide E-W and 20-km-long
N—S. The resulting graben was boarded on both sides by an inten-
sely faulted and fractured zone. These fracture zones showed
spreading of 1.5 m in the first event and 2.66 rn in the eighth
one along the same reach. Elastic contraction on both sides of
the fissure swarm added up to 1.4m in the eighth event. The
graben fioor is estimated to have subsided about 1 m in the first
event while a further subsidenee of 1.1 m was observed in the
8th event. The flanks of the graben rose about 0.5 m during the
latter event. The rise diminished away from the fissure swarm.

Key words: Iceland — Rifting events — Fissures — Surfaee deforma—
tion — Geodetie observations.

Introduction

The rifting episode of the Krafla plate boundary in North Iceland
(Fig. 1) has been in progress since December 20, 1975 as deseribed
by Sigurdsson (1976), Björnsson et al. (1977), Björnsson (1977),
and Sigurdsson (1978). During the period 1975—1979 the Krafla
caldera floor was rising at a steady rate interrupted by eleven
sudden subsidence events. Eaeh subsidence event was accompanied
by rifting in confined areas at different places within the 80 km
long fissure swarm, whiCh crosses the caldera and strikes N9 °E.

Subsidence and rifting events occurred in December 1975, Sep-
tember 1976, October 1976, January 1977, April 1977, September
1977, November 1977, January 1978, July 1978, November 1978,
and May 1979. These events were similar in nature but varied
greatly in magnitude. The fifth and the sixth event affected the
fissure swarm within the caldera and towards south, but the rest
of the events affected the northern part of the fissure swarm with
the possible exception of the event of November 1977, which
was so small that its direction could hardly be determined. Small
volcanie eruptions occurred within the caldera during three of
the events, the first, fifth, and sixth one. Small amounts of volcanic
material were erupted through a borehole within the fissure swarm
during the sixth event.

This paper describes the horizontal and vertical movements
of the ground surface in the area of rifting of the fissure swarm
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during the first and the eighth event. This part of the fissure
swarm runs through inhabited area and is much more easily acces-
sible than most other parts of the fissure swarm. Therefore this
area was chosen for geodetic measurements.

These rifting events obviously continue a much older process,
since almost all recent faulting occurs on older faults. Thus it
can be very difficult to determine how much of the faulting move-
ment took place in the events described here. The sandur plaines
of the glacial river Jökulsa a Fjöllum cover all older fissures and
offer excellent opportunity for studying the fault movements of
a single event (Fig. 2).

The Event of December 1975 to February 1976

The first event of the rifting episode started at about 10 h on
December 20, 1975. This was by far the greatest of the events
that have occurred so far. The subsidence of the Krafla caldera
floor exceeded 2 m (Thorbergsson, 1977). The subsequent earth-
quake swarm migrated northwards through the fissure swarm in
about two hours and concentrated in the fissure swarm about
40—50 km north of Krafla caldera where surface faulting occurred
(Björnsson et al., 1977) (Fig. 1). Two severely fractured parallel
zones striking about N9 °E boarded a down-faulted area about
5 km wide and some 20 km long (Fig. 2).

Changes in Elevalion

Very few bench marks were within the subsided area prior to
1975 and it is impossible to scale the subsidenee in absolute values.
Some statements can be made, however, as to the relative changes
in elevation of the down-faulted area. The largest vertical displace—
ment measured at one point was about 3 m. Within the southern
part of the new graben a lake formed.

The maximum depth measured in this new lake by local people
was 1.5 m in several places. This suggests that the minimum rela-
tive vertieal displaeement between the areas inside and outside
the graben must be at least 1.5 m. As there were n0 signs of
fissuring or subsidenee at the beach the graben does not seem
t0 reach into the sea.

In 1962 the Public Road Administration measured a line across
the graben. The marks were 40-Cm-long pegs driven half-way into
the ground at 20-m intervals. The line has been destroyed at
both ends leaving only 4.7 km intact (Fig. 2). Relevelling of the
line in 1976 and 1977 gave the results presented in Fig. 3. The
westernmost point is assumed to have a fixed elevation. The



Fig. 1. The Krafla fissme swarm NE Iceland.
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grüund at the levelling line was tilted towards N and E, but
an the whole, the graben floor seems t0 have subsided rather
evenly.

The westernmost 0.5 km üf the line was steeply tilted towards
east but n0 distinct fault escarpment could b6 seen at that place.

Several bench marks were established between 1958 and 1963

t0 the E and SE of the subsided area. Some of these (Fig. l)
were remeasured in 1976 and showed considerable changes in
elevation. The bench marks are too far apart t0 allow drawing
of contours for elevation Changes. but they give a clue t0 the
general picture. T0 the east of the: graben the ground has been
elevated. The rise is greatest C1056 t0 the main faults but decreases
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gradually away frem the graben. The greatest relative elevation
change measured was abeut 40 cm.

Apparently a vast area has been affected during this event.
Relevelling ef a 2Ü-km-10ng line of beneh marks tewards SSE
frem the subsided area shewed relative elevation ehanges ef all
the beneh marks (Fig. 4). Five kilometer farther t0 the S (Fig. 1)
a few preeissien 1eve11ing lines (Tryggvason, 1972) whieh have
remained relatively stable für 5 years showed a tilt ef 3 prad t0
the 5W. A tilt statien 25 km t0 the SW of the graben tilted
t0 the SW (Tryggvasen, 19W).
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Horiaomal Movemem

One of the most obvious features ef the events was the formatien
of fissures and widening of 01d ones. N0 distanees within the
area had been measured befere the event and aeeordingly n0
comparative distance measurements ean be made.

On January 17 and 18, 1976 all fissures in the frezen greund
by the read across the faulted fissure zenes were measured with
a ruler. The total spreading aeress the eastern fissure zene was
127r cm and that of the western zene was 30 cm. This methed
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has prüved surprisingly consistent with geodimeter measurements
{Björnssom 1977). Similar measurements were carried out in
March 1976, 15 km t0 the Süuth and shüwed only 7 cm spreading.
The spreading across the fissure zone was also obvious from
strütching and breaking of telephone lines and fences.

Event of January 1978

The eighth event of the Krafla rifting Episode started Ül’l January
7, 1978. This event 100k a similar course as the first 011€: and
was the second largest in terms 01° subsidence within the Krafla
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oaldera. The earthquake swarm did not reaoh as far to the north
as the first one (Fig. l).

South of Axarfjördur muoh the same features appeared as
in the first event. Fissures were reaetivated, and a large area sub-
sided while other areas were uplifted. The new lake increased
in area and depth, new springs appeared and others inoreased,
while some disappeared.

Changes in Eleoazion

A new geodetio line of 21 benoh marks was established by Gunnar
Thorbergsson in May 19716. Repeated measurements on parts of
the line during 19% and 197? did not show any significant ohanges
in relative elevation of the benoh marks. Relevelling of the 1ine
in June 197'8 gave the results shown in Fig. 5. This reveals an
almost symmetrieal figure of a graben between elevated flanks.
The rise diminishes with distanoe frorn the graben as was antioi-
pated after the first event. Similar ohanges were measured after
the fifth and sixth events in the southern part of the fissure swarm
(Björnsson et al., 1979). .

The road profile of 1962 was also remeasured in June 1978
(Fig. 3). This time the benoh mark 5170 (Fig. l) was defined
as zero for oornparison. The results are very similar to those
in the first event, but the subsidenoe of the graben floor has
inoreased by about 1.1 rn.

Only very limited measurements were oarried out outside the
vioinity of the fissure swarrn, but they suggest that vast areas
were affeoted also this tirne.

Horizontal Motiemenz

The line of benoh marks mentioned above was used for geodimeter
measurernents. Seven different distanoes were measured in 1977
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by Gunnar Thorbergsson and remeasured in June l9?8. An extra
geodimeter line (1—2—3—4 on Fig. 5, looation see Fig. 2) was estab-
lished and measurecl by Professor Dr. Ing. D. Müller, Braun»
schweig, in 1977 and remeasured by G. Thorbergsson in June l9?8.
Each of the distanoes had ohanged signifieantly and sorne greatly.
The changes are given in Fig. 5. As the geodimeter 1ine is not
perpendicular to the fissure swarrn the aotual spreading and oon-
traction, reSpeotively, are sornewhat greater than measured.

Considerable horizontal extension ooourred within the down-
faulted area. This extension was obviously inelastio as revealed
in the field by extensive surfaee faulting. The extension was far
frorn being uniform aoross the seotion and was generally muoh
greater on the east side of the graben.

No recent surfaoe faulting oould be found in the elevated areas
on either side of the graben exoept a few small fissures just east
of benoh mark 5754 whioh explains the anornalous oontraotion
on the right hand side of the diagram on Fig. 5. This indioates
a very uniform and probably elastio oontraetion that diminishes
away frorn the fissure swarm.

Discussion

All the teotonic events of the Krafla plate-rifting episode so far
seern to be very similar. They only differ in magnitude and the
assooiated rifting and earthquake swarms ooour in different plaoes
within the fissure swarm. Events l, 5, 6. and 8 have been better
reoorded by geodetie measurernents than most of the other events.
mainly beoause they oocurred at more easily aooessible plaoes than
the other events.

The diagram of the ohange in elevation in Fig. 5 is quite analo-
gous to the deformation oaused by the intrusion of a vertieal
dike at some depth below the surfaoe as put forward in the models
of Dieterich and Decker (1975).
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According to the diagram in Fig. 5 and additional information
from Fig. 3, the area of the uplift curve (the right-hand side being
extrapolated along an exponential line to zero) above the zero
line exceeds the area of depression below the line by some 500 m2-
The length of the fissure system of the eighth event is estimated
to be 20 km with maximum elevation ehanges at the geodimeter
line diminishing linearly to both ends. All this adds up to a volume
increase of about 5 >< 106 m3 This could be accounted for by
the injection of a dike in accordance with the interpretation of
Björnsson et a1. (1977). Tryggvason (1978) estimated the outflow
from the caldera to be 70><106 to 75><106 m3 which is quite
compatible with the above-mentioned value which is a very conser-
vative estimate. It is also to be considered that some of the material
did not reaeh the area discussed here all the way from the ealdera.
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Seismological Evidence for Lateral Magma Intrusion During the July 1978
Deflation of the Krafla Volcano in NE-Iceland

P. Einarsson and B. Brandsdöttir

Scienee Institute, University of Iceland,Dunhaga 3, Reykjavik. Iceland

Abstract. The July 1978 deflation of Krafla volcano in the volcanic
rift zone of NE-Iceland was in most respeets typical of the many
deflation events that have occurred at Krafla since December 1975.
Separated by periods of slow inflation, the deflation events are
characterized both by rapid subsidence and volcanic tremor in
the caldera region, as well as extensive rifting in the fault swarm
that transects the volcano. Earthquakes increase in the caldera
region shortly after deflation starts and propagate along the fault
swarm away from the central part of the volcano, sometimes
as far as 65 km. The deflation events are interpreted as the result
of subsurface magmatic movements, when magma from the Krafla
reservoir is injected laterally into the fault swarm to form a dyke.
In the July 1978 event, magma was injected a total distance of
30 km into the northern fault swarm. The dyke tip propagated
with a velocity of 0.4—0.5 m/s during the first 9 h, but the velocity
decreased as the length of the dyke increased. Combined with
surface deformation data, these data can be used to estimate the
cross-sectional area of the dyke and the driving pressure of the
magma. The cross-sectional area is variable along the dyke and
is largest in the regions of maximum seismic energy release. The
average value is about 1,200 m2 The pressure difference between
the magma reservoir and the dyke tip was of the order of
10—40 bars and did not Change much during the injection.

Key words: Deflation — Krafla volcano — Iceland — Rifting —
Earthquakes — Lateral magma injection — Dyke.

Introduction

On July 10, 1978 rapid subsidence started in the caldera region
of the Krafla central volcano in the volcanic rift zone of NE—
Iceland, and during the following 3 days the central part of the
caldera subsided about 60 cm. This deflation event was the ninth
in a series of such events that has been in progress since De-
cember 20, 1975. The tectonic setting and the course of events
of this activity have previously been described in some detail in
the literature (e.g. Björnsson et al., 1977; 1979; Einarsson, 1978,
Brandsdöttir and Einarsson, 1979) and will not be repeated here.

In the time intervals between the deflation events, Krafla vol-
cano inflates at a relatively constant rate. The inflation has been
interpreted as the result of constant inflow of about 5 m3/s of
magma into a magma reservoir at depth of about 3 km under
the central part of the caldera. This interpretation is supported
by levelling, tilt, and gravity measurements (Björnsson et a1., 1979;
Tryggvason, 1978 a), and is further strengthened by the geological
association with the central volcano and the existence of a zone

0340-062X/80/0047/0160/50120

of high S-wave attenuation near the center of inflation (Einarsson,
1978)

Deflation events are characterized by rapid subsidence of the
caldera region, continuous volcanic tremor, extensive rifting and
earthquakes along the Krafla fault swarm that crosses the volcano
from north to south. Earthquakes begin within or near the caldera
and then migrate along the fault swarm away from the caldera,
sometimes as far as 65 km. The largest events of the earthquake
swarm are confined within a well defined but each time different
section of the fault swarm. Rifting, often exceeding 1m, may
occur in the fault swarm, and the area of maximum rifting gener-
ally eoincides with the area of maximum earthquake activity. Three
of the deflation events have been accompanied by a small basaltic
eruption in the caldera region. The spatial relationship between
the Krafla caldera, the Krafla fault swarm and the epicentral
areas of the different earthquake swarms is shown in Fig. 1 toge-
ther with some of the major tectonic elements of the active zones
in NE-Iceland.

The deflation events were interpreted by Björnsson et a1. (1977)
as the result of lateral migration of magma away from the reservoir
under Krafla. This interpretation has since been supported by
gravity and crustal deformation data (Björnsson et a1., 1979;
Tryggvason, 1978a and b), seismological data (Brandsdöttir and
Einarsson, 1979), and petrochemical data (Grönvold and
Mäkipää, 1978). During the deflation event of September 1977,
e.g., the propagation of the magma could be followed by the
seismic events (Brandsdöttir and Einarsson, 1979). The hypocen-
ters migrated horizontally from the reservoir area southwards
along the Krafla fault swarm to the Namafjall geothermal area,
where small amounts of magma were subsequently erupted
through a drill hole. The maximum speed of migration occurred
early in the event and was 0.5 m/s.

In the present paper another case of lateral migration of seismic
activity associated with deflation of the Krafla volcano is do-
cumented. In this deflation event of July 1978, magma was injected
into the fault swarm to the north of the caldera, a total distance
of 30 km.

The Course of Events

After the deflation event of January 1978 the Krafla volcano in—
flated at the normal rate. Towards the end of June the elevation
of the caldera region was approaching the level it had before
the January deflation. A new deflation event, possibly associated
with an eruption, was anticipated soon thereafter. Monitoring
of the area was therefore intensified and several portable seismo-
graphs were set up in the caldera region and south of it. The
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Fig. l. Index map of the northern part of the voloanic rift zone
in NE-Ieeland. Dots mark permanent seismograph stations. The
hatehed areas are fault swarms as mapped by Kristjan Saemunds-
son in Björnsson et a1. (1977). The Krafla ealdera is loeated within
the Krafla fault swarm. The stippled areas are the areas of maxi-
mum earthquake aetivity during the different cleflation events at
Krafla. Area No. l is the epieentral area of the first earthquake

22 h, and a magnitude 4.1 earthquake oeeurred in the fault swarm
at 22:44 h (Fig. 2).

A helicopter was made available by the Ieelandie Coast Guard,
whieh made it possible to move a seismograph into the epieentral
area. A Station was set up at Snagi (SN) at 23:20 (Fig. 3). While
the seismograph was being set up, earthquakes eould be hearcl
every minute and many earthquakes were felt. The magnifleation
of the seismograph had to be set 42 dB lower than normal beeause
of the high aetivity. Nothing else unusual eould be observed in
the Snagi area. Steam fields that had formed near Snagi in previous
deflation events (e.g., Björnsson et al., 1979) were not notieeably
ehanged, and the sheep were grazing quietly in the bright, leelandie
summer night.

The earthquake aetivity deereased signifieantly after 2 h in
the morning (Fig. 2), but about 6 h it inereased again and was
very intensive for l2 h. The aetivity had now moved 10—15 km
farther north. The earthquakes were not large but very frequent.
Only two earthquakes were felt in the inhabited areas. The earth»
quake of July ll, 12:28 h (magnitude 3.9) was vaguely felt in the
Kelduhverfi distriet at an epieentral distanee of 5-10 km and the
earthquake of July l2, 17:59 (magnitude 4.0) was widely felt in
the Kelduhverfi distriot.

lt was notieed in the morning of July 11 that a eolumn of
steam was rising from the area north of Krafla. The steam emission
started between 03:04 and 03: 14 aeeording to photographs taken
by a time lapse eamera (Oddur Sigurdsson, personal oommuniea-
tion). Subsequent inspeetion revealed that the steam eame from
a steam field loeated about 1.5 km SE of Snagi. This steam field
was probably formed in January 1977, but now the steam emission
had inereased about an order of magnitude. During the following
days the emission deereased slowly.

Several new steam flelds have formed in the Snagi area in
previous deflation events and most of them are aligned along
one prominent normal fault. This fault moved a few tens of eenti-
meters during the July 1978 event and was the easternmost fault
that moved in this part of the fault swarm in that event. A total
movement of 50—150 em was estimatecl from the widening of the
fissures in this area. The movement was distributed on numerous

swarm of Deeember l975—February 1976; No.2, a small swarm parallel fissures, some of whieh had moved in previous events.
of Oetober 1—2, 1976; No. 3, swarm of Oetober 31—November 1,
1976; No. 4, swarm of January 1977; No. 5, swarm of April 1977;
No.6, swarm of September 1977; a small swarm in November
1977 eould not be loeated and is not Shown; No. 8, swarm of
January 1978. The Grimsey fault was delineated by seismicity
(Einarsson, 1976) and the sense of fault disPlaeement was derived
from foeal meehanism solutions (Einarsson, 1979)

seismie aetivity of the area was low, of the order of 1—2 loeatable
mieroearthquakes per day.

Slow deflation started on July 10 at about ll h (all times are
UTC), aeoording to the eontinuously reeording tiltmeter near the
Krafla power house that is loeated within the ealdera (Tryggvason,
19785:). The rate of tilting inereased and when eoutinuous tremor
appeared on the seismograph station GD (Fig. l) shortly before
l7 h it was olear that a deflation event had started. Earthquakes

The estimate is therefore inaeeurate. Mueh more aeeurate measure-
ments were obtained with a geodimeter. In the Snagi area the
extension aeross the fault swarm was found to be 95—111 em
(Tryggvason, 1978 e). Compression oeeurred immediately outside
the faulted zone, whieh is a pattern also found in previous rifting
events in other parts of the fault swarm (Tryggvason, 197813 and
e; Gerke et al., 1978; Björnsson et al., 1979).

Fault movements were also observed in the northern part of
the epieentral zone. On a profile aeross the fault swarm near
65°56’N a total of 80 em extension was estimated from the widen-
ing of the individual fissures. About 50 cm of this movement
were estimated to be due to the July rifting. The rest of the
movement took plaee in a previous event, most 1ikely the Ja-
nuary 1978 event. No geodimeter measurements are available for
this part of the fault swarm.

The deflation stopped and inflation resumed at Krafla on
July13. The total volume removed from the magma reservoir
during this deflation event is estimated to be 37 x 105 m3 (Tryggva-
son, 1978:3).were small in the beginning but inereased gradually in magnitude

and number. They elearly originated in the northern part of the
caldera and north of it, whieh indieated that the magma was
injeoted into the northern fault swarm. The tilt rate and the voloa-
nie tremor reaehed a maximum at about 20h and then slowly
deereased. The earthquake aetivity inereased markedly after about

The Hypoeentral Zone

Zypoeenters have been ealeulated for 397 earthquakes from the
swarm. Generally the largest earthquakes were seleeted for analysis
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booause thoy wert: rooordod by the largest number of stations.
Sometimos large earthquakes had to be omittod, however, because
the first arrivals wero obsoured by tremor or small earthquakes,
espooially during periods of high aotivity. The set of located earth-
quakes may be regarded as nearly oomploto above magnitudo 2.5.
Many smaller oarthquakes were located as well.

Tho oomputer program HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr ancl Ward,
1975) was usod for the Iooations. P-wavo arrival times and, whero
possiblo, also S-wave arrival times are used. The location prooe-
duro has been disoribod in some detail by Einarsson (1978) and
Brandsdottir and Einarsson (1979) and will not be rapeated here.

Tho opioontors are plottod on a map in Fig. 3. The epioentral
zone is about 4—7 km wido, 25 km long, and extends from the
northorn rim of tho oaldora to Korlingarhöll, whioh is a flat lava
hill built up around tho northernmost oruptive fissure in the Krafla
fault swarm (Saomundsson, 197?) Nearly all the opicenters ans
looatod within the Krafla fault swarm. The zone is divided in
two by a gap noar the hyaloolastite hill Mofell. A large oonoentra-
tion of aotivity ooours in the northern ond near Kerlingarhöll.

Depths of hypocenters could be determined with fair confi-
denoe in tho area around Snagi booause of the seismio station
locatod thero. In the northern part of the epicentral zone tho
dopths are not oonsiderod to be roliable beoause of the relatively
largo distanoe to tho nearest seismograph station. A transverse
oross seotion of the hypooenters noar Snagi is shown in Fig. 4.
Hypooonters within 4km distance from Snagi are projected on
a vortioal, E-W plane. Most of the hypooenters are a1 the depth
of 1—4 km. An isolated event ooours at 14 km depth.

Fig. 3. Epioontral map of the July 197'8 earthquako swarm. Dots
mark spioeotors looatod with horizontal standard orror of l km
and lass, circles denote epioenters with errors botween l and 2 km.
Soismograph stations are shown with triangles. The stations HA.
LH, and SN woro tomporary stations. Sevoral stations outsido
of this map ware also used in the looations
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Fig. 2. The timo sequonoo of

{
earthquakes. Magnitudo is
plottod as a funotion of timoI .
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Fig. 4. Depth of hypooenters in the Snagi area. Hypooenters within
4 km horizontal distanee from the station SN are projeeted on
a vertioal E—W plane. Dots are hypooenters determined with hori-
zontal and 1wertieal standard error of l km and less, circles denote
hypooenters with errors between l and 2 km

The Migration of Seismic Aetivity

011e of the most remarkable oharaoteristios of the Krafla fault
swarm earthquakes is the propagation of epicenters away from
the oaldera region. The July l9?8 evont provided one of the best

iIIII_I_llIIIll|l

examples of this. The latitude of the epioenters is plotted as a
funotion of the time of oocurrenoe in Fig. 5. The oontinuous tremor
started in the oaldera region at l7 h, the first earthquakes were
there also but were too small to be looated acourately. The earth-
quakes between 22 h on July 10 and 2 h on July ll were looated
in the Snagi area. lt is interesting to note that the gap in the
epioentral zone near Mofell is also a gap in time. 011e may say
that a strain pulse migrated aseismioally aoross the gap and oontin»
ued propagating with acoompanying seismioitfyr on the other side
with a velooity similar to that before. If one assumes that the
aotivity started in the oenter of the oaldera, the total distanoe
is 30 km. The speed of propagation during the first 9 hours is
1.6 km/h or (14—05 m/s. The Speed deereases only slightly during
the next 8 h, but during the. time period 11 h—l9 h on July 11
the average speed is only about 0.1 m/s.

The Magnitnde—Frequency Distribution

Magnitudes were obtained for 354 earthquakes from the maximum
traee amplitude on the short period seismograms of the WWSSN
Station AKU at a distanoe of 65—75 km from the epioentral area.
The magnitude data were supplied by Thorunn Skaftadottir at
the Ioelandie Meteorological Office. The magnitude distribution
is shown in Fig. 6. The log N vs. M distribution is reasonably
linear. The negative slope of the ourve, or the b-value of the
swarm, is l.7i0.2 assuming a linear relationship. These are a
maximum likelihood estimate and 95% confidenoe limits, respeo-
tively.

The main deviation from linearity is a dip in the ourve near
M =3.5. Similar Clip, only more pronounoed. was found in the

(EH-I
ao-l
29.

23-

Distanoe from 2
the oenter of

the oaldera.
[kmiclIIIIIIIIIIIÄII1819202122232412345 a

July 10. July11.19?8

I I I I I I I I I I I I
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1B 17 lEi 19 20h.

Fig. 5. The migration of seismio aotivity. The distanoe of epicenters from the oenter of the Krafla oaldera is plotted as a funotion
of time. Dots and torlos have the same meaning as in Fig. 3. The apparent gap in the aotivity between 10 h and 11 h on July ll
is oaused by a time signal failure. Tremor and deflation start about l7 h
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Fig. 6. The frequency-magnitude relationship of the July 1978
earthquakes. The number (N) of earthquakes of magnitude ML
and larger is plotted as a function of ML

magnitude-frequency curve for the September 1977 earthquakes
(Brandsdöttir and Einarsson, 1979), where it was interpreted as
the result of mixing two earthquake sequences with different b-
values. This interpretation is hardly justified in the present case
because of the small number of events larger than magnitude
3.5.

Discussion

It seems reasonable to assume that the front of the earthquake
activity that migrates away from the subsiding Krafla area marks
the tip of a dyke that is injected into the fault swarm. Thus
the length of the dyke can be found as a function of time. Tryggva-
son (19780) has given the tilt at the Krafla power house and
the rate of outflow of magma as functions of time for the different
subsidence events. With these data it is possible to make some
further quantitative estimates of the dimensions of the dyke. The
total volume is 37><106 m3 and the final length of the dyke is
30 km. The average cross seetional area is thus 1.2 ><103 m2 If
the width and the height of the dyke are uniform, for example,
a 0.5 m wide and 2400 m high or a 1.0 m wide and 1200 m high
dyke would have the required cross sectional area. There are indi-
eations, however, that the dimensions of the dyke are not uniform
along its length. The seismic energy release is Clearly not uniform,
and the rifting measured in the Snagi area deereases towards the
south (Tryggvason, 1978 c). Areas of maximum earthquake activity
and areas of maximum surface faulting usually coineide. These
may be areas where the top of the dyke reaches the smallest
depths or where the width of the dyke is largest.

It is possible to show that the average cross sectional area
changed as the dyke became longer. From Tryggvason’s (1978 c)
record of tilt above the Krafla reservoir the volume of magma
escaped from the reservoir can be estimated as a function of
time. This volume equals the volume of the dyke. Thus, using
the relationship in Fig. 5, the average cross—sectional area can
be found for a given length of the dyke. This is shown in Table l.

The differences between the numbers are signifieant, even
though the volume estimate is associated with large uncertainties.
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Table l. Cross-section of dyke, estimated from its length and the
volume of magma discharge from the chamber, both determined
independently as functions of time

Length of Volume of Average Cross-
dyke (km) dyke (106 m3) sectional area (103 m2)

10 12.3 1.23
15 15.6 1.04
20 18.8 0.94
25 22.5 0.90
27 25.2 0.93
30 37.0 1.23

Table 2. Viscosity over pressure drop, estimated from dyke length
and rate of magma outflow from chamber

l (km) w (m3/s) n/Ap (poise/bar)

(b:0.5 m) (bzl m)

10 460 5.4 22
15 300 5.6 22
27 200 4.6 19

These changes in the average cross-sectional area can be inter-
preted in a number of ways. If one assumes, for example, that
the dyke attains its final cross-seetional area immediately behind
the tip of the propagating dyke, one can calculate the cross-sec-
tional area as a funotion of distance from the reservoir. Without
going into detailed calculations one may conclude that the dyke
reached the largest cross-sectional area near its northern end and
in the area south of Snagi. These are also the areas where the
largest earthquakes occurred. It is not possible on the basis of
these data to say, whether the increased cross-sectional area and
seismicity are the result of larger height or width of the dyke
in these areas.

With the knowledge of the dimensions of the dyke, the rate of
flow and a few simplifying assumptions it is possible to derive
the relationship between the Viscosity and the pressure drop in
the dyke. Let us assume that the dyke is a rectangular plate of
uniform thickness b, length l and height a. This is a simplifying
assumption, since we know that the cross—sectional area is not
uniform. Let us further assume that the dyke changes its volume
by Changing its length only. Then only the dimension l is a

dl W
funetion of time, and

äz—b
where W is the rate of flow into the

a
dyke. For a Newtonian fluid of Viseosity 17 flowing through a
rectangular box of dimensions a >< b >< l (a>b) we have

W_ab3Ap n _ ab3—
12:71 Ap—IZIW

where Ap is the difference between the pressure in the reservoir
and that near the tip of the dyke. We can now tabulate the values
of n/Ap for different lengths of the dyke and different assumptions
for the width (Table 2). The values of W are taken from Tryggva—
son (1978 c). The cross-sectional area a'b used in the calculation
is 1200 m2

From Table 2 we see that the change in the pressure difference
is relatively small assuming that the Viscosity is constant. The
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rate of flow is therefore primarily governed by the length of the
dyke. If a, b, 11 and Ap are constant, one can solve the differential
equation

dl_b2Ap
dt— 12m

and find that l is proportional to 1/1, where t is the time from
the beginning of the intrusion. This relationship does not fit partie—
ularly well to Fig. 5, which is hardly surprising in the light of
our many simplifying assumptions. The fit can be improved by
assuming that the lateral intrusion started a few hours after the
onset of deflation and volcanic tremor.

With the values in Table 2 the pressure difference Ap can be
estimated if the viscosity is known. Grönvold and Mäkipää (1978)
estimated the viscosity of the Krafla magma to be 200 poise from
the Chemical composition of erupted material using the method
of Shaw (1972). In the oalculation the magma was assumed to
contain 1% water. The viscosity decreases with increasing pressure
and temperature (Kushiro et a1., 1976), and the estimate is more
likely to be too high than too low. With a viscosity of 200 poise
it takes a pressure difference of 40 bar to drive the magma through
a 0.5 m wide fissure, and if the fissure is 1 m wide the pressure
differenoe is only 10 bar.

In the model of the Krafla deflation presented in this paper
a dyke is formed when the tip of a fluid-filled orack propagates
through a prestressed medium. The primary driving force of this
process is the tectonio stress that has been accumulating on the
plate boundary since the last major rifting episode. The mode
of strain release depends on the availability of magma. If a magma
reservoir is located on the plate boundary a dyke starts propagat-
ing away from it when the pressure in the reservoir and/or the
regional tectonic stress reach a critical level. The data presented
here seem to indicate that the pressure drop in the reservoir asso-
ciated With the deflation is small compared with the pressure
difference between the reservoir and the leading edge of the dyke.
The pressure in the magma reservoir probably plays the role of
a trigger to initiate the propagation of the dyke. The direction
of propagation and the orientation of the intrusion is governed
by the regional stress field. The tectonic part of the stress field
at the diverging plate boundary in Iceland is likely to be character-
ized by horizontal tensional stress parallel to the direction of
relative plate motion. In this stress field the direction of propaga-
tion will be horizontal, and the resulting intrusive body is a dyke
oriented perpendicularly to the axis of minimum compressive stress
or maximum tensional tectonic stress.
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Measurements of Distance and Tilt Changes
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Abstract. In an active tectonic fissure about 50 km north of Krafla
in N-Iceland, relative movements of the fissure walls were recorded
for about one month in the summer of 1976, during an inflation
period of Krafla. Distance changes of the walls, measured by
two-component extensometers, show a widening tendency of about
5 am per day; this is superimposed by sudden widenings of up
to 0.05 mm and temperature effects with diurnal peroid. Tilt mea—
surements of the fissure walls confirm these results, especially
the sudden effects and the diurnal ones, and show, moreover,
a northward tilting of the whole region perhaps caused by mass
transport at depth and/or in response to the inflation of the Krafla
magma chamber.

Key words: Extensometer measurement — Tilt measurement — Fis-
sure movements

l. Introduction

In the rift zones of Iceland the tectonic fissures can be considered
a visible expression of crustal deformation. The deformation has
been studied by geodetic measurements by several authors (Gerke
et al., 1978; Möller and Ritter, 1980; Tryggvason, 1980; Spicker—
nagel, 1980; Torge and Kanngiesser, 1980; Johnson et al., 1980).
Details of the movements cannot be detected by classical geodetic
measurements, because in most cases there is a time interval of
one or more years between two measurements, and the distances
between control points are large and cross more then one fissure.
Therefore, if we are interested in the character of fissure move-
ments, we have to apply continous measuring techniques as they
are used in rock mechanics and engineering surveying. We have
chosen to use extensometers and tiltmeters.

North Iceland is currently experiencing a rifting episode with
the center of activity in the Krafla caldera (Björnsson et al., 1977;
1979). A magma chamber below the caldera seems to be contin-
uously inflated by inflow from depth; occasionally it is deflated
suddenly by magma excaping into opening fissures of the Krafla
fissure swarm.

Besides monitoring the movements in the immediate vicinity
of Krafla (Tryggvason, 1980), it seems desirable to monitor the
fissure movements at greater distance. We have chosen a fissure
in the Kelduhverfi area some 50km to the north (Fig. 1). We
report here measurements taken during the first documented infla—
tion phase of Krafla, beginning early 1976 and ending on Sep-
tember 29, 1976. The observations ended before the deflation and
thus can give only a limited insight into the behaviour of the
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fissures. New observations have therefore been made in 1978,
the analysis of which has, however, not yet been completed.

2. The Two-Component Extensometer Measurements

The first investigations of this kind were carried out by Gerke
and Pelzer (1972). In order to record movements along and across
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a fissnre a twn-enmpnnent extensnmeter was develnped (Fig. 2)
and installed in live fissures in the Gjastiekiarea. Fissure mpve-
ments in the ä— and n-direetinn enuld be recnrded by mechanieal
reenrding deviees with a resolntinn nf abnut 0.2 mm, and transfor-
matinn ef the reenrded müvements into an arbitrary x,y-enordi—
nate system enuld be Clone nff-line without diffieulties. But, unfor-
tunately, n0 mevements greater than a few tenths nf a millimeter
neenrred within the reenrding period of about twn years
(WM—1969). Therefnre, in a seennd attempt, a new higher-resoln-
tinn twn—enmpnnent extensnmeter was develnped at Geodätisehes
Institut, Universität Hannover; it is deseribed in detail below.

The basie enneept nf the extensemeter is given in Fig. 2.
Changes in distanee are measured between a fix pnint A at nne
wall nf a fissure and fix pnints B and C at the nther wall. Figure 3
shnws ene enmpenent nf the measnring device, installed between
Aand B, für example. The distanee between the fixed points, realized
by the faees nf spherieal steel bnlts, is bridged by a glass bar

. . . . TppeMultlplexer H AmphherH Voltrmter H Prmter H CmvartEr H recorderj

Fig. 4. Measuring and reenrding deviee

which is suppnrted at its BESSEL-pnints. Beeanse of the small
thermal expansinn eneffieient nf the speeial glass (lO‘BK‘ 1) the
length of the bar may be eonsidered invariable. Changes in distanee
between A and B will result in mnvements nf the feeler nf an' inductanee transdneer, where they will be transfnrmed intn eleetrie
Signals.

By a sereened eable the transducer is ennneeted via a multi-
plexer with a central measnring unit (Fig. 4). An automatie enntrnl
unit allews enmmnn recording nf the data ef eight transdueers
or four two-compnnent extensometers.

In 1976 the extensnmeter was installed in Ieeland für the first
time. In this year new fissuring and npening nf existing fissnres
oceurred in the Kelduhverfi area in N-Ieeland, related tn the VÜICH-
nie aetivity near Krafla (Björnssnn et al., 19W; 19W). At the
time the behavinnr of the Krafla ealdera and nf the fissure swarm
was nnt yet understand in as mueh detail as it is today. Therefnre,
one nf the aetive fissures in the area (Fig. l), i.e., nne whieh
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had shown extension, was ohosen rather arbitrarily and two sets
of extensometers were installed in it. Each set eonsisted of four
two-oornponent extensometers arranged as shown in Fig. 5. The
extensometers were working for more than three weeks (July 22—
August l3); the sampling rate was one per 15 min.

The distanoes in the ä,n-directions (Fig. 2) were transformed
into an orthogonal x‚y—systern parallel and perpendicular, respee-
tively, to the fissure direetion and plotted as functions of tirne.
Typieal plots are shown in Fig. 6, the other plots are very similar
in oharaoter.
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The reeording period fell into the first inf'lation period of Krafla
from Deeember 1975/January 1976 to September 29, l9?6. The
question was wether or not the fissure continued to widen during
the inflation period, after it had widened by up to several cleeirne-
ters, easily deteotable, in the beginning.

The result during the period of observation was a widening
of the fissure, reeorded by the upper and lower extensometers;
the amount of widening is of the order of 0.2 mm. In detail we
oan separate three effeets:

(a) a more or less uniform widening tendenoy of about 5 um
per day,

(b) sudden ohanges in distanoe of up 0.05 mm, for example
on June 27 and, less signifieant, on J une 23,

(c) periodio distanoe ohanges with an amplitude of about lÜ um
and a frequency of one eyele per day; they are interpreted as
temperature effeots (see temperature plot in Fig. 7).

In eontrast to this, no signifieant movements in the longitudinal
direotion of the fissure were observed (see Fig. 6, bottom).

3. Measurements of Tilt Changes

Tilt measurements were earried out between July 28 and August
15 near the extensorneter station No. I. Two Hughes bubble tiltrne-
ters TM 3 (nos. 34 and 35) were used. Eaeh of thern measures
tilts in two orthogonal directions. The linear range of the instru-
ments is about 49 urad the resolution is betterthan i4.8+ 10‘ 3 uracl.
The eonstruotion prineiples and further details are desoribed
by Harrison (1976a). The tiltmeters were installed on both sideh
walls of the fissure, about l3 In below the earth’s surfaee (Fig. 8).
A speeial suspension was oonstrueted whieh permits a strain- and
stress—free installation of the instruments. In addition, eaoh tiltrne-
ter was proteoted against meehanioal and meteorologioal influenoes
by a stainless-steel ooverage and a wooden box, whioh was filled
with styrofoarn. The orientation of the orthogonal tilt axes is
shown in Fig. 8 for both instruments. The signals were reeorded
by two-ehannel analog reoorders, whieh were installed in a tent.
In addition, temperature and air pressure were measured at differ-
ent sites (Fig. 8). During the reeording period, short interruptions
oeeurred eaused by teohnieal failures.

The analog reeords of the tilt measurements were digitized
with a sampling rate of l per 5 min. The meteorologioal data
were sampled only onoe per hour. Gaps in the reeord were interpo-
lated with smoothing oubie spline funetions. The digitized tilt
ohanges are plotted in Fig. 9.

We ean see in the beginning a srnall tilt in the direetion of
the tiltrneters whieh eonforms to an inelination of the western
fissure wall to the west and of the eastern lissure wall to the
east. From August 7—ll large, rnostly reversible, tilt ehanges
oeeurred. In this period a strong south storm disturbed the mea»
surernents. During the last days of observations, small periodieal
tilt ehanges were Observed without any obvious drift direotion.

The data analysis was perforrnecl with the usual statistioal
methods, suoh as the eomputation of regression models, oross»
oorrelation funotions, Fourier and power speotra, to lind the mean
drift terms, eorrelations with meteorologieal effeets, tilts, and sig-
nifioant frequeneies.

The eross-eorrelation funetions between the tiltrneter reoords
and the meterologioal tirne series show no signifioant dependenoy
of the tilts on temperature ehanges. Only the temperature mea-
sured near the tiltmeters rendered eorrelation ooeffieients between
+O.S and +0.6.
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Table l. Mean tilt rates in arad/h as obtained by regressien anal—
ysis

Instrument Cempenent Tilt rate Tilt te:
(Mail/h)

TM 35 N-S —Ü.591 West
(east wall) E-W —0.ÜO4 Nerth

TM 34 N-S —0.1{)6 East
(west wall) E-W +0.089 Nerth

The eress-correlation funetions between tilts and temperature
generally ehange slewly. The maxima are marked weakly with
a lag ef nearly one day. The results ef the regressien analysis
of the tilt ebservatiens with time are presented in Table l.

The maan tilt rates er drift rates (prad/h) during the ebservatien
period emphasize different inelinatiens efthe fissure walls. The tilting
Df the eastern wall was abnut five times greater than the tilting
ef the Western wall. In total, the western fissure wall tilted te
east about 148.2 nrad, the eastern wall t0 west abeut 30.1 urad.
Parallel t0 the fissure walls, in the nerth—seuth direetien, a small
inelination of the fissure walls is evident. The tilt ef beth fissure
walls t0 the north amounts t0 abeut 2.4 prad. The differenee
between the short-term tilting ef the fissure walls away frem eaeh
0ther (see above) and the average tilting toward eaeh ether is
rather striking and has net yet been explained.

The regressien eoeffieients ef tilts with temperature and air
pressure are only signifieant for the temperature T1 measured
near the tiltmeters. These temperature ehanges ean explain 29%
(TM 3 N0. 34) and 41% (TM 3 N0. 35) ef the ebserved tilts.

The Fourier- and pewer speetra ef the tilt ebservatiens demen-
strate daily perieds with amplitudes ef 7.3 urad. These eseillatiens
eoineide with the daily temperature ehanges. Furthermere eseilla-
tions of 5 and 3 h peried are feund, whieh hewever, have ne
eorrelation with the temperature ehanges.

4. Diseussion and Conelusiens

The srnall eerrelation between temperature and the aperiedie tilt
ehanges demonstrates that the ebserved tilt is net purely eaused
by instrumental thermal drift. Only part ef the tilts ean be explained
with sueh effeets. The diurnal tilt and widening perieds are eerre-
lated well with the daily temperature wave, thus we assurne that
we have observed seme thermally indueed metien ef the fissure
walls.

The interpretatien of the aperiedie drift. hewever, depends
On the ehesen model and is harnpered by the shertness ef the
measurement period. The simplest assumptien is that we have
observed the motion nf individual disjuneted bleeks. Eaeh exten-
sorneter and tiltmeter was fixed t0 sueh a separate bleek. The
results of the twe tiltmeters point t0 this medel, sinee we haste
measured tilt rates rather different in magnitude; mereever, the
widening of the fissure is aeeompanied by a mutual tilting ef
the fissure walls toward eaeh ether.

Not in favour ef this medel is the observatien that the direetien
of the drifr of the extensemeters and tiltmeters is similar. We
can deduee then that the metion is eaused by ene physieal phe-
nomen sueh as the veleanie aetivity in the Krafla ealdera as den
scribed by Björnssen et al. ("1979).

As shewn in Fig. l the fissure is leeated near the nerthern
end of the Krafla fissure swarm. The rneasurements were earried
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out during the infiation phase between January and September
1976 of Krafla, where none or only weak seismic activity in the
fissure swarm was observed (Björnsson et a1., 1979). In good agree-
ment with Björnsson et a1. (1979), in the fissure outside the Krafla
caldera the small widening is accompanied by mutual tilting of
the fissure walls.

However, it is not possible to give absolute values for the
translation (widening) and rotation (tilting) of the fissure walls.
Tilt-strain coupling (Harrison, 1976 b) acting on the extensometers
and tiltmeters prevents an exact separation. Similar to the widen-
ing, the tilting of the fissure to the north seems to be correlated
with the inflation phase of the Krafla caldera. Direction and mag—
nitude of the tilting coincide with the predictions by the inflation-
deflation model of the Mogi—type (Björnsson et a1., 1979). How-
ever, we cannot yet be sure of observing regional tilting of the
Earth’s crust. The analysis of extensometer and tilt measurements
in the earth-tide range has shown, that aperiodic drift is mostly
a local effect, caused by environmental disturbances of the measur-
ing site. The measurements presented therefore have to be under-
stood as a first investigation, to give a qualitative impression
of the kind and magnitude of fissure motions. The interpretation
of the results can only be definitive, if the observation will be
continued for several inflation-defiation phases of the Krafla
caldera. Therefore the extensometer measurements were continued
in 1978, but results cannot yet be presented here.
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Recent Earthquakes in the Hengill- Hellisheidi Area in SW-Iceland
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Abstract. Epicenters of 106 earthquakes (ML237) have been lo—
cated in the Hengill-Hellisheidi area during the first four years
of operation of a short-period seismograph network in SW-Ice-
land. This area is part of the active zone of Iceland, and is located
near the junction of three branches of this zone, the Reykjanes
Peninsula, the Western Volcanic Zone and the South Iceland Seis-
mic Zone, all of which have different tectonic Characteristics. The
epicenters delineate a NNE trending seismic zone that extends
from the Hengill geothermal area about 30 km southwards along
the eastern edge of the Hellisheidi highland. An additional, E—W
trending seismic lineation is suggested by the distribution of
epicenters in the lowland east of Hellisheidi at 63°57.5 N. The
earthquake sequences in the Hengill-Hellisheidi area are of differ-
ent types, ranging from mainshock-aftershock sequences to earth-
quake swarms. This variability probably reflects the complex tecto-
nie position of the area.

Key words: Iceland — Hengill — Earthquakes — Tectonics.

Introduction

The mid-Atlantic plate boundary in SW-Iceland is expressed by
a rather complex pattern of three tectonically active zones. The
Reykjanes Peninsula is the direct landward continuation of the
submarine Reykjanes Ridge, the Western Volcanic Zone is one
of two parallel volcanic zones in the southern part of Iceland,
and the South Iceland Seismic Zone is an E—W trending belt
of destructive earthquakes that extends across the lowlands in
South Iceland. The three active zones join in some kind of a triple
point near 64°N and 21°W (Fig. 1). The seismicity near this junc-
tion is the subject of the present paper. After the installation
of a short-period seismograph network in this part of Iceland
in 1974 it was possible to study the seismicity in more detail
than before. In the time interval August 1974 to November 1978,
106 locatable seismic events in this area were recorded. The epieen-
tral distribution sheds some new light on the tectonics of the
area in spite of the limited number of epicenters. More tectonic
elements are expected to emerge when more data become available.

Tectonic Setting

The Reykjanes Peninsula is a zone of volcanism and high seismic
activity. It has been interpreted as an obliquely spreading ridge

or a transform fault with a component of opening (Tryggvason,
1968; Nakamura, 1970; Klein et a1., 1973). The plate boundary
as delineated by the seismically active zone has a trend of N70°E
(Klein et a1., 1973; 1977), and is therefore oblique to the assumed
direction of relative plate motion in this region. The surface tecto-
nics is characterized by swarms of normal faults, open and eruptive
fissures arranged en echelon with respect to the seismic plate
boundary. There is a gradual Change in the mode of seismic energy
release along the peninsula. Near the tip of the peninsula the
earthquake sequences are mainly of the swarm type. Mainshock—
aftershock sequences become more common towards the east
(Tryggvason, 1973; Einarsson, 1979). The seismicity in the eastern
part of the peninsula has been very low in the last 10 years. For
this reason it has not been possible to trace the seismic plate
boundary towards the junction with the Western Volcanic Zone
and the South Iceland Seismic Zone.

The seismicity of the Western Volcanic Zone is low to moder-
ate. The structure near the southern end of the zone is dominated
by a swarm of fissures and normal faults with a NE strike. This
swarm passes through the Hengill central volcano. The structural
relationship is therefore somewhat similar to that of the presently
active Krafla central volcano and the Krafla fault swarm in the
volcanic zone of northern Iceland (Saemundsson, 1974, 1978;
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Björnsson et al., 1977). The geology of the Hengill area has been
deseribed in detail by Saemnndsson (1967). The surfaee materials
are mostly basaltie pillow lavas and hyaloelastites, erupted under
ioe. Both intermediate ancl aeid rooks ooour also. Several eruption
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fissures of post—glaoial age exist. North of the oentral voloano
the Hengill fault swarm has the struoture of neated grabens. An
inner graben of 4—5 km width i5 nested within an outer graben
of 15—20 km width. Geologieal observations in this part of the
graben, the Thingvellir graben, indioate that the inner graben has
been subsiding at the average rate of 5—8 mm/a during the past
8,000 years. Preoision levelling over a 5-year period revealed aubai-
denee at a rate of only 2.5 mm/a (Tryggvason, 1974). The subsi-
denoe is hence probably epiaodio, with most of the movement
ocourring during Short periods of high aetivity similar to the pre-
sent aetivity of the Krafla area. In the voloanie zone of northern
Iceland auch rifting episodes ooour at intervals of 100—150 years
(Björnsson et al., 1977), and are intimately related to magmatie
proeesses of oentral voloanoes. Similar events may have taken
place in the Hengill area in the year 1789, when earthquake aetivity
was aceompanied by some 60 cm of subsidenee in the Thingvellir
graben (Thoroddsen, 1899).

The Structure and meohanics of the South Ioeland seismie zone
is not well understood. Stefansson (1967) deseribed it a5 a zone
of horizontal shear deformation and Ward et a1. (1969) and Ward
(1971) used the term fraoture zone for this area. The epioenters
of large, historio earthquakes are arranged within a fairly narrow.
E—W trencling zone near 64°N (Tryggvason, 1973:, Björnsaom
1975), but there is no evidenoe for a major, E-W striking fault
on the surfaoe. ah earthquake appears to be assooiated with
right-lateral movement on northerly striking faults, a5 evidenoed
by surface faulting (Tryggvason, 1973) and the shape of the des-
truetion zones (Björnsson, 1975). Individual faults thus appear
to be transverse to the epioentral belt of the large earthquakes.
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Data Collectien and Analysis

Seismülogieal data were cnllected from a network üf permanent,
shürt—period seismographs in SW-Iceland (Fig. l). For a large part
üf the time, 8 statinns were in Operation within 80 km of the
Hengill-Hellisheidi area. Most of the reeords are in the form of
revülving drum paper records inseribed with pen and ink. Radio
time is reenrded at all stations, eliminating the neeessity für clock
cnrreetiüns. Time resnlutiün is nf the order auf 0.1 s.

The hypücenters were located using the computer programs
HYPO71 (Lee and Lahr, 1912), HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr and Ward,
in preparatinn.) and HYPOINVERSE (Klein, 1978) by minimizing
the roet mean square of the difference between the calculated

and observed travel times. The erustal velocity strueture used is
an average structure based an seismic refractien data früm Pälma-
son (197l). The hypücentral lneations are based müstly an P-wave
arrival times, but S-waves were used whenever possible.

Earthquake magnitudes used in this paper are nbtained by
averaging time duratiün magnitudes at AR, SL, and VA, and
maximum amplitude magnitudes at AR and RK. The duratiün
magnitude scales were found by comparisnn with the maximum
amplitude magnitudes at RK. The comparison was made in the
magnitude range 1.8—31 The duration magnitude scale was then
extrapolated t0 smaller magnitudes. This prücedure is similar t0
that used by Klein et al. (197?) für earthquakes on the Reykjanes
peninsula and was found t0 provide a reliable estimate 0F magni-
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tude. The detection threshold for earthquakes in the Hengill-Helli-
sheidi area is near magnitude 1.0, and the set of loeatable events
is eomplete above magnitude 2.0.

Spatial Distribution of Seismic Events

A11 epicenters that could be located with horizontal standard error
less than 2.5 km are plotted on the map of Fig. 2. The hypocentral
depths appear to be smaller than 10 km, but the error of the
depth determinations is large because of the lack of seismic stations
in the immediate epieentral area of most of the earthquakes. N0
evidenee has been found for seismie aetivity deeper than 10 km.

Many of the epieenters are located within a relatively small
area about 5 km N of the town Hveragerdi. This Cluster of epieen-
ters is elongated in a SSW-NNE direction. This trend is even
more pronounced if shorter time intervals are eonsidered. The earth-
quake sequenee of February 1977 (Fig. 3), for example, occurred
within the Cluster. The mainshock (ML237) was located near
the Cluster. The aftershocks then migrated t0 the NNE and SSW,
suggesting bilateral rupture on a NNE striking fault. A total zone
length of 8 km was activated during this sequenee. The seismie
zone defined by the Cluster can be traced by the distribution of
epicenters farther t0 the SSW This zone (BB’ in Fig. 2) is 30 km
long and extends along the eastern border of the Hellisheidi high-
land.

The alignment of epicenters in Fig. 3 is not an artifaet of
the loeation program. The horizontal standard error of the loca-
tions is smaller than 2.5 km but for most of the events the error
is smaller than 1 km. The error ellipsoid for most of the solutions
is nearly spherical.

One further seismie belt is suggested by epieenters in the low-
land of the Ölfus distriet. This is an E-W trending zone at
63°57.5 N (CC’ in Fig. 2). This zone is not as well defined as
the first one, but its trend suggests that it may be related to
the zone of large earthquakes in south Iceland.

The Cluster of epicenters west of Hengill belongs to one earth-
quake swarm that occurred in August 1974 (Fig. 4). This isolated
Cluster demonstrates how variable the seismicity is, both in space
and time. A recording time of 341 years is not long enough t0
reveal all the seismically aetive elements, even where the activity
is high such as in the Hengill-Hellisheidi area. It is noticeable,
for example that very few earthquakes occurred in the eentral
part of the Hengill fault swarm, whieh is the most heavily faulted
part of the area.

Time Distribution of Seismic Events

The seismic energy release in the Hengill-Hellisheidi area occurs
both in single events and in sequences of events that are related
in space and time. Time-magnitude plots of all the largest distinct
sequences appear in Fig. 4. It is immediately clear that great varia-
tion is displayed in the form of these sequences. Mogi (1963)
considers the variation of earthquake sequenees in relation t0
three sequenee types, i.e.‚ the mainshoek-aftershock (Type 1), fore-
shock-mainshock-aftershoek (Type 2) and the swarm type
(Type 3). Complete gradation between all types is found in nature.
The form of any sequenee is considered to be dependent upon,
amongst other things, the tectonie, magmatie and hydrothermal
state of the crust (Sykes, 1970). A summary of some suggested
associations is given in Table 1 These associations are not exclu-
sive, however, and exeeptions are known. Thus, for example, earth—
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Table l. Physieal assoeiations of earthquake sequences

Mainshock-aftershoek
sequences

Swarm sequences

Homogeneity of crust
Homogeneity of stress
Low fluid pressure
Strike—slip faulting
Long, deep faults
Transform faults
Tectonic earthquakes

Inhomogeneity of crust
Inhomogeneity of stress
High fluid pressure
Normal faulting
Short, shallow faults
Spreading ridge erest
Areas of reeent volcanism
Geothermal areas

quake swarms are known in transform fault zones (Tatham and
Savino, 1974; Einarsson, 1976) and normal faulting may oeeur
in a mainshoek-aftershock sequenee as in the case of the main-
shock of the Borgarfjördur earthquakes in West Iceland in 1974
(Einarsson et a1., 1977)I

Illustrated in Fig. 4 are both typical swarm sequences and
mainshoek—aftershoek sequenees. The swarms of August 1974 and
Oetober 1975 occurred to the west of Hengill and SW of Hvera-
gerdi respeetively. The sequenee of February 1977 occurred mostly
t0 the N and W of Hveragerdi and is a foreshock-mainshock-
aftershock sequenee. The mainshock-aftershoek sequenee of Oc-
tober 1977 occurred immediately W of Hveragerdi. Thus all three
types of sequences occur on the NNE trending epieentral belt
(BB’) in Close proximity to eaeh other. In addition t0 these larger
sequences a continuous baekground of single events and short
sequences is distributed over most of the active area. The wide
variety of sequenee types may be taken as evidence for large
variations in the state of the crust in the Hengill-Hellisheidi area.
When more data aeeumulate it may be possible t0 use the sequenee
types as an indicator of the variations in the hydrothermal and
tectonic state of the crust on a fine seale.

Discussion

Ward and Björnsson (1971) analyzed seismie data from a small
tripartite array, that they operated near Hveragerdi for 11 weeks
in 1968. Their epicentral map is in some ways similar t0 the
map presented in this paper. Their map is dominated by the Cluster
N of Hveragerdi, probably because of the proximity of the array,
but the linear trends of epicenters are not clear except that the
E-W trend is indicated in the Ölfus lowland. The differenee be-
tween the results is most likely eaused by our longer reeording
time and the use of a larger seismograph network that eneompasses
the whole study area. This way the detection eapability of the
network is more uniform over the area, and the baekground mic—
roearthquake aetivity that is often found to be associated with
high temperature geothermal areas (Ward and Björnsson, 1971)
is not as dominating on the epieentral map.

The fault pattern shown in Fig. 2 ehanges systematically from
W t0 E. In the west the pattern is dominated by the Hengill
fault swarm that has a NE-SW trend, but in the southeast part
of the area the strike of the faults gradually beeomes more north-
erly. Björnsson et a1. (1974) suggested that the faults east of Hengill
belonged t0 the fault swarm of another and older eentral voleanic
complex. It is also possible that the Change in strike represents
the ehange in the stress field from the primarily extensional tecto-
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nie regime of the Western Voleanie Zone in the west to the strike-
slip teetonies of the South Ieeland Seismie Zone in the east. This
question may be resolved with a foeal meehanism study of the
earthquakes, whieh has not yet been possible beeause of the poor
depth resolution of the hypoeentral loeations obtained so far.

The hydrothermal eireulation of the Hengill geothermal area
is likely to be affeeted by the teetonies. The erust in the seismic
belts probably has higher permeability and may thus allow water
to pereolate more freely than the surrounding erust. The eoneen-
trations of ehlorine, tritium and deuterium in the thermal water
indieate that the Hengill area is fed by two deep groundwater
systems (Arnason et al., 1969; Arnason, 1976). The water from
drill holes near Nesjavellir (Fig. 2) is believed to originate near
the Langjökull glaeier and this system may extend southerly along
the entire length of the Hengill fault swarm. Around Hveragerdi,
on the other hand, the deep water has a different deuterium eontent
and may originate about 35 km to the NE. It is noteworthy that
the NNE trending epieentral belt separates the Heragerdi system
from the other systems. Perhaps the epieentral belt provides a
flow Channel for one of the deep eireulation systems, and then
most likely the Hveragerdi system.
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Abstract. Numerioal model analysis of the Reykjavik thermal area
in southwest Iceland suggests the possibility of a complex regional
stress pattern strongly influenced by thermoelastic effects. The
thermal areas are predicted to be domains of relatively high com-
pression, surrounded by zones of approximately radially-diminish-
ing compression and circumferential extension. Model results are
oompared to data from hydrofracture measurements in southwest
Iceland by Haimson and Voight (1977), which suggested a direc-
tion of maximum horizontal compression roughly normal to the
nearby axial rift zone. Though this regional trend seems supported
by additional studies, finite element results presented here suggest
that the Reykjavik hydrofracture borehole looations may have
been influenced by locally-developed thermoelastic stresses.
Predicted stresses and stress orientations for measurement sites
are in rather good accord with field measurements. A mechanism
for ‘locking in’ thermoelastio strains and associated stresses is
postulated, whereby mineralization in open (thermal) fractures
in hot rock prevents these fractures from Closing once thermal
loading is removed. 01d thermal areas may therefore still contain
residual stresses on the order of 102 bar which reflect paleotemper-
ature fields. Finally, it is asserted that stresses through the upper
part of the entire oceanic lithosphere may be dominated by resi-
dual, mainly thermal components. If so, intraplate stresses cannot
be simply calculated from plate tectonic forces acting on the boun-
daries of lithosphere plates.

Key words: Iceland — Thermal stress — Residual stress — Plate
tectonics — Geothermal — Finite element — Hydrofracturing — Mid-
Atlantic Ridge — Ocean lithosphere — Tectonics.

Introduction

Hydrofracturing stress measurements were recently carried out
to about 0.4-km depth in two boreholes in Quaternary volcanic
rocks in Reykjavik, Iceland, on the flank of the Reykjanes-
Langjökull continuation of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Figs. 1 and
2, Haimson and Voight, 1977). The measurements indicated for
the borehole sites an orientation of oax approximately perpendic—
ular to the axial rift zone; this orientation contrasts with stress
orientation postulated for fissures, high angle faults, and focal
mechanism solutions for earthquakes within the nearby axial rift
zone of the Reykjanes Peninsula (Haimson and Voight, 1977,
cf. Klein et al., 1973, 1977).

Several interpretations were offered as possible explanations
of the data. Among these was the following (Haimson and Voight,

0340-062X/80/0047/0176/501.60

1977, p. 172): ‘ .the possibility of a thermoelastio effect must
be raised. It indeed seems likely that a lithospheric plate containing
inclusions of abnormally hot rock masses will display an inhomo-
geneous stress pattern due to the thermoelastic effect (cf. Voight
and St. Pierre, 1974). These thermoelastic stresses must be superim-
posed upon the regional stress field, and their total effect would
depend upon the relative magnitudes of each component.

As a highly idealized (plane stress) example we consider here
a cylindrical hot inclusion of radius a and uniform temperature
T0 in an otherwise cold, unstressed plate. The solution is:

0,206 : +1/2EocT0, 0,0:0, r<a‚

0,: —oo : +1/2EocT0 (aZ/rz), o‚9:0, r>a.

As a general property of such stress states there is assumed a
stress discontinuity across the inclusion surface. Letting E:
5 ><105 bar (cf. Table 1), 0:28 ><10”6 °C’1, and T02100° C, we
have a uniform value of 0,209 :200 bar (compression), in the
inclusion, and variable o, (compression) and O’e (tension) in the
plates. The latter diminish as (1/r)2; at rza, 0,: —09:200 bar,
at r:2a‚ 0,: —09:50 bar, and so forth. The mathematical effect
is the same, incidentally, if we start with a uniformly hot plate
and nonuniformly cool it (inclusion is cooled to a lesser degree);
the latter description more adequately fits the thermal history
of Icelandic rocks as disoussed previously. The result, which must
be interpreted in terms of more or less continuous rather than
discontinuous stress fields, is that high values of compression
might be expected within thermal anomalies, with radial compres-
sion and circumferential tension (diminishing rapidly with radial
distance) expected beyond them. Stresses due to overburden pres-
sure and initial conditions must be superimposed upon these
predicted thermoelastio ohanges so that absolute tension might
not ordinarily be expected, in addition, aotual stress changes
should be expected to be less, than theoretical estimates because
of rock strength limitations.

Interpretation of the field data in terms of this simple model
was not straight-forward, in large part because of the necessity
of assumed temperature and stress discontinuities at the inclusion
boundary. The boundary of the anomaly in the field is simply
not that sharp (Fig. 2). On balance the possibility of some thermoe-
lastio stress influence seemed supported by the available evidence,
in any event the hypothesis of a local thermoelastic effect could
not be safely rejected (Haimson and Voight, 1977, p. 173). In
this paper a more elaborate attempt is made to examine questions
of thermoelastic stress. The finite element technique (as disoussed
e. g. by Voight and Samuelson (1969) and many others; see, Gallag-
her, 1975) was employed.
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Genmetry, Material Pruperties, Temperature Changes

The area modeled is a reetangle 24 >< 18 km2, with one 1011g bound-
ary at the approximate edge of the axial rift Zone (Fig. l). The
Laugarnes hydrüthermal system, the site of the hydrofractnre mea-
surements, is loeated apprnximately in the Genter of the finite
element model. A grid of 186 nüdal pointa (346 plane Stress trian-
gular elements) was ennatructed, with smaller elements in areas
nf high temperature gradient. Nodal points were Incated at stresa
measurement sites. A reference depth of 300 m was seleeted, inasp
xnueh a5 many of the borehnle measurements Cluster about this
depth (Haimsnn and Vnight, 1977, Fig. 8).

The rnek types of the Reykjavik area include basalt flows
in varions stages nf alteratinn, interglacial sediments, hyaloelasu
tites, and lneal dnlerite intrusiüns; the Stress measurements were
niade in basalt and delerite. Not unexpeetedly, therefore, the asso-
eiated physieal properties eover a fair range (Table l). FOI‘ most
Computer experimenta the material was regarded a3 homogeneous,
with a Yeung’s modulus nf 4x105 bar, Poisson’s ratio of 0.25,
and eneffieient nf linear temperature expansion of 5.4 x 10'6 °C‘ 1.
Hewever it is reengnized that n0 single set nf elastie eonatanta
ean aeeurately deseribe the field Situation. The Young’s modulns
aalue at any given pnint in the rnck mass seems eorrect within
a faetnr nf abnut twn with respect t0 measnred labnratory values.
A fair enrrespündence nf labnratory and field mndulus values
i5 expeeted beeause müst jninta are mineralized at this depth.
The nther prüperty values were asaunied. Alternative approaehes
would have been t0 (l) vary element propertiea within the known
range, using für example a randürn number generator (Su et al.,

Table l. Properties of Reck in Reykjavik Area, Ieeland, based
on laboratory measnrements

Density: 2.4—3.0 Mg/n'f’
Uniaxial compressive strength: 240—2570 bar
Tensile Strength

Assumed value (1/15 nniaxial compressive strength):
16—170 bar
Laboratory ‘hydrnfraeturing’ strength: 21—134 bar
Field ‘hydrofraeturing’ strength: 34—134 bar

Young’s modulus: 1,7—8,2 x 105 bar

1970), orte (2) speeify preperties aceerding t0 the known distribu-
tion of speeifie roek types.

Temperature data were based on the detailed aurfaee thermal
gradient map of the Reykjavik area (Fig. 2), Showing anomalies
associated with Laugarnes, Seltjarnarnes, Ellidaar, and Älftanea
thermal fields (Palmason, 1975). Isnlines are given in c’C/locrn, and
surface gradients a5 high a5 500° C/krn are indicated. The surfaee
gradients are not in faet maintained t0 depths of l km and beyünd
(e.g., Tömasson et a1., 1975, Fig. 4), but tn 300 m the errnr in
ealeulated roek temperature seerns relatively 5mal], a5 indicated
by drillhole data.

Thermal stresses are due t0 temperature ehanges. The simplify-
ing assumption is rnade that plastie nr visenplastic yielding nver
geologie time can take plane abüve a given eritieal temperature,
TP, but that for reek enoled belnw this referenee temperature
the ernst behaves essentially elastieally. Thermoelastie streases are

IT?



Model boundory

Fig. 2. Thermal gradient map of Reykjavik peninsula and adjaeent areas (for looation see Fig. l), showing anomalies assooiated
with Laugarnes, Seltjarnames, Ellidaar, and Alftanes fields(after Pälmason, 1975). Isolines in °C/km. Stress ellipses noted for boreholes
H18 (the larger) and H32, for about 0.3-km depth (after Haimson and Voight, 1977). Water bodies are patterned. Outer reotangle
at model boundaries. Four eorners show frame of Figs. 3—6

thus limited to Tc: Tp. Following Turcotte (1974) we assume Tp:
300° C. The temperature ehange for eaeh element was therefore
TP—TM, where T“ is the temperature at the 0.3-km level as
estimated from the surfaee gradiem at the element eentroid.

Rasults

If ENE-WSW boundary displaoements are restrained (Model I),
tensions on the order of 500 bar develop as a consequence of
eooling (Fig. 3). The internal stress direetions are oontrolled by
the imposed (roller) boundary eonditions, with the thermal fielcl
variations ereating a minor effeet. Values of tension are somewhat
less (25% or so) over hot spots. The amount of ealculated tension
is well beyond the tensile strength of the intact rock (by a factor
of about S) and henoe also the strength of the rock mass (see
eg. Table l). Model I therefore is interpreted to prediot fracturing
of the roek mass more or less perpendicular to the direction of
tensile stress. with the prineipal through-going fraetures avoiding
the high temperature areas; the tensile stresses would thereby
be largely relieved, and the zero-displaeement boundary conditions
of the original model would be effeetively ehanged to that of
boundaries relatively free to displaoe.

The stresses developed in the model are, of oourse, proportional
to the assumed value of Young’s modulus. These stresses eould
therefore be deereased by assuming a lesser value of Young’s
modulus. However, beeause strength and Young’s modulus are

1718

not truly independent variables, and because the assumed Tla'alue
of Young’s modulus is believed to be of the oorreet order of
magnitude, the broad interpretation of Modell as given above
would seem justified.

In the next experiment (Model II), lateral boundaries were
assumed unstressed (and free to distort), with internal stress de-
pending solely on the distribution of sustained temperature
ehanges. The pattem in plan View is one of strong biaxial eompres-
sion within the zone of highest vertieal temperature gradients,
grading outward to a zone of approximately radial eompression
and cireumferential tension (Fig. 4). Qualitatively similar to the
thermal inelusion model disoussed in the introduotion to this pa-
per, this finite element model more adequately treats the stress
ehanges in terms of oomplex temperature variations observed in
the several thermal areas. Stress measurement data for boreholes
H18 and H32 are also plotted as ellipses for eomparison with
theoretioally determined values.

The following information was next eonsidered. The total verti-
oal stress ca, at a depth of 0.3 km is about 84:3 bar, based on
known density of overburden. The measured formation pore fluid
pressure at this depth is about 24 bar (Haimson and Voight, 1972.
Table 3). Thus the effective vertical stress 0:. (total vertical stress
minus pore fluid pressure) can be taken as 60 bar.l If the oohesive

l The notation oi indieates total stresses; with a ‘prime’, e.g.,
0,5, effective stresses are indioated
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Fig. 3. Horizontal efTeetive stress
distributien in the Reykjavik
peninsula area (eempare Fig. 2
für leeatien and seale) at 0.3-km
depth. Medel I (ENE-WSW
metion restrained at beundaries).
Stresses are indieated by {'I'ÜSSE’S.
Cempressien (C) given by IIEJEIU}?
ihres, tensien (T) by rhin
Eines. Stress seale as indieated für
tensien line in upper left eerner.
Surfaee temperature gradient
eenteurs are taken frem Fig. 2.
The müde] prediets tension
fraetures reughly nerrnal te the
tensile stresses, with the main
fraeture zenes aveiding the
demains ef highest temperature

Fig. 4. Herizental effeetive stress
distributien in the Reykjavik peninsula
area (cf. Fig. 2 für leeatien and seale)
at 0.3-km depth. Medel II (freem,
unstressed beundaries). Cempressien
(C) given by heeey Hass, tensien (T)
by {hin ‚Eines. Stress seale as indieated für
eempressien in upper left eerner.
Surfaee temperature gradient eenteurs
frem Fig. 2. Leeatiens ef stress prefiles
A—A’, B—B” indieated (cf. Figs. 7 ancl 8).
Measured stress ellipses shewri at H18
and H32 sites. Ellipse radii indieate
magnitude ef eempressien. Ellipse leng
axis is direetien ef am,“

resistanee is assumed destreyed en marginal faults along the rift
zene beundary, the lateral pressare perpendieular t0 the strike
ef nermal faults at this leeatien (the minimum effeetive prineipal
stress e13) is assumed te be given by the product ef the effective
1ir'ertieal stress and the term tan2 (45—1/249), where cf):angle of
frietien, as neted by elassieal soil meehanies theery. Assuming
(75:30”, the effeetive lateral beundary stress is 20 bar, aeting in
a nerthwest direetien (if eohesion 3:0, 0:24:20 bar). Boundary
stresses in the nertheast direetien are unknown (as indeed are
the apprepriate limits ef the müde] ‘plate’), but at least at the
juneture ef the nertheast edge ef the medel with the active rift
zene faults, these stresses are inferred as 5—220 bar.

A third medel was therefere eensidered (Model III), eonsisting
ef a flat plate, free t0 deferm at beundaries and subjeeted t0

internal thermal leading, with a uniform beundary stress ef 20 bar.
The solution of Medel III is exaetly that ef Medel II (free beund«
ary), exeept that all prineipal stress magnitudes are inereased by
20 bar. Stress erientatiens and shear stresses remain unehanged.
Therefore, the diagrams ef shear stresses and predieted fraeture
orientations (Figs. 5 and 6) apply exaetly te beth Medels II ancl
III. The diagram ef the prineipal stresses (Fig. 4) is alse applieable
t0 both, but for Model III eaeh stress must be inereased by a
compression ef 20 bar. As a result, für Medel III a deerease ef
20 bar oeeurs in eaeh ef the absolute values ef tensien indieated
in Fig. 4, and a substantial deerease eeeurs in the area ef reek
mass subjeeted te seme tensional stress. ‘Effeetive Stress” prefiles
across the thermal areas are shewn in Figs. ’I and 8. The data
are für Model II, but the results ean be interpreted alse für Me-
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Fig. 5. Horizontal shear stress
distribution in the Reykjavik peninsula
area at 0.3-km depth (Cf. Fig. 2 for
location and soale). Models II and III.
Shear stress isolines are in bars.
Locations of stress profile A—A’, B—B’
indicated (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). Dotted lines
indicate compression-tension boundaries
for Model II. Stars denote approximate
locations of temperature maxima.
Stress measurement sites H18 and
H32 are shown

Fig. 6. Horizontal stress trajectories of
the Reykjavik peninsula area at 0.3-km
depth (cf. F ig. 2 for location and scale).
Models II and III. Compression
reckoned positive (i.e., aHmaX is
maximum horizontal compression).
Stars, dotted lines as indicated in Fig. 5.
Existing boreholes indicated by Circles‚
with heavy lines denoting predieted
extension fracture orientations for the
borehole sites. Stress ellipses are
indicated for the stress measurement
sites. The long axes of these ellipses
correspond to observed hydrofracture
orientations

del III by superposition of 20 bar on the horizontal stresses. The
extent to which the stress profiles mirror the temperature gradient
profile is clear.

The effective vertioal stress is also indioated on the profiles.
It appears that over much of the region at this depth, the predicted
vertical stress is the greatest effective principal stress (01), compres-
sion reckoned positive. Over the hotter parts of the thermal areas,
however, the vertical stress beeomes the minimum stress (0’3),
as the magnitudes of the horizontal stresses become large. Periph-
eral zones with respect to the hot spots are characterized by a; z 0’2.

Hydrofracture stress measurement data for boreholes H18 and
H32 are also given in Figs. 4, 6, 8, and Table 2, for comparison
with theoretical Models II and III. The correspondence of mea-
sured values with results of both numerioal models is rather strik-
ing, both with respect to stress orientation and magnitude. Indeed,
the degree of correspondence seems remarkable in View of the
large number of simplifying assumptions required. The fit with

180

respect to aHmin is better than for aHmax, but the measured values
of aHmin are known to a greater degree of reliability due to the
nature of the hydrofracturing technique. No ‘backfitting’ of
Young’s moduli was attempted, for example, in order to bring
measured and calculated stresses into Closer correspondenee. On
the other hand, the observed correspondence does not guarantee
the correctness of the assumed elastic properties, for another set
of temperature assumptions, on which the stresses also greatly
depend, might easily have been employed.2 No uniqueness of

2 The ‘correot’ field value of Young’s modulus might be half
of that value indicated by laboratory experiments, whereas the
assumed eritical temperature Tp might be effectively twice as high.
A similar set of predicted stresses might thereby result. The present
solution might thus eontain an appropriate ‘ balance ’ of parametric
assumptions even though individual values might be disputed
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Table 2. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Effective Stresses

aHmax aHmin ‘L'max Direction Of aHmax

H18
Measured 94 50 22 N 45 W

Calculated
Model II 73 43 15 N 16 W
Model III 93 63 15 N 16 W

H32

Measured 44 29 8 N 25 W

Caleulated
Model II 71 19 26 N 30 W
Model III 91 39 26 N 30 W

Model II implies zero boundary stress
Model III implies a boundary stress of 20 bars on all sides
A11 stresses given are effeetive stresses, i.e.‚ total stress minus
pore fluid pressure. Total stresses are as given in Haimson and
Voight, 1977, Eqs. (4) and (5), p. 168. Fluid pressure of 24 bar
assumed for the 0.3 km level (Haimson and Voight, 1977, Table 3)

solution can therefore be c1aimed, and it is possible that the close
agreement in stresses is largely fortuitous. Nonetheless, the hypo—
thesis that thermal gradients are mainly responsible for the
observed rock stresses seems greatly strengthened.

Other experiments were conducted in whieh alternatively, (1)
additional boundary loads were applied, (2) internal fissuring was
considered, and (3) local changes in Young’s modulus were in-
trodueed. Results were as follows:

1. With increased compressive boundary stress along one edge,
the stress pattern observed was similar to that of Model III except
that the directions of maximum compression were somewhat
shifted in the direction of the applied boundary load.

2. Internal fissuring, modeled by local reductions in Young’s
modulus, eaused a general decrease in tensional stresses and a
decrease in maximum compression, with a shift of the tension-
eompression boundary toward the strongly heated area. The over-
all stress pattern remained similar.

3. In the area of H18 higher modulus rocks (dolerite) are
known to oecur, and thus a portion of the model was speeified
with a large value of Young’s modulus (8x105 bar), all other
model aspects remaining the same. Higher values of stresses
resulted, as anticipated. The general patterns were similar.

For the moment it seems sufficient to note that each of these
factors ean exert a modifying effect on stress fields on a local
scale. More refined experiments are anticipated when additional
information on the actual distribution of rocks at depth, fracture
distributions and temperatures beeome available.

Theoretical variations of stress as a function of depth have
as yet been incompletely studied. It ean, however, be stated that
the horizontal stresses approach the vertical (overburden) stress
with inereasing depth, as T approaehes Tp. Near the ground sur—
face, rock temperatures approach a uniform value, and thermo-
elastic stresses will tend to vanish unless residual stresses reflecting
the thermal stress history have previously been ‘locked’ into the
rock mass. This possibility seems a reasonable one, as disoussed
subsequently.

Discussion

Interpretation of Stresses in the Reykjavik Area

Though the effects of other sources of stress have not been suffi-
ciently analyzed to completely evaluate their significanee, compari-
son of measured with predicted stresses suggests the possibility
that the shallow-crust lateral stress field of the Reykjavik area
could be dominantly thermoelastic in origin. A complex regional
stress pattern is envisaged, inasmuch as the boundary of the ther-
mal area very nearly abuts against the edge of an active portion
of the axial rift zone, where trajectories of minimum compression
are perpendieular to dip-slip fault and fissure traces and are
consistently NW-trending (Fig. 9).

In the paper by Haimson and Voight (1977, pp. 173—183),
it was noted that the Reykjavik measurements indicated maximum
horizontal compression (i.e.‚ aHmaX, not necessarily 01) roughly
normal to the trend of the Reykjanes—Langjökull axial rift zone.
This suggested the appropriateness of interpretation in regional
terms. Indeed, a new series of stress measurements condueted
in 1978 tend to support the concept of systematio reorientation
of stress outside rift flanks and anmax realignment roughly normal
to the plate boundary (Voight, 1979). But the finite element model
results suggest that the two Reykjavik measurement boreholes
could have been, by the Vicissitudes of fortune, located in areas
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Fig. 9. lnferrecl regional horizontal stress distribution of Reykjavik
and adjaeent parts of the axial rift Zone, southwest Ieeland, partly
based on models ll and Ill, and extended to eneompass the nearby
en-eehelon fault zone forming part of the Reykjanes-Langjökull
axial rift zone (cf. Fig. l; Haimson and Voight, 1977, Fig. 2).
Suppfed Eine at land-sea boundary. Daslzed parrern: post-glaeial
lavas. Cirrufar parrem in {Ire fimü zarte: a post-glaeial voleano.
Henry Eines wirh barbs: faults. Stars: approximate eenters of ther-
mal areas. Dotter! [fürs-s eompression-tensional boundaries accord-
ing to Mode] II. S: Seltjarnarnes, L: Laugarnes; E: Ellidaar

eharaeterized by northwest-trending 0'“m trajectories. Surround-
ing these sites the stress patterns eould be quite different (Figs. 4
and 9). For example, eertain boreholes in the vieinity of the Lau-
garnes thermal area are loeated in areas of predicted loeal north-
east-trending oH„„„, trajeetories. These boreholes, or others appro-
priately loeated, eould be used for hydrofraeturing stress measure-
ments designed to test the merits of eompeting hypotheses.

The model eould also be further tested by fraeture orientation
measurernents in boreholes stimulated for the purpose of increased
produetivity. Inflatable open hole injeetion packers have been used
for drill hole stimulation in Ieelancl sinee 1967, to depths of 2 km
(Tomasson and Thorsteinsson, 1975). Predieted fraeture orienta-
tions are given by Fig. 6. This diagram, eonsidered together with
Figs. 4 and 5, eould be useful in designing borehole stimulation
programs and in examining the possibility of anisotropic hydraulic
eonduetivity associated with thermally indueed roek fracture.

Fraeturing should be most intense in areas of high tensile
and shear stress at the boundary of (or between) high temperature
areas. Aeeording to Mode] lll, the most severe fraeturing shoulcl
oeeur between the Laugarnes and Seltjarnarnes thermal areas,
in a relatively narrow belt charaeterized by high tensile (Fig. 4)
and high shear stress (Fig. 5). The predieted orientation of exten-
sion fraetures is given by Fig. 6, although it is reeognised that
loeal shear fraeturing rnay also oeeur depending upon the speeifies
of the stress state. Well tests in this area could refleet relatively
high fraeture permeability, unless the fraetures have been rather
completely mineralized.
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Resfdual Stresses Associat‘ed Willi Therme?! Anomalies?

Some, and perhaps widespread, mineralization of thermally-
indueed fractures seems likely. The mineralization provides a
mechanism for ‘loeking in’ eomponents of the strain system, and
hence the stress system, aeting within the roek mass at the time
of mineralization. These strains, or rnore preeisely a signifieant
portion there of, would rernain in the roek mass eren if it under-
went profound temperature ehanges. Mineralization simply pre-
vents the fraetures frorn elosing once the thermal loading is
removed; residual strains and assoeiated stresses ean thus be
locked within the system (cf. Voight, 1974; Friedman, 1972).

Aeeording to this view, old thermal areas may still eontain
residual stress systems whieh refleet paleoternperature patterns.
Sueh paleotemperature-eaused paleostress patterns may also oeeur
in existing thermal areas, inasmueh as temperature ehanges have
been profound in many parts of sueh systems. In the Reykjavik
area, for example, over l km of overburden has been removed,
and rock now at the ground surfaee was at one time eharaeterized
by a greatly elevated temperature. The near-surfaee roek mass
may still eontain residual stresses on the order of 102 bar whieh
reflect paleotemperature eonditions. Indeed, it is not yet possible
to state the degree to whieh the sabsurfaee roeks of the Reykjarik
area refleet stress patterns due to the present thermal state, as
eontrasted to residual stresses associated with previous thermal
states.

Thermoelastic Effec'rs in '0r'eanic ’ Litirosphere

Thermoelastie effeets within the lithosphere are asserted to oeeur
on several scales; they may be subdivided into several ‘kinds’
aceording t0 the scales on whieh they operate and the general
effeets whieh they produee. The resulting regional stress fielcls
are complex inasmueh as they are influeneed by superposition.

Stress due to regional eooling of lithospherie plates (as the
plates move away from the axial zone of aeeretion) ineludes tension
roughly parallel to the axial rift zones. These stresses in turn
lead to, or influenee, the initiation and propagation of fraeture
zones and transform faults. Sueh fraetures pass beiween loeal,
smaller-seale thermal areas charaeterized by loeally-high therfl
mally-induced eompression as indieated by this paper. Mineraliza-
tion of fraetures eould cause residual stresses (strains) on the
order of 10'2 bar to be “locked’ into the roeks in the 1rieinity
of these thermal areas. These residual stresses remain even when
the temperatures cool to the regional ambient. Sueh thermally—
induced stresses are likely to be present below the oeean floor.
in analogy to their oeeurrenee in lceland.

Basal lithospherie aeeretion and eooling, on the other hand.
causes eomponents of lateral eompression to build up regionally
in the upper lithosphere, approximately perpendieular to oeeanic
ernst isoehrons. These stresses also are residual but on a different
(larger) scale than those assoeiated with thermal anornalies. They
build up by gradual thickening and eooling of the oeeanie litho-
sphere as it moves away from a ridge erest. New hot material
added to the base of the lithosphere eools with tirne and plaees
the uppermost part of the plate in eompression {Sykes and Sbar.
1974). Beyond some eritieal isoehron sueh eompression rnay be
dominant. But at all locations these stresses would be superim-
posed upon the residual stress systems associated with the loeal
thermal areas. Loeal variations in aecurnulated residual stress eom-
ponents may be eonsiderable and eould aeeount for the foeal
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mechanism “maximum compression direction” discrepancies
noted for the basal cooling model by Sykes and Sbar (1974, p. 221).

As a consequence, it seems likely that stresses throughout the
upper part of the entire oceanic lithosphere may be dominated
by superposed patterns of residual (mainly thermal) stress com-
ponents. If so, it would be incorrect to attribute observed intraplate
stresses to plate tectonic forces presently acting on the edges and
bases of lithospherie plates, as attempted in recent model studies
(e.g., Richardson et al., 1976; Voight et al., 1969). Richardson
et a1. (1976, p. 1848) recognized a need for some caution in this
regard, but concluded that ‘there are grounds for believing that
the effeets of sueh additional stress-producing mechanisms either
are minor or can be minimized by scrutiny of the stress observa-
tions Chosen to compare against the predictions of force models. ’

This View is too optimistic with respect to the oceanic lithosphere,
if our assessment of the Icelandic data is correct.
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Abstract. Short period magnetotelluric measurements (15 s—l h)
were made at l9 sites in NE-Ieeland, distributed over the neovolea-
nie zone and the adjoining older Tertiary flood basalt areas. With
model-caleulations of one- and two-dimensional resistivity distri-
butions a characteristie model was found for the lower crust and
upper mantle. Beneath a thin surfaee layer the resistivity is 100 (2m
except within the active neovoleanic zone where it is 50 (2m. This
layer extends to a layer with low resistivity of 15 Qm. The low-
resistivity layer is about 5 km thiek. The depth of its upper bound—
ary increases from 10 km to about 20 km with increasing distanee
from the rift axis. The resistivity beneath the low-resistivity layer
is about 100 Qm down to at least 100 km. Comparison of field
data with laboratory measurements on conduetivity at high tem-
peratures indicates that the low-resistivity layer consists of partially
molten basalt at a temperature of 1,000°»1,100° C. The underlying
layer very probably eonsists of partially molten ultramafic rocks
and is presumably the uppermost part of the mantle beneath Ice-
land. The basaltic low—resistivity layer is interpreted as the base
of the erust formed by upward movement of the basaltic melt
fraction from the mantle.

Key words: Magnetotelluries — Iceland — Electrieal model — Crust-
mantle interfaee — Temperature — Partial melting.

Introduction

The electrical resistivity of the earth’s interior depends strongly
on temperature. It is also related to melt fraetion and Chemical
composition. For a known electrical resistivity distribution — ob—
tained, e.g.‚ by magnetotellurie field measurements — it is therefore
possible to determine temperature, melt fraetion and chemical
composition within the earth within certain assumptions.

In 1977 a magnetotelluric field program was earried out in
North and East Iceland in eooperation between the university
of Munich, Germany, and the National Energy Authority, Iceland.
The aim was to investigate vertical and lateral variations of the
electrical resistivity. The measurements were made along two profi-
les: one 260 km long, east-west, 12 magnetotellurie stations, rang—
ing from the Tertiary flood basalts in North Iceland, aeross the
zone of aetive rifting and present voleanism, to the Tertiary flood
basalts in the eastern part of the country; the other, 150 km long,
northeast-southwest, more or less along the neovoleanic zone,
with 7 magnetotellurie stations (see Fig. 1 for looations).

Mobile magnetotellurie equipment was used consisting of an
electrograph, a fiuxgate magnetometer and a tape reeorder Two

0340-062X/80/0047/0184/801.40

horizontal oomponents of both the magnetic and the electric field
were recorded in the period range of 15 s to 1 h for one or two
days at each site.

For more detailed information on the experiment and on the
general geological Situation the reader is referred to Beblo and
Björnsson (1978). They presented the preliminary results of the
magnetotelluric measurements on the east—west profile. They used
one-dimensional model ealculations for eonstructing a resistivity
model of the lower crust and upper mantle.

The most significant result of this work was the existenee of
a low—resistivity layer (15 Qm) at about 10—20 km depth. Beblo
and Björnsson interpreted this layer as caused by partial melting
at the base of the erust.

The present paper discusses the results from all 19 magnetotel-
luric stations, interpreted with one- and two-dimensional model
calculations for the resistivity distribution. The computed resistiv—
ities are then oompared to resistivities determined in the laboratory
on different roek types at high temperatures.

The Magnetotelluric Results

The electrieal resistivity of the earth can be determined by the
magnetotelluric method, whieh is based on the observation of
time-varying magnetic (B) and electric (E) fields at the earth’s
surface. The observed time funetions E(t) and B(t) are Fourier-
transformed into functions of frequeney, from whieh the complex
transfer function Cij ean be determined.

1 E, 27:
Cij—_-‚ .zij‚w1th1mpedance

Zij:#0B—’ 60:?”zwuo j
SI units, B in nT E in mV/km, Tin s.

Preference Direction of the Electric Field

Important parameters obtained by the magnetotellurie method
are the preferenee direction and the polarization of the induced
electrieal field. The polarization (axial ratio of polarization ellipse)
is a measure of the surfaee inhomogeneity of the electrieal resistiv-
ity distribution at the measuring site. The preferenee direction (di-
rection of major axis of polarization ellipse) is a function of lateral
variations of the electric resistivity in a more regional sense. In
the case of a two-dimensional structure with low resistivity in
higher—resistivity surroundings the preference direction is parallel
to the strike inside the anomalous region and perpendicular to
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the strike outsida, an offoot of the boundary oonditions of the
Electrioal field components at a lateral resistivity oontrast.

Figure 2 Shows the distribution of the preferenoe direction of
Ihr: elootrio field at all magnototellurio stations for the poriod
lange 15 to 300 3. The length of the lines is proportional to the
polarization; it should reduoe to points for a laterally uniform
distribution of resistivity. Within all the Quaternary flood basalt

areas and the neovoloanio zone, the short linos indioate small
horizontal variations of resistivity. Within the Tertiary flood basalt
areas (hatohed areas in Fig. 2) there exists a strong horizontal
variation of resistivity. The orientation of the proferonoe direotion
perpendioular to thr: regional strike outsido tha Quatarnary and the
neovoloanio zonos and the orientation nearly parallel to the strike
inside suggests to us, that within the Quaternary and the
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3. Apparent resistivities and phase differences (points) and mean square deviations (lines) for the sites URD and TUN. E—and
B-polarization are nearly identical for URD, whieh implies a one-dimensional resistivity distribution. The differenee in E- and B-polariza-
tion at TUN, on the other hand, indicates a two- or even three-dimensional resistivity distribution or strong lateral variation in
the surface resistivity

neovolcanie regions the surface resistivity is mueh lower than within
the Tertiary basalt areas.

Apparenl Resistivilies and Phase Differences

Magnetotelluric measurements normally reveal three—dimensional
resistivity structures. At the present stage of computer capacities
it is not practieable, however, t0 interpret such struetures quantita-
tively. On the other hand, several methods have been published
(e.g., Haak, 1972) for the interpretation of magnetotelluric data
in the case of one- or two-dimensional resistivity structures. For
a two-dimensional resistivity distribution it is possible t0 orientate
the eoordinate system in such a manner, that one axis is parallel
and the other perpendicular to the strike of the anomaly. Hence
two independent systems of equations are obtained and therefrom
two different values for the apparent resistivity pd and phase (p
are ealculated. The first case means the component of the electric
field parallel to the strike (E-polarization), the 0ther case means
the component perpendicular t0 the strike (B-polarization).

T
. n

a” ZH2OTC IZHIZO (PH Zarg(ZH) E-pOlarlzatlon

T
l l

pur z #20“ |zl|2‚ (pl = — arg(zl) B-polarlzatlon

p in Qm, (p in degrees.
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In the case of a one-dirnensional resistivity distribution, both solu-
tions for E— and B-polarization beeome identieal.

As an example, Fig. 3 ShOWS for the sites Tungnafellsjökull
(TUN) and Urdarhals (URD), the calculated values and mean
square deviations of the apparent resistivities and phase differ-
ences, separately for E— and B-polarization. The values for the
E— and B—polarization at the site URD are more or less identical,
indicating that the resistivity distribution is a funetion of depth
only. At the site TUN polarization of the eleetrical field is
observed, and hence the values for E- and B—polarization are
different. This effeet may be caused by a two-dimensional resistiv—
ity distribution, or may result from inhomogeneities of surface
resistivities (Beblo, 1974). Extremely small deviations of apparent
resistivities pa (see Fig. 3) indicate no influenees related t0 an
inhomogeneous source field in the observed period range. The
ocean effect eannot either be seen in pa, the complete decrease
of the AZ eomponent of the magnetic field for very long periods
(>6 h) (Haak et al., in preparation) supports this.

Model— Calculations

In interpreting magnetotelluric data usually the impedance tensor
for model structures is eomputed and compared t0 the values
obtained from the measurements. The simplest models are one-
dimensional, i.e., the resistivity varies only with depth. One-dimen-
sional model-calculations are acceptable, if horizontal variation
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0 20 L0 60 00 100 120 1&0 160 km
ective I nonnctive Üuuternery

Neevelcanic zene fleod baselt

ef resistivity i5 enly weak. From the preferenee direetion (see
Fig. 2) this i5 evident fer the measuring sites within the neovelcanie
and the Quarternary areas. In the TCI’tlflI'y areas the preferenee
direetien indieates streng horizontal variations in resistivity and
ene-dimensienal modelninterpretatien is preblematie.

Hewever, beeause ef the eentinuity of the electrieal field com-
penent parallel te a lateral resistivity centrast. the pu—values of
the E—pelarizatien ease are enly weakly influeneed by the horizon-
tal near-snrfaee resistivity variations but rather reflect mainly the
resistivity variatien with depth. Therefere we have used the values
0F the E—pelarizatien für ealeulating one-dimensional models in
the Tertiary areas.

Figure 4 shews the results ef the müdelhealeulatiens für ene-
dirnensinnal resistivity variatien with the depth. Fer calculating
the medels we used an inversien method given by Schmucker
{1974). Für all the statiens en beth prefiles we got the same
medel type, with the best fit für three-layer models. Although

the pa-eurves appear extremely flat, the minimurn at 1000 and
the deviations of the phase frem 45° justify at least the use ef
threeulayer medels. Medels eensisting ef mere than three layers
did nnt ShOW signifieant imprevement in the analyzecl peried
range. Confidenee levels computed frem the data seatter Show
medel parameter uneertainties less than 10%. Resistivity variaw
tions at the surface, whieh either tend t0 inerease er deerease
the resistivity values a0 a whele in the tetal periüd range ebserved.
eause the resistivity values in eaeh layer te vary frem atatien
t0 station but d0 net weaken the main result. This i5 stated belew.

Beneath the investigated area exists a 5—10 km thiek layer with
a lew resistivity of abeut 1552m, whieh i5 imbedded in layers
of higher resistivities. The depth t0 the lew-resistivity layer in-
ereases with inereasing distanee frem the spreading axis. Beneath
the neevoleanie zone the depth te the well eendueting layer i5
10km. but it i5 about 20 km beneath the Tertiary areas t0 the
east and west. Figure 2 Shows smeethed depth centenr lines in

18?
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km of the top of the low-resistivity layer. The resistivity of the
substratum is about 70 Qm.

Figure 5 shows the results of the model-calculations of a two-
dimensional resistivity distribution. The apparent resistivities are
shown for both, B— and E—polarization, the phases are shown
for the E—polarization case only. For calculating the model eurves
we used a computer—program by Haak (1978) based on a finite
difference method.

The resistivity distribution near the surface has a dominating
influence on the B—polarization. Henee we formed a near-surface
model for the uppermost 2.5 km, based on some resistivity (dipole-
dipole) measurements along the profile (Björnsson, 1976). These
measurements show high resistivity values for the Tertiary areas
(2,000 Qm in the west, 4,000 Qm in the east), but much lower
resistivities (less than 500 Qm) within the Quaternary and neovol-
canic zones. This near-surface model fits rather well t0 the B-polari-
zation case for all the stations within the Quaternary and the
neovolcanic zones. For the Tertiary areas it was not possible t0
explain the measured values of the B-polarization by variation
in rock resistivity alone; the computed resistivities are an order
of magnitude lower than the observed ones. Therefore we at-
tempted t0 take into account the influence of the well conducting
sea-water in the fjords on both sides of our profile. For the shallow
sea—water a resistivity of 100 Qm has been used aceording to the
model-dimensions. The caleulations now show a rather good
agreement with the measurements for all the stations over the
whole period range. But there remains a deviation which cannot
be explained by two—dimensional models and must be caused by
three-dimensional local near-surface anomalies (Kemmerle, 1977).
This effect can be clearly seen at the site of HOF with calculated
pai-Values an order of magnitude lower than the Observed ones.
The measuring site of HOF is situated directly in a highly flexured
zone near the border of the Tertiary and Quaternary zones (see
Fig. 1) which might cause such an effect. A similar, but not as
significant deviation can be observed at some other sites, probably
caused by near-surface resistivity anomalies as well as by the in-
fluence of local topography.

The resistivity distribution at greater depth dominates the E-
polarization case. Initial guess for two—dimensional model-calcula-
tions in greater depth was the result of the one-dimensional model-
Calculations. These calculations showed a resistivity of about
70 Qm in the substratum. This resistivity—value fits the E—polariza-
tion case well, but does not show the weak increase of pall with
increasing periods in the B—polarization case. A resistivity of
100 Qm in the substratum gives the observed pal-values over
the whole period range.

The deviations of the observed p," -Values for the E—polarization
case between adjaeent sites are probably produced by small local
anomalies of the electrical resistivity near the surface. Such small
loeal anomalies would change the values for the apparent resistiv-
ities while the phase difference is obviously not influenced. This
can clearly be seen in Fig. 5.

The result of the two—dimensional model—calculations was the
following. Below a thin surface layer (2.5 km) the electrical resistiv-
ity is 100 Qm, except within the active part of the neovolcanic
zone where the resistivity is 50 Qm. The layer below has a resistiv-
ity of 15 Qm. The depth t0 this good conductor inereases with
distance from the rift axis from 10 km within the neovolcanic
zone t0 about 17 km below the Tertiary basalts. The thickness
of the good conductor is 5 km on the eastern and the western
side of the profile and about 10 km beneath the Quaternary and
the neovolcanic areas. Below the good conductor there is a deep
layer with an upper limit of resistivity of 100 Qm, reaching down
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te at least 100 km depth. Ne exaet infermatinn ean be nbtained
en the lewer benndary ef this layer at the present stage, bnt
the deviatiens ef the phase from 45° indicate in the lengest perinds
ebserved (see Fig.3) a seeend good eondneter at perhaps
2004100 km depth.

Electrieal Resistivity-Temperatnre

In erder t0 infer the temperatnre in the Inwer ernst and upper
mantle frem the resistivity, ene mnst know the dependenee of
resistivity an temperatnre für the partienlar materials of the ernst
and mantle nnder the prevailing eenditions. In the last few years,
a great nnmber ef laberatnry experiments have been made t0
investigate the resistivity 01 different reeks at high temperatnres
and pressnres (für a review see, e.g., Dnba, 1976). The most rele-
vant measnrements were made nn basalts, which are probably
the majer eempnnent ef the Ieelandic ernst. There also exist labo-
ratery measnrements en varinns nltramafie reeks as elivine, whieh
are believed te be the mnst important compünent of the npper
mantle. Anether way In estimate npper mantle resistivity and
temperatnre (dene, e.g., by Waff, 1974) is t0 make theoretical
ealenlatiens für artifieial medel-materials, cnnsisting oftwo differ-
ent eempnnents.

Haak (19'519) has given an exeellent review 01 both laboratory
experiments and theeretical calenlatinns nf eleetrical resistivity
01 npper-mantle material. He has enlleeted most nf the existing
data an basalts and nltramafie rneks. The data seatter censiderably
and seem te depend strengly on laboratnry eonditinns like oxygen
and water fngaeities and the measnringr technique. Figureö is
redrawn frem Haak (1979) and shews the mean eleetrical resistivity
as a fnnetien ef temperatnre für beth types nf material. There
is an everlap in the resistivity distribntion 01" basalts and ultramafic
rneks, bnt it ean, nevertheless, be seen that the resistivity of basalt
is lewer than that of nltramafie rncks at a given temperatnre
by as mneh as an erder of magnitnde. Fer example, the eleetrieal
resistivit)r at l,000° C is abent |5 Qm für basalts and about 100 Qm
für nltramafie reeks at the same temperatnre. Fignre 6 also shows
a signifieant ehange in the slepes of the resistivity—temperatnre
enrves at abünt 1,000“ C toward lewer resistivities above that

temperatnre. This may be eansed by the beginning 01 partial melt-
ing.

Diseussion

The main resnlt nf nur investigatinn is a medel ef the ernst and
mantle beneath Iceland, which shews a gencl enndneter at shallew
depth. The depth nf this layer inereases with distanee frem the
rift axis. Since electrical resistivity gives an indieatien ef tempera-
tnre for a given material, we can disenss the temperatnres prevail-
ing in the ernst and npper mantle cm the basis nf the magnetetelln-
rie data; espeeially the existenee er absenee ef partial melt is
in qnestion.

The chemieal eempositien ef the lewer ernst ancl mantle is
not knnwn exactly. Bnt aeeerding t0 mest werkers it is generally
assnmed that the ernst beneath Icelancl eonsists ef basalt and
the mantle eonsists of nltramafie rneks (peridetite). With this as-
snmption we have estimated the temperatnre by eemparing the
electrical resistivity inferred frem magnetetellnries te the tempera-
tnre—resistivity enrves üf Fig. 6.

lf the gond enndneter with a resistivity nf 15 Qm eensists
of basalt, its temperatnre shenld be in the range 01850°—1,200° C
with a most likely valne near 1,000“l C. At this temperatnre melting
begins. Very little ean be said abont the velnme fraetien ef the
melt, bnt following Shankland and Waff (19??) it eenld be as
mneh as 10%.

The deeper layer, with a resistivity nf abent 710—100 Qm, is
believed t0 be the nppermest mantle, eensisting of nltramafie
rocks. The enrrespnnding temperatnre range, aeeerding te Fig. 6,
is 950°—1,200° C, with a most likely valne ofabont 1,050” C. Seme
amonnt of partial basalt melt may be present in a selid elivine
matrix. This is snpperted by seismie ebservatiens whieh indieate
anomalously lnw P—wave veleeities beneath leeland (e.g., Tryggva-
son; 1961; Francis, 1969).

Assnming the 1,000“ er 1,100° C isetherm t0 lie within the
gnod cendnctor we ealenlated the mean temperatnre gradient in
the ernst (Beblo and Björnssen, 19318). The ealenlated valnes
shnwed good agreement with direet temperatnre gradient measnreu
ments in shallow drillheles. The resnlts frem the magnetetellnrie
observations en the SW-NE profile snppert the earlier interpreta-
tion, i.e., a temperatnre gradient ef arennd 100° C/km in the
aetive zone nf rifting and 40°—60° C/km in the Tertiary Elend
basalt zenes t0 the east and west. N0 information ean be ebtained
on the temperatnre gradient in the npper mantle, bnt the nearly
eonstant resistivity Clown t0 100 km depth indieates a very lew
temperatnre gradient für the mantle. This has already been shewn
by Hermanee and Grillnt (1974), whn fenncl 1°C/km für the
temperatnre gradient within the mantle ef SW-Ieeland.

lt is plausible te interpret the lew-resistivity layer te eensist
of partially malten basalt. This is prebably cansed by npward
movement of lighter basaltic melt threngh the heavier elivine ma-
trix. The mevement eanses separatien ef nltramafie and basaltie
material, frnm whieh the neeanie ernst is generated. A zene ef
enriehment of partial melt within the eeeanie lithesphere has been
predicted by Bettinga and Allegre (1976) by theoretieal medel
ealcnlations. They nsed their resnlt t0 explain the existenee ef
low-velocity zones near oeeanie ridges. Their ealenlated 1,0001l
or 1,100° C isetherms are at exaetly the depth as nur lew resistivity
layer is. Fnr this depth they predieted a thin zene ef enriehment
of basaltic compesition nnderlain by nltramafie material. In a
reeent seismie investigatien nf Ieelancl (RRISP-Werking Grenp,
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1979) it was found, that the seismic P-wave velocity only slightly
increases below 10—15 km depth, velocity reversals were not ex-
cluded. Also significantly high values of the P- to S-wave velocity
ratio were observed for this depth. Both observations suggest a
partially molten state of the mantle beneath Iceland, in good
agreement with the magnetotelluric results.
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Abstraet. The eomplex geologieal-geophysieal expedition of the
USSR Aeademy of Seienees jointly with the National Energy Au-
thority (Orkustofnun) o1 Ieeland eondueted in 1977 a detailed
seismie investigation of the flood basalt and rift zones in northern
Ieeland, similar to studies in southwestern Ieeland. Continuous
seismie profiling with 4—6 shot points was earried out aeross a
total length of 90 km. In the flood basalt zone shallow refraeting
horizons were observed with Vp=4.3—4.5 km/s and tilted toward
the rift zone. They ClÜSBly eorrespond to dense sheets of flood
basalts mappecl geologieally. Refraeting and reflecting horizons
at 2 to l2 or 15 km depth are tilted more gently in the same
direetion. A slight depression filled with neovolcanic formations
with Vpe 3 km/s exists near the surfaee in the rift zone. Refleetors
with steep tilt ean be traeed to depths of 15 km. The deepest
part of the depression is west of Myvatn in the region of eurrent
voleanism and rifting. A seismieally homogeneous body without
t‘efleetors was deteeted under this region at 10—15 km depth. On
the whole, the strueture of the rift zone in northern Ieeland is
similar to, but more eomplex than, that of southwestern Ieeland.

Key words: Ieeland — Aetive rift zone — Neovoleanie zone — Crustal
strueture — Seismie profiling.

Introduetion

The eomplex geologieal-geophysieal expedition of the USSR Aea-
demy of Seienees jointly with the National Energy AUthÜI-ity of
Iceland eondueted in 1976—1978 detailed seisrnic studies in various
regions of Ieeland; they were aimed at the problems of the origin
and development of Ieeland. In 1976 and 1977 the struetural rela-
tionship of the modern rift zone with the adjaeent flood basalts
was studied. The inner strueture of the flood basalts was studied
in 1978. The results of the investigation of southwestern leeland
were published by Zverev et a1. (1979; 1980). The present paper
is the first publieation of results obtained in northern Ieeland.

Loeation of Profile and Method of Observation

The investigations were eonducted along a profile of about 90 km
total length, using the road Akureyri-Mjivatn-Grimstadir. The
profile starts at Eyjafjördur in the west and runs eastward erossing
the river Fnjöska and passing the lakes Ljosavatn, Masvatn, and
Mj/vatn, and ends in the neovoleanie zone at the river Jökulsä
ä Fjöllum (Fig. l). The profile erosses the main geologieal struetu-
res of northern Ieeland: the flank of the Akureyri antieline, oonsi-
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Fig. 2. The reeerd seetien für SP2; frequeney band 11.5—275 Hz; big numbers mark shet peints, small numbers mark greups ef
refleeted waves

sting ef the fleed basalt series, 8 er 9 t0 3.1 Ma old (Palmasnn
and Saemundssen. 1924); an outer part ef the neoveleanie zone
with veleanie ages frem 3.1 t0 0.7 Ma; and the inner part nf
the nenveleanic znne with ages less than 0.7 Ma.

The methed ef ebservatinn was largely analogeus t0 the one
applied in seuthwestern Ieeland in 1976 (Litvinenke, 197l ; Zverev
et a1... 1929, 1980). On mnst of the prefile eontinuous profiling
was eendueted with a multi-ehannel seismie system, exeept near
Mjwatn and Sandvatn where the road strengly deviates from the
general prefile direetien. Here separate soundings were earried
eut with 2.3 km length eaeh. A small gap in the nbservations
east ef Mjwatn was eaused by high background noise. Different
frem the werk in southwestern Ieeland, automatie three-Cempe—
nent statiens were used in additinn t0 the multi-ehannel system,
te fill the gaps ef the eentinueus prefiling and t0 extend the
prefile t0 the east and west (Fig. 1). This allowed us t0 eonstruct
pieeewise-Centinueus travel-time eurves für the first arrivals all
aleng the prefile.

Twe 24-ehannel seismie refraetien reeording systems, SMOV-
24. were used. The analegue magnetie tape reeerds have a fre-
queney band ef 5 t0 200 Hz and a dynamie range of 46 db. The
geephenes, SV-205. have a natura] frequeney ef 5 Hz. Five gee-
phnnes with a spaeing ef 50 m along the profile were eonnected
tn eaeh ehannel; eaeh greup ef geephenes is 50 m frem the next
ene; the Iength of the whele array is 2.3 km.

192

The automatie stations perfnrm eontinunus magnetie tape re—
eerding in the frequeney band ef 2 tn 30 Hz with a dynamie
range of46 db. Eaeh station enntains three-eempnnent geophenes,
SMN-KV, with a natura} frequeney ef 0.5 Hz. The reeerds ef
both types of instruments were played baek en paper with the
same band-pass filter setting. The multi-ehannel recerds were re-
played with a variable-width seript nn the analngue system ‘ Ray’.

The shnts were fired in a fjnrd (SP1), in rivers (SP2, 4. 2.
8, 10), in lakes (SP3, 5, 6), and in eavities ef lava flews (SP9).
The eharges varied from several kilegrams, when reeerding was
near the shot points, t0 120 kg and more, when reenrding was
40 t0 60 km away. Charge sizes were ehnsen aceerding te depth
of water, the plaeing conditions, and the preximity t0 populated
areas. The eonditions at the shot influenee the frequeney eentent
nf the seismic waves (Burkhard and Vees, 1975); lewer frequeneies
were aetivated by shots in shallow water and in lava eavities.
higher frequeneies by shots in deeper water. These peeuliarities
reqnired eareful adaptatien ef the frequeney band during play—
baek.

Characteristics nf the Seismie Ware Field

The wave Held reeorded cm the northern prefile is similar tn the
one observed in Seuthwest leeland (Zverev et al.. 1980) in terms
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Fig. 3. Reeerd seetien for SP3; für explanation See Fig. 2

ef first-arrival travel-times, range of apparent veloeities, eharaete-
ristie wave fenns, ete. Differenees in the travel-time curves along
the prefiles invelve mere detail in the neevoleanie zone than in
the fleed basalt region, whieh might have resulted in data differen-
ees. It preved very advantageeus that the transition zone eould
be filled with automatie stations 3nd with isolated multi-ehannel
seunclings, because it revealed the nature of the eross-seetion in
this zene.

The mest important general features of the wave field are
the fellewing (Figs. 2—5):

l. A elear difference ef the wave fields in the fleed-basalt
zene and in the nenveleanie zene both in range ef veloeities and
in travel-times ef first arrivals; asymmetry of refracted and re—
fleeted wave fields in the floed-basalt region, and symmetry in
the neeveleanie zene.

2. In büth zenes the waves are eonneeted with high-veleeity
sheets in the upper part nf the lava series.

3. Absenee 01° preminent refleetions.
4. Censiderable disturbanees of the wave field by eorrelatable

arrivals with high and even negative apparent velocities ef uneer-
tain origin, probably frem near-surfaee faults.

It will be eenvenient te give a detailed descriptien ef the wave
field separately für eaeh wave type and eaeh teetonie region.

Charaeteristics of Refracted Wave Fields

In the flood-basalt region one ean distinguish several greups ef
waves aeeording t0 their kinematic and dynamie preperties (Ta-
ble 1). Low-velocity waves (1.6—l.8 km/s) are ebserved near shet
peints on low-veloeity material; its thickness i5 30—100 m. A mono-
tonous increase ef the apparent veloeities with distanee i3 rather
typical for the travel-time branches ef the P1 greup mestly in
the easterly direetien (Figs. 2 and 6). These branches, mere than
2—3 km lang, have elosely similar apparent veleeities en everlap
and attenuate at approximately the same loeations. They prebably
represent waves propagating in high-velecity layers. N0 parallelism
i5 observed at overlapping travel-time eurves in the eppesite direc-
tion. Waves of this greup früm varieus shot points have nearly
the same travel-times. The minimum veleeities near the shet peints
are 3.7-3.8 km/s. We interpret these ebservations t0 indieate that
the flood basalt series i5 a gradient zene ineluding highuveleeity
layers.

The ehange frem group Pl t0 P2 in the travel-time diagram
is rather elear (see e.g. SP2, Fig. 2). Outside the interseetien regien,
these groups ean be traeed t0 the latest arrivals, but in shert
intervals only (1—2 km) beeause ef disturbanee frem mere intensive
waves. The P2 greup eorrespends t0 a rather abrupt beundary.
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Table l. Kinematic and dynamic properties of distinet wave groups

Index of group V* (km/s) Intervals of V (km/s) I7 (km/s) Comments
(average) tracing of the along the till the boundary

first arrivals boundary
(km)

P1 4.(F4.5 From 0 to 8—9 4.3—4.5 3.7—4 Till 2.5 km 4.0 km/s predominates,
below: 4.5—4.7 km/s

P2 5.5—6.0 T0 15—16 5.6—5.7 4.4

P3 6.0—7.0 To 35 6.3—6.4 4.8

Table 2

Pg’ 2.8—3.5 From 0.5—1 to 3.2 1.9 Near SP V: l.6—2.0 km/s
1.5—2.5

P’1 3.9—4.0 To 4 4.0 2.3

P’l’ 4.2—4.8 T0 8—10 4.5 3.2

P2 5.0—7.0 T0 30 56—57 3.7

The P2 group is the first arrival at distances from 8 or 10 t0
15 km, while looking eastward the eorresponding boundary is indi-
eated to dip down; the inerease in travel-times is remarkable.
The travel-time eurves in the only overlapping region (SP3—4 to
the 1eft, Fig. 2) demonstrate the existence of a slight velocity gra—
dient in the layer. In contrast t0 Southwest Iceland, the P2 group
need not be divided into two sub-groups. It is not elear whether
this refleets peculiarities of structure or differenees in observation.

The Change from group P2 t0 P3 is less distinct. P3 is not
clearly curved at greater distance, but it is possible to find a
region of interferenee and a ehange in sign of the first arrivals.
T0 the east the travel-times are greater than to the west for both
groups. The waves are little attenuated and are supposed to be
eonnected with a sharp veloeity increase or a gradient zone with
small steps.

In the neovolcanic zone the wave field distinctly differs from
the one in the flood basalts in the following parameters (Figs. 4—6):
(a) greater travel-times, (b) smaller velocities near the shot points,
(C) symmetry in the travel—time eurves east and west, (d) short
segments ofwaves with V* 24.5 km/s. (e) longer segments of waves
with V*:6.0 km/s, (f) absenee of waves with V*:6.3—6.5 km/s,
as far as observed. The Characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

In most cases waves of the P5, Pf, and Pf’ groups have
no reversed branches of the travel—time curves. They are identified
at different shot points by their Closely similar apparent velocities
and travel-times at the same distances. They quickly attenuate
and follow eaeh other with time delays. They are considered to
be waves transmitted through layers of constant high veloeities
within the lava series.

Waves of the P2 group begin t0 appear in later arrivals. They
have a Charaeteristie stable shape (Fig. 4) and are little attenuated.
They can be olearly identified. They overlap in large regions (SP7—8
to the left, SP5—6 to the right). They are essentially parallel, which
is surprising in View of their low attenuation.

In the eastern part of the profile (SP9, SP10) one can observe
a change of the picture: a decrease of the travel-times and an
increase of the recording range for the P1 group.

In the transition zone, the waves travelling through the flood
basalts are seen at ranges smaller than 12 km on the records
of the automatic stations (Fig. 7). Later waves arrive with 6.0 km/s
and an increase of velocity is found at 18 km distance. The region
of traceable waves through the flood basalts with 4.5 km/s is enlar-
ged in the transition zone. Two groups, P2 and P3, can be identi—
fied. P2 can be definitely traced through the flood basalts, the
transition zone, and the neovolcanie zone by its intensity, veloeity‚
and stability.

Amplitudes were determined on the basis of the records of
the automatic stations t0 define regions with different attenuation.
In the flood basalts attenuation is strong along the first few kilome—
ters with oceff:4.6'10_1km‘1, in the range of 8—30 km am:
8'10‘2 km‘ 1, and at greater distances the amplitudes are essen-
tially constant.

A great number of phases with negative apparent veloeities
and merging with the first arrivals can be traced across distances
of one to several kilometers (Figs. 2 and 3); their apparent veloci-
ties range from —3 t0 —6. in rare eases to — 10 km/s. The pheno-
menon is enhanced in the higher frequencies.

Peculiarities of the Reflections

Later arrivals are complex (Figs. 2—5). Low-veloeity surface waves
of 10—15 Hz can be seen to 2 or 3 km range. They can be suppressed
by frequency filtering. Intensive sound waves make eorrelation
of other waves at close range difficult. Many of the later arrivals
are longitudinal reflected waves; also present are diffractions,
shear waves, and converted waves. The longitudinal reflected wa-
ves among the later arrivals can be identified by their kinematic
parameters: hyperbolie shape of the travel—time curve, interrelation
of reversal and overlap times, etc. In intensity the reflections are
usually lower than the first arrivals. Individual phases of the reflec—
tions can be traeed for shorter distances (to several kilometers),
but the groups can be traced across 10—1 5 km. Frequeney filtering
often enhances the reflected P-waves.
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Fig. 7. Reeerd seetien ef automatie statiens für SP5 in the fre-
queney band ef 5- l8 Hz VHI=6 km/s

In the fleod basalt regien eight greups of refleeted waves were
feund. The wave greups 1, 2. 3. 4. 7 (Figs. 2 and 3) are more
elearly expressed than other waves, and all greups have reversed
time eurves. The fermer enes represent straight er slightly eurved
branches. 1—? km leng. frem all three shot peints, particularly
1mm SP2 (Fig. 2). The later greups identified are numbered an
Figs. 2 t0 4. Their apparent veloeities are greater than those of
the first arrivals. Group 6 has a travel-time minimum elearly west
01 the shet peint.

In the neovelcanie zene 12 gmups of reflected waves were
feund en the basis ef the reversed branches of the travel-time
eurves (Figs. 4 and 5). The branches are slightly eurved with W“:
10—12 km/s extending t0 15 km.

The ample eeeurrenee ef later phases whieh merge with the
first arrivals ancl have positive er negative apparent veloeities
was already mentioned. Their travel-time branches are usually
straight. semetimes hyperbolie. They are interpreted to be waves
refleeted from steeply dipping büundaries (345°) and partly dif—
fraetiens.
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Seismie Cross-Seetions

The average veloeities used in the eenstruetion ef the eress—seetien
were determined frem the refraetions and the wide-angle reflee-
tions (Fig. 8a). A large seatter is ebserved für the refleetiens.
and on average. they render lewer veleeities than the refraetiens.
The apparent veloeities whieh as the first approximatien may
be regarded as true layer veloeities are shewn as eurve 2 in Fig. 8b;
the eorresponding veleeities frem Seuthwest Ieeland (Zverev et al..
1980) are shown für eomparisen (eurve 1). Curve 3 gives the veleei-
ties für the neovoleanie zone; they are eensiderably lewer. Fer
eomparison, the results frem a leng-range refraetien experiment
are presented in eurve 5 (RRISP Werking Greup. 1980; Gebrande
et al.. 1980). The seismie eress-seetien shewn in Fig. 9 was derived
frem the refraetiens and refleetiens diseussed abeve.

In the floed basalt region, frern refraetion data. inelined high-
veloeity layers were eonstrueted frem intereept times and apparent
veleeities with the assumptien that group P, is a head wave.
Two beundaries were established with 4.3 and 4.5 km/s, respeeti-
vely. and with 8° t0 10° dip; the former eentinues eastwarcl near-
horizontally with 4.5 km/s as determined frem SP3 and SP4 with
the time-field methed (Rizniehenke. 1946). This methed is based
on drawing rays and isochrons für the seismie waves. It requires
reversed and overlapping travel-time eurves; there are ne limita-
tions eeneerning the veloeity strueture. A beundary with 5.?5 km/s
(between SP2 and SP3) and 5.65 km/s (between SP2 and SP4)
was eonstructed with the time-field methed frem greup P2. The
travel-time eurves between SP1 and SP4 and between SP1 and
SP3 give 5.6 km/s für this beundary. The eemputed depths were
in good agreement. A third beundary with 6.3 km/s and 5° t0
7° eastward dip was determined with the time-field methed für
SP1 t0 SP5.

In the neovoleanie zene, lew-veleeity refraetiens have n0 eem-
plete reversed branches in the travel-time eurves. Average refraeter
veloeities and intereept times were computed frem all travel-time
eurves and depths were determined iteratively. Hewever, the beun-



daries thus computed must be considered tentative, i.e. only gener-
ally representing the dePth where the mrresponding velocity i5
reached.

Group P2 has a travelutime curve t0 permit a timednfield solution
für SP6 and SP? as well as für SP6 and SP8. giving closely similar
depths für the 5.7 km/s boundary; it rises slightly towards the
center of the neovolcanic zone. The lower boundary is shown
approximately as the minimum depth of the velocity isoline of
6.3 km/s. CÜnStTUCEEd from the ends 01° the travel-time curves.
The data früm the automatic statiüns were used für the construc-
tion Df velücity isolines ünly. and the numerical values of the
velücities were chosen according t0 the boundary velocities.

Our cross-section (Fig. 9) i5 in good agreement with earlier
seismic interpretatiüns (Pälmason, 197l.) concerning the upper
boundaries: there i5 some difference in depth and velocity below
2 km. The büundary depths with 5.1—6.8 km/s of Pälmason (197l)
(31621l depend an the lenglh of the travel-time curves. Due t0
the detail of observatiün and t0 the reverse and Overlapping travel-
lime curves. Dur section i5 considered very precise.

The refractiün cmss-section of the present northern profile
{Fig 9) i5 similar t0 the southwestern EIDE: (Zverev et 211.. 1980)
in depths and in character üf the büundaries in the flood basalt
regiün. but the velücity values are lüwer in the north (5.7 and
6.3 km/s versus 6.0 and 6.5 km/s).

The Günstructiün üf the crnss-sectiün from the reflections was
done in several stages. First, groups üf reflections with their vertices
were used. nine in the flood basalt 20m: and l2 in the neovolcanic
2011€. The shürter reflecting elements were added. Dip vectors
were CÜHSII‘UCtEd separately using square soundings. Average verlo-
cities were chosen auch as t0 give the best agreement between
the canstructed büundaries. Figure 9 Shows [hat the reflectors Gon-
structed from reflection vertices. one-sided branches. and Clip vec-
tors an: in good agreement.

The reflectürs form groups in certain depth intervals
( «5.0.5 km). sometimes up t0 5 er 7 km lang. The grcatest scatter
üf reflectürs üccurs at the ends ofthe profile outside the continuous
abservatiüns.

On the western flank near SP2. the horizons dip 159—200 eastw
ward and less further east. This corresponds with the boundaries
and velocity isolines from refraction. The stecpest dips (up t0
40°) occur in the neovolcanic zone under SP6. shallnwing again
t0 the velocity contours in the neovolcanic zone.

Discussiun uf the Results

Our seismic experiment gave more details than earlier work or
that in southwestern Iceland (Zverev et 211.. 1980). Velocity con-
tüurs. refractors. and reflectors were combined with geological

Fig. 9. Seismic crüss-sectiün. 1. 2: reflectürs. computed from entire
travel-time hyperbola (1) 01* fmm isolated branches (2); das/16d
Eines: lass reliable; numbem indicate av‘erage velocities above reflec-
türs. 3: Dip üf reflectors. 4: Refractürs coinciding with geological
boundaries. 5: Refractors computed from reversed travel-time cur-
vesm’amä—dnned: früm unreversed lines; „umher-.5- indicate refractor
velücities. 6: Velücity contours: 4.5, 5.7. 6.3 km/s. 7: regions of
multi-channel cnverage and projected positions of automatic sta-
tions (Fig. 1). 8: Shot points
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Fig. 10. Geologioal oross-seetions eombined with seismic results. l: lithostratigraphie boundaries; 2: stratigraphie boundaries (3.1
and 0.7 Ma); 3: basalt; 4: basalt alternating with tuffaoeous sediments; 5: pyroelastio and glaeio-fluviatile formationa; 6: agglomeratea.
1woleaaie breeeias, tuffs; 7': dolerite. gabbro; 8: granophyre; 9: faults; 10: zones of reoent voleanism; ll : indiees of main subdivisions
of the eross-seetion:

Upper Mioeaaa — Lowar Plioc'aaa. A: Porphyrites, olivine basalt, ete.; B: aphyrie basalt; C: aphyrie and fine-grained porphyrie
basalt, porphyrite. dolerite; D: basalt, porphyrite, ioelandite. tuff, tuffaceous sediments; E: basalt, andeaite-baaalt, series of tuffaeeous
sediments in top and bottom of layers; F: basalt, agglomerate, tuff.

Uppar Ph'oceaa — Eopl'eisrocene. G: Tillite, tuffaeeoua sediments of glacio-fluviatile origin, hyaloolastite; H: olivine basalt; I:
hyaloelastite, tillite; J: basalt.

Plefaroeana. K, L: Basalt, tillite; M: agglomerate, lava breecia, tuff; N: basalt, tillite; O: late Pliooene and Holoeene lava.
12: refraetors and eorresponding veloeities; l3: shot points

observations and published data. The results are a sehematic geolo-
gieal map (Fig. l) and a geologieal eross-seotion along the seismic
profile (Fig. 10).

Separate seismie wavea arise at sharp or gradual ohanges of
physieal roek properties. Refraotions are generated at veloeity
inereases with depth whieh may oeeur in bulk or in thin layers.
Refleetions originate at disoontinuities of aeoustie impedanee with
inereasing or deoreaaing veloeities. Refleeting horizons may oorre-
spond to eontaot zones of roeks of different eomposition or meta-
morphie grade and to faults, dykes, ets.

The seismie profile orosses the main geologioal structures of
northern Ieelancl (Fig. l). The total thiekness of the exposed see«
tion i5 estimated 4 000 m. The lower part of the roeks older than
3.1 Ma i5 2 500—3 000 m thiek and oonsists predominantly of lava.
Eaat of SP3 only one layer of tuffaeeous sediments i5 observed
whieh thiekena to the eaet. In the outer and inner neovoleanie
zone the rooks are in almost equal amounts lava, pyroelaatites,
and tuffaeeous sediments moatly of fluvio-glaeial origin. Separate
aeries probably have different Seismie veloeities.

The strip along the profile oan be divided into five teotonic
regions (Fig. 1). The Western-most region ineludes the eastern slope
of the water divide between Eyjafjördur and the river Fnjöska
(SPl—2); it is eharaeterized by a monoeline oomposed of flood
basalta (Fig. 10) dipping inereasingly 5°—6° to 20°—30°. The flexure
i5 aeeompanied by faults, dykea, and a narrow graben in which
the flood basalts have maintained their original flat bedding. The
seeond region between Fnjoska and Skjalfandafljöt (SP2—4) is cha-
raoterized by flat bedding (3°45" dip) and eomparatively rare faults
and dykea of northeasterly trend. In the adjoining third region
to ’F km east of SP4 there are many faults and dykes of northerly
trend. The total throw of the faulta from the Akureyri anticline
to the edge of the neovoleanie zone is not less than 100—150 m
and increasea from south to north. The fourth region is also cha-
raeterized by flat bedding with minor faults and dykes and an
inereasing proportion of fluvio-glaoial formations inoluding large
seriea of pillrm»r lavas, hyaloelastites, and tillites. The fifth region
i5 the inner neovoleanie zone largely built of Pleistocene and Holo-
eene voleaniea. Four eenters of modern voleanism ean be identi-
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fied: Krafla, Bürfell, Rauduborgir, and Nj/jahraun (Figs. l and
10). The latter two are erossed by the profile in the east.

0a the orosa-seetions (Figs. 9 and 10) we note the good agree-
ment in the flood basalt zone (the above regions l to 3) between
the seismic refraotors and the geologioal boundaries near the sur-
faoe. Near SP3 the 4.3—4.5 km/a horizona exaetly eoineide with
dense basalts (layers C and D, Fig. 10). Near SP4 the 4.5 km/s
horizon oorresponds to the base of layer E with a large eontent
of low-velooity tuffaeious sediments. West of SP3 (Fig. 9) the
4,3—4,5 km/s refraotors do not agree with the shape of the veloeity
contours; the refraotors are dense basalt layers while the veloeity
eontours represent the general velooity inereaae. Commonly in
the flood basalt zone, the refleetors parallel the veloeity eontours
and the refraetors to great depth a5 they parallel the ahallow
geologioal boundaries. This suggesta a long history of invariable
flood basalt deposition. l-Ienee the age of the roeks (3 Ma for
the 4 000 m expoaed aeotion) i3 expeeted to inerease with depth.

The rift zone i5 more eomplioated. The refraetora and the
4.5 km/s eontour are depresaed west of SP’L i.e., east of Mjwatn.
A seeond depression oeeurs east of SP8. These two depresaions
eonsist of low-veloeity roeks (3.2 and 4.0 km/s refraetors). All
the above refraetors ooincide or are parallel to the geologieal
boundaries. The 5.7 km/s eontour i5 slightly arohed, oulminating
at 2.5 km depth under Namafjall on the Krafla fiasure swarm
(Saemundsson, 1974; 19717; 19718) whioh eurrently experienees a
rifting episode (Björnsson et al., 1977; 1979; several papers, this
volume).

The deeper refleotors in the neovoloanie zone distinetly inter-
seet the refraetors. Maximum refleetor slopes are 30°—40° (under
SP6) deereasing eastward. Two zonee with eon5pieuou5 abaenee
of deep refleotors ooour west of SP7 under the axial depression
and under SP9 where the surfaee layera are also depressed (Figs. l
and 10). Both are eharaeterized by aetive fiasure swarms. It i5
suggested that the absenoe of refleetors is evidenee for magma
ehambers.

The seismic oross—seetions in northeastern and southwestern
Ioeland are very similar. In the flood basalts the nearuaurfaee
seismie horizons elosely eorreSpond to geologieal layers. Both we-
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stern flanks are complex with ancient flexures at Borgarfjördur
and Fnjoska, respectively. Near the neovolcanic zones the whole
basalt series is slightly tilted toward their centers. The depressions
in the neovolcanic zones are filled with 10w-velocity rocks. Steep
dip angles are found to depths of 15 km and more. At the centers
of the depression there are active volcanic fissure swarms, below
which, at 10—15 km depth, there is evidence for seismically homo—
geneous bodies which are interpreted to be magma chambers.
On the whole the northeastern zone is more complex than the
southwestern one.

The spatial continuity of structure from 10—15 km depth to
the surface activity of volcanism and rifting is considered by some
of the authors to be evidence for temporal continuity of structure
and for stability without significant spreading in Iceland. In this
View the recent activity is superimposed on ancient crustal struc-
ture. Others believe that the spatial continuity indieates a steady-
state process (in a time-average sense) of spreading, rifting, and
generation of new lithosphere where, however, complications in
structure may have arisen from a shifting of the active zone from
one location to another.
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Abstract. Detailed seismic crustal studies by combined reflection
and refraction methods were carried out for the first time in the
flood basalts and in the active zone of rifting and volcanism of
southwestern Iceland. The observations were carried out along
two profiles with a total length of 70 km, with 8 shot points,
and with a distance between seismographs of 50 m. The flood
basalt series flanking the axial rift zone along the profile line
ranges in age from 1 7 to 6.0 Ma at the surface. It is characterized
by a general increase in seismic wave velocity with depth, and
by the presence of high—Velooity layers with Vp:4.341.7 km/s,
connected with denser lava flows interbedded between 10wer-veloc-
ity rocks. The refracting boundaries in the upper part of the
section dip towards the axial rift zone at angles of 8°—9°, which
is consistent with the dip of the surface lavas. Less dipping refract-
ing boundaries with velocities of 5.2, 6.0, 6.5 km/s, were found
at depths of 24 km. Within the axial rift zone the refraeting
boundaries form a slight depression filled with low-Velocity forma-
tions (Vp:2—3 km/s). Reflecting horizons with an average length
of 1—2 km were found. They are on the whole muoh less regular
than in continental regions with sedimentary deposits. They are
generally tilted towards the axial rift zone. Steep dipping elements
are traceable to a depth of more than 10 km, the dip decreasing
with depth in the flood basalt area. In the axial part of the rift
the seismic eross-section outlines a volume, where no reflecting
horizons could be deteoted. This indicates relative homogeneity
of physical properties and may point to a magmatic chamber,
or a region of partial melting underlying the axis of the zone
of rifting and volcanism.

Key words: Iceland — Seismic reflection and refraction profile —
Axial rift zone — Magma region.

Introduction

The complex geological — geophysical expedition of the USSR
Academy of Sciences jointly with the Icelandic National Energy
Authority conducted in 1976a seismic crustal investigation in
southwestern Iceland. The purpose was to study in detail the
structure of the upper part of the earth’s crust along a line trans-
verse to the active zone of rifting and volcanism, crossing the
axial zone as well as the adjacent flank area.

The Tertiary and Quaternary flood basalts comprising the
flanks of the axial rift zone in Iceland are known to be almost
everywhere tilted towards the axis of the zone. This may be Viewed
as a vast depression in the flood basalts, partly formed by faulting,
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and filled with younger voleanic formations (Walker, 1960; Bod-
Varsson and Walker, 1964; Einarsson, 1965, Palmason, 1973; Pal-
mason and Saemundsson, 1974; Beloussov and Milanovsky 1977).
Little is known, however, about the detailed deeper structure,
since seismie refraction studies (Palmason, 1971) have limited re-
solving power, and drillholes have penetrated only to about 3 km
depth at the present time (Palmason et a1., 1979).

A mechanism of crustal drift and generation, somewhat analo—
gous to the concept of sea-floor spreading, was proposed by Bod-
Varsson and Walker (1964) to explain the structure of the Tertiary
fiood basalts in eastern Iceland. The thermo-mechanical aspects
of this process are being studied in more detail by one of the
authors of the present paper (Palmason, 1973, 1980). The gener-
ation of new crust is assumed to take place in the axial part
of the volcanic rift zone by dykes intruded into the orust and
by lavas erupted at the surface. The crust is sagging more or
less continually under the weight of new material brought to the
surface in volcanic eruptions. One of the objeotives of the present
study was to try to follow by reflection methods some of the
dipping Tertiary and Quaternary lava series from their surface
exposures to greater depth in the crust. This might contribute
to a better understanding of the processes taking place in the
active zone of rifting and volcanism.

Location of Profiles, Methods

The Choice of a representative seismic profile locality that would
cross the fiood basalts as well as the active zone of rifting and
voleanism in southwestern Iceland was governed largely by the
available roads. The line of seismic observations in 1976 is shown
in Fig. 1. It consists of two separate profiles. Profile I extends
eastwards from a shot point in Borgarfjördur, about 5 km east
of the Borgarfjördur anticlinal axis (Fig. 1), and erosses flood
basalts of Miocene-Pliocene age, which near the eastern end are
replaced by the younger volcanic rocks of the active zone, espe-
cially the lava sheets of the shield volcano Skjaldbreidur. Profile
II is located within the active zone of rifting and volcanism where
the surface rocks are predominantly postglacial lava sheets and
interglacial hyaloclastite ridges. The rocks are broken by young
fractures with a mainly northeast-southwest direction. This profile
erosses the axial part of the active zone of rifting and volcanism
in an oblique direction.

The technique of investigation is Characterized by the following
features. The profiles followed the available roads and were thus
not totally straight, which limited the interpretation possibilities
somewhat. The shots were fired in the sea (SP 1), in lakes (SP 2—5)
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er in dry pits and cavities of lava flows (SP 8—10). Für some
af the shet paints the eharges were limited in size because of
praximity In püpulated areas (SP l and especially SP 2—4). The
eharges für SP1 were abeut 150—200 kg, SP 2—4 25 kg, SP5
50—200 kg, SP6 150—200 kg, SP8 250—500 kg, and SP 10
200—400 kg. Shaating ennditiens were far frem optimum in the
shallew water basins, npen pits, and eaves.

Althaugh an the whnle the profile measurements were more
detailed than in previeus seismic investigations in Iceland, they
were more ef a reennnaissance than a detailed charaeter, if com-
pared with modern seismic exploratinn surveys. A continuous pro-
filing was used with a distanee between the geophones of 50 m.
The geaphones were usually lneated an the side of the roads.
Twn twenty-feur ehannel seismic reflection recording stations 01°
the type SMOV-24 were used. The magnetic tape recards were
al duratien up t0 l2 er 24s with a dynamic range of 46 db
in the frequeney band 5—100 Hz. The geaphones had a natura]
l‘requeney ef 10 Hz. The shets were recnrded at eaeh recording
statian fram 3 t0 6 shnt points.

The system nf time eurves used made it passible t0 determine
twiee independently the lneation of reflecting horizons in the cross-
seetien. AI greater depths and an the outermost parts of the
prafiles the reflecting elements eould, however, be traced only
für eertain ranges nf dip. At depths exceeding the length of the
tirne curae anly the lew-dip büundaries eould be traced, while
an the Gutermnst parts only the steep ones (Litvinenko, 1971).
On Profiles l and ll the length nf most travel-time curves exceeded
10—15 km. The maximurn length reaehed 45 km, permitting nnt
enly the eünstruetinn ef several refracting hariznns, but also the
identifieatien af refleetors with angles of dip 60°—70° at depths
dewn t0 5 km, and at still greater depths ef refleetors with lower
dip angles.

T0 identify the useful waves, espeeially the refleeted ones, the
field magnetic reeords were reprodueed on special equipment of

Fig. 1. The lneatien 01"
seismie Prqfifes I und U
and the genlegy nf the

_ surreunding area
J-Ym. F‘ITBES

the types ‘Ray’ and PSZ-4M. On the reeord-sections prndueed.
n0 corrections für elevation, low velneity surfaee layer, er devia-
tions of the profile from a straight line were intrndueed, there
being insuffieient data available für this purpose. In playbaek
the main consideration was given t0 the frequeney filtering ef
useful signals. In the frequency range above 40 Hz the identifica-
tion of reflected waves preved t0 be diffieult due t0 high back-
ground noise. At frequeneies belnw 5 H2 the separatian nf waves
was difficult. Experimental tests shewed that at distanees larger
than 15—20 km from the SP the frequeney band nf ”1—14 Hz gaae
the Optimum results and at smaller distances the enrrespnnding
frequency band was 10—28 I-Iz.

The reeords in the ferm of canventienal seismegrams and
the above-mentioned reeord-seetinns were the basis für the enn-
struction of the velncity section, eorrelating the useful waves and
determining the seismie bnundaries.

General Features af the Seismic Ware Fields

Examples of wave fields may be seen in the record seetinns in
Figs. 2 and 3. On the whole, the nbserved pieture reveals a eompli-
cated medium with little velneity variatinn. The main features
of the wave field are the follnwing:

l. Presenee of elear and streng refraetiüns as first arrivals,
nett-parallel overlapping travel-time eurves, diffieult separation
of waves forming the first arrivals;

2. Short range of observatinn and little variatinn in amplitude
af later arrivals, lack of dominant reflectiens;

3. Asymmetry of the travel—time eurves nf refraetinns and re-
flections; in most Gases the travel-time minlmum nf the refleetinns
is displaced from the shot point;

4. Cnnsiderable irregularity in the wave field: frequent phases
with annmalous veloeities join up with the first arrivals and are
repeated on reversed and overlapping travel-time curves.
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Charaeteriatics ef Refraeted Waves

The mfraeted waves differ in travel-times and apparent veleeities
an the twe prefiles. On Profile I aleng the fleed basalts they
am eempaet eseillatiens lasting 0.5 s an average (Figs. 2 and 3).
Their appamnt veloeities, W, inerease frem 3 or 4 t0 6.5 er
7 km15 (Figs. 4 and 5) in the dietanee range ef 0—40 km. The
inemase is semewhat gradual indicating the absence ef thiek layers
ef eenstant and strengly centrasting veloeities. Overlapping travel-
time eurves am ramly parallel (Fig. 4) auch that distinet wave
greups eannet be traeed for distanees greater than the shot inter-
vals; this means that enly refraeted and diving waves am observed.

The eriteria used in dividing the waves inte greups wem
ehanges in V* and wave form. The parametera of the groups
am given in Table 1. Small leeal variations in appamnt veloeity
eften make identifieation diffieult. The wave greups P1 and P3
are mest easily identified. Fer P1 a distinet asymmetry with respeet
te the ahet peint i5 found (Fig. 4). T0 the east V* gradually
inemases t0 4.4 er 4.6 km/s; the westward branches eonsist ef
eeveral high-veleeity seetiene whieh am highly attenuated. Over-
lapping travel-time eurves terminate at the same leeatiens. This
may be explained by a laminated gradient medium with intema—
lated high-veleeity layers. The waves ef greups P3 and P’z’ are
traeeable euer shert ranges enly and am diffieult t0 distinguish.
but their eentinuatien a5 later arrivals (SP l, 2, 5; Fig. 4) supperts
their identifieatien.
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Fig. 2. Reeerd—aeetinn in
frequeney band 9—19 Hz
für SP 3 an Prqfile I

A summary ef the travel-time curves (Fig. 6) ahewe that the
uppermest part of the seetien dees net ehange mueh aleng the
profile. An exeeption i5 the ama amund SP l whem the travel-
times am shorter; the veloeities ehange eorm5pendingly between
2 and 7 km east of SP1. Generally the travel-times am feuncl
t0 incmase fmm west t0 east, also für other wave greups, für
distanees greater than 8 km (Fig. 6); this indieates Clip ef the refrae-
ters teward the neevoleanie zene.

Along Profile II within the aetive zene ef rifting and veleanism.
the travel-times am distinetly greater and the near-surfaee velee-
ities am lewer (Figs. 5 and 6). Five different wave greups with
velocities from 1.6 t0 5.6 km/s am identified (Table l). The waves
with V*<:4 km/s am strongly attenuated and the füllewing enes
am aeparated fmm the earlier enes by a time interval indieating
layers with zem er negative veleeity gradients.

Waves propagating in the upper part of the seetien aleng
Profile I have similar mean apparent veleeities a5 the wave greups
P’l’ and P1” along Profile II. Waves with lower 1mieeities am
absent in Profile I, whemas higher—veleeity waves am net feund
an Profile II; the range of abservatiens i5 prebably tee shert.

Seismic Cross-Seetion m Refraetions

True and average velocities wem determined für the eroas—aeetien
frem the observed mfraetiens with several metheds (simplified
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Chibisev’s (1934) method, intereeetien-point methed, intereept-
Iime methed). The average-velüeity eurves für SP 2—4 of Profile
1 eeineide perfeetly (Fig. 7); at SP 5 lewer veloeities are ebtained
für 0.5 te 3 km depth; et SP l higher values are found. The com-
puted layer veleeities agree well with the observed apparent velee-
ities. Owing t0 lese data along Profile II, only one average veloc-
ity-depth eurve was determined here.

The refraeters were computed with various methods. For Pre-
file I, depths and dips were eomputed with generally knewn for-
mulae based en apparent veleeity V*, intercept time 1„ average
veleeity I7, and the values ef X and t at beth ends of the ebserva-
tien range. The results are given in Table 2. The eress-sectien
[Fig. Sa) ShÜWS a eemplieated strueture in the upper part whieh
i5 eensidered a5 a gradient zone. The veloeity increases with depth,
mest strengly in the uppermest 500 m; toward the neevoleanie
zene there exist high—veloeity interealations. The boundary veloc-
itiee are shewn in the seetien (Fig. 8a). The boundaries dip t0—
ward the neevelcanie zene with angles of 5°—IO° for the fiood
basalts and 2°—4° at greater depth. At the eastern end of Profile
I, the dips slightly deerease.

Ün Profile II in the neeveleanie zone (Fig. 8b), the boundaries
were determined with the intereept-time method and with the

l: für 3P 2 an Profile I

time-field method (Rizniehenlce, 1946). The seetien has a synelinal
strueture; the refraetors with floed-basalt veleeities (4.54.? km/s)
regularly dip teward the axis te depths of 3 km, while en Profile
I they extend from the surfaee t0 abeut 1.5 km.

Charaeteristics uf the Reflectiens

Special record-seetiens were assembled fer the identifieatien ef
refleetiens (Figs. 2 and 3). Surface waves, shear waves, and diffrae-
tions are typieal für the seetions. Seme low-veleeity waves jein
the first phases in eertain parts ef the prefile. Their apparent
veloeities are practieally constant and equal te the veleeity ef
the surfaee layers (2.5—4 km/S). Diffraetien eenters seem t0 eeeur
near the surfaee usually a1: fractures, neer-surfeee faults, areas
of expesed high-veloeity beds, etc.

A large number of weve groups mestly ef 5mal] intensity are
identified in the region where refleetiens are expeeted. They ean
be traced over distanees from a few hundred meters te several
kilometers. Same have infinite 01‘ even negative apparent velee-
ities; they may be refleetions from steeply dipping (2—45") beund-
aries, propagating in a medium with a positive veleeity gredient.
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Fig. 4. Travel-time curves of the
refracted waves recorded on
Profile I

Table l. Parameters of wave groups

Wave Range of apparent Range of distances (km)
groups velocities V* (km/s) for first arrivals

Profile I

P1 3.04.7 0— 8
P’z 4.7—5.6 8—12
P’z’ 5.6—6.5 12—22
P3 5.6—7.5 >22

Profile II

P’0 1.6—2.0 < 1
P’o’ 26—33 1—2
P’1 3.6—5.0 2—6
P’l’ 4.0—5.2 3—7
P’l” 4.5—5.6 > 5

Seismic Cross-Section From Reflections

Correlation of the reflections was carried out in two stages; first,
emphasis was placed on tracing correlated waves in reversed sec-
tions; second, more intensive phases were identified in unreversed
sections. The waves identified in the first stage were the basis
for determining the velocity section at greater depth. For that
purpose, effective velocities were computed and the corresponding
reflecting elements were constructed for all reversed time curves,
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Ehen für the unreversed ones. Ths velocity saction derived from
ths rafractions was also taken intü accnunt. The reflectors were
sonstructed by sünventiünal methnds with the use of reflection
Iimss and average velocities above (given in Fig. 8).

Discussinn nf the Results

Ths refractinn crnss-sections (Fig. 8) am in general agreemsnt with
prsvious models (Palmasnn, 19H). The present observations give

40

a more detailed picture. Vslncities nf 3.7 t0 4.? km/s am typical
für the Tertiary flond basalts alnng Profile I, ranging in age frnm
about 6 t0 2 Ma. Tha highsst vslücities are fnuncl in the rsginn
of Borgarfiördur in the west, Clüss t0 the Borgarfjördur anticlinal
axis (Fig. l). Along lake Skorradalsvatn (SP 2—4) the flnüd basalts
ars characterized by a general velncity increase with depth. High-
velocity layers representing denser lava flows alternats with lauwar-
velocity layers. The seismic layers Clip toward tha nenvolcanic
zone at 8°—9° in agreement with the dip of the surface flüod
basalts. At a depth of l.5—2.5 km, seismic boundarias have a mnre
gentle dip of up t0 3° ür 5°. East nf Skürradalsvatn, 45—4? km/s
boundaries havs been traced, but with large gaps. This suggssts
a mors complex geological structure, althnugh the data are also
more scanty.

In the flood basalt reginn a boundary was determined with
a velocity of 6.5 km/s at a dapth nf 3—4 km. Such a bnundary
has been found all nver Iceland (Pälmasnn, 19H). It has bean
suggested that this boundary in Iceland is relatsd t0 a change
in physical conditions in the crust and t0 a certain gratis of meta-
morphism.

In tha flood basalt area nf Profile I, it is pnssible tü identify
several definite reflecting horiznns which dip toward tha active
volcanic znne. Usually they can be traced fmm a dspth of abüut
3—4 km, i.a., deeper than the refractnr of 6 t0 6.5 km/s. Their
dip is steep, up t0 30° and evsn mnre, at depths üf 3 t0 "f km.
At greater depths the dips decrease t0 20° and lass. The despest
elements are traced t0 l6 01* 20 km with dips nnt exceading 10°.
The most prominent raflecting hüriznn, tracsd undsr SP 3 at l 1 km
depth and under SP2 at 6 km, may be expnsed bstween Bür-
garfjördur and Skorradalsvatn, where also a change nf velocity
is fnund at the surface. East nf Skürradalsvatn (SP 4—5) ths rsflsc-
tors ars lass regular and sonsidarably less steep; this may indicats
a more complicated genlogical structurs, but may also bs an arte-
fact 01° the methods used (end of prnfile, brsaks in nbservatinns).
Diffracting zones are typical für this part, and reflacting Elements
have very steap dips indicating fracturss and lateral structures.
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In the active volcanic Züne the reflecting horizons dip at steep
angles of 25°—3Ü° toward the axis near SP 8. This axial region
is slightly displaced eastward from that defined by the refractors.

lt may be assumed that the reflectors an: boundaries between
lava f‘lnws and other strata in the basalt seriös, auch a3 composi-
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Legend-1' and 2: reflecting horizons
constructed fmm the travel-time curves,
checked in reversal points (1) and from
single curves (2); the dÜIIEd Eines
indicate lass reliable data; the numbers
are computed average velücities in
overlying sectiün; 3: steeply dipping
reflectors, in some CHSES probably
laterally displaced from section; 4:
refractürs Günstructed früm reversed
curves (solid Eines) ür single curves
(dashed Eines); the numbers are
boundary velocities; 5 : refractors
prübably connected with geological
horizons; 6 and 7: fracture zones
derived from diffraction points 3nd
confirmed by geological Observatiüns
nonactive (6) and active (5’) in Hülücene
time; 8: body with hümügeneous
seismic property, prübably a regiün of
melting temperature

l5

L 25»
h/‚KH

tional boundaries, fault zones, dykes, intrusive sheets, and meta-
morphic boundaries. The impedance change across these bound-
aries gives rise t0 the reflections. The average elastic properties
of the rocks in the moss—section, nevertheless, vary ünly gradually
as the result of compaction caused by pressure, heating, 3nd hydra-
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Table 2. Boundary parameters (Vb, (19,11) computed from single travel-time curves of refracted waves

Number on Shot Distance on Input data for computation Results
travel-time point reeord-section _
curves (in 100 m) V Vb Dip h

km/s km/s degrees km

1 4 91.5—172.5 t0 20.25s V* 25.0km/s 3.7 4.4 8 0.76
Xk 25.4 km

2 3 120.5—133.5 t0 20.1 s V* 24.8 km/s 3.44 4.6 3.5 0.26
Vr’:v24.4 km/s

3 4 120.5—149.5 t0 20.49 s tlp 21.31 s 3.96 4.7 9—10 1.6
V* 25.3 km/s Xk 210.3 km 4.0

4 3 85.0—103.5 V* 24.7 km/s Xk 2 5.75 km 3.64 4.3 8 0.8
tlp 20.68 s 3.62

5 2 131 —148 V* 24.5 km/s 3.93
3 56.5— 73 V* 25.4 km/s 4.7 1.34

6 5 340 —360 t0 20.23s V* 24.9 km/s 3.47 4.6 4 0.61
4.7 2.5 0.59

C t t' f 1 t
2-h-cosd>

t 2-h cosi I7
m a 10H ormu as: . 2_————; 2——-———' =fO pu 'p V- cos(i7—Ld)) 0 V sm(z+d>)

t
h ‚ _ I7

2—; Sinz2——an €15
Xk Vb

V 2 Boundary velocity; (j) 2 Dip angle; h 2 Depth

thermal alteration. These processes have a more regional character
and lead to more regular refraction than the smaller refiecting
elements. The medium containing the refiectors is characterized
by velocities of the refraeted waves not greater than 7—7.1 km/s,
as indicated by the interpretation by G.A. Krasilschikova (per-
sonal communication) of a 200 km refraction profile extending
our Profiles I and II to the east (W.R. Jacoby, H. Gebrande,
and H. Miller, personal eommunication).

The generalized seismic eross-section of Fig. 8 shows the re-
fracting and the reflecting elements. The faults shown schemati—
Cally are based on geological data and diffractions. The regular
pattern of reflectors in the eentral part of ProfileI (SP 2—4) Changes
eastward to a C'omplicated zone with more sub-vertical boundaries
near the surface and sub—horizontal reflectors at depth.

The axial region of the rift zone is characterized by a depression
in the layers with typical fiood basalt velocities; the depression
is filled with recent low-velocity volcanics. At greater depths reflec—
tors dip steeply toward the axis. In the central part of the active
zone, reflecting horizons are absent suggesting homogeneity in
physical properties below 8 km depth. This region may be in the
state of partial melting or a magma chamber The inclined reflec-
tors on both sides may be intrusive sheets as suggested by Walker
(1975) to be important in the lower crust, and as commonly found
in the shallow roots of central volcanoes (e.g. Fridleifsson, 1977).
The inolined reflectors could also be lavas sagging down above
a magma chamber, but it seems unlikely that the deeper reflectors
are lavas, since the present rate of volcanism is equivalent to
a total lava layer of only some 6—7 km thickness. A similar reason-
ing may be applied to the deeper reflectors of Profile I along
the flood basalts to the west. About 15 km southwest of the

suggested magma region was a magneto-tellurie station of Her-
mance and Grillot (1970; 1974); they estimated, on the basis of
their observations, that the temperature at 10 km depth should
be 800°—1 200° C.

The eross-section of the present study bears a certain resem-
blanee to the crustal structure deduced by Bodvarsson and Walker
(1964) on the basis of observations in eastern Iceland. It is also
similar to the model of Palmason (1973, 1980) based on the same
data. In particular, these authors predicted the dip of the flood
basalts and the presence of a region of partial melting at relatively
shallow depth beneath the axial rift zone. These predictions seem
to be borne out by the present results.
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Seismic Structure of the Icelandic Crust Above Layer Three and the Relation
Between Body Wave Velocity and the Alteration of the Basaltic Crust

Ö.G. Flövenz

Seismological Observatory, University of Bergen, Allegate 41, 5014 Bergen-U, Norway

Abstract. Seismic refraction profiles from Ieeland are studied with
the aid of synthetic seismograms. The classical layered model of
the Icelandic crust is shown t0 be an unacceptable interpretation
of the available data. This is because the layered model does
not satisfy the observed amplitude variation. On the other hand,
a model which assumes continuously increasing velocity with depth
does not contradict the observations and is therefore acceptable
although it is not the only possible interpretation. The model
represented here ShOWS that the surface value of the P-Velocity
is variable from 2.0 km/s to 5.0 km/s, depending primarily on
the degree of metamorphism. The P—Velocity increases rapidly with
depth in the velocity interval 2.0—3.5 km/s followed by an approxi—
mately constant gradient of about 0.57 s’ 1 This constant gradient
continues down t0 the 6.5 km/s isovelocity surface below which
the P—velocity becomes nearly constant. In View of this, it is more
reasonable to divide the Icelandic crust into two parts: the upper
crust with velocity continuously increasing with depth (corre-
sponding to layers 0, 1, 2 in the layered model) and the lower
crust with alrnost constant velocity (corresponding t0 layer 3 in
the layered model). The depth to the lower crust is variable and
depends on how deep the crust is eroded. A typical depth to
the lower crust is 5—6 km for an uneroded basalt pile but ean
be considerable less where the basalt pile is deeply eroded, espe-
cially below extinct central volcanoes.

Key words: Seismic refraction — Synthetic seismograms — Poisson’s
ratio — Amygdale minerals — Crustal strueture — Iceland.

Introduction

During the past few decades the Classical method in interpreting
seismic refraction data has been to assume layers of constant
properties and to compute velocities and depth to the boundaries.
By this method one has deduced the Classical three-layer models
of the oceanic and the Icelandic crust.

In the last few years several authors have pointed out the
lack of uniqueness in this method. Because of measurement errors,
it is not possible to decide whether the travel time curves are
slightly eurved or made up of straight line segments. It is therefore
not possible, by the use of travel time diagrams for first arrivals
only, to decide whether the velocity varies continuously with depth
or in jumps.

Present address. National Energy Authority, Grensasv. 9, 108
Reykjavik, Iceland

Table l. Layered seismic structure of the Iceland crust after Palma-
son (1963, 1971)

Layer P-Velocity S-Velocity Poisson’s Density
No. km/s km/s ratio g/cm 3

0 2.75 2.1—2.5
1 4.14 2.34 0.270 2.6
2 5.08 2.78 0.278 2.65
3 6.50 3.53 0.269 2.9
4 (Mantle) 7.20 3.1

Kennett and Orcutt (1976) have applied systematic inversion
techniques to marine refraction profiles and they conclude that
layer two is a region of strong veloeity gradients, while layer
three is relatively homogeneous. Lewis (1978) has concluded that
the commonly assumed layerd model of the oceanic crust is an
artifact of the method of data interpretation.

There is, however, more information than merely first arrivals
to be had from a seismogram. By use of secondary arrivals such
as wide-angle refleetions and amplitude data it should be possible
to discriminate t0 a certain extent between the various models.
Use of synthetic seismograms is a powerful tool in such studies.

Bäth (1960), Tryggvason and Bäth (1961), and Palmason (1963;
1971) have studied in Icelandic crust by refraction seismology
and deduced the layering of the Icelandic crust. Palmason’s work
includes studies of more than 80 refraction profiles distributed
over Iceland. He concludes that the Icelandic crust consist of
four seismic layers underlain by mantle with an anomalously low
P—wave velocity of 7.2 km/s (Table 1).

Analysis of Seismic Refraction Profiles From Iceland

In order to determine whether or not the Icelandic crust is made
up of homogeneous seismic layers, I have used some carefully
Chosen profiles from Palmason’s (197l) together with one new
profile, and have made synthetic seismograms for various models.
The profiles have been Chosen so that they follow regional geolog-
ieal strike and are not interrupted by central volcanoes. This is
done t0 minimize the possibility of lateral veloeity variations in
the direction of the profile. The field work and instrumentation
involved in these measurements are described by Bäth (1960) and
Palmason (1971). It is worth noting here that the recording was
made on photographic paper and that the paper velocity was
not the same for individual records within the same profile. I
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A
have therefüre digitized the records from the ph0t0graphic paper R -ln

(
R

)=l
Ipcosh‘l

(ü)
d A

and pl0tted them with aid 0f a computer. In d0ing so the seismo- R — p 71' o "U
grams I030 50m0 0f their characteristics.

F0r producing synthetic seismograms, I have used a computer
program by Mykkeltveit (193'8) based on a paper by Fuchs
and Müller (19H). I have concentrated mainly 011 two possibilities:
the layered model and a müde] based 011 continuously increasing
120100i with depth. T0 deduce the latter model, I have uscd
a 00mputer program by Berge (1976). This program makes use
01" th0 Wiechert-Herglmz f0rmula

212

where R is the radius 0f th0 earth, Ap i5 the distance t0 the
point 011 the travel-time curve where the apparem velocity i5 I‘p;
0„ i5 the apparent velücity für the ray für which 0110 shall compute
the greatest d0pth of p000trati0n, 0 i5 th0 apparent v0100ity 2100g
the profilc and 2P i5 th0 maximum d0pth 0f p0110trati0n 0F a
ray which is recorded in the distance Ap fr0m the sh0t p0int.

In computing th0 synthetic seismograms f0r a m0d01 with CÜI‘I-
tinuously increasing veloeity with depth‚ I have assumed the den-
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Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 3 except that there is a 0.8—km-thick constant-Velocity layer within the upper crust

sity t0 be 2.60 g/Cm3 for rocks with P-Velocities around 3.0 km/s,
2.65 g/cm3 for rocks with velocity 5.0 km/s, 2.90 g/cm3 for layer
three (6.5 km/s) and interpolated linearly between them. These
density below Moho is taken t0 be 3.1 g/cm3 These values are
based 0n Pälmason’s (1971) estimate for the layered model and
may be inaccurateThiswill, however, not affeet the synthetic seismo-
grams seriously beeause they are not very sensitive t0 density.

Because of variations in Charge size and magnification, and
because the geophones were moved between each shot and the
attenuation is unknown, I have used mainly s'ynthetic seismograms
with normalized amplitudes. It is possible, therefore, t0 compare
the amplitudes within eaeh trace but not t0 compare individual
recordings. I have analysed six seismic refraction profiles from
various geological provinces 0f10e1and. Two 0f them are described

in this paper but the 0thers are discussed in my thesis (Flövenz,
1979). These two are profiles Nos. 53 and 1 of Pälmason (1971).

Profile 53, Borgarnes — Noröurärdalur, runs northeast from
the Village Borgarnes in the Tertiary basalt region of western
Iceland. The age of the basalt is 6.2—7.0 Ma in Noröurärdalur
(MeDougall et 211., 1977). The shot point is close t0 the coast.
Figure 1 Shows the seismic record sectionThe most characteristic
feature 0f this profile is the relatively large amplitudes of the
first arrivals compared with secondary amplitudes and it seems
t0 be difficult t0 find systematie later arrivals. The travel—time
curve f0r first arrivals can be considered t0 be composed of either
three straight lines 0r of a eurved line from the origin t0 approxi-
mately 6.5 km/s apparent veloeity, from where it continues as
a straight line. The first mentioned possibility leads t0 a layered
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Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 3 except that the Moho is assumed t0 lie at 9 km depth

model. Figures 2 and 3 show synthetic seismograms for the layered
model and a model which assumes continuously increasing velocity
with depth.

It is immediately obvious from these figures that the layered
model is not an acceptable interpretation of the data. In this
model the amplitudes of the waves refiected at wide angles from
the layer 2 — layer 3 boundary are much stronger than the refracted
ones. These reflections are absent in the observations. On the
contrary‚ the energy is concentrated in the first arrivals for the
continuously-increasing velocity model; this bears much more re-
semblance t0 the observation.

The travel—time diagram in Fig. l is clearly curved at the begin-
ning but over a short interval it approches a straight line with
the apparent velocity of 5.4 km/s. It is possible that this part
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of the curve represents an interval of constant velocity within
the crust. Figures 4 and 5 show synthetic seismograms for such
models with a 0.8 km and 1.3-km—thick constant velocity layer,
respectively. On these seismograms the energy is concentrated in
the beginning of each signal just as on the observations. As the
constant—velocity layer becomes thicker the velocity gradient be—
tween it and layer 3 becomes large enough to give triplication
of the travel time curve, resulting in strenger secondary arrivals
with an apparent velocity of around 5.5 km/s. As the velocity
gradient increases further the amplitude of these secondary arrivals
increases and should be detectable in the observations. But the
observations d0 not Show such secondary arrivals. It is possible,
however that interference with possible bubble pulses can destroy
these arrivals.
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Fig. 8. Synthetic seism0grams f0r the layered m0del of Pr0file l

This pr0file i2 t00 sh0rt f0r rec0gni2ing critically refracted
waves fr0m the M0h0 as first arrivals. However, if the M0h0
dismntinuity lies at ab0ut 9 km depth 25 Pälmason (197l) indi-
02t05, it is supposed t0 give rise t0 wider-angle reflections. Figure 6
5h0ws synthetic seismograms f0r the m0del with continu0usly in-
cmasing vel00ity d0wn t0 layer three 2nd the M0h0 discontinuity
at 9 km depth. These indicate that wide-angle M0h0 reflections
5h0uld be rec0gni22ble fr0m ar0und 25 km sh0t point distance.
The 0bservations (Fig. l) sh0w n0 such reflecti0ns indicating that
the M0h0 must b0 at a greater depth 0r b0 absent as a vel0city
disc0ntinuity under the profile.

One man theref0re c0nclude fr0m this pr0file that the vel00ity
increases continuously with depth at least d0wn t0 the 5.4 km/s

is0v0100ity surface. Below this surface the vel0city either takes
a constant value over a certain interval and increases after [hat
rapidly t0 6.5 km/s in layer 3, 01‘ the v0100ity increases 00min-
u0usly with depth down t0 layer 3 which 500m5 m0r0 Iikely.

Profile l (Skardsströnd) runs n0rtheastwards alnng the direc-
tion of strike 011 the s0uth coast 0f Gilsfjöröur in western Iceland,
a regi0n somewhat older (m10 Ma) than B0rgarfjüröur. Figure 'II'
Shows the 0bservations and Figs. 8 and 9 Show the synthetic seis-
mograms based 011 the layered and the 00ntinuous-v0100ity (10t
models, respectively. A5 f0r the previ0usly discussed pr0file, the
amplitudes 0f the first arrivals am usually the str0ngest except
between 12 2nd 20 km shot point distance. There i5 h0w0v0r n0
regularity t0 b0 seen in the sec0ndary arrivals. The synthetic seis-
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Fig. 9. Synthetic seismograms for a model of Profile 1 which assumes continuously increasing velocity with depth

Table 2. Thicknesses of Zeolite zones in Iceland After Walker In the six profiles there are n0 signs of such a constant velocity
zone but the available data are not good enough t0 disprove(1974)

Types of Thickness of each
zeolites zeolite zone in m

the existence of constant velocity layers.
In View of the conclusions drawn above, and the fact that

these conclusions are based on profiles from all the main geological

No zeolites
Chabasite and thomsonite
Analsite
Mesolite and scolesite
Laumontite

150
450
150
900

1,400

provinces of Iceland, it is reasonable t0 re-interpret all the seismic
refraction profiles from Iceland by the use of the Wiechert—Her-
glotz method. This will give a more realistic picture of the Icelandic
crust than the layered model. This has been done (Flövenz‚ 1979)
and the main results are outlined below.

mograms for the layered model show that a velocity discontinuity
between layer two and three should result in much stronger ampli-
tudes for the wide-angle refiections than for the first arrivals.
This ShOWS that the layered model is not consistent with the Obser-
vations. The amplitude distribution for the model which assumes
continuously increasing velocity with depth bears more similarity
to the Observations than the layered model and is therefore the
preferable interpretation. It is possible, however, that the velocity
can take a constant value over a certain depth interval. The travel-
time curve has a fairly constant slope between 5 and 11 km shot
point distance with an apparent velocity Close t0 4.7 km/s. On
the basis of these observations alone, it is not possible t0 prove
or disprove the existence of such a constant-velocity layer.

The conclusions that can be drawn from these profiles and
the four others which are discussed in my theses (Flövenz, 1979)
are as follows: Both the layered model and the continuously-
increasing velocity-depth model d0 satisfy the travel time curve
for first arrivals but the latter better explains the energy distribu-
tion in the seismograms. This means that the layered model is
generally not an acceptable interpretation of seismic refraction
profiles in Iceland. This does not mean, h0wever, that the contin-
uously increasing velocity-depht model is correct‚ it is only a model
that better fits the observations. It is, for instance, possible that
the velocity takes a constant value over a limited range of depth.
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Re-Interpretation of Published Data
and the Relationship Between Body Wave Velocity
and Alteration of the Basalt

I have re-interpreted about 70 of the 80 profiles described by
Palmason (1971). The position and direction of the profiles are
shown on Figs. 1 and 2 of Palmason (1971). For all these profiles
the P-Velocity distribution has been calculated, and where S-waves
are available the S—wave velocity and Poisson’s ratio has been
calculated as a function of depth.

The body wave velocities at the surface vary greatly from
one profile t0 another. The lowest P-wave velocity in the Icelandic
basalt at the surface is slightly more than 2.0 km/s and the highest
values are around 5.0 km/s. The surface: velocity is lowest in the
neovolcanic zone and becomes progressively greater away from
it. In most of the profiles the P—wave velocity increases very rapidly
with depth in the range 2.0 km/s to 3.5 km/s, followed by an
approximately constant gradient of about 0.57 s‘ 1. This constant
gradient continues down t0 the 6.5 km/s isovelocity surface below
which the velocity becomes nearly constant. The S-wave velocity
ShOWS similar variations with depth.

The main geological and geophysical structure of Iceland is
summarized by Palmason and Seemundsson (1974). Palmason
(1973) has calculated the trajectories of a lava element which
reaches the surface in the neovolcanic zone. The resultant move-
ment of such an element after it has been cooled on the surface
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Fig. 10. The P- and S-wave veloeity and Poisson’s ratio as funetion
ef the alteratien üf the basalts based an surface values of these
parameters. By assuming the thiekness ef the zeulite zunes as
given by Walker (1974) and Palmason et a1. (1978) this is equiva-
lent t0 a plet ef P- and S—wave velüeities and Puissen’s ratio
versus depth in an unereded basaltie erust, provided that the
direet effeet ef themperature and pressure ean be negledted

is eempesed ef a dewnward eompenent of movement as a result
ef sagging and a lateral eompenent prependieular t0 the rift zene
as a result ef eeean-fleer spreading. As the lava element subsides
it beeemes reheated and seme metamorphism eeeurs. As a result
ef Pleisteeene glaeial eresion and subsequent uplift due t0 isostatic
adjustment, elements whieh have been buried ClOWI‘l t0 a depth
ef 2 km are breught te the surfaee en both sides ef the neovoleanic
zene. Walker (19754) has studied the metamorphism produeed in
this manner in the basalt lavas in eastern leeland. The low degree
nf metamerphism in the leelandic erust is best deseribed in terms
uf the fermatien ef amygdale minerals. Walker (1974) has ealeu-
lated the average thiekness of the varieus zeolite zenes in the
plateau basalt ef eastern leeland (Table 2). Observations from
Eyjafjöröur in nerthern Ieeland give similar results (Pälmason
et al., 19T8).

The varieus degrees of metamorphism near shot points on
the seismie refraetien profiles Can be used t0 derive a relationship
between the lew-grade metamephism ef the basalt and the body-
wave velecity. These results are represented in Fig. 10. The surface
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Fig. ll. The P- and S-wave veleeity as funetien ef depth in an
uneroded basaltic erust. The figure is based en interpretatien ef
profiles from different geelogieal previnees in Iceland. Eaeh prefile
is interpretated by the Wiechert-Hergletz methed and breught
t0 its relative depth in the unereded erust as predieted by the
zeolite zones. The eurve on the P—wave figure (aszen‘xes) and that
one an the S—wave figure (black circles) are these ef Fig. 10

is more er less an isetherm and an isebar. The alteratien ef
the basalt sheuld therefere be the enly facter whieh influenees
the body-wave velocities there. As an example ef hew the eurve
is construeted, I take Profile 11. Geelegieal evidenee shews that
the shot point for this prefile is in the lewest part ef the ehabasiten
thomsonite zeelite zune. This eorresponds t0 abeut 0.5 km depth
in the original erust (Table 2). The value ef the apparent P-wave
velocity for the direet wave t0 the nearest geephenes is 3.? km/s.
This represents the P-veleeity at 0.5 km depth in an unereded
basaltie crust, provided that direet effeets ef pressure and temperan
ture on the body-wave veloeity are small at shallens:r depts. By
use ef prefiles with shot puints in basalt at varieus stages of
alteration it has been pessible t0 eonstruet a typieal veleeityndepth
eurve für body waves in the tepmost 2.5 km in the Ieelandie
crust. In addition t0 the surfaee values, I have used the value
of the veloeity at 0.25 km depth frem eaeh prefile te aveid the
possibility ef systematie errer due te weathering. The use ef these
values gives the same results as the surfaee values. It is elear
frem Fig. 10 that there is n0 evidenee für a diseentinuity in the
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Fig. 12. The relation between Poisson’s ratio and temperature für
eonstant depth (pressure) in the leelandio orust, based on seismic
refraetion measuremertts. The broken Iines are the results of labo-
ratory measurements by Hughes and Maurette (1957)

veloeity-depth distribution of P- and S—waves down to the 5.0 km/s
isovelooity surfaoe for P-waves and 2.7 km/s for S-waves. This
eurve is construeted without any assumption as to how the velocity
varies with depth. lt lends firm support to the results abtained
above from amplitude studies, namely that the velocity inoreases
oontinuously with depth at least down to the 5.0 km/s isovelocity
surfaee for P-waves.

lt is possible to deduoe the typica] velooity-depth strueture
for body waves in an uneroded leelandie basalt ernst by taking
the velooity-depth ourves obtained by the Wieehert-Herglotz
method for various profiles and displaeing the individual curves
to their original positions in the erust as predieted by the zeolites.
This has been done in Fig. ll for eight profiles from various
geologieal provinees in lceland. The eurves overlap and make
a rtarrota»r veloeity-depth band. On the same figttre the curve from
Fig. 10, based on surfaee values only, has been plotted. This curve
falls within the velooity-depth distribution obtained by use of the
Wieohert-Herglotz method an gives almost the same structure.
This proves the validity of using the Wieehert-Herglotz method
in interpreting seismio refraetion profiles from loeland at least
Clown to the 5.0 km/s surfaoe for P-waves. What happens below
this surfaee is not olear but there are no arguments against the
idea that the velooity further increases continously with depth
to layer 3. This oarmot be proved, however, by the available data,
and a detailed seismic profile would probably be neeessary to
demonstrate this.

The Relation Between Poisson’s Ratio and Temperature

The body wave velocities in the loelandio crust depend mostly
on the low grade metamorphism but also on temperature and
pressttre. Varying dyke intensity is also likely to influenoe the velo-
eities. lt is, however, of no importanoe here beoause the increasing
dyke intensity with depth is inoorporated in the ourves of body
wave velooity with alteration. lt is diffieult to separate these fac-
tors. On the other hand, the Poisson’s ratio measured at the surfaee
shows small variatiorts with the alteration in the depth-of—burial-
interval 0.5—2.5 km of uneroded basaltio crust. By neglecting these
variations it is possible to separate the effects of pressure and
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temperature by making use of refraotion profiles positioned where
the thermal gradient has been determined by boreholes. This per-
mits the eonstruction of a eurve for Poisson’s ratio as a funetion
of temperature for eonstant pressure (depth). lt is Clone by plottirtg
Poisson’s ratio versos depth as determined from the seismie pro-
files. By marking the temperature taken from extrapolated thermal
gradients (from Palmason et al., 1928) lines of oonstant tempera-
ture can be drawn and the plot oan be inverted to give Fig. 12.
The values on whieh Fig. 12 is based are fairly scattered but they
do indioate the general trend. By a more aeeurate determination
of this relationship from more detailed seismie measurements it
appears to be possible to use seismie refraotion measurements
to obtain information about the absolute temperature in the Ioen
landie crust.

Central Voleanoes

The eentral voleanoes are an important exeeption to the typieal
veloeity strueture desoribed above. As pointed out by Palmason
(197l) layer 3 lies at shallow depths under the roots of the eentra]
volcanoes. I have interpreted new seismie refraetion data from
the Stardalur eentral voloano near Reykjavik and, rein-
terpreted similar data from the Vatnsclalur eentral voleano in north
loeland (Flovenz, 1979). The veloeity seems to inerease oontin-
uously with depth within the eentral volcanoes but at a mueh
faster rate then outside, giving layer 3 at shallow dept (up to
l km). After this veloeity is reaehed, it takes on a oonstant value.
Fan shooting over the Stardalur central voloano shows that the
P-wave velooity in layer 3 (under the roots of the central voloanoes)
is not signifieantly greater than elsewhere in layer 3. There appears
to be a sudden change in velooity between the oentral voloanoes
and their surroundings with mueh higher veloeities inside the een-
tral voloanoes than at the same level outside. Thus the oentral
voleanoes appear to act like ohimneys through the loelandie orust.

Division of the lcelandie Crust

ln view of the results outlined above, it is reasonable to devide
the leelandio erust into two parts, namely the upper and the lower
orust. The upper erust is characterized by eontinuously inereasing
velooity with depth from about 2.0 km/s to 6.5 km/s. In the range
of 2.0 km/s—3.5 km/s the veloeity increases very rapidly with depth
but thereafter the veloeity-depth gradient deoreases and reaohes
an approximately oonstant value 0.57 s" 1 at the 4.0 km/s surfaee.
The lowest velocities correspond to fresh basalt lava at the surfaee
and the rapidly inereasing velooity refleets elosing of fissures and
pores as the basalt beeomes buried. The constant velooity depth
gradient oorresponds to steadily inereasing alteration of the basalt
and the formation of seoondary minerals whieh fill the pores.
lnereasing dyke density is also likely to oontribute to the inereasing
velooity downwards. There is a possibility for the oeeurrenee of
a constant-veloeity layer below the 5.0 km/s isovelooity surfaee.
A possible interpretation of sueh a layer is that it represents a
zone where the dyke intensity is almost oonstant and epidote
is the dominant alteration mineral.

The lower ernst ( = layer 3) is eharaoterized by a nearly oonstant
body wave velocity and may be equated to layer 3 in the oeeanie
ernst. A map of the depth to layer 3 aeeording to the Wieehert-
Herglotz interpretation is given in Fig. l3. The map is inaoeurate
in some important areas suoh as mid- and northwest leeland.
Reversal of some of the profiles would help to inerease the aeeu-
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raey of the map. From the map it seems not unlikely that the
increasing depth to layer 3 towards the eentre of Iceland can
contribute to the negative Bouguer anomaly over Ieeland. The
anomalously great depth to layer 3 around southeast Ieeland is
not yet understood.

This map can be regarded as giving the maximum depth to
the lower crust (eorrect if the veloeity increases continuously with
depth) and Palmason’s (1971) map as giving the minimum depth
t0 layer three (correet if the layered model is valid).

The composition of the lower crust is not known, but seismie
refraction measurements provide some constraints. The P- and
S-Velocities of the lower crust are 6.5 km/s and 3,6 km/s respec-
tively, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.28. Extrapolated temperature gra—
dients from Ieeland (Palmason et al., 1978) and the map of the
depth to the lower crust ean be used to estimate the temperature
in layer three. In Fig. 14 the temperature at the top of layer

three is plotted versus the depth to the layer for profiles outside
the neovoleanic zone. This shows that the top of the lower crust
in Iceland lies at 500° C or lower exeept for one value which
may be erroneous (Flövenz, 1979). Inside the neovolcanie zone
the temperature at the top of the lower crust is likly to be still
higher. This means that the average temperature of the lower
crust is more than 500° C and it is ereated at mueh higher tempera-
tures than 500° C.
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Crustal Structure of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge
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Abstract. Knowledge of the crustal structure of the Iceland-Faeroe
Ridge is based on results from the North Atlantic Seismic Projeet
of 1972 supplemented by earlier short refraction lines and reflec—
tion, gravity and magnetic surveys. The main 5.7 km/s upper erust-
al layer is locally overlain by lower velocity layers of variable
thiekness. The upper crust is interpreted as being predominantly
basaltic, comprising lavas, regions of pyroclastic rock and intru—
sives including ring complexes. A 6.7 km/s lower crustal layer
underlies the upper crust at a depth of between about 4 and
8 km along the Ridge; this layer is present also beneath the Iceland-
ic shelf but not beneath the Faeroe shelf. A deeper 7.8 km/s
refraotor interpreted as the Moho occurs at about 30—35 km depth
beneath the south—eastern part of the Ridge, shallowing to about
28 km towards the north-western end of it. A significant increase
in velocity with depth within the main 6.7 km/s layer has not
been detected but may oocur, in which case the Moho would
be somewhat deeper. The seismio erustal results are consistent
with a gravity profile across the Ridge, which indicates approxi—
mate Airy isostatic equilibrium. The crust beneath the Ridge,
which is of a thickness more typical of the continents than the
oceans, is believed to have been formed by sea-floor spreading
during the period 55 to 40 Ma ago.

Key words: Iceland-Faeroe Ridge — Crustal structure — Seismic
refraction.

l. Introduction

The Iceland-Faeroe Ridge (Fig. l) forms an upstanding bathymet-
ric feature of NW-SE trend which connects the Iceland Block
containing the active spreading centre to the Faeroe Block of
probable continental origin. It is about 400m deep along its
smooth crest‚ and is separated from the Iceland and Faeroe shelves
by short, sharp bathymetric soarps. It appears to form the oldest
part of the aseismic Icelandic transverse ridge which crosses the
north-eastern Atlantic, having originated by seafloor spreading
starting about 55 Ma ago during the initial stages of separation
of Greenland from the Rockall-Faeroe microcontinent. The shal-
low bathymetry in relation to the adjacent Norwegian and Reyk-
janes basins indicates a highly anomalous underlying structure
for an oceanic region. Prior to the present investigation, gravity
and seismic investigations (Bott et al.‚ 197l) indioated that the
elevation of the Ridge probably arises because of an underlying
crust with a thickness more like that of continental than oceanic

regions. This paper describes the investigation of the anomalous
crustal structure of the Ridge by the North Atlantic Seismic
Project (NASP) of 1972, incorporating the earlier shorter seismic
lines of Bott et a1. (197l).

An earlier study of the erustal structure of the Iceland—Faeroe
Ridge based on NASP data has been presented by Zverev et al.
(1975). They interpreted the crust as being 30—35 km thick in
agreement with our interpretation, but they regarded the crust
as being in structural continuity with that of the Faeroe Islands
in disagreement with us.

2. The North Atlantic Seismic Project

The North Atlantic Seismic Project (NASP) was a sea-to-land
explosion seismology crustal refraction investigation of the struc-
ture between North Scotland and Iceland taking place in July
and early August 1972. Shots were fired at sea from MV Hawthorn,
these consisting mainly of 3001b (136 kg) or 6001b (272 kg)
Charges of geophex fired along a series of lines shown in Fig. l
(inset) using long burning fuses. A few l,2001b (544 kg) shots
were also fired. Most of the shots detonated at about 180 m depth
or on the seabed where shallower than this. Of relevance to this
paper is the shot line A which stretches from the Faeroe Islands
to Iceland and runs along the orest of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge.
About 70 main shots were fired along this line, and a number
of smaller shots (23 and l2 kg) were fired in the Vieinity of the
recording ship Mikhail Lomonosov and on the Icelandic shelf.
The shots numbered A7 to A38 were situated on the main line
along the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge itself and consisted of 6001b
(272 kg) Charges‚ spaced on average at about 10 km interval. A
further short subsidiary line of shots was fired on the Ridge to
the north-east of the main line along the region of high gravity;
this consisted of five 6001b Charges numbered between A75 and
A84.

The shots were recorded at seven stations situated on the
Faeroe Islands, six of these being provided by Aarhus University
in cooperation with Hamburg and Kiel Universities (Fl to F6)
and one by Durham University (DU4). A total of fifteen recording
stations were situated on Iceland; station Ml was a six-seismometer
L-shaped array operated by the National Energy Authority of
Iceland and M2 was provided by Lamont-Doherty and operated
under the supervision of Dr. P. Einarsson. Station DU5 was pro—
Vided by Durham University. Stations Rl to R6 were provided
by the Institute of the Physies of the Earth, Moscow, and were
operated under the supervision of Dr. S.M. Zverev‚ and stations
Sl to S6 along the south coast of Iceland were provided by La-
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mont-Doherty Geological Observatory. Shots were also recorded
at sea by the Soviet research vessel Mikhail Lomonosov which
operated an underwater seismometer station near the north—west-
ern end of the line A on the Ridge and by MV Mirana’a which
occupied two stationsalong 1ine A, one of these near the south-
eastern end of the Ridge and the other about two-thirds way
along it towards the Icelandic shelf.

In this paper we describe an analysis of the crustal structure
of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge based on arrivals from shots A7
to A39 on the Ridge and A40 to A50 on the Iceland shelf. Record-
ings were used from Lomonosov (LOM) and one Mirana’a station
(MI(D)) on the ridge, stations DU4, F1, and F2 on the Faeroe
Block, and stations M1, R1, and DUS on Iceland.

3. Upper Crustal Structure

We define the upper crust as the region above the 6.7 km/s main
crustal layer which starts at about 7 km depth. This has been
studied by reflection profiling, gravity and magnetic surveys, and
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Leg 38 DSDP drilling. The layering has been investigated by two
ship—to-ship refraction lines each of about 100 km length and by
sonobuoy refraction lines.

Reflection profiling shows that sediments are thin or absent
over most of the smooth crustal region of the lceland-Faeroe
Ridge except in local troughs such as those beneath the scarps
at both ends of the Ridge (Johnson and Tanner, 1972; Fleischer
et al., 1974; Gronlie and Talwani, 1978). This is borne out by
the general presence of conspicuous short wavelength magnetic
anomalies indicating that highly magnetic rocks crop out on the
seabed or not far beneath it over most of the crestal region (Bott
and Ingles, 1972). Some large amplitude circular magnetic ano-
malies also occur, these probably representing igneous intrusions
of ring type occupying the eroded cores of ancient volcanoes (In-
gles, 1971). The gravity field over the ridge crest is unusually
variable for an apparently oceanic region, with some local anom-
alies of 20 to 40 mgal amplitude caused by lateral variation
of upper crustal density (Bott et al., 197l, Fleischer, 197l, Flei-
scher et al., 1974). Some regions ofgravity low correspond to slight
bathymetric depressions. Correlation between gravity anomalies
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and medium wavelength magnetio anomalies is also observed, with
the magnetic polarity varying from area to area (Bott and Ingles,
1972).

The seismic refraction lines 69/2 and 69/3 of Bott et a1. (197l)
(Fig. l) revealed the looal presence of one or more low velocity
uppermost layers with velocities ranging between 3.2 and 4.6 km/s
and a oomposite thiokness locally reaohing up to nearly 4 km;
elsewhere these layers are thin or absent. The underlying main
upper crustal layer yielded an estimated velocity of 5.7 km/s along
69/3 and 5.4 to 5.8 km/s along 69/2. The regions of thick low
velocity rocks show eorrelation with slight bathymetrie depressions
and low gravity anomalies. The sonobuoy refraction results
presented by Gronlie and Talwani (1978) are consistent with this
pioture.

During Leg 38 of the Deep Sea Drilling Project (Talwani et al.,
1976) drilling sites 336 and 352 were situated on opposite flanks
of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge where sediments thioken towards the
adjacent Norwegian and Reykjanes basins. At site 336 on the
north-eastern flank in 811 m water depth about 30 m of oceanic
tholeiitic basalts were penetrated below 515 m of sediment of upper
Eooene and later age. The basalts, dated at 40—43 Ma old, show
evidence of subaerial erosion indicating that the basement has
subsided by at least 1,350 m sinee formation. At site 352 on the
south—eastern flank 122 m of sediment of Oligocene and later age
was penetrated but basement was not reached.

The upper crust beneath the Iceland—Faeroe Ridge thus appears
to consist of highly magnetie igneous rocks of probable basaltio
composition. Pockets of low velocity and low density rocks are
best interpreted as regions where pyroclastio rocks (tuffs and agglo-
merates) predominate. Circular igneous intrusions representing the
cores of anoient volcanoes are also found. As evidenced by the
subaerially weathered basalt in DSDP hole 336, the erestal region
probably stood about 1 km above sea level in early Tertiary time
and has subsequently subsided to its present elevation as the under—
lying lithosphere eooled, as suggested by Bott et al. (1971) and
Vogt (1972).

4. Crustal Structure From NASP

The presenoe of a 6.8 km/s refractor (revised by NASP to 6.7 km/s)
beneath the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge at a depth of about 7 km was
first detected by refraction line 69/3 (Bott et al., 1971). A short
unreversed segment with apparent velocity 7.84 km/s along line
69/2 was originally interpreted tentatively as the head wave from
the Moho at about 16 km depth, but the later NASP results
presented here indicate that this segment probably represents arriv-
als from the 6.7 km/s layer where it is dipping. The NASP results
indicate the presenoe of two main crustal refractors beneath the
length of the Ridge, the 6.7 km/s refractor representing the top
of the main crustal layer, and a 7.8 km/s refractor at about 30 km
depth representing the Moho.

The main problem of interpreting the NASP data is that,
whereas the shots were fired along the Ridge itself, most of the
recording stations were situated on land on the adjaeent Iceland
and Faeroe Blocks whioh may lack struetural oontinuity with the
Ridge. Fortunately the marine stations ocoupied by Lomonosov
and Miranda (sites D and E) were situated on the Ridge itself.
Under suoh Ciroumstances, the time-term method oan make use
of arrivals from the Ridge shots at the stations on Ioeland and
Faeroe Islands, provided that the travel path to a station beneath
an adjacent block from a given refraetor beneath the Ridge can
be assumed to be identioal for all relevant shots.

A serious drawback of the time-term method in erustal seismol—
ogy is the substantial offset between the surfaoe shot or recording
points and the positions where the rays leave the refraotor
(O’Brien, 1968). This problem is particularly acute for the Moho
refractor beneath the Ridge. The dip of the refractor cannot be
assumed to be uniform over the cone of eritical rays at a surface
point, whioh is of the order of 50 km in radius for Moho arrivals
beneath the Ioeland—Faeroe Ridge. Thus the variation in time—
term along the line cannot be regarded as an accurate indication
of variations in depth to the refraotor. We have overcome this
difficulty by a modification of the time-term method developed
by one of us (K.G.). To determine the depth profile of a refraotor,
we first assume a constant velocity layering above. The refracting
interface is then defined in terms of a series of points of speeified
horizontal location and unknown depths (to be determined). The
depths and refractor velocity are determined by iteration from
an initial model, using linear inversion at each stage. This method
has been applied to the interpretation of firstuarrival times from
both 6.7 and 7.8 km/s refraotors.

The 6.7 km/s Refractor

As a first stage, a time—term solution for the 6.7 km/s layer was
obtained using the shots on the leeland shelf recorded by Lomono-
sov (LOM) and by stations R1 and M1 on Iceland. A well-deter—
mined solution UW2 was obtained yielding a refractor velocity
of 6.76i0.013 km/s (Fig. 2). The time-terms at LOM and shot
A36 were equated to each other, being determined as 0.88 s. The
time-terms determined for shots A40 to A50 on the Ieeland shelf
were found to be about 1.0 s but those for the shots at the NW
end of the Ridge are significantly smaller at about 0.7 s.

A separate solution was obtained for the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge
itself, using shots between A7 and A31 recorded at MI(D), LOM
and land stations Fl, F2, and DU4 on the Faeroe Islands (Fig. 2).
In order to make the solution unambiguous, it was neoessary
to assume a time-term value of 0.88 s at LOM as obtained in
solution UW2 above (LOM:A36). The approximate validity of
this assumption is confirmed by the line 69/3 result and by the
determined value at MI(D) being intermediate between values
determined for shot points A7 and A8. The results (Fig. 2) show
that the time-terms along the Ridge vary between about 1.0 s and
0.5 s, the lower values oocurring in the region between shots A13
and A23. The velocity was determined to be 6.73i0.04 km/s.
Minus time analysis was used to verify the velocity estimate over
short segments of the line.

Variation in delay time (i.e., time-term) to the 6.7 km/s refrae-
tor may arise either from lateral variation in the shallow velocity
structure, or by variation in depth to the refractor, or both. There
is evidenoe presented by Bott et a1. (1971) and Fleischer et al.
(1974) to show that much lateral variation does oocur, but this
is not yet sufficiently well defined along the line to allow for
it in constructing a model. We have therefore used the iterative
method we have developed to estimate the depth to the 6.7 km/s
refractor between MI(D) and LOM assuming that the overlying
layer has a constant velocity of 5.0 km/s. The analysis is based
on arrivals at LOM, MI(D), F1, F2, and DU4. The resulting
shape of the interface (Fig. 3) Closely resembles the pattern of
time terms, so that the offset is not a serious problem for this
relatively shallow refraotor This solution yielded an estimated
refractor velocity of 6.72i 0.05 km/s whioh does not differ signifi-
oantly from that obtained by time—term analysis. This interpreta-
tion (Fig. 3) shows the refraotor shallowing between shots All
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and A25, and reaehing an estimated minimum depth of 3 km
beneath shot A19. Between MI(D) and A11 at the south-eastern
edge of the Ridge, and between A25 and LOM towards the north—
western end, the depth is about 6 to 8 km. North-west of LOM,
the depth ean be estimated from the time—terms. Between LOM
and shot A38 it appears to average about 4 to 5 km. Assuming
that the overlying average velocity also applies to the Icelandic
shelf, the depth there is estimated to be uniformly about 7.5 km.

The 6.7 km/s layer beneath the Ridge does not give rise to
any well-defined pattern of wide-angle reflections, this probably
being attributable to inhomogeneity in the overlying layers which
may be accentuated because the line perpendicularly erosses the
inferred axis of spreading when the Ridge was formed.

It is of interest to note the contrast in structure of the two
‘shelf’ regions adjacent to the ends of the Ridge. The 6.7 km/s
layer appears to be in continuity between the Ridge and the Iceland
shelf, although there is an abrupt change in its depth at the bound-
ary. On the other hand, no 6.7 km/s layer has been detected be-
neath the Faeroe shelf or the Faeroe Islands, the arrivals from
the Ridge shots being converted to a lower velocity upper crustal
phase at the boundary (Bott et al.‚ 1976).

The Moho

The initial assessment of the Moho beneath the Ridge is based
on time-term analysis of relevant arrivals from the Ridge shots
(A7 to A38) recorded at F1, F2, and DU4 on Faeroe Islands,
DU5 and M1 on Iceland and LOM on the Ridge itself (Fig. 2).
The time-terms at LOM and shot A36 were equated to each
other. The solution MC4 using 22 shots yielded a velocity of
7.78i0.03 km/s and a mean time-term for the Ridge of 2.7 s.
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Except for some local scatter, the time-terms do not vary much
along the Ridge although the values near the middle of the line
(A12 to A25) are marginally higher than those near the ends.

Because of the substantial offset of about 50 km between the
rays at the surface and at the Moho, the lateral variation in
P„ time terms is not a good indication of variation in depth to
the Moho beneath. A better solution can be obtained using our
iterative programme to map the interface from the travel times,
after correction for the delay above the 6.7 km/s refractor. Anal—
yses were carried out for various combinations of the arrivals
at DU5, M1, LOM, F1, and DU4 from shots along the Ridge.
The resulting sub-Moho velocity estimates lie between 7.8 and
8.0 km/s and are rather higher than those obtained by time-term anal—
ysis.Two of the resulting models are shown in Fig. 4. Both models
show the Moho at about 32 to 35 km depth beneath the south—
eastern part of the Ridge (A7 to A29) and at a significantly shal-
lower depth of about 25 km beneath the northwestern part of
it, but they differ in the emphasis they place on the change in
depth of the Moho. Great confidence cannot as yet be placed
on this change in depth of the Moho, as it may be partly or
wholly an artifact of the complicated structure at depth beneath
the junction of the Ridge with the Iceland Block. Confirmation
by refraction lines across the length of the Ridge is needed.

A coherent PmP phase is conspicuously absent from the record-
ings at LOM, MI(D) and MI(E), although packets of large ampli-
tude arrivals are observed following P„. It is suggested that the
absence of recognisable PmP branches results from scattering by
inhomogeneities in the lower crust or possibly at the Moho. Ab-
sence of the PmP phase removes the possibility of investigation
of the Moho in detail or estimation of mean crustal velocity on
present evidence.
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5. Gravity Structure Across the Ridge

An earlier gravity interpretation of the structure across the Iceland—
Faeroe Ridge from the Norwegian Sea t0 the Reykjanes Basin
was made by Bott et a1. (1971). This demonstrated that the Ridge
is in approximate isostatic equilibrium in relation t0 the adjacent
ocean basins as a result of a thick underlying crust rather than
a 10W density underlying upper mantle. By assuming a crust-mantle
density contrast 0f 400 kg/m3 and taking the depth t0 Moho
beneath the Norwegian Sea obtained by Hinz and Moe (1971),
the depth t0 the Moho beneath the Ridge was determined as
about 22 km. We now know that this estimate is too 10W, and
therefore we have constructed a more realistic model consistent
with the new NASP estimate of crustal thickness beneath the
Ridge and incorporating the better evidence on sediment thick-
nesses now available.

Our new model (Fig. 5) has been constructed on the following
basis. Bathymetry and gravity for the whole line and sediment

Fig. 5. Interpretation of the free air gravity
anomaly profile along line PP’ (Fig. 1) and its
extension t0 SW and NE. Densities are shown in
kg/m3 and depth t0 6.7 and 7.8 km/s refraetors
are shown where line A is crossed

thickness over the crest of the Ridge have been taken from Flei—
scher et al. (1974). Sediment thicknesses 0n the flanks 0f the Ridge
have been taken from Grgnlie and Talwani (1978) and from indi—
Vidual VEMA profiles. Crustal structure beneath the Ridge is
based 0n the NASP data presented in this paper. In order t0
produce a sufficiently large change in crustal thickness between
the Ridge and the Norwegian Sea t0 be consistent with the refrac—
tion results of Hinz and Moe (1971), a smaller density contrast
at the Moho of 300 kg/m3 had t0 be used. On this basis, we
estimate the Moho t0 be about 14 km deep at the north-eastern
end of the line at the edge of the Norwegian Sea where the water
depth is 2.7 km. This is consistent with the estimate of 10 km
depth made by Hinz and Moe (1971) in the central part of the
Norwegian Sea where the water depth is about 3.6 km. Short-
wavelength discrepancies between the Observed and calculated pro-
files have been removed by minor adjustment 0f the sediment
thickness or depth t0 the 6.7 km/s interface, although these could
be equally well attributed t0 lateral variation in the upper erustal
layers.
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Fig. 6. Interpretation of the crustal structure of
the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge along line A and its
relationship to the crustal structure of the
adjacent Iceland and Faeroe Blocks. The
structure beneath Iceland is after Palmason (1971)
and Angenheister et al. (1979) and that beneath

I the Faeroe Block interpreted as continental crust
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The gravity model (Fig. 5) is in good agreement with the avail-
able observations. However, there is indication from the work
of Haigh (1973) that the upper mantle beneath the Reykjanes
Basin is of lower density than that beneath the Norwegian Sea,
so that a decrease in upper mantle density towards the south-
western end of the line may occur. If so, then the crust towards
the south-western end would be thinner than indicated in the
model.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The results from NASP and previous geophysical projects indicate
that the main features of crustal structure of the Iceland-Faeroe
Ridge are as follows (Fig. 6):

1. Sediments are thin or absent from the crestal region but
thicken down the flanks towards the adjacent basins. The 4-to
8-km—thick upper crust above the 6.7 km/s refractor is interpreted
as consisting of volcanic rocks which are probably predominantly
basaltic. Significant lateral variations seen in short-wavelength
gravity, magnetic, and seismic features and in subdued bathymetry
may be attributable to regions of thick pyroclastic rocks and to
the cores of ancient volcanoes.

2. A 6.7 km/s refractor at 4 to 8 km depth represents the top
of the main crustal layer. This layer is apparently shallowest in
the region between shots A13 and A24.

3. A well-defined refracted arrival with velocity of about
7.8 km/s is received from the base of the crust. The Moho is
estimated to be 30 to 35 km deep beneath the central and south-east-
ern part of line A along the Ridge, shallowing by a few kilometres
beneath the north-western end of it, assuming that the 6.7 km/s
velocity remains constant down to the Moho. Lack of coherent
wide angle reflections is attributed to scattering in the lower
crust along the line which is perpendicular to the direction of
the sea—floor spreading aXis.

4. The upper crust appears to be similar to that beneath Ice—
land, with the 6.7 km/s layer apparently continuous between the
Ridge and the adjacent Icelandic shelf. In contrast, the 6.7 km/s
layer has not been detected beneath the Faeroe Block; 6.7 and
7.8 km/s waves from the Ridge appear to be converted to lower
velocity crustal phases at the boundary between Ridge and Faeroe
Block, marking a fundamental change in type of crust.

Our interpretation differs from that of Zverev et a1. (1975)
in the relationship of the Ridge to the adjacent blocks. Zverev
et a1. (1975) assumed continuity of crustal layering across the
whole region. In contrast, we have found evidence for a fundamen-
tal change in crust at the boundary between the Ridge and the
Faeroe Block. We attribute the relatively high delay times at the
land stations on Iceland to lateral reduction in the upper mantle
velocity towards central Iceland rather than to deepening of the
Moho beneath Iceland.

The Iceland-Faeroe Ridge appears to be underlain by crust
of Icelandic type, albeit significantly thicker than that beneath
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Iceland. We interpret this crust as formed by the sea-floor spread-
ing mechanism as the north-eastern North Atlantic opened since
about 55 Ma ago, the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge forming at an
early stage in this evolution and Iceland itself forming at a later
stage (Bott, 1974). The Icelandic type crust is much thicker than
normal oceanic crust (a factor of five thicker beneath the Iceland-
Faeroe Ridge, and two to three times thicker beneath Iceland).
This is attributed to differentiation of a greater quantity of crustal
material from the underlying mantle, possibly as a result of the
high underlying temperature at the time of continental Splitting
and shortly after.
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Abstract. A long-range seismic refraction experiment is described
which was realized in 1977 along an 800 km long 1ine across
Iceland and along the southeastern flank of Reykjanes Ridge.
The main purpose of the experiment was to resolve the structure
of the crust and upper mantle to greater depth than previously
possible and to study the transition from the oceanic to the Icelan-
dic structure. Shots, both on Iceland and at sea, were recorded
by up to 90 stations from Iceland, Germany, and the Soviet Union
and by 7 ocean—bottom stations from Germany and Canada. In
addition, detailed marine seismic investigations of the Reykjanes
Ridge have been carried out from board RV METEOR.

A well developed lO-km-thick oceanic crust and a stratified
lower lithosphere with surprisingly high P-wave velocities (up to
8.6 km/s) has been revealed at the 10 Ma isochron on the eastern
flank of Reykjanes Ridge. While the Icelandic crust differs from
the oceanic one mainly by its greater thickness, the subcrustal
structure is fundamentally different. The Icelandic crust is under-
lain by a low P-wave velocity (7.0 to 7.6 km/s) upper mantle
in a state of partial fusion, which is interpreted as a diapiric
updoming of the asthenosphere. No indications for continental
fragments beneath Iceland could be found. Details of the interpre-
tation are presented in two accompanying papers.
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— Crust — Lithosphere — Asthenosphere — Anomalous mantle —
Partial fusion.
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Introduction

As early as 1912, A. Wegener published the hypothesis ‘that the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge may be the place where during the still pro-
gressing expansion of the Atlantic the sea floor is continuously
breaking and making room to relatively fluid and high-tempera-
ture simatic material rising from the depth’ He thereby Clearly
anticipated a fundamental idea of the modern concepts of sea-floor
spreading and plate tectonics.

For the development of these concepts, the North Atlantic
and Iceland have again played an important role. The symmetric
magnetic anomalies over Reykjanes Ridge (Heirtzler et a1. 1966;
see also Talwani et a1. 197l, Vogt and Avery 1974) have been
instrumental for the breakthrough of the sea-floor spreading
oonoept. Radiometric and paleomagnetic analyses of lava succes-
sions in Iceland have become an important tool for the refinement
and extension of the geomagnetic polarity time scale (McDougal
et a1. 1976) which is a basic requirement for paleogeographie re-
constructions from geomagnetic lineations.

Anomalously low seismic velocities of 7.4 km/s in the topmost
mantle first discovered below the Reykjanes ridge (Ewing and
Ewing 1959) turned out to be a general property of mid-oceanic
ridges and an important constraint for geodynamic and petrogen-
etic models. They led Ewing and Ewing (1959) to the conolusion
that the mid-ocean ridges are built up by rising convection currents
which supply basalt magma from the mantle and exert extensional
forces on the ridges.
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Anomalous upper mantle veloeities below Reykjanes Ridge
were later corroborated by refraction seismie investigations of
Talwani et a1. (1971), Whitmarsh (1971), and Snoek and Goldflam
(1978). Values between 7.2 and 7.4 km/s were also observed below
Iceland by Bäth (1960), Palmason (1971) and, with a somewhat
different interpretation, by Zverev et a1. (1976). However, up to
now very little information is available on the depth extent and
internal structure of the anomalous mantle itself beeause of the
limited range of the earlier seismie profiles.

The RRISP experiment (Reykjanes Ridge Iceland Seismie Pro-
ject 1977) whose design, technical exeeution, and main results
are deseribed in this paper, was mainly devoted to this problem.
Other important questions to which RRISP addresses itself is
the structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath Reykjanes
Ridge and the transition from the ridge to Iceland, about which
nothing is known to date. Such an experiment must provide deep
penetration of observable seismie rays and, at the same time,
shallow control along the profile. For these reasons the experiment
was amphibian with a terrestrial part on Iceland and a marine
part on the southeast flank of the northern Reykjanes Ridge.
A more detailed description of the two parts is given in the follow—
ing papers of this volume, paper 2 on the land part, and paper
3 on the marine part. The present paper will be referred to as
paper 1

Previous Investigations

Iceland is a unique object of earth scienee research because it
is the world’s largest well exposed and accessible segment of a
mid—oceanic ridge. It is an excellent platform for the study of
deep strueture by methods which cannot be applied at all or
only at much greater expense in the submerged parts of the ridges.
But Iceland also deserves attention on it’s own as the culmination
of a large-scale anomaly in the North Atlantic. It is situated at
the intersection of the spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the aseis-
mic transverse ridges between Baffin Island, Greenland, Iceland
and the Faroes. It has been suggested that the transverse ridges
have been produced since the break-up of the adjacent eontinents
by a partieularly Vigorous basaltic volcanism sueh as is still active
in Iceland (Bott et a1. 1971, Bott 1974; Nilsen 1978). Spreading
in Iceland, though questioned by some (Einarsson 1967; Beloussov
1970; Beloussov and Milanovsky 1976) is now convineingly de-
monstrated (Palmason and Saemundson 1974; Saemundson 1978),
particularly by the current rifting episode in the Krafla area
(Björnsson et a1. 1977, 1979; Gerke et a1. 1978). Seemingly conflict-
ing observations (Beloussov and Milanovsky 1976) are probably
rather the expression of the anomalous Situation of this part of
the spreading ridge than truly contradicting the spreading eoncept.

This may be true also for the possible continental affinity
of the lower Icelandic crust suggested by ZvereV et a1. (1976).
There is no reason to dismiss this view immediately, since indica-
tions for the existence of continental fragments have been found
in other parts of the North Atlantie, e.g., at Roekall Plateau
(Serutton 1972; Roberts et al. 1973), the Faeroe Block (Bott et al.
1974) and Jan Mayen Ridge (Garde 1978). However an opposite
interpretation, which more easily fits the sea-floor spreading
concept, has been given by Palmason (1971) according to whom
the crust has oceanic affinity with greater thieknesses of individual
layers. Aeeording to Bott (1974) this type of crust should be termed
“Icelandic” rather than “oceanic”

A decision between the conflicting ideas and interpretations
may only be reached through knowledge of the upper mantle

strueture. Anomalous upper mantle veloeities have been obtained
by refraotion studies to date only for the depth range of some
10 to 15 km (Palmason 1971), but teleseismic travel-time residuals
of 1.3 s (Trygvasson 1964; Long and Mitchell 1970) as well as
apparent velocities of P-arrivals from Mid-Atlantic-Ridge earth-
quakes (Franois 1969 a) indicate that low velocities may extend
down to some 250 km. S—wave travel-time residuals of over 5 s
found by Giradin and Poupinet (1974) indicate an even more
pronounced S— than P-wave velocity anomaly in the upper mantle
below Iceland. Of great importance as they are, travel-time resi-
duals alone cannot be used to resolve details of strueture because
of their integral nature. Surface wave studies (Tryggvasson 1962;
Giradin and Jacoby 1979; J aeoby and Girardin 1980) are subjeet
to similar limitations. Only in combination with the boundary
conditions provided by detailed and deeply penetrating refraetion
seismie investigations, can the above methods be put to full use
in developing geodynamic models.

Layout of the Experiment

Figure 1 ShOWS the layout of the whole experiment. The present
paper deals mainly with Profile I. The investigations along the
marine segment were the central objective of eruise 45/1 of RV
METEOR. During this cruise three additional lines at sea (Profiles
III—V) were shot in order to investigate the evolution with age
of the oeeanic lithosphere between the ridge crest and our main
line. Details of these lines will be published elsewhere.

The main 1ine starts at shot-point A on the southeastern flank
of Reykjanes Ridge and runs slightly oblique to magnetie anomaly
5 (approximately 10 Ma), but parallel to the depth contours. It
enters Iceland north of Heimaey and lies mostly within the zone
of active rifting and volcanism (eastern neovolcanic zone), which
is thought to be the eontinuation of the active spreading axis
Offset by transform faults south and north of Iceland. North of
the central volcano Askja the main 1ine splits into three branches.
One continues straight through the Quaternary and Tertiary ba—
salts towards shot-point E (Vopnafjördur), while the seeond fol-
lows the strike of the neovoleanic zone towards shot-point F in
the north (Axarfjördur). The third branch is perpendicular to
the 1ine A—E in order to provide information on possible lateral
variations between the neovoleanic zone and the Tertiary region
of the southeast coast. Since the main program could be earried
out within 9 days as planned, the remaining days have been used
for the observation of an additional profile along the southeast
coast (Profile II), which stays completely within the older part
of Iceland and which therefore ean serve as a reference 1ine.

Different types of recording instruments were used by the dif-
ferent partieipating groups. The Soviet team used continuously
reeording refraetion stations equipped with three-component seis-
mometers with 2 s natural period (Zverev et a1. 1978) at the posi-
tions marked by solid inverted triangles. The solid cireles in Fig. 1
show positions of recording sites occupied by the German group
using a total of 40 seismic stations of MARS 66 type (Berekhemer
1970) and two digitally reeording MARS-66-compatible PCM sta-
tions (Gebrande et al. 1977). At sea seven refraction instruments
were launehed and reeovered: five anchored telemetric buoy sys-
tems of the Institut für Geophysik, Hamburg (Kebe 1971 , Weigel
et al. 1978) and 2 ocean bottom seismographs (OBS) of Bedford
Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia (Sutton et a1.
1977; Heffler and Barrett 1979). Their positions are shown in
Fig. 1. A11 systems were provided with bottom hydrophones. In
addition each OBS contained one vertical and one horizontal
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Fig. l. Simplified geological map ef Iceland and bathymetric chart of the aurreunding ocean Showing shet-peints and reeerding sitea ef the
RRISP 7? projeet

4.5 Hz seismemeter. The prineiples ef the shooting and recerding
teehnique at sea are summarized in Fig. 2. Furthermore most
ef the shets were ebeerved cm land by the centinuously recording
permanent and semipermanent seismie statiens ef the Icelandic
aeismelegieal netwerk (Einarasen 1979). Seme of these stations
were installed espeeially fer the program. Pesitiens are marked
a5 epen squares in Fig. l.
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Table 1 gives information cm the sehedule ef the whele experi—
ment and cm the Iarge shots fired. The sheeting teehnique varied
aecerding t0 eircumstances. At the enly land-based shet-peint
(D) in a shallow lake (Thveraldavatn; depth 17 m) witheut drain-
age, the total Charge was distributed over a reetangular grid ef
single 50 kg eharges Spaeed lÜ t0 20 In apart at the lake bettem;
they were fired simultaneeusly. This sheeting teehnique (Burek—
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Table 1. RRISP — Schedule of large shots

Shot Date Time Longitude Latitude Charge Charge depth Water depth
no. (GMT) west north (kg) (m) (m)

C0 12. 7. 77 16—30—00.65 21°35.9’ 62°51.8’ 400\ 270 1126
C1 14. 7. 77 19—58—02.86 21°25.0’ 62° 58.7’ 1000 130 1025
C2 20. 7. 77 10—01—01.78 21°37.1’ 62° 52.0” 1000 _ 130 1117
C3 25. 7. 77 17—01—02.92 21° 35.8’ 62°51.6’ 400 ’ smgle Charge 110 1116

B1 15. 7. 77 12—30—36.85 23° 52.9’ 61°59.2’ 600 120 1565
B2 17. 7. 77 l7—06—22.78 23° 27.4’ 61° 59.4’ 2000 150 1462

A 18. 7. 77 13—01—0438 25° 57.8’ 60° 43.8’ 4000 j 170 2005

D0 12.7.77 18—31—0279 18° 35.78’ 64° 28.33’ 5001 17 17
D1 15.7.77 11—31—0298 18° 35.78’ 64° 28.33’ 1000 17 17
D2 18. 7. 77 11—31—0244 18° 35.78’ 64° 28.33’ 1000 17 17

E1 l9. 7. 77 14—02—1083 14° 40.93’ 65° 50.16’ 500 104 104
E2 19. 7. 77 16—02—0061 14° 42.06’ 65° 46.22’ 500 110 110

F1 15. 7. 77 15—00—58.42 16° 43.60’ 66° 30.16’ 500 > distributed 115 115
F2 15.7.77 17—01—01.60 16° 43.10’ 66° 28.15’ 500 124 124
F3 17.7.77 16—01—02.12 16° 43.10’ 66° 27.80’ 500 124 124
F4 17.7.77 18—01—01.33 16° 43.60’ 66° 30.16’ 1000 115 115

GI 24. 7. 77 10—01—01.85 20° 00.57’ 63° 27.49’ 500 110 110
62 24.7. 77 11—01—0285 19° 57.54’ 63°28.15’ 500 110 110

H 24.7.77 19—01—09.26 14° 02.00’ 65° 01.37’ 500) 113 113

RRISP 77
OBSERVATIONAL SCHEME
FOR THE MAIN LINE

GOOD SIGNALS
_ ..... - POOR OR N0 SIGNALS
Lo— BUOYS AND OBS

SW

AI 1000 m B! C!
5M

M

'

gg l l l l l l I l
Ü 200 1.00 600 KM 800

Fig. 3. Simplified diagram Showing scheme of observations for
the RRISP 77 main profile. Letters A t0 F denote shot—points. SH
and SE positions of two stations of the Icelandic seismological
network. Solia’ and dar-dashed lines indicate observational range of
sufficient and insufficient Signal t0 noise ratio
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hardt and Vees 1975) yielded satisfaetory results, even though
no optimization with regard to water depth and Charge size oould
be aehieved. At the shotpoints elose to the coast 500 kg single
eharges (Soviet TNT and GEOSIT IIITMI) were fired at the sea
bottom at optimum depth (110 In), determined by the eondition
of eonstruetive interferenee between the gas bubble pulsation and
the reverberation of the water layer. Shooting at these points
was earried out from small Ioelandie fishing vessels rented for
that purpose. These shots on the sea bottom were especially valu-
able, beeause they radiated not only the expeeted strong P—waves
hut also strong S-waves. The shots at points A, B and C were
fired from RV METEOR. They were suspended below a buoy
at optimum eharge depth and detonated by means of a eoded
radio signal transmitted from the ship. In addition to the large
shots, a total of 141 small shots (25—200 kg) spaced 1.8 km apart
were fired along the line from reeeiver B101 to south of reeeiver
ABZS (see Fig. 1). These eharges were dropped direetly from ME-
TEOR and detonated by means of a firing line. For the shots
fired from METEOR. GEOSIT IIITM’ was used as the explosive.

The positions of the buoys, OBS’s, and shots at sea were
determined by LORAN C and satellite navigation. At the shot-
points elose to the eoast positioning was done by radar traoking
of the eoast line, determination of water depth, and photofixes
of the shore line. The positions of land stations were determined
from aereal photographs and topographic maps on the seale of
1 :50000 and 1 :100000. In all eases, the aeeuraey of the positions
is estimated to be i 200 m or better.

Figure 3 gives the seheme of observations along the main line
showing the system of reversed and overlapping profiles actually
observed. Most of the shots were reeorded up to the expeeted
range, but for shot-points A and B energy propagation was not
suffieient to eover the whole land line in spite of eharges as large
as 4 and 2 t. As will be shown later, this is most probably oaused
by strueture and/or absorption rather than by poor shot energy.
The two positions SI-I and SE are loeations of two stations of
the permanent Ieelandie seismologioal network (Storhöfdi on Hei-

maey and Selkot at the south eoast) whieh like others have
reeorded many of the smaller METEOR shots. These reeordings
were useful in elosing the information gap between the marine
and the land part.

A eombined land-sea experiment of sueh an extent obviously
oalls for good eommunieation links between the ship and the
land stations. Shooting at sea is highly dependent on weather
eonditions espeoially when large eharges are to be fired. Therefore
the whole sehedule is subjeet to ehanges and land stations must
be informed immediately. During the experiment two headquarters
were established, one at Sigalda in the south, the other at Krafla
in the north. Both headquarters maintained a permanent short-
wave oommunieation 1ink with eaeh other and at Sigalda a streng
transmitter (2.5 kW) was used to maintain eontaet with RV ME-
TEOR and also to broadeast news for the observers, who were
all equipped with appropriate reeeivers. During shot-windows Sin
galda also transmitted a quarz eloek eontrolled time signal, whieh
could be used as baek-up in ease the MSF time signal, whieh
was normally reeorded, eould not be received. Besides our own
news broadcasts, information for the observers was also broadeast
three times daily by all stations of the Ieeland State Broadcasting
Service, as shortwave propagation varied very mueh, but medium
and Iong wave propagation eonditions remained fairlyr eonstant.
This rather elaborate eommunieations set-up was necessary be-
Cause recording orews oonsisting of two persons in one four-wheel
drive vehiele eould not oontaet the headquarters frequently be-
cause of remote and rugged terrain. They were eompletel}r self—
supporting with reSpeet to food and shelter and were supplied
with gasoline whenever tapes were relayed into headquarters. To
gain quiek information on trairel-times and energy propagation.
as well as to spot equipment problems, the tapes were played
back at headquarters as they came in.

Data

A11 reeordings were digitized for later proeessing. This was done
at the Geophysical Institutes at Karlsruhe (MARS 66 data), Mu-
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The bmader region of possible solutions für the land part i5
indicative of a müre heterogeneous velücity distribution

nich (PCM and Soviet data), Hamburg (buoy data), and at Bed-
ford institute (OBS data). The Soviet data were digitized by hand
from analog playbacks. The record-sections 01° Figs. 4 and 5 Show
examples of the data after some basic prücessing (digital band-pass
filtering). Fig. 4 ShOWS a typical land record-section. It i5 a compi-
lation of records obtained by the Soviet and German grüups früm
shots F1 and F4, which were fired at the same location but
recorded at different recording sites. Reduction velocity is 7 km/s.
In the distance range 01° l20 t0 135km both data sets Overlap
and one may notice how well they fit.

Each seismogram i5 normalized with respect t0 its maximum
amplitude and it may be Seen that at distances beyünd Süme
240 km the maximum energy within the seismügrams i5 shifted
from the first arrival wave train t0 later times. One may clearly
distinguish two difierent travel—time segments a5 delineated by
first arrivals. The first one with an intercept time üf 1.3 5, indicat»
ing a thick low-velocity surface layer shüws an apparent velücity
of 6.8 km/s. At distances greater 120 km, the arrivals can be attrib-
uted t0 another segment with an apparent velocity Üf 12 km/s.
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Both segments oan be alternatively oorrelated as one continuous
travelrtime eurve, indieating veloeity gradients rather than disoon-
tinuities. The existenoe of ie'elorratjyr gradients is also suggested by
the absenee of prominent later arrivals, whieh could be eorrelated
over some distanee and interpreted as refleotions or diving waves.
This is a salient distinotion from seismogram seotions obtained
in oontinental areas.

Figure 5 is an example of a record seetion from the marine
part, whioh (oontrary to Fig. 4) has been reduoed by 6 km/s. All
reeords were obtained at buoy AB2N from shots along the line
towards buoy ABIN. A11 seismograms were filtered with a pass-
band of 2—20 Hz, and are normalized individually with resPoCt
to their maximurn amplitudes. The seetion is unoorrected for shot
and reeeiver depths, but nevertheless it gives a good idea of the
general oharacter of the marine data. True velocities obtained
in oombination with the reversed profile (see Fig. 6 in Goldflam
et a1. 1980) are rather typioal for a well developed oceanic crust.
The prominent later arrivals parallel to the first ones are multiple
refleotions from the water surfaoe at the reoeiver side.

Results

The results presented below are based on most of the data, but
only some of the reoord-seotions are shown' here, as well as in
Gebrande et al. 1980 and Goldflarn et al. 1980. As we coneentrate
here on the general strueture, small-seale regional differenoes will
not be disoussed.

As a first stage in interpretation, srnoothed travel—time curves
o1 the land and marine part were inverted using the tau-p method
(Bessonova et al. 1974) and a generalized Wiechert-Herglotz-
method. The results are summarized in Fig. 6 with the hatehed
regions giving the range of possible velooity-depth distributions.
ln spite of broad bands, a olear differenoe between the Reykjanes-
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Ridge flank and Ioolancl is evident, the marine orust showing
a Stronger velooity increase with depth. To evaluate the differenoes
in more detail and to obtain the horizontal velooity 1rariations
along the main line, extensive ray traeing was performed (see
Gebrande et al. 1980; Goldflam et al. 1980).

The main results obtained are shown in Fig. 7. Although gener-
alized, it does show the principal struotural trends rather aocu-
rately. The different surfioial layers have been oombined into one
with an average velocity of 4.8 krn/s. Velooity gradients in this
layer are, at least in Iceland, very likely (Flovenz 1980) but oould
not be resolved aoourately with the reeeiver spaeing of RRISP
77, whioh was ohosen with the aim to obtain struoture at greater
depth. The necessary erustal oontrol is provided by detailed small-
soale seismio refraotion work of Palmason (1971).

Layer 3 is rather homogeneous and oontinuous froni the oeean
through Iceland; thus it exists also beneath the neovoleanio zone.
The thiokness of the orustal layers is generally greater underneath
leeland than under the oeean and their top and bottom show
greater relief. Total orustal thiokness inoluding the water layer
is some 10 km "beneath the segment along Reykjanes Ridge, but
varies between 15 km in the‘southeastern and northern, ancl 10 km
in the oentral section beneath Ioeland. Large travel-time residuals
for the more distant shots at the reoording sites on Heimaey,
but normal arrival times for shots Gl and (32, are an indieation
for the possible existenee of a magma ohamber in the lower orust
beneath Heimaey. This body is shown sohematieally in Fig. 7 and
velooities lower than 5 km/s are attributed to it. A similar body
may exist in the area of Askja in northern Ieeland (Gebrande
et a1. 1980).

Below layer 3, fundamental differenoes in strueture exist be-
tween the oeean and leeland. On the marine side we lind a velooity'
of 7.7 to 7.8 km/s which, if interpreted as layer 3b, would be
anomalously thick; it is rather attributed to the upper mantle
(Golflam et al. 1980). Similar upper-mantle veloeities have earlier
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been reported by Whitmarsh (1971) for an area 200 km southeast
of shot-point A and are also observed beneath the Iceland-Faeroe
Ridge (Bott and Gunnarsson 1980). As there is no evidence for
velocities of 7.2 to 7.4 km/s as found by Ewing and Ewing (1959)
and Talwani et a1. (1971) at or near the ridge erest, we must
assume a rather well developed oceanic lithosphere. The sub—Moho
velocity remains nearly constant down to 15 km but increases
continuously at greater depth and reaches values of 8.3 to 8.6 km/s
at a depth of about 20 km. This is an important new feature
in that area. The 8.3 km/s velocity was observed at OBS B101
in the distance range of 90 to 140 km as first arrivals. In the
reversed direction even higher velocities were observed at OBS
B102 in the same distanee range. These high velocities are corrobo-
rated by records of the Icelandic seismological network at distance
ranges of 100 to 180 km. Apparent velocities at stations near
the south coast observed from marine shots between points B
and C reach values as high as 9 km/s after oorrection for water
depth. This can only partially be explained by interfaces dipping
towards Iceland. The data therefore require the existence of P-wave
velocities of up to 8.6 km/s or so. These P-wave velocities, how-
ever, cannot be constant in the lower lithosphere, because the
apparent velocities vary rather irregularly and because the mean
S-wave velocities deduced from the inversion of surface waves
along the same 1ine are rather low (Jacoby and Girardin 1980).
This inhomogeneous velocity distribution is sohematically depicted
by the darker hatched areas in Fig. 7.

No direct information was obtained on the depth of the lower
boundary of the lithosphere below Reykjanes Ridge. However,
evidence from surface waves and missing Signals from shotpoint
A, whieh must be explained by downward refraction of rays origi-
nating from A due to a negative velocity gradient, give a rough
idea of the thickness of the lithosphere. The boundary to the
asthenosphere was put, somewhat arbitrarily, at a depth of 50 km.

There is no evidence for the eontinuation of the marine high-
velocity lithosphere underneath Iceland. Instead we find velocities
increasing from 7 to 7.4 km/s in the same depth range. Only
locally, slightly higher velocities may exist (see Gebrande et a1.
1980), as symbolized in Fig. 7 by the darker—shaded areas at 30 km
depth beneath Iceland. The transition from the high—velocity
oceanie lithosphere to the low-velocity upper mantle beneath Ice—
land is rather abrupt and must occur Close to the shelf slope.
Although shown here only along the main 1ine, the anomalous
upper mantle is not confined to the neovolcanic zone, but extends
under all of Iceland. It is also present beneath the older parts
of Iceland such as the Tertiary in the east (as shown by Profile
11) and west (Bäth 1960).

This may acoount for the rather homogeneous travel-time ano-
malies (Long and Mitchell 1970). The residuals can be quantita—
tively explained by our model only if the anomalous mantle ex-
tends to depths greater than 100 to 200 km depending upon the
velocity gradient assumed below 30 km.

More light on the nature of the anomalous mantle (layer 4
of Palmason 1971) is shed by the analysis of S-wave propagation
through Iceland. As shown by Gebrande et a1. (1980) the P to
S velocity ratio is 1 76 in the Icelandic crust, which is rather
normal for basic material, but reaehes values between 1.96 to
2.2 at greater depth. While gabbroic material could marginally
account for the observed values at moderate temperatures and
pressures (Christensen 1978), this explanation fails in view of the
high temperatures (1000—1 100°C) at the base of the crust as deri-
ved by magnetotelluric (Beblo and Björnsson 1978) and geother-
mal investigations (Palmason and Saemundson 1974, Palmason
et a1. 1979). The only remaining possibility is partially molten

ultrabasic material, as has been suggested earlier by Bott (1965),
Palmason (1971) and Palmason and Saemundson (1974). As shown
by Gebrande et a1. (1980) the observed P and S velocities allow
a quantitative estimation of the degree of partial fusion. Assuming
a mixture of solid peridotite and basaltic melt, we infer a melt
eoncentration greater than 17% at the base of the crust decreasing
with increasing depth (see also Beblo and Björnsson 1980). The
predominantly ultrabasic composition is the main justifieation for
calling the layer with P-wave velocities from 7.0 to 7.4 km/s
‘anomalous mantle’ Relying only on the P—wave velocities, it
would have been more natural to attribute this depth range to
the crust, sinoe similar velocities are widespread in the lowermost
crust. In this case the thickness of the Icelandie crust would be
about 30 km, the inhomogeneities at this depth range (see Fig. 7)
may give some support for such an alternative interpretation.
The interpretation as anomalous mantle is largely based on the
comparison of the observed seismic wave velocities with laboratory
data. Additional laboratory investigations of seismic wave trans-
mission in partially molten rocks would be very important to
corroborate or possibly modify our oonelusions.

From the extent of the anomalous mantle it may be deduced
that partial melting is not confined to the narrow neovolcanic
zone but may exist, most likely with local variations in concentra-
tion, below the whole island and may be responsible for the high
mobility of the Icelandie crust and the existence of aetive volcanism
outside the neovolcanic zones, e.g., at Snaefellsnes and Oraefi.
The same eonelusion has been reaehed by Beblo and Björnsson
(1978) from the distribution of eleotrical conductivity derived from
magneto-telluric measurements.

Under the seaward continuation of the profile similar partially
molten material is obviously absent at shallow depth. However,
one may speculate whether the 7.8 km layer might be the marine
eounterpart of the Icelandic anomalous mantle, but cooler and
correspondingly with a smaller melt content. Another possibility
would be that this layer is composed of perodotite enriehed in
a solidified low-melting-point fraction as postulated by the petro—
genetic model of Bottinga and Allegre (1976) for the depth range
of 10 to 20 km. Unfortunately, since S—waves were not observed
on the marine part a decision between both alternatives is not
possible.

Another open question is the petrological interpretation of
the high upper-mantle velocities (up to 8.6 km/s) underlying the
7.8 km/s layer. Similarly high velocities have been reported for
the lower oceanie lithosphere from different areas and by different
authors, as has recently been reviewed by Asada and Shimamura
(1979). It appears impossible to understand these high velocities
in terms of todays knowledge about upper mantle petrology with-
out invoking anisotropy (Green and Liebermann, 1976, Bottinga
and Allegre, 1976). The model most favoured for the generation
of upper mantle anisotropy is the one proposed by Francis
(1969b). According to this model, anisotropy is due to the
preferred orientation of the a crystallographic axis of olivine paral—
lel to the upper mantle flow lines, induced by plastie deformation,
the direction of maximum velocity is therefore expected to be
perpendicular to the ridge axis and to the magnetic lineations.
This model would require lower velocities in the direction of our
main 1ine, contrary to observation. Our results therefore suggest
another explanation, namely that the high velocity layer behaves
as a transversely isotropic medium with minimum velocity in the
vertical axis of symmetry and maximum velocity in horizontal
directions. This type of anisotropy is to be expected from the
preferred orientation of the b crystallographic axis of olivine in
the vertical direction and from randomly distributed a and c axes
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in the horizontal plane as is common in cumulate rocks (Christen—
sen 1978). This would imply that the high velocity layer is the
product of segregation of olivine from partially molten anomalous
mantle rather than being a residual layer formed by depletion
in low melting point fraction by rising magma. Another explana-
tion of the upper-mantle velocity distribution, involving Francis-
type anisotropy, is discussed by Goldflam et al. (1980). The addi—
tional marine profiles (Fig. l) may resolve this question.

Conclusions

Combined land-sea refraction seismic investigations along an
800 km long line from Reykjanes Ridge to northeast Iceland have
revealed the following:

1 Contrary to current opinion, we find a well developed
oceanic crust and stratified subcrustal lithosphere already at the
10 Ma isochron (anomaly 5) on the southeastern flank of Reyk—
janes Ridge.

2. High P-wave velocities of up to 8.6 km/s have been measured
parallel to the ridge axis at depths greater than 20 km bearing
on possible models of lithospheric evolution.

3. Except for greater thickness and more pronounced lateral
variations, the Icelandic crust is very similar to the crust beneath
Reykjanes Ridge. Layer 3 can be traced without interruption from
the 10 Ma old oceanic crust through Iceland and it exists also
beneath the eastern neovolcanic zone, which is supposed to be
the present-day active spreading axis.

4. The subcrustal structure below Iceland is fundamentally
different from the one below the southeastern flank of Reykjanes
Ridge. The Icelandic crust is underlain by low P-wave velocity
(7.0 to 7.6 km/s) material down to depths greater than 50 km,
which must be interpreted as mantle material in the state of partial
fusion. This anomalous mantle seems to form a diapiric updoming
of the asthenosphere, much broader than is likely beneath mid—
ocean ridges proper. The formation of such an anomaly seems
hardly possible without a locally enhanced upwelling convection
current, which some might like to call a plume.

5. The transition of the subcrustal structure from Reykjanes
Ridge to Iceland takes place within a very narrow zone below
the shelf slope. One might speculate whether this sharp boundary
is present everywhere around Iceland or whether it is a special
feature connected with the Reykjanes Fracture Zone.
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Participating Institutions (on board RV METEOR)

Institut für Geophysik, Universität Hamburg (IGH)
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, Hamburg (DHI)
Institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik, Universität Frankfurt
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Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Canada (BIO)
Institut für Geophysik, Universität Kiel (IGK)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA (MIT)
Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, Baubehörde (HHB)
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Participating Scientists and Technicians

IGH: M. Eilers, P. Goldflam, M. Hamann, R. Herber,
O. Pahl, M. Rahal, H. Richter, and W Weigel.
Coordinator for METEOR-Cruise 45

DHI: W Kämmerer
IGF' W Jacoby
BIO: B.D. Loncarevic and D. Heffler
IGK. H.J. Brink
MIT' S. Solomon and S. Richard
HHB: H. Gäbler
E 7l E. Kuthning

Participating Institutions (on Iceland)

Institut für Geophysik, Freie Universität Berlin (B)
Institut für Geophysik, Technische Universität Clausthal (CLZ)
Institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik, Universität Frankfurt
(IGF)
Institut für Geophysik, Universität Göttingen (G)
Niedersächsisches Landesamt für Bodenforschung, Hannover
(NLfB)
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Institut für Allgemeine und Angewandte Geophysik, Universität
München (M)
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Science Institute, University of Iceland, Reykjavik (SCI)
Institute Physics of the Earth, Moscow (IPEM)
Mining Institute, University of Leningrad (MIL)
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B: D. Damaske, R. Ebel, K. Görler, H. Letz, P. Röwer,
and H.G. Schütte
J. Christiansen, K. Kaiser, and R. Vees
F. Auer, B. Baier, A. Paulat, H. Reichenberger, H. Schme-
ling, and P. Temme

G: H.J. Lotz, and E. Klinge
NLfB: C. Behnke, and G. Druivenga
KA: D. Emter, J. Fertig, G. Sattel, J. Schlittenhardt, W

Schott, and W. Zürn
M: G. Angenheister, M. Beblo, F. Berktold, W. Brüstle, O.
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Abstract. As part of the RRISP 77 eombined land-sea refraetion
seismic experiment, observations were carried out on Iceland itself
with special emphasis on resolving the deep structure beneath
Iceland and its transition towards the eastern flank of Reykjanes
Ridge. The data, interpretational procedures, and results for the
land part are deseribed in this paper. A structural model of Iceland
is presented which is eharaeterized by a generalized two-layered
crust of variable thiekness underlain by anomalous mantle with
P-wave velocities of 7.0 km/s at the base of the crust increasing
to 7.4 km/s at 30 km depth. Two regions of relatively low velocity
have been identified in the lower crust, possibly indicating zones
of high melt eoncentration. A normal P— to S—wave velocity ratio
of 1.76 is found within the crust, whereas this ratio reaches un-
usually high values of up to 2.2 in the anomalous mantle. From
this and the P-wave velocity distribution the amount of partial
melt is caleulated. The melt content is highest (17%—23%) at
the top of the mantle and deereases with inereasing depth indicat-
ing differentiation processes in the upper mantle. The anomalous
mantle is confined to Iceland and a sharp transition exists in
the area of the shelf edge where normal oceanie lithosphere re-
places the updoming asthenosphere.

Key words: Iceland — Reykjanes Ridge — Deep seismic sounding
— Crust — Lithosphere — Asthenosphere — Anomalous mantle —
Partial fusion.

Introduction

This is paper 2 of a set of three papers on the Reykjanes Ridge
Iceland Seismie Projeet 1977 (RRISP 77) the general objeetives
and execution of which have been discussed in paper 1 (RRISP
Working Group 1980). The present paper foeusses on the deep
structure of Iceland and its transition towards the flank of Reyk-
janes Ridge, while paper 3 (Goldflam et al., 1980) is coneerned
with the latter itself.

The crustal structure of Iceland has been investigated in consid-
erable detail by a large number of seismic refraction lines which
were summarized and homogeneously interpreted by Palmason
(1971 ‚ see also Pälmason and Saemundsson, 1974, for a summary).
A charaeteristic layering has been found, resembling the oeeanie
crust in velocity values, but with greater thiekness of individual
layers. A surfaee layer of variable velocity and thiekness has been
subdivided by Palmason (1971) into three sub-layers 0, 1, 2, but
ean also be interpreted as a single layer with P-wave velocities
Changing eontinuously with depth (Flövenz, 1980). It is underlain

everywhere beneath Iceland by a rather homoseneous layer 3 with
a mean P-wave velocity of about 6.5 km/s whieh may be equated
with the typieal oceanie layer. The depth to layer 3 has been
found to be quite variable, usually in the range of 1—5 km but
up to 10 km in the southeastern part of Iceland (Palmason, 1971).
Its thiekness, as far as known, is usually 4 to 5 km. A simple
relationship to the gross geolocieal structures (see Fig. 1 of paper
1) is not evident.

The base of layer 3 has been reaehed only by few of Palmason’s
profiles, by one profile of Bäth (1960) in the western part of
Iceland, and by the NASP observations in northeastern Iceland
(Zverev et al., 1976; Bott and Gunnarsson, 1980). Veloeities from
7.2 to 7.4 km/s have been attributed to an anomalous mantle
by Palmason (1971) but to the lower crust by Zverev et a1. (1976).
Combining gravity and refraetion seismic data, Zverev et a1.
(1976) eoneluded that Iceland may be underlain by a very thick
crust of eontinental affinity and normal upper mantle (with P-wave
velocities of 8 km/s) at about 50 km depth. A sialic erust underly—
ing Iceland has also been postulated by van Bemmelen (1972)
beeause of the abundance of acidic volcanism and the elevation
relative to the Mid—Atlantie Ridge. Beloussov and Milanovsky
(1976) have used these and other arguments as evidenee against
any signifieant amount of sea-floor spreading in the North Atlantic
at the latitude ofleeland, but this reasoning seems not very convine-
ing. Nevertheless, the possible existence of eontinental fragments
beneath Iceland would imply serious complications for the kine-
matics of sea—floor spreading in the North—Atlantic and earlier
paleogeographic reeonstructions (Bullard, 1965; Laughton, 1971)
would at least have to be modified.

A normal mantle at 50 km depth below Iceland as suggested
by Zverev et a1. (1976) is in contrast to some seismologieal observa-
tions. Teleseismic travel-time residuals (Tryggvasson, 1964; Long
and Mitehell, 1970) as well as apparent velocities from Mid—Atlan-
tie Ridge earthquakes across Iceland (Francis, 1969) have been
interpreted as evidenee for an anomalous mantle extending to
some 240 km depth. On the other hand, Stefansson ( 1966) elaims
that travel-time delays from a large earthquake in Iceland can
be better explained with a rather shallow 7.4 km/s layer and a
8.0 to 8.2 km/s layer underneath.

These rather ineonsistent results were the ineentive for the
RRISP experiment. Sinee the crust was studied in some detail
before (Palmason, 1971), the experiment was mainly designed for
the investigation of the so—Called anomalous mantle. Large pen-
etration of seismic rays and therefore a long range seismic profile
was necessary for this purpose.

As is to be seen from Fig. 1 of paper 1, the line follows for
the greater part the trend of the eastern zone of active rifting
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and volcanism, which für simplicity is called the neovolcanic zone.
The reasons für which we chüse t0 Observe along this 1ine were
the füllüwing:

l. This zone i5 the continuation of the Mid-Atlantic plate
beundary, which thus can be studied by land meassuremcnts.

2. Refraction measurements along the strike of geologic units
generally provide more reliable velücity infonnation than Obser-
vations in other directiüns.

3. Sinne the eastern neovelcanic zone is Offset from the mid-
Atlantic Spreading axis by the Reykjanes transform fault zone,
the combined land-sea experiment enabled us t0 shoot from the
nurmal Dceanic realm into the active spreading zone along its

240

trend. II; was felt that by this scheme of Observations the effects
of absorptiün could be kept at a minimum because only the Iand
part of the line Wüuld lie abüve passible anomalous mantle. Ray
tracing calculations had also shown that the different structural
models discussed abcwe would yielcl significant differences in the
characteristics of travel -time curves.

Observatiuns und Interpretation

As the technical part of the experiment has been described t0
some extent in paper l and in RRISP Working Grüup/Angenhei-
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ster et a1. (1979), we can confine ourselves t0 details of observa- PROFILE I
tional results and their evaluation. The record section for shots Reduced trovel time. VR=8 km/s, corrected for woter depth
F (Axarfjördur) through the eastern neovolcanie zone has already 5
been shown in Fig. 4 of paper 1 as a typical example of RRISP 6 ' I R . . 8.69 km/s

"

data. Figure 1 shows the record section of shot E (Vopnafjördur), 5W
D (Thveraldavatn), and C (SW of Surtsey). Reduction velocity 4 ‘ ‘

is 7 km/s and the sections are arranged in such a way, that seismo- 1120 ' 120 ' „'50 ' 1&0
grams obtained at the same location appear one above the 0ther.
Slight deviations from this are caused by the observation taken SL
on a not strictly straight 1ine. One notes that the apparent velocities 5 . ‚ . 8.89 km/s _
of the first arrivals are close t0 and slightly over 7.0 km/s in z. _

.
- °° °

all sections at distanees beyond some 120 km. Whereas for shots 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
D and E, apparent velocities generally increase with distance, 110 130 150 170
they decrease with distance for shot C, which is of particular AR
interest as it suggests the existence of lateral velocity variations. 5 __ 816 km /s _
In Fig. 2, the record section for the 1ine from shot-point F towards

l. _ ‚ . . . -‚ - - _ ‚
° . . ‚ - . '

_
the southeast coast of Iceland is given. It is very similar in appear- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ance t0 the record sections of shot-points E and F along‘the 110 130 150 170
main line, even though the second half lies fully within the Quater-
nary and Tertiary basalts of East-Iceland, i.e., outside the neovol-
canic zone. ' 9'03 km/s ‘

In all record sections significant differences ean be seen in
the first 50 t0 100 km, which must be attributed t0 variations
in the crustal layers. The subcrustal structure seems t0 have n0
regional differences along the land lines as indicated by the similar
apparent velocities observed at distances greater than 100km.
The seismogram sections from Iceland are characterized by the
lack of distinct later arrivals. This is in contrast t0 eontinental
areas, where frequently observed clear later arrivals can be inter—
preted as overcritical reflections from discontinuities or as diving
waves bottoming in zones of strong velocity gradient. A more
or less continuously varying velocity distribution is thereby man-
ifested for the Icelandic structure. On the other hand the first
onsets, especially at greater Observational distance are not impul-
sive, but rather emergent and there is considerable energy in the
later parts of the seismograms. This may be caused by scattered
waves from small-seale heterogeneities. Therefore, the small-scale
structure may be highly heterogeneous, whereas the deep structure
can be characterized by a continuous velocity function when aver-
aged over some wavelengths. With the mean station spacing of

150 170 190

5
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Fig. 3. Travel times from shots on Profile I t0 stations of the
Icelandic seismologieal network. Travel times are corrected t0 the
ocean bottom. Lines are least-squares fit and numbers give the
apparent velocity in km/s
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7 km ehosen for the RRISP observations it is evident, that we
cannot resolve small-seale heterogeneities from the analysis of
travel-time data but have to be eontent with the evaluation of
the main features of the deep structure. The laek of overcritical
reflections which would give useful information on average veloc-
ity, puts further limits on the resolving power of the seimic refrac-
tion method.

The only later arrivals which might possibly be correlated over
some distance, are found in the record section from shots D to-
wards the northeast (Fig. 1) in the distanee range between 90
and 170 km. Reduced travel times are between 4 and 2.5 s and
apparent veloeity approximately 7.8 km/s. Similar later arrivals
are not to be found in the opposite direction from shot D and
also not on the reversed line from shotpoint E. This feature may
be related to the different frequency content of the D and E
Signals and may indicate the presence of thin layers of only local
extent beneath central Iceland at about 30 km depth. The higher
signal frequency eontent of the D-shots comes from the shooting
technique with dispersed Charges in shallow water. The dominant
frequency of the other shots agrees well with theoretical predictions
(Wielandt, 1972) for single charges at optimum depth (see paper
1, Table 1 for further information regarding the shots).

Figure 3 shows travel—time data obtained at some stations of
the Icelandic seismological network for the series of small shots
at sea between B and C. With the exeeption of the top two stations
IR (IR-Skali) and SL (Selfoss) all stations shown here lie very
Close to or on the main line (for location see Einarsson 1979).
The travel times have been correeted for water depth at eaeh
shot position as follows:

d 2 2%rw=7(1—V../V„> <1)
W
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where d is the water depth, VW the veloeity in water and Vn
the velocity in the deepest layer of penetration. Surprisingly high
apparent velocities between 8.2 and 9 km/s are calculated from
these data. Absolute travel times are greater by 2.0 to 3.03 as
eompared to travel times (correeted for water depth) at OBS B102
in the same distanee range (see paper 3). The apparent velocities
for individual shots of the same shot series at sea, measured be-
tween different stations in Iceland, are much smaller and Close
to 7.4 km/s. Similar apparent velocities have also been observed
along the main line up to distances of about 500 km for the
more distant shot-point B. The pertinent record section is shown
in Fig. 4. It is an extreme example for the emergent charaeter
of the onsets at greater distances and the shift of wave energy
to greater travel times, mentioned above. At distances beyond
approximately 500 km no onsets can be detected in spite of a
rather low ground noise level (on the average 0.3 um/s in the
passband l to 10 Hz). The record section of the 4-ton shot at
A, which covers the observation range from 420 to 800 km, is
not shown here, beeause no recognizable onsets are to be seen.

The data have been evaluated as follows: First, direct inversion
methods were used to find preliminary models, which satisfied
the observational data in parts. Thereafter, numerous model ealcu-
lations with a ray-tracing program by Gebrande (1976) were
carried out in order to derive a model for crustal and upper-mantle
structure along the main line, that satisfies travel-time data for
all shots observed, and includes earlier results (Palmason, 197l).
The model building technique with the necessity of working with
a manageable number of model parameters required a eertain
generalization of the available information for the topmost part
of the crust. This was attained by ehoosing velocities, gradients,
and thicknesses in sueh a way that they give the same transit
times as through the more detailed structures given in paper 3
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Top .' Velocity-depth distributions along
RRISP profile I.
Bottom: The model is defined by the velocity
isolines and linear vertical interpolation in
between. Numbers give the velocity at each
isoline. The velocity of 6.0 km/s in the two
blisters at the base of the crust must be less
than 5 km/s t0 explain observed local

. travel-time delaysl L l l l l l l
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for the marine part and for the land part by Palmason (197l).
His constant-velocity layers 0, l, 2 have been modelled by two gra-
dient layers. In parts this may even be a better approximation
t0 the real structure.

The lower crust was modelled as a layer with a discontinuous
velocity increase at its top t0 6.5 km/s and a continuous increase
t0 6.9 km/s at its base along the whole length of the profile.

The best fitting model derived in this way is shown in Figs. 5
and 6. In the top part of Fig. 5 the velocity-depth structure along
the RRISP main line is given in a semi-perspective View and
in the lower part it is shown in the form of velocity contours.
The model is defined by the velocity contours and linear vertical
interpolation in between. As an example of the ray tracing calcula-
tions, Fig. 6 shows calculated seismic rays for shotpoints C, D,
and E within part of the complete model in order t0 convey
an impression of the sampling of the structures by the seismic
rays. Only a few selected rays are shown t0 keep the figure legible.
The calculated travel times are marked as crosses in the record
sections of Fig.l t0 give an idea on the degree of fit. Mean
deviation is generally less than 0.1 s. In View of the obvious small-
scale heterogeneity a better fit would not be very meaningful.

An exceptional large discrepancy between observed ancl calcu-
lated travel-time is found on Heimaey, where a delay of 0.3 s
is observed with respect t0 our model. This discrepancy could
be removed by decreasing the velocity in the blister below Heimaey

700 800

DISTANCE FROM SHOTPOINT A, km

from 6 km/s t0 less than 5 km/s. The source of this delay cannot
lie within the upper crust, since the records of the nearby shots
G l, 2 ShOW normal travel—times. If this low {Ielocity is accepted,
it _may indicate the existence of a zone of relative high degree
of partial fusion in the lower crust beneath Heimaey. The horizon-
tal dimensions and the depth of the low velocity body are not
well constrained by our data. A similar low-velocity body at the
base of the crust is inferred in the northern part of the neovolcanic
zone (Askja-Herdubreid).

The base of layer 3 has somewhat arbitrarily been identified
with the 6.9 km/s isoline. Contrary t0 Bäth (1960) and Palmason
(197l) we find no pronounced discontinuity t0 velocities of 7.2
or 7.4 km at that depth range. The small discontinuity from 6.9
t0 7.0 km/s present in our model is consistent with the data, but
is not an inevitable consequence. We could just as well have a
continuous increase in velocity. A more significant change in this
depth-range seems t0 be a reduction of the P-wave velocity gra-
dient from about 0.07 t0 0.02 s‘l. At the moment we will call
this zone of low—gradient layer 4 and will ShOW later that it should
be identified with anomalous upper mantle.

The erustal layers are continuous across the transition from
Iceland t0 the eastern flank of Reykjanes Ridge and vary only
in thickness. Layer 4, on the other hand, is present only beneath
Iceland. Beneath Reykjanes Ridge a normal and well developed
oceanic crust (paper 3) rests on a layer with a P-wave velocity
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ef 18 km/s fellewed by a high veleeity layer (up t0 8.6 km/e)
at greater depth. The veleeities and the geemetry ef the transitional
part ef the medel were derived frem a eembinatien of the land
and OBS data sets by ray tracing. Für this purpese the data
eet reeerded at the Statiens of the Ieelandie seismologieal network
was espeeially useful a5 it previded reversed informatien t0 the
OBS data cm the marine part.

Lüeking at the raye für shot-point C (Fig. 6), one may see
hew the sudden termination ef the eeeanie lithosphere affects
the ebeerved travel times. Particularly evident is the deerease of
apparent veleeity with inereasing distanee. Rays bottoming in the
high veleeity layer ef the eeeanie lithesphere emerge at dietanees
up te IYÜ km giving riee te apparent velocities of about 8 km/s,
whereas the travel-time segment at greater distance with an appar-
ent velecity of abeut 7.2 km/s i5 produced by rays bottoming
in layer 4 beneath Ieeland. The müde] structure also explains
the ebserved travel times für Shot B as well as für the small
ehets between B and C reeorded cm land (see Figs. 4 and 3).

A5 mentiened abeve, almest ne Signal energy eould be reeorded
frem the mest distant shot A. In eur model this is explained
by the 5mal] thiekness ef the eceanic lithosphere. The rays sam-
pling the lithOSphere emerge seuth ef Iceland, while Iceland itself,
with respeet t0 shotpoint A, i5 situated in a shadew zone caused
by the lewer veleeities in the asthenesphere. Even though lack
ef Signals i5 a poer means ef structural determinatien, we are
quite eertain that the lithosphere thiekness must be limited, since
frem the ether shet-peints we find n0 evidenee of excessively
high abserptien neeessarj,r t0 reduee Signal strength in the manner
ebserved. Beeause ef the negative evidenee, the lewer boundary
ef the eeceanie lithesphere a5 shewn in the medel is by n0 means
eertain and was put semewhat arbitrarily at a depth of 50 km.
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600 700
DISTANCE FRÜM SHÜTPDINT A. km

80C]

Fig. 6. Seme ealeulated rays threugh
parta ef the medel ef Fig. 5 te give an
idea en the sampling ef the struetures.
The ealeulated travel-timee have been
pletted inte the reeerd seetiena ef
Fig. l.
Top part: Shet-points D and E; Lewer
pnrrs Shot-peint C and statien KT

Although the reeorded waves, aeeerding t0 nur ray tracing
caleulations, did not penetrate deeper than seme 30 km belew
Ieeland it ean be stated, that a continueus layer with Puwave
Veloeities around 8 km/s, auch a5 beneath the marine part ef the
profile cannot exist in the upper 60 km beneath Ieeland. This
i5 the result of several ray traeing ealeulatiens für models medified
aeeordingly. If an 8 km/s layer 01‘ half-space with ite tep abcwe
a depth of 60 km is ineerporated in the models, travel-time seg-
ments with apparent veloeities areund 8 km/s arise für whieh ne
evidenee can be feund in the reeord sectiens.

It is rather likely that the medel presented in Fig. 5 will be
subjected t0 improvements in the future, but we de net expeet
that the general features of the medel will have te be ehanged.
It Should be mentiened in passing that the results frem Prefile
II aleng the seutheast eeaSt of Iceland net presented here, eerrobefl
rate our model and indieate that the strueture derived ie net enly
representative für the neevoleanie zene, but für all ef Ieeland.
The details of the model may net be equally accurate in different
parts due t0 different fit ef ealeulated and ebeerved travel times,
different eoverage of the lines, and different quality ef the data,
but also due t0 the prineipal reselving properties ef the refraetien
seismie method. The reader will judge the aeeuraey ef the medel
realistically if he keeps in mind, that the refraetien seismie methed
iS a good diagnostic für streng positive 1le'eleeity eüntrasts. Its
resolving power howeven i5 rather weak if, a5 i5 the ease belew
Iceland, the veloeity gradients are small.

Diseussion

The model presented has eertain implieatiens für the physieal
state and the petrolegy ef the material at depth, whieh we weuld
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Fig.7. Top: Rooord sootion from shotpoint E reducod by 7km/s. Vertical componont saiamograms. Bortom: Record sootion from shot-
point E roduoed by 3.98 krn/s. Horizontal components wero used mostly for this sootion, which Shows P- and S-wave arrivals. Reduotion
valooity and timo axis wore choson auch, that S-arrivals should be oongruont t0 P-arrivals in the top sootion, if the ratio of P— to S—wavo
volocity i5 1.?6. Tho doshed Iine givos S-arrivals as calculat-od from tho P-arrivals with this ratio. Tho fit i5 good up to distanoos of
I40 km, boyond whioh S-arrivals become progressivoly lato

liko to disouss with spooial omphasis on layer 4 benoath Ioeland.
Somo oonclusions concorning tho oceanic lithosphere have already
boan presontod in paper l.

Additional to tho struotural information i5 the P- to S—wave
velooity ratio bonoath Icoland dotorminod for shots E and G,
whioh all ganorated considerablo S—wavo onergy. This was not
tha oaso for tho largo shots at sea, whioh were suspended and
not fired on tho aoa floor. Figuros 7 and 8 Show the records used. .
In tho uppor part of tho figuros tho normal vertioal componant
raoord sootions of ahota E ancl G are shown, reduced by 7 km/S.
In tho lowor part tho horizontal componont record sections from
the same shots are shown but reduoed by 3.98 km/s, corrosponding

to a Pu to S-wavo volooity ratio of 1.76. Tho timo axis has boon
compresaed by the aame factor. This ropresantation of tho data
proves particularly useful whon ono sootion i5 laid on top of tho
other, bocauso daviations from tho ohoson P- to S—wavo 1walooity
ratio oan readily bo rooognizod Sinco P— ancl S—arrivals will not
be oongruont any longer. Sinco the roader oannot oasily do this,
for comparison tho P—wave oorrelation for shots E has boon
markod in tho corresponding S-wava soction.

It is quite claar, that boyond diatanoea of 140 km tho P- to
S—wavo velooity ratio ohanges to highar valuos a5 S-arrivals aro
beooming prograssively ‘lato’ with ropoot to tho P-arrivals. At
tho same rango, S—wava amplitudes deoroaao in oomparison with
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Fig. 3. Same a5 Fig. 7 but for shots Gl and G2 recorded along the 1ine at the southeast eoast

the P-wave amplitudes and S-wave Signals are lost at distances
greater than 250 km. It is a rather dramatic amplitude attenuation
eonsidering that, e.g., for shots E, the S—wave amplitudes are
larger than the P—amplitudes by at least a factor of 2 at distanees
between 20 and 130 km (some seismograms are distorted by ampli-
fier saturation).

When looking at the rays from shotpoint E drawn in Fig. 6,
one notiees that beyond distanees of 140 km emergent rays have
penetrated the low veloeity body mentioned before and have sam-
pled layer 4. We must therefore conelude that at the base of layer 3
a more fundamental ehange of physical pmperties takes place
than i5 indieated by the almost negligible ehange in P-wave veloe-
ity.

A quantitative evaluation of the P— to S—wave veloeity ratio
i5 given in Fig. 9 where a Wadati diagram for shots E has been
plotted. Up to a P travel time of 21 s, eorresponding to a distanee
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of approx. 140 km, the P— to S—wave veloeity ratio i5 eonstant
at 1.76. With greater P—wave travel-times the slope of the eurve
reaehes values a5 high a5 2.2 with a mean of 1.96.

The knowledge of the ehange in P— to S—wave veloeity ratio
with depth a5 well a5 the absolute values help ua answering the
question how layer 4 should be interpreted. The question, whether
the velocity values between 7.0 and 7.4 km/s should be assigned
to the crust or upper mantle has been debated extensively in
the literature (Bäth, 1960; Tryggvason, 1962, 1964; Bott, 1965,
1974; Francis, 1969; Palmason, 197l; Pälmason and Saemunds—
son, 1974; Zverev et al., 1976).

In the last deeade veloeities in the range from 7.0 to 7.7 km/s
have more widely been found than assumed previously and are
generally assigned to layer 3b of the oeeanie erust (e.g., Peterson
et al., 1974). Comparison with laboratory meaeurements of seismie
veloeities on samples dredged from the oeean floor and taken
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Fig. 9. Wadati plot for shots E1 and E2 along the main line.
For P travel-times greater than 21 s the P- to S—wave velocity
ratio changes from 1.76 to a mean of 1.96

from ophiolites of presumably oceanic origin shows, that gabbros
and metagabbros have about the right velocities at appropriate
pressures and moderate temperatures. At the same time, gabbros
also exhibit the eorrect P- to S-wave velocity ratio of 1.9 oorre-
sponding to a Poisson’s ratio 0:0.31 (Christensen and Salisbury,
1975; Kroenke et a1.‚ 1976; Christensen, 1978). At temperatures
of 1,000o to 1,100° C, suoh as are indicated beneath Iceland at
10 km to 20 km depth by the geothermal gradient (Palmason and
Saemundsson, 1974) and by magneto—telluric data (Hermance and
Grillot, 1970; Beblo and Bjönsson, 1978, 1980), the combined
influence of pressure and temperature would produce a decrease
in the P-wave velocity of gabbroic material of some 1.2 km/s
(Kroenke et a1.‚ 1976) and this disagrees with the in situ velocities.
An additional decrease would result from incipient melting at
1,000° to 1,100° C in the presence of small amounts of water.
Therefore gabbroic or other basic material must be discounted
as the only or at least principal oonstituent of layer 4; predomi-
nantly ultramafic material must be assumed. It is therefore most
natural to attribute layer 4 to the upper mantle. But this is more
or less a question of definition. It seems more important to us
that, whatever the exaot petrologieal composition of the upper
mantle is, a rather large density contrast is to be expected with
respect to the normal lower lithosphere beneath Reykjanes Ridge,
as long as the material is in the perfect solid state. Taking 7.2 km/s
and 8.4 km/s as mean P—wave velocity values for the depth range
from 20 to 50 km beneath Iceland and the Reykjanes Ridge (Fig. 5)
and a Bireh relationship

VP:3.31 p—2.55(km/s); (p in g/cm3) (2)
as confirmed by Kroenke et a1. (1976) for possible lower crust
and upper mantle rocks, the density eontrast should be some
0.35 g/cm3. This is reduced to 0.3 g/cm3 if the relationship given
by Christensen and Salisbury (1975) is used. In any case, taking
only the depth range of 20 to 50 km into account, this would
imply a Bouguer anomaly over Iceland of some — 350 mgal, which
is about three times the observed value (Einarsson, 1954). This
disagreement can be overcome as mentioned by Bott (1965) in
a similar context, if the low seismic velocities are mainly attributed

to partial fusion. In this case the seimic velocities are relatively
much more affected than the density and the usual velocity-density
relationship breaks down.

One may now ask, whether quantitiative information on the
degree of partial fusion can be extracted from the seismic velocities.
This is possible for a simplified model of partially molten material.
We assume that it consists of only two phases, a solid phase 1
with properties kl, ‚ul, p1 (bulk modulus, shear modulus, and den-
sity) and a liquid phase 2 with properties kz, „2: 0, pz. With
Green and Ringwood (1963) we may identify the solid phase with
peridotite and the liquid phase with basaltic melt. We are interested
in how the seismic velocities of the inhomogeneous composite
material depend upon the properties of the homogeneous phases
and the fraotional volume of the melt. A solution to this problem
should then allow us to determine the melt concentration from
the measured seismic velocities, if the properties of the homogen-
eous phases are known. Unfortunately a unique solution is not
possible sinoe the properties of the two—phase material depend
in general on the entire ‘phase geometry’, i.e., the geometry of
the phase interfaces. This ambiguity is not removed, if statistical
homogeneity is assumed.

Walsh (1968, 1969) has investigated theoretically the special
case of isolated melt inclusions in the form of randomly oriented
oblate spheroids with minor axes much smaller than major axes.
Since melting in polycrystalline material starts at grain boundaries
as thin films, this seems to be a good model for incipient melting.
It turns out that the elastic moduli of the partially molten material
depend not only on the volume concentration c2 of melt, but
also on the aspect ratio oc of the inclusions, i.e., the ratio of
minor to major diameter d of the oblate spheroids. A smaller
aspect ratio of the inclusions requires a much smaller melt content
than a larger aspect ratio does, to give same velocity decrease.
The velocities therefore cannot be interpreted unambiguously with-
out making assumptions about the aspect ratio. An ot:0.01 has
been used by several authors. It has however, often been neglected,
that the melt content c2 and the aspect ratio are not independent
variables. At a constant aspect ratio, an increase of melt content
neeessarily requires an increase of the inelusion diameter, which
consequently leads to a ooalescence of previously isolated inclu-
sions. If this process proceeds too far, the Walsh theory can no
longer be applied. It can be shown (Gebrande, in preparation)
that with randomly distributed inclusions the fraction of isolated
inclusions is less than 90% if c2 ga/IO. For soc/Z only 60%
of the inclusions can be expected to be isolated. Since oc has to
be small anyway, the Walsh theory is valid only for rather minimal
melt content. It is therefore not possible to apply this theory
to the anomalous mantle without violating its inherent assumptions.

For our purpose extremal bounds for bulk and shear moduli
k, ‚u as derived by Hashin and Shtrikman (1963; ref. Hashin
1966) from some elasticity extremum principles are more useful.
These bounds can be transformed into bounds for the seismic
velocities VP, VS and the seismic parameter Q5. These bounds are
the best possible in terms of ki, ‚u,- (i: 1,2), and C2; the velocities
of any two-phase material independent of its phase geometry must
lie within these bounds. Unfortunately in the case of a solid-fluid
mix the bounds for Vp and VS are rather far apart. This is
due to the fact that the lower bound for the shear modulus van-
ishes. This is physieally plausible, since the rigidity of the compos—
ite is zero if all solid partioles are surrounded by melt. The bounds
for the seismic parameter (ß, and the ‘hydrodynamio wave velocity’
(1)1/2 (Birch 1969) are reasonably close, however. If the P- and
S-wave velocities are known, an estimate of the melt content can
be derived from these bounds. They are given by:
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d><1 k + ( 1 +3 l—CZ )—1 3_— C — —————
-p 1 2 kz—kl 3k,+4„1 U

1 1 3C ‘1
2— k +1— ( 2 )- 4

(b—p{
2 ( C2)

kl—k2+3k2+4‚u2 }
()

pzpl+C2(p2—pl)' (5)

If we assume that the anomalous mantle beneath Iceland is
a mixture of the material of the high-velocity layer observed be-
neath the Reykjanes-Ridge and basaltic melt, we can calculate
the extremal bounds aecording to these formulae. From our model
we obtain a P-wave velocity of 8.47 km/s in the lower lithosphere
at a depth of of 30 km. Correcting for a possible temperature
differenee of some 200 K between the 10 Ma old Reykjanes Ridge
and Iceland at this depth by using a temperature coeffieient of _

(ÖVp/ÖT)p: —4-10‘4 km/s - K

(Anderson et al. 1972) we obtain a P-wave veloeity of 8.39 km/s
for the solid component. For basaltic melt a P-wave veloeity of
4.1 km/s is given by Röber and Thyssen (1978). Taking these
values and appropriate densities

p1 23.3 g/em3 and ‚02 22.76 g/cm3 (basalt glass)

the extremal bounds given by the heavy solid lines in Fig. 10
were oalculated. The dashed lines are based on values of Birch
(1969), who has used the bulk modulus of basalt glass for the
melt eomponent. On the other hand, gb 1/2 can be ealculated from
the observed P-wave velocity and P- to S-wave velocity ratio
according to

4%: Vp[1-%(Vq/Vp)2]%. (6)
The eorresponding values for the anomalous mantle beneath Ice-
land have been marked by horizontal lines in Fig. 10. If follows
from the theoretical bounds, that the melt eontent must be between
10% and 16.7% (or 15.5% to 23% for the values of Birch) to
explain a P-wave veloeity of 7.3 km/s and higher values of 17%
to 27% are obtained for a P-wave velocity of 7.0 km/s. These
results seem to refleet a differentiation process in the upper mantle
and an enrichment of basaltic melt at the base of the crust. The

(k/Q)“.2
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Fig. 10. Upper and lower bounds on the hydrodynamie wave veloc-
ity (151/2 against melt eoncentration in a solid-fluid two phase
system. The two different bounds (solid and dashea’ lines) are based
on different values of elastic parameters
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possible existence of local and rather thin refleeting elements at
a depth of approximatly 30 km may well be correlated with the
deereasing melt content. Taking a melt content of 13% as the
average for the depths from 20 to 50 km the mean density differ-
ence between Reykjanes-Ridge and Iceland within this depth range
beeomes 0.07 g/cm3 aceording to Eq. (5). This difference is much
smaller than expected from a Birch relation for solid rocks; in
order to explain the observed gravity anomaly this density anomaly
beneath Iceland most likely must extend to depths greater than
50 km. The same conclusion is reached by studying the teleseismic
travel-time residuals. The upper 50 km of the model presented in
Fig. 5 aceount only for a travel-time delay of 0.2 s and therefore a
much deeper extent of the low-velocity body beneath Iceland must
be assumed to explain the 1.4s delay as observed by Long and
Mitchell (1970).
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Abstract. During the first leg of the ‘METEOR—Expedition 45’,
July 1977, crustal seismic refraetion measurements were obtained
in the vieinity of the Reykjanes Ridge, south of Iceland. Profile I
was located approximately along magnetie lineation anomaly 5
(8.34—9.74 Ma) and was a part of an 800-km-long land-sea seismie
experiment. The purpose of the overall experiment was to study
the Changes in crustal structure of the Ridge near Iceland and
to resolve the seismie structure at greater depth than was previ-
ously possible by extending the seismie 1ine south of Iceland.
At the Mohoroviöic’: discontinuity the velocity inereases to 7.7 km/
s, a ‘typieal’ low mantle velocity observed frequently in oceanic
refraction profiles near ridge crests. A normal upper mantle velo-
City of 8.2 km/s is observed at a depth greater than 16 km. Reflee-
tion profiles show a rough basement topography in the south,
beeoming smooth towards the north. The results indicate: (i) that
a normal oceanic crust is in plaee within 100 km of an active
ridge crest; (ii) that the presence of Iceland has only a second-order
effeet on the oeeaniC crust to the south; (iii) that a normal upper-
mantle velocity is present underneath a low (7.7 km/s) velocity
at the Mohoroviöic’: transition zone; and (iV) that velocity gradients
in the lower crust and the upper mantle are consistent with the
results of the inversion of time-distance data, but should be
confirmed by synthetic seismogram modelling.

Key words: Reykjanes Ridge — Iceland — Seismic structure — Hot
spots — Explosion seismology — Anisotropy — Anomalous mantle
— Upper mantle — Asthenosphere flow — Mantle plume — Extremal
inversion.

l. Introduction

Iceland has fascinated explorers and travellers since the first Norse-
men settled there, more than 1,000 years ago. Its rugged volcanie
terrain, majestic glaciers and waterfalls, mysterious hot springs
and often Violent erruptions of lava, all seemed to hold a key
to the better understanding of the Earth as a dynamie engine.
lt is not surprising that the modern researeh into the nature and
structure of the outer rock layers of the Earth, often returned
to Iceland and the surrounding ocean for more insight and under—
standing. The evidence from many direetions is presented in this
issue. Our paper describes the eontribution of the marine program
to the Reykjanes Ridge Iceland Seismie Project (RRISP).

Iceland is loeated astride the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, between lati—
tudes 63O N and 67° N. The edge of Eurasian and North American
lithospherie p1ates(LePiehon et al., 1973) is exposed in the neovol-
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canic zone of Iceland and offers an unparalelled opportunity for
study. As a geological feature, Iceland is young: the outpouring
of some half a million cubic kilometers of lava occurred within
the last 18 Ma (Jakobsson, 1972; Moorbath et al., 1968; Everts
et al., 1972). Although Iceland is a part of the Mid-Ocean Ridge
system, it differs from a typieal cross-section in many important
ways: (i) the extensive volcanic aetivity has created an excess
of mass so that it outcrops above the sea surface and forms a
‘blister’ on the crest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge; (ii) it is an area
of active seismicity and tectonic development; (iii) it is a eentre
of convective heat fiow from the mantel as a postulated ‘hot
spot’; (iV) the seismic structure indicates a depression of the Moho
discontinuity and/or unusually low upper mantle P-wave velocity;
(V) geoehemistry of Icelandic basalts differs from the average com-
position of mid—ocean ridge basalts (Brooks and Jakobsson 1974).
For these and other reasons, Iceland is considered a ‘hot spot’
(Morgan, 1971) and complicated eonvection patterns have been
postulated to explain its origin (Vogt, 1974).

It is thus accepted that Iceland is an ‘anomalous’ section of
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge but it is not known how far this anomaly
extends along the length of the ridge crest. Two transform faults,
Tjörness Fracture Zone to the North and Reykjanes Fracture
Zone to the south displace the ridge crest through Iceland east-
wards. These zones seem to confine the Iceland eruptives but
the hot-spot may affect the ridge beyond the fraeture zones. The
southward extension of the mid-ocean ridge is called Reykjanes
Ridge; it is an atypieal ridge, probably because of its slow spread-
ing rate (Talwani et al., 1971) and possibly because of the proxim-
ity of the hot-spot to the north. Based on an analysis of V-shaped
magnetic anomalies (Vogt and Avery 1974) and the distribution
of trace elements revealed by geochemical analysis (Schilling,
1973), it has been proposed that some of the lava brought up
by the mantle plume under Iceland, finds its way southwards
along the ridge axis through hydraulic channeling (Vogt, 1974).
In studying the deeper structure of Iceland, it is therefore of great
interest to investigate the seismie structure of the surrounding
sub-oceanic crust (Bott et al., 1971). The marine seismic experi-
ment, described here, was designed to supplement the land investi-
gations and additionally, to study the uppermost structure of the
oceanic lithosphere by extending the length of the seismic refrac-
tion Profile I. Data eollected along other profiles shown in Fig. 1
will be reported elsewhere.

Long seismic lines at sea are difficult to carry out and only
four had been performed prior to the RRISP experiment' two
in the Pacifie (Asada and Shimamura, 1976, 1979; Orcutt and
Dorman, 1977), one in the Atlantie (Steinmetz et al., 1977), and
one in the Mediterranean (Hirn et al., 1977). Among the questions
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Fig. l. Geophysical investigations during the

posed by these experiments and RRISP were: is there a high-
velocity layer 3 B at the base of the crust as shown by Sutton
in the Pacific (Sutton et a1., 1971) or is there a low velocity zone
near the crust-mantel interface (Lewis and Snydsman, 1977); is
P-wave velocity in the mantle ‘normal’, i.e., in the
range 8.2 i 0.2 km/s or is there any anomalously low-velocity man—
tle away from the axial spreading zone? Is there a velocity gradient
in the crustal layers or is a horizontally layered crust an adequate
approximation?

The topography of the Reykjanes Ridge is rough in the crestal
region and becomes smoother towards the flanks and southwards.
The considerable thickness of sediments near the bottom of the
continental slope and away from the ridge crest represent an accu-
mulation of erosional material transported from the Iceland
Plateau, perhaps by turbidity currents (Fleischer, 1974). The volca-
nic basement is hidden by a blanket of these sediments and it
is not known whether the basement under the flanks is block-
faulted and broken up as much as it is near the crest. The structure
of the ridge is nearly symmetrical with respect to its axis, and '

so are the magnetic lineations. The clear correlation of the mag-
netic stripes in this area confirmed the hypothesis of sea-floor
spreading (Vine and Matthews, 1963; Heirtzler et a1., 1968). Be-
cause of the nature of development of plate boundaries in the
North Atlantic, Iceland and Reykjanes Ridge have been the subject
of extensive exploration. Gravity and magnetic measurements rep-
resent a dense net of observations (Heirtzler et a1., 1966; Talwani
et a1., 1971; Talwani and Eldholm, 1972; Fleischer et a1., 1973;
Fleischer 1974; Gronlie and Talwani 1978) and reveal a notice-
able Bouguer gravity minimum and a high axial magnetic anomaly
of over 1,000 nT. There is also a substantial body of information
regarding the heat flow in the vicinity of the ridge (Talwani and
Eldholm, 1977; Gronlie and Talwani, 1978; Bram, 1980; Sclater
and Crow, 1979).

In contrast to these extensive geophysical observations, seismic
information about the deeper structure of the crust is sparse.
The results of early refraction seismic experiments were presented

METEOR Cruise 45, south of Iceland

in a compilation by Ewing and Ewing (1959). In this early work
usual procedures involved two surface ships. The signal-to-noise
ratio was relatively poor and the seismic lines were often too
short to detect deeper refractors. About 60 km west of the axis,
these authors found a consolidated layer with a compressional
wave velocity of 5.7 km/s under local sedimentary troughs of small
thickness, and below 6 km depth an anomalous mantle P-velocity
of about 7.4 km/s. These results only roughly agree with those
of Talwani et a1. (197l) farther north who found a rise of the
material with a similar P-velocity (7.4 km/s) from the flank to-
wards the ridge axis. For the crestal area these results correspond
to those obtained from earthquake surface wave dispersion obser-
vations (Trygvason, 1962). Arie (1972) presented a crustal section
of the west flank of the Reykjanes Ridge from deep reflection
seismic results. His depth calculation is based mainly on the P-
wave velocity structure from the mid-Atlantic Ridge between 0°
and 30o N given by Ewing and Ewing (1959) and LePichon et a1.
(1968). The model calculated ShOWS an extensive body with P-velo-
cities varying from 7.3 to 7.7 km/s, underlain by a layer with
a velocity of 8.1 km/s. This low-velocity body reaches a depth
of 40 km under the crest, and extends about 200 km from the
axis. At a distance of about 600 km, this anomalous mantle zone
melds into a normal oceanic crust. This interpretation is analogous
to the results obtained under Iceland by Zverev et a1. (1976). As
part of the IPOD/DSDP site surveys (Leg 49, site 409), Snoek
and Goldflam (1978) found, at a distance of l8 km from the
axis, a high P-velocity of 7.9 km/s at a depth of 7 km, a slightly
higher velocity than found by Talwani and Eldholm (1977), though
still classified an ‘anomalous’ mantle.

The concept of a mantle plug of lower density and lower
P-velocity (‘anomalous mantle’) was introduced by Talwani et a1.
(1965) as a possible model to explain the observed gravity ano-
malies across the Mid—Atlantic Ridge. This body extended about
400 km on either side of the median valley and the model was
based on the earlier compilation of seismic observations by Ewing
and Ewing (1959). From the study of surface wave propagation
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Table l. Type and locations of seismic systems used

System Latitude Longitude Depth Sensor
(Degree) N (Degree) W (km)

M45/IN
DB2N 63° 7.8’ 21° 3.0’ 0.366 GHG
BIOl 63°1.5’ 21°14.1’ 0.819 GHG
ABlN 62° 49.8’ 21° 40.2’ 1.124 GH
AB2N 62° 28.2’ 22° 25.2’ 1.385 GH
DBlN 62° 2.8’ 23° 18.7’ 1.542 GH
B102 61° 55.0’ 23° 34.2’ 1.544 GHG

M45/IS
BIOl 63°1.5’ 21°l4.l’ 0.819 GHG
DBlS 62° 2.8’ 23° 33.5’ 1.439 GH
B102 61° 55.0’ 23° 34.2’ 1.544 GHG
AB2S 61° 35.3’ 24° 14.3’ 1.605 GH

DB,AB:Digital and analog buoy system, BIOzOcean bottom
seismographs, GHzGround hydrophones, GHGzGround hy-
drophones and geophones

and teleseimic P-delay times (Tryggvason, 1962, 1964; Francis,
l969a, Long and Mitchell, 1970), it was suggested that low-velo-
City mantle in the Vieinity of Iceland may extend to a depth of
150 to 250 km. An examination of the relationship of terrain—
corrected Bouguer anomaly to bathymetry within the detailed
survey area of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 45° N, led Woodside
(1972) to suggest that a density deficiency or buoyant forees in
the upper mantle are responsible for the overall elevation of the
erestal mountain region and that the topography of the high-
fractured plateau may be partially compensated by undulations
of the crust-mantle interface. The search for the 10w-density, low
P—Velocity mantle under the crestal region and the delineation
of the extent of this ‘anomalous mantle’ away from the ridge
has been an objective of much research during the last decade.

Working on Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 45° N, Keen and Tra—
montini (1970) found the Mohoroviöic’: discontinuity at a mean
depth of 7.5 km with a mean velocity of 7.9 km/s for the underlying
material. No evidence was found for anomalous mantle material
except within the immediate vicinity of the median valley and
low P-Velocities were interpreted as a result of anisotropy. Later
work of Fowler (1978) within the same area, re-interpretation
of Keen and Tramontini (1970) data by Fowler and Keen (1979),
work of Whitmarsh (1975) and Fowler (1976) on the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge near 37° N (FAMOUS area), and work of Whitmarsh (1978)
and others on the ridge flanks north of the Azores, all confirmed
that the crustal structure is more complicated than that described
by the standard oceanic model (Raitt, 1963), that a low-density,
low P-Velocity mantle is eonfined to a narrow axial zone, perhaps
not more than a few kilometres wide, and that away from the
axis a ‘normal’ oceanic crust is formed within a few million years.

On the basis of all these results it appeared that Reykjanes
Ridge may be different compared to the rest of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. The question of how it is related to Iceland could only
be answered by the knowledge of the deep crustal structure of
both Iceland and Reykjanes Ridge. This was the reason for carry-
ing out an 800—km-long refraction profile with 53 mobile and
37 permanent stations on Iceland and 8 stations at sea (consult
RRISP Working Group 1980, Gebrande et a1., 1980). This com—
bined land/sea profile runs along the eastern flank of the Reykjanes
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Fig. 2. Sonic log measurements in water at two positions on profile
M45/I

Ridge parallel to the bathymetry contours and somewhat obliquely
to magnetic anomaly 5 (8.34—9.74 Ma; LaBrecque et a1., 1977),
erosses Surtsey and Vestmannaeyjar and continues into the young
volcanic zone of Iceland. We present in this paper the results
from the sea end of this profile.

2. Description of the Experiment

The seismic refraction experiment along the seaward extension
of the land profile, called profile M45/I (Fig. 1) was carried out
in two parts. Along the 187 km northern section, Profile M45/IN,
six seismic receiving systems were launched (Table 1). Four of these
were anchored telemetering buoy systems of the Institut für Geo-
physik, Hamburg (Kebe, 1971 , Weigel et a1., 1978) and the other
two were ocean bottom seismometers (BOBS) of the Bedford
Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, N.S. (Heffler and Barrett,
1979). A11 systems included a hydrophone near the sea floor. In
addition, BOBS had two geophones (one vertical, one horizontal)
but the records from these were too noisy for detailed analysis.
The two ocean bottom seismometers, BIO 1 and BIO 2 (Table 1),
stayed on the bottom for 14 days and were also used for measure-
ments along the 80-km-1ong southern section — Profile M45/IS.
Along this section, two additional telemetering buoys were
anchored, again with sea—floor hydrophones. During the whole
seismic experiment, all systems worked satisfactorily except for the
buoy DBlS. This buoy drifted 8 km due to unknown reasons, so
the results can be used only for qualitative purposes. For the
combined land/sea experiment, charges of high explosive
GEOSIT II from 25 to 4,000 kg were detonated electrically. In
total 141 shots, about 1.8 km apart were fired.

For the determination of the shot and seismic-system coordi-
nates, Loran C and integrated satellite navigation were used, and
the raw data were corrected by the method described by Goldflam
and Goldflam (1979). Sound velocity in water measurements were
carried out at two stations (Fig. 2) and were used to calculate
shot to receiver distances. A very weak low-velocity channel ap-
pears within the first 100 to 200 m. The mean sound velocity
of the sea water remains constant at 1.486 km/s and this value
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was used für all calculations. Comparisons of geodetic distances
with distances calculated from water-wave arrivals indicate an
accuracy üf geographical püsition determination of 200 t0 300 m.

T0 übtain the fine structure of the upper sediments, seismic
reflection data using a sparker system were collected along the
prüfile. Over müst of the profile we observed smüoth acoustic
basement and sediment thicknesses up t0 about 400 m which thin
früm north t0 south. In the southern part of the profile, close
t0 shüt A, the basement becomes mugh (Fig. 4) and the sediments
an: concentrated ünly in local depressions between the outcropping
basement highs. These features of the basement topography are
impürtant für tectünic interpretation of the refraction data (see
alse RRISP Working Group 1980).

3. The Results

Out of a total of 15 seismogram sections compiled for the interpre-
tation of the refraction Observations cm Profile M45/I, only four
representative examples am presented in this paper in order t0
save Space. The ranges of Observatiüns of Bach system are discussed
in RRISP Working Group 1980, (see Fig. 2). All Hamburg seismü-
grams were filtered with a band-pass of 2 t0 20 Hz which rüughly
corresponds t0 the frequency response üf BOBS. The sectiüns
are not corrected nor are the arrivals normalized für variatiüns
in shot charges. Only the BIO l record secticm is corrected für
the attenuation with distance. According t0 the theory of propaga-
tion of head waves (Cerveny and Ravindra, 19H), at lang ranges
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DISTANCE IN KM ABIN

Fig. 6. ABIN seisrnograrn section. Very good phase eorrelation
(supported by elear multiple refraetion arrivals)

the first arrival separates from the interference packet by more
then the pulse length and so thearnplitude decays as r"1. This
relationship was used and the eonstants of proportionality so
adjustecl that a signal at 120 km range is eorreoted by a factor
of two (i.w.‚ an attenuation of 50% is assumed at that range).

In the illustrations given, the time axis eorresponds to the
redneed time with a reduetion IIIIeloeity of 6 km/s except for BIO l
(Fig. 5). Beeause of long range of observations — almost the whole

254

Fig. 5. Seisrnograrn seetion of the northernmost ocean bottom seismograph BIO l

length of profile M45 l 4 a reduetion I.IIeloIeity of 3 km/s was used
for this seetion. In this seismogram seetion we ean reeognize the
main horizons whieh are here charaeterized by the apparent I.Ieloei-
ties: V4_ 24.6; V5 _ =6.6; V6 _ :7.5; and V.._ :8.3 krn/s. Similar
results were obtained in the remaining seetions, as for example
in the reversal part between the buoys ABIN and ABZN (Fig. 6)
exeept that no upper-rnantle velocity was observed. The absenee
of any arrivals indieating the presenee of this veloeity (V1) is
due to the shorter range of observations on these buoys as eom-
pared to the results obtained by BIO l. Figures? and 8 shnIIII.I
the seismogram seetions of the buoy ABZS whieh is of importanee
bacause the apparent I.Ielocities V4 + and V4 _ indieate an inerease
of the true P—veloeity for this partieular layer southwards. This
indieates a different ernstal eonstitution in the south as alreadj.I
suggested by the ehanges in basement morphology.

In Table 2 we have summarized the observed apparent IIIelo-
eities for eomparision of the results of all seismie systems. We
designate with V. + the apparent veloeities of the arrivals originat-
ing from shots northeast of the seismie reeeivers and with ‘12-
those fired southeast of the reeeiver (Fig. l). With regard to the-
horizontal nature of the sediment layer (Fig. 3) and taking into
account all the ealeulated apparent veloeities (Table 2), a model
was developed to fit the observed travel tirnes on Profile M45/IN
by ray-traeing. The VEIÜCitiES at the upper boundaries of the model
are as follows: V1=l.49, V2=1.6, V3=2.2, V4244, V526].
V6:7.7, and V7=8.2 km/s. The algorithm used in oaleulating
the ray traeing model required a small I.eloeity gradient in the
layers (Gebrande 1976). Sirnilar model ealenlations along the
southern seetion of this profile (M45/IS) — northeast and sonthwest
of the position of ABZS _ show slightly different V1: IIIalues for
layers 4 to 6 namely: V4=4.9. V5=6.5‚ and Vözll km.

The extremal inversion of travel time data by the tau-p method
(Bessonova et al. 1974; Bessonova et al. 193‘6; Kennett, 197’6) was
applied to the data reeorded at BIO l. We find that the model
velooities ealculated by oonventional methods are within the extre1
mal bounds on possible velocity-depth distribntions obtained by
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Fig. 7. Results of the observation of the Buoy ABZS on the southern seotion M45/IS (NNE direotion)

the tau-p inversion (Fig. 9). The upper boundary of possible V(z)
funotions indioates that the transition from 6.7 to 7.7 km/s and
from 7.7 to 8.2 km/s layers may be step like. The absenoe of
aeloeityr gradients (i.e.‚ a layered solution) and a presumed absenee
ot' ‘interferenee head waves‘ (Kennett 1977) may aecount for the
low amplitudes of first arrivals at BIO l (Fig. 5). The larger ampli-
tudes between 90 and 120 km may be due to a slight positive
velooity gradient in the upper mantle. Another explanation for
the inoreased amplitude at greater range is the possible arrival
of wido-angle refleotions from the mantle boundary (PnP), as
observed by Lewis and Snydsman (1977) in the Paeific. For strong
refleetions, the boundary would have to be sharp and this has
implioations for petrologio models which may explain our observa-
tions as disoussed later. These speoulations are quite qualitative,
however, and should be verified by ealeulation of synthetie seismo-
grams.

4. Interpretation and Diseussion

The main part of the RRISP experiment (see RRISP Woi‘king
Group 1980; Gebrande et a1. 1980) has oonfirmecl the findings
01" many earlier investigators that the ernst under Ioeland is ‘anorn-
alous’. In oontrast, we lind Linder the flanks of the Reykjanes
Riclge south of loelancl nearly normal ernst. though of greater

thioknoss than elsewhere on mid-ooean ridges. Two aspeots of
our results deserve furthor disoussion: (i) the absenoe of strong
along-strike ohanges in erustal thiokness as Ioeland is approaohed;
and (ii) the nature of 7.7 km/s layer and the transition from 7.7
to 8.2 km/s at a depth of |6 km.

The uppermost (uneonsolidated sediment) layer cleoreases in
thiokness with distanoe from the Ioeland plateau as is to be
expeoted. This is a surfioial phenomenon due to erosion and ro—
distribution of sediments and is not important for understanding
deeper struoture and tectonio development of the region. Of more
interest is the slight inorease in the velooity of layer 2 from 4.4
t0 4.9 km/s (north to south) and perhaps some thiokening south-
wards. This result needs confirmation from the other seismio lines
in the area. These velooities are identioal to those of wide-spread
basaltio nappes on and around Ioeland. Beoause of the oblique
orossing of anomaly 5 by our profile the rooks under the southern
portion of Profile M45/I are older and get progressively younger
towards the north. Our results would thus suggest an inorease
in velooity of layer2 with age. The ohange (of about 10%) is
too large to be explained by oompression of basalts and Closure
of oraoks and, if real, may be due to a slight oompositional varia-
tions in the ohemistry of the rooks away from the Ioeland plume.
Of greater interest, however. is the almost horizontal layering
of deeper orustal layers.
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The main orustal layer under Ieeland of veloeity 6.35 km/s
(Pälmeson, 197l) to 6.8 km/s (RRISP Working Group 1980) eorre—
sponcls to the 6.7 km/s layer observed under Profile M45/1 (Fig. 9).
The base of this layer under Ioeland is at a depth of 8 to l8 km
and is underlain by a layer of veloeity 7.0 km/s whioh has a slight
positive velooity gradient and may extend to a depth of 150 to
200 km (Tryggvasom 196‘, 1964; Long and Mitehell, 1970). This
is at eomplete varianoe with sea observations. The oceanie strue-
ture determined under M45/1 must oome to an abrupt termination
just south of the mainland of leeland, perhaps along the walls
of the Reykjanes Fraoture Zone. This result plaoes a eonstraint
on the depth oII asthenosphere flow outwards from a mantle plume
as proposed by Vogt (1974; Vogt and Avery, 1974). This has
further implioetions for searoh for Iareheo-plumesI. III the anoma-
lous orustal strueture is oonfined to the immediate vieinity of

Table 2. Observed apparent P-velooities in km/s

RRISP/M45 - 1977
HP)- lnversion : 0851

veloeity {km75}

depth

(km)

20I

25I

Fig. 9. Extremal bounds for the possible veloeity-depth funetion
V(z) obtained by the tau-P inversion applied to the travel time
data of the BIO 1

the mantle plume, then traoes of anoient plumes will be found
only by studying anomalous orustal struotures over small areas.
Systematie seareh for aneient or exhausted mantle plumes by seis-
mic refraotion teehniques is not a praotioal projeet at the present
time.

A P-veloeity of 7.7 to 7.9 km/s has been measured frequently
at the base of the oeeanie orust and interpreted as the orust-mantle
or Mohoroviöie discontinuity (Wyllie 197l). For example, in an
experiment earried out about 200 1cm southeast from the position
of BIO l, Whitmarsh (197l) found a deep layer otI velooity
7.84 km/s'at a depth of about 9.5 km. A layer of similar velooity
(7.74 km/s, depth 7 km) was deteeted by Steinmetz et al. (1977)
et the eastern flank of the Mid-Atlantie Ridge north otI the Azores.
Measurments on the younger erust of fester spreading ridges in
the Pacifie have also found similar veloeities: 7.3 to 7.9 km/s
near the Explorer Ridge (Maleoek and Clowes 1978) and 7.5 to
8.2 km/s (age dependent) on the Cooos Plate (Lewis and Snydsman
1979). None of these experiments reported a further sharp inerease
in P-veloeity at a greater depth as we observed under M45/1.
This is signifioant and oan be explained in several ways. (i) The
7.7 to 8.2 km/s transition is widespread but has not been observecl

Observed to SW Shot Buoy Shot Observed to NE
point point

Ü4— III-Is— Üe— 57— 53+ 134+ Ü5+ 136+ 177+

7.7 138—146 DB2 N
4.6 6.6 7.5 8.3 138—217 BIO l
4.4 6.7 7.7 153—179 AB] N 138—148 4.6 6.8

6.7 7.7 199—220 AB2 N 147—179 4.5 6.8
DBl N 169—219 5.0 6.9 7.4

6.7 252—283 DBl S
4.9 7.6 224—277 BIO 2 147—278 2.1 4.9 6.7 7.5 8.3
4.8 6.7 7.7 224—244 AB2 S 249—286 5.1 6.5 7.6
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elsewhere beeause of insuffieient length of profiles (typieally less
than 100 km); (ii) this transition is widespread and normally at
a greater depth; peeuliar eonditions under Reykjanes Ridge (ele-
1trated temperatures? asthenosphere flow?) make it possible to ob—
serve the transition there; and (iii) the transition is a speeial feature
of Reykjanes Ridge. As will be seen from the subsequent diseus-
sion, we favour explanation (iii) allowing that (ii) also may be
possible. The eorreet ehoiee depends on a plausible explanation
of the 7.7 to 8.2 krn/s transition. We offer here one explanation
based on anisotropy. We also note that there are other possible
explanations based on phase transitions in different petrologie
models proposed for the eomposition of the lower erust and the
upper mantle.

The anisotropy in seisrnie veloeity measurernents is a measure
of dependenee of elastie parameters on the direetion of propaga-
tion of P-waves. As was originally shown by Bireh (1960, 196l),
the streng variation of eompressional wave veloeity with propaga-
tion direetion in ultramafio roeks is related to prefered orientation
of olivine. At temperatures less then l,000° C an low strain rates
over a geologieal time seale, olivine erystals may be aligned in
the direetion of maximum eompressional veloeity (a erystal-
lographie axis) parallel to the prineipal glide plane (Franeis 1969 b).
Measurements on single erystals of olivine by Verma (1960)
deteeted veloeities of 9.87, 7.73, and 8.65 km/s in the a, b, and
r erystallographic direetions, with intermediate velocities possible
in intermediate direetions. Reeent detailed measurements on field
Bamples from the ophiolite eomplex of western Newfoundland
by Christensen and Salisbury (1979) have eonfirmed this range
of variations on a suit of roeks presumed to represent an upthrust
and exposed seetion of the oeeanie rnantle.

In several marine seismie refraetion experiments where aniso-
tropy was deteeted, the variation in veloeity is of the order of
5 to 8% with the direetion of minimum usually perpendieular
to the direetion of spreading (Raitt et a1. 1969, 197l; Keen and
Tramontini 1970, Keen and Barrett 1971, Lewis and Snydsman

1979). All of these experiments were performed relative];r elose
to the Spreading axis, on erust less than 12 Ma old. On the flanks
of Reykjanes ridge, on ernst 35 Ma old, eareful experiment by
Whitmarsh (197l) failed to measure anisotropy. Lewis and Snyds-
man (1979) have shown that on a fast-spreading ridge (4.4 em/a
half spreading rate on Coeos plate) the anisotropy deereases from
0.6 km/s to 0.3 km/s within the first 10 Ma of lithospherie plate
development. lt is thus possible that Whitmarsh’s experiment was
too far from the spreading axis and his results do not preelude
the possibility that our observation of 7.7 km/s layer represents
mantle with low velocity due to anisotropy. [Our additional lines
in the area (Fig. l) may resolve this question. Unfortunately there
are problems with the data reduetion and we eannot report the
results frorn these lines at the present time.]

In the deepest layer observed in this experiment the veloeity
inereases from 7.7 km/s to 8.2 km/s. This range of the P-veloeity
ehange is of the same magnitude as the ehange that eould be
caused by anisotropy due to a prefered orientation of olivine
erystals. We therefore wish to eonsider a model in whieh the
upperrnost part of the mantle is oomposed of petrologieally uni«
forrn material but with a ehange in P-veloeity with depth due
to rheological eauses.

We could envisage a eouple of forees aeting on the uppermost
lithosphere, perhaps over different tirne seales. The first, and per-
haps dominant, foree is the driving foree of the oeean-floor spread-
ing. This eauses strain and the minimum of P-veloeity would
be parallel to the Reykjanes Ridge axis. This would be the 7.7 krn/s
veloeity observed along our profile M45/I. The orientation of
the erystals whieh gives this low veloeity eould be ‘frozen-in‘
early in the cooling stage of the lithosphere development.

At depth, another foree may be acting aeeording to the hypo-
thesis of outward flow from a mantle plume as developed by
Vogt and Avery (1974). If there is a signifieant flow at depth
away from Ieeland parallel to the direetion of, and under, the
Reykjanes Ridge, then the temperature and viseous stress may
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be sufficient to re-orient the olivine crystals along their gliding
planes. The maximum P-velocity in this depth range would be
in the direction of flow, i.e., parallel to the ridge crest. This would
be the observed 8.2 km/s velocity.

The transition between 7.7 km/s and 8.2 km/s could be gradual
or sharp, depending on the actual mechanism of olivine crystal
re-orientation. If the temperature gradient and stress field are
uniform, the crystals may be reoriented gradually and all the
intermediate velocities between 7.7 and 8.2 km/s would be present
along our profile. On the other hand, if there is a ‘stickiness
threshold’ which must be reached before the plastic deformation
begins and the crystals start to re—orient, and if, once this threshold
is reached, the reorientation proceeds until the alignment in the
new direction is completed, then the change from 7.7 to 8.2 km/s
could be quite sharp. Synthetic seismograms may discriminate
between the models with sharp and gradual transitions between
7.7 and 8.2 km/s and we intend to make these calculations in
the near future. Incidentally, the couple produced by the spreading
in the southeasterly direction and the asthenosphere flow in the
southwesterly direction, may explain the highly developed en eche-
lon fracturing of the ridge crest (Laughton et a1., 1979).

Finally, we want to comment on the possibility that the de-
crease of velocity from 8.2 to 7.7 km/s is due to petrological
changes in the upper mantle, the most likely candidate being ser—
pentinization of the ultramafics at the base of the crust. Serpentin-
ization was recognized as an important process in the develop-
ment of the lower crust by Hess (1955). Geophysical consequences
of serpentinization are a decrease in seismic velocity (Christensen
1966) and an increase in volume. To explain the observed change
in P-Velocity the degree of serpentinization would not have to
be great, perhaps 10 to 15%. This is consistent with observations
that in most ophiolite suites, the lowermost section of ultramafics
is serpentinized (Clague and Straley, 1977). The volume expansion
could provide the upward thrust to maintain the crest of the
Reykjanes Ridge at a high elevation and thus explain the remark-
able absence of an isostatic graVity anomaly compared to other
cross-sections of the Mid—Atlantic Ridge (Cochran, 1979). Serpen-
tinization, however, requires water, and it is difficult to envisage
hydrothermal circulation to the depth of 10 to 16 km (Lister 1974;
Fehn and Cathles 1979). Elevated temperatures at the bottom
of the crust in the neighbourhood of the hot spot would prevent
the serpentinization reaction above 450° C even if water was pres-
ent. For these reasons we reject the serpentinization hypothesis
and suggest vertical anisotropy as an explanation of our observa-
t10ns.
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Crustal Development of the Reykjanes Ridge From Seismic Refraction
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Department ef Geedesy and Geephysies, Madingley Rise, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OEZ, England

Abstraet. A seismie refraetien experiment was earried eut on the
Reykjanes Ridge at appmximately 60° N 30° W t0 determine the
detailed seismie strueture ef the ernst and the way in whieh this
strueture ehanges with age. Three lZÜ-km—leng everlapping split
reversed profiles were shet ever ernst ef ages O, 3, ancl 9 Ma
an the Eastern flank ef the ridge. The data gathered were first
analysed using travel-time analysis, these struetures were then re-
fined by medelling the experimental waveferms with synthetie
seismegrams. The detailed struetures ebtained indieate that with
inereasing age the 4.6 km/s layer thins and the erust with veloeities
6.6 te 11 km/s thiekens and inereases its mean veloeity. The velo-
eity ef the deepest layer seen inereases with age, 7.1 km/s at 0 Ma
and 8.2 km/s at 9 Ma, the vertieal transitien t0 this veloeity being
medelled best by a veleeity gradient (0.66 km/s/km).

Key werds: Reykjanes ridge — Crustal ageing — Mid Atlantic Ridge
— Seismie refraetien.

lntmduetien

During the summer ef 19?? Cambridge University earried eut
a seismie experiment en the Reykjanes Ridge, at approximately
60° N 30° W, (Fig. 1), the pesitien ehosen marks the south-western
limit ef the seetien ef the Reykjanes Ridge with n0 median valley
and at this latitude the ridge breaks up inte seetiens whese axes
lie ebliquely te the everall spreading axis of the ridge (Shih et al.,
1978). The Reykjanes Ridge nerth-east ef 59° 30’ N also exhibits
a lewer level ef seismieity, less than a quarter of the aetivity
ef the ridge further seuth-west (Francis, 1973).

The experiment was designed with twe aims:
(i) Te determine a detailed erustal strueture für this seetien

ef the ridge.
(ii) Te investigate the way in whieh the seismie erustal strueture

ehanges with age.
Three refraetien lines were shet parallel te the ridge axis

euer erust ef appreximate ages 0, 3, and 9 Ma, these ages eorre-
spending te the erest ef the ridge, the foet ef the eentral triangular
seeiien ef the ridge, and the edge ef a raised plateau bordering
Ihe ridge. The lines shet were 120 km leng ‘everlapping-split
reserved’ prefiles with a maximum shet reeeiver range of 70 km.
On eaeh 1ine between feur and five reeeivers (free fleating reeord-
ing senebueys) were used and up t0 33 shots detenated. In addi-
tien, te determine the sedirnent thiekness, normal ineidenee reflee-
tien prefiles were shet, using a Geemeehanique array, ever the
3 and 9 Ma refraetien lines, but nene ever the ridge axis, as

previous werk (Ruddiman, 19712) indieated that there was n0 sedi-
mentary eover.

Travel-Time Analysis

Geod quality amplitude data were obtained frem all the shets
at all the receivers. The first arrival tirnes were pieked frem un-
filtered digital reeerd seetiens, the eerrelations being faeilitated
by using filtered reeerd seetiens. The arrival times were eerreeted
for the Varying sedimentary thieknesses and water depths belew
shet and reeeivers. The timing eerreetiens made für 1rariatiens
in the water depth were ealeulated assuming that all sub-basement
interfaees lay parallel te the basement tepegraphy (Kennett and
Oreutt, 1976). This assumptien is eennnen fer marine refraetien
work and is usually justified in areas where the basement relief
exhibits enly gentle undulatiens, as en the 0 and 9 Ma prefiles.
On the 3 Ma profile the basement tepegraphy was reugh and
any assumptien, when ealeulating the water depth eerreetien,
would be hard t0 justify für the data eelleetecl. An alternative
assumptien would be that all the basement tepegraphy was due
t0 variatiens in thiekness of the shallewest seismie layer, all sub-

so'n

. 59'N

.' .' -.‘. .r'j i.“ .. .

32'w 31‘ 30° 29“ 23° 27‘w

Fig. l. Chart Showing leeatien of the three refraetien prüfiles (salid
lines) deseribed in the text. The prefiles were shet ever ernst
of appreximate ages 0, 3, and 9 Ma. Conteurs at 500 rn intervals
are given (Shih et a1., 1978). The pesitien ef the researeh area
relative t0 Ieeland is shown in the i‘nser
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basement interfaces being flat. These two different approaches
in calculating the water depth correetion give rise t0 differences
of 0.040 s for the timing corrections of the data gathered, this
error being of the same magnitude as the errors on the arrival
time data in the travel—time analysis. However, n0 correlation
was found between these travel-time errors and the calculated
water depth corrections which suggests that the assum'ption used
was appropriate.

The arrival times from all the sonobuoys eould be combined
from both the 0 and 9 Ma profiles giving a high data density.
On the 3 Ma line poor control on the water depth below four
of the five sonobuoys made it necessary t0 determine time delays
which would make it possible t0 overlay the arrival times. For
each profile the combined arrivals were then split into groups,
each representing one ‘refractor’. An indication of the ranges
at which t0 split the data was found by examining the behaviour
with range of:

(i) The waveform of the first arrival wave-group (taking into
aceount Change due t0 variations of shot size).

(ii) The peak t0 peak amplitude of the first arrival wave-group.
The shape and amplitude of the first arrival wave—packet

showed marked changes over a narrow range band, e.g.‚ at 25 km
for the OMa profile Fig. 3 and 4. These ranges, ‘Cross—over’
ranges, were taken as indicating a change "in the nature of the
seismie arrivals as the Changes eould not be aecounted for by
variations of shot size. Using these ‘cross-over’ ranges as a guide,
the arrivals were assigned t0 the various groups, the arrivals com—
ing from ranges near t0, less than 5 km, the ‘eross—over’ ranges
being assigned t0 groups with the aid of time-distance plots of
all the arrivals. Least-squares lines were fitted t0 the data groups
and from the results the struetures shown in Fig. 2 were calculated.

The velocity-depth bounds shown in Fig. 2 were derived from
the ‘tau’ technique of Bessonova et a1. (1974) with the modifica-
tions of Kennett and Oreutt (1976). The first arrival groups gave
only a patchy tau—p curve which was completed using the method
of parallelograms (Keilis-Borok, 1971). The eompleted bounds
were then inverted into velocity-depth bounds using the Herglotz-
Wiechert integral. On the 3 Ma profile, due to the poor quality
data, the arrivals were not divided up into groups when forming
the tau-p curve. Thus the veloeity-depth bounds for this profile
are broader and show less structure. The veloeity—depth bounds
found from the ‘tau’ technique are useful in that they give a
guide for alterations t0 the first arrival structure when matehing
the amplitude-distance behavior of seismograms.

Surface Structure -

The structure of the top 2 km of the crust was determined from
data gathered when recovering the sonobuoys using a 1,000 in.3
air-gun as sound source. In addition t0 the refraetion data gathered
in this way, wide angle refleetions were seen eoming from an
interface below the basement. On all three profiles these reflections
were interpreted as coming from the base of the layer with velocity
4.6 km/s. These refleetions were only seen over a narrow range
window, the amplitude rising and falling sharply. This amplitude-
distance behavior (Öerveny and Zahrandnik, 1972) suggests that
a velocity gradient underlies the 4.6 km/s layer. On the 3 Ma
line, where the data density was highest, the seismie structure
from the travel-time data modelled the erust at the base of the
4.6 km/s layer with thin layers, this being an equivalent representa-
tion of a velocity gradient in terms of eonstant velocity layers.

Fig. 2. The seismie velocity-depth structures (solid
lines) calculated from the travel—times measured for
the three refraction profiles. The broken lines are the
velocity-depth bounds as calculated from the ‘tau’
technique (Bessonova et al.‚ 1974)

Fig. 3. Average amplitude-distance curves for the
three refraction profiles. The amplitude is the peak
t0 peak amplitude of the first arrival wave-group, the
scale being arbitary. For the 0 and 3 Ma profiles the
data from all buoys have been combined and
averaged over 5 km range bins. The mean amplitude
of each range bin is plotted together with the
standard error in the mean. At both ends of the
3 Ma line the four shots furthest from the receivers
gave anomalously low amplitudes, either due t0
lateral crustal variations or ineomplete Charge
detonation. In this figure these amplitudes have been
corrected for the latter effect. For the 9 Ma profile
the results from only one sonobuoy are plotted, as
the data from the other buoys were either noisy
or incomplete. The solid line is for the section of the
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Amplitude and Waveform Analysis

In order t0 define the general characteristics common t0 record—
sections from all of the sonobuoys for a profile, average amplitude-
distance curves were calculated for each profile. The amplitude
plotted in Fig. 3 is the peak t0 peak amplitude of the first arrival
wave—group. It can be seen that at certain ranges there are marked
changes of amplitude and the position and magnitude of these
changes were used as a descriminant when modelling the experi—
mental records with synthetic seismograms.

A11 the modelling of the seismic record sections was completed
using the reflectivity method (Fuchs and Müller, 1971; Kennett,
1975). For each profile, a synthetic record section was first com-
puted for the travel-time structure. This structure was then altered
by the addition of new layers in an attempt t0 improve the match
of the amplitude behaviour between the synthetic and experimental
record-sections. The changes in the velocity-depth structure were
made so as t0 maintain the intercept times of the refractors seen
as first arrivals.

On the O Ma 1ine the travel-time velocity-depth structure was
altered mainly by changes in the structure below 3.5 km depth.
Layers of velocities 6.8, 6.6, and 6.8 km/s were included t0 increase
the amplitude present at less than 25 km range and produce the
correct drop in amplitude at 25 km (Fig. 3). The low—velocity zone
was required t0 achieve the correct range t0 the amplitude peak
at around 40 km. T0 increase the sharpness of this amplitude
peak the 7.1 km/s interface was exchanged for a velocity gradient
of 0.6 km/s/km. A comparison of the experimental and synthetic
record sections is made in Fig. 4.

Two Changes were made to the travel-time structure for the 9 Ma
profile. The first alteration was the inclusion of a 6.9 km/s layer
above the 7.1 km/s layer. This layer was included t0 increase the
amplitude at less than 17 km range and decrease the amplitude
at 25 km. The amplitude contrast was further improved by ex-
changing the 6.6 t0 6.9 km/s interface to a velocity gradient. The
second modification was t0 change the 7.1 t0 8.2 km/s interface
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perimental data. The experimental seismograms have been scaled
for range and varying Charge weight, the same scaling for range
being used for the synthetic records. The energy delayed ap—
proximately ls from the first arrival corresponds t0 the sea-
water multiple

to a 0.66 km/s/km velocity gradient. This sharpened the amplitude
peak of the synthetic seismograms at 40 km range, as seen on
the experimental records (Fig. 5).

The data from the 3 Ma profile were of a poorer quality and
thus the final structure obtained is not as well controlled as for
the 0 and 9 Ma profiles. Anomalously low amplitudes on both
ends of the profile from the four charges most distant from the
receivers make it difficult t0 define the velocity structur’e’"15€10w
6.5 km depth. However Changes were made in the travel-time velo-
city-depth model t0 improve the match between the experimental
and synthetic record sections of which the best solution is shown
in Fig. 6.
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Final Velocity — Depth Structures
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Conclusions

The final velocity depth structures obtained for the three refraction
profiles are shown in Fig. 7. Several conclusions may be made
about the change in seismic structure with age. The trends with
increasing age are:

(i) The sea-floor refraction velocity increases from 2.2 km/s
at the ridge axis to 3.8 km/s for crust 9 Ma, these velocities being
obtained from the air-gun observations.

(ii) The 4.6 to 4.7 km/s layer thins by 0.5 km in 9 Ma, but
its velocity remains relatively constant.

(iii) The 5.4 to 6.2 km/s 1ayers become shallower, though their
combined thickness and mean velocity remain relatively constant.
Wide-angle reflections from the base of the 4.6 km/s layer would
indicate that this is a region of a velocity gradient rather than
a constant velocity layer.

(iV) The 6.4 to 6.6 km/s layer also becomes shallower and
its thickness appears relatively constant.

(v) The layers with velocities between 6.6 and 7.2 km/s increase
their mean velocity and thickness. At the ridge axis a slight low
velocity zone is present, velocity 6.6 km/s, below a 6.8 km/s 1id.
Away from the ridge the velocity increases and at 9 Ma this region
has a mild velocity increase with depth.

(vi) The transition to the highest velocity measured is best
modelled by a velocity gradient rather than a first-order discontin-
uity, the velocity gradient being approximately 0.66 km/s/km.

The structures obtained are relatively smooth structures. This
suggests that the seismic model of the oceanic crust should be
seen more as a smooth velocity-depth profile with changing velo-
City gradients rather than as a model of constant-velocity layers.

A more detailed discussion of the analysis and conclusions
from this experiment may be found in Bunch and Kennett (1979).
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Abstraet. Dispersion of surfaee waves generated by earthquakes
beneath the Reykjanes Ridge is used to find a model for the
shear-wave veloeity as a funetion of depth beneath a young erestal
region. The Reykjanes Ridge and the WWSSN Observatory AKU
in Ieeland lie elose to a great oircle, so it is possible to separate
dispersion generated by paths on the Ridge itself from the total
dispersion, whieh ineludes the effeets of Ioeland, using an adapta-
tion of the station-to-station teehnique. As there are no pairs
of stations, pairs of earthquakes are used; eross»eorrelation and
filtering of the surfaee wave trains yields the travel times between
earthquakes — and so the group veloeities — at different periods.
The observed dispersion of Love waves and Rayleigh waves seen
over two paths along the Ridge are modelled using Backus-Gilbert
inversion teehniques, varying shear-wave velooities with depth.
The periods used are 6 to 18 s (Love) and 6 to 37 s (Rayleigh).
Veloeities in the erust (to 6.45 km) are fixed from seismie refraetion
observations. Mode] veloeities below this increase to 4.3 km/s at
20 km, refleeting a high-velocity lid, and deorease to 4.0 km/s
by 40—50 km, refleeting the low-velocity zone. The base of this
zone is not seen beeause the periods used are not suffieiently
long, but it must lie below 100 km. This model can be interü
preted in terms of a zone of partial melting only a few tens of
kilometres wide below the high-veloeity lid; a density model based
upon this feature ean aceount for the observed gravity field.

Key words: Reykjanes Ridge erest — Surface wave dispersion up-
per-mantle strueture — Gravity.

Introduetion

Studies of the erust and mantle of orestal regions of mid-ooean
ridges are important beeause new lithosphere forms beneath sueh
regions, and an understanding of the proeesses of lithosphere for-
mation requires a knowledge of the physical properties underneath
the ridge erests. Some experiments, suoh as long-range refraction
experiments, are diffieult or expensive to do; observations of heat-
flow near orestal regions majar be diffioult to obtain, or hard to
interpret (Selater et 31., 1976). Deduetions from dispersion of sur-
faee waves may be ambiguous beeause of the geometrieal relation—
ships between sources and reeeivers, the paths erossing oceanic
provinees belonging to a great range of ages; consequently a path
whieh is restrieted to a region of uniform age with uniform prop-
erties along the path, would be valuable (Forsyth, 1975). Earth-
quakes along the Reykjanes Ridge, reeorded at the WWSSN sta-
tion AKU in northern Ieeland provide sueh a path beneath the

64°N

so°N

56°N f
x"

329W 249W
Fig. l. The Reykjanes Ridge and Ieeland. Bathymetrie eontours
are in metres. Path A lies between events 2 in the north and
4 and 6 in the south; path B lies between events 2 and l. The
lang solid line shows the great-eirele path along the Ridge

erestal region of a mid-oeean ridge (Fig. l). In this report we
deseribe how surfaee waves travelling along this path lead us
t0 shear-wave veloeities within young erust and mantle.

We need to determine group veloeity as a funetion of period
for Rayleigh or Love waves or both, but one of the two methods
most eommonly used renders results diffieult to interpret, the
other cannot be applied. If there is a single souroe and a single
station present interpretation teehniques require that the earth
between is laterally homogeneous.This would elearly be an improp-
er assumption to make beoause most of Ieeland lies between
the Reykjanes Ridge and AKU. Paths of more restrieted length
— and so, hopefully, with more laterally uniform properties beneath
a— can often be obtained by using two stations with a single souree
beyond the line joining the two stations. Dispersion oaused by
the earth between the souree and the eloser Station is, in essenee,
‘subtraeted’ from the dispersion observed at the farther station,
leaving only the dispersion eaused by the earth between the stations
(Landisman et 211., 1969). However, there is only one station along
the path Reykjanes Ridge—Ioeland, and so instead of using pairs

0340-062X/80/0047/0265/50 1 .20
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of stations we restrict the path lengths over which we measure
dispersion to the Rekjanes Ridge itself by Choosing pairs of earth-
quakes. The Ridge and AKU bear a convenient geometrical rela-
tionship one to another, so that pairs can be chosen which lie
on a great eircle from AKU. The effect of the earthquake Closer
to AKU is ‘subtraeted’ from the effect of the earthquake farther
from AKU to leave the dispersion due only to the earth beneath
the path between the earthquakes. In principle, this should yield
results identical to the more usual ‘pure-path’ techniques, but
in this case we obtain group velocities between sourees, instead
of stations.

Figurel shows the loeations of earthquake sources used in
this study, in relation to the position of AKU. Each source location
is the site of more than one event, usually a main shock followed
by a sequence of aftershocks, so that a number of dispersion
curves can be obtained for the same path. This allows mean disper-
sion curves to be calculated and errors to be estimated. The data
have been divided between two paths, A and B, where the events
at location 2 are common to both (Fig. 1). This division into
two paths was made because (a) the paths are somewhat different,
and (b) it yields some assessment of the effects of different souree
mechanisms. Since shear velocities have been estimated indepen-
dently along each path this allows some estimate of the validity
of the method to be made.

Analysis of Data

Our concern is to determine group velocities of surface waves
generated by an earthquake as a function of period for a segment
of a ridge crest. We can then compare these (experimental) veloc-
ities with the (theoretieal) values generated from a model, and
so obtain estimates of the model parameters which eontrol the
model group velocities — in this case, shear-wave veloeity as a
function of depth. Consequently we need to find the travel time
of phases over a range of periods between two points on the
ridge crest, knowing the distanee between them.

Briefly, we obtain the Fourier transform of a pair of seismo-
grams, f1(t), f2(t), generated by a source at either end of Path
A or B (Fig. 1) and received at AKU. Cross—multiplication in
the frequency domain, the equivalent of eross-eorrelation in the
time domain, gives the phase difference as a function of frequency
between the seismograms and removes the effect of the propaga—
tion paths lying between the station and the event Closest to it.
The eross-correlated spectrum is filtered using the Gaussian filter

G(a)):A e’“"’(w(J2)
centred at frequency wo for which we seek the group velocity.
The advantage of this filter is that it gives the optimum resolution
of both time (or group velocity) and frequency (Robinson, 1967).
Here the parameter, a, was chosen to give equal fractional uncer—
tainty in both group veloeity and period (Fricker, 1971). Inverse
Fourier transformation of the filtered signal allows the arrival
time of the energy centred on wo to be obtained. Figure 2 shows
an example of a typical filtered and inverse-transformed eross-
correlogram. The envelope’s peak defines the group arrival time
centred on wo.

Nine earthquakes from the four locations, 1, 2, 4, and 6, were
chosen from all oceurring on the Reykjanes Ridge between March,
1962 and March, 1972 with body wave magnitudes mb >4.7 (Ta-
ble 1). Their reported depths are the reference depth of 33 km,
not the actual depths, likely to be in the range of 5 (or less)
to 10 km (Weidner and Aki, 1973).
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AMPLITUDE

Fig. 2. The filtered cross—Correlogram for the pair 2A4D, vertical
component. Central filter period 9.9 s, event-to-event distance
436.6 km. The peak in the envelope at 132 s gives the group arrival
time of signal energy at the central filter period

The records of all components were photo-enlarged three times,
and digitized with a D-MAC peneil follower at intervals of approx-
mately 1.5 s (and all maxima and minima); eubic spline iterpola-
tion was used to give evenly spaced data points at 0.75 s. The
digitized seismograms were windowed, and the spectra found using
a fast Fourier Transform algorithm; these spectra were corrected
for the instrument response at AKU. The Rayleigh and Love
modeswereresolved using the horizontal andvertical components. In
the case of Love waves the horizontal motion normal to the wave
path (assumed to be the great circle path) was found from the
east-west and north-south spectra; in the case of Rayleigh waves
we usually used only the vertieal spectra, because of higher noise
levels associated with the horizontal spectra (so that the enhance-
ment of Signal to noise anticipated using horizontal components
along the wave path together with the vertieal component could
not be realized).

The events were set in pairs, so that each event from one
site could be cross-correlated with all events at a second site.
This 1ed to ten dispersion curves along path A, and four along
path B, corresponding to events 2 and 4, 2 and 6 (Path A) and
2 and 1 (Path B) (Tables 1 and 2). The spectral records, resolved
for Rayleigh and Love modes, were then eross-multiplied and
filtered as described already. Group velocities were found for
periods of 6 to 37 s for fundamental Rayleigh mode and 6 t0
18 s for fundamental Love mode, the limits being seleeted on
the basis of digitizing interval, signal energy, and the wavelengths
at long periods — which beeome comparable to path length.

Because there are a number of pairs of earthquakes for each
path, we can calculate mean values and standard errors of the
group velocities at each period. The methods used are described
only briefly here; details are given in Frieker (1971, 1976). The
errors leading to differenees in values of velocity are of two sorts.
Errors common to all periods in one dispersion curve lead t0
general differences in ‘level’ between curves of velocity versus
period for the different earthquake pairs, and are due to: misloca-
tion of earthquakes; error in origin time; fault zones of finite
length; and long-term drift in instrument response not seen in
ealibration. These errors can be partly removed by ‘sliding ’ togeth-
er the velocity-period curves using as eriteria for adjustment
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Table l. Earthquake sources

No. Date Time Lat. °N Long. °W mb Azimutho Dist km

1A 1972 June 19 06:00:51.1i099 57.37i0.033 33.43i0.036 5.0 228.3 1,227.9
1B 1972 June 19 12: 14:27.0i0.96 57.39i0.029 33.38i0.031 4.8 228.2 1,2243
2A 1966 May 05 15:25: 12.520,21 61.49i0.040 27.40i0.048 4.7 228.8 655.9
2B 1966 May 05 15 : 52:40.9i0.15 61.45i0.031 27.49i0.040 4.9 228.9 662.4
4A 1969 September 20 00:56:52 i 1.3 58.27i0.054 32.15i0.054 4.9 228.1 1,102.1
4B 1969 September 20 01:07:41 i 1.1 58.29i0.043 32.03i0.046 5.0 227.8 1,0962
4C 1969 September 20 01:03:07 i 1.2 58.19i0.044 32.05i0.046 5.1 227.6 1,106.0
4D 1969 September 20 05 208257.8 i12 58.35i0.029 32.08 i0.030 5.6 228.2 1,0925
6A 1968 September 14 01 :38:42.6i0.28 58.08i0.061 32.64i0.060 5.1 228.6 1,136.1

Notes: These data have been taken from the Bulletin of the International Seismological Centre, Edinburgh, Scotland. Distances
to AKU were calculated using a spheroidal earth. Azimuths are the great—cirele directions from the station towards the event

Table 2. Earthquake pairs for paths A and B L092 (period)
4 5

Pair Path length (km) Azimuth0 I I l

Path A r

2A4A (1) 446.2 228.5
2A4B (2) 440.3 228.3 15 _
2A41C (3) 450.1 228.2 E
2A4D (4) 436.6 228.5 2:
2B—4A (6) 439.7 228.5 1:) _2B—4B (7) 433.8 228.4 g
2B—4C (8) 443.6 228.2 > Ray|eigh- Path A
2B—4D (9) 430.1 228.5 ‘33-
2A—6A (5) 480.2 228.7 g —
2B—6A (10) 473.7 228.8

Path B
2.0_ _

2A—1A (1) 572.0 228.6 6 8 '2 _ '6 24 32
2A—1B (2) 568.5 228.5 Perlod (S)
2B—1A (3) 565.5 228.6 Fig. 3. Group velocity versus period for Path A, Rayleigh. The
ZB—IB (4) 561-9 228.6 solid curves Show the observations for different pairs. Each number

Note: Numbers in brackets are those shown in
Figs. 3 and 4

the condition that the mean overall remains unchanged, and by
seeing that the standard errors are minimized (in the least—squares
sense). The errors which remain are random and due to: digitiza-
tion; source mechanism; and noise. In addition, ‘ structural’ effects
between sources — sloping interfaces, for example — and interfer-
ence by higher mode Love waves may make interpretation difficult.
The second type of errors are random errors and lead to ‘wiggles’
in the curves, not necessarily coherent from one curve to another.
lt is from these that the standard errors used here have been
calculated.

The mean group velocity at any period is ealculated after the
errors common to all periods from each curve, as described above,
are removed in the following way (Frieker, 1976). The arrival
time at a particular period will be in error because of eontamina-
tion by noise and the effects of the filter used to isolate the period.

designates a particular pair, given in Table 2.The shading encom-
passes one standard error on eaeh side of the mean eurve (see
text). Observations made at increments of 0.2 on the log scale

Consequently weights are assigned to each value on a group velo-
city versus period curve which are functions of filter parameter,
period, and the Signal to noise ratio. These weights give value
to eaeh point on a curve inversely proportional to the likely error
in travel-time, which can be calculated (in terms of the factors
mentioned). Means and standard errors are ealculated from the
weighted values of travel time (in essence, reciprocals of group
velocity). The standard errors themselves should not fluctuate
markedly from period to period, and are smoothed using a binomi-
al smoothing scheme. These smoothed standard errors, due only
to random errors, are used when modelling. The curves of mean
group velocity versus period should themselves vary smoothly
from period to period, and so are smoothed (and interpolated)
by cubic spline smoothing. The periods at which group velocities
were determined are shown on Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 4. Group velocity versus period for Path B, Rayleigh. The
solid curves show the observations for different pairs. Each number
designates a particular pair, given in Table 2.The shading encom-
passes one standard error on each side of the mean curve (see
text). Observations made at increments of 0.2 on the log scale

Figures 3 and 4 show the Rayleigh wave group velocity curves
before any corrections for errors and smoothing have been applied
as well as the band of values falling within one standard error
unit of the mean, calculated as described above. Note that the
fluctuation in the individual group velocity curves has been
strongly reduced in the final curves and that the standard errors
are appreciably less than those which might be estimated from
the scatter of the individual curves. The differences between the
standard errors shown and those which might seem intuitively
reasonable, which are about five times greater, are due partly
to the weighting of the individual curves. However, the standard
errors shown are probably underestimates. The justification for
the use of these smaller errors is that the linearized inversion
scheme applied to the data to obtain a shear-velocity model be-
Comes unstable if larger errors are used, and hence the use of
the smaller error estimates represents a compromise between ob—
taining a model by means of the inversion technique and the
need to rely on modelling techniques which give no estimates
of the precision and resolution of the final models. The latter
would be necessary if larger errors were used.

The weakest link in the method of analysis applied here is
that the behaviour of all the source functions is assumed to be
the same and hence no corrections have been made for the effect
of the souroe function and the phase as a function of frequency.
While all the earthquakes are located on the Reykjanes Ridge
crest, away from known fracture zones, and hence may have simi-
lar focal mechanisms representative of normal faulting, the effects
of small differences in fault plane orientation and dip on the
data has not been established, mainly because most of the earth-
quakes were not large enough to obtain reliable fault plane solu-
tions. ln addition, variations in velocity perpendicular to the ridge
crest causing lateral refraction of the propagating waves have
not been oonsidered here. These effects, while important, would
not in our opinion, Change the basic results of the study but
they should be considered in any further studies of this type.
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Modelling

Models of shear velocity as a function of depth were obtained
from the dispersion data, using linear inversion techniques (Backus
and Gilbert, 1970). The use of these methods for surface wave
studies has been described by Wiggins (1972) and specific details
of the computations used in this study are given by Fricker (1976).
The linear inversion method gives us both models which fit the
data to within specified error limits and also estimates of the
uncertainties of the models.

Theoretical data are calculated using Haskell’s (1953) matrix
formulation which approximates the elastic properties of the real
earth by a stack of horizontal layers, each with uniform compres-
sional and shear-wave velocities and density. The values of these
parameters are varied iteratively until all the theoretical data calcu-
lated from a particular model agree with the observations to within
predetermined error limits, usually one standard deviation. For
rapid digital computation‚ the Haskell matrices have been modi-
fied as described by Schwab and Knopoff (1970), among others.

If we start with an initial model which is close to the desired
model, the required changes in the parameters necessary to bring
the theoretical data, calculated from the model, into agreement
with the observations may be estimated by the size of the partial
derivatives of the theoretical data parameters with respect to the
model parameters.

The derivatives with respect to shear-wave velocities are much
larger than those of compressional wave velocity or density. Varia-
tions of Vp and p affect the final model by an order of magnitude
less than Vs. Thus Vp and p were not varied in producing the
final models but were held at fixed values corresponding to the
initial model. This starting model, as stated above, must be suffi-
ciently Close to the final result that the partial derivatives are
valid indicators of the adjustments needed in the model to fit the
data. Thus a certain amount of trial and error modelling is required
before proceeding to the final inversion. In this study, we found
that the calculated group velocities are very sensitive to water
depth and the thickness of the first crustal layer. This problem
was overcome by constraining the shear-wave velocities of the
upper crustal layers to be in reasonable accord with the compres-
sional wave data for the Reykjanes Ridge deseribed by Talwani
et al. (1971), and by setting the water depth at 1.62 km — a reason-
able mean value for paths used. Trygvasson (1962) has shown
that the effects of sloping water interfaces on Rayleigh wave disper-
sion curves are small at periods greater than 8 s; Love waves
are of course not affected at all. In addition, the group velocities
at the periods considered here have no bearing on the model
below 150 km. Therefore the shear velocity was held constant
at 4.33 km/s below this depth. The parameters which have been
fixed during inversion are shown in Table 3; we see here that
shear velocity was allowed to vary during inversion in eleven layers
between depths of 6.45 km and 150 km.

Wiggins (1972) showed that for real data a limited number
of model parameters can be determined if a certain degree of
precision of these parameters is desired. As in other linear inverse
problems a compromise must be reached between a detailed model
which is poorly defined, with large uncertainties in some of the
parameters, and a model which includes less detail but which
is accurate to a predetermined acceptable level. This is the trade-off
between resolution and precision.

The surfaoe wave inversion method involves the solution of
a set of equations using least squares minimization of the difference
between theoretical and observed data (Wiggins, 1972). Thus a
desired level of accuraoy, the standard error of the problem, 0',
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Table 3. Fixed parameters used in inversion

Depth to top Density Vp VS
of layer km gm/cm3 km/s km/s

0.00 1.03 1.50 0.0000
1.62 2.84 4.20 2.1554
2.32 2.84 5.81 2.6096
3.31 2.84 6.53 3.0994
4.88 3.00 6.53 3.6752
6.45 3.20 7.20
8.40 3.30 8.00
9.55 3.30 8.00

15.00 3.30 8.00 Inversion
25.00 3.30 8.00
35.00 3.30 8.00 Parameters
40.00 3.30 8.00
60.00 3.20 7.20
80.00 3.20 7.20

100.00 3.20 7.20
125.00 3.20 7.20
150.00 3.30 8.00 4.3300

A A B
L and R R only L and R
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% 1F
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Shear — Velocity (km/s)

Fig. 5. Shear-velocity against depth for Path A Love and Rayleigh
Heft), Rayleigh only (middle), and Path B Love and Rayleigh
(right). Horizontal bars give standard errors in velocity, vertical
bars give the spread in depth

can be set. In this case a relative standard error of 0.01 was
Chosen which allows us to determine only three or four indepen-
dent model parameters. This may be compared to the five parame-
ters obtained by Forsyth (1975) for surface wave data in the Pa-
Cifie. We attempted to fit both Love and Rayleigh wave data
combined and Rayleigh wave data alone. Similar models were
obtained in both cases, with the model data falling within about
one standard error of the observations. In the oase of Path A,
it was not possible to obtain a really satisfactory fit to the com-
bined Rayleigh and Love wave data, possibly because the funda-
mental Love mode was contaminated with higher mode interfer-
ence. However, the model obtained, shown in Fig. 5, is in agree-
ment with the other models.

The shear-velocity models are presented in Fig. 5. The horizon-
tal bars represent the standard errors in the shear-wave velocities
and the vertical bars, the depth resolution of these determinations.
The resolution kernels (Backus and Gilbert, 1970) were generally
compact, having a high value in only one layer. However, some
degree of non-compactness was observed for the deeper layers.

A Visual oomparison of the shear velocity curve for Paths
A and B (Fig. 5) shows no significant differences between them.
At shallow depths, the shear velooity increases with depth reaching
4.3 km/s at 20 km. The velocity then decreases to about 4.0 km/s
between 40 and 50 km. Below this, the resolution is not sufficient
to define the base of this low-velocity zone.

Discussion

Our models showing shear-wave velocity as a function of depth
are similar to those of others who have conoerned themselves
with young lithosphere and asthenosphere. Forsyth (1977) for
example, points out that in the age range 0—5 Ma the high-velocity
lid will have a velocity of 4.3 km/s, and a thickness of 30 km
(or less); we see the same velocity, and his depth to the base
of the lid is compatible with the marked decrease in velocity below
30—40 km demanded by our models. The velocity below this,
4.0 km/s, also agrees with Forsyth’s (1977) conclusions. These
similarities are significant, because the two paths we have used
lie wholly along the crest of a ridge, uncontaminated by dispersion
caused by other structural elements, inevitable if dispersion is
measured using an earthquake—station pair, (because of the loca-
tions of the stations). This would not necessarily be true of a
study such as the very interesting one of Jacoby and Girardin
(1980).

The model of a low-velocity zone below 30—40 km is also in
agreement with the conclusions of Solomon and Julian (1974),
who, in a study of focal mechanisms of earthquakes on ridges
(including one from the Reykjanes Ridge), suggested that a zone
of anomalously low compressional wave veloeity lay beneath the
crests. They attributed this to the existence of a region of partial
melting.

We have no information on the lateral extent of the low-
velocity zone from our surface wave study; we can, however,
model its equivalent roughly in terms of density variations, using
gravity data, and compare the gravity field which would result
with the observations of Talwani et al. (1971). This is done in
Fig. 6; we have not tried to model lateral changes in density
in the lithosphere and asthenosphere (which would be predicted
by the lateral changes in shear-wave velocity suggested by Forsyth,
1977), nor are the density eontrasts shown obtained from the
shear-velocity models presented here, but were arbitrarily Chosen.
We show in Fig. 7 how our suggestion of a relatively narrow
asthenospherio wedge beneath the ridge erest compares with other
models.

The apparent lack of agreement near the crestal zone is hardly
surprising. Parker and Oldenburg’s (1973) model assumed heat
to be transported by conduction, with no additional cooling by
hydrothermal circulation; in their surface wave study Leeds et al.
(1974) assumed that the shear-wave velocity in the high-Velocity
lid was 4.6 km/s (rather than 4.3 km/s near the crests) so that
they could model the ehange in thickness of the lid with age.

It is gratifying that the technique using earthquake-pairs is
in such good agreement with the studied of Forsyth (1977), and
Solomon and Julian (1974). The method could perhaps be
extended with profit to seek variations in velocity-depth models
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along ridge erests, seeking regional variations along particular
ridges, and variations with rates of spreading. We should perhaps
point out that although sophistication in modelling has been
achieved using Backus-Gilbert inversion techniques, nevertheless,
as they are usually applied in studies with surface waves, no ac-
Count is taken of anisotropy, or lateral inhomogeneities — which
in erestal regions must be significant.
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The Evolution of the Lithosphere at the Southeast Flank of Reykjanes Ridge
From Surface Wave Data
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Abstraet. Rayleigh wave group veloeities for 15—40-s periods have
been measured along paths parallel to the Reykjanes Ridge axis.
They haue traversed age sliees of lithosphere between 0 and 20 Ma.
Three groups of dispersion eurves ean be distinguished mainly
on the basis of their shapes: for age sliees 0—3, 6—8, and 10—20 Ma.
The latter group of eurves has also a signifieantly higher average
level. Sinee the group veloeity determinations at individual periods
for anyone earthquake are not statistieally independent, but the
individual eurves of eaeh group are rather shifted along the veloeity
seale, we know their average shape better than their average level.
This allows a fairly detailed resolution of vertieal strueture in
the evolving lithosphere, partieularly of S wave veloeity, but only
less preeise information about the evolution of the absolute S
veloeities. Modelling has been earried out with the usual assurnp-
tion of horizontal layering. A low-veloeity layer with top at about
60 km depth develops with age as the lid inereases its S veloeities.
One of the most interesting results is the suggestion of a low-
veloeity ZÜHE between 20 and 30 km depth; it is not yet elearly
evident at 0—3 Ma age, it is distinet at 6—8 Ma age, and it appears
to deeay again for older age. The interpretation involves extensive
rnelting of a peridotite mantle beneath the ridge axis; while upward
segregation of melt and its drainage in the voleanie zone forma
the erust, some melt may be trapped below the young thin eool
lid after a few million years of age. A depleted lower high-veloeity
layer is left behind; it forms the lower lithosphere. Sueh a proeess
will produee a ehemieally layered lithosphere whieh may be also
evident at greater ages.

Key words: Lithosphere evolution — Rayleigh wave dispersion —
Reykjanes Ridge.

Introduetion

Rayleigh wave group veloeities are used in this study to learn
more about the development of the lithosphere as it is generated
at the Reykjanes Ridge axis. Surfaee waves froni earthquakes
at the Charlie-Gibbs fraeture zone and the southern Reykjanes
Ridge travel nearly parallel to the ridge axis to the WWSSN
station of Akureyri (AKU) in Northern Ieeland. They sannple
different age sliees of the lithosphere (Fig. 1).

The present paper is an extension of an earlier one (Girardin
and Jaeoby 1979; heneeforth ealled ‘paper I’) where we treated
the same data from a somewhat different point of view. Treating
eaeh group veloeity determination at any period for any earth-
quake as statistieally independent led to rather wide error bounds.

We eould distinguish only two groups of dispersion eurues for
paths through 0—8 and 10—20 Ma old lithosphere. We then at-
tempted to interpret them with the aid of theoretieal dispersion
eurves eomputed for horizontally layered models where we varied
systematieally three parameters and aeeepted all models whieh
gave diSpersion eurves within the wide error bounds. We eould
not resolve mueh vertieal strueture. All we eould deteet about
lithosphere evolution from 0—8 to 10—20 Ma was an inerease in
average S veloeity in the upper 60 km from 4.2 or 4.3 km/s (and
no obvious low-veloeity layer) to 4.5 or 4.6 km/s (with a signifieant
low-veloeity layer underneath).

The reason for extending the study is that it is justified to
look at the data aeeuraey rnore optimistieally than in paper I,
if one does not take the individual group veloeity determinations
as statistieally independent. As shown below, the shapes of the
dispersion eurves are, aetually, better known and one ean, in
faet, distinguish three groups by lithospherie age of the paths
(through 0—3, 6—8, and 10—20 Ma old lithosphere). Consequently
vertieal strueture and evolution with age ean be resolved in more
detail. This in turn sheds new light on thermodynamie and petro-
logic models of the evolving lithosphere at the Reykjanes Ridge.

fÜ°W

Fig. 1. Map of North Atlantis Showing earthquake epieentres and
Station used (AKU), as well as great eirele paths of Rayleigh
waves between them
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Table 1. Earthquake
parameters N0. Date Origin time Coerdinates Depth Distanee N

(degrees) (km) (degrees)

1 July 3, 1965 02 22 18.2 52.73N 32.05W 30 14.8 107
2 September 20, 1969 00 56 52.0 58.19N 32.05W 36 9.9 83
3 September 20, 1969 01 07 42.1 58.29N 32.031717r 61 9.9 113
4 September 24, 1969 03 58 58.0 52.61N 32.01W 28 14.9 162
5 September 24, 1969 04 20 51.3 52.64N 31.83W 18 14.8 172
6 January 31, 1970 16 35 03.9 53.77N 35.51W 33 14.7 143
7 Apri126, 1970 06 39 54.0 55.55N 35.18W 59 13.1 130
8 August 23, 1970 11 07 18.8 53.11N 35.14W 33 15.2 128
9 September 18, 1970 16 12 08.0 51.03N 29.56W 43 15.8 189

10 September 8, 1971 20 32 30.0 53.93N 35.31W 27 14.6 89
11 April 3, 1972 18 52 59.8 54.28N 35.14111;r 32 14.2 242
l2 April 3, 1972 20 36 22.2 54.33N 35.20W 13 14.2 247
13 June19,1972 06 00 51.1 57.37N 33.43W 37 11.1 169

N is the number of stations reporting for epieenter determination
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Fig. 2. Rayleigh wave greup veleeities measured for the 13 earth-
quakes shewn in Fig. 1, pletted versus peried (after paper I)

Data

Befere eeming t0 the new analysis we must briefly repeat from
paperI the essential faets abeut the data used. Table 1 presents
the earthquakes, their leeatiens are shewn in Fig. 1. The ages
ef the neeanie paths are taken frem Heirtzler et al. (1966, 1968)
and Talwani et al. (1971). The long-peried reeords of AKU were
digitized, the 1rertieal eempenent was analized by multiple filtering
(Dzievenski et al. 1969); the group veloeities fer eaeh earthquake
were eemputed frem the arrival times of maximum energy in
a meving frequenejlr windew (eorreeted fer instrumental greup
delay) and the seuree time and distanee.

The results are shewn in Fig. 2. All individual dispersien eurves
essentially rise in the 15 t0 40 s period range frem 3.7 t0 4 km/s
(10—20 Ma paths) er frern 3.6 t0 3.8 km/s (0-8 Ma paths); they
greup at twe different veleeity levels. In the “Older’ greup all
eurves are very similar (with ene exeeption at 15 s) rising monoto-
neusly te 30 s and then levelling eff er aetually drepping. If the
eurves are shifted aleng the veleeity axis they ean be made t0
fit quite elesely. There are several ways ef deing this, but with
enly feur dispersien eurves at hand, it hardly matters which way
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Fig. 3. Group veloeities averaged für three age greups. Hatehed
bands eorrespond t0 the error beunds ehesen für medelling

is taken t0 estimate the best average shape. We have simply
taken the arithmetie mean at eaeh peried; fer the errer beunds
as relatecl te shape enly, we have taken half the standard deviatien
at eaeh period (Fig. 3), implying that ever 80% ef it is relatecl
t0 uneertainty ef veleeity level.

The ‘yeunger’ greup 01" Fig. 2 ef nine dispersien eurves für
the age sliee 0—8 Ma dees net shew, at first glanee, mueh mere
strueture than a nearly linear inerease with peried. Examining
the eurves more earefully, one notiees, hewever, twe sub—greups
with different shapes; they are marked in Fig. 2 by dashed lines
and by solid lines and eorrespend t0 the age sliees 0—3 and 6—8 Ma,
respeetively. Again we have estimated their average shapes by
taking the arithmetie mean at eaeh peried (Fig. 3). The standard
error bands at eaeh peried are rather narrew; altheugh the}r eorn-
prise both the seatter in level and randnm errers at eaeh peried,
we aeeept the standard errers as the errer beunds fer later medel
ling. These errer bennds d0 net everlap für the twe sub-greups
between 20 and 30 s period, but it would be diffieult t0 argue
on this basis fer a very signifieant differenee in veleeity level.
In shape, however, the differenee appears te be mere signifieant
at the lewer peried end with the 0—3 Ma eurve rising meneteneusly
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and the 6—8 Ma curve Showing a clear dip if not a weak actual
minimum at 20 s.

For the assessment of the significance of the data it is important
to discuss briefly the errors of the group velocity determinations.
For more details the reader is referred to paper I. Errors of the
earthquake source parameters, particularly latitude, depth, and
origin time will mainly shift the dispersion curves along the velocity
axis, a type of scatter in fact observed. The focal depths given
in Table 1 (from ISC) are probably in most cases too great (Weid-
ner and Aki 1973); if this is so, the group velocities, particularly
for the 0—3 Ma age slice, could be lower by 1%, or so, than
given in Figs. 2 and 3; this would reduce the difference in level
between the 0—3 and the 6—8 Ma groups. Very small focal depths
also lessen the uncertainty of initial phase which is independent
from frequency for any foeal mechanism at zero depth. We have,
nevertheless refrained from using phase velocities which could
still be critically affected by the unknown initial phase related
to the unknown focal mechanisms.

There are other effects hampering the interpretation. The possi-
bility of lateral refraction along paths particularly near the ridge
axis cannot be dismissed, although the polarization at AKU is
close to theoretical. The result will be one of smearing out the
effects of evolution with lithospheric age and thus will make us
rather underestimate than overestimate them. The same can be
said about the fact that the paths to some extent intersect the
lithospheric isochrons and that the precise age is not everywhere
known.

More serious is the unoertain influence of Iceland itself on
the group velocities since the waves traverse significant distances
through it. In paper I we could, however, show that the influence
is not too critical to our study. (1) It is not very large in the
period range considered. (2) It does not strongly depend on the
various Iceland models we had tested. (3) It does not strongly
depend on the different oceanic paths which closely converge on
AKU in Iceland. (4) The influence does, however, subdue rather
than enhance the differences between the dispersion curves for
the different age groups; this last point is perhaps the most impor-
tant one, because if we use the observed Rayleigh wave group
velocities of paperI without the ‘Iceland eorrection’ we are not
in danger of overestimating the variations related to lithospheric
evolution.

Shear Velocity Structure of Reykjanes Ridge

We use simple methods for the interpretation of the data. The
uncertainties discussed in the two previous paragraphs really have
to do with our incapability of modelling surface wave propagation
through a complex three-dimensional structure. For the computa-
tion of theoretical dispersion curves we had to assume horizontally
layered models for the three different age slices. We know that
this is a very crude approximation to reality. We must, however,
also eeonomize; the kind of data we have does not warrant the
applieation of more sophisticated cumbersome methods which
would resolve more details only in connection with much more
precise data.

We repeat that we are not worried about the fact that the
use of horizontally layered models will ‘ smear out’ the real lateral
variation of structure with lithospherie age; so will the neglect
of the influence of Iceland. We must, however, worry about unpre-
dictable effects of the simple modelling and keep this in mind
until better modelling becomes available. We warn the reader
to remain aware of this.

Table 2. Top parts of models for Rayleigh wave group velocity
computations: water depths and crustal structures

Age slice Depth P velocity S velocity Density
(M3) (km) (km/S) (g/Cm3)

0—3 0.0 1.52 0.0 1.03
1.52 0.0 1.03

0.9
2.8 1.6 2.7
3.9 2.3 2.8

2.3
4.9 3.2 2.9

5.0 5.9 4.0 3.0

6—8 0.0 1.52 0.0 1.03
1.52 0.0 1.03

1.5
1.65 1.0 2.0
1.65 1.0 2.0

1.6
3.7 2.15 2.7
5.3 3.1 2.8

3.3
6.1 3.5 2.9

5.5 7.3 4.1 3.0

10—20 0.0 1.52 0.0 1.03
1.52 0.0 1.03

2.3
1.65 1.0 2.0
1.65 1.0 2.0

2.5
4.7 2.7 2.6
4.7 2.7 2.6

4.5
6.3 3.6 2.9

6.5 6.3 3.6 2.9

Velocities and densities vary linearly from top to bottom of layers

We believe that the interesting variations of vertical structure
which we do see are not grossly wrong and that they give us
hints to the thermodynamic and petrologic processes involved
in lithosphere generation.

In modelling we have constrained water depth and crustal
structure. Table 2 states our assumptions for the three age groups;
they are mainly based on P velocities found by Talwani et a1.
(1971) for the NW flank of Reykjanes Ridge, supplemented by
recent results of the RRISP Working Group (1979) on the SE
flank. As average structures they are not without uncertainty;
To investigate what an effect an error in crustal structure and
water depth may have on the theoretical dispersion curves, we
did some of the model computations twice: l. with the ‘correct’
water and crust of Table 2 (e.g. with the 0—3 Ma water/crust for
a 0—3 Ma mantle model) and 2. with the ‘wrong’ one (i.e.‚ with
the 6—8 Ma water/crust for a 0—3 Ma mantle model and Vice versa);
the effect in the period range considered is largely one of shifting
the dispersion curves.

In modelling the 0—3 and 6—8 Ma structures we also held the
S velocity below 70 km fixed at 4.1 km/s, indicated by a heavy
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Fig. 4. Range of models found for the three age slices. Each of
the shaa’ed areas encompasses several models for which dispersion
curves have been eomputed to fall within the error bounds of
Fig. 3; wavelengths of vertical S velocity variation in the models
has generally been held above 20 km. Regions of velocity-depth
functions held fixed during modelling shown by heavy lines.
Hatched model area in the 0—3 Ma slice is taken from Keen et a1.
(this volume) for comparison

1ine in Fig. 4 giving the modelling results. In the 10—20 Ma models
the S velocities below 70 km depth were allowed to vary (Fig. 4);
this will be discussed below.

The P velocities in the upper mantle were assumed to be linked
to the S velocities with Poisson’s ratios between 0.25 and 0.3; the
densities were computed with Bireh’s (1960, 1961) velocity—density
relationship. The effect of these assumptions on the results is only
slight.

The method and the program used for computing the theoreti-
eal dispersion curves are due to Derr (1967). The program gives
the eigenfunctions of spherical earth models for specified modes
and thence the phase and group velocities of Rayleigh and/or
Love waves.

In searching for models which give dispersion curves within
the error bounds of Fig. 3, we were guided by the models presented
in paper I; they had been found by a systematie search of three
parameters for only two average dispersion curves (0—8 and
10—20 Ma) with wide error bounds. For the present study we
used the traditional manual search by trial and error. We were,
however, not content with a single acceptable model for each
age group but rather repeated the seareh many times from different
starting points. In modelling we attempted to avoid unresolvable
detail by allowing the S velocity to vary only with ‘Vertical wave-
lengths’ greater than 10 or 20 km, keeping in mind the trade-off
between the uncertainty of average velocity determination and
the (vertical) averaging distanee (Backus and Gilbert 1968), but
we did not strictly apply inversion theory.

The results of our search for the three age groups are presented
in Fig. 4. Instead of Showing the individual S velocity-depth mo-
dels we found to be compatible with the observations, we only
show the bands comprising all models. This does not mean that
a velocity-depth function which takes an arbitrary course through
such a band will necessarily give an acceptable dispersion curve;
a function meandering through the band has, however, a good
Chance. We cannot elaim that we have fully explored the extremes
of the model space, but we have attempted to carefully investigate
those features which appeared important to us. These are mainly
the upper low—Velocity layer in the 20 to 30 km depth range,
particularly for the 6—8 and 10—20 Ma age slices, and the depth
to the deeper and broader low-Velocity layer which is commonly
associated with the asthenosphere (tested mainly for 10—20 Ma).
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We attempted to find models (6—8, 10—20 Ma) without an upper
low-velocity channel but we were not successful, particularly if
we constrained the uppermost mantle S velocities to be > 4.4 km/s,
according to the S„ velocities found by Hart and Press (1973).
Without a high top velocity and a channel the computed dispersion
curves are convex upward at the low period end; introduction
of this feature brings about the correct shape. From this point
of View the upper low-veloeity layer must be significant in the
6—8 Ma slice to produce the dip in the dispersion curve at 20 s
period. Although we found this feature without fixing the topmost
mantle velocity, we probably need this constraint because other
parameters as water depth and crustal structure are not known
precisely enough. This uncertainty does, in fact, cause the large
models scatter at shallow depth for 0—3 and 6—8 Ma (Fig. 4).

We also searched systematically for the depth to the top of
the deeper, i.e., ‘asthenospheric’ low-velocity layer whose bottom
we cannot ‘see’. Attempts to place the top as shallow as 50 km
or as deep as 90 km failed; the significant velocity decrease oceurs
at a depth of 60 or 70 km in agreement with Press (1970), Haigh
(1973), and Forsyth (1977), among others. The wide scatter of
the models for 10—20 Ma in this depth range reflecting the lack
of resolution from 15—40 s data leaves us sufficient confidence
in the 60 to 70 km top of the ‘asthenosphere’. The small scatter
in the 0—3 and 6—8 Ma models at depth is, of course, the result
of fixing the channel velocity and of avoiding drastie short-wave-
length variations directly above.

The development of the models (Fig. 4) in steps from 0—3
to 6—8 and 10—20 Ma involves a rise of the upper-lid velocity
by about 0.2 km/s and the upper channel becoming pronounced
at 6—8 Ma and perhaps weakening thereafter. The S velocity of
the lower high-velocity layer clearly increases in the third stage.
The bottom of this lower layer becomes more pronounced but
its depth does not signifieantly change. A square-root age growth
of lithospheric thiekness (Parker and Oldenburg 1973) is not evi-
dent but, because the age span of our data is too short, we cannot
really test this. For the 0—20 Ma Span a more complicated nature
of the lithospheric growth is, however, suggested. The definition
of the lithosphere as one high-velocity lid may break down if
both channels are ‘weak’ mechanically. Alternatively, if the upper
lid forms the ‘strong’ lithosphere of about 20-km thickness for
the first few million years, there may be an abrupt thickness in—
crease at about 10 Ma of age.

A Model for Lithosphere Generated at Reykjanes Ridge

In the following discussion we attempt to give a plausible explana-
tion for the S velocity structure presented above. The model is
largely based on work by Forsyth (1977), Green and Lieberman
(1976), Bottinga (1974), Bottinga and Allegre (1976) and others.
We assume a predominantly peridotitic upper mantle or one that
is chemically a mixture of peridotite and tholeiite basalt (Ring—
wood 1966) with small traces of water and adopt Green and
Liebermann’s (1976, Fig. 1) phase diagram forgOAO/o H20 con-
tent and C02<H20 (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5 we also show Forsyth’s
(1977) geotherms (long-dashed lines) computed for a cooling half-
space with heat sources in the upper 300 km. The lithosphere
in this model represents a thermal boundary layer. In the age
range of interest, however, there is little difference between this
and the cooling slab model (e.g. McKenzie ‚1967, Sclater and
Francheteau 1970) if equivalent boundary conditions are chosen.
The solidi are then mapped into the cooling lithosphere shown
in Fig. 6 as stippled bands; also shown are average S velocities
in four depth intervals and three age zones taken from Fig. 4.
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If we now eompare on Fig. 6 our S velocities with the solidi
(stippled) taken from Forsyth, we find a fairly good agreement
exeept in the region of the top low-velooity layer between 20
and 30 km depth at ages beyond 5 Ma or so. This suggests to
us that the model for'the young lithosphere should be somewhat

modified. While Forsyth argued only for melt removal from, and
depletion of, the lower lithosphere (to explain its apparently rapid
thiekening till 10 Ma; or so, and its eonstant thiekness thereafter);
we propose that we also ‘see’ melt acoumulation near the top,
forming the 20 to 30 km low—velooity zone after a few million
years of eooling of the uppermost lithosphere forming a kind
of ‘magma-tight’ lid. Melt depletion at depth and aecumulation
higher up might be looked upon as two-phase eonveotion deseribed
by Frank (1968). As a eonsequenee the geotherms would be
distorted (as intuitively sketehed by the short-dashed lines in
Fig. 5) and so would the solidi. The resulting ehemieal differentia-
tion would, however, make the applieation of the solidi problemat-
ieal for parts of the strueture. The low-veloeity layer beyond 10 Ma
would probably deoay or eould be frozen into the lithosphere
as its ehemioal layering.

The essential features of the above picture were, in faet.
predioted by quantitative petrologieal model ealeulations of Bot-
tinga (1974), Bottinga and Allegre (1976) and Steinmetz et al.
(1976). For a ridge with a half-spreading rate of 1 em/a their models
display a similar region where melt is ooneentrated between 20
and 30 or 40 km depth and between lÜ and 50 km from the
axis. The small amount of melt will oause a distinct low-veloeity
layer; the S velooity structure predioted is thus quite similar to
the one we found. The distortion of the geotherms with respeot
to the oonduotion solution is also similar to the one we only
guessed (Fig. 5). The upper low P velooity layer of Steinmetz
et a1. (1976) is at a slightly shallower depth than our S velooity
Channel. The physioal reason for the ‘asthenospherio upwelling
model’ of Bottinga and colleagues doing the triek explaining the
upper low—veloeity layer seems to be that it inolndes the two-phase
eonvection of melt advanoing from a residue.

Complimentary evidenoe for the top low-velooity layer has
reeently been presented by Yu and Mitohell (1979) who used re-
gionalized group and phase veloeities of Rayleigh and Love waves
to deduoe mantle shear veloeities for Paeifio Plate age sliees of
0—20, 20—50, 50—100, and“;- 100 Ma. They found a ‘lithospherio’
low—velooity layer in the same depth range, bnt at older ages
(20—50 Ma) than we found; they state that its existenee still must
be sorutinized.

Most explosion seismie studies at ooean ridges (e.g. Oreutt
et a1. 1976; Steinmetz et al. 1976; and many others) did not reaoh
suffioient depth. Steinmetz et al. (1976), for a profile along the
9 Ma isoehron west of the Azores, report a high velooity layer
at 30 km depth whioh might oorrespond to the bottom of our
proposed Channel. A long-range refraetion experiment along the
SE flank of Reykjanes Ridge and aeross Ioeland (RRISP Working
Group, 1979; this volume; Gebrande et a1.‚ this volume) gave
indirect evidenoe of a ‘lithospherie’ low-veloeity ehannel; very
low-«amplitude first arrivals on Ioeland from marine shots at 2;- 2110
and 400 km distanoe may be interpreted as indieating the shadow
zone corresponding to it.

Support for an initially very thin lithosphere eomes from a
study of topography and gravity near the Mid-Atlantie Ridge
axis (MeKenzie and Bowin 1976) suggesting that the elastioally
bending part of the lithosphere to some distanee from the ridge
axis is only about 10 km thiek. The value is expeeted to be lower
than the seismio thiokness. The mushroom shaped low-density
body Linder Reykjanes Ridge of Talwani et a1. (1965) also resem-
bles our veloeity model.

Further seismologioal support; though only in a gross sense,
may be taken from the Q struoture of the southern Reykjanes
Ridge prOposed by Solomon (1973) and from its S veloeity strue-
ture assumed by Solomon and Julian (1971) to explain anomalous
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fault-plane solutions. In an even cruder sense, support for low
mantle velocities and partial melting below the ridge comes from
the travel time residuals in the Reykjanes Ridge Iceland area
for P waves (Francis 1969) and S waves (Girardin and Poupinet
1974; Duschenes and Solomon 1977).

Conclusions

Surface wave dispersion data have been interpreted to indicate
a peculiar S velocity structure of Reykjanes Ridge with a ‘litho-
spheric’ low-velocity zone which comes into being at some distance
from the axis and may then decay again. The surface wave evidence
may not be totally convincing by itself, but additional seismolog-
ical constraints make the interpretation plausible. The structure
has then been explained by a thermodynamic-petrological model
in line with Bottinga’s (1974) and its extensions.

The model would, in principle, be expected to apply to all
spreading ridges; but it is, of course, quite possible that the struc-
ture of Reykjanes Ridge is unique, related to the closeness of
the hot spot of Iceland (Vogt and Johnson 1975). We shall, never-
theless, conclude this paper by sketching a cartoon of how we
envisage the formation of the lithosphere (at Reykjanes Ridge).

Mantle material is assumed to rise adiabatically from great
depth beneath the ridge axis. The mantle solidus is probably
depressed to a certain extent (to the wet solidus) by water activity;
the amount of partial melting will depend on the quantity of
water present (Bottinga and Allegre 1978; Wyllie 1971). Thus,
the material passes through a region between the wet and dry
solidi in which incipient melting will occur; the melt fraction
is probably too small to lead to extensive gravitational upward
filtering. Above the dry solidus at N 60 km, melting becomes exten-
sive, the fraction increases, and the melt will begin to buoyantly
rise more rapidly through the crystal mush than the bulk moves.
At depth, melt removal and crystal accumulation will prevail;
this part will ‘dry out’ Higher up, melt will accumulate; this
part will be enriched in volatiles, magma chambers will form
and will tend to spill out, predominantly at thr ridge axis to
form the chemically distinct crust.

The shape of the barriers to this process of two-phase conven-
tion is determined by the geotherms intersecting the wet and dry
solidi. In the zone of depletion the dry solidus will mark the
boundary between the ‘fluid’ rising asthenosphere and the ‘solid’
lithosphere; the wet solidus will be irrelevant here. The tempera—
ture will be lower than in the conduction case. At shallower levels
where melt accumulates it will probably be the wet solidus that
is important. The temperature will be higher than in the conduc-
tion case. A thin lid will nevertheless form by cooling and this
will help trapping and concentrating the melt, the lid may not
be perfectly magma-tight as suggested by volcanoes off the ridge
axis. The effect of these processes will be to widen the rising
column of asthenosphere at shallow depth and perhaps to narrow
it at depth, as illustrated by Fig. 6. A mushroom shape will develop
as is familiar from diapiric structures. The physical reasons, how-
ever, are quite different in both cases. In diapirs it is the bulk
that spreads laterally at high levels; in our model of rising astheno-
sphere it is the light melt which moves faster and more steeply
than the bulk before it accumulates. The resulting density structure
is quite similar. But as the lithosphere spreads as a whole (in
contrast to diapiric processes) it will be chemically layered. Future
experiments may test this feature.

Further thorough research is needed to verify, or to decide
against, our model of lithosphere generation.
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